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Symbols and Abbreviations
Symbols
́

High tone
̌

surface LH tone

̀

Low tone

o

floating tone
non-automatic downstep

̃

nasalization

//

phonological representation

→

'becomes'

[]
{}

phonetic representation
orthograpic representation



'pairs with'

<

borrowed/originating/derived from

+

combination of morphological units

.

A full stop represents a syllable division within a word, syllable string

:

morpheme boundary

merger or association of two morphemes
or tone string

*

a prohibited form or a Proto-Bantu reconstructed form

∅

zero marker

??
3

reduced acceptibility

class number (indicating nominal concordance)

H

High tone

LH

LowHigh tone

C

consonant

NC

nasal-plus-consonant combination

G

glide

Ɓ

implosive /ɓ/, capital

Ɗ

implosive /ɗ/, capital

L

N
V

Low tone

nasal consonant
vowel

Symbols and Abbreviations
Abbreviations for subject and object prefixes
1SG

1st person singular subject prefix

3SG

3rd person singular subject prefix (singular subject in all noun classes)

2SG

2nd person singular subject prefix

3SG/3PL 3rd person singular subject prefix (plural subject in all noun classes
1PL

except class 2)

1st person plural subject prefix

2PL

2nd person plural subject prefix

1SG.O

1st person singular object prefix

1.O

class 1 object prefix

2PL.O

2nd person plural object prefix

2.O

class 2 object prefix

3PL
2SG.O
1PL.O

3rd person plural subject prefix (plural subjects of class 2)
2nd person singular object prefix
1st person plural object prefix

Other abbreviations
ADDR

Plural Addressee marker in Imperatives

ADJ

adjective

ADV

adverb

ANT

Anterior aspect

APPL

Applicative extension

ASS

i. associative prefix

ii. Associative extension
ATR

Advanced Tongue Root

ATT

discourse marker to draw attention

BEN

Benefactive extension

CAUS

Causative extension

CL

noun class

COMP

complementizer ɓɛ́

COND

Conditional

CONJ

conjunction

CONN

connecting clitic (-ná after DEM.II)

COP

copula

DEM.I

demonstrative, first series, also used as relative pronoun

Symbols and Abbreviations
DEM.II

demonstrative, second series (referent is present)

DEM.III

demonstrative, third series (exclusive referent)

DIR

Directional

F1

time reference, later today

F2
F3

time reference, from tomorrow to the next few weeks
time reference, later than the next few weeks

FV

verb-final vowel

FV.ANT

final vowel of Anterior aspect with the Anterior TAM melody

FV.IMP

final vowel of Imperative with the Imperative TAM melody

FV.NEG

final vowel of the negative Conditional

GEN

genitive prefix

FV.INST
FV.SUBJ

final vowel of the Instructive with a H tone on the subject prefix
final vowel of the affirmative Subjunctive

IDEO

ideophone

IMP

Imperative

INF

Infinitive

INS

Insistive

INST

Instructive

INTERJ

interjection or exclamation

INTERR

question word

MOD

prefix of ɓɩ ́-modifier

NEG

negative

NEGSUBJ

negative Subjunctive

NEUT

Neuter extension

NP

noun phrase

NUM

enumerative prefix

OM

object-marker position

P

Past TAM H tone, the notation follows the subject prefix, e.g. 1SGP, and
the final vowel, e.g. FVP.

P1
P2
P3

time reference, hodiernal or hesternal

time reference, a few days earlier than hesternal
time reference, earlier than about a week ago

PFV

Perfective

pl.

plural

PLUR

Pluractional extension

Symbols and Abbreviations
POSS

possessive

post-FV post-final vowel position
PREP

general preposition

PRO

pronominal / pronoun

REFL

reflexive

RES

Resultative extension

sg.
SM

s.o.
s.th.

singular

subject marker position
someone

something

SUBJ

Subjunctive

SUPP

Supplicative

TA

tense/aspect position

TAM

tense/aspect/mood

TBU

tone-bearing unit

T2006.1 coding for texts: Text<year>.<sequence number>
vs.

versus

1 Introduction
1.1 Language and speakers
Liko is the name of one of the languages in the Oriental Province in the
northeastern part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Liko is spoken in the
Balika-Toriko Chiefdom in the Wamba Territory within the Haut-Uélé District.
The Balika-Toriko Chiefdom1 is 1.149 km2 large, and is geographically located
between 2.34 and 1.94 latitude north and between 27.42 and 27.84 longitude2.

Travelling by road going south, the Liko-speaking area is about 80 km away from
the town of Isiro. The Liko area is adjacent to the approximate west boundary of

the Ituri rainforest. The Ethnologue has 60,000 Liko speakers. This figure is based
on census data from 1988 which is reported by Boone (1989): 56.911 Liko in the

Wamba Territory and several thousand to the north in the Rungu Territory. Local
government statistics of 2006 have 68,212 inhabitants of the Balika-Toriko
Chiefdom (Ndagba 2008).
The language has been called Lika by the (colonial) administration and most

researchers, including some Liko authors. The Ethnologue has Lika, with Liko as
one of the alternative names. Liko speakers themselves call their language lilikó,
which consists of the class 5 prefix lɩ- and the [+ATR] root -likó. This name,

without the prefix, has been adopted in this book to refer to the language. Liko

speakers in the Wamba Territory refer to themselves as Ɓolikó ko Toliko 'the Liko
of Toliko', their forefather.

1

A Chiefdom, "Chefferie" in French, is part of the administrative hierarchy of political

subdivisions in rural areas in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), which contains,
from the largest to the smallest unit (using the DRC names): District, Territoire, Chefferie,
Groupement, Village.
2

In a straight line, the greatest distances across the Liko area, from north to south and from

west to east, are approximately 45 km and 47 km.
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The Liko people occur in Moeller's research on migrations of Bantu people in
Congo in the section on populations of the Uélé (Moeller calls them "Malika"),
together with the Bua people (called "Ababua") and the Bali people (called

"Babali"): "La tradition veut que les Malika se soient séparés des Ababua dans la
région de Bambili."(...) "Ils se reticèrent vers l'Est, dans la région de Poko." "Les

Toriko descendent le Nepoko, (...) s'installèrent à l'embouchure de la Maika et du
Nepoko."3 Ndagba (2008:4) says: "Les sources orales racontent que Boa et

Likangwe étaient des frères germains et vivaient à Bambili." Ndagba has recorded
the story told by an old man, Ngandopey, about the separation of two brothers
(Ndagba 2008:4):4

"Boa had two sons: Lika and Boa. Lika was an outstanding farmer and was the
owner of a big banana plantation. When he felt threatened by repeated stealing
of bunches of bananas from this field, his father advised him to keep watch

over the plantation so that he would find out who the prowler was. That same
night, Lika saw the thief and shot a poisoned arrow at close range at him. But

he was horrified when he noticed that the victim was his own nephew, the son
of Boa, his brother. His father Boa asked him (Lika) to flee, because he was

afraid of the uncles of the deceased. Lika took with him Bukimi, his wife, and
three brothers: Nyakpa, Bali and Yenga. With others who joined him he went
eastwards to explore new suitable areas for agriculture."
In what is presently the Wamba Territory, the "Ɓolikó ko Toliko" managed to
resist the attacks by the Mangbetu (Moeller 1936:262). The Liko stopped the

migration of the Budu in this area (Moeller 1936:35), or invaded part of Budu and
Ndaka territories, which they lost again when the Zanzibari raiders and traders

arrived (Van Geluwe 1960:13), in the second half of the 19th century (Vansina
1990:240). The pocket of Liko speakers who presently live in the Rungu Territory

3

Geographical location of Bambili: lat: 3.653, long: 26.125, Poko lat: 3.136, long: 26.8969,

Isiro lat: 2.7722, long: 27.6083, Bafwabaka at the Nepoko river: lat. 2.117, long: 27.667. In
a straight line, the distances are: Bambili - Poko: 103 km, Poko - Isiro: 89 km, Isiro Bafwabaka: 73 km.
4

Interview with NGANDOPEY, September 19, 2007, à Obongoni; my translation to

English.
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are mentioned in Moeller (1936:262) as "Les Malika du Nord, battus et
desorganisés par les Madjo5, sollicitent l'alliance des Mangbetu."
The Liko area consists of a rainforest-derived mosaic of dry, swamp, and

secondary forest, with cultivated fields. Most Liko are farmers living in villages
with some husbandry, mainly goats and chickens, some raise pigs (adopted from

Budu, with whom the Liko have a lot of shared culture 6 and intermarriage). Some
men go hunting to supplement the staple menu of plantains, rice, beans and maize;
women and children gather insects and condiments. Palm oil is produced for
cooking and other usages. Villagers along the rivers practise fishery.
Production of goods is limited to small-scale crafts and enterprises like carpentry,
the making of hunting material, tailoring, the weaving of hats, nets, mats, etc.,

pottery, smithy, the making of traditional soap bars, the making of thumb pianos,
etc. With the arrival of bicycles and motorbikes, some people have specialized in
repair jobs. There are a few small rice-hulling machines. People build their own
rectangular houses facing the road. Some men have specialized in producing

wooden tiles or placing them on roofs. Paid professions are limited to primary and
secondary school teachers, medical staff, civil servants and some clergy in
churches.
Most traders in the Liko area come from outside, some (often Nande) carry their
stock on bicycles all the way from towns in the east of the country, like Beni or
Butembo. Babonde, one of the major villages in the Liko area, has a big market

every week. Gold has been found in the southwest of the Balika-Toriko Chiefdom.

The village of Bole-bole has become the centre of gold-digging activity, which has
attracted many non-Liko speakers. The impact on the Liko language to date is

limited, in part due to the (lack of good) infrastructure. The Liko live in the Ituri
rainforest; there are no paved roads in the Balika-Toriko Chiefdom nor major

transit roads. In a period of four weeks in the Liko area in 2010, the only car I saw

5

Also referred to as Medje, a Mangbetu dialect.

6

Van Geluwe (1960:13): "Les Lika ont adopté la culture des Budu."
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was at the Catholic Parish of Babonde. About half of the population is Christian
(the majority being Catholic). Many practise traditional religion as well.
The Liko people in the Balika-Toriko Chiefdom consist of twenty clans. The

present Chief comes from the Ɓavamasyé clan7. The residence of the Chief is in
Likásí, the main centre of the Ɓovopiyé clan. Table 1 in 1.3 lists the clans, with the
main centre and their Liko varieties.

1.2 Linguistic context
Languages of three language families are spoken in the Oriental Province of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo: Bantu, Adamawa-Ubangi and Nilo-Saharan.
Liko is one of the Bantu languages in this Province. Liko is part of the so-called

Bantu borderland Languages.8 To the north, east and part of the south, it borders to
Budu, another Bantu borderland language, to the west and part of the south to
Mangbetu, a Nilo-Saharan language. All of these languages are spoken in the
Wamba Territory. Budu speakers are reported to represent about 72% of the

population in this territory, Liko speakers about 25%, the rest (the Mangbele and
Mabyeru clans) are speakers of Mangbetu (Edema 2004, p.c.). Liko speakers

express that their language has more linguistic affinity to Bali and Bua, languages
spoken further to the south and west respectively, than to Budu.
Liko has been classified as Niger-Congo, Narrow Bantu, Central, D, Lega-Kalanga
(D.20) (Voegelin and Voegelin 1977:62)9. Edema (1979) has also classified Liko
together with the Bantu-D languages. Maho (2003:646) gives Liko the

classification D.201. Budu has been classified as D.332, with as closest relatives

Ndaka (D.333), Mbo (D.334), Nyali (D.33) and Vanuma (D.331) (The Ethnologue
and Kutsch Lojenga 1994:127, 2003:452 and 2008:64). Bali is classified as D.21.
Bryan (1959:88) lists Liko in his Bali group and Bua (C.44) in the Bantu-C

Ngombe group. Moeller reports that part of the Liko people, in particular "les

7
8

All clan names have initial implosive /ɓ/.

Linguistic Survey of the Northern Bantu Borderland . Ed. Daryll Forde, Oxford University

Press for the International African Institute, London. Vol. 3.
9

Liko does not appear in Guthrie's classification.
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Toriko parlent une langue très approchante de celle des Ababua ou pré-Ababua"
(1936:260) and that the Bali "sont communnément considérés comme étroitement
apparentés aux Ababua." (1936:262).

Figure 1ː Language map of the Liko language area:10 11
Figures published by Boone and Olson after a survey of Bua languages in 1994
show 57% lexical similarity between Liko and Bua, 52% between Liko and Bali,

49% between Liko and Komo (D.23) and 28% between Liko and Budu (1995:69).
For Kango (C.403)12, a language spoken in the Bas-Uélé district, along the river

banks of the Uélé river, Boone and Olson report a lexical similarity with both Bua
and Liko of 65% (ibid.:73). Liko and Bua share the presence of noun-class

enclitics, "a distinctive of Bua bloc languages" (ibid.:9).13 The question with which

10

Lewis M.P. et al. 2014. Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Seventeenth edition. Used

by permission.
11

In this map, the name of the Bua language is Bwa.

12

Not to be mistaken for the Kango spoken to the north of the Bali area in the Bafwasende

Territory.
13

Liko has noun-class enclitics in classes 7, 13, 15 and 19 (and some isolated cases in

classes 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9). Motingea reports noun suffixes for Bua in classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
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languages Liko would be best grouped together remains unresolved. The language
has developed a number of interesting and unusual features. Boone and Olson

conclude that: "At present, Lika and Bali cannot confidently be attached either to

the "Bua Group", or the "Komo Group", nor to a new group on their own." ( ibid.:
7). Engama is currently working on a comparative study on Liko, Bali and Bua. 14
His and other future research is needed to gain more insight into the linguistic
relationship between these three languages.

1.3 Dialects
Liko has three dialects in the Balika-Toriko Chiefdom with a very high degree of
lexical similarity, i.e. more than 95% between any of them. Liko speakers refer to
the dialects with the word used to express 'water', líɓó, íɓó and líɓá respectively.

The Liko community considers the líɓó variety to be the main dialect, because it is
most widely spoken and it is geographically central in the Liko language area. The
Liko language committee has chosen the líɓó variety as the one in which language

development, e.g. the making of an orthography, the production of literacy material
and the translation of the Bible should take place. The líɓó variety is the dialect
described in this book.

The íɓó variety is spoken in the east and southeast of the Liko language area (as far
as the Nepoko river). The main difference between líɓó and íɓó is phonological

and concerns the systematic absence of the [l] and [s] sound of the noun-class 5

prefix lɩ- and noun-class 7 prefix sɩ- in the íɓó dialect, e.g. líɓó li-tíndí '5-heel' vs.

íɓó i-tíndí. Intervocalic /l/ in líɓó often is absent in íɓó, e.g. líɓó lɩ-kálʊ '5-ember'
vs. íɓó ɩ-káʊ and líɓó ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ '6-food' vs. íɓó ma-ɩ ́ɩ ́.15 The líɓá variety is spoken to
the northwest of the Balika-Toriko Chiefdom and by Liko of the Ɓalika-Kpongo
clan, with Nduka as the main village, who live in the Mongomasi Chiefdom,

Rungu Territory, surrounded by Mangbetu speakers.16 The líɓá dialect has more

and 7 (2005:36, 43).
14

The subject of his masters thesis was also a comparison of the Liko and Bua languages

(Engama 1991).
15

I would like to thank Gabriël Engama Magbangbau for these examples.

16

There is still a lot of contact between the Liko in the Chiefdoms Baliko-Toriko and
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lexical items that differ from líɓó than íɓó, but still relatively few.17 A phonological
difference is that in many words líɓó has /o/ where líɓá has /a/, which is the case
with, for instance, the final vowel of [+ATR] verbs in líɓó.18

Table 1 lists the Liko clans in the Balika-Toriko Chiefdom with their dialect and
their geographical neighbours.
Table 1 Liko clans and dialects and geographical neighbours
Clan
Main centre19
Located in the Neighbours speaking
Chiefdom

other languages

líɓó dialect:
Ɓavamasyé

Gbaegbae

central

20

Ɓaɓúndí

Babonde

north

21

Ɓovopiyé

Likasi

north

Budu 22

Ɓovombili

Bovombili

north

23

Ɓakpélé

Bakpele

north

Mangbetu 24

Ɓapé

Gatoa

west

Mangbetu 25

Mongomasi, for instance with circumcision rituals and marriages.
17

Boone (1989:1) reports that during the 1989 survey, a speaker from the Mongomasi

Collectivity was present and that it appeared that his dialect was essentially no different
from one of those spoken in the main Liko area.
18

I suspect that the líɓá vowel system differs from the líɓó dialect with respect to the [ATR]

mid vowels, e.g. líɓó mukwé '9.salt' and ngbíngó '1a.time' vs. líɓá mʊkwa and ngbɩ ́ngɔ́.
19

The main centres are written with their official names. The {b} and {d} are implosive,

except the one in Obongoni.
20

Liko neighbours: Ɓaɓúndí, Ɓovopiyé, Ɓapé, Ɓevendéname, Ɓevegukú, Ɓovombili,

Ɓakpélé, Ɓavasamba, Ɓavágbaka.
21

Liko neighbours: Ɓavamasyé, Ɓovopiyé, Ɓakpélé.

22

And Liko neighbours: Ɓavamasyé, Ɓaɓúndí, Ɓevesyéni, Ɓovoɓondóni.

23

Liko neighbours: Ɓaɓúndí, Ɓevendéname, Ɓapé, Ɓavamasyé, Ɓavaɓazwa.

24

And Liko neighbours: Ɓovopiyé, Ɓaɓúndí, Ɓavamasyé.

25

And Liko neighbours: Ɓavamasyé, Ɓoɓiyó, Ɓaɗiɗiká.
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Clan

Main centre

Located in the

Neighbours speaking

Chiefdom

other languages

Ɓoɓiyó

Bobiyo

west

26

Ɓavaɓazwa

Yambenda

west

27

Ɓevendéname

Fungula

west

28

Ɓevegukú

Beveguku

west

29

Ɓovotúkusyángwe

Bovotukusyangwe

west

Budu 30

Ɓaɗiɗiká

Badidika

southwest

Mangbetu 31

Ɓangómbo

Gbonzunzu

south

Budu 32

Ɓavasamba

Obongoni

east

Budu 33

Ɓevesyéni

Mabende

east

Budu 34

Ɓavágbaka

Bafwabaka

southeast

35

Ɓavaɗangbá

Bavadangba

south

Budu 36

íɓó dialect:

Ɓevengéni

Bevengeni

west

towards Bali

37

líɓá dialect:
Ɓovoɓondóni

Bovobondoni

north

Budu, Mangbetu 38

Ɓamaká

Bamoka

north

Budu, Mangbetu 39

26

Liko neighbours: Ɓapé, Ɓangómbo, Ɓevengéni.

27

Liko neighbours: Ɓovoɓondóni, Ɓapé, Ɓoɓiyó, Ɓaɗiɗiká.

28

Liko neighbours: Ɓangómbo, Ɓavamasyé, Ɓovombili, Ɓoɓiyó.

29

Liko neighbours: Ɓavamasyé, Ɓevendéname, Ɓovotúkusyángwe, Ɓavágbaka.

30

And Liko neighbours: Ɓevegukú, Ɓavágbaka, Ɓangómbo, Ɓevendéname.

31

And Liko neighbours: Ɓapé, Ɓevengéni.

32

And Liko neighbours: Ɓevengéni, Ɓovotúkusyángwe, Ɓevendéname.

33

And Liko neighbours: Ɓavamasyé, Ɓavágbaka, Ɓavaɗangbá, Ɓevesyéni.

34

And Liko neighbours: Ɓavasamba, Ɓovopiyé.

35

Liko neighbours: Ɓavamasyé, Ɓavasamba, Ɓavaɗangbá, Ɓovotúkusyángwe.

36

And Liko neighbours: Ɓavágbaka, Ɓavasamba.

37

Liko neighbours: Ɓoɓiyó, Ɓangómbo.

38

And Liko neighbours: Ɓovopiyé, Ɓamoká.

39

And Liko neighbours: Ɓovoɓondóni, Ɓadidiká, Ɓovopiyé.
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1.4 Language use and attitudes
Liko is used at home and in meetings where only Liko speakers are present. Wives
from neighbouring languages are expected to learn Liko and many do. Liko people
are proud of their language. In 1989 representatives of all religious denominations
in the Baliko-Toriko Chiefdom produced a document stressing the importance of
the language and the need to develop and use it in more domains through the
normalization of the orthography, the creation of literacy and teaching materials
and the translation of the Bible. Young people are said to speak Liko well, even
though the ones who have contacts outside the Liko are (through education or

travel) introducing more loanwords in their speech than older people. A reading

proficiency contest involving Liko secondary school students in Gbaegbae showed
that these students were able to read texts in Liko well, without prior literacy

classes in Liko orthography. On the other hand, young people know less specific
flora and fauna terms than the older generation.
Swahili is the language used predominantly by the government in the area, in
medical clinics and in courts. Chiefs, medical staff and judges repeat in Liko if the
interlocutor does not understand Swahili well enough. Chiefs of smaller entities

("groupements"40 and villages) usually speak Liko. In church services Swahili and
Liko are the main languages which are used. Scripture reading is in Swahili (the
Bible is not yet available in Liko), sermons and prayers are partly in Swahili and
partly in Liko, singing is in Liko, Swahili, Lingala (or the Eastern-Congo variety
Bangala) and sometimes in the neighbouring Bantu languages Budu or Bali.

Announcements are often in Liko. Most clergy in the Protestant churches is Liko.
In the Catholic church lower clergy is mostly Liko, the majority of the priests
come from outside and they generally do not learn Liko.

At the market and in shops, a combination of Liko and Swahili is used when both
the vendor and the buyer are Liko. Products that are not produced locally are

usually referred to by Swahili words. Counting is in Swahili, except for numbers
under ten.

40

A number of villages.
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French is the language of instruction in secondary schools and in primary schools
from the third year (both have a curriculum of six years). In the first two years of
primary school, teaching is in Swahili. Liko is occasionally used in the first years

to give explanation, because the majority of the children do not speak (a Congolese
variety of) Swahili when they first go to school. There are no institutions of higher
education in the Liko area. Two Liko teachers have just finished their studies in
Education at University of Kisangani. The objective is that they will develop
teaching materials in the Liko language for use in primary schools.
Bilingualism in Liko and Swahili is higher among men than among women, due to

the high drop-out rate of girls in primary school. Proficiency in French, the official
language in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, is generally limited to people
who have had at least four years of secondary education.

1.5 Research context
In 1989, the Eastern Congo Group of SIL International conducted an entrance
survey for the Liko language. Participants were Douglas Boone and Bettina

Gottschlich41 (SIL) and the members of the Lika language committee at the time as
well as two observers42. In 1995, the "Projet de la Traduction de la Bible et

d'Alphabétisation en langue lika" was started. Translation of the Bible began in
2004 and literacy booklets have been published since 2006. A few years ago, a

Congolese organization, "Centre Interconfessionnel de la Traduction de la Bible et
d'Alphabétisation" took over the responsibility for and management of this project
from SIL. The present study is a contribution to the literacy and translation
objectives of this project.

41

Now Modibale-Gottschlich.

42

Listed in Boone (1989:15) are: Tinda Nangaa (president), Banagabwa Gbaoli (vice-

president), Embobo (secretary), Abakwedu, Alowa, Asebeangwe, Bambama, Bavalengo,

Bondomiso, Bulodanga, Dupo, Engama, Gili, Iguku, Ingwabundo, Kakome, Kesena,
Kokyakake, Mangbukele, Mombito and Opumo; as observers Babiti and Bakunguo.
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1.6 Previous studies
Four Liko speakers wrote a "travail de fin d'études" about their language as part of
college graduation requirements (the three year "graduat" level at an "Institut
Supérieure Pédagogique" or university):
-

Banane, NG. 1979. Esquisse grammaticale de la langue liliko.

Edema, Atibakwa K43. 1979. Aspects phonologiques de la langue lika

(D.20).
-

Asebeangwe Bakesa. 1988. Esquisse phonologique et morphologique de

langue lika.
-

Engama Magbangbau, G. 1988. Essai d'une grammaire générative et

transformationnelle de la langue lika.

In 1989, at the time that Boone and Gottschlich did a Liko entrance survey for SIL,
the last three works were presented to them while they were in the village of Djuba
in the Liko area. Unfortunately, only the work by Edema was available to me. 44
Boone (1989) quotes from the theses in his survey report. It is a great loss that
Edema suddenly passed away in 2007.
None of these authors, Edema, Asebeangwe and Engama, mention complex
v,

ɱ

g͡b/, except

Edema who claimed that /
All list seven vowels representing four vowel heights. Edema, however, states in
his conclusion (1979:24):

"Nous avons simplifié le vocalisme. Il existe des i et u plus ouverts que les i

et u mais qui sont plus fermés que e et o. Ce qui peut laisser croire que le liliko
présente 9 voyelles. Mais comme ils n'entrent pas dans une opposition
phonologique, nous les avons simplement classés sous i et u."

43

Also Edema, Atibakwa Baboya.

44

I would like to thank Constance Kutsch Lojenga for scanning her copy and sending it to

me.
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Boone (1989:6) believes that Edema had reason to believe that Liko has nine
vowels.45 Kutsch Lojenga (1999) presents evidence for a nine-vowel system in
Liko. Chapter 2 in this book gives support for this analysis by giving more
examples of phonological contrast between /i/ vs. /ɩ/ and /u/ vs. /ʊ/.
With respect to tone, Edema (1979:21-22) has posited two level underlyingly

contrastive tones (High and Low) and one complex tone (rising). Asebeangwe has
five surface tones: three level tones, plus rising and falling (1988:22-23, in Boone
1989:6). Asebeangwe's third level surface tone may be his interpretation of non-

automatic downstepped High. Surface falling tones on one syllable have not been

attested in the language. Kutsch Lojenga (2000) showed that certain rising surface
tones are the result of a preceding voiced consonant, a so-called "depressor"
consonant.

Kutsch Lojenga worked with Embobo and Engama for several weeks in 1999 with

the aim of setting up a provisional orthography. From 2000 until 2002, De Wit and
Engama worked on an initial corpus of about 2,000 items. In 2002 Engama wrote a
morphology of the Liko language (12 pp), treating nominal and verbal

morphology. He lists the following noun classes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15 and
19, pairing as 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 9/2 and 15/6. His class 7 has noun-class prefix ɩand class 19 has sɩ-. A slightly modified analysis of the Liko noun-class system is

presented in 5.1.1. De Wit, Engama and Nederveen wrote a first phonology of the
language in 2002 as a basis for the Liko orthography guide (both in French). In

2008, Williams and Beattie made a Liko-French picture dictionary with a lot of
cultural information. A trial edition of a Liko-French/French-Liko dictionary (de
Wit, 2010b) was printed for the Liko community.

With a corpus of recordings of about 1550 Liko lexical items, mainly nouns and
verbs, recorded by Augustin and phonetically transcribed by Augustin, De Wit and

Kutsch Lojenga, Casali (2004) prepared A Phonology Sketch of Lika in the context

45

He comments: "It is probable that since Lika is a Bantu language, the students were not

expecting to find ±ATR distinctions (characteristic of Sudanic languages), nor more than
the seven vowels more normally found in Bantu languages."
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of the SIL Bantu Initiative project. His phonetic analysis of the consonants and
vowels has inspired further research into the phonological structure of the language
and vowel harmony. Areas of interest mentioned were among others the status of

palatal plosives and fricatives, the glottal fricative, labialization and palatalization,

labialized labial-velar stops, [ATR] vowel harmony and the tone system. I made an

updated and enlarged version of the 2002 Phonologie de la langue Lika available to
French-speaking students and linguists, through the Lika phonologie in the SIL
Electronic Working Paper series (de Wit 2010a).

Kutsch Lojenga (2009) addressed [ATR] vowel harmony in Liko in 'Nine vowels
and ATR vowel harmony in Lika, a Bantu language in D.R. Congo', published in

Africana Linguistica. Earlier she presented a paper on the vowel /a/ in a [+ATR]
environment (Kutsch Lojenga 2002) and a paper on ATR vowel harmony in the

northern Bantu borderland with data of Budu and Liko (Kutsch Lojenga 2005). In
the 2009 article, Kutsch Lojenga discussed the nine-vowel system, unusual for
Bantu languages, which Liko shares with Bali, Budu, Bila, Nyali and Vanuma

(2009:65). Kutsch Lojenga analysed the ATR vowel harmony system in Liko as

[+ATR] dominant, bidirectional and the vowel /a/ as being transparent. She posited
the [−ATR] noun-class enclitics as an idiosyncratic case of dominance reversal,
extending one syllable to the left. The analyses in this article have been helpful in
researching ATR vowel harmony in Liko again with more language data, see 3.2.
In 2010, Augustin submitted her MA thesis Selected features of syntax and

information structure in Lika (Bantu D.20)46, a sketch of Liko morphology and

syntax as well as a description of the syntactic means to indicate topic and focus.
The sketch of morphology and syntax is based on the Phonology Sketch of Lika
and the Lika phonologie mentioned above, and on my fieldwork notes (2006)
shared with Augustin, as well as on Augustin's own analysis of an existing

collection of Liko texts. The analysis of topic and focus follows the framework of
Lambrecht (1994). Unfortunately, tone marking is generally absent in the

examples. The choice to research one element of a largely undocumented language
from a particular theoretical framework has led to the identification of type I

46

Also published by SIL in 2012 as eBook 36.
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demonstrative nɔ̌ (which agrees with noun class 1) as the focus particle. A different
analysis of information structure in Liko is presented in Chapter 8.
Liko data featured regularly in presentations at a Colloquium of African Languages
and Linguistics, University of Leiden. Between 1999 and 2014, the following

papers were presented: 'The Vowel System of Lika: first impressions' (Kutsch

Lojenga 1999) in which she also showed ATR vowel harmony in the language,
'Adjectives in Lika' (de Wit 2004), 'Noun class suffixes in Lika' (Nederveen 2004),
'ATR vowel harmony effects in writing' (de Wit 2006), 'High tone noun prefixes in
Lika' (de Wit 2009), 'The behaviour of Lika depressor consonants' (de Wit 2010c)
and 'Word Order and Information Structure in LIKO' (de Wit 2014).

1.7 This book
A Phonology and Grammar of Liko presents a detailed description of a language
which is until now largely undocumented. The first three chapters treat the
phonological structure, the main phonological processes, and tone and tone rules.
The morphology of nouns, adjectives, nominal modifiers, and of minor word

classes is presented in the following two chapters. A separate chapter is devoted to
the verb, the structure of the verb form, its morphology, the semantics of verbal
conjugations and verbal derivation. The final chapter describes a selection of

syntactic topics, including information structure. A collection of ten texts is offered
in the first Appendix and verb paradigms can be found in the second. I have taken
examples from non-elicited natural speech as much as possible. They serve to

support the descriptive nature of this work and to provide language material for
future research of specific topics.

The first visit to the Liko people was in 1995, when my wife and I made a twoweek bicycle tour in the area with members of the Liko language committee,
staying at a different village almost every night. The initial corpus of rough

language data was collected using a 2,000 item French wordlist provided by me to
Engama. These data were checked for phonetic segments and tone during sessions
of three weeks in Nairobi in 2001 and 2002; in 2001 with the Liko consultants

Bodokobuni and Engama, in 2002 with Banotanea, Engama and Ndagba. I stayed
in the Ɓavamasyé village of Gbaegbae [g͡bàɩ ̀g͡bàɩ ̀] in 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008 and
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2010. These fieldwork trips lasted for three to four weeks at a time. Liko
consultants were Asumani, Bakaato, Banotanea, Bodokobuni, Engama,

Kamenabake, Ndagba and Ndimo. During each visit, parts of the phonology, tone
system or grammar analysed earlier were presented to the Liko consultants in the

form of training sessions with the aim of improving the quality and depth of their
reflection on their language. In 2013, I worked with Liko consultants in Isiro for
four weeks.

Apart from data checking during these visits, a final check of all Liko data in this
book has been done with Liko consultants Kamenabake, Ndagba and Ndimo from
February until December 2014 by means of data files of 15 to 20 pages A4 each.
The Liko consultants received a financial contribution for their work. Each file
deliberately contained about ten known segmental, supra-segmental as well as
orthographical and French translation errors to ascertain the quality of the
corrections. In most files, all these errors were corrected, including cases of nonautomatic downstep.

The main Liko consultants I worked with in the period from 2000 to 2015 are: 47






Dominique Banotanea Bapokanzo (líɓó)
Gabriël Engama Magbangbau (líɓó)

Jean-Pierre Kamenabake Ndukoni (líɓó)
André Ndagba Ambinende (íɓó)

Rigobert Ndimo Natambise (íɓó)

Other main Liko consultants between 2000 and 2009 are:




Thérèse Asumani Ingbou (íɓó)

Edouard Bakaato Bogyonokoli (íɓó)
Lazare Bodokobuni Bosisi (íɓó)

The data used for this book consist of 3,500 main lexical items and over 1,000

subentries, 86 texts, most of which are printed and used as literacy material, the
translation of part of the Bible in Liko (Genesis and the New Testament), as well

47

The names of the Liko consultants are given as they write them. In most cases, the "B" is

implosive.
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as recordings of texts and wordlists, field notes and material collected through
elicitation.
Liko is a Bantu language with several characteristics which made it interesting to
do research and to describe it. In Chapter 2, "Phonological Structure", the ninevowel system is presented, as well as complex consonants like labial-velar
plosives, which are followed in some words by a bilabial trill.

The pervasive ATR Vowel-Harmony system and the widespread occurrence of
Vowel Sandhi are described in Chapter 3, "Vowel Harmony and Phonological

Processes". The vowel harmony system is [+ATR] dominant, but there are several
verbal and noun-class [−ATR] enclitics in the language which have impact on
preceding non-high vowels.

Liko is a tone language with two underlyingly contrastive tones: High and Low
and both lexical and grammatical tone contrasts. Certain voiced obstruents (socalled "depressor consonants") have influenced and to some extent may still

influence the realization of a following H tone. Liko has automatic as well as nonautomatic downstep.48 The tone system, depressor consonants and the tone rules are
described in Chapter 4. Being familiar with the content of Chapter 3 and 4 will
help the reader to read the subsequent chapters.
The Liko noun-class system contains 14 noun classes; classes 1 and 9 have several
subclasses. Apart from nominal agreement, the language has concord sets for
adjectives, numerals and associative constructions including a specific set of

nominal modifiers. Nouns, adjectives, nominal modifiers and numerals (including
pictures of counting) are presented in Chapter 5. This chapter also contains the

derivations from nouns, adjectives and nominal modifiers to nouns or other word
classes.

48

In Stewart's terminology (1983). Automatic downstep is also referred to as 'downdrift'.

'Downstep' is often used for non-automatic downstep.
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In Chapter 6, "Other Pronominal Forms and Invariables", two other agreement
systems are presented, for pronominal substitutives and demonstratives. Genitival

constructions, different from associative constructions in which a nominal modifier,
a noun or a quantifier is used attributively, use a single prefix, only subject to ATR
vowel harmony when it occurs within the domain of [+ATR] spreading. Also of
interest in this chapter are ideophones.
Verbal agreement with the noun-class system is very limited in Liko. To encode
tense/aspect/mood, the language uses time adverbials as well as segmental

morphemes and tone melodies. They are described in Chapter 7, "Verbs". The

seven productive extensions are exemplified: Causative, Applicative, Benefactive,
Resultative, Neuter, Associative and Pluractional. This chapter also presents the
possibilities to derive nouns, adjectives and adverbs from verbal bases.

Chapter 8, "Topics in Syntax", pays attention to verb valency and object

agreement, word order, relative clauses, information structure, comparison and
complex sentences, including the use of Infinitives. Liko is a language with strict
SVO word order. Focus, for instance, is not expressed by putting the element in
focus at the beginning the clause. Relativization and left-dislocation reveal a
syntactic means to differentiate between objects and adjuncts in this language.
The collection of texts in Appendix 1 includes: oral stories, history (former
circumcision rites), technical and moral instruction and a new story, written for
literacy classes.

The following word classes are distinguished in this book: noun, verb, adjective,
nominal modifier, numeral, quantifier, substitutive, participant pronoun, possessive
pronoun, demonstrative, preposition, interrogative question word, adverbial,
complementizer, conjunction, ideophone, interjection and exclamation.
Nouns in Liko consist of a noun-class prefix, a stem and - for a number of nouns -

a noun-class enclitic. Each noun is assigned to a class. A class is determined by the
noun-class prefix and the concords with adjectives, nominal modifiers, numerals

and demonstratives. Nouns function as head of noun phrases and as complement of
prepositional phrases. Noun phrases function as subject and object of clauses.
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Verbs consist of a stem preceded by bound morphemes. Morphemes preceding the
verb stem are the subject prefix, the negative prefix, the Conditional and aspect
prefixes and the object prefix. A verb stem includes the verbal base and a final

vowel. The verbal base may be simple, consisting only of a verb root, or extended,
consisting of a verb root followed by one or more extensions. By means of a

combination of tone and segmental morphemes, a verb can be inflected for tense,
aspect and mood.

Adjectives in Liko are a closed class of eight adjectival stems. Adjectives take an
adjective prefix, which agrees with the noun on which they syntactically depend or
to which they refer.

A large group of words occurs as part of a noun phrase and modifies the head
noun. They do not take a nominal or adjective prefix, but take an associative
prefix, which agrees with the class of their head noun. They are referred to as
"nominal modifiers".

The numeral stems for 'one' to 'four' take enumerative prefixes, which agree with
the head of the noun phrase in which they occur. Other numerals are invariable.
Ordinals and quantifiers are not preceded by an enumerative prefix. They occur in
associative constructions.
Pronominal substitutives are forms which agree with the class of the noun they
refer to. Substitutives and participant pronouns function to fill the position of a

noun phrase in a clause. Liko has three types of demonstratives different in form
and semantic properties. Demonstratives agree with the noun on which they

syntactically depend or to which they refer. Possessive pronouns consist of the
genitive prefix ka- and (part of) a participant pronoun or substitutive.

Prepositions are a closed set of three invariable stems. They precede a noun and
are the head of a prepositional phrase. Liko has question words belonging to the
word class of nouns and invariable question words. Adverbials in Liko are a

heterogeneous group comprising invariable free or bound morphemes referring to
time, location or manner, words specifying the action of the verb, particles in

information structure, and other elements. Many adverbials referring to manner or
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specifying the action of the verb are bound morphemes, preceded by the general
modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-. The complementizer ɓɛ́ and conjunctions are invariable and
function to relate two clauses.

Ideophones are invariably free or bound morphemes with specific phonetic
characteristics. Bound ideophones are preceded by the general modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-.
The characteristics found in ideophones also are attested in interjections and
exclamations.

1.8 Conventions
The segmental representation of consonants and vowels in this book is given in

2.2.1 (consonants) and 2.3.1 (vowels). Prenasalized consonants are represented as
/mb/, /nd/, /ng/, /ngb/, /nv/ and /nz/. The representation of the palatal nasal sonorant
[ɲ] is /ny/. The representation of the palatal oral sonorant [j] is /y/. Glides resulting
from desyllabification are represented as /y/ or /w/. In this book, [ɩ] is used instead
of [ɪ] because it is easier for the reader to distinguish [ɩ] from [i] when the vowel
bears tone marking.

Surface High tone (H tone) is indicated by means of an acute accent on any tonebearing unit (TBU). A combined LowHigh surface tone (LH) is represented as an
inverted circumflex on a TBU. Surface Low tone (L tone) is represented by the
absence of a diacritic. In the chapter on Tone and in phonetic representations,

surface L tone is marked by means of a grave accent. Non-automatic downstep is
represented as a superscript arrow facing downwards. A floating tone is indicated
by a raised o preceding the tone symbol, e.g. oL.

With respect to glosses, a number represents a noun class or a person. A number in
a gloss of a noun-class, adjective, enumerative or associative prefix, in an object
prefix, or in a gloss of a substitutive or demonstrative form indicates the noun

class. Roman I, II or III represent the type of demonstrative. A number in a gloss
of a subject prefix indicates person (1SG, 2SG, 1PL, 2PL) or noun class. Subject

prefixes do not agree with noun classes, except for class 2. In the case of a plural

subject that does not belong to class 2, the subject prefix is glossed with 3SG/3PL.
Otherwise, the gloss of the subject prefix is simply 3SG. The gloss of the time-
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reference adverbials represents Past or Future and the relative distance from the
deictic centre, e.g. F1 represents a point in time in the future, later today, and P3

indicates a point in time in the past, earlier than about a week ago. Verb forms for
Past and Future are distinguished only by means of a difference in tone on the TBU
of the subject prefix: Past is marked with a H tone. In the gloss, this is represented
by means of a raised P, e.g. 1SGP-throw-FV. To indicate that the time reference is

specifically to the past, a H tone is associated with the final vowel (FV) of a verb
form. I will refer to it as "Past (specific)". Past (specific) is represented by a raised
P following

the FV, e.g. 1SGP-throw-FVP.

The verb-final vowel in combination with a tonal melody indicates negation or
certain kinds of aspect and mood. If this is the case and if other glosses of the verb
form do not represent it, the gloss of the final vowel is extended, e.g. FV.NEG for
negation, FV.ANT for Anterior aspect or FV.SUBJ for Subjunctive mood.

2 Phonological Structure
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the phonological structure of the Liko language, its
consonant and vowel systems, syllable structure and word structure. Syllable

structure will be presented after the interpretation of surface glides and sequences
of two identical vowels.
The inventory of Liko consonants comprises the places and manners of articulation
common in Bantu languages and includes prenasalized plosives and fricatives,

implosives and plosives with double articulation. The consonants are presented and
contrasted, with remarks about their distribution in roots. An analysis of complex
consonants is given after the contrasts.
I will describe syllable structure after consonants and vowels, because it depends

on the analysis of sequences of identical vowels in the section on vowels. Syllable
structures within roots in Liko are: CV, V and CGV, where CV and V are the most
common. The presentation of these structures is followed by the analysis of the

phonetic nature of "G" in CGV structures. A description of glides and an account
of the changes imposed on loanwords are given at the end of the section on
syllable structure.
The structure of words in terms of sequences of syllables is presented in the section
on Word Structure, for nouns and verbs separately. Liko has few consonant
constraints as far as the position in the word is concerned. As for vowel

constraints, there are a number of restrictions on the co-occurrence of vowels
within -CVCV noun stems. Only five of the nine vowels in Liko are frequently
found in verb roots, namely the four high vowels /ɩ, i, ʊ, u/ and the low vowel /a/.
Liko has a nine-vowel system with ATR (Advanced Tongue Root) harmony. There
are four high and four mid vowels contrastively; the low vowel /a/ occurs in roots
with high and mid vowels. The vowels are presented and contrasted, along with
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comments about their distribution. Vowel harmony changes caused by ATR are
explained where they occur in the data in this chapter. Liko has [ +ATR] roots as
well as [+ATR] dominant suffixes (including one verbal extension). I refer the

reader to Chapter 3 "Phonological Processes" for a description of ATR harmony in
the language.

Liko is a tone language with two underlyingly contrastive tones, High and Low.
Low and High can be combined on a short syllable. The syllable is the tone-

bearing unit (TBU) in the language. In situations in which there are two tones and
only one TBU available, a sequence of Low and High are associated together to

form a surface LH tone on a monosyllable, if Low or High does not merge with an
adjacent identical tone. A TBU can thus have a H or a L tone, or a combined

LowHigh. A HL tone on a TBU is not permitted. Sequences of High and Low
where one TBU is available result in association of High or Low with an adjacent
identical tone, or in non-automatic downstep caused by a delinked L tone. Because

of its important role in the language, a separate chapter is devoted to tone (Chapter
4).

2.2 Consonants
2.2.1

Inventory of consonants

The consonants of the Liko consonant system are presented in the following charts.
They both represent the inventory of contrastive consonants in the language, the

first one in the IPA49, the second one in the consonant symbols used in this book.
Contrastive consonants are written between forward slashes. In the text, phonetic
representations use IPA symbols in square brackets.

49

I have used the version of the International Phonetic Alphabet that was revised in 2005.

http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa/, April 28, 2011.
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Table 2 Liko consonant chart in IPA
Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

LabialVelar

ɓ

implosive
plosive

voiceless

p

t

k

k͡p

voiced

b

d

g

g͡b

prenasalized
fricative

ɗ

ⁿd

g͡b

voiceless

f

s

voiced

v

z

ɱ

v

ⁿz

m

n

ɲ

l

j

prenasalized
nasal sonorant
oral sonorant

h

w

Prenasalized plosives and fricatives are underlyingly contrastive consonants in

Liko. Interestingly, in some labial-velar plosives, the labial part is realized as a
bilabial trill (see 2.2.4).
Table 3 Liko consonant chart with the consonant symbols used in this book
Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal LabialVelar

implosive
plosive

fricative

ɓ

ɗ

voiceless

p

t

k

kp

voiced

b

d

g

gb

prenasalized

mb

nd

ng

ngb

voiceless

f

s

h

voiced

v

z

prenasalized

nv

nz

m

n

ny

l

y

nasal sonorant
oral sonorant

The phonetic description of the contrastive consonants in Table 2 is:
Ingressive pharynx air sounds

[ɓ] voiced bilabial plosive with ingressive pharynx air
[ɗ] voiced alveolar plosive with ingressive pharynx air

w
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Plosives
[p] voiceless unaspirated bilabial plosive50
[b] voiced bilabial plosive

[t] voiceless unaspirated alveolar plosive
[d] voiced alveolar plosive

[k] voiceless unaspirated velar plosive
[g] voiced velar plosive

[k͡p] voiceless unaspirated labial-velar plosive
[g͡b] voiced labial-velar plosive
Fricatives
[f] voiceless labio-dental fricative
[v] voiced labio-dental fricative
[h] voiceless glottal fricative
[s] voiceless alveolar grooved fricative
[z] voiced alveolar grooved fricative

The apical part of the tongue makes contact for both [s] and [z].
Prenasalized consonants
[

voiced bilabial plosive

[ⁿd] prenasalized voiced alveolar plosive
prenasalized voiced velar plosive

g͡b] prenasalized voiced labial-velar plosive

[ v] prenasalized voiced labio-dental fricative
ɱ

[ⁿz] prenasalized voiced alveolar grooved fricative
Nasal sonorants

[m] voiced bilabial nasal
[n] voiced alveolar nasal
[ɲ] voiced palatal nasal

50

'With egressive lung air', unless indicated otherwise.
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Oral sonorants
[l] voiced alveolar lateral approximant
[j] voiced palatal approximant

[w] voiced labial-velar approximant

2.2.2

Consonantal contrasts

This section gives examples that show evidence of the contrastiveness of each of
the consonants in Table 2. Whenever possible, I have given monomorphemic
examples for contrasts in root-initial position in order to avoid variation at
morpheme boundaries. This means that these contrasts are often exemplified by

singular or plural nouns from classes with no noun-class prefix. In case there is no
such noun in my data to show a contrast in the root-initial position, I have used a

noun with a noun-class prefix or occasionally a singular Imperative form. Although
these Imperative forms are not monomorphemic, because the verb root is followed
by the final vowel -a, the initial consonant of the verbal base is not preceded by a
subject prefix. Words that are, by my knowledge, loanwords, compounds and
derived forms are avoided or marked as such.

The presentation of the consonantal contrasts is structured as follows: firstly, the
contrasts are given for consonants sharing the same place of articulation, but

differing in the manner of articulation, moving from labial to glottal and finishing
with labial-velar; secondly, the consonants having the same manner of articulation
are contrasted for place of articulation.

A few consonants in the Liko system have distributional constraints with respect to
the position in a root (see 2.5.3). Other occurrence constraints are noted in the text.
a. Same place of articulation
Labial consonants

Labial plosives and the labial nasal consonants occur in all positions in the root,
whereas labial fricatives have some restrictions. The examples below are given in
four sets. The first two sets show labial consonants in root-initial position

preceding low and high vowels respectively. The second two sets have labial

consonants as the onset of the final syllable of the root in frames of low and high
round vowels.
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(2.1) Contrasts involving labial consonants in root-initial position preceding a low
vowel:

ɓ

ɓáɓa

[ɓáɓà]

'1a.swallow'51

p

pápá

[pápá]

'1a.shrew'

mbǎmba

[ bǎ bà]

'9.plants, sp.'

lɩ-vǎ

[vǎ]

'5-piece of meat'

b

babǎ

mb [
f

]

v

nv [ v]

52

fá

nvá

ɱ

m

mamá

[bàbǎ]

'1a.father'

[fá]

53

[ vá]

'dry:FV.IMP'
'1a.dog'

ɱ

[màmá]

'1a.mother'

(2.2) Contrasts involving labial consonants in root-initial position preceding a high
vowel:

ɓ

ɓʊ́kʊ

[ɓʊ́kʊ̀]

'9.quivers'

p

pʊká

[pʊ̀ká]

'9.banana trees, sp.'

mbʊ́kʊ

[

'1a.antelope' & '9.grave'

v

vʊkʊ́l-á

[vʊ̀kʊ́lá]

'sit down-FV.IMP'54

nv [ɱv]

ɓɩ ́-nvʊɗʊnvʊɗʊ

[ɱvʊ̀dʊ̀ɱvʊ̀dʊ̀]

'MOD-fat'55

m

mʊ̌

[mʊ̌]

'3:head'

b
mb [
f

bʊkʊ́-tɔ
]

fʊlʊ́

[bʊ̀kʊ́]
ʊ́kʊ̀]

[fʊ̀lʊ́]

'13.shrub, drug-13
'9.small bow nets

Labial fricatives /f v nv/ are relatively rare. The distribution of /v nv/ is generally

limited to root-initial position. Another example of /v/ root-initially is mʊ-vanzɩ ́ɓɔ́
[vànzɩ ́ɓɔ́] '1-small ant, sp.'. The only example of /v/ as the onset of the final

syllable of a root in my data is ku-kuvǐ-ko '15-mushroom, sp.-15'. Other cases in
which /v nv/ occur in root-medial position are due to reduplication. An example of
reduplication is nvínvínví [ɱvíɱvíɱví] '1a.bird, sp.'. This distributional restriction to

51

Classes 1a and 9 do not have a noun-class prefix.

52

In the tables presenting contrasts, the phonetic transcription is added in square brackets.

53

Only the root is given in the phonetic forms in this section.

54

This verb refers to a specific way of sitting down, i.e. the way a chief takes a seat.

55

ɓɩ ́- is the general modifier prefix, see Chapter 6.
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root-initial position does not hold for the voiceless labial fricative /f/, for example
lɩ-kɔ́fɩ [kɔ́fɩ ̀] '5-blow with the fist' and ɗafɩɗafɩ [ɗàfɩ ̀ɗàfɩ ̀] 'IDEO, walking
awkwardly'.

Labial fricatives have restrictions with respect to the following vowel: /v nv/ are
not followed by the [+ATR] mid vowels /e o/. Occurence in conjunction with the
low vowel /a/ is rare for /f/ and /nv/: the only examples in my data are given in
(2.1).
With respect to pápá '1a.shrew' and other frequent sequences of voiceless plosive
onsets, notice that Dahl's law is not active in Liko. Dahl's law states that "when
two successive syllables in a stem each begin with a voiceless plosive, then the
first of these becomes voiced" (Schadeberg 1999:391).

Meinhof's law, in its basic form stating that a nasal + voiced consonant becomes a
geminate nasal when the next syllable also begins with a nasal, is not found in

Liko, cf. mbǎmba above and ngámá '1a.chief' in the following examples. An initial
nasal-plus-consonant is not simplified by the deletion of the oral plosive.

(2.3) Contrasts involving labial consonants in the final syllable of the root between
low vowels using the frame [a__a]:
ɓ

ɩ-baɓá

[bàɓá]

'9a-marsh'

p

pápá

[pápá]

'1a.shrew'

b

mabá

mb [
f

v

nv [ v]
ɱ

m

]

[màbá]

lɩ-kámbá

]

-

'9.strap'

'5-upper arm'

ngámá

[

má]

'1a.chief'

(2.4) Contrasts involving labial consonants in the final syllable of the root between
high vowels using the frame [ʊ__ʊ] or [u__u]:
ɓ

mʊ-nzʊɓʊ́

[ⁿzʊ̀ɓʊ́]

'3-vine, sp.'

b

li-kúbu

[kúbù]

'5-umbilical cord, navel'

p

ndʊpʊ́

[ⁿdʊ̀pʊ́]

'1a.buffalo'
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mb [

]

nzʊmbʊ́

[ⁿzʊ̀

f

ɓí-kpǔfu

[k͡pǔfù]

'MOD-short'

nv [ɱv]

-

[pʊ̀mʊ́]

'6-family need, assistance'

v

-

m

má-pʊmʊ́

ʊ́]

'9.edible leaf, sp.'

Alveolar consonants
There are no distributional restrictions for alveolar consonants, they occur in all

positions in the root. The examples below are given in four sets. The first two sets
show alveolar consonants in root-initial position preceding low and high vowels
respectively. Contrasts between alveolar consonants in the onset position of the

final syllable of the root between either low or high round vowels are presented in
the last two sets.

(2.5) Contrasts involving alveolar consonants in root-initial position preceding a
low vowel:
ɗ

lɩ ́-ɗáɗá

[ɗáɗá]

'5-flame'

d

dǎ

[dǎ]

'1a.friend'

nd [ⁿd]

ndǎta

[ⁿdǎtà]

'9.rope, sp.'

s

sáka

[sákà]

'9.armpit'

nz [ⁿz]

nzǎ

[ⁿzǎ]

'9.hunger'

l

lakɩ ́

[làkɩ ́]

'9.bush, sp.'

t

z
n

takpá

lɩ-zagasá
mʊ-nama

[tàk͡pá]

[zàgàsá]
[nàmà]

'9.forearm'

'5-maraca'
'1-siren'56

(2.6) Contrasts involving alveolar consonants in root-initial position preceding a
high vowel:
ɗ

ɗulú

[ɗùlú]

'9.heap of leaves'

d

dudǔ

[dùdǔ]

'9.rest, remains'

t

56

tutú

[tùtú]

'9.forest'

Spirit in the form of a woman living in the water.
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nd [ⁿd]

nduɓó

[ⁿdùɓó]

'1a.fish, sp.'

s

sukó

[sùkó]

'1a.dove, sp.'

nz [ⁿz]

nzúki

[ⁿzúkì]

'9.honey'

l

luɓú

[lùɓú]

'1a.debt'

z
n

zukó
li-nungu

[zùkó]
[nù gù]

'9.scar'

'5-termite hill'

(2.7) Contrasts involving alveolar consonants in the final syllable of the root
between low vowels using the frame [a__a]:
ɗ

gáɗá

[gáɗá]

'9.traditional knife'

d

baláda

[bàládà]

'9.home distillery'

s

lɩ-zagasá

[zàgàsá]

'5-maraca'

z

lɩ-ɓambáza

[ɓà bázà]

'5-post'

n

tana

[tànà]

'1a.small monkey, sp.'

t

nd [ⁿd]

nz [ⁿz]
l

ma-ngatá

[ gàtá]

lɩ-gǎnda

'6-hair'

[gǎⁿdà]

mʊ-ganzá

[gàⁿzá]

ɓʊ́-galá

[gàlá]

'5-balance'

'1-blood brother'
'14-tomorrow'

(2.8) Contrasts involving alveolar consonants in the final syllable of the root
between high vowels using the frame [ʊ__ʊ] or [u__u]:
ɗ

gʊɗʊ

[gʊ̀ɗʊ̀]

'1a.barricade'

t

lɩ-tʊtʊ́

[tʊ̀tʊ́]

'5-termite mound'

nd [ⁿd]

gʊndʊ

[gʊ̀ⁿdʊ̀]

'9.midnight'

z

úzu

[úzù]

'9.island'

n

mbʊ́nʊ

[

'9.band around a braid'

d
s

nz [ⁿz]
l

a-bʊdʊ̌
mʊ-sʊ́sʊ́
kʊ́nzʊ́
lɩ-dʊlʊ́

[bʊ̀dʊ̌]
[sʊ́sʊ́]

[kʊ́ⁿzʊ́]
ʊ́nʊ̀]

[dʊ̀lʊ́]

'1b-fish, sp.'
'3-bud'

'9.plant, sp.'
'5-post'

Palatal consonants
Liko has two palatal consonants that occur in all positions in the root. Data to

exemplify the contrasts between palatal consonants is given in five sets. In the first
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three sets, the palatal consonants precede low, high round and high unrounded
vowels respectively. The examples in the second set have a vowel prefix. The third
set with the high unrounded vowels /ɩ i/ is added, because it shows that /ny/ can be
followed by these vowels. This is significant because /ny/ differs from obstruentpalatal oral sonorant sequences in this respect: the latter do not precede high

unrounded vowels in Liko. Set four has palatal consonants as the onset of the final
syllable of the root in a frame of two low vowels and set five has them between a
high unrounded and a low vowel.
(2.9) Contrasts involving palatal consonants in root-initial position preceding a low
vowel:

ny [ɲ]
y [j]

nyǎsɩ

yángba

[ɲǎsɩ]̀

[já g͡bà]

'9.thatch'

'1a.bird, sp.'

(2.10) Contrasts involving palatal consonants in root-initial position preceding a
high round vowel:
ny [ɲ]
y [j]

ɩ-nyʊ́kʊ́

a-yʊ́ngʊ́

[ɲʊ́kʊ́]

[jʊ́ ʊ́]

'9a-dirtiness'

'1b-whistle, hiss'

(2.11) Contrasts involving palatal consonants in root-initial position preceding a
high unrounded vowel:
ny [ɲ]

nyɩk-á

[ɲɩ ̀k]

'avoid-FV.IMP'

ny [ɲ]

nyikísó

[ɲìkísó]

'9.riducule'

y [j]

yǐmbó

[jǐ

'INTERJ, surprise!'

y [j]

yɩ ̌nga

[jɩ ̌ gà]

'9.feast'

(2.12) Contrasts involving palatal consonants in the final syllable of the root
between low vowels using the frame [a__a]:
ny [ɲ]
y [j]

nganyá
yayá

gàɲá]

[jàjá]

'1a.fish, sp.'

'1a.older sibling'

(2.13) Contrasts involving palatal consonants in the final syllable of the root
between a high and a low vowel using the frame [ʊ__a]:
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ny [ɲ]

mbʊnyá

ʊ̀ɲá]

'1a.husband'

y [j]

mbʊyá

ʊ̀já]

'9.leaf, sp.'

Restrictions with respect to the following vowel are that the palatal nasal /ny/ does

not occur preceding the [+ATR] round vowels /u o/ in roots. In addition, when /ny/
is not in root-initial position, it is not followed by any high vowel. The other

palatal consonant /y/ does not have such a restriction, e.g. iyú [ìjú] '9.PRO' and
ɓʊ-bʊyʊ́ [bʊ̀jʊ́] '14-tree, sp. (teak)'.
Velar and glottal consonants

Velar consonants occur in all positions in the root, whereas the distribution of the
glottal consonant /h/ is limited to the root-initial position. The first two sets of

examples below include the velar and glottal consonants in root-initial position
preceding low and high vowels. The last two sets show contrasts for the velar
consonants in the onset position of the final syllable of the root between either low
or high round vowels.

(2.14) Contrasts involving velar and glottal consonants in root-initial position
preceding a low vowel:
k

lɩ-kánda

[káⁿdà]

'5-unhusked grain'

g

lɩ-gǎnda

[gǎⁿdà]

'5-balance'

h

-

lɩ-ngándá

'5-plant, sp.'

(2.15) Contrasts involving velar and glottal consonants in root-initial position
preceding a high vowel:
k

g
h

kʊ́ɓa

gʊɓá
ngʊɓɔ́
yá-hʊ̌

[kʊ́ɓà]
[gʊ̀ɓá]
ʊ̀ɓɔ́]

[hʊ̌]

'1a.turaco'

'1a.monkey, sp.'
'9.tree, sp.'

'9.ADJ-large area'

The glottal consonant /h/ is relatively rare. Apart from its distributional restriction
it also has a limitation on the vowels it precedes. /h/ is not followed by the low

vowel /a/ or the [−ATR] high and mid unrounded vowels /ɩ ɛ/. Examples of /h/
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with [+ATR] high and mid unrounded vowels /i e/ are ɓí-hisi [hìsì] 'MOD-blurred'
and heee ɓí-teee [hè:̀ ɓítè:̀] 'INTERJ, exclamation of surprise'.
(2.16) Contrasts involving velar and glottal consonants in the final syllable of the
root between low vowels using the frame [a__a]:
k

g
h

sáka

[sákà]

'9.armpit'

lɩ-kpánga

[k͡pá gà]

'5-cassava paste'

ngága
-

[ ágà]

'9.chin'

(2.17) Contrasts involving velar and glottal consonants in the final syllable of the
root between high vowels using the frame [ʊ__ʊ]:
k

mbʊ́kʊ

g

ɓʊ́gʊ

h

mbʊngʊ́
-

ʊ́kʊ̀]

[ɓʊ́gʊ̀]
ʊ̀ ʊ́]

'1a.antelope' & '9.grave'
'9.plantain, sp.'
'1a.elephant'

Labial-velar consonants
Labial-velar consonants have no distributional restrictions. The examples in the
first three sets show the contrasts in root-initial position preceding low, high
unrounded and high round vowels. The third set is added in order to show the

constraint on the labial-velar oral sonorant /w/ with a following high vowel. The
last two sets have labial-velar consonants as the onset of the final syllable of the
root between low vowels or preceding the vowel /ɛ/57.

(2.18) Contrasts involving labial-velar consonants in root-initial position preceding
a low vowel:

57

kp [k͡p]

kpánga

[k͡pá gà]

'9.cassava paste'

gb [g͡b]

gbandá

[g͡bàⁿdá]

'9.game (play)'

The frame with two high round vowels cannot be used here because of a restriction with

respect to the following vowel for /w/. The alternative frame shows that /w/ is contrastive in
root-medial position.
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g͡bá
[wáⁿdá]

'1a.accusation'
'plan-FV.IMP'

(2.19) Contrasts involving labial-velar consonants in root-initial position preceding
a high unrounded vowel:
kp [k͡p]

kpíndi

[k͡píⁿdì]

'ADV, early'

ngb [ g͡b]

ngbíngó

[ g͡bí ó]

'1a.time, period'

gb [g͡b]
w

li-gbǐto
windí

[g͡bǐtò]

[wìⁿdí]

'5-prison'

'1a.buzzard, sp.'

(2.20) Contrasts involving labial-velar consonants in root-initial position preceding
a high round vowel:
kp [k͡p]

kpʊ́ngbʊ́

[k͡pʊ́ g͡bʊ́]

'1a.hornbill, sp.'

gb [g͡b]

gbʊndʊ́

[g͡bʊ̀ⁿdʊ́]

'1a.forest'

ngb [ g͡b]

ngbʊndʊ̌

[ g͡bʊ̀ⁿdʊ̌]

'9.mud'

w

-

Restrictions with respect to the following vowel concern the labial-velar oral
sonorant /w/ and the high vowels. In root-initial position, /w/ does not occur before
high round vowels. When /w/ is the onset of the final syllable of the root, it does
not precede any high vowel.58
(2.21) Contrasts involving labial-velar consonants in the final syllable of the root
between low vowels using the frame [a__a]:
kp [k͡p]

tákpá

[ták͡pá]

'9.forearm'

ngb [ g͡b]

a-kángbá

[ká g͡bá]

'1b-tree, sp.'

gb [g͡b]
w

kágbá
á-gawa

[kág͡bá]
[gàwà]

'9.foot'

'1b-wild sugar cane'

(2.22) Contrasts involving labial-velar consonants in the final syllable of the root
between non-low unrounded vowels:

58

That is, in non-derived nouns. mʊ-tɩ ́wɩ [tɩ ́wɩ ̀] 'advice' is derived from -tɩ ́w- [tɩ ́w] 'give

advice', see 7.12.1.
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kp [k͡p]

dɛlɛkpɛ́

[dɛ̀lɛ̀k͡pɛ́]

'9.mushroom, sp.'

gb [g͡b]

a-tɩ ́gbɛ

[tɩ ́g͡bɛ̀]

'1b-sparrowhawk'

w

ɩwɛ

[ɩ ̀wɛ̀]

'2SG.PRO'

ngb [ g͡b]

kpɛ́ngbɛ́

[k͡pɛ́ g͡bɛ́]

'1a.finger'

b. Same manner of articulation

In order to show contrasts of consonants with the same manner of articulation, but
a different place of articulation, examples are given in two sets for consonants in
root-initial position preceding a low and a high vowel.
Implosives
(2.23) Contrasts involving implosives in root-initial position preceding a low
vowel:

ɓ

ɓak-á

[ɓàk]

'sharpen-FV.IMP'

ɗ

ɗak-á

[ɗàk]

'go up-FV.IMP'

(2.24) Contrasts involving implosives in root-initial position preceding a high
vowel:

ɓ

ɓɩ ́ky-á

[ɓɩ ́kɩ ́]59

'speak-FV.IMP'

ɗ

ɗɩ ́ky-á

[ɗɩ ́kɩ]́

'start-FV.IMP'

Voiceless plosives
(2.25) Contrasts involving voiceless plosives in root-initial position preceding a
low vowel:
p

pángá

k

kangá

t

kp [k͡p]

59

táng-á
kpang-á

á]

]

[kà á]

[k͡pà ]

'9.cheek'

'count-FV.IMP'
'9.bed'

'kiss-FV.IMP'60

The final vowel of a verb root is desyllabified between a consonant and verb-final -a. For

the tone on the final vowel of the verb root, see 4.4.2 and 7.6.
60

Lovers: give a kiss, others: embrace with arms around the other.
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(2.26) Contrasts involving voiceless plosives in root-initial position preceding a
high vowel:
p

pik-ó

[pìk]

'build-FV.IMP'

t

tíko

[tíko]

'9.field'

kp [k͡p]

kpik-ó

[k͡pìk]

'write-FV.IMP'

k

lí-kíkó

[kíkó]

'5-dike'

Voiced plosives

(2.27) Contrasts involving voiced plosives in root-initial position preceding a low
vowel:

b

bǎ

[bǎ]

'enlarge:FV.IMP'

d

dǎ

[dǎ]

'1a.friend'

gb [g͡b]

gbǎ

[g͡bǎ]

'reduce:FV.IMP'

g

lɩ-gǎ

[gǎ]

'5-epilepsy'

(2.28) Contrasts involving voiced plosives in root-initial position preceding a high
vowel:

b

bʊm-á

[bʊ̀m]

'hit-FV.IMP'

d

dʊma

[dʊ̀mà]

'1a.lyre'

g

gʊm-á

[gùm]

'pass again-FV.IMP'

gb [g͡b]

gbʊm-á

[g͡bʊ̀m]

'forbid-FV.IMP'

Prenasalized voiced plosives

(2.29) Contrasts involving prenasalized voiced plosives in root-initial position
preceding a low vowel:

mbángáná

nd [ⁿd]
ngb

ndambʊ́
ngángá
g͡b]

ngbángá

'1a.fish, sp.'
[ⁿdà
g͡bá

ʊ́]

'9.tree, sp.'

'9.time, occasion'
'1a.accusation'

(2.30) Contrasts involving prenasalized voiced plosives in root-initial position
preceding a high vowel:
nd [ⁿd]

mbʊyá
ndʊ́yá

ʊ̀já]

[ⁿdʊ́já]

'9.leaf, sp.'

ngʊyá

ʊ̀já]

'1a.wild boar'

'1a.infertile person'
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ngb

g͡b]

ngbʊndʊ̌

g͡bʊ̀ⁿdʊ̌]

'9.mud'

Voiceless and voiced fricatives
Because of the sparsity of words with /f/, /h/ or /v/ only one set of examples is
given for voiceless and one for voiced fricatives.

(2.31) Contrasts involving voiceless fricatives in root-initial position preceding a
high vowel:
f

fʊkʊ́m-á

[fʊ̀kʊ́m]

'shove with a stick-FV.IMP'

h

hʊky-á

[hʊ̀kɩ ́]

'strive for honour-FV.IMP'

s

sʊkʊ́ɗ-á

[sʊ̀kʊ́ɗ]

'try in vain to dig-FV.IMP'

(2.32) Contrasts involving voiced fricatives in root-initial position preceding a

high vowel:
v

vʊkʊ́l-á

[vʊ̀kʊ́l]

'sit down-FV.IMP'

z

zʊkʊ́l-á

[zʊ̀kʊ́l]

'shake-FV.IMP'

Prenasalized voiced fricatives

(2.33) Contrasts involving prenasalized voiced fricatives in root-initial position
preceding a low vowel:
nv [ɱv]

ɩ-nvá

[ɱvá]

'1c-dog'

nz [ⁿz]

nzǎ

[ⁿzǎ]

'9.hunger'

(2.34) Contrasts involving prenasalized voiced fricatives in root-initial position
preceding a high vowel:
nv [ɱv]
nz [ⁿz]

nvunvú
nzunzú

[ɱvùɱvú]
[ⁿzùⁿzú]

'9.down, fluff'
'9.swarm'

Nasal sonorants
(2.35) Contrasts involving nasals in root-initial position preceding a low vowel:
m

mamá

[màmá]

'1a.mother'

n

nála

[nálà]

'9.braids, sp.'

ny [ɲ]

nyamá

[ɲàmá]

'1a.animal, beast'

(2.36) Contrasts involving nasals in root-initial position preceding a high vowel:
m

míkí

[míkí]

'1a.child'
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n

nɩ ́nɛ́

[nɩń ɛ́]

'1a.aunt'61

ny [ɲ]

nyɩk-á

[ɲɩ ̀k]

'avoid-FV.IMP'

Oral sonorants

(2.37) Contrasts involving oral sonorants in root-initial position preceding a low
vowel:

l

lakɩ ́

[làkɩ ́]

'9.bush, sp.'

y [j]

yánɩ

[jánɩ ̀]

'INTERR, where'

w

wanɩ ́

[wànɩ ́]

'INTERR, 1a.who'

(2.38) Contrasts involving oral sonorants in root-initial position preceding a high
vowel:

2.2.3

l

lind-ó

[lìⁿd]

'sink-FV.IMP'

y [j]

yǐmbó

[jǐ

'INTERJ, surprise!'

w

windí

[wìⁿdí]

'1a.buzzard, sp.'

Airstream mechanisms

All Liko consonants are produced by means of the pulmonic egressive airstream
mechanism except two contrastive voiced consonants at the labial and alveolar
places of articulation, which are produced by means of glottalic ingressive

airstream, /ɓ/ and /ɗ/. They are both voiced. I refer to them as 'implosives'. The
way they are produced in Liko is as Maddieson formulates (2003:28):

"The segments labeled as implosives are sometimes described as if a glottal
constriction is characteristic of their production. In Bantu, this is typically not

the case; the vocal folds are in the normal position for voicing. Rather, what is
critical is that the larynx is lowering during their production, so that the size of

the supralaryngeal cavity is being enlarged while the oral closure is maintained.
This may have two principle effects - first, it allows the amplitude of vocal fold
vibration to increase during the closure, giving a particularly strong percept of
voicing at the time of the release, and second, it may mean that the intra-oral
pressure is relatively low at the time when the closure is released so that at the
moment of release the initial airflow is ingressive."

61

I.e. father's sister.
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2.2.4

Manner of articulation

The consonants produced with egressive airstream are divided according to their

manner of articulation: plosives, fricatives, nasal and oral sonorants. Plosives and
fricatives are further subdivided into voiced and voiceless sets - there is no such
contrast with nasals and oral sonorants. The voiceless plosives /p t k kp/ are
unaspirated. Prenasalization is only found with voiced plosives and voiced

fricatives. The nasal is homorganic to the following consonant with respect to place
of articulation.
The alveolar trill [r] has not been included in Table 2 with Liko contrastive
consonants, because it does not occur in nouns, verbs, adverbs or adjectives. It is
found exclusively in some ideophones and interjections:
(2.39) Alveolar trill [r]:
ɓí-rrr

[ɓír:]

'MOD-shiver'

ɓɩ ́-byɛrrr

[ɓɩ ́bjɛ̀r:]

'MOD-ripe'

rígo

[rígò]

'hurrah!'62

arʊrrr
irrryá

[àrʊ̀r:]
[ìr:já]

'ouch!'
'pull!'

ideophone
ideophone
interjection
interjection
interjection

Ameka (2001:30) notes that in general, deviations from canonical phonological
patterns - in this case the [r] - as well as lengthening for expressive purposes are

characteristics of ideophones and interjections. All words with an alveolar trill fall
into one of these categories. There is one reported Mangbetu loanword in my data
which is pronounced with an alveolar trill: á-trabá [átràbá] '1b-small pottery tool'.

If Congo Swahili or French words with a rhotic consonant are borrowed, the rhotic
consonant is usually rendered with the lateral sonorant /l/ in Liko.

(2.40) Loanwords from Congo Swahili or French with rhotic consonant:
li-dilísa

[dìlísà]

'5-window'

balʊ́wa

[bàlʊ́wà]

'1a.letter'

kalɩɛ́lɛ

[kàlɩ ̀jɛ́lɛ̀]

'9.quarry' (gold)

gilípe

62

[gìlípè]

'9.flu'

A slogan used in circumcision rites.

dirisha (Congo Swahili)
barua (Congo Swahili)
grippe (French)
carrière (French)
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If the lateral sonorant /l/ occurs root-initially, it is always produced as a lateral, but
when it occurs intervocalically, in particular between two identical vowels, it has
the alveolar lateral flap [ɺ] (or perhaps the alveolar flap [ɾ]) as allophone,

e.g. ká-al-á [káàlá] / [káàɺá] '9b-chop-FV'63, a-ɓála [àɓálà] / [àɓáɺà] '1b-concubine,
mistress' and ɩ-ngbɔ́lɔ́ [ɩ ̀ g͡bɔ́lɔ́] / [ɩ ̀ g͡bɔ́ɺɔ́] '1c-dugout'.

Labial-velar plosives /kp gb ngb/ consitute a special case: the labial part of the
consonant may be realized as voiceless or voiced bilabial trill. I have analysed

these sounds as labialized labial-velar plosives. Since this phenomenon is not found
very often in Bantu languages64, I have listed all examples in my data (almost all of
them are expressive, more than half are ideophones, some may be repeated):
(2.41) Bilabial trill [B]:
ɓɩ ́-kpwaaa

[kʙ̥à:̀]

'IDEO, MOD-sound of small hard objects hitting the ground'
ɓɩ ́-kpwɛ̌

[kʙ̥ɛ]̌

kpwíngi

[kʙ̥í gì]

kó-kpwit-ó

[kʙ̥ìt]

'IDEO, MOD-s.th. breaks with a snap'
'1a.lion'

'9b-jump down from high-FV'
-kpwɔ̌

[kʙ̥ɔ]̌

ɓí-kpwʊ́

[kʙ̥ʊ́]

gbwaaa

[gʙà:̀]

'ADJ, narrow, closed (e.g. a bag)'
'IDEO, MOD-difficult entry'
'IDEO, sound of wood breaking'

63

Infinitive forms are analyzed as verbal nouns, in noun-class 9b.

64

Probably words with the bilabial trill and the bilabial trill as a sound are borrowed from

Mangbetu. Several of these words were recognized by a Mangbetu speaker, M. Lokpari
Philippe, Professeur des langues africaines at the ISP in Isiro in 2013, with similar or
different meaning. In Liko, the bilabial trill is stronger compared to Mangbetu. Mangbetu
has /pw/, /bw/ and /mbw/, Lombi, a language spoken to the southwest of the Liko area, has
/pw/, /kpw/, /bw/, /gbw/, /mbw/ and /ngbw/, Kutsch Lojenga, p.c.
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gbwangaɓa
'INTERJ, "I caught s.th.!" '
ɩ-gbwɛ́gbwɛ
'9a-twig'

ɓɩ ́-gbwɛngɛbɛgbwɛngɛbɛ
'IDEO, MOD-hobble along'
ɓɩ ́-gbwʊa-gbwʊa

'IDEO, MOD-hurts the teeth when chewing'

[gʙà gàɓà]
[gʙɛ́gʙɛ̀]
[gʙɛ̀ ɛ̀ɓɛ̀gʙɛ̀ ɛ̀ɓɛ̀]
[gʙʊ̀àgʙʊ̀à]

nǎ-gbwʊa

[gʙʊ̀à]

gbwu

[gʙù]

'na:1-rope for harvesting mangos'
'IDEO, sound of a drum: "war!" '
ó-gbwuo-gbwúó

[gʙùògʙúó]

'1b-withered maize on the field'
ɓí-ngbwí

'IDEO, MOD-disorderly'

2.2.5

gʙí]

Place of articulation

The place of articulation of a consonant is generally named for the passive
articulator. To account for the Liko underlyingly contrastive consonants, the more
usual designations for places of articulation are used: labial, alveolar, palatal and
velar. In addition, the Liko consonant chart has a column "glottal" for the glottal

fricative /h/ and a column "labial-velar" for the double plosives /kp, gb, ngb/ and
the oral sonorant /w/.
The consonants /ɗ/ and /l/, although produced somewhat more backwards than the

alveolar ridge, are listed with the consonants realized at the alveolar ridge, because
there is no contrast between consonants produced at and behind the alveolar ridge.

2.2.6

Complex consonants

Several kinds of complex consonants occur as syllable onsets: labial-velar plosives
and prenasalized obstruents. They are analysed as multiple articulations linked to a
single C-slot, based on simultaneity of articulation in the case of labial-velar

plosives and on homorganic behaviour in the case of prenasalized obstruents.

Articulation differs between labial-velar plosives on the one hand and prenasalized
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obstruents on the other in that articuliation is simultaneous for the first plosives and
sequential for the latter. The prenasalized labial-velar plosive [ g͡b] has both
simultaneous and sequential articulation.

Within the framework of autosegmental phonology, it is possible to represent
multiple articulations within a segment by many-to-one associations to a single
timing unit. In the representations of these consonants, the following feature

specifications are used: [Labial], [Coronal] and [Dorsal] for place of articulation
(i.e. labial, alveolar and velar65 respectively, generalized where applicable as

[Place]) and a primitive feature [nasal] for the initial element of prenasalized

obstruents. Features that are the same for the different articulators are not overtly
specified in the representations.
a. Simultaneous Articulation
There are two consonants with simultaneous articulation within a single C-slot: the
voiced and the voiceless labial-velar plosives [k͡p, g͡b]. The two simultaneous

articulations differ in their place of articulation only, while they are the same for
manner of articulation and for voicing.

The representation for labial-velar plosives is:
(2.42)

C
o
[Place]
[Labial]

65

[Dorsal]

Dorsal can refer to both the palatal and the velar places of articulation; in Liko it is not

necessary to further specify Dorsal in [+back] because Liko does not have palatal
obstruents.
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Examples include:
(2.43) kpáká
kpɩɓa

[k͡páká]

'9.trap'

[k͡pʊ́kp͡ ʊ́]

'9.handcuffs for a madman'

[k͡pɩ ̀ɓà]

kpʊ́kpʊ́

gbángɩ ́tá

'9.joke'

[g͡bá ɩ ́tá] '9.thick forest'

li-gbitókú [g͡bìtókú]
gbʊndʊ́

'5-proverb'

[g͡bʊ̀ⁿdʊ́]

'1a.forest'

b. Sequential Articulation
Prenasalized consonants in Liko are homorganic and voiced. Prenasalization is
found exclusively with voiced obstruents. Most frequent are combinations of a

Combinations with the voiced labial fricative [ɱv] are rare. The nasal is unspecified
for place of articulation. Its feature specification is obtained through spreading
from the place of articulation of the obstruent.
The prenasalized obstruents are analysed as complex consonants, represented as
follows:
(2.44)

C
o

o

[nasal]
[Place]
The segmental status of NC sequences is hard to resolve when a language does not
have a phonological contrast between intervocalic prenasalized segments and NC
clusters. The obstruent in /mb nd ng ngb nv nz/ in most cases does not cause a
following H tone to be realized LH (see 4.5). This means that prenasalized

obstruents have to be treated as complex consonants. Examples of nouns stems in
which /mb nd ng ngb nv nz/ are the onset of a syllable with a H tone include:
(2.45)a. mbígo
ndúmbú

ígò]
[ⁿdú

ú]

'9.drill'
'9.nudity'
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ndʊ́yá

[ⁿdʊ́yá]

'1a.infertile person'

pándá

[páⁿdá]

'9.scabies'

lóngú

[ló ú]

'1a.duiker'

sʊ́ngbʊ́

[sʊ́ g͡bʊ́]

ɓʊ-ngámá
ngbíngó

[ɓʊ̀ ámá]

'14-wealth, kingdom'

g͡bí ó]

nvínvínví
nzɛ́nzɛ

'1a.time, moment'
'1a.uninhabited area'

[ ví ví ví]
ɱ

ɱ

'1a.bird, sp.'

ɱ

[ⁿzɛ́ⁿzɛ̀]

mʊ-mbánzʊ́ [mʊ̀

'1a.bat'

áⁿzʊ́] '1-person'

In verb roots, the voiced obstruents /b d g gb v z/ are never followed by a H tone if
they occur as the first consonant of the root. Examples of verbs (in Infinitive

forms) in which prenasalized consonants are the onset of the first syllable of the
verb root with a H tone include:
(2.46)a. kó-mbímb-ó
b.

ká-ndʊ́ng-á

[kó

c.

ká-ngát-á

[ká átá]

e.

ká-nvɩ ́nvɩ ́ly-á [ká vɩ ́ vɩ ́lyá] '9b-suck-FV'

f.

ká-nzʊ́ɗ-á

d.

ká-ngbát-á

í

ó]

[káⁿdʊ́ á]

[ká g͡bátá]
ɱ

'9b-throw-FV'

'9b-discover-FV'
'9b-ripen-FV'

'9b-play an instrument-FV'

ɱ

[káⁿzʊ́ɗá]

'9b-despise-FV'

Additional support comes from the observation that N is not a noun-class prefix
synchronically and from the distribution of NC sequences. Liko does not have
nasal prefixes, for instance, the plural form of mbʊngʊ́

ɓa-mbʊngʊ́, not *ɓa-bʊngʊ́, and the plural of ndʊmbɩ ́ [ dʊ̀
n

ʊ̀ ʊ́] '1a.elephant' is
ɩ ́] '9.fight' is ɓa-ndʊmbɩ ́,

not *ɓa-dʊmbɩ ́. The distribution of prenasalized consonants is not limited to rootinitial position, they also occur root-medially or as the onset of the final syllable,
e.g. pambálá [pà

lá] '9.eruption', gbʊ́ndʊ́ká [g͡bʊ́ⁿdʊ́ká] '1a.clay jar', mʊ-vanzɩ ́ɓɔ́

[vàⁿzɩ ́ɓɔ́] '1-small ant', gbǒnguló [g͡bǒ gùló] '9.drying rack' and kpángbála
[k͡pá g͡bálà] '9.wall of a house'.

The prenasalized labial-velar plosive

g͡b] consists of simultaneous articulation of

the [Labial] and [Dorsal] articulators, preceded by a nasal. The underlyingly

unspecified nasal receives its specification for place of articulation from the labialvelar plosive, and is therefore homorganic to it. The labial-velar plosive is a
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complex segment with simultaneous articulation for its places of articulation. When
it is prenasalized, the prenasalization assumes both articulations.
The representation for prenasalized labial-velar plosives is:
(2.47)

C

o

o

[nasal]

[Place]

[Labial]
[Dorsal]
Examples include:
(2.48) ngbángba

g͡bá g͡bà] '9.temporary shelter'

lɩ-ngbɩ ́ngbɩ ́

g͡bɩ ́ g͡bɩ ́]

mʊ-ngbɔngbɔ́

'5-swelling of the testicles'

g͡bɔ̀ g͡bɔ́] '3-banana tree trunk'

2.3 Vowels
2.3.1

Inventory of vowels

Liko has a nine-vowel system with ATR harmony. The vowels are presented in
Table 4.
Table 4 Liko vowel chart

[−ATR]

[+ATR]

[−back] [+back]

[−back] [+back]

[−round]
[+high]
[−high,

−low]

[+low]

[+round] [−round]

[+round]

ɩ

ʊ

i

u

ɛ

ɔ

e

o

a
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As mentioned above, Liko has a type of vowel harmony based on ATR, displaying
both root-internal [ATR] agreement and harmony at the word level. [+ATR] is the
dominant feature within its domain. There is no low [+ATR] vowel, but the low
[−ATR] vowel /a/ can co-occur with [+ATR] vowels in root morphemes. In

contexts in which /a/ undergoes vowel harmony triggered by a dominant [ +ATR]
value, it has the [−low, +round] vowel /o/ as its [+ATR] counterpart. For a
treatment of ATR vowel harmony, I refer the reader to the next chapter on
Phonological Processes.
An impression of Liko vowel-formant means shows that the [+round] vowels /ʊ/
and /o/ are perceptually very close; they have almost the same F1 values. Each

point in the chart represents the mean of ten tokens of vowels in the penultimate
position in words spoken by a male speaker. Recordings are from Jean-Pierre
Kamenabake in 2010, measurements are done by me.

Figure 2ː Liko vowel-formant means

2.3.2

Vocalic contrasts

The following sets exemplify the contrasts between the vowels. The first set shows
contrasts between [−ATR] vowels, and the second between [+ATR] vowels (and
the [−ATR] vowel /a/), while in the third set vowels with a different [ATR] value
are contrasted.
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(2.49) Contrasts involving [−ATR] vowels /ɩ ɛ a ɔ ʊ/:
ɩ-ʊ

mʊ-mbanzɩ ́

ɩ-ɛ

tɩ ̌tɩ

[tɩ ̌tɩ ̀]

'1a.bird, sp.'

ɩ-ɔ

nɛ̌kɩ

[nɛ̌kɩ ̀]

'ADV, therefore'

ɩ-a

kángɩ

ʊ-ɛ

a-mbʊ́

ʊ́]

ʊ-ɔ

ɓɩ ́-gbʊ

[g͡bʊ̀]

'IDEO, MOD-full'

ʊ-a

lɩ-ɓagʊ́

[ɓàgʊ́]

'5-kick with the foot'

lɩ-ɓagǎ

[ɓàgǎ]

'5-hole'

lɩ-kɔ̌

[kɔ̌]

'5-spring'

mʊ-bɛlɛ

[bɛ̀lɛ̀]

'1-big monkey, sp.'

lɩ-gɔ̌

[gɔ̌]

'5-cola nut'

lɩ-gǎ

[gǎ]

'5-epilepsy'

ɛ-ɔ
ɛ-a
ɔ-a

mʊ-mbánzʊ́
tɩtɛ́
nɛ́kɔ
kánga

bàⁿzɩ ́]

ʊ́]

[tɩ ̀tɛ́]

ɓɩ ́-gbɔ

lɩ-kɛ̌

mʊ-balá

'1-person'
'1a.grandparent'

[nɛ́kɔ̀]
ɩ ̀]

[ká gà]

a-mbɛ́

'3-rib'

ɛ́]
[g͡bɔ̀]

[kɛ̌]

[bàlá]

'1a.fetish'

'1a.snake, sp.'

'1a.guinea-fowl'
'1b-bush, sp.'
'1b-fish, sp.'

'IDEO, MOD-fetid'

'5-tree, sp.'
'3-curse'

(2.50) Contrasts involving [+ATR] vowels /i e o u/ and the [−ATR] vowel /a/:
i-u
i-e
i-o
i-a
u-e
u-o

li-bí

[bí]

'5-group, clan'

li-bú

[bú]

'5-ashes'

í-welé

[wèlé]

'1c-edible snail, sp.'

ɓu-likó

[lìkó]

'14-tree, sp.'

i-wǐli
ɓu-likí
ngíngí

ngángá

[wǐlì]
[lìkí]

'9a-area, courtyard'
'14-seat'

'1a.stupid person'
'9.time, occasion'

i-bombú

[bò

i-bembé

[bè

'1c-tree, sp.'

ɓí-kpǒ

[k͡pǒ]

'IDEO, MOD-pouring water'

ɓí-kpǔ

[k͡pǔ]

'9a-pond, lake'

'IDEO, MOD-close firmly'
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ngundú

gùⁿdú]

'9.emptiness'

ngandá

gàⁿdá]

'9.placenta'

i-ngbo

g͡bò]

i-ngbé

g͡bé]

li-kembé
lɩ-kámbá

[kè

ɓóɓo

[ɓóɓò]

ɓáɓa

[ɓáɓà]

'9a-pole'

'1c-aardvark'

'5-thumb piano'
'5-upper arm'

'1a.dumb man'
'1a.swallow, sp.'

(2.51) Contrasts involving vowels with a different [ATR] value:
ɩ-i

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́

[lɩ ́lɩ ́]

'6-food'

mólílǐ

[mólílǐ]

'1a.bird, sp.'

mu-ɓungú

[ɓù gú]

'3-back side of a house'

ɛ-e

lɩ-sɛnzɛ́

[sɛ̀ⁿzɛ́]

'5-tree, sp.'

ɔ-o

ɓɩ ́-ɓɔ́

[ɓɔ́]

'IDEO, MOD-very good'

ʊ-u

mʊ-ɓʊngʊ́

li-sénzé

[ɓʊ̀ ʊ́]

[séⁿzé]

ɓí-ɓó

[ɓó]

'3-clay block'

'5-flute'

'ADV, MOD-at daybreak'

The following words in my data have free variation of the high vowel in the root
(the [+round] variant is most common)66:
(2.52) kó-pútút-ó
mu-úzi

[kópútútó] [kópútító] '9b-hug-FV'

67

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ

68

66

[mùúzì]

[ɩ ̀bʊ̀kʊ́sɔ̀]

68

'3-cord, thread'

[sɩ ̀bɩ ̀kʊ́sɔ̀] '19-shrub, drug-19'

In these examples, I have included the prefixes and the suffixes in the phonetic

representation.
67

[mùízì]

From Congo Swahili uzi 'thread, cord'.
The prefix-initial /s/ is optional.
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2.4 Syllable structure
Liko syllable structures are listed and exemplified below:
Table 5 Liko syllable structures
Syllable
Example
V

úzu

[ú.zù]69

'9.island'

CGV

nasyagɩ ́

[nà.sjà.gɩ ́]

'1a.edible mushroom, sp.'

CV

dikíɗí

[dì.kí.ɗí]

'9.secret'

The most common syllable structures within roots in the language are CV and V.
CV-, V- and CGV-syllables occur in all positions in the word.

CV-syllables in word-initial, word-medial and word-final position:
(2.53) pǔ

púku
bǒpuwó

[pǔ]

'1a. rat, sp.' & '9.edible mushroom'

[bǒ.pù.wó]

'1a.adult man who will be circumcised'

[pú.kù]

'9.cloud'

bǒkolopú [bǒ.kò.lò.pú] '9.parasite (plant), sp.'

Liko does not have syllabic nasals. Prenasalized consonants are analysed as single
complex stem-initial consonants (see 2.2.6). They form the onset of the syllable,
which is confirmed by Liko-speakers' intuitions about the syllables of their
language. Words with a prenasalized consonant like mbɔ́kʊ

ɔ́kʊ̀] '1a.adult' and i-

zǒmbu [ìzǒ bù] '9a-vine, sp.' are judged by the Liko consultants I worked with to
ɔ́.kʊ̀] and [ì.zǒ. bù], not as *[m.bɔ́.kʊ̀] or *[ì.zǒm.bù].

This also applies to the prenasalized labial-velar plosives, e.g. ngbíngó

g͡bí.

'9.time, moment' and dungbú [dù. g͡bú] '1a.slit drum'.
V-syllables in word-initial, word-medial and word-final position:
(2.54) ɔ́pɛ́

[ɔ́.pɛ́]

'1a.taboo food'

maɗáanɩ ́ [mà.ɗá.à.nɩ ́] '1a.parasite (plant), sp.'
ɩ ́-gbʊkʊ́ʊ [ɩ ́.g͡bʊ̀.kʊ́.ʊ̀] '1c-carp'

69

I follow the IPA where syllables are shown by separating them with a period as boundary

symbol.
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In the last two examples, the vowels in ɗáa and kʊ́ʊ are analysed as a sequence of
two short vowels, not as a long vowel. Firstly, there is no process in Liko in which
a short vowel becomes a long vowel. Secondly, when V1-elision or height

coalescence applies in the environment of two vowels across a morphological
boundary, it results in one short vowel (see 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3).
Other examples of CV-syllables followed by a V-syllable include:
(2.55) i-wií

[ì.wì.í]

'9a-dance'

i-kwíi

[ì.kwí.ì]

'9a-eyelash'

ɩ-kwɩ ́ɩ

[ɩ ̀.kwɩ ́.ɩ]̀

'9a-eyelid'

mádíi
sɩ ́ɩ-sɩ ́ɩ
kʊʊ́

[má.dí.ì]
[sɩ ́ɩ ̀.sɩ ́.ɩ ̀]
[kʊ̀.ʊ́]

'6-banana tree, sp.'
'1a.bird, sp.'
'9.publicity, announcement'

mʊ-tʊ́ʊ [mʊ̀.tʊ́.ʊ̀] '3-advice'
ngóo

gó.ò]

'1a-buzzard, sp.'

sɔɔ́kɔ

[sɔ̀.ɔ́.kɔ̀]

'1a.bean'

másáá

[má.sá.á] 'ADV, three times'

The first two slots of the verb root are repeated when a noun is derived, e.g.
-bungusi- [bù.ngù.sì] 'repair', li-bubungusyó '5-arrangement, preparation'. If a noun
is derived from a verb root in which the second syllable is a V-syllable, only the

consonant and the first vowel are repeated: -búuli- [bú.ù.lì] 'look after, protect', libúbuulyó 'protection'.
In my data there are two verb roots with VV root-initially, ká-ɩɩ ́t-á [ká.ɩ ̀.ɩ ́.tá]

'9b-change-FV' and kó-uús-ó [kó.ù.ú.só] '9b-ask-FV'. The first vowel does not
belong to the root, because it does not bear the primary tone (see 4.4.2), as is clear
from the Future verb form nɩɩ ́ta 'I will change'. In Liko, the primary tone is linked

to the first tone-bearing unit (TBU) of the verb root, which is the second syllable in
this case.70

70

The first vowel is probably an inherent reflexive prefix, see 7.3.
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The examples in (2.56) show CGV in word-initial, word-medial and word-final
position, (2.56a) the palatal oral sonorant, (2.56b) the labial-velar oral sonorant:71
(2.56)a. lɩ-ɓyɛ́

[lɩ ̀.ɓjɛ́]

'5-hole'

kyɛ́

[kjɛ́]

'CONJ, because'

syogbú

[sjò.g͡bú]

'1a.hunting spear'

pw-á

[pwá]

'pick-FV.IMP'

pyɛkʊ́má
mu-ngizyǒ
b.

ɓwalɩ ́

[pjɛ̀.kʊ́.má]
[mù. gì.zjǒ]
[ɓwà.lɩ ́]

'1a.monkey, sp.'
'1-ant, sp.'
'14:sperm'

ɓa-na-kwálɩ ́ [ɓà.nà.kwá.lɩ ́] '2-na:1-sparrowhawk'
mʊ-sʊ́kwá

[mʊ̀.sʊ́.kwá]

'1-caterpillar'

The consonant and the palatal or labial-velar oral sonorant form a branching onset.
With respect to the distribution of branching onsets with an oral sonorant, there are
some restrictions on the first consonant. Labial fricatives [f, v, ɱv] hardly ever
occur as the first consonant of a branching onset, neither in roots nor at
morphological boundaries.72 Labial-velar plosives [k͡p, g͡b,

g͡b] are never followed

by a palatal oral sonorant. Examples of labialized labial-velar plosives are given
above, in (2.41).

Branching onsets with a palatal or labial-velar oral sonorant are rarely followed by
a high vowel. The only cases in my data with the palatal oral sonorant are
ɓʊ-kyʊ́ngʊ̌ [kjʊ́

ʊ̌] '14-vine, sp.' and ɓyɩ ̌ [ɓjɩ ̌] 'ADV, far'. For the labial-velar oral

sonorant, a following high vowel is limited to branching onsets with a velar

plosive, e.g. ká-gwǐ [gwǐ] '9b-grab, hold s.o.-FV', mu-kwíno [kwínò] '1-orphan'.
Other examples of CGV-syllables, with different consonants, are given below.
(2.57) G is the palatal oral sonorant [j] in:
pyɛkʊ́má

mbyɛ́mbyɛ́

[pjɛ̀.kʊ́.má]
ɛ́

ɛ́]

'1a.monkey, sp.'

'1a.fish with red belly'

71

The lateral oral sonorant never occurs as the second consonant.

72

The only exceptions in my data are kó-fy-ó '9b-hiss, wheeze-FV' and the ideophones

ɓɩ ́-fwaaa 'sound of s.th. pulled over a surface' and ɓɩ ́-fwaka-fwaka 'sound of dry leaves'.
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lɩ-bʊɗya

[lɩ ̀.bʊ̀.ɗjá]

'5-modern time or behaviour'

lɩ-syɔgɔ́

[lɩ ̀.sjɔ̀.gɔ́]

'5-unripe palm nut'

kyɔkyɔ̌ɗɔ

[kjɔ̀.kjɔ̌.ɗɔ̀]

'1a.bird, sp.'

zʊlyá

li-ngyéngye

[zʊ̀.ljá]

[lì. gjé. gjè]

'1a.bird, sp.'
'5-pebble'

(2.58) G is the labial-velar oral sonorant [w] in:
pwáyɩ

[pwá.jɩ ̀]

'9.wound'

lɩ-ndwálɩ

[lɩ ̀.ⁿdwá.lɩ ̀]

'5-plant, sp.'

bʊgwɛ́

[bʊ̀.gwɛ́]

'1a.uncle'

móngwǒ

[mó. gwǒ]

'1a.arrow'

mu-mbwogǒ
ɩ-swɛ́

mʊ-kwá

[mù. bwò.gǒ]
[ɩ ̀.swɛ́]

[mʊ̀.kwá]

'1-edible caterpillar'
'9a-hoof'

'1-enemy'

The phonetic nature of the palatal or labial-velar oral sonorant in CGV-syllables
Liko has a series of phonetically palatalized and labialized consonants which are in
surface contrast with their plain counterparts, but which are either historically or
synchronically the product of desyllabification of underlyingly high vowels.73
Spectrograms show a separate voiced segment between the consonant and the
[−high] vowel which lasts several tens of milliseconds.
In mázyá '9.malaria', for example, the F2 value in the middle of this interval of

time is 2092 Hz (F2 baseline values for the same male speaker are 2164 for [ɩ] and
1485 for [a]), which gives phonetic support for an analysis as /mázɩ ́á/ instead of

/mázyá/. An analysis as [zyá] would be feasible if F2 would have a low value at

73

In his first analysis of the Liko phonology Casali (2004:5) commented: "Since a case can

be made that palatalized consonants arise from underlying prevocalic /Ci/ and /Cɩ/
sequences, and since palatalized velar plosives do not contrast in Liko with palatal plosives
(the two to some extent being in free variation), palatal plosives might plausibly be analysed

as deriving via glide formation from underlying /CV/ sequences in which C is a velar
plosive and V a high front vowel." In Bantu languages, Hyman (2003:55) says that the
"post-consonant glides [y] and [w] are typically derived from underlying vowels."
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the release of the oral sonorant and would move more or less immediately toward
to the value of [a]. This is not what happens in Liko.74
Likewise, in ɓʊ́-ɓwá '14-size', the F2 value in the middle of the segment between

[ɓ] and [á] is 686 Hz (F2 baseline value of [ʊ] for the same male speaker is 830),
hence [ɓʊ́ɓʊ́á].
Compare the length of the voiced segment between the consonant and the length of
the vowel in the following spectrograms:
mázyá [mázɪ ́á] 'malaria'

ɓʊ́ɓwá [ɓʊ́ɓʊ́á] 'size'

Figure 3ː Spectograms of mázyá and ɓʊ́-ɓwá.
In the environment between a consonant and a vowel, the vowel following the
consonant is desyllabified (see 3.3.5), resulting in a branching syllable onset.
Other possible analyses, as palatal consonants, or as secondary articulation conflict
in one way or another with the phonetic data. The sequences of a consonant and a

palatal oral sonorant are not analysed as palatal consonants, because spectrograms

suggest that these sequences consist of two separate segments, the consonant and a
voiced segment. The analysis of the voiced segment, being secondarily articulated

to the onset, thus forming a complex segment (CjV or CwV), lacks contrasts in Liko
between consonants with and without this secondary articulation (e.g. CwV vs.
CwV).

74

I would like to thank Rod Casali, p.c., for his ideas to investigate the phonetics of glides.
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Glides
The phonological status of glides is ambiguous. In some cases, a glide is clearly
consonantal, as can be seen in the contrasts between the palatal and labial-velar

oral sonorants in root-initial position (see 2.2.2). In other cases, the glide is derived
from an underlying vowel as in disyllabic verb roots by desyllabification of the
root-final vowel (see 3.3.5), or the glide is a vowel phonetically, but part of a
branching onset as in the above CGV sequences.

If, in a certain context, the glide is not homorganic with either of its adjacent
vowels, it is analysed as inherent, i.e. having contrastive consonant status.

Examples are -wawǎ [wàwǎ] 'ADJ, biting (wound)', yayá [jàjá] '1a.older sibling',
ɩ-wayá [ɩ ̀wàjá] '9a-dried banana leaf', á-gawa [ágàwà] '1b-wild sugar cane', ká-táy-á
[kátáyá] '9b-put the hand in s.th.-FV', ká-sáw-á [kásáwá] '9b-carry s.th. by strap
over the shoulder-FV', mu-poyó [mùpòjó] '1-mysterious creature', mu-goyó
[mùgòjó] '1-flea', mʊ-bʊyʊ́ [mʊ̀bʊ̀yʊ́] '1-caterpillar, sp.'. Examples of sequences of
non-high vowels of different vowel height with an intervening oral sonorant are:
kpóya [k͡pójà] '9.dance', a-gángɛya [àgá ɛ̀jà] '1b-tree, sp.', í-kawé [íkàwé]
'9a-scabies', ɓákayɔ [ɓákàjɔ̀] 'like that (conclusion)'.
Loanwords
Loanwords are adapted to the Liko phonology and syllable structures. Consonant

clusters and consonants in word-final position in the source language conflict with
the Liko system, which does not have closed syllables. Liko speakers add an
epenthetic vowel between the consonants of a cluster and after a word-final

consonant, or they delete a word-final consonant. The epenthetic vowel is often a
high unrounded vowel.
Examples include:

brique (French)
pasɩtɛ́lɛ [pàsɩ ̀tɛ́lɛ̀] '1a.pastor' pasteur (French)
sáki
[sákì]
'1a.bag'
sac (French)
masɛ̌
[màsɛ̌]
'1a.nun'
ma soeur (French)

(2.59) li-bilíki [lìbìlíkì]

'5-brick'
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2.5 Word structure
2.5.1

Nouns

Nouns consist of a stem, a prefix and, for some nouns, an enclitic. The
predominant and basic syllable pattern for noun stems in Liko is -CVCV,

accounting for over half of the noun stems, followed by -CVCVCV at a distance.
A sizeable minority of noun stems, over 100 in my data, has a monosyllabic -CV
structure. A V-syllable in noun stems is rare. Noun-class prefixes have the shape
CV- or V-. Noun-class enclitics have the structure -CV.

Noun stems of more than three syllables exist, with a maximum length of five CVsyllables in my data. Four-syllable noun stems are about as frequent as

monosyllabic CV-roots, but the majority of nouns with more than three syllables
consist of reduplicated forms of various types (mostly without existing
corresponding non-reduplicated form).

The following words are examples of nouns with four syllables without
reduplication:

(2.60) kúmbélendú

[kú

élèⁿdú]

'1a.small house'

mu-ndongongbíli [mùⁿdò gò g͡bílì] '3-tendon'
Examples of four-syllable noun stems with some type of reduplication:
(2.61) kʊ́yakʊ́ya

mʊ-bɩ ́ɗɛbɩ ́ɗɛ

gbagbǎsyangɩ ́

[kʊ́jàkʊ́jà]

'1a.calao, sp.'

[mʊ̀bɩ ́ɗɛ̀bɩ ́ɗɛ̀]

'3-top of a tree'

[g͡bàg͡bǎsjà ɩ ́]

'9.tree, sp.'

mángbéngbetú [má g͡bé g͡bètú] '1a.small fish, sp.'
si-gogoɓé

[sì-gògòɓé]

'sɩ:1-squirrel, bird, sp.'

A few five-syllable noun stems occur in my data without apparent reduplication or
apparent traces of compounding, e.g. tɩ ́ndɩ ́lɩ ́gbɩtɩ ́ [tɩ ́ⁿdɩ ́lɩ ́g͡bɩ ̀tɩ ́] '9.plant, sp.',
a-mbɩ ́lɩ ́másʊ̀ká [

ɩ ́lɩ ́másʊ̀ká] '1b-snake, sp.' and tákálágbʊmʊ [tákálág͡bʊ̀mʊ̀]

'1a.insect, sp.'. Other five-syllable noun stems are likely to have reduplication, e.g.
li-didiyapadá [dìdìyàpàdá] '3-vine, sp.' and mu-fofokótibí [fòfòkótìbí] '3-vine, sp.',
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or they are compounds with an associative prefix, e.g. mu-lípyómándʊgá
[lípyómándʊ̀gá] '3-vine, sp.'.

2.5.2

Verbs

The most common structure of a verb root in Liko is -CVC-. Consonants constitute
the onset of a syllable. Grammatical verb morphemes often do not fit syllable

structure. For example, the syllable and morpheme boundaries never coincide in
the following example: Ø-in-is-on-og-o 3SG-see-CAUS-ASS-PLUR-FV, [ì.nì.sò.nò.gò]
'he will often appear'.75 In all verb forms, a morpheme-final consonant syllabifies
with a following vowel, either the final vowel or the vowel of a suffix or verb

extension. All examples in this section are given with the class 9b prefix ká-, the
final vowel -a of the Infinitive.76
Examples of -CVC- verb roots include:
(2.62) ká-kʊ́ɓ-á77 [kákʊ́ɓá]
kó-muk-ó

'9b-hit-FV'

[kómùkó] '9b-pull out-FV'

Other common structures are -CVCVC-, -CV- and -CVCV-. In -CVCVC- verb
roots, the vowels are identical in about two thirds of the roots, e.g.:
(2.63) ká-mbʊkʊ́ɗ-á [ká
kó-pilíng-ó

[kópì

ʊ̀kʊ́ɗá] '9b-dig using fingers-FV'
ó]

'9b-twist-FV'

Longer structures do exist, but they involve one or more derivational suffixes, e.g.
the Pluractional extension -ag- as in -dingon-og- [dì gònòg] 'nid-nod', or the

derivation -man- which conveys the idea of coming into a state and which is
primarily attested in derivations from nominal modifiers or adjectives to verbs,
e.g. -kɛ́ɗɛ́ [kɛ́ɗɛ́] 'small', -kɩ ́ɗɩ-man-78 [kɩ ́ɗɩ ̀màn] 'become small'.

75

-ɩn- 'see', -inis- 'cause to see' ([+ATR] vowel harmony applied, changing the vowel of the

verb root and the final vowel to a [+ATR] value), -inison- 'appear', -inisonog- 'appear
repetitively'.
76

The affix vowels assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the verb roots.

77

The TAM melody of Infinitive is final-vowel High: a H tone on final vowel -a.

78

The vowel of the verb root is high unrounded. Mid unrounded vowels do not occur in
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As for -CV- and -CVCV- verb roots, the root-final vowel either merges with a
following vowel or it is desyllabified, yielding the structure -(CV)CGV.
Examples of -CV- and -CVCV- verb roots (in Infinitive forms):
(2.64)

root

ká-kpǎ
kó-my-ǒ

ká-kʊly-á

/kpa/

[kák͡pǎ]

'9b-hit:FV'

/mi/

[kómjǒ]

'9b-pull out-FV'

/kʊlɩ/

[kákʊ̀ljá]

'9b-cut back-FV'

kó-húkw-ó /húku/ [kóhúkwó] '9b-open-FV'
There are three -CVCVCV- verb roots in my data: -gbukumi- [g͡bùkùmì] 'lay down
face downwards', -gbʊkʊmɩ- [g͡bʊ̀kʊ̀mɩ]̀ 'brood' and -kʊkʊmɩ- [kʊ̀kʊ̀mɩ ̀] 'hold
tight'.79
Relatively rare are verb roots with the structure -VC(VC)(VC)-, especially the
longer forms. In some cases, the initial V-syllable is the (reflexive) prefix ɩ ̌-, as in
ká-ɩg-á [káɩ ̀gá] '9b-bend-FV' or ká-ib-ó80 [káìbó] '9b-know-FV'. Here are some
examples of -VC- verb roots (in Infinitive forms):
(2.65) ká-al-á

[káàlá]

'9b-chop, cleave-FV'

ká-ɩkɩ ́t-á [káɩ ̀kɩ ́tá] '9b-enter-FV'
ká-iɓ-ó

[káìɓó]

'9b-steal-FV'

ká-ʊl-á

[káʊ̀lá]

'9b-break-FV'

ká-up-ó [káùpó]

'9b-rest-FV'

Verb roots with -VCVC(VC)- structure are rare. Examples include:
(2.66) ká-ʊkán-á

ká-angány-á

'9b-hear-FV'

[káìɗúfúló]

'9b-try hard-FV'

[káà

ká-iɗúfúl-ó

kó-uɓúkón-ó

[káʊ̀káná]

81

ɲá]

'9b-refuse-FV'

[kóùɓúkónó] '9b-writhe-FV'

verb roots.
79
80

I do not know whether it is a coincidence that they are quite similar.

The [−ATR] vowel quality of the class 9b prefix shows the presence of the reflexive

prefix, see 3.2.2.3.
81

These last two examples are the only -VCVCVC- verb roots in my data.
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Verb roots with a V-syllable are also rare. Examples of -CVV-, -CVVCand -CVVCV- structures include:82
(2.67)

root

ká-syɛ́

/sɩ ́ɩ/

[kásjɛ́]

'9b-follow:FV'

kó-ɓúúly-ó

/búuli/

[kóɓúúljó]

'9b-protect-FV'

ká-saán-á

/saan/

[kásàáná]

'9b-quarrel-FV'

kó-buúkón-ó /buukon/ [kóbùúkónó] '9b-turn o.s. upside down, tumble
town-FV'

2.5.3

Restrictions on consonants and vowels

Like many Bantu languages, Liko has restrictions on the (co)occurrence of
consonants and vowels in words and affixes.
With respect to frequency of occurrence of vowels, the most frequent are the high

and low vowels /ɩ i ʊ u a/, followed by the mid round vowel /o/. The [−ATR] mid
vowels /ɛ ɔ/ occur less frequently. Least frequent is the mid unrounded vowel /e/.
a. Consonant constraints

As far as consonants are concerned, the distribution of /v, ɱv/ is generally limited
to root-initial position, unless there is reduplication. The fricative /h/ occurs only in
root-initial position. Labial-velar and prenasalized consonants do not occur in

affixes. Apart from probably accidental gaps (i.e. in ideophones /m/ and /n/ are

missing, in adverbs /h/ and /z/ do not occur, and there is no nominal modifier with
an initial /n/ in my data), there are no distributional restrictions with respect to
consonants, including prenasalized plosives83.
b. Vowel constraints in nouns
In vowel-initial noun stems, every vowel occurs in initial position except the mid
unrounded vowels /ɛ e/.

82

Apart from ká-syɛ́, they probably contain a petrified extension.

83

I mention prenasalized plosives because Hyman remarks (2003:50): "In PB, noun and

verb roots did not begin with NC."
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Table 6 shows the co-occurrences of vowels in disyllabic noun stems. An attempt
has been made to exclude loanwords, derivations and reduplicated stems.84
Table 6 Combinations of vowels in disyllabic noun stems
ɩ-ɩ ndɩ ́mɩ
'1a.animal, sp.'
i-i
li-tíndí
mbɩkɛ́

'9.clay pot'

i-e

li-tíke

'5-banana, sp.'

ɩ-ɔ

pɩ ́yɔ

'1a.viper'

i-o

li-píko

'5-side'

ɛ-ɩ

mʊ-nzɛkɩ ́

ɩ-a

lɩ-pɩ ́la

ɩ-ʊ -

'5-guava'

i-a
i-u

mu-píla
-

'3-scarification'

'1-termite, sp.'

e-i

néɗi

'1a.small rat, sp.'

ɛ-ɛ lɩ-lɛ́kɛ

'5-pelvis'

e-e

ngbezě

'1a.bird, sp.'

ɛ-ɔ mɛ́ɓɔ

'1a.insect, sp.'

e-o

-

dembú

'1a.mammal, sp.

a-ɩ

'5-stomach'

a-i

ndáki

'1a.road'

a-a mʊ-balá

'3-curse'

-

a-o

-

a-ʊ ɓʊ-tambʊ́

'14-shrub, sp.'

a-u

li-baɗú

'5-hole'

ɔ-ɩ

'1a.crocodile'

o-i

mu-tónzi

'3-shrub, sp.'

o-a

kpóya

'9.dance'

ɛ-a -

ɛ-ʊ kpɛmʊ́
lɩ-ɓalɩ ́

a-ɛ mʊ-bǎɗɛ
a-ɔ -

ngɔndɩ ́

ɔ-ɛ ɔ-a -

'1a.hornbill'

'3-maize'

e-a
e-u

a-e

o-e

-

koɓé

ɔ-ʊ mʊ-sɔpʊ́

'3-intestine'

o-u

mboɓú

'1a.rodent, sp.'

ʊ-ɩ ndʊmbɩ ́

'9.fight'

u-i

mu-pumbí

'3-ladle'

u-e

gbóngo

'9.cave'

'1a.side'

'1-caterpillar, sp.'

o-o

-

ɔ-ɔ kpɔ́lɔ

ʊ-ɛ mʊ-nʊgbɛ́

84

'5-heel'

ɩ-ɛ

li-buté

'1a.bird, sp.'

'5-unripe fruit'

Nouns with a vowel which is underlyingly different from its surface realization have not

been included, i.e. i-bikyá-sʊ [ìbìkjásʊ̀] '19-fury, madness-19', i-dumá-sʊ [ìdùmásʊ̀] '7mourning-7', (s)i-kú!bá-sʊ [ìkú!básʊ̀] '19-chest-19', ku-káká-kʊ [kùkákákʊ̀] '15-housekeeping15'. The underlying vowel in these roots is not /a/ but /o/.
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'1a.game bag'
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u-a

ɗúnga

ʊ-ɔ mʊ-dʊ̌kpɔ

'3-walking stick'

u-o

mbúnzo

ʊ-ʊ lɩ-ngʊ́kʊ

'5-bald head'

u-u

gbulú

'9.winnowing
basket'

'9.fallow land'
'9.vine, sp.'

General remarks
The gaps in Table 6 of vowel co-occurrences in disyllabic noun stems are to some
extent related to the low frequency of /ɛ e/ and to the apparent preference in Liko
for V1 and V2 to be either identical (about half of the disyllabic nouns) or to have a

different value for [high]. Vowel-height dissimilation may be the reason behind the
sparsity of examples in which one vowel is low and the other one is mid or when

both are mid. There are no gaps when the vowels differ maximally in vowel height
(high vs. low), or when one vowel is high and the other is mid.
high vowels: /ɩ-ʊ/ and /i-u/
In underived disyllabic nouns, a high round vowel does not occur as V2 if V1 is
high unrounded. This does not indicate a phonetic constraint, because there are
many examples in which a high round vowel is preceded by a high unrounded

vowel, e.g. ɩ-gbʊ̌ [ɩ ̀g͡bʊ̌] '9a-small branch' and i-ɓulú [ìɓùlú] '1c-black snake, sp.'.
Other examples are bɩbʊ́ [bɩ ̀bʊ́] '9.story', a nominalization from -bɩb- 'tell', or roots
with a high round vowel, preceded by a modifier prefix with a high unrounded
vowel, as ɓɩ ́-ngbʊ́ [ɓɩ ́ g͡bʊ́] 'MOD, red', ɓí-tú [ɓítú] 'MOD, bright, white'.
mid vowels: /ɛ-ɔ/ and /e-o/, /ɔ-ɛ/ and /o-e/

Co-occurrence of mid vowels in a root is rare and for one of these combinations it
is absent. If a combination does exist, there are only a few examples. The list is:

for /ɛ-ɔ/, mɛ́ɓɔ [mɛ́ɓɔ̀] '1a.insect, sp.', kʊ-ngbɛ́kɔ [kʊ̀ g͡bɛ́kɔ̀] '15-tree, sp.' and nɛ́kɔ
[nɛ́kɔ̀] '1a.fetish'85, for /ɔ-ɛ/, ɔ́pɛ́ [ɔ́pɛ́] '1a.taboo food', á-gɔ́mɛ́ [ágɔ́mɛ́] '1b-treaty',

for /o-e/, a-yómbé [àyómbé] '1b-heron', á-yopé [ájòpé] '1b-land crab', koɓé [kòɓé]
'9.cave' and si-gogoɓé [sìgògòɓé] 'sɩ:1-squirrel, bird, sp.'. The combination /e-o/
does not occur in roots, but only in cases with initial nV-, like né-kokí [nékòkí]
'na:1-bracelet'.

85

nɛ́kɔ is reported to be a loanword from Budu.
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mid unrounded vowels and the low vowel: /a-ɛ/ and /a-e/, /ɛ-a/ and /e-a/
When a low vowel precedes a mid unrounded vowel, there is no restriction for the
combination /a-ɛ/, e.g. mʊ-bǎɗɛ [mʊ̀bǎɗɛ̀] '3-maize', ɩ ́-mangɛ́ [ɩ ́mà ɛ́] '1c-starling'.
For /a-e/ however, the only examples in my data are borrowings, e.g.
ɓu-sitaféli [ɓùsìtàfélì], '14-fruit tree, sp.'.

In disyllabic noun stems, a mid unrounded vowel is not followed by a low vowel.
Nouns with initial nV- show that this is not a phonetic constraint, e.g. nɛ́gbǎ

[nɛ́g͡bǎ] '1a.lizard' and némbala [né bàlà] '1a.tree, sp.'.86 In plural forms with prefix
ɓa-, height coalescence of /a/ and /ɩ i/ to a mid vowel is not prevented by a

constraint, as can be seen in the plural forms ɓɛ-ɗá [ɓɛ̀ɗá] '2+9:9a-spot, stain', sg.
ɩ-ɗá [ɩ ̀ɗá] '9a-spot, stain' and ɓě-danga [ɓědà gà] '2:1c-insect, sp.', sg. í-danga
[ídà gà] '1c-insect, sp.'.

mid round vowels and the low vowel: /a-ɔ/ and /a-o/, /ɔ-a/ and /o-a/

Disyllabic nouns with an /a-ɔ/ or /a-o/ sequence are very rare. The only such noun
stems attested are máɗɔ̌ [máɗɔ̌] '1a.vine, sp.' and maɗó '1a.privateer'. A noun with
initial nV- and /a-ɔ/ is nǎ-ɓɔ [nǎɓɔ̀] 'na:1-fish, sp.'. The combination /a-ɔ/ does
occur in trisyllabic nouns, e.g. kaɓɔgɩ ̌ [kàɓɔ̀gɩ ̌] '1a.vine, sp.'.

Combinations of a [−ATR] mid round vowel /ɔ/ and the low vowel are absent in

my data.87 For the [+ATR] mid round vowel /o/, there are only two examples, the
one given in Table 6 and the other being ndóya [ⁿdójà] '9.chicken pox'.
c. Vowel constraints in verbs

The great majority of -CVC- verb roots have vowels that are maximally distinct in
terms of vowel height, i.e. either low or high, /a/ or /ɩ i ʊ u/. In disyllabic verb
roots, the second vowel is always low or high.

86

Both words are reported to be loanwords from Mangbetu.

87

The only exception is a compound based on Swahili loanwords for a type of vine named

'to die (Congo Swahili kufa) and to get better (kupona)' (flowers droop when someone pulls
at the vine and raise their leaves some time later) kúfa-na-kʊpɔ́na [kúfànàkʊ̀pɔ́nà]. Congo
Swahili /o/ is usually realized as /ɔ/ in Liko.
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[+ATR] mid vowels occur only as V1 in verb roots. The [+ATR] mid unrounded
vowel /e/ occurs only in one verb root in my data, -beɗul- [bèɗùl] 'surpass'. The

[+ATR] mid round vowel /o/ does occur, but not frequently, e.g. in -CVC- roots
like -ɓos- [ɓòs] 'please' and -kóng-

, in the -CVCVC- roots -sósuw-

[sósùw] 'yawn' and -zotul- [zòtùl] 'be surprised' and in the -CVCV- roots -gboɗi[g͡bòɗì] 'coat' and -tókú- [tókú] 'chew'.
Surface [−ATR] mid vowels occur only in case of -CV- and -CVV- verb roots.

Here is an exhaustive list of the Infinitive forms of the relevant verbs in my data:
(2.68) surface
a.

ká-tɛ̌

[kátɛ̌]

b.

ká-ɓɔ̌

/tɩ-a/88

'9b-put aside:FV'

[káɓɔ̌]

/ɓʊ-a/

'9b-deceive:FV'

ká-kɔ̌

[kákɔ̌]

/kʊ-a/

'9b-cut:FV'

ká-kpɔ̌

[kák͡pɔ̌]

/kpʊ-a/

'9b-dig:FV'

ká-pɔ̌

[kápɔ̌]

/pʊ-a/

'9b-rot:FV'

ká-ɓyɛ̌

[káɓjɛ̌]

/ɓɩɩ-a/

'9b-follow:FV'

ká-pyɛ̌

[kápjɛ̌]

/pɩɩ-a/

'9b-burn:FV'

ká-syɛ́

[kásjɛ́]

/sɩ ́ɩ-a/

'9b-pass (time), sleep:FV'

ká-wɔ̌

[káwɔ̌]

/ʊʊ-a/89

'9b-row:FV'

/ɩkʊɩ-a/

'9b-look:FV'

ká-kɔ́

ká-nyɔ̌
ká-sɔ̌
c.

d.
e.

underlying

[kákɔ́]

[káɲɔ̌]
[kásɔ̌]

ká-mwɔ́ [kámwɔ́]
ká-dwɛ̌

[kádwɛ̌]

ká-ɩkwɛ̌ [káɩ ̀kwɛ̌]

/kʊ́-a/

/ɲʊ-a/
/sʊ-a/

'9b-pick fruit/vegetables:FV

'9b-pull up, pull out:FV'
'9b-weed:FV'

/mʊ́ʊ-a/ '9b-kill:FV'
/dʊɩ-a/

'9b-arrive:FV'

As shown in these examples, I have analysed these surface [−ATR] mid vowels as
underlyingly high. The [+high, α round] vowel of the verb root and the [+low]

verb-final vowel result in a vowel with features [−high, −low, α round]. Evidence

88

The H tone on the final vowel of the Infinitive TAM melody becomes LH if a -CV- verb

root has a primary L tone.
89

Positing the underlying form as */wʊ-a/ would cause a problem with the constraint on /w/

followed by a high vowel in noun stems.
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for positing an underlying high vowel comes from longer verb forms with
inflectional or derivational suffixes with a high vowel. In (2.69a), the vowel of the
verb root is followed by the Anterior aspect final vowel -i, in (2.69b, c) by the

Causative extension -is, in (2.69d) by the Applicative extension -ɩl and in (2.69e)
by the Subjunctive final vowel -ɩ. In (2.69f), the initial CV of the verb root is

repeated (-ɓɩɩ- → -ɓɩɓɩɩ-) as can be seen in the Infinitive form káɓɩɓyá (*káɓɩɓyɛ́).
(2.69) surface
́
a.
ɓãɓǔni
b.
c.

'they have deceived him'
kópusó

'to cause to rot'
udwiso

́
[ɓãɓǔnì]

3PL-1.O-deceive-FV.ANT-PFV

[kópùsó]

e.
f.

ɩ ́kpʊlyá

'he dug for himself'
asyɩ ́tɔ na iɓúsú

'that he stay with us'
nʊɓɩɓya

/ká-pʊ-is-á/
9b-rot-CAUS-FV

[ùdwìso]

'he will let you arrive'
d.

underlying
°H
/ɓá- ̀-ɓʊ̃
i-ní/90

/ʊ-dʊɩ-is-o/
3SG:2SG.O-arrive-CAUS-FV

[ɩ ́k͡pʊ̀ljá]

/ɩ ́-kpʊ-ɩl-ɩ ́-á/
3SGP:REFL-dig-RES-APPL-FVP 91

[àsjɩt́ ɔ̀]

/a-sɩ ́ɩ-ɩ ́-tɔ/
3SG-stay-FV.SUBJ-INS

[nʊ̀ɓɩ ̀ɓjà]

'I follow you'

/na-ʊ-ɓɩɓɩ-a/92
1SG:2SG.O-follow-FV

d. Consonant and vowel constraints in affixes
In prefixes, the consonant inventory is restricted to /ɓ t k s m n l j w/. In suffixes

only /t k g s m n l j/ occur. This means that voiced obstruents, labial-velar plosives,
prenasalized consonants and fricatives except /s/ do not occur in prefixes. The

same applies to suffixes, with the exception of /g/. In addition, implosives do not
occur in suffixes.

90

The H tone of the Perfective aspect suffix -ní is changed into a L tone if the final vowel -i

of Anterior aspect is High.
91

Superscript "P" is used as notation for a High TAM tone which has a time reference to the

past.
92

Reduplication, Infinitive kábyɛ̌ 'to follow'.
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Affix vowels are underlyingly maximally distinct in terms of vowel height, i.e.
either high /ɩ i ʊ u/ or low /a/. Mid vowels /ɛ e ɔ o/ do not occur as an underlying
vowel in prefixes and suffixes.93 Surface mid unrounded vowels are the result of

height coalescence (see 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). The surface [+ATR] mid round vowel is
an assimilated /a/ in a [+ATR] context.

Underlying /ɔ/ occurs in noun-class enclitics and in verbal enclitics, i.e. the
Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ and the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ. The negative enclitic -gʊ has
a high vowel.

93

It would be unusual to have a suffix with a mid vowel, as suffixes in Bantu languages

generally have either high or low vowels. Steriade 1995:156: "(…) mid vowels are
underlyingly disallowed in Bantu suffixes, as well as most Bantu prefixes."

3 Vowel Harmony and Phonological Processes
3.1 Introduction
The main part of this chapter consists of a presentation of ATR vowel harmony,
which is pervasive in the language. The analysis presented here is based primarily
on the theory of autosegmental phonology. In autosegmental phonology,

assimilation processes are represented by spreading rules. 94 The second part of this
chapter describes Vowel Sandhi.

[+ATR] dominance is widespread and reported for many Niger-Congo languages
and [+ATR] dominant suffixes are widely attested in languages with an [ATR]

contrast in the high vowels, i.e. where /ɩ/ alternates with /i/ and /ʊ/ with /u/.95 The
following researchers have published data or given papers on vowel harmony in
Liko, in chronological order: Kutsch Lojenga (1999), Casali (2002), Nederveen
(2004), De Wit (2007) and Kutsch Lojenga (2009). The subject is of interest

because in Liko, where [+ATR] is the dominant feature, underlying [−ATR]
enclitics influence preceding [+ATR] vowels.
The data gathered during my latest field-research visits to the Liko people in 2010

and 2013 contain several new elements that were not available at the time when the
analyses of the Liko vowel system mentioned above were made. These new

elements include: data on three [−ATR] dominant verbal enclitics, data on the
domain of [ATR] spreading and data relevant for the analysis of the transparency of
the low vowel /a/. [−ATR] verbal enclitics provide contexts in which ATR

harmony can be shown with new verb forms, in contrast to [−ATR] noun-class
enclitics. ATR vowel harmony is the subject of 3.2.

94

According to Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994), the four parameters of autosegmental

rules are: Function: insert / delete, Type: path / F-element, Direction: left to right / right to
left and Iteration: iterative / noniterative.
95

Casali (2008:515, 520), who refers to Hall et al. 1974; Kaye et al. 1985.
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Section 3.3 on Vowel Sandhi presents vowel elision, height coalescence,
heterosyllabification and desyllabification. The section aims to give an overview of
where these processes occur, but does not envisage describing the verb forms in

detail. The reader is referred to Chapter 7 "Verbs" for more information on verb
morphology.

3.2 ATR vowel harmony
Liko is a nine-vowel language with an [ATR] contrast in the high and mid vowels.
The language has an ATR harmony system with five [−ATR] vowels /ɩ ɛ a ɔ ʊ/ and
four [+ATR] vowels /i e o u/. In this harmony system, /ɩ/ alternates with /i/, /ʊ/

with /u/, /ɛ/ with /e/, /ɔ/ with /o/ and /a/ with /o/. The vowel /o/ functions as the

[+ATR] counterpart of /a/.96 Morphemes have either [+ATR] or [−ATR] vowels.
The exceptions involve the [−ATR] /a/: Liko has root morphemes with both
[+ATR] vowels and /a/.

Liko has [+ATR] dominant suffixes (including one verbal extension). [ +ATR]

suffixes have one of the high vowels /i u/. With the presence of [+ATR] dominant
suffixes97, this type of language is commonly referred to as an ATR-dominant

harmony language. In the ATR literature summarized in Casali (2008:514), two
types of harmony are distinguished: (1) root-controlled harmony: the [ATR] values
of affix vowels harmonize with those of the root; the [ATR] value of root vowels

do not change; (2) dominant harmony: affixes (predominantly suffixes) which do
not alternate in their [ATR] value, but are invariantly [+ATR], and which cause
[−ATR] root vowels to become [+ATR]. Affixes which are associated with the
word will typically become [+ATR] as well. Liko has a [+ATR] dominant
harmony system.

96

Kutsch Lojenga (2009:66) comments that there are no non-Bantu languages anywhere

near Liko which exhibit this particular pair in their vowel-harmony processes. She adds that
one of the neighbouring Bantu languages, Budu, has /a/ → /o/ changes, but only in left-toright processes.
97

Casali (2008:515): "Although root-controlled harmony is characteristic of Niger-Congo

languages of West Africa, there are also Niger-Congo languages with at least one or two
potential [+ATR] dominant affixes."
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Remarkably, the language has several [−ATR] enclitics which either resist
assimilation in a [+ATR] context or show [−ATR] dominant properties. [−ATR]
enclitics have either /ʊ/ or /ɔ/.98

This section on ATR vowel harmony in Liko starts by giving evidence for [ATR]
contrast in roots (3.2.1). Section 3.2.2 focusses on [+ATR] spreading and the

domain of [+ATR] spreading. In 3.2.3, the status and surface realizations of the
low vowel /a/ are presented. Section 3.2.4 describes the enclitics which are

[−ATR] dominant. In environments with some [−ATR] enclitics, vowel-height
dissimilation occurs. The findings are summarized in 3.2.5.

3.2.1

ATR contrast in roots

Liko roots exhibit underlying contrast between [+ATR] and [−ATR] in roots with
high or mid vowels. If a root is underlyingly linked to a [ +ATR] value, then the

[+ATR] feature is linked within the root domain to all non-low vowels. In my data
about 40% of the disyllabic noun stems are [+ATR] and almost 30% of the -CVCverb roots are [+ATR].

ATR contrast of disyllabic noun stems with high and mid vowels is exemplified in
the following two sets:

(3.1) [−ATR] high vowels
gɩnɩ ́

'9.ripe bananas'

giní

'9.stories'

ɓʊngʊ́

'9.clay blocks'

ɓungú

'9.back sides (of houses)'

tɩ ̌tɩ

kʊ́kʊ́

'1a.bird, sp.'
'1a.fish, sp.'

(3.2) [−ATR] mid vowels

mu-tǐti
kúkǔ

'1-swelling'
'1a.parrot'

[+ATR] mid vowels

lɩ-sɛnzɛ́

'5-tree, sp.'

li-sénzé

'5-flute'

ɗɔngɔ́

'9.rows'

ɗongó

'9.distance'

lɩ-mbɔ̌mbɔ́

'5-tree, sp.'

ɓu-mbombó

'14-slowness (to react)'

bɛzɛ

98

[+ATR] high vowels

'9.stupidity'

ngbezě

'1a.bird, sp.'

The enclitics are: negative -gʊ, Supplicative -nɔ, Insistive -tɔ́ and noun-class enclitic -Cɔ.
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In trisyllabic noun stems, all high and mid vowels are either [+ATR] or [−ATR]
vowels:99

(3.3) lɩ-kʊ́lʊ́gbɛ́

[−ATR]

'5-gourd'

mʊ-ngɩ ́mbɔ́lɩ ́

'1-insect'

mu-lúkutú

'3-bundle of leaves'

li-gwolípo

'5-cross eyes'

[+ATR]

Contrasts of verb roots with high vowels are:100
(3.4) [−ATR] high vowels

[+ATR] high vowels

-lɩ ́k-

'set traps'

-lík-

'dry'

-gʊm-

'iron'

-gum-

'crawl'

-pɩk-pʊp-

'swing, sway'
'blow'

-pik-pup-

'build'
'come out'

Examples of ATR contrast in adverbs include:
(3.5) [−ATR] high vowels
ɓɩ ́-ɓɔ́

ɓɩ ́-ɗʊkʊ-ɗʊkʊ

3.2.2

'very good'

'fat, plump'

[+ATR] high vowels
ɓí-ɓó

'very early, at daybreak'

ɓí-ɗuku-ɗuku 'busy with work'

[+ATR] dominance

Liko has roots and suffixes that are underlyingly [+ATR]. [+ATR] spreads to
[−ATR] vowels, causing them to assimilate to the [+ATR] value. First, [+ATR]

spreading from roots is described, followed by [+ATR] spreading from suffixes.
The domain of [+ATR] spreading is investigated at the end of this section.
3.2.2.1

[+ATR] spreading from roots

All prefixes are [−ATR]. When they precede [+ATR] roots, the prefix vowel
assimilates to the [+ATR] value of the root.

99

There are virtually no examples in my data, where one high or mid vowel is [+ATR] and

the other is [−ATR]. The only exceptions are probably compounds or may have a petrified

enclitic: pómbáyɩ '1a.monkey, sp.', sómbwáyɩ '1a.antelope, sp.' and mu-nzikabʊ́ '1-man
without mercy'.
100

There are no -CVC(V)-verbs with mid [−ATR] vowels in the language.
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Noun-class, adjective and enumerative prefixes are given in order to show [+ATR]
spreading. When [+ATR] is associated with a root, it spreads to the prefix vowel,
as can be seen in the examples in (a) in the three sets below. The prefixes in the
examples in (3.6-8b) precede a [−ATR] root morpheme.
Noun-class prefixes preceding [+ATR] and [−ATR] noun stems:
(3.6)a. ɓo-ndindǐ
li-kúbu

'5-umbilical cord, navel'

ɓa-kɔ́tɩ

2-ant, sp.'

mʊ-tɩ ́wɩ

'3-advice'

mu-pumí
b.

'2-insect, sp.'

lɩ-sɩś ɩ ́

'3-door'

'5-oil palm tree'

Adjective prefixes preceding [+ATR] and [−ATR] adjectives:
(3.7)a. mu-kúɗú

'3.ADJ-short'

b.

'3.ADJ-small'

yí-dingǐ

mʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́

yɩ-kʊ́ngʊ́

9.ADJ-big'

'9.ADJ-tall, high'

Enumerative prefixes preceding a [+ATR] and a [−ATR] numeral stem:
(3.8)a. mí-motí
b.

mɩ ́-ɓǎ

'3.NUM-one'

'3.NUM-two'

Modifier prefix ɓɩ ́- precedes manner adverbs, ideophones and nominal modifiers
and it assimilates to the [+ATR] value of the following root. As with the above
examples, (3.9a) shows [+ATR] spreading and (3.9b) the prefix preceding a
[−ATR] root:

(3.9)a. ɓí-tidi

'MOD-completely'

ɓí-kukuku 'MOD-heavy rain with storm, pounding strongly (heart)'
b.

ɓí-nzengé

'MOD-scattered'

ɓɩ ́-ɓʊlʊ

'MOD-silently'

ɓɩ ́-ngbʊ́

'MOD-red'

ɓɩ ́-ɗalʊʊʊ

'MOD-viscous'

[+ATR] spreading can be visualized as follows:
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(3.10) Underlying structure

[+ATR] spreading

[−ATR][+ATR]

[−ATR][+ATR]


/prefix- -root/

=
prefix- -root

Spreading from [+ATR] roots does not affect the [ATR] value of other roots. In
compounds, noun stems of either value may co-occur, e.g. lɩ-gɔmbɔmóya '5-branch
used for roof support' and ɓo-twómabɩsyá '2-star constellation'.

Verb forms consist of roots and affixes. All verb prefixes are underlyingly
[−ATR]. The verb suffixes with underlyingly a [+ATR] association are listed in
Table 7 in the next section. Other verb suffixes are underlyingly [−ATR].

I start by looking at simple verb forms with a subject prefix and a final vowel. In
the verb forms below, the verb roots in (3.11a) are underlyingly [+ATR] and the
ones in (3.11b) are [−ATR]. In (3.11a), the subject prefix and the final vowel -a
assimilate to the [+ATR] value:
(3.11)a. to-lík-o
b.

1PL-dry-FV101

'we will dry'

to-gum-o 1PL-crawl-FV

'we will crawl'

ta-gʊ̌m-a 1PL-iron-FV

'we will iron'

ta-lɩ ́k-a

1PL-set a trap-FV 'we will set a trap'

[+ATR] spreading in togumo 'we will crawl' can be visualized as follows:
(3.12) Underlying structure

[+ATR] spreading

[−ATR][+ATR][−ATR]

[−ATR][+ATR][−ATR]


/ta-

101

-gum-

-a/

=
to-

=
-gum-

-o

The Low surface tone on the subject prefix and on the final vowel indicate that time

reference is to the future. Tone melodies on verb forms are described in 7.6.
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Baković proposes that the preferred direction of spreading is universally 'rootoutward' (in Casali 2008:534), also called bi-directional (anticipatory and

progressive). Other languages with bidirectional [+ATR] spreading include Akan
(Clements 1981) and Nkengo (Leitch 1996). Because Liko does not have a root-

controlled ATR vowel harmony system, it is not necessary to specify directionality.
The subsequent examples illustrate the assimilation of high vowels. In the first set,
the verb root is preceded by the reflexive prefix ɩ ̌-, and in the second set by the
class 2 object prefix ʊ̌-, while in the third set, the verb root is followed by the
Subjunctive final vowel -ɩ.
Reflexive prefixes harmonize preceding roots linked to [ +ATR] (3.13a) or surface
with their [−ATR] value (3.13b):
(3.13)a. ǐ-ɗing-o
b.

3SG:REFL-paint-FV 'she102 will put on make-up'103

ǐ-sumb-o 3SG:REFL-burn-FV

'he will burn himself'

ɩ ̌-bɩnɩk-a

3SG:REFL-carry-FV 'he will boast'104

ɩ ̌-bʊsy-a

3SG:REFL-wash-FV 'he will wash himself'

The final vowel harmonizes as well. The vowel of the subject prefix in (3.13) and
(3.14) is elided because of V1-elision in the context of a sequence of two vowels
across a morpheme boundary (see 3.3.1).

The class 2 object prefix and the final vowel assimilate to the [ +ATR] value of the
root as in (3.14a) or surface with their [−ATR] value as in (3.14b):
(3.14)a. ǔ-viɗ-o ɓo-mboɓú

'he will flay small rodents'

b.

'he will gather caterpillars'

3SG:2.O-peel-FV 2-small rodent

ʊ̌-pʊn-a ɓa-sʊ́kwá
3SG:2.O-gather-FV 2-caterpillar

102

For reasons of space, third person singular subjects and class 1 objects are translated with

the general masculine form 'he'/'him', unless the context or the action of the verb implies a
female referent or the subject is indefinite.
103

Literally, 'she will paint or draw lines on herself'.

104

Literally, 'he will carry or lift himself'.
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In the third set, the vowel of the subject prefix and the final vowel of the
Subjunctive assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the root (3.15a) or surface with their
[−ATR] value (3.15b):
(3.15)a. nó-sil-í
b.

1SG-arrive-FV.SUBJ 'that I arrive'

ná-pɩk-ɩ ́ 1SG-sway-FV.SUBJ

3.2.2.2

'that I sway'

[+ATR] spreading from suffixes

Liko has non-root morphemes that are underlyingly linked to a [+ATR] value.
They invariably surface with a [+ATR] value.

Table 7 [+ATR] suffixes
-i
Anterior aspect final vowel (FV position)105
-í

negative Conditional final vowel (FV position)

-ni

Plural Addressee suffix (post-FV position)

-ní

negative Subjunctive suffix (post-FV position)

-is-

Causative extension (extension position)

-ní
-kú

Perfective aspect suffix (post-FV position)
Directional suffix (post-FV position)

[+ATR] spreading in verb forms in which these morphemes occur is illustrated by
the following examples of [−ATR] verb roots. Spreading from the [+ATR]
suffixes affects both roots and affixes. The verb forms are given in pairs, the

Infinitive form of a verb (the class 9b prefix ká- and final vowel -a, with the H tone
of the Infinitive TAM melody on the final vowel, see 4.3.2 and 7.6), followed by an
inflected form of the same verb with the [+ATR] dominant morpheme. For clarity,
the underlying form is given for the first verb.
The Anterior aspect final vowel -i:
(3.16) ká-lál-á
nolóli

/na-lál-i/

9b-sleep-FV
'I slept'

1SG-sleep-FV.ANT

105

For the positions in the verb structure, see 7.2.
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káɓɩ ́ká

'to despise'

noɓíki

kákpʊɗá

'to approach'

nokpuɗí

káɓángá

'to fear'

'I despised'
106

noɓóngi

'I approached'
'I feared'

The negative Conditional final vowel -í:
(3.17) ká-gbɩt-á

9b-fell (tree), bite-FV

wákógbití

'if you do not fell (the tree)'

/wá-ká-gbɩt-í/

2SG-COND-fell-FV.NEG

kábʊmá

'to hit'

wákóbumí

'if you do not hit'

káɩndá

'to go'

wákí

'if you do not go'

kályá

'to eat'

107

wákólyí

'if you do not eat'

The negative Conditional forms have two prefixes, the subject prefix and the

Conditional prefix. The Conditional prefix ka- assimilates to the [+ATR] value,
whereas the second person singular subject prefix wa- does not. The same

phenomenon can be seen with the negative Subjunctive below. More information
on the left boundary of the domain of [+ATR] spreading will be provided in the
next section.

The Plural Addressee suffix -ni:
(3.18) ká-pɩk-á

9b-prepare (a field) for sowing-FV

pik-ó-ni

'prepare (a field) for sowing (pl)!'108

/pɩk-á-ni/

prepare for sowing-FV.IMP-ADDR

kásɩ ́ká

'to insult'

usíkóni109

'insult (pl) them!'

kákpʊlá

'to rummage in'

kpulóni

'search (pl)!'

kásámá

106

'to open (mouth)' sómóni

'open the mouth (pl)!'

In the case of -CVC- verbs with a L primary tone, the vowel of the verb root remains

Low and the floating H tone of the Anterior aspect TAM melody is linked to the final
vowel, see 7.6.
107

Preceding a vowel-initial verb, the vowel of the Conditional prefix undergoes V1-elision.

108

-pɩk- can also mean 'sway'.

109

u-sík-ó-ni 2.O-insult-FV.IMP-ADDR. The H tone of the third person plural object prefix ʊ̌ is

reassociated with the following H, see 4.6.2 and 7.5.
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The Perfective aspect suffix -ní:
(3.19) ká-gbang-á

9b-curse-FV

nógbongóní

'I have cursed'

/ná-gbang-á-ní/

1SGP-curse-FVP-PFV110

káɓɩ ́kyá

'to say'

nóɓíkyóní

'I has said'

kádʊndá

'to touch'

nódundóní

'I has touched'

kákalyá

'to pay'

nókolyóní

'I has paid'

The negative Subjunctive suffix -ní:
(3.20) ká-gbang-á

9b-curse-FV

nakogbongoníto

'that I do not curse'

/na-ka-gbang-a-ní-tɔ́/

111

1SG-NEG-curse-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS

káɓɩ ́kyá

'to say'

nakoɓíkyoníto

'that I not say'

kádʊndá

'to touch'

nakodundoníto

'that I not touch'

kákalyá

'to pay'

nakokolyoníto

'that I not pay'

The Directional suffix -kú:112
(3.21) ká-matɩ ́l-á

9b-add, increase-FV

omotilokú

'he will add (speaking to s.o.)'

/a-matɩl-a-kú/

3SG-add-FV-DIR

kábɩnɩ ́ká

'to carry'

ãbinikokú113

'he will carry s.o.'

kákpʊɗá

'to approach'

ãkpuɗokú

'he will approach s.o.'

kánaná

110

'to stretch'

ononokú

114

'he will stretch'

Superscript "P" is used as notation for a High TAM tone which indicates time reference to

the past.
111

Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ is one of the [−ATR] enclitics. In these examples, it assimilates to

the [+ATR] value of the suffix. See 3.2.4 for a description of [−ATR] enclitics.
112
113

In the examples in this set, 'towards someone or some place' is understood.

With respect to the third person singular subject prefix /a/, which does not assimilate in

abinikokú and akpuɗokú, see 3.2.2.3.
114

The verb form ononokú can be used when someone sees a person stretching his/her arm.
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The Causative extension -is-:
(3.22) ká-ɗak-á

9b-climb-FV

kóɗokísó

'to cause to climb'

/ká-ɗak-ís-á/

9b-climb-CAUS-FV

kákɩt́ ɩ ́lá 'to block the road'

kókítílísó 'to cause to block the road'

kábʊmá 'to hit'

kóbumísó 'to cause to hit'

kágbatá 'to spread out'

kógbotísó 'to cause to spread out'

The Causative extension does not occur word-finally. It is followed by the verbfinal vowel or another extension. Affixes following the Causative extension also
assimilate to the [+ATR] value. In (3.22) and in (3.23b), the final vowel -a

assimilates and in (3.23c), the Pluractional extension -ag- and the final vowel -a
assimilate.

(3.23)a. mu-kó

a-ɓʊ́kʊt-a

1-woman 3SG-produce-FV

b.

'The woman will give birth.'
mu-kó

ã-ɓúkut-is-o

1-woman 3SG:1.O-produce-CAUS-FV

'The woman will cause her to give birth.', i.e. one time
c.

mu-kó

yi

1-woman 1.DEM.III

nɩ ́-nɔ̌115

COP-1.DEM.I

o-ɓúkut-is-og-o

3SG-produce-CAUS-PLUR-FV

'the midwife', literally, 'The woman who will cause someone to give birth
repeatedly.'
[+ATR] spreading from underlyingly [+ATR] suffixes can be visualized as

follows, using (3.16) no-lól-i 1SG-sleep-FV.ANT, 'I slept', from ká-lál-á 9b-sleep-FV,
'to sleep', and (3.23c) o-ɓúkut-is-og-o 3SG-produce-CAUS-PLUR-FV from ká-ɓʊ́kʊt-á
9b-give birth-FV, 'to give birth'.

In this case, there is no class 1 object prefix ̀-,
̃ see 7.5.1.
115

Demonstratives of type I also function as relative pronouns, see 8.4.
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(3.24) Underlying structure

[+ATR] spreading

[−ATR][−ATR][+ATR]

[−ATR][−ATR][+ATR]


/na-

-lál-

-i/

=

=

no-

-lól-

-i

In the visualization below, the [−ATR] value is left out and only [+ATR]
spreading is shown. All morphemes which are not associated with a [+ATR] value
are [−ATR], and all are delinked from their [−ATR] value by [+ATR] spreading.
(3.25) Underlying structure

[+ATR] spreading

[+ATR]

[+ATR]


/a- -ɓʊ́kʊt- -is- -ag- -a/
3.2.2.3

o- -ɓúkut- -is- -og- -o

The domain of [+ATR] spreading

Casali (2008:501) remarks that ATR harmony languages may limit the domain of

[ATR] agreement to an identifiable span of segments or morphemes that is smaller
than the entire word. Verb forms may have multiple affixes occurring on both sides
of the root, which provides a suitable context to investigate the left and right

boundary of the domain of [+ATR] spreading. In all examples presented thus far,
[+ATR] spreads to the end of the word. As for the left boundary of [ +ATR]

spreading, (3.17), (3.20), (3.21) and (3.23b) illustrate that [+ATR] does not always
spread to the beginning of the word.

Compare (a), (b), (c) and (d) in the next three sets. One prefix precedes the verb
root in (a) and (c). The forms in (c) show that the subject prefix is within reach of
[+ATR] spreading if the verb root is linked to a [+ATR] value. In (c), where the

verb is [+ATR], the vowel of the subject prefix assimilates. Two prefixes precede
the verb root in (b) and (d): the first person plural subject prefix ta- followed by a
prefix in the TA position or by an object prefix. When there is more than one

prefix present, as in (b) and (d), only the prefix adjacent to the root harmonizes
with the [+ATR] value.
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'we will sulk'

1PL-sulk-FV

b.

ta-ka-ngbʊ́t-á 1PL-COND-sulk-FV
to-ɓín-o

1PL-dance-FV

d.

ta-ko-ɓín-ó

1PL-COND-dance-FV 'if we dance'

c.

(3.27)a. ta-pʊ́k-a

'if we sulk'

'we will dance'

'we will leave (quietly)'

1PL-leave-FV

b.

ta-ná- ʊ́k-a

c.

to-pím-o
to-pup-o

1PL-come out-FV

'we will come out'

d.

ta-nó- pím-o

1PL-INCH-measure-FV

'we are about to measure'
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ta-nó-pup-ó

1PL-INCH-leave-FV

'we are about to leave'

1PL-measure-FV

'we will measure'

1PL-INCH-come out-FV 'we are about to come out'

(3.28)a. ta-dʊnd-a

1PL-touch-FV

b.

ta-mʊ́-dʊnd-a

1PL-2PL.O-touch-FV 'we will touch you (pl.)'

to-gbusy-o

1PL-curse-FV

c.

d.

'we will touch'

'we will curse'
ta-mú-gbusy-o 1PL-2PL.O-curse-FV 'we will curse you (pl.)'

Notice how vowel height is not involved in determining the left boundary: in

(3.28d), the vowel of the subject prefix does not assimilate to [+ATR] when it
precedes a prefix with a high vowel.
In the above examples of verb roots with a [+ATR] value, the left boundary of

[+ATR] spreading is the prefix adjacent to the [+ATR] root. The prefix adjacent to
the suffix is not the left boundary for underlying [+ATR] suffixes. The following

examples, with a [+ATR] and a [−ATR] verb root, have several [−ATR] suffixes
between the verb root and the word-final [+ATR] suffix:
(3.29)a. ɓólutónógóní

'they have pulled at e.o. repeatedly'

/ɓá-lut-án-ág-á-ní/

3PLP-pull-ASS-PLUR-FVP-PFV

b.

ɓóɓítónógóní

'they have slapped e.o. repeatedly'

/ɓá-ɓɩ ́t-án-ág-á-ní/

3PLP-slap-ASS-PLUR-FVP-PFV

116

The second floating L tone of Inchoative aspect prefix -°Lná°L- causes non-automatic

downstep if the verb root has a primary H tone, see 4.6.5.
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In (a), the vowel of the prefix adjacent to the [+ATR] verb root and all vowels
between the verb root and the [+ATR] suffix assimilate. In (b), where the verb root
does not have a [+ATR] value, all vowels assimilate to the [+ATR] value as well:
not only the final vowel which is adjacent to the [+ATR] suffix, but also the

vowels of the extensions, the vowel of the verb root -ɓɩ ́t- and the vowel of the
subject prefix.
In order to determine the left boundary of spreading from [+ATR] suffixes, verb
forms with more than one prefix should be included. In the following examples,
the verb roots -gbɩt- 'fell' and -dɩm- 'labour' are preceded by two prefixes:
(3.30)a. wá-kó-gbit-í

2SG-COND-fell-FV.NEG

b.

'If you do not fell (the tree) …'
ɓo-míkí ɓá-kó-dim-í
2-child

ɓo-tíko,

nzǎ

ik-a-tʊ́

3PL-COND-labour-FV.NEG 2+9-field 9.hunger 3SG:be-FV-INS

'If the children do not cultivate the fields, there will be hunger.'
[+ATR] spreading does not reach the left word boundary. The left boundary of the
domain of [+ATR] spreading is the prefix adjacent to the verb root.

The left boundary for [+ATR] spreading which is seen in verbs can also be
observed in nominals that have more than one morpheme preceding the root. Noun

class 1a contains nouns with a nV- proclitic. The plural takes the class 2 prefix ɓa-,
which precedes the proclitic. The vowel of the proclitic assimilates to the [+ATR]
value in (3.31b, d), but the class 2 prefix does not:
(3.31)a. na-pɔnzɔ

'na:1-vine, sp.'

ɓa-na-pɔnzɔ

b.

'na:1-water snail'

ɓa-nǒ-dingbo

'na:1-tree, sp.'

ɓa-nɛ́-kʊta

na-kwálɩ ́

c.

nǒ-dingbo

no-kpóɗóku 'na:1-toad'
nɛ́-kʊta

nɛ́-lʊngyá
d.

'na:1-sparrowhawk' ɓa-na-kwálɩ ́

ne-kulé

'na:1-chameleon'
'na:1-insect, sp.'

népúmúkyó 'na:1-weed, sp.'

ɓa-no-kpóɗóku
ɓa-nɛ́-lʊngyá
ɓa-ne-kulé

'2-na:1-vine, sp.'
'2-na:1-

sparrowhawk'

'2-na:1-water snail'
'2-na:1-toad'

'2-na:1-tree, sp.'

'2-na:1-chameleon'
'2-na:1-insect, sp.'

ɓa-né-púmúkyó '2-na:1-weed, sp.'
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The noun-class prefix of class 17 is kʊ́- which harmonizes with the [ATR] value of
the noun. It is retained in plural forms where it is preceded by the class 2 prefix

ɓa-. As can be seen in the examples below, the vowel of the class 2 prefix does not
assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the root:
(3.32) kʊ́-gʊ̌
kú-bi

kú-bumǔtí

'17-top'

ɓa-kʊ́-gʊ̌

'2-17-top'

'17-riverside'

ɓa-kú-bi

'2-17-riverside'

'17-side'

kú-syokoto '17-bottom'

117

ɓa-kú-bumǔtí

'2-17-side'

ɓa-kú-syokoto '2-17-bottom'

In associative constructions, the associative prefix Ca- precedes the noun which

modifies the head noun of the NP, see 5.3.2. Associative prefixes agree with the
noun class of the preceding head noun. Liko nouns in classes 1a or 9 do not have a
noun-class prefix, which makes it possible to compare constructions of an

associative prefix immediately preceding a noun stem with those where a nounclass prefix is present between an associative prefix and a noun stem.
Examples of class 1 associative prefix wa- and class 5 lá- preceding a noun are:
(3.33)a. nyamá
b.

wo-tutú

1a.animal

1.ASS-1a.forest

lɩ-syɛ́

ló-dumó

5-day

5.ASS-1a.feast

'animal of the forest'
'day of the feast'

c.

kpɔ́lɔ-kpɔ́lɔ wa-mu-gǐ
1a.border

1.ASS-3-village

'environment of the village'

d.

li-gubó

lá-li-lólómbí

'work of preparing (food)'

5-work

5.ASS-5-preparing

In (a) and (b), the vowel of the associative prefix is adjacent to the noun stem and
it assimilates to the [+ATR] value of the noun. If a noun-class prefix intervenes as
in (c) and (d), the vowel of the noun-class prefix assimilates and the vowel of the
associative prefix surfaces with its [−ATR] value.

117

I.e. of a bed.
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In genitival constructions, he vowel of the genitive prefix ka- is changed into
[+ATR] only when it occurs adjacent to the noun stem (3.34a, b), otherwise, it
does not assimilate and remains [−ATR] (3.34c, d):
(3.34)a. líno

ko-míkí

b.

ɓángʊ́

ko-gbungúlu

9.blood

GEN-1a.billy

5:name

c.
d.

'name of the child'

GEN-1a.child

ɩ-vananza ka-mu-súnzú
9a-family

GEN-1-slave

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́

ka-ɓo-bikó

6-food

'blood of the billy goat'

goat

GEN-2-visitor

'family of the slave'
'food of the visitors'

Based on these data, it can be concluded that the left side of the domain of [+ATR]
spreading is determined morphologically and that the prefix adjacent to the root
constitutes the left boundary.118 It is remarkable that speakers of the language are
somehow aware of the number of morphemes preceding a root.

Liko uses vowel elision, vowel-height coalescence, heterosyllabification and
desyllabification to deal with a sequence of two prefix vowels. For a description of

phonological processes in the context of Vowel Sandhi, I refer the reader to 3.3. In
height coalescence, two vowels of opposite vowel height result in a single short

vowel. In the cases relevant for the domain of [+ATR] spreading, the first prefix
happens to have a low vowel and the second consists of a high vowel. In the

examples below, of verbal prefixes, the first prefix is the subject prefix (C)a-,
negative ka-, Conditional ka-, Inchoative aspect -°Lná°L- and Infinitive ká-119. The
second prefix is the first person singular object prefix ɩ-.
(3.35)a. ɓé-gboɗy-ó
b.

118

3PLP:1SG.O-smear-FVP

ɓá-ké-gboɗy-i-gʊ

120

'they smeared me'

3PL-NEG:1SG.O-smear-FV-NEG 'they will not smear me'

The prefixes which are outside of the domain of [+ATR] spreading all have a low

vowel. A prefix with a non-low vowel, which precedes another prefix, does not occur.
119

I.e. the class 9b prefix, also referred to in this book as Infinitive prefix.

120

The negative enclitic -gʊ is invariably [−ATR], see 3.2.4.1.
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c.

ɓa-ke-gboɗy-ó

3PL-COND:1SG.O-smear-FV

'if they smear me'

d.

ɓá- né-gboɗy-ó

3PL-INCH:1SG.O-smear-FV

'they are about to smear

e.

ɓá ké-gboɗy-ó

3PL:be 9b:1SG.O-smear-FV

me'

'they are smearing me'

These examples give further evidence for the existence of the left boundary of

[+ATR] spreading within the word: the third person plural subject prefix ɓá- does
not assimilate when a syllable with a vowel resulting from height coalescence is
adjacent to a [+ATR] verb root.

Two of the environments in which V1-elision takes place are verb forms where the

Conditional prefix ka- or the negative prefix ka- is followed by a vowel-initial verb
root. In (3.36a), the vowel of the Conditional prefix ka- undergoes V1-elision

preceding the vowel-initial verb root -ɩnd- 'go' and in (3.36b), V1-elision applies to

the vowel of the negative prefix ka- preceding -ingi- 'enter, go to bed'. The [+ATR]
suffix in (3.36) is the negative Conditional final vowel -i.
(3.36)a. wákí
b.

'if you do not go'

/wá-ká-ɩnd-í/

2SG-COND:go-FV.NEG

má-kíngy-i-gʊ

'you (pl) will not enter'

/ma-ka-ingy-i-gʊ/

2PL-NEG:enter-FV-NEG

After the process of V1-elision has taken place, the subject prefixes wa- and má-

are adjacent to the (surface) [+ATR] vowel of the root in the above verb forms, but
they do not harmonize. Another morpheme, which is adjacent to the root but has
lost its vowel, still counts for [+ATR] spreading. This provides further evidence
that the left boundary is sensitive to morphological structure.
I now turn to the right boundary of [+ATR] spreading. The right boundary of

[+ATR] spreading in ta-mú-lut-og-o 1PL-2PL.O-pull-PLUR-FV 'we will pull you (pl)' is
the end of the word. This can be visualized as follows (square brackets indicate the
domain boundaries and, for reasons of space, [−] represents [−ATR] and [+]
represents [+ATR]):
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(3.37) Underlying structure

[+ATR] spreading

[−] [−] [+] [−] [−]

[−] [−]

[+] [−] [−]

=

= =

ta- [mú-

-lut- -og -o]


/ta- mʊ́- -lut- -ag -a/

Liko verb forms can have multiple extensions (see 7.11), which follow the verb
root. Extensions, except the Causative, and the final vowel are underlyingly

[−ATR]. The function of the extensions -an-, -ɩlɩ- and -ag- in the examples below
is: Associative, Benefactive and Pluractional respectively. In (3.38a), with verb

root -ɓɩ ́t- 'slap', all extensions and the final vowel surface with their [−ATR] value.
In (3.38b), with [+ATR] verb root -lut- 'pull', [+ATR] spreading causes the class
9b prefix ká- of the Infinitive, the vowels of the extensions and the verb-final
vowel all to assimilate to the [+ATR] value.
(3.38)a. ká-ɓɩ ́t-á

b.

9b-slap-FV

'to slap'

ká-ɓɩ ́t-ág-á

9b-slap-PLUR-FV

'to slap repeatedly'

ká-ɓɩ ́t-án-á
kã-́ ɓɩ ́t-ɩ ́ly-á121

9b-slap-ASS-FV

'to slap each other'

9b:1.O-slap-BEN-FV

ká-ɓɩ ́t-án-ág-á

'to slap for someone'

9b-slap-ASS-PLUR-FV 'to slap each other repeatedly'

kó-lut-ó

9b-pull-FV

'to pull'

kó-lut-óg-ó

9b-pull-PLUR-FV

'to pull repeatedly'

kó-lut-ón-ó
́
kã-lut-íly-ó

9b-pull-ASS-FV

'to pull at each other'

9b:1.O-pull-BEN-FV

'to pull for someone'

kó-lut-ón-óg-ó 9b-pull-ASS-PLUR-FV 'to pull at each other repeatedly'
Spreading of [+ATR] to the end of the word as in the last verb form of (3.38b),
kólutónógó 'to pull at each other repeatedly', can be visualized as follows:

121

In this case, the class 1 object prefix is ̃̀-. The nasalisation of the preceding vowel occurs

when the class 1 object is not expressed. Otherwise, the form of the class 1 object prefix is
mʊ̀- in Imperative forms, or ˋ-, see 7.5.1.
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[+ATR] spreading122

[+ATR]

[+ATR]


/ka-

-lut- -an -ag -a/

kó-

-lut- -ón -óg -ó

In the visualization above, [−ATR] associations are not represented. All

morphemes which are not associated with a [+ATR] value are [−ATR], and all are
delinked from their [−ATR] value by [+ATR] spreading.
Defining the right end of the domain of [+ATR] spreading is problematic, because
some enclitics do not assimilate. In (3.35b) and (3.36b), the surface vowel of the
negative enclitic -gʊ is [−ATR]. The Supplicative enclitic -nɔ also remains

unaffected. However, the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ assimilates in the same context of a
preceding [+ATR] /i/:
(3.40)a. ná-kó-ɓín-í-gʊ

1SG-NEG-sulk-FV.ANT-NEG

'I did not dance'

b.

wǐ-gwi-nɔ lɩ-mbɛngɩ ́ 2SG:REFL-hold:FV-SUPP 5-heart 'take heart!'

c.

no-ɓín-i-tó

1SG-dance-FV.ANT-INS

'I certainly danced'

The [−ATR] enclitics are described in 3.2.4, where I will return to this difference
in behaviour with respect to [+ATR] spreading. Leaving aside enclitics, the domain
of [+ATR] spreading can be defined as follows:
(3.41)

The domain of [+ATR] spreading in Liko ranges from the prefix adjacent
to the left of the root up to the end of the word.

The class 1 object prefix mʊ̀-/ ̃̀- / ˋ- counts as a prefix for the domain of [+ATR]
spreading.123 An object prefix is obligatory when the object of a verb is first or
second person singular or plural, or belongs to class 1 (including subclasses of
class 1) or class 2, see 8.2.5. In (3.42a), there is no object prefix, whereas in
(3.42b), the class 1 object prefix ̃-̀ is present.

122

With Infinitive TAM melody, see 7.6.

123

In Imperative forms, the class 1 object prefix is mʊ̀-, see 7.9.2.
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(3.42)a. to-gbusy-o 1PL-curse-FV
b.

'we will curse'

to-bud-o

1PL-smear-FV

tã-bud-o

1PL:1.O-smear-FV

tã-gbusy-o 1PL:1.O-curse-FV

'we will smear'124

'we will curse him'
'we will smear her'

In (b), surface tã- is underlyingly /ta- ̃̀-/ '1PL-1.O'. Only the class 1 object prefix ̃̀is within the domain of [+ATR] spreading.
In the examples below, the class 1 object prefix ˋ- occurs between the Infinitive

prefix ká- and a [+ATR] verb root. Its presence prevents the vowel of the Infinitive
prefix from assimilating to the [+ATR] value of the verb root:
(3.43)a. na ká-ɗing-ó mu-kó

'I am making a woman up.'

1SG:be 9b:1.O-make up-FV 1-woman

b.

na ká-kos-íly-ó125 mu-kó

'I am pouring out s.th. for a woman.'

1SG:be 9b:1.O-pour out-BEN-FV 1-woman

The presence of the class 1 object prefix ˋ- is not only made manifest by the fact
that the vowel of a preceding prefix does not assimilate, but also by the non-

automatic downstep of the H tone of a verb root in environments in which the

object prefix L tone is delinked (see 4.6.5). This can be seen, for instance, in na
ká ɓɩ ́ká mʊlʊ́kʊ́ (/na ká-ˋ-ɓɩ ́k-á mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́/, 1SG:be 9b-1.O-despise-FV 1-man ) 'I am
despising the man'. Other examples include:
(3.44)a. álutílyóní

/á-ˋ-lut-ɩ ́lɩ ́-á-ní/

ngámá 'He has pulled for the chief.'

3SGP-1.O-pull-BEN-FVP-PFV 1a.chief

b.

á ɓítílyóní

/á-ˋ-ɓɩ ́t-ɩ ́lɩ ́-á-ní/

ngámá 'He has slapped for the chief.'

3SGP-1.O-slap-BEN-FVP-PFV 1a.chief

In both (a) and (b), the third singular subject prefix a- is associated with the H tone
of the Past TAM melody, see 4.3.2 and 7.6. In (a), there is no non-automatic

downstep, because the floating L tone of the object prefix is merged with the L
tone of the verb, but in (b), the floating Low causes a non-automatic downstep.

124

Usually to give a colour.

125

The object prefix refers to the Beneficiary.
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Two more sets are given below. In the first one, the first person singular subject
prefix na- harmonizes in (3.45b) only, because the class 1 object prefix ˋ- is absent:
(3.45)a. ná-kɩ ́s-á

ndɩ pǐsi

1SGP-look for-FVP

b.

9.road

P3

'I looked for the road.'
no-kís-i

pǐsi

1SG-look for-FV.ANT 9.road

'I looked for the road.'
c.

na-kís-i

mʊ-mbánzʊ́

1SG:1.O-look for-FV.ANT 1-person

'I looked for a man.'
In (3.46a) there is no class 1 object prefix, because the object is in class 9. That
means that the vowel of the first person singular subject prefix na- is within the
domain of [+ATR] spreading and thus it assimilates. This does not happen in
(3.46b), because of the presence of the class 1 object prefix ˋ-:
(3.46)a. nó-gboɗy-ó126 ndɩ pwáyɩ
1SG -smear-FV
P

b.

P

P3

na

9.wound with 6-oil

'I smeared127 the wound with oil.'
ná-gboɗy-ó

1SG :1.O-smear-FV
P

ndɩ míkí

P

mo-lingó

P3

na

mo-lingó

1a.child with 6-oil

'I smeared the child with oil'
An underlying sequence of two low vowels does not explain the non-assimilation
of the prefix vowel. The verb -am- 'stop' is preceded by the first person singular
subject prefix na- in (3.47a, b). In (3.47b), the [+ATR] suffix causes all vowels to
assimilate, including the merged vowel of the subject prefix and the verb root.

Hence a sequence of two low vowels does not constitute a [−ATR] domain. In

(3.47c), where the class 1 object prefix ˋ- is present, the vowel /a/ of the subject
prefix does not assimilate:

126

The final vowel does not assimilate and surfaces as -a when

form, see below, (3.68b).
127

-gbodi- is the general verb for 'smear'.

ndɩ cliticises to the verb

°H
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(3.47)a. nam-a

li-gubó kǎmɩ

1SG:stop-FV 5-work

b.

1SG.POSS

'I will finish my work.'
nom-os-o128

lɩ-tá-lʊ

1SG:stop-CAUS-FV 5-stone-5

'I will put a stone [in a position].'
c.

nam-om-os-o

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́

1SG:1.O-stop-CAUS-FV 1-man

'I will put the man [in a position].'
3.2.2.4

[+ATR] and loanwords

Most loanwords are in classes 1a or 9 and do not have a noun-class prefix. Plurals

are formed in classes 2, 6 or 2+9 with prefix Ca-. The great majority of loanwords
with [+ATR] surface vowels have plural prefixes in which the vowel does not
assimilate to [+ATR].129 In loanwords from the Congo variety of Swahili, the

complete plural form (including the prefix) may have been borrowed. Examples of
loanwords from Congo Swahili and French are:
(3.48) gúndi
kikó

'9.eraser'
'9.pipe'

ɓa-gúndi
ɓa-kikó

'2+9-eraser' Congo Swahili gundi130
'2+9-pipe'

púnda '1a.donkey'

ɓa-púnda '2-donkey'

foní

'9.radio'

ɓa-foní

'2+9-radio'

kílo

'9.scale'

ɓa-kílo

'2+9-scale'

sizó

'1a.scissors' ɓa-sizó

'2-scissors'

Examples of verb borrowings from Congo Swahili are:
(3.49) kó-líp-ó

9b-pay-FV

kó-tumík-ó 9b-work-FV
kó-túng-ó

'to pay'
'to work

Congo Swahili kiko

Congo Swahili punda
French phonie
French kilo

French ciseaux

Congo Swahili kulipa

Congo Swahili kutumika

9b-invent a story-FV 'to invent a Congo Swahili kutunga

story'

128

With some verbs, the Causative extension is -os- instead of -is-, see 7.11.1.

129

In a number of loanwords, the prefix vowel does assimilate, e.g. ɓo-zipó 'skirts' (French

jupe), ɓo-fúlu 'ovens' (French four), ɓo-kíti 'chair' (Congo Swahili kiti) and ɓo-súpa 'bottles'
(Congo Swahili chupa).
130

The meaning is 'gum paste'.
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The vowel of the class 9b prefix and the final vowel always assimilate to the [ATR]
value of the verb root. The reflex of borrowed Congo Swahili vowel /o/ of verb
roots is /ʊ/ in Liko, e.g. ká-sʊ́m-á, 9b-read-FV, 'to read', Congo Swahili kusoma.

3.2.3

The vowel /a/

In this section, the status and surface realizations of the low vowel /a/ are
investigated. In the Liko nine-vowel system, /a/ lacks a [+ATR] counterpart.
Phonologically, /a/ is a [−ATR] vowel as can be seen from the behaviour of nounclass prefixes that surface with their [−ATR] value, if all vowels in the stem are
low:

(3.50) bǎga
kangá

lɩ-pála

'9.big basket'

ɓa-bǎga

'2+9-big basket'

'9.bed'

ɓa-kangá

'2+9-bed'

'5-wooden roofing tile' ma-pála

mʊ-wanzá '1-young person'

'6-wooden roofing
tile'

ɓa-wanzá '2-young person'

In the first two sections, the occurrence of /a/ in noun stems with [+ATR] vowels
is presented, followed by more data with /a/ in noun-class prefixes.
3.2.3.1

The vowel /a/ in [+ATR] noun stems

I start with a list of disyllabic nouns in which /a/ co-occurs with [+ATR] vowels.
These nouns amount to about 6% of all disyllabic [+ATR] nouns in my data. The

first set contains nouns with /a/ as V1, the second set has nouns in which /a/ occurs
as V2. If it exists, the other member of the gender is given as well. Disyllabic
nouns with /a/ as V1 and a [+ATR] vowel as V2 include:
(3.51) Singular
kandí

'1a.hevea'

maɓu

'1a.leaf-stalk'

maɗó

'1a.privateer'

Plural

ɓa-kandí

'2-hevea'

ɓa-maɓu

'2-leaf-stalk'

ma-káli

'6-mix of water and ashes'

ɓa-maɗó

'2-privateer'

mapí

'1a.adventurous person' ɓa-mapí

mbali

'1a.chance'

ɓa-mbali

'2-chance'

ndáki

'1a.road'

ɓa-ndáki

'2-road'

wayí

'1a.friend'

ɓa-wayí

'2-friend'

ngbabi '1a.big drum'

'2-adventurous person'

ɓa-ngbabi '2-big drum'
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The noun-class prefixes in the third column surface with their underlying [−ATR]
value. They do not assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the root. If a [+ATR] noun

stem has /a/ as V1, then the [+ATR] feature does not spread across /a/ to the prefix.
This means that /a/ in [+ATR] noun stems should be analysed as underlyingly
[−ATR] and opaque to [+ATR] spreading.

Disyllabic nouns with a [+ATR] vowel as V1 and /a/ as V2 include:
(3.52) Singular

Plural

mǔma

'1a.male'

ɓo-mǔma

'2-male'

ɗúnga

'9.winnowing basket'

ɓo-ɗúnga

'2+9-winnowing basket'

mu-sísa

'3-plant, sp.'

sísa

'9.plant, sp.'

ndóya

'9.chickenpox'
ɓe-dumá

'2+9:9a-mourning'

mu-píla
kpóya

'3-scarification'
'9.dance'

i-dumá-sʊ '7-mourning-7'

píla

'9.scarification'

The /a/ in [+ATR] noun stems is underlyingly [−ATR]. This can be visualized as
follows:

(3.53) [−ATR][+ATR]

[+ATR][−ATR]

kandí

ɗúnga

Verb roots with both a [+ATR] vowel and /a/ are not attested. Here is an

exhaustive list of cases from other word classes in my data with /a/ as well as
[+ATR] vowels:
(3.54) ɓí-kinyaaa
ɓí-lǐya

'IDEO, people or objects who are being scattered'
'IDEO, cry'

ɓí-siya-siya 'ADV, supple, sporty'

-ɗabú-ɗabú 'nominal modifier, bad' (for behaviour)
-dapulu

'nominal modifier, insipid'

mísa

'ADV, towards'

íba

píma

'CONJ, it means that'
'ADV, accurately'
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Two of these words, the nominal modifiers, have /a/ as V1. Nominal modifiers take
an associative prefix, which is within the domain of [+ATR] spreading. As the

following examples show, the vowel /a/ of the associative prefix is not affected by
[+ATR] spreading:
(3.55)a. yɩ ̌gya131

yá-ɗabú-ɗabú

9a:custom, habit 9.ASS-bad

'a bad habit'
b.

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ má-ndapulǔ
6-food

6.ASS-insipid

'tasteless food'
3.2.3.2

The vowel /a/: opaque and transparent?

In the previous section, the noun-class prefixes of noun stems with /a/ in the first
syllable and a [+ATR] vowel in the second one, all have a low vowel. Liko also
has noun-class prefixes with high vowels. Examples in which they precede a
[+ATR] noun stem with /a/ as V1 include:
(3.56) Singular

Plural

li-baɗú

'5-hole'

ma-baɗú

'6-hole'

li-láki

'5-bean'

ma-láki

'6-bean'

li-sǎsi

'5-bullet'

ma-sǎsi

'6-bullet'

mu-kadú

'3-cooking pot'

kadú

'9.cooking pot'

li-bagwé

mu-zabǐbu

'5-plant, sp.'

'1-grape'

ma-bagwé

ɓa-zabǐbu

'6-plant, sp.'

'2-grape'

It is remarkable that [+ATR] spreads across /a/ in the cases in the first column,
especially since the noun-class prefixes of classes 2 and 6 surface with their
[−ATR] value. These cases are typologically interesting:

"In a given harmonic system, neutral vowels may have the active value of the

harmonic feature, i.e., the value that spreads, or the passive value, i.e., the value
that is assigned by default rule. Van der Hulst and Smith (1986) argue that in
the former case the invariant vowel acts as transparent, and that in the latter

131

The H tone of the LH contour on yɩ ̌gyǎ merges with the following High.
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case they act opaquely, regardless of whether these vowels appear in a stem or
an affix." (Van der Hulst and Van de Weijer 1995:499)

However, in Liko, high vowels of noun-class prefixes assimilate to the [+ATR]
value of a noun stem whereas the low prefix vowel does not in an identical
context, i.e. preceding an /a/ as V1 in a [+ATR] noun stem.

These cases are problematic for autosegmental theory, because crossing association
lines is not permitted. An underlying [−ATR] vowel constitutes a boundary for

[+ATR] spreading. Yet in Liko, a high prefix vowel is able to "see" the [+ATR]
feature across a [−ATR] vowel and it assimilates accordingly.132 In the sections on
noun-class prefixes with /a/ (see 3.2.3.3) and [−ATR] enclitics (see 3.2.4) the
language shows additional indications of a relation between [ATR] and vowel
height.
3.2.3.3

The vowel /a/ in noun-class prefixes

Noun-class prefixes with /a/ are expected to assimilate to the [+ATR] value of a
harmonic noun stem. The prefixes concerned are class 1b a-, 2 ɓa-, 6 ma-, 9b káand 2+9 ɓa-. In many cases, they do assimilate. In the examples, I give both
members of the singular/plural pair, if they exist:
(3.57) Singular

Plural

o-dulú

'1b-weevil'

mu-kingó

'1-bloodsucker' ɓo-kingó
'1-insect, sp.'

ɓo-ndindǐ

'2-bloodsucker'

li-ɗukú

'5-pile, heap'

mo-ɗukú

'6-pile, heap'

nzunzú

'9.swarm'

ɓo-nzunzú

'2+9-swarm'

o-língi
mu-ndindǐ
li-lúngo
zigǒ

'1b-tree, sp.'133

'5-breast'
'9.mane'

ɓo-dulú

ɓo-língi

mo-lúngo
ɓo-zigǒ

'2:1b-weevil'

'2:1b-tree, sp.'
'2-insect, sp.'
'6-breast'

'2+9-mane'

The vowel of class 9b ká- always assimilates, e.g. kó-hum-ó '9b-invade-FV' and kópóbó '9b-chatter-FV'.

132

Trying to resolve this problem is outside the scope of this book.

133

A tree used to make musical instruments, ɓo-língi means also '2-wooden xylophone'.
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There are, however, cases in which the prefix vowel does not assimilate and the
percentage of cases depends on the quality of the first vowel of the noun stem.

Almost all noun-class prefixes with /a/ assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the noun
when V1 is a high vowel. In the above examples, all nouns have a high vowel as V1
and all noun-class prefixes assimilate. Here is an exhaustive list of disyllabic

[+ATR] nouns in my data, where a noun-class prefix with /a/ does not assimilate
before a high vowel (17 out of 177, or 9.7%).
(3.58) Singular

Plural

mu-kpúɗú '1-s.th. new and

ɓa-kpúɗú

'2-s.th. new and

mu-túgbǔ

ɓa-túgbǔ

'2-rat, sp.'

ɓa-kukpé

'2-dental plaque'

expensive'

kúkpe

'1-rat, sp.'

'1a-termite, sp.'

ɓa-kúkpe

expensive'

'2-termite, sp.'

kupé

'1a-one-room house'

ɓa-kupé

'2-one-room house'

a-ɓútú

'1b-palm tree, sp.'

ɓa-ɓútú

'2:1b-palm tree, sp.'

á-búlá

'1b-monkey, sp.'

ɓǎ-búlá

'2:1b-monkey, sp.'

á-dúgbá

'1b-alcohol'

a-dula

'1b-leprosy'

'1b-hardwood tree'

ɓa-kúpé

'2:1b-hardwood tree'

a-nviyó

'1b-one-bedroom house'

ɓa-nviyó

'2:1b-one-bedroom

a-píɓú

'1b-cushion of leaves'

ɓa-píɓú

'2:1b-cushion of leaves'

li-silí

'5-hemp'

ma-silí

'6-hemp'

ndútú
a-budí

a-kúpé

li-simó

'1a-rat, sp.'

ɓa-ndútú

'1b-infertile land'

ɓa-budí

'5-inheritance

ɓa-sikpí
ma-simó

'2-rat, sp.'

'2:1b-infertile land'

house'

'2+9-jokes'

'6-inheritance'

Most noun-class prefixes with /a/ assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the noun if V1
is the mid round vowel /o/. Examples include:
(3.59) Singular

Plural

mu-goyó

'1-flea, sp.'

ɓo-goyó

'2-flea, sp.'

o-wóngo

'1b-tree, sp.'

ɓo-wóngo

'2:1b-tree, sp.'

mu-nzyogǔ '1-caterpillar, sp.' ɓo-nzyogǔ '2-caterpillar, sp.'
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li-kwóbo

'5-joke'

mo-kwóbo '6-joke'

ɓu-tónzi

'14-tree, sp.'

mo-tónzi

yokó

'9.grudge'

ɓo-yokó

'6-tree, sp.'

'2+9-grudge'

In the next set, V1 is mid round and [+ATR], but the low vowel of the noun-class
prefix does not assimilate (in my data 9 out of 42, or 21.4%):
(3.60) Singular

Plural

gbóngo

'1a.bird, sp.'

ɓa-gbóngo '2-bird, sp.'
ɓa-movú

'2-friend'

á-yóko

'1b-good dancer'

ɓǎ-yóko

'2:1b-good dancer'

á-yopé

'1b-land crab'

ɓǎ-yopé

'2:1b-land crab'

bolú

'9.clearing'

ɓa-bolú

'2+9-clearing'

koɓé

'9.cave'

ɓa-koɓé

'2+9-cave'

movú

a-yómbé

'1a.friend'

'1b-heron'

ɓu-ɓombú '14-fruit tree, sp.'

nzoyí

'9.desire'

ɓa-yómbé '2:1b-heron'

ma-ɓombú '6-fruit tree, sp.'

ɓa-nzoyí

'2+9-desire'

There are no noun-class prefixes with /a/ in my data that assimilate to the [+ATR]
value of the noun if V1 is the mid unrounded vowel /e/. Examples of cases in which
the low vowel noun-class prefix does not assimilate are:
(3.61) Singular

Plural

kéú

'1a.insect, sp.'

dembú

'1a.large mammal'

ɓa-dembú '2-large mammal'

li-sénzé

'5-flute'

ma-sénzé '6-flute'

nzéde

'9.special meal'

ɓa-nzéɗe

ngbezě
li-kembé

'1a.bird, sp.'

'5-thumb piano'

ɓa-kéú

'2-insect, sp.'

ɓa-ngbezě '2-bird, sp.'

ma-kembé '6-thumb piano'
'2+9-special meal'

The presence of the [+ATR] mid unrounded vowel /e/ as V2 in a noun stem seems
to influence the assimilation of the low vowel of the noun-class prefix. In the

above examples of non-assimilation, there are several cases in which /e/ occurs as
V2. The only example in my data of a disyllabic noun with final /e/ and

assimilation of a low prefix vowel is ngúde '1a.white rock', ɓo-ngúde '2-white rock'.
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[−ATR] enclitics

Liko has underlyingly [−ATR] noun-class enclitics -Cɔ and underlyingly [−ATR]
verbal enclitics. The noun-class enclitics are described in 5.1.2.
Table 8 [−ATR] verbal enclitics
-nɔ
Supplicative
-gʊ

negative

-tɔ́

Insistive

First, the negative enclitic -gʊ and the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ are described,

followed by the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ and the [−ATR] noun-class enclitics -Cɔ. The
Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ and the noun-class enclitics have in common that the vowel of
the enclitic is subject to vowel-height dissimilation, whereas the vowel of the

negative enclitic -gʊ or the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ does not change. The other

difference between the negative and the Supplicative enclitic on the one hand and
the Insistive and the noun-class enclitics on the other is that only the latter are
subject to [+ATR] spreading.

Apart from tone, the noun-class enclitics are similar in behaviour and surface form
to the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́. The vowel harmony processes involved with these two
kinds of enclitics will be investigated, starting with the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́. The
Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ is productive, whereas it is not possible to add noun-class

enclitics to new nouns. In nouns with a noun-class enclitic, irregularities are found
that do not occur in verb forms with the Insistive enclitic.
3.2.4.1

Negative -gʊ and Supplicative -nɔ

The negative enclitic -gʊ and the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ cliticise to the end of the
verb form (see 7.7.4).
(3.62)a. ná-ká-ngbʊ́t-ɩ-gʊ 1SG-NEG-sulk-FV-NEG
b.

'I will not sulk'

ná-ká-pɩk-ɩ-gʊ

1SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEG

'I will not sway'

ɓɩ ́ky-á-nɔ

say-FV.IMP-SUPP

'please say'

ɩ-pɩl-ɩ-á-nɔ

1SG.O-be immobile-APPL-FV.IMP- 'please forgive me'
SUPP
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In (3.63), enclitics -gʊ and -nɔ follow a [+ATR] verb. All affix vowels within the
domain of [+ATR] spreading assimilate, but the vowels of the enclitics remain
[−ATR]:

(3.63)a. ná-kó-ɓín-i-gʊ
b.

'I will not dance'

1SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEG

ná-kó-sil-i-gʊ

1SG-NEG-arrive-FV-NEG

'I will not arrive'

ó-pup-í-nɔ

3SG-leave-FV.SUBJ-SUPP

'that he please leave'

ɓó-kpumy-í-nɔ

3PL-chase away-FV.SUBJ-

'that they please chase s.th.

SUPP

away'

In (a), the vowel of the negative prefix ka- and the negative Future final vowel -ɩ
are changed to the [+ATR] value. In (b), [+ATR] spreading causes the vowel of
the subject prefix and the Subjunctive final vowel -ɩ to assimilate.

[+ATR] spreading in the second verb form in (3.63a), nákósiligʊ 'I will not arrive',
can be visualized as follows:
(3.64) Underlying structure

[+ATR] spreading

[−][−] [+] [−] [−]

[−] [−] [+][−] [−]


/ná- ká- sil- -ɩ -gʊ/

=

=

ná- kó- -sil- -i -gʊ

The examples in (3.63) also show that [−ATR] enclitics do not prevent [+ATR]
spreading to a high vowel in the suffixes.

When these [−ATR] enclitics occur following a [+ATR] suffix, the vowel of the
enclitic still surface with the [−ATR] value, e.g.:

(3.65)a. Ø-kó-tígól-ó-kú-gʊ 3SGP-NEG-stay-FVP-DIR-NEG
b.

tí-pó-kú-nɔ

'he did not stay with us'

1PL.O-give:FV.IMP-DIR-SUPP 'please give towards us'

In (a), the verb -tígól- 'stay' and the Directional suffix -kú are underlyingly

[+ATR]. In (b), the vowel of the verb -pá- 'give' assimilates to the [+ATR] value
of the Directional suffix.

In the cases thus far, a high vowel precedes the enclitics -gʊ and -nɔ. In many verb
forms, the final vowel is the low vowel /a/. In a [+ATR] context, the final vowel is
changed into the [+ATR] counterpart of /a/, i.e. /o/. In environments in which the
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vowel /a/ is within the domain of [+ATR] spreading, but followed by a [−ATR]
enclitic, it does not assimilate to the [+ATR] value, as can be seen in (3.66b, c):
(3.66)a. nó-ɓín-ó

1SGP-dance-FVP

'I danced'

b.

ɓín-á-nɔ

dance-FV.IMP-SUPP

'please dance!'

c.

ná-kó-ɓín-á-gʊ

1SGP-NEG-dance-FVP-NEG 'I did not dance'

*ɓín-ó-nɔ
*ná-kó-ɓín-ó-gʊ

The verb -ɓín- 'dance' is underlyingly [+ATR]. In (a), [+ATR] spreading causes
the vowel of the subject prefix and the final vowel to assimilate to the value of
[+ATR]. In (b) and (c) however, that does not happen to the final vowel.
Other examples of [+ATR] verbs where the final vowel does not assimilate
preceding the [−ATR] negative enclitic are:
(3.67) Ø-kó-sil-á-gʊ
Ø-kó-kúmb-á-gʊ

Ø-kó-yúkúm-á-gʊ

3SGP-NEG-arrive-FVP-NEG

'he did not arrive'

3SGP-NEG-carry-FVP-NEG

'he did not carry'134

3SG -NEG-breathe-FV -NEG 'he did not breathe'
P

P

The same phenomenon can be observed when the monosyllabic post-verbal time
adverbial °Hndɩ 'earlier than about a week ago' (see 7.7.1) cliticises to the end of the
verb form. The vowel of the cliticised time adverbial is invariably [−ATR] /ɩ/ and
a preceding low final vowel does not assimilate in the domain of [ +ATR]
spreading. For example:

(3.68)a. ó-dim-ó-ní-ndɩ

tíko

3SG -clear-FV -PFV-P3 9.field
P

P

'He has cleared a field.'
b.

ó-dim-ís-á-ndɩ

tíko

3SG -clear-CAUS-FV -P3 9.field
P

P

'He cleared a field.'

In (a), °Hndɩ follows a high [+ATR] vowel, but its vowel does not assimilate. In (b),
the final vowel, which is preceded by a [+ATR] suffix and followed by °Hndɩ,
surfaces as /a/.

134

I.e. on one's back.
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The effect of [−ATR] enclitics is not limited to the vowel adjacent to the enclitic,
as can be seen in the following verb forms of -ɓín- 'dance' with the Pluractional
extension -ag-:

(3.69)a. nó-ɓín-óg-ó

1SGP-dance-PLUR-FVP

'I danced repeatedly'
b.

ná-kó-ɓín-ág-á-gʊ

1SGP-NEG-dance-PLUR-FVP-NEG

'I did not dance repeatedly'

In (a), [+ATR] spreading continues to the end of the word. In (b), the vowel of the
Pluractional extension and the final vowel surface as /a/ preceding the negative
enclitic -gʊ.

The first example of (3.67), kósilágʊ 'he did not arrive', can be visualized as
follows:

(3.70) Underlying structure

[+ATR] spreading

[−] [+] [−] [−]

Surface structure

[−] [+] [−] [−]


/ká- -sil- -á -gʊ/

=

x

/kó- -sil- [-á -gʊ]/

[+] [−]


kó-sil-á-gʊ

For the low vowel, anticipatory assimilation to the following [ −ATR] value
prevails over [+ATR] spreading. In Liko, a sequence of one or more non-high135

vowels and a [−ATR] enclitic constitutes a [−ATR] domain, indicated by square
brackets in the above visualization, which cannot be affected by [+ATR]
spreading.
3.2.4.2

The Insistive enclitic -tɔ́

The Insistive enclitic occurs in post-FV position in the verb form. The vowel of the
Insistive enclitic surfaces as /ɔ/, /o/ and /ʊ/, as in:

(3.71)a. na-ko-ɗikit-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ136 1SG-NEG-throw-FVNEGSUBJ INS-NEG

'that I not throw'

135

The effect of [−ATR] enclitics on mid vowels will be shown in the next section.

136

When the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ is followed by enclitic -gʊ, it forms a unit.
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b.

no-ɗikít-i-tó

1SG-throw-FV.ANT-INS 'I certainly threw'

c.

na-ɗɩkɩt-a-tʊ́

1SG-throw-FV-INS

'I will certainly throw'

In (a), the negative prefix ka-, the verb root -ɗɩkɩt- 'throw' and the final vowel -a
assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the negative Subjunctive suffix -ní, but the

vowel of the Insistive enclitic does not assimilate. In (b), the preceding subject
prefix and the verb root as well as the following Insistive enclitic assimilate to the

[+ATR] value of the Anterior aspect final vowel -i . In (c), following the low final
vowel, the vowel of the Insistive enclitic is changed into a high vowel.
The tone of the Insistive enclitic surfaces as High as in (3.71b, c) and in (3.72a), as
non-automatic downstepped High as in (3.71a), and as Low in (3.72b):
(3.72)a. no-ɓín-i-tó

1SG-dance-FV.ANT-INS

b.

1SG-come:FV-DIR-INS

ã-ɓúkut-is-a-tʊ́ 3SG:1.O-produce-CAUS-FV-INS

'I certainly danced'
'she will certainly

cause to give birth'
no-do-kú-to
nó-ɓín-á-tʊ

1SGP-dance-FVP-INS

'I will certainly come'
'I certainly danced'

The surface tone of the Insistive enclitic in word-final position is Low if the tone
on the preceding morpheme is High (see 4.6.6). Between a H tone on the final
vowel of the verb and the negative enclitic -gʊ, the tone of the Insistive enclitic is
realized at a pitch between High and Low. A floating L tone between the verb
form and the Insistive clitic causes the non-automatic downstep, see 4.6.5.

Surface realization of the vowel of the Insistive enclitic is /ɔ/ or /o/ following a
high vowel and /ʊ/ following a low vowel. The fourth potential surface vowel, /u/,
does not occur. For /u/ to surface, it would require a preceding [+ATR] non-high
vowel. There is no environment in which this is the case: Liko does not have a

[+ATR] suffix with a non-high vowel. Surface realization as /ɔ/ is only found in
negative Subjunctive forms, such as:
(3.73)a. Ø-ko-pik-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

3SG-NEG-sway-FV.SUBJ-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

'that he not sway'
b.

Ø-ka-kúl-o-ní

ɔ́-gʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

3SG-NEG:1.O-untie-FV.SUBJ-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG 1a.goat

'that he not untie the goat'
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Suppose that the vowel of the Insistive enclitic were underlyingly /ʊ/. To affect the
vowel-height change, a rule of vowel-height dissimilation would be needed to

realize /ɔ/ following /ɩ/ and /o/ following /i/. However, although /ɩ-ʊ/ and /i-u/ do
not occur in disyllabic noun stems, Liko has no co-occurrence restrictions on /ɩ-Cʊ/
and /i-Cu/ sequences that occur across morpheme boundaries, for both prefixes and
suffixes or enclitics:
(3.74)a. lɩ-ɓʊ́gʊ
b.

li-ɓúki

ná-ká-ngbʊ́t-ɩ-gʊ

'5-plantain'
'5-parcel'

'I will not sulk'

1SG-NEG-sulk-FV-NEG

a-mbímb-i-kú

'he threw recently towards s.o.'

3SG:1.O-throw-FV.ANT-DIR

This means that there is no phonological reason for /ʊ/ to change into a mid vowel.
If the vowel of the Insistive enclitic would be underlyingly /ʊ/, it would be

expected that it would assimilate to a [+ATR] value like the other high vowel /ɩ/.
The final vowel of the negative Future, -ɩ, for instance, assimilates to a [+ATR]

value, even preceding the underlying [−ATR] enclitic -gʊ in (3.63a). In (3.73), the
Insistive enclitic follows the [+ATR] negative Subjunctive suffix -ní. The vowel of
the Insistive enclitic does not assimilate, neither to *kopikoní
*kopikoní

ʊ nor to

ʊ (after vowel-height dissimilation).

If the underlying vowel of the Insistive enclitic were /u/, it would be problematic to
explain why it is not [+ATR] dominant like the other [+ATR] suffixes with a high
vowel. There would also be no apparent reason why a [+ATR] vowel would

change into [−ATR] in a [+ATR] dominant language, i.e. why -tú would surface as
as -tʊ in nóɓínátʊ 'I certainly danced'. Underlying /o/ is also problematic for at least
the last reason.

To sum up the discussion, /ɔ/ is posited as the underlying vowel of the Insistive
enclitic. The rule of vowel-height dissimilation as formulated below is required to
produce the surface realization of the high vowel /ʊ/ following /a/.
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Vowel-height dissimilation

+syllabic
+syllabic
+syllabic
[ +round ]→[ +round ] / [
]+__
−high
−high
+high

A mid round vowel changes to a high round vowel in the environment of a
preceding non-high vowel at a morpheme boundary.
The Vowel-Height Dissimiliation rule does not operate globally in Liko.137 It
operates within the context of a morpheme boundary, and it is only found to apply
to the Insistive and the noun-class enclitics.

With respect to [+ATR] spreading in relation to the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́, I will
repeat some of the above examples. In (3.76), the vowel of the enclitic assimilates
to a [+ATR] value; in (3.77), it does not:
(3.76) no-ɓín-i-tó

1SG-dance-FV.ANT-INS 'I certainly danced'

no-ɗikít-i-tó 1SG-throw-FV.ANT-INS 'I certainly threw'
no-do-kú-to 1SG-come:FV-DIR-INS
(3.77) nó-ɓín-á-tʊ

'I will certainly come'

1SGP-dance-FVP-INS

ã-ɓúkut-is-a-tʊ́ 3SG:1.O-produce-CAUS-FV-INS

'I certainly danced'
'she will certainly
cause her to give birth'

As seen with the [−ATR] negative and Supplicative enclitics, a sequence of one or
more non-high vowels and a [−ATR] enclitic constitutes a [−ATR] domain, which
cannot be affected by [+ATR] spreading. As a result, [+ATR] spreading is unable
to change the final vowel in (3.77).
The vowel of the enclitic in /ná-ɓín-á-tɔ́/ and /a- ̀-ɓʊ́
̃ kʊt-is-a-tɔ́/, the underlying

forms of (3.77), is subject to vowel-height dissimilation. The underlying H tone is
changed into a L tone in the context of a preceding High.

137

In other environments /a-ɔ/ sequences are attested, e.g. ɓa-sɔ́dʊ '2-cricket, sp.', sil-á-nɔ,

arrive-FV.IMP-SUPP, 'please arrive!'.
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The [ATR] harmony process in the first example of (3.77), nóɓínátʊ 'I certainly
danced', can be visualized as follows (the square brackets indicate the [−ATR]
domain):

(3.78) Underlying structure

[+ATR] spreading

[−] [+] [−] [−]

[−] [+] [−] [−]

x


/ná- -ɓín- -á -tɔ́/

Surface structure
[+] [−]



/nó- -ɓín- [-á -tɔ́]/

nó-ɓín-á-tʊ

The examples below show that multiple syllables with non-high vowels preceding
the [−ATR] Insistive enclitic are included in the [−ATR] domain. All non-high
[−ATR] vowels within the domain surface with their [−ATR] value:
(3.79)a. nó-ɓín-ág-á-tʊ
b.

1SGP-dance-PLUR-FVP-INS 'I certainly danced'

no-yúkum-ag-a-tʊ́ 1SG-breathe-PLUR-FV-INS 'I will certainly breathe'

The surface tone of the Insistive enclitic is High, Low or non-automatic

downstepped High. Relevant examples for the non-automatic downstep are the
negative Subjunctive forms in (3.71a), (3.73a, b) and the following examples:
(3.80)a. wa-ko-ngbút-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

2SG-NEG-sulk-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

b.

'that you (sg) would not sulk' / 'Do not sulk!'
wa-ko-ɓín-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

2SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

'that you (sg) would not dance' / 'Do not dance!'
The [−ATR] domain formed by the non-high vowel and the [−ATR] enclitic
provides a rationale for the failure of the vowel of the Insistive enclitic to

assimilate to the preceding [+ATR] suffix. In negative Subjunctive forms, the
negative enclitic -gʊ is optional. When this [−ATR] enclitic -gʊ is absent, the

vowel of the Insistive enclitic assimilates to the [+ATR] value of the preceding
suffix and the tone on the Insistive enclitic is Low:
(3.81)a. wa-ko-ngbút-o-ní-to

2SG-NEG-sulk-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS

'that you (sg) would not sulk' / 'Do not sulk!'
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wa-ko-ɓín-o-ní-to
2SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS

'that you (sg) would not dance' / 'Do not dance!'
Here is a visualization of (3.81b); adjacent identical [ATR] values are merged
through the 'obligatory contour principle' (OCP):
(3.82) Underlying structure
[−][−][+] [−][+] [−]

[+ATR] spreading

Surface structure

[−][−][+] [−][+] [−]

[−]

=


/wa-ka-ɓín- -a -ní -tɔ́/

=

=

/wa-ko-ɓín- -o -ní -tó/

[+]


wa-ko-ɓín-o-ní-to

[ATR] spreading and the [−ATR] domain in (3.80b), wakoɓínoní ɔ́gʊ 'that you
(sg) would not dance' / 'Do not dance!', can be visualized as follows:
(3.83) Underlying structure

[+ATR] spreading

Surface structure

[−][−][+] [−][+] [−][−] [−][−][+] [−][+] [−][−] [−]



=

=

x

[+]

[−]



/wa-ka-ɓín- -a -ní -tɔ́- gʊ/ /wa-ko-ɓín- -o -ní [-tɔ́- gʊ]/ wa-ko-ɓín-o-ní- tɔ́-gʊ
The second person singular subject prefix wá- is beyond the left boundary of the
domain of [+ATR] spreading.
Several processes distinguish the verbal enclitics -gʊ and -nɔ from -tɔ́: firstly,

vowel-height dissimilation (3.75) applies only to -tɔ́, secondly, the tone on the
Insistive enclitic is changed into a L tone in the environment of a preceding H tone
(see 4.6.6) and thirdly, [+ATR] spreading causes -tɔ́ to assimilate unless the

Insistive enclitic forms a [−ATR] domain with a preceding non-high vowel. These
processes mark the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ as being part of the word, at least to a
greater extent than the other verbal enclitics.
The polysyllabic complex of two enclitics, tɔ́gʊ, has created an environment which
is different from cases in which -tɔ́ occurs word-finally. When a H tone occurring
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on a word-final syllable is preceded by another H tone across a morpheme
boundary, the sequence of two H tones surfaces as H.H or H.L, not

. If,

however, the second H tone is linked to the first syllable of a word, a floating L
tone causes non-automatic downstep of the second H in at least one other
environment, i.e. an auxiliary followed by an Infinitive, see 4.6.5.
3.2.4.3

Noun-class enclitics

A characteristic of the Liko noun-class system is the existence of noun-class

enclitics in addition to noun-class prefixes. The vowel of the enclitic surfaces as
/ɔ/, /o/ and /ʊ/ in noun classes 7, 13, 15 and 19, where most nouns with a nounclass enclitic are found. In other noun classes, some of these realizations are

attested. A few nouns in class 9 have an enclitic form with /ɩ/ in addition to /ɔ/, /o/
and /ʊ/. For details, I refer the reader to 5.1.2. Table 9 presents the realizations
attested by noun class:
Table 9 Noun-class enclitics - surface forms
Class Enclitic
3

-mʊ

5

-lʊ

7

-sɔ, -so, -sʊ

13

-tɔ, -to, -tʊ

19

-sɔ, -so, -sʊ

6
9
15

-mo, -mʊ
-yɔ, -yo, -yʊ, -yɩ
-kɔ, -ko, -kʊ

Examples of surface realizations of the vowels of noun-class enclitics following
high or low vowels include:

(3.84)a. kʊ̌nzɩngɩ ́-kɔ '15:sweet potato-15'
b.
c.

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ '19-shrub, drug-19'
sukú-so

'7:burning piece of wood-7'

ku-tíli-ko

'15-ear-15'

kʊ-bɩsyá-kʊ '15-smithy-15'
ɩ-ɓalá-sʊ

'19-stool-19'
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Here are some examples of surface realizations of the vowel of noun-class enclitics
following mid vowels:
(3.85)a. sɩ-bɛ̌-sʊ
b.

kʊ-nzɛ̌

'7-thigh-7'

ɛ́-kʊ '15-leaf, sp.-15'138

kʊ-ɓɔɓɔ́-kʊ

'15-lie-15'

ɩ-kpɔngɔ̌-sʊ

'19-bed frame-19'

The realization of the vowel of a noun-class enclitic is determined by the values of

the preceding vowel for [ATR] and [high]. Surface /ɔ/ follows [−ATR] high vowels
as in (3.84a), /o/ follows [+ATR] high vowels as in (3.84b) and /ʊ/ follows

[−ATR] non-high vowels as in (3.84c) and (3.85). A noun-class enclitic following
a surface [+ATR] non-high vowel does not occur in the language.
If /ɔ/ is posited as the underlying vowel, then the change to /ʊ/ can be accounted
for by vowel-height dissimilation (3.75) and the change to /o/ by [+ATR]

spreading. The Insistive enclitic also has surface realizations /ɔ/, /o/ and /ʊ/. The
argumentation for /ɔ/ as the underlying vowel of the Insistive enclitic, given in the
previous section, also applies in the case of noun-class enclitics. Noun-class

enclitics may originate from type I demonstratives indicating 'near'. The vowel of
this type of demonstratives is /ɔ/.
[+ATR] spreading causes the vowel of a noun-class enclitic to assimilate to the
value of the root, see (3.84b). It is only attested in cases in which a high [+ATR]
vowel precedes the enclitic.
Other examples include:
(3.86)a. ku-sí ngí-ko '15-shoulder strap-15'
b.

si-kpí-so

'19-hat-19'

ku-lulú-ko

'15-shadow-15'

i-bokú-so

'19-skin, bark-19'

The second example in (3.86b), i-bokú-so '19-skin, bark-19', can be visualized as:

138

This leaf is used as a plate.
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(3.87) Underlying structure
[−]

[+]

[+ATR] spreading

[−]

[−]


/ɩ- -bokú- -sɔ/

[+]

=

[−]

Surface structure
[+]

= 

i- -bokú- -so

i-bokú-so

Problematic are [+ATR] nouns with surface root-final /a/ and a noun-class enclitic,
because it is not always possible to determine whether the root-final vowel is

underlyingly /a/ or /o/, and because there are cases in which the [−ATR] enclitic
causes underlying /o/ to be changed to /a/.139
In (3.88), I present all nouns in the gender 19/13 in my data where the root-final
vowel is underlyingly either /a/ or /o/. Recall that /a/ may occur in [ +ATR] noun
stems (see 3.2.3.1), e.g. ɗúnga '9.winnowing basket' and kpóya '9.dance'.
(3.88) i-bikyá-sʊ

i-tikimá-sʊ
(s)i-kú bá-sʊ

'19-fury, madness-19' bikyá-tʊ

'13.fury, madness-13'

'19-chest, cough-19' kú bá-tʊ

'13.chest-13'

'19-tree, sp.-19'

i-kpóngóɓá-sʊ '19-shell-19'

tikimá-tʊ

'13.tree, sp.-13'

kpóngóɓá-tʊ '13.shell-13'

If the underlying root-final vowel is /a/, then the combination with a [−ATR]
enclitic creates a [−ATR] domain, in the same way as seen in the previous sections
with [−ATR] verbal enclitics. The vowel /ɔ/ of the noun-class enclitic is out of

reach for [+ATR] spreading and is subject to vowel-height dissimilation (/a-Cɔ/ →
/a-Cʊ/). If, however, /o/ is the underlying root-final vowel, then the [−ATR]

enclitic has created a [−ATR] domain at the expense of the [+ATR] value of /o/.

139

In Kutsch Lojenga (1999) and (2009:67), this change in the [ATR] value of the vowel of

a noun stem is seen as a case "where dominance reversal is created as a repair strategy for a
higher-ranking constraint, namely against the [+ATR] high, back vowel /u/ in a suffix."

This constraint is based on the analysis of /ʊ/ as the underlying vowel of the [−ATR]
enclitic. The presence of the Directional suffix -kú shows that Liko does not have a
constraint on /u/ in a suffix.
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This must be the case in (3.89) (listing all cases in my data), where [+ATR] noun
stems have a plural form with /o/ and a singular with /a/.
(3.89) ku-kwá-kʊ

'15-death-15'

mo-kwó

'6-death'

kú wá-kʊ

'15:thorn-15'

mówo

'6:thorn'

sílosí lá-sʊ

'7:burnt log-7'

ɓíloɓílo

'8:burnt log'

si-wá-sʊ

'7-bell for a hound-7' ɓi-wó

ku-kpukú má-kʊ '15-cassava-15'
ku-yá-kʊ

kpukúmo '9.cassava'

'15-fishing net-15'

sí ngá-sʊ

'7:neck-7'

mo-yó
ɓíngo

'6-fishing net'
'8:neck'

'8.bell for a hound'

The reduplicated noun sí-losí lá-sʊ has both surface vowels: /o/ in the first part is
not affected by the noun-class enclitic.
The data in the above set show that the [−ATR] noun-class enclitics are able to
create a [−ATR] domain with any preceding non-high vowel, even if there is a

[+ATR] value associated with the noun. The [+ATR] value of a non-high vowel
can be delinked by a following [−ATR] enclitic. [ATR] association in the case of
si-wá-sʊ '7-bell for a hound-7' can be visualized as follows (square brackets
indicate the [−ATR] domain):
(3.90) Underlying structure
[−]

[+]

[+ATR] spreading

[−]

[−] [+] [−]


/sɩ- -wó-

Surface structure

-sɔ/

=

[+]

[−]



=

/sɩ- [-wá- -sɔ]/

si-wá-sʊ

In (3.91), [+ATR] nouns do not surface with a [+ATR] vowel, but only with /a/.
The [+ATR] value is evident by looking at the vowel of the noun-class prefix,
which is [+ATR]:
(3.91) si-kǎ-sʊ

kú ɓá-kʊ

'7-drying shed-7'
'15:theft-15'

ɓi-kǎ-tʊ '8-drying shed-8'
-

ku-káká-kʊ '15-housekeeping-15' kú má-kʊ

'15:greed-15'

-
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[ATR] association can be visualized as follows, using the first example (square
brackets indicate the [−ATR] domain):
(3.92) Underlying structure
[−]

[+ATR] spreading

[+] [−]

[−] [+] [−]


/sɩ- -kǒ- -sɔ/

3.2.5

Surface structure

=

=

/sɩ- [-kǎ- -sɔ]/

[+] [−]


si-kǎ-sʊ

Conclusion

ATR vowel-harmony processes occur across morpheme boundaries of all word

classes in Liko, in noun-class prefixes and enclitics, in verbal inflectional and
derivational affixes as well as enclitics, in noun-class concords of adjectives,
numerals, associative constructions and ɓɩ ́- modifiers.

In the dominant ATR vowel harmony system in Liko, [+ATR] is the active value,
but [−ATR] enclitics can create a [−ATR] domain with preceding non-high

vowels. Underlyingly, [+ATR] is linked to roots and suffixes (including one verbal
extension). They do not alternate in their [ATR] value, but are invariably [+ATR].
Affixes with a [−ATR] value surface with a [+ATR] vowel when they are within
the domain of [+ATR] spreading. Verb roots are subject to [+ATR] vowel

harmony as well. In affixes and verb roots, /a/ harmonizes with a [+ATR] value if
/a/ occurs within the domain of [+ATR] spreading. When /a/ assimilates to
[+ATR], it surfaces as the mid round vowel /o/.
The low vowel /a/ is opaque in [+ATR] noun stems. There is a problem for

autosegmental theory with respect to its opaqueness, because in Liko, a high prefix
vowel is changed into a [+ATR] value preceding noun stems where /a/ occurs as
V1 and a [+ATR] vowel as V2.

Three verbal [−ATR] enclitics, negative -gʊ, Supplicative -nɔ and Insistive -tɔ́, as
well as the [−ATR] noun-class enclitics, -Cɔ, may form a [−ATR domain]

consisting of the [−ATR] enclitic and one or more preceding non-high vowels.
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Typologically interesting is the occurrence of [+ATR] dominance together with the
establishment of a [−ATR] domain, including delinked [+ATR] non-high vowels.

There has been a lot of debate on the question whether [ −ATR] can function as the
regularly dominant value in a language. Some theories claim that only [+ATR]

dominance should normally be possible (e.g. Van der Hulst 1988) and others state
that only either [+ATR] or [−ATR] functions as the systematically dominant value
in a language (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994, Leitch 1996). Kutsch Lojenga

(1999), Baković (2000) and Kutsch Lojenga (2009) among others have proposed
the idea of "dominance reversal": following [+ATR] assimilation, [−ATR]
dominant enclitics restore the original [−ATR] value.
In the ATR system in the Liko language, vowel height is an important feature. The
[+ATR] "strength" of high vowels is greater than that of non-high vowels. The
only vowels in [+ATR] dominant suffixes are the high vowels /i u/. [+ATR]
spreading to noun-class prefixes with /a/ is much more successful when the first
vowel of the noun stem is a high vowel than when it is a non-high vowel (see
3.2.3.3). In the presence of a [−ATR] enclitic, preceding low vowels form a

[−ATR] domain with the enclitic, and a preceding [+ATR] non-high vowel /o/
loses its ATR association and becomes part of the [−ATR] domain as well.140 Only
in the case of [+ATR] high vowels does [+ATR] spread to the [−ATR] Insistive
and noun-class enclitics.
[+ATR] dominance can be reformulated as follows:
(3.93)

[+ATR] spreads within its domain, which ranges from the prefix adjacent
to the left of the root up to the end of the word or to a [−ATR] domain.

In autosegmental analysis, values on the [ATR] tier spread within their domain. The
[ATR] domain in Liko is established before spreading.

140

Dominance of [−ATR] vowels is reported to be a characteristic property of languages

with no [ATR] contrast in the high vowels (Casali 2008:520).
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3.3 Vowel Sandhi
The following factors contribute to the widespread occurrence of Vowel Sandhi in

Liko. Liko has only open syllables CV and V. The reflexive prefix, frequently used
object prefixes (1SG, 2SG, class 2) and the prefixes of the noun-classes 1b, 1c, 9a

and 19 consist of a single vowel. A number of verbs and nouns are vowel-initial,
and the verb-final vowel may follow a verb with an open syllable root-finally or a
V-type verbal extension.
A sequence of two vowels generally has to be resolved. I refer to them as V 1 and

V2 in this section. V1 represents the vowel of the first morpheme and V2 the vowel
of the following morpheme. The language uses the following strategies in case of
adjacent prefix vowels or a sequence of a prefix vowel and a root-initial vowel:

V1-elision, height coalescence and heterosyllabification. In the case of vowel-initial
suffixes following a root-final vowel, two identical vowels merge, V1 is

desyllabified, or height coalescence takes place. No strategy dealing with a

sequence of two vowels leads to the formation of a long vowel. The resulting
vowel after vowel elision, height coalescence or desyllabification is the nucleus of

a short syllable. Vowel elision, height coalescence or desyllabification may lead to
surface tonal changes, e.g. a L tone on V1 and a H tone on V2 may result in a LH
contour tone on V2 after V1-elision or desyllabification, see Chapter 4 "Tone".

Elision of V1 leads to re-syllabification to recreate a well-formed syllable. The
syllabification conventions in Liko are:
(3.94)
-

CV-syllables: every vowel forms a syllable together with the consonant to

-

V-syllables: a vowel without consonantal onset forms a syllable in itself.

its left;

When a vowel is elided by V1-elision, the syllable has lost its nucleus and the first
convention applies: V2 is linked to the consonantal onset on its left.

How the hiatus resolution takes place is a matter of morphophonology: it depends
on the morphemes involved and on the vowel height. Noun-class prefixes of

classes 2 and 2+9 preceding either V-syllable noun-class prefixes or vowel-initial
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nouns, for instance, exemplify the effect of vowel height. The noun-class prefixes
of noun classes 1b, 1c and 9a, i.e. a-, ɩ- and ɩ- respectively, are retained in plural
forms. If the prefix vowel is a-, then the vowel of class 2 plural prefix ɓa- is
subject to V1-elision. If the prefix is the high unrounded vowel ɩ-, height

coalescence takes place, resulting in a mid unrounded vowel. Classes 2 or 2+9
plural prefix ɓa- preceding a vowel-initial noun with /ɔ/ surface as ɓɔ- after V1elision.

In the description and the examples, I have given an overview of all relevant
morphemes in my data. Vowel Sandhi in Liko is rare post-lexically, which is

probably due to word structure: the overall majority of words begin with a CVsyllable.
In the sections below, V1-elision is presented first, followed by height coalescence,
heterosyllabification and desyllabification. Interestingly, Liko has, to some extent,

symmetric height coalescence, which applies not only to a sequence of a low and a
high vowel (see 3.3.2), but, in one context, also to a sequence of a high and a low
vowel (see 3.3.3).

3.3.1

V1-elision

The following set of verbal prefixes lose their morpheme-final vowel when they
precede a vowel-initial verb root or a V-syllable verbal prefix:
-

the subject prefix (C)a-

-

the Conditional prefix ka-

-

the Inchoative aspect prefix -°Lná°L-

-

the negative prefix ka-

The V-syllable verbal prefixes involved are the reflexive prefix ɩ ̌- and the object
prefixes second person singular ʊ- and class 2 ʊ̌-. In order to facilitate the
understanding of the examples, I have added footnotes with underlying
morphemes. The vowel of a noun-class prefix is elided preceding a V-syllable
noun-class prefix or a vowel-initial noun.
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V1-elision removes the vowel and the vowel position; the duration of the resulting
vowel is the same as for a single vowel. The association line with [ATR] is also
deleted, but not the tone of V1.
(3.95)

V1-elision

[tone]

[tone]

o
=

o

V1

V2

[tone]

[tone]

→

o
V2

a. V1-elision preceding a vowel-initial verb root

The vowel of vowel-initial verbs is either high /ɩ i ʊ u/ or low /a/. The examples

show that the vowel of the prefix is elided when it precedes a vowel-initial verb.
(3.96)a. subject prefix (C)a-

b.

c.

/ná+ɩná/141

→ nɩ ́ná

'I saw'

/ná+ʊlá/

→ nʊ́lá

'I broke'

/ná+alá/

→ nálá

'I cleaved'

/ná-ká+ʊlágʊ/142

→ nákʊ́lágʊ

'I did not break'

/ná-ká+alágʊ/

→ nákálágʊ

'I did not cleave'

/na-ka+ʊlá/143

→ nakʊlá

'if I break'

negative prefix ka-

Conditional prefix ka/na-ka+alá/

d.

141

→ nakalá

Inchoative aspect prefix - ná °L

/na-°Lná°L+ɩndá/144

/ná-ɩn-á/ 1SGP-see-FVP.

→ nanɩ ́ ndá

142

/ná-ká-ʊl-á-gʊ/ 1SGP-NEG-break-FVP-NEG.

143

/na-ka-ʊl-á/ 1SG-COND-break-FV.

144

/na-°Lná°L-ɩnd-á/ 1SG-INCH-go-FV.

'if I cleave'

°L

'I am about to go'
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/na-°Lná°L+ʊlá/

→ nanʊ́ lá

'I am about to break'

/na- ná +alá/

→ naná lá

'I am about to cleave'

°L

°L

Notice the tone on the initial vowel of the verb in (3.96a, b and c). Verb roots have
either a primary H tone or L tone. The verbs in the above examples have a H tone,
apparent by the H tone on the final vowel (otherwise, it would have been a rising
tone). The initial vowel in these examples does not carry the primary tone of the
verb. All verbs except one in my data with a root-initial vowel have a surface L
tone on that vowel.145
b. V1-elision preceding the reflexive prefix ɩ ̌-

The following examples show that the vowel of the verbal prefix is elided when it
precedes the reflexive prefix ɩ ̌-. The reflexive prefix assimilates to a [+ATR] value,
but the vowel of a preceding verbal prefix as in (3.97d) does not, because it is
outside the domain of [+ATR] spreading.
(3.97)a. subject prefix (C)a-

b.

/ná+ǐ-sumbó/146

→ nísumbó

'I burned myself'

/ná+ɩ ̌-kʊ́lá/

→ nɩ ́kʊ́lá

'I untied myself'

/ká+ǐ-sumbigʊ/147

→ kísumbigʊ

'he will not burn himself'

→ kǐsumbó

'if he burns himself'

negative prefix ka/ká+ɩ ̌-kʊ́lɩgʊ/

c.

Conditional prefix ka/ka+ǐ-sumbó/148
/ka+ɩ ̌-kʊ́lá/

d.

→ kɩ ́kʊ́lɩgʊ

→ kɩkʊ́lá

Inchoative aspect prefix - ná °L

'he will not untie himself'

'if he unties himself'

°L

/a-°Lná°L+ǐ-sumbó/149

→ anísumbó

'he is about to burn himself'

/a- ná +ɩ ̌-kʊ́la/

→ anɩ ́kʊ́la

'he is about to untie himself'

°L

°L

145

The exception is -ʊ́k- 'heal'.

146

/ná-ɩ ̌-sumb-á/ 1SGP-REFL-burn-FVP.

147

/∅-ká-ɩ ̌-sumb-ɩ-gʊ/ 3SG-NEG-REFL-burn-FV-NEG.

148

/∅-ka-ɩ ̌-sumb-á/ 3SG-COND-REFL-burn-FV.

149

/a-°Lná°L-ɩ ̌-sumb-á/ 3SG-INCH-REFL-burn-FV.
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With respect to the three different surface tones on the reflexive prefix: LowHigh
is realized if the preceding prefix and the verb have a L tone; High is realized if

the preceding prefix has a H tone (L-tone deletion in the context of HLH → H, see
4.6.4); and Low is realized if the preceding prefix is Low and the verb is High (in
which case LowHigh breaks up). For more information, I refer the reader to 4.6.2
and 7.5.2.
c. V1-elision preceding the object prefixes 2SG ʊ- and class 2 ʊ̌-

The following examples show that the vowel of the verbal prefix is elided when it
precedes the second person singular object prefix ʊ- or class 2 ʊ̌-. The object
prefixes assimilate to a [+ATR] verb root.
(3.98)a.

subject prefix (C)a/ɓá+u-sumbó/150

→ ɓúsumbó

'they burned you (sg)'

/ɓá+ʊ-kʊ́lá/

→ ɓʊ́ ʊ́lá

'they untied you (sg)'

/ɓá+ʊ̌-kʊ́lá/

→ ɓʊ́kʊ́lá

'they untied them'

/ɓá+ǔ-sumbó/151
b.

→ ɓúsumbó152

negative prefix ka-

'they burned them'

/tá-ká+u-gboɗyigʊ/153 → tákúgboɗyigʊ 'we will not smear you (sg)'
/tá-ká+u-lúmbigʊ/

→ tákú lúmbigʊ 'we will not bury you (sg)'

/tá-ká+ǔ-gboɗyigʊ/

154

/tá-ká+ǔ-lúmbigʊ/
c.

→ tákúgboɗyigʊ 'we will not smear them'
→ tákúlúmbigʊ

'we will not bury them'

/ta-ka+u-gboɗyó/155

→ takugboɗyó

'if we smear you (sg)'

/ta-ka+u-lúmbó/

→ takulúmbó

'if we bury you (sg)'

Conditional prefix ka-

/ta-ka+ǔ-gboɗyó/

156

→ takǔgboɗyó

'if we smear them'

150

/ɓá-ʊ-sumb-á/ 3PLP-2SG.O-burn-FVP.

151

/ɓá-ʊ̌-sumb-á/ 3PLP-2.O-burn-FVP.

152

The verb forms with 2SG or class 2 object prefixes are identical in several environments.

153

/tá-ká-ʊ-gboɗy-ɩ-gʊ/ 1PL-NEG-2SG.O-smear-FV-NEG.

154

/tá-ká-ʊ̌-gboɗy-ɩ-gʊ/ 1PL-NEG-2.O-smear-FV-NEG.

155

/ta-ka-ʊ-gboɗy-á/ 1PL-COND-2SG.O -smear-FV.

156

/ta-ka-ʊ̌-gboɗy-á/ 1PL-COND-2.O -smear-FV.
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d.

→ takulúmbó

Inchoative aspect prefix - ná °L

/ta-°Lná°L+u-gboɗyo/157

'if we bury them'

°L

→ tanúgboɗyó 'we are about to smear you
(sg)'

/ta- ná +u-lúmbo/
°L
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→ tanú lúmbo 'we are about to bury you

°L

(sg)'

/ta- ná +ǔ-gboɗyo/

→ tanúgboɗyó 'we are about to smear them'

/ta- ná +ǔ-lúmbo/

→ tanúlúmbo

°L
°L

°L

158

°L

'we are about to bury them'

In the examples above, the second person singular object prefix ʊ- has either a Low
or a High tone at the surface. If the preceding prefix has a L tone or if the

following verb root has a L tone, the L tone of the object prefix ʊ- merges with the
adjacent L tone, leaving no trace. In the absence of an adjacent L tone, the Low

tone of the object prefix ʊ- causes non-automatic downstep. The tone on the class 2
object prefix ʊ̌- surfaces as LowHigh, High or Low, like the surface tone of the
reflexive prefix ɩ ̌-. Detailed information can be found in 4.6.2 and 7.5.

d. V1-elision preceding a V-syllable noun-class prefix or a vowel-initial noun stem

The following examples show V1-elision when the class 2 prefix ɓa- precedes the
class 1b prefix a- or a noun with an initial vowel /ɔ/.
(3.99)

class 2 prefix ɓa/ɓa+a-bɩlɩ ́/

→ ɓa-bɩlɩ ́

'2:1b-fish, sp.'

/ɓa+ɔgʊ̌/

→ ɓɔgʊ̌

'2:fish, sp.'

/ɓa+o-ngútu/

→ ɓo-ngútu '2:1b-bracelet'

V1-elision occurs when class 5 prefix lɩ- or class 6 ma- precede a noun with a rootinitial vowel:

(3.100) class 5 prefix lɩ- and class 6 prefix ma/lɩ+akɩ ́/

→ lakɩ ́

'5:egg'

/lɩ+íno/

→ líno

'5:name'

157

/ta-°Lná°L-ʊ-gboɗy-á/ 1PL-INCH-2SG.O-smear-FV.

158

/ta-°Lná°L-ʊ̌-gboɗy-á/ 1PL-INCH-2.O-smear-FV.
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/ma+akɩ ́/

→ makɩ ́

'6:egg'

/ma+íno/

→ míno

'6:name'

V1-elision also occurs when class 7 prefix sɩ- or class 8 ɓɩ- precedes a noun with a
root-initial high vowel:

(3.101) class 7 prefix sɩ- and class 8 prefix ɓɩ/sɩ+íngo-sʊ/

→ sí ngásʊ

'7:neck, throat-7'

/ɓɩ+íngo/

→ ɓíngo

'8:neck, throat'

/ɓɩ+ʊkwá/

→ ɓʊkwá

'8:yam (generic)'

/sɩ+ʊkwá-sʊ/

3.3.2

→ sʊkwásʊ '7:yam (generic)-7'

Height coalescence: low + high

In the following instances of a sequence of a low prefix vowel and a high prefix
vowel, the process of height coalescence results in a single mid vowel.
(3.102) Coalescence of low + high vowel-height features of prefix vowels
+syllabic
+syllabic
+syllabic
high
[
] + [ +high ]→[
]
+low
−low
−round
−round

Coalescence of a low prefix vowel and a high unrounded prefix vowel results in a
mid unrounded vowel.
a. verbal prefixes: V1 low and V2 high

The first person singular object prefix ɩ- can be preceded by subject prefix (C)a-,
negative ka-, Conditional ka-, Inchoative aspect -°Lná°L- and Infinitive ká-. The
following examples show that the [+high] feature of V2 is lost, whereas its
position feature is retained.

(3.103)a. subject prefix (C)a- and 1SG object prefix ɩ/ɓá+i-gboɗyó/159

→ ɓégboɗyó

'they smeared me'

/ɓá+i-lúmbó/

→ ɓé lúmbó

'they buried me'

/ɓá+ɩ-kʊ́lá/

159

→ ɓɛ́ ʊ́lá

/ɓá-ɩ-gboɗy-á/ 3PLP-1SG.O-smear-FV.

'they untied me'
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negative prefix ka- and 1SG object prefix ɩ/ɓá-ká+i-gboɗyigʊ/160 → ɓákégboɗyigʊ

'they will not smear me'

/ɓá-ká+i-lúmbigʊ/

'they will not bury me'

/ɓá-ká+ɩ-kʊ́lɩgʊ/
c.

→ ɓákɛ́ ʊ́lɩgʊ

'they will not untie me'

/ɓa-ka+i-gboɗyó/161

→ ɓakegboɗyó

'if they smear me'

/ɓa-ka+i-lúmbó/

→ ɓakelúmbó

'if they bury me'

→ ɓakɛkʊ́lá

'if they untie me'

Inchoative aspect prefix -°Lná°L- and 1SG object prefix ɩ/ɓá-°Lná°L+i-gboɗyo/162

→ ɓá négboɗyó 'they are about to smear me'

/ɓá- ná +i-lúmbo/

→ ɓá né lúmbo 'they are about to bury me'

°L

°L

/ɓá- ná +ɩ-kʊ́la/
°L

e.

→ ɓáké lúmbigʊ

Conditional prefix ka- and 1SG object prefix ɩ-

/ɓa-ka+ɩ-kʊ́lá/
d.
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°L

→ɓ

ɛ́ ʊ́la

'they are about to untie me'

Infinitive prefix ká- and 1SG object prefix ɩ/ɓá °Lká+i-gboɗyó/163 → ɓá kégboɗyó
/ɓá °Lká+i-lúmbó/

→ ɓá ké lúmbó

'they are smearing me'

/ɓá ká+ɩ-kʊ́lá/

→ ɓá

'they are untying me'

°L

ɛ́ ʊ́lá

'they are burying me'

b. noun-class prefixes: V1 low and V2 high

The noun-class prefix ɩ- of classes 1c or 9a can be preceded by the noun prefix
ɓa- of classes 2 or 2+9. The following examples show that that the [+high]
feature of V2 is lost, whereas its position feature is retained.

(3.104) classes 2 or 2+9 prefix ɓa- and classes 1c or 9c ɩɓa+ɩ-mbʊ́ɓʊ́

→ ɓɛ-mbʊ́ɓʊ́

'2:1c-civettes'

ɓa+ɩ-dɩma

→ ɓɛ-dɩma

'2+9:9a-lake'

ɓa+í-bǒko
ɓa+i-ɗúlu

160

→ ɓě-bǒko
→ ɓe-ɗúlu

/ɓá-ká-ɩ-gboɗy-ɩ-gʊ/ 3PL-NEG-1SG.O-smear-FV-NEG.

161

/ɓá-ka-ɩ-gboɗy-á/ 3PL-COND-1SG.O-smear-FV.

162

/ɓá-°Lná°L-ɩ-gboɗy-á/ 3PL-INCH-1SG.O-smear-FV.

163

/ɓá °Lká-ɩ-gboɗy-á/ 3PL:be 9b-1SG.O-smear-FV.

'2:1c-pigeons, sp.'
'2+9:9a-big noise'
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3.3.3

Height coalescence: high + low

In the instance of a sequence of a high vowel and a low suffix vowel, the process
of height coalescence results in a single mid vowel.

(3.105) Coalescence of high + low vowel-height features
+syllabic
+syllabic
+syllabic
high
[ +high ] + [
] →[
]
+low
−low
𝛼 round
α round

Coalescence of a high vowel and a low vowel results in a mid vowel, while
preserving the value for roundness of the former.

Constraint: applies only to the [−ATR] vowel of a -CV- verb root and the verbfinal vowel.164

A high vowel of a [−ATR] -CV- verb root is followed in the Infinitive form by the
verb-final vowel -a. This process of height coalescence causes the verb root

[−ATR] high vowels /ɩ/ and /ʊ/ to lose their [+high] feature. The feature for

roundness of the first vowels in the sequence is retained. The resulting vowels are
/ɛ/ and /ɔ/ respectively. Examples include:
(3.106)a. /ká-tɩ-á/
b.

/ká-sɩ ́ɩ-á/

/ká-pʊ-á/

→ ká-tɛ̌

'9b-put aside:FV'

→ ká-syɛ́

'9b-pass (time), sleep:FV'

→ ká-pɔ̌

'9b-rot:FV'

/ká-mʊ́ʊ-á/ → ká-mwɔ́ '9b-kill, cut down:FV'
When the final vowel of a verb root is [+ATR], it is realized as a glide preceding a
suffix vowel: /i/ is desyllabified to /y/ and /u/ to /w/.

3.3.4

Heterosyllabification

In a number of morphological contexts, neither V1-elision nor height coalescence

take place to resolve the vowel hiatus. The vowel sequence is left unchanged and

164

The difference between height coalescence and desyllabification in monosyllabic verbs

can be attributed to the lack of a [+ATR] low vowel in the Liko vowel system. The [+ATR]
counterpart of /a/ is /o/, which is not a low vowel, hence the conditions for height
coalescence are not met.
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the two vowels are syllabified into separate syllables. The morphological contexts
include:
-

vowel-initial verb roots preceded by the Infinitive prefix;

-

the reflexive prefix or an object prefix preceded by the Infinitive prefix;

-

nouns with stem-initial high round vowels.

Examples of vowel-initial verb roots preceded by the Infinitive prefix:
(3.107) Infinitive prefix ká/ká+ɩná/165

→ [káɩná]

'to see'

/ká+ʊlá/

→ [káʊlá]

'to break'

/ká+alá/

→ [káalá]

'to cleave'

Examples of the reflexive prefix or an object prefix preceded by the Infinitive
prefix:

(3.108)a. Infinitive prefix ká- and reflexive prefix ɩ ̌/ta ká+ǐ-gboɗyó/ 166 → [ta káǐgboɗyó]

'we are smearing ourselves'

/ta ká+ǐ-lúmbó/

'we are burying ourselves'

/ta ká+ɩ-̌ kʊ́lá/
b.

→ [ta káɩkʊ́lá]

'we are untying ourselves'

Infinitive prefix ká- and 2SG object prefix ʊ/ta ká+u-gboɗyó/ 167 → [ta káugboɗyó]

'we are smearing you (sg)'

/ta ká+u-lúmbó/

'we are burying you (sg)'

/ta ká+ʊ-kʊ́lá/
c.

→ [ta káilúmbó]

→ [ta káulúmbó]
→ [ta káʊkʊ́lá]

'we are untying you (sg)'

Infinitive prefix ká- and class 2 object prefix ʊ̌/ta ká+ǔ-gboɗyó/168 → [ta káǔgboɗyó]

'we are smearing them'

/ta ká+ǔ-lúmbó/

'we are burying them'

/ta ká+ʊ̌-kʊ́lá/

→ [ta káulúmbó]
→ [ta káʊkʊ́lá]

'we are untying them'

Examples of nouns with root-initial high round vowels /ʊ u/ preceded by classes 2
or 2+9 prefix ɓa- include:

165

/ká-ɩn-á/ 9b-see-FV.

166

/ta ká-ɩ ̌-gboɗy-á/ 1PL:be 9b-REFL-smear-FV.

167

/ta ká-ʊ-gboɗy-á/ 1PL:be 9b-2SG.O-smear-FV.

168

/ta ká-ʊ̌-gboɗy-á/ 1PL:be 9b-2.O-smear-FV.
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(3.109) classes 2 or 2+9 prefix ɓa/ɓa+ʊ́mbɔ́/
/ɓa+úzu/

→ [ɓaʊ́mbɔ́]
→ [ɓoúzu]

'2-squirrel, sp.'
'2+9-island'

Examples of nouns with root-initial high round vowels /ʊ u/ preceded by the class
5 prefix lɩ- include:

(3.110) class 5 prefix lɩ/lɩ+ʊ́gʊ/

/lɩ+ʊ́wa/

3.3.5

→ [lɩʊ́gʊ]

→ [lɩʊ́wa]

'5-charm'

'5-coloured leaf'

Desyllabification

When a morphological process creates a CV1+V2 sequence where V1 is a high
vowel and V2 is mid or low, the process of desyllabification changes V1 into a

palatal or labial-velar oral sonorant, depending on the [round] value of V1. This is a
frequent process in monosyllabic [+ATR] -CV- verb roots, as well as in disyllabic
-CVCV- verb roots. For example, -ɗu- 'move' in the Infinitive form with final

vowel -a is realized as kóɗwǒ 'to move', -mi- 'swallow' as kómyǒ 'to swallow'169
and -mɩ ́sɩ- 'have one child after the other' as kámɩ ́syá.
(3.111) Desyllabification

−syllabic
+syllabic
+syllabic
+oral sonorant
[ +high ]→[
] / [+consonantal] __ [
]
−high
+high
α back
α back

A high vowel between a consonant and a vowel becomes a palatal or labial-velar
oral sonorant while keeping its feature specification for roundness.
In [−ATR] high vowel -CVV- verbs such as -sɩ ́ɩ- 'pass (time), sleep', the second

vowel is subject to height coalescence with the final vowel -a of the Infinitive and
the first vowel is desyllabified, resulting in ká-syɛ́.
Desyllabification does not take place when the vowel of the verb suffix, V2, is

identical in height to the final vowel of the root, V1, as in the following examples

169

/a/ assimilates to /o/ in this [+ATR] context.
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(ká- is the Infinitive prefix, -ɩl- the Resultative extension, -ɩk- the Neuter
extension). Instead, two identical high vowels are reduced to a single vowel.
(3.112) root

/-kɩngɩ-/

suffix

Infinitive
kákɩngyá

'to taste, to try'

/-ɩl-a/

kákɩngɩ ́lá

'to learn'

/-ɩk-an-a/

kómisíkónó

'to be spread'

/-a/

/-misi-/

/-a/

kómisyó

'to sow'

As for the Benefactive extension -ɩlɩ-, final /ɩ/ is desyllabified preceding the verbfinal -a:

(3.113) root

suffix

Infinitive

/-ɓɩmɩ-/

/-a/

káɓɩmyá

'to spy'

/-misi-/

/-a/

kómisyó

'to sow'

/-ɩlɩ-a/

kámisílyó

'to sow for s.o.'

/-ɩlɩ-a/

káɓɩmɩ ́lyá

'to spy for s.o.'

In some verb forms, the glide is assumed to be lexicalized, e.g. ká-ɓɩ ́ky-á [káɓɩ ́kjá]
9b-declare-FV, 'to declare', kã-́ ɓɩ ́ky-ɩ ́ly-á [kã́ ɓɩ ́kjɩ ́ljá], 9b:1.O-declare-BEN-FV, 'to

plead for s.o.' and kã-́ ɓíky-ís-ó [kã́ ɓíkjísó], 9b:1.O-declare-CAUS-FV, 'to make s.o.
talk after torture'.
In the case of vowel-initial classes 7 or 8 nouns, the vowel of the noun-class prefix
is desyllabified preceding /a/. Examples include:

(3.114) class 7 prefix sɩ- and class 8 prefix ɓɩ/sɩ+angɩ ́-sɔ /

→ [syangɩ ́sɔ]

'7-shelter, den, lair-7'

/ɓɩ+angɩ ́tɔ /

→ [ɓyangɩ ́tɔ]

'8.shelter, den, lair'

/sɩ+á ngá-sʊ /
/ɓɩ+ánga /

→ [syǎ ngásʊ]
→ [ɓyǎnga]

'7-dry season, year-7'
'8.dry season, year'

Notice how the vowel sequence does not lead to height coalescence (see 3.3.3).

The difference compared to (3.106a) is that the second vowel in the sequence in
(3.114) is a stem vowel.

4 Tone
4.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to describe the main characteristics of the tone system of the
Liko language. The description uses concepts of the theory of autosegmental

phonology. With respect to downstep phenomena, it will be shown that a Tone tier
and a Register tier are necessary to adequately describe tonal behaviour in Liko.
Liko is a tone language with two underlying tones, High (H) and Low (L). A tone
is associated with a tone-bearing unit (TBU). A Low and a High tone can be

combined on one TBU. Tone in Liko has a distinctive function, both in the lexicon

and in the grammar. In this book, 'primary' tone is used to refer, roughly, to H and
L tones on verb roots specified in the lexicon. In this chapter, L tone is marked by
means of a grave accent, H tone by means of an acute accent and LowHigh (LH)

by an inverted circumflex. Elsewhere in this book, L tone is not marked, except in
phonetic representations in square brackets.

TBUs in Liko have constraints on the number of associations and on the sequence

of H and L tones: a constraint against triple linking to a single TBU and a

constraint against a HL contour linked to a single TBU. A HL contour tone is not
permitted on a single vowel in any environment.
The syllable is the TBU in Liko. The language has only short open syllables

containing one vowel. A vocalic segment in a syllable nucleus does not consist of
more than one mora, which implies that it is not necessary to posit the mora as the
TBU.

Morpheme types in Liko are:
-

morphemes consisting of both segment(s) and tone(s), e.g. noun and verb
roots;

morphemes consisting only of segment(s), e.g. certain verbal affixes;
morphemes consisting only of tone(s), e.g. TAM (tense/aspect/mood)
melody.
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The tonal domain in Liko extends to more than one word in certain syntactic
contexts, for instance:
-

verb + object immediately to the right;

-

noun + demonstratives of type I.

The tonal domain contains both the verb form and the first object. This can be seen
in the case of non-automatic downstep. When non-automatic downstep occurs in
the verb form, the register is not reset until after the object. In á kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ ̀ 'he

untied the goat', the pitch of the first H tone of the object mɛ́mɩ ́ is at the same level
as the non-automatic downstepped High kʊ́lá of the verb form.170 Examples of a
noun and a demonstrative of type I are li-ndímó lɔ́, 5-birdlime 5.DEM.I, 'this
birdlime' and ngága yɔ, 9.chin 9.DEM.I, 'this chin', where the tone of the
demonstrative depends on the final tone of the noun.

This chapter is structured as follows. After the inventory of tones and presentation
of automatic downstep in the language in 4.2, it is shown that tone has a

contrastive function both lexically and grammatically in 4.3. Tone patterns are

presented in 4.4. Certain voiced obstruents, commonly called depressor consonants,
affect or have affected the pitch realization of tone on the following TBU. The
consonants concerned and their effects are presented in 4.5. In 4.6, separate
sections are devoted to the following tone rules and phenomena: H-tone spreading,
Reassociation of LH tones, Association of floating tones, L-tone deletion, Nonautomatic downstep, Repairing would-be violations of the OCP and Polar tone.

Low is assumed to be the default tone in the Liko system, which is assigned to any
TBU that, after all phonological processes and tone rules have been applied, still

lacks a tone. At the end of this chapter, section 4.7 evaluates the main similarities
and differences of the Liko tone system with tone in Bantu (using Kisseberth and
Odden 2003).

Tone levels cannot be defined in absolute Hz figures. Actual frequency varies

170

The second underlying H tone of mɛ́mɩ ́ surfaces as a L tone. At the end of an

uninterrupted sequence of H tones on the verb and on the object, the final TBU of the object
is changed to Low.
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along the lines of many factors, e.g. gender of speaker and pragmatic use. For
instance, tones tend to be produced at a higher pitch when words are read in lists,
compared to when they occur in texts. There are individual differences according
to gender and age; even for a given individual pitch varies.

4.2 Tone inventory
Liko is a tone language with two underlying tones, High (H) and Low (L). Surface
realizations of tones are High, Low, LowHigh (LH) and non-automatic
downstepped High, caused by a floating L tone, see 4.6.5. LH is analysed as a

composite contour, a sequence of two level tones, Low and High. There are several
reasons for the analysis of LH as a combination of L and H tones. Firstly, LH is

not a unit; it surfaces as a level tone in those instances where one part can merge
with an adjacent identical tone across a morphological boundary, see 4.6.2.

Secondly, the language has only two tonal classes of verb roots, High and Low, see
7.3.171 Thirdly, surface LH tones can be the result of association of two tones to
one TBU, after vowel loss or vowel coalescence in morphosyntactic environments,
see 4.6.3.

In Liko, LH is distinctive in the noun system: there are tonal contrasts between
High, Low and LowHigh, see 4.3. Within noun stems, Low or High of a LH tone
do not merge with an adjacent identical tone. Tonal patterns on disyllabic nouns
show that positing a combined LH on one TBU is necessary to account for the

number of possible patterns. The frequency of occurrence of combined LH tones in
nouns is much lower than that of single level H and L tones.
Automatic and non-automatic downstep are common in Bantu languages. When
language-specific conditions are met, the second H tone of a H L H sequence is

171

All Low-toned -CVC- verbs in my data (about 120) where a primary LH tone would be

disguised in the Infinitive form (because the High part of a LH tone can merge with an
adjacent High) have been checked using a tone frame with Future TAM melody in which

the tone on the final vowel is L. In such a frame, the High part of a LH tone cannot merge
with an adjacent High. This test shows that none of these verbs has a surface LH tone on the
vowel of the verb root.
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realized at a lower pitch than the first in automatic downstep. In non-automatic
downstep, the pitch level of the second H tone is realized lower than that of the

first H tone, without there being a L tone on the surface between the two H tones.
Instead, a floating Low precedes the second H tone and causes the non-automatic
downstep, see 4.6.5.

Automatic downstep occurs in words and in phrases, as well as at clause level.
Frequency measurements172 of different constructions exemplify this. In the noun
phrase mʊ̀lɩ ́lɩ ̀ká ɓémòtí 'one trapper', both words end with a H.L.H tone pattern.
The second H tone in both words is realized at a lower pitch than the first one:
(4.1)

mʊ̀-lɩ ́lɩ ̀ká

ɓé-mòtí

1-trapper

1.NUM-one

234.272.235.244 259.220.245

When a possessive pronoun with L.H tone pattern, like kàkɩ ́ 'his, her', follows
High-toned adverbial kʊ́ 'there', as in kʊ́ kàkɩ ́ 'at his place', the second H tone is
lower than the first one (tone frequencies in this case were 294 239.275).

In verb forms with sequences of High, Low and High, the H tone following a L
̀
tone is realized at a lower pitch than the preceding H tone. The tones in wãmínìní
'you (sg) have seen him' have the following frequencies:
̀
(4.2) wãm-ín-ì-ní
2SG:1.O-see-FV.ANT-PFV
220.267.221.244

In the complex noun phrase kúmbúsò wàmàsyɛ́ 'the back of days', i.e. some time
later, several vowels with a L tone occur between H tones. The final H tone in this
phrase has a lower pitch than the first one:
(4.3)

kú-mbúsò
17-back

wà-mà-syɛ́

17.ASS-6-day

310.302.237 228.235.263

172

The voice is that of a young woman.
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Automatic downstep in a clause is illustrated by the following example.
(4.4) ì-ngbò

ó-tíndìk-ò

lɩ ̀-tɔ́mbʊ́ ngángá

1c-aardvark 3SGP-push-FV 5-ground

9.time

yɩ ́-sáá nà

mʊ̀-kʊ̀ndʊ́

9.NUM- with 3-tail
three

'Aardvark pushed the ground three times with [his] tail.'(T2006.3)
H tones are realized at a lower pitch each time one or more L tones intervene:
(4.5)

ìngbò ó

tí ndìk ò

239.241 282.290.238.234

tɔ́mbʊ́

ngángá

yɩ ́ sáá

nà mʊ̀ kʊ̀ndʊ́

236.270.263

lɩ ̀

263.273

267.273

224 232.231.249

Figure 4ː Automatic downstep
The High pitch level is reset at a clause break, e.g.:
(4.6) nɩ ́yɔ́

when

Ìkóɓú

ɩ ́n-á

"Ikoɓu"

3SG :see- like that 3SG :go-FV
P

ɓɛ́yɔ́,

ɩ ́nd-à
P

ká

ɓò-nzìkàɓʊ́

PREP

2-man without
mercy

FVP

286.288 250.268.270 263.264 272.268 290.230

244

220.236.231.250

'When Ikoɓu saw that, he went to a band of robbers.' (T2009.21)

The first word of the second clause, ɩ ́ndà, starts at approximately the same pitch as
the beginning of the first clause.
The phonetic difference in pitch between the first and the second H tone in a

sequence of H L H tones, is usually less than half the difference between a H and a
following L tone. In a series of H L H sequences, the H tones gradually drop in
pitch, whereas the L tones stay relatively at the same pitch level.

4.3 Tone contrasts
Tone has a contrastive function both lexically and grammatically. Lexical tone
contrasts will be presented in 4.3.1, grammatical tone contrasts in 4.3.2 and 7.6.
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4.3.1

Lexical tone contrasts

In this section, I will give tone contrasts of nouns, verbs and other word classes.173
Nine tone contrasts are theoretically possible in disyllabic roots and up to twenty
seven in trisyllabic roots.
(4.7) Lexical tone contrasts for nouns - one tone is different
a.

ngbángá

'1a.accusation'

ngbángà

'1a.court'

bálá

'9.herd, family'

bàlá

'9.camp'

ngándá

'9.plant, sp. (pl)' ngàndá
'9.ring'

pɛ̀tɛ́

'9.placenta'

tɩ ̌tɩ ̀

'1a.bird, sp.'

ɓɩ ́-tɩ ̀tɩ ̀

'MOD-thick'

pɛ́tɛ́
b.

pàmbálá

'9.eruption'

lì-lúlùmbó '5-funeral'
nyíkísó

'9.extraction'

pàmbàlá

'9.witchcraft'
'9.tree'

lì-lùlùmbó '5-smell'
nyìkísó

'9.ridicule'

(4.8) Lexical tone contrasts for nouns - two tones are different
kángà

'1a.guinea-fowl'

kàngá

'9.bed'

pílì

'1a.mourning wear'

pìlí

'1a.dance'

sɛ́ngɩ ̀

'9.small squashed piece'

sɛ̀ngɩ ́

'9.village (pl)'

mʊ̀-pámʊ̀

'3-bark (dog)'

mʊ̀-pàmʊ̌ '1-fly, sp.'

nzɛ́nzɛ́

'9.instrument with strings' nzɛ̌nzɛ̀
'3-unripe fruit'

mù-tǐtì

'9.leaf, sp.'

kpʊ̌mʊ̀

'1a.goat kid'

kpʊ̀mʊ́

9.riverside'

lɩ ̀-kɔ́kɔ̀

'5-cough'

à-mbámbá '1b-nice border'
mù-títí
yɩ ̌ngà

'9.feast'

lɩ ̀-kɔ̀kɔ́

mbǎmbà

'5-rice harvest'

'9.plants, sp.'
'1-swelling'

mʊ̀-yɩ ̀ngá '3-shinbone'

In order to present (near) minimal pairs, I have used several nominalizations
derived from verbs, e.g. lì-lúlùmbó from -lúmb- 'bury', lì-lùlùmbó from -lùmb-

173

A tone difference does not often lead to lexical tone contrasts in the language. Roots that

differ in tone only can be found in nouns (between 1 and 2%), in verbs (roughly 4%) and

rarely in other word classes. No more than two segmentally identical noun stems have been
found in my data that are differentiated only by tone.
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'smell', lɩ ̀-kɔ́kɔ̀ from -kʊ́- 'cough, pick fruit or vegetables' and lɩ ̀-kɔ̀kɔ́ from -kʊ̀- 'cut,
harvest'.
When monosyllabic nouns contrast tonally, one of the nouns has a surface LH tone
in nearly all cases. Here is an exhaustive list of these contrasts in my data,
including nouns, nominal modifiers and adverbials:

(4.9) Lexical tone contrasts for monosyllabic nouns
ɩ ̀-ká

'9a-odd one'

ɩ ̀-kà

'9a-drying rack'

lì-fú

'5-lump on the head'

lì-fǔ

'5-foam'

mʊ̀

'9.goal, objective'

mʊ̌

'3:head'

lìɗí

lɩ ̀-gà
ndɩ ̀

'9.two dozen'

lì-ɗǐ

'5-bundle of sticks'

lɩ ̀-gǎ

'ADV, earlier than about a week ago' ndɩ ̌

-ngbʊ́ 'nominal modifier, red'
-nzà

'5-edible mushroom'
'5-epilepsy'
'9.beard'

ngbʊ̌ '1a.squirrel, sp.'

'nominal modifier, nice, good'

nzǎ

'9.hunger, famine'

I will now look at tone contrast in verb roots. In the examples below, ká- is the
class 9b prefix and -a is the final vowel of the Infinitive. The Infinitive TAM

melody has a H tone on the final vowel. Recall that with [+ATR] verb roots, the
affix vowel assimilates to the [ATR] value of the verb and is changed into /o/.
(4.10) Lexical tone contrasts for verbs
ká-ɓák-á
kó-lík-ó

'9b-grow, sprout-FV' ká-ɓàk-á
'9b-dry-FV'

kó-lìk-ó

'9b-cut, to sharpen-FV'
'9b-grab-FV'

kó-lúmb-ó '9b-bury-FV'
ká-pʊ́k-á

kó-lùmb-ó '9b-smell-FV'

'9b-leave quietly-FV' ká-pʊ̀k-á

'9b-prick-FV'

ká-sɩ ́k-á

'9b-insult-FV'

ká-sɩ ̀k-á

'9b-pick leaves-FV'

Tone contrasts for other word classes include:

(4.11) Lexical tone contrasts for other word classes
-tú

'nominal modifier, bright, white' ɓí-tù

-tʊ́wǎ

'ADJ, salted'

-mbɩ ́yà 'nominal modifier, new'

mbɩ ̀yà

'MOD-big'

'ADV, soon'

ɓɩ ́-tʊ̀wà 'MOD-tall'
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Adjectives take a prefix according to the class of the noun they modify. In
adjectives derived from verbs, like -tʊ́wǎ above, from -tʊ́w- 'sting, bite', the final
vowel surfaces with a LH tone after the association of the word-final floating H
tone, see 7.12.2.

4.3.2

Grammatical tone contrasts

Tonal contrasts in affixes involve two pairs of prefixes: the second person singular
object prefix ʊ̀- vs. the class 2 object prefix ʊ̌- as in (4.12) and the first person
singular object prefix ɩ ̀- vs. the reflexive prefix ɩ ̌- as in (4.13). For a description of
the object prefixes and the reflexive prefix, see 7.5.
(4.12)a. ʊ̀-tʊ̀ngbʊ̀l-à 3SG:2SG.O-support-FV 'he will support you (sg)'
b.

ʊ̌-tʊ̀ngbʊ̀l-à 3SG:2.O-support-FV

(4.13)a. ɛ̀-tʊ̀ngbʊ̀l-à
b.

'he will support them'

3SG:1SG.O-support-FV 'he will support me'

nɩ ̌-tʊ̀ngbʊ̀l-à 1SG:REFL-support-FV

'I will support myself'

In (a), height coalescence of the vowels of the third person singular subject prefix
à- and the first person singular object prefix ɩ ̀- results in a mid vowel (see 3.3.2),

which means that in context, the tonal contrast with the reflexive prefix ɩ ̌- does not
occur.
Liko has four pairs of verbal forms distinguished only by tone contrast, see 7.6. An
important tonal contrast is the one between past and future time reference:
(4.14)a. ná-ɗɩ ̀kɩ ̀t-à
nà-ɗɩ ̀kɩ ̀t-à

b.

1SGP-throw-FV
1SG-throw-FV

'I threw'

'I will throw'

nó-yúkùm-ò 1SG -breathe-FV 'I breathed'
P

nò-yúkùm-ò 1SG-breathe-FV

'I will breathe'

In order to analyse the complexity of tone in verbal conjugations, I introduce the
concept of a tone melody that is expressive of a "tense", a verbal conjugation
paradigm. The so-called TAM (tense/aspect/mode) melody is an overlay over the

primary tone on the verb root and affixes in the verb form. Affixes are segmental
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with a tone, tonal only174, or segmental only (underlyingly toneless). The TAM
melody consists of one or two tones: a tone on the leftmost prefix175 and/or a tone
on the final vowel. The prefixal tone is the result of initial tone association to the

leftmost TBU. The tone on the final vowel is the result of initial tone association to
the final vowel. After that, a H tone spreads rightward and leftward to toneless

syllables. Any tone that, after spreading, lacks a tone association surfaces with the
default L tone.

In the first row of (4.14a, b), the H tone on the subject prefix is the result of the
association of the Past TAM melody, with its prefixal H tone. Superscript "P" is the
notation in this book for a High TAM tone which has a time reference to the past.

4.4 Tone patterns
4.4.1

Tone patterns on nouns

The tone patterns on nouns consists of L and H tones and of the combined LH
tone. I will first present data on disyllabic nouns.
(4.15) Tone patterns on disyllabic nouns
H

kʊ́kʊ́

'1a.big fish, sp.'

L

kpɔ̀zyɔ̀

'9.plant, sp.'

H.LH

móngwǒ

'1a.arrow'

L.LH

ngbʊ̀ndʊ̌

'9.mud'

LH.L

kpʊ̌mʊ̀

'1a.goat kid'

H.L
L.H

LH.H
LH.LH

kúkpè

kpɩ ̀mɩ ́
-

-176

'1a.termite, sp.'
'9.soft sand'

174

The class 1 object prefix may consist of only a L tone, see 7.5.1.

175

In this book, the tone on the leftmost prefix of the verb form is also referred to as

prefixal tone.
176

Two cases of two LH tones on disyllabic nouns have been attested. The first one, yɩ ̌gyǎ

'9a:habit', is a derivation from -gɩ ̀- 'do, make'. In the second one, mu-bǐbǐ '3-plant, sp.' both
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Liko disyllabic nouns have more than the four tone patterns which result from only
L and H tones. The LH tone occurs in three additional patterns: H.LH, L.LH and

LH.L. On disyllabic nouns, the L.H pattern occurs most frequently, followed by the
H.L pattern and the H pattern. The LH.L and L.LH patterns also occur frequently.
Low and H.LH are relatively rare.

The surface LH tone in the examples in (4.15) follows consonants which do not
belong to the set of voiced obstruents /b d g gb v z/. These voiced obstruents have
caused many H tones to be realized as a rising tone, see 4.5. This implies that, in
these cases, the LH tone cannot be attributed to the effect of the preceding

consonant. Other examples of disyllabic nouns with a LH tone and no depressor
consonant include:
(4.16)a. H.LH

kúkǔ

'1a.parrot, sp.'

mʊ̀-ɓʊ́tʊ̌

'3-bush, shrub, sp.'

b.

L.LH

lɩ ̀-ɗàkɩ ̌

'5-clay pot'

c.

LH.L

mʊ̀-lʊ̌mʊ̀

'3-pillar'

sɩ-̀ kɔ̀ndɩ ̌
pǐsì

'sɩ:1-bird, sp.
'9.path, road'

One of the parts of a LH tone is often reassociated with an adjacent identical tone
across a morpheme boundary, see 4.6.2. As (b) shows, the Low part of the LH tone
does not merge with the preceding identical tone within a noun stem.
Tone patterns on monosyllabic noun roots consist of a H tone, a L tone, or a
combined LH tone.

(4.17) Tone pattern on monosyllabic noun roots
H

L

kù-lí-kò

'15-knee-15'

mʊ̀-nzɔ́

'1-bee'

ɩ ̀-kà

'9a-drying rack'

lì-bí
mʊ̀

mʊ̀-ndʊ̀

'5-group, clan'
'9.goal, objective'
'1-fish, sp.'

LH tones are preceded by a voiced obstruent, see 4.5.
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LH

lì-tǐ

'5-big stone'

mù-kǔ

'3-spider's web'

pǎ

'9.place'

mʊ̌

sɩ-̀ sǎ

'3:head'

'sɩ:1-fish, sp.'177

In some cases, the LH tone may be the result of a historical process in which the
medial consonant or an entire syllable was lost178, or of a process of vowel hiatus
resolution in which a sequence of two vowels is reduced to a single vowel.

The following tone patterns have been attested on trisyllabic noun stems (possible
patterns which do not occur in my data are not listed).
(4.18) Tone patterns on trisyllabic noun stems
H
L

mʊ̀-sámbɩ ́lá

'3-vine, sp.'

mʊ̀-gbʊ̀kʊ̀ɗyà

'1-termite, sp.'

H.L

H.H.L

sálálɩ ̀

'1a.scorpion'

L.H

L.H.H

mʊ̀-vànzɩ ́ɓɔ́

'1-small ant, sp.'

L.L.H

kʊ̀bʊ̀kʊ́

'1a.duck, sp.'

H.L.H

mù-lúkùtú

'3-bundle of leaves'

LH.L.H

pǎpùyí

'9.something empty'

H.LH.L

kúgbǒndò

'1a.roof'

L.LH.L

lì-tùmbǔwà

'5-pastry ball'

L.H.L

LH.H.H
L.LH.H
H.H.LH

H.L.L

gúlùdè

mù-tòmbítò
pǎpángá
ɓʊ̀-ngàngǎɓʊ́
kúngbóngǒ

'1a.can'

'3-vine, sp.'

'9.bush, sp., broom'
'14-tree, sp.
'1a.crab'

177

For the proclitics sɩ ̀- and nà-, see 5.1.1.

178

E.g. Liko mù-gǐ 'village' vs. Proto-Bantu *gìì 'village', lɩ ̀-yʊ̌ 'voice' vs. *jʊ́ì 'voice, word',

ɓʊ̀-dɩ ̌ '14-cold' vs. *dìdì 'cold', kʊ-gʊ̌-kɔ̀ '15-leg, foot-15' vs. *gʊ̀dʊ̀ 'leg, hind leg'.
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Most frequent on trisyllabic nouns is the L.H pattern. Occurrence of the H.L
pattern is less frequent than H, H.L.H and L.H.L. As for the H.L and L.H patterns
on trisyllabic nouns, they occur most often as a pattern in which the final tone of

the noun is different from the preceding tones. Realizations of the L pattern and of
patterns containing a LH tone are not frequent in trisyllabic noun stems.

A surface LH tone on trisyllabic nouns is often found in forms with reduplication.
Examples in which the L.H pattern is copied to the TBU of the reduplicated CVstructure are:179

(4.19) Reduplication of L.H tone pattern
lɩ ̀-ɓɔ̌ɓɔ̀kɩ ́

'5-vine, sp.'

lɩ ̀-tɛ̌tɛ̀ndɛ́

'5-vine, sp.'

mù-ndǐndìkó

'3-vine, sp.'

mʊ̀-kpɔ̌kpɔ̀ɗɔ́

'3-vine, sp.'

mʊ̀-gʊ̌gʊ̀má

mʊ̀-nzɛ̌nzɛ̀mbɩ ́

'3-tree, sp.'

'3-vine, sp.'

In several other trisyllabic nouns with reduplication, the surface LH tone does not
occur on the first syllable, but on the second. In these cases, there seems to be no
tone copying involved. Examples are kyɔ̀kyɔ̌ɗɔ̀ '1a.bird, sp.', lɩ ̀-kʊ̀kʊ̌tà '5-rice crust',
lɩ ̀-nànǎsɩ ̀ '5-pineapple and lɩ ̀-ngbɛ̀ngbɛ̌lʊ̀ '5-tree, sp.'.
Noun-class prefixes and noun-class enclitics are Low, except the noun-class
prefixes of classes 9b and 17 which are High. Adjective, enumerative and

associative prefixes are High, except for the class 1 adjective prefix mʊ̀- and the
class 1 associative prefix wà-. The first TBU of complex class 2+9 prefixes

(consisting of class 2 ɓà-+class 9 prefixes, see 5.1.1) is Low: e.g. the adjective
prefix ɓàyɩ ́-, the enumerative prefix ɓàyɩ ́- and the associative prefix ɓàyá-.

Most noun-class prefixes of classes 1b a-, 1c ɩ- and 9a ɩ- have a L tone, but a
sizeable minority has a H tone. A satisfactory explanation for the H tone on these

179

The examples in my data are all vines or trees.
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prefixes has not yet been found.180 The following examples show that prefixes with
H and L tones occur preceding different patterns of H and L tones:
(4.20) class 1b nouns
a.

à-lɩ ́nzyá

'1b-tree, sp.'

ò-ngútù

'1b-metal bracelet'

à-dùlà

'1b-leprosy'

á-dʊ́ɓà

'1b-dance'

á-gbàlà

'1b-dance'

à-sɔ̀sʊ́
b.

á-búlá
á-dʊ̀ká

'1b-tasty food'

'1b-monkey, sp.'
'1b-deaf person'

(4.21) classes 1c and 9a nouns
a.

ɩ ̀-nzɩ ́mbɩ ́

'9a-mouth without teeth'

ɩ ̀-pɛ̀mbɛ́

'9a-tree, sp.'

ɩ ̀-kpákʊ̀
ɩ ̀-dɩ ̀mà

b.

-

'9a-lake'

181

í-pígò

'9a-kind, species'

ɩ ́-màngɛ́

'1c-starling'

í-dàngà

180

'9a-shoe'

'1c-insect'

Explanations that I have found in the literature do not explain why these a- prefixes have

a H tone with some nouns and a L tone with other nouns. These prefixes cannot be analysed
as augment. The nouns concerned do not constitute a semantic group. Grégoire (2003:360):
"Several other characteristics of the class system deserve some discussion. One of these is

the existence of a class 1 with nominal prefix a- in a series of languages generally situated
in the northeast of the forest. This subclass groups a small number of nouns designating

animals and plants, and, more rarely, members of the family." In Liko, it concerns a large
number of nouns, more than 100 in my data and there is no shared semantic feature.
181

A noun with noun-class prefix ɩ- with a H tone preceding a disyllabic noun with H tone

pattern has not been attested.
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4.4.2

Tone patterns on verbs

Verb roots have one of two underlying tone patterns: High or Low. The primary H
or L tone is associated with the first CV-syllable of the verb root. Examples were
given in lexical tone contrasts for verbs, see 4.3.1. Vowel-initial verbs have the
primary tone also on the first CV-syllable, not on the initial vowel.

Syllables in the verb root which follow the first CV-syllable are underlyingly
toneless. They receive their surface tone by the TAM melody on the verb form.
This can be seen, for instance, in the verb root -ngʊ̀ʊlɩ- 'breathe with difficulty', in
which the first CV-syllable, /ngʊ̀/, is associated with the primary L tone. If the

TAM melody has a H tone on the final vowel, then the syllables between the first

CV-syllable and the final vowel all surface with a H tone through H-tone

spreading, see 4.6.1. For example, in the verb form ángʊ̀ʊĺ yá 'he breathed with

difficulty', the tone on the second and third syllable of the verb root, /ʊ/ and /lɩ/, is
High due to the final-vowel High of a Past TAM melody. In the Future form

àngʊ̀ʊl̀ yà 'he will breathe with difficulty', however, all vowels surface with a L
tone, because the Future TAM melody has no H tone.
Surface LH tone on the TBU which is associated with the primary tone of the verb
is the result of a depressor consonant as C1 (see 4.5), or - in case of monosyllabic
verb roots - the result of vowel merger, vowel height coalescence, or

desyllabification. In the following examples of vowel merger (4.22a) and of height
coalescence (4.22b, c), the verb has a primary L tone. The primary L tone and the

H tone on the final vowel of the Infinitive TAM melody combine to form a surface
LH tone:

(4.22)a. /ká-pà-á/

ká-pǎ

'9b-want:FV'

b.

ká-tɛ̌

'9b-put aside:FV'

c.

/ká-tɩ ̀-á/

/ká-pʊ̀-á/

ká-pɔ̌

'9b-rot:FV'

Likewise, after desyllabification has been applied, both the primary L tone of the

verb and the H tone on the final vowel of the Infinitive TAM melody are associated
with the remaining single TBU:
(4.23) /ká-mì-á/

kó-my-ǒ

'9b-swallow-FV'

/ká-mù-á/

kó-mw-ǒ

'9b-have sex (man)-FV'
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4.5 Depressor consonants
Many LH tones in Liko show the effect of certain voiced obstruents, commonly
called depressor consonants. These consonants are reported to affect the pitch

realization of the following TBU in languages across the African continent.182 I

follow Hyman (1998) and others in assuming that a depressor consonant inserts a L
tone. Among other effects, this may cause a level H tone to be realized as a LH
tone.
It is important to mention that the depressor consonants in Liko /b d g gb v z/ do
not seem to be synchronically active. This can be seen in nouns in which a

depressor consonant is followed by a surface H tone and in verb forms where the
voiced obstruent /g/ of the Pluractional extension -ag- does not influence a

following H tone. The effects that depressor consonants have had diachronically
are visible in the lexicon.
Before presenting the data that show depressor effects in the lexicon, it is
exemplified that a depressor consonant can be followed by a H tone. In the

following examples, the noun stem-initial consonant is a depressor consonant and
the tone on the first syllable of the noun stem is H:183
(4.24) bálá
mʊ̀-básɩǹ zɩ ́

'1-cockroach'

ɓu-díyongó

'14-bush, shrub, sp.'

dídò

182

'9.herd'
'1a.valley'

Kutsch Lojenga (2000:2) mentions Chadic languages (Wolff, Pearce), the Kwa languages

(Togo, Ghana, Ivory Coast) Ewe (Ansre and others) and Ebrie (Kutsch Lojenga), in the
Central-African Republic Yaka (C10) (Kutsch Lojenga) and the Adamawa-Ubangi

languages Suma and Gbaya (Bradshaw), Bila (Bantu D) in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (Kutsch Lojenga), the Coastal Bantu languages in Kenya, Digo (E73) and the
Mijikenda languages (E72) (Kisseberth, Cassimjee and Kisseberth) and the Shona (S10) and
Nguni (S40) subgroups of Bantu in southern Africa (Bradshaw, Cassimjee, Kisseberth,
Odden, Hyman and Mathangwane).
183

There is no example in my data of /v/ as C1 followed by a H tone. /v/ as C2 followed by a

H tone is attested, e.g. kʊvɔ́-kʊvɔ́ '1a.water animal, sp.'.
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mʊ̀-gágà

'3-fishing'

lɩ ́-gbágbá

'5-bush, shrub, sp.'

lɩ ̀-zɛ́zɛ̀

'5-small bush, sp.'

gbóngò

'1a.bird, sp.'

The H tone on the final vowel is not affected by a preceding depressor consonant:
(4.25) ká-bɩ ̀b-á

kó-bùd-ó
ká-bʊ̀g-á

9b-tell-FV

'to tell, praise'

9b-coat-FV

'to coat, smear'

9b-sharpen-FV 'to sharpen'

ká-dɩ ̀ngb-á 9b-limp-FV

'to limp'

In the examples below, the extension is Pluractional -ag- and the final vowel has a
H tone. Although /g/ belongs to the set of depressor consonants, it does not affect
the H tone of the final vowel:

(4.26) The Pluractional extension -agná-yɩ ̀ɓ-ág-á

1SGP-tear-PLUR-FVP

ná-ɗɩ ̀kɩ ́t-ág-á

1SG -throw-PLUR-FV

nó-ɓín-óg-ó

'I tore'

P

'I threw'

P

1SG -dance-PLUR-FV
P

'I danced'

P

nó-yúkúm-óg-ó 1SG -breathe-PLUR-FV
P

P

'I breathed'

I now turn to depressor effects visible in the lexicon, Hyman and Mathangwane

(1998:208) report four effects of depressor consonants in Ikalanga. These voiced
obstruents:
a.

block H-tone spreading

b.

cause H tone delinking

d.

cause tones to be realized lower

c.

convert H's to LH rising tones

Neither blocking of H-tone spreading nor systematic lowering effects are attested
in Liko. The two other effects are presented below.
H tone delinking

H tone delinking in Liko is restricted to environments in which the depressor
consonant is in C1 position. The inserted L by the depressor consonant in C1

position fed a H delinking rule. It can be observed most clearly in verb roots: a
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verb root with a depressor consonant as C1 never has a surface H tone nor a LH
tone in Infinitive forms.

Table 10 Distribution of verb roots with a H and with a L tone in Infinitive forms
C1
H
L
no depressor
depressor

192
-

214
105

This has also been reported for Ebrié (Kwa, Ivory Coast) by Kutsch Lojenga
(2000:16): "Verb roots, mostly monosyllabic, can have a L tone or a H tone
underlyingly. When pronounced in isolation, verb roots with non-depressor
consonants surface with a L or a H tone. However, verbs with a root-initial
depressor consonant all surface with L tone."
The statistics in Table 10 should be treated with caution, because of the Infinitive
TAM melody (a H tone on the final vowel) and the environment this creates for the

High part of a LH tone to merge with a neighbouring H tone, see 4.6.2. The

following examples show that for a relatively small number of -CVC- verbs, H

tone delinking did not take place if C1 is one of the voiced obstruents /b d g gb v z/
and inserts a L tone. The inserted L tone created a LH tone, of which the High part
is linked to the following H in the Infinitive.184 In each second form of the same
verb, using Future forms that do not have a TAM melody with a final H tone, the
underlying H tone of the verb root surfaces as a LH tone.
(4.27)a. kó-bìs-ó
b.
c.

184

9b-put-FV

'to put'

ò-bǐs-ò

3SG-put-FV

'he will put'

à-dɩ ̌m-à

3SG-cultivate-FV 'he will cultivate'
9b-cry-FV

'to cry'

à-gǎm-à

3SG-cry-FV

'he will cry'

ká-dɩ ̀m-á
ká-gàm-á

9b-cultivate-FV

'to cultivate'

In Ikalanga (Hyman and Mathangwane 1998:210), the H deletion rule "says that LH

rising tone becomes L when the H is linked to the next mora as well."
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d.
e.

ká-gbʊ̀m-á 9b-forbid-FV

'to forbid'

à-gbʊ̌m-à

3SG-forbid-FV

'he will forbid'

à-zʊ̌ng-à

3SG-heat up-FV

'he will heat up'

ká-zʊ̀ng-á

9b-heat up-FV

'to heat up'

The next two sets list the other cases in my data of a depressor consonant as C1 in

verb roots followed by a surface LH tone. In the first column, the Infinitive form is
given.

(4.28) Infinitive

Future

ká-bʊ̀mb-á

à-bʊ̌mb-à

3SG-be tired-FV

'he will be tired'

ká-dɩ ̀ngb-á

à-dɩ ̌ngb-à

3SG-limp-FV

'he will limp'

ká-gʊ̀m-á

à-gʊ̌m-à

3SG-iron-FV

'he will iron'

ká-gbàm-á

à-gbǎm-à

3SG-have a headache-FV

'he will have a

ká-gbʊ̀nd-á

à-gbʊ̌nd-à 3SG-rekindle-FV

ká-dɩ ̀gy-á
ká-gɩ ̀ng-á

ká-zàng-á

à-dɩ ̌gy-à
à-gɩ ̌ng-à

à-zǎng-à

3SG-say-FV

3SG-shell-FV

3SG-miss-FV

'he will say'

'he will shell'

headache'

'he will miss the
objective'

(4.29) Infinitive

ká-bàɩ ́ly-á

Future

à-bǎɩ ̀ly-à

3SG-agree-FV

'he will agree'

kó-gbùndúl-ó ò-gbǔndùl-ò 3SG-pound-FV
ká-zʊ̀kán-á

à-zʊ̌kàn-à

3SG-jump up-FV

'he will pound'

kó-zùkós-ó

ò-zǔkòs-ò

3SG-surprise-FV

'he will surprise'

ká-zànánɩ ́l-á

à-zǎnànɩ ̀l-à

3SG-be delighted-FV 'he will be delighted'

ká-zʊ̀gʊ́s-á

à-zʊ̌gʊ̀s-à

3SG-itch-FV

'he will jump up'
'he will itch'

When the depressor consonant is not in C1, but in C2 position preceding a TBU with
a H tone, the inserted L tone is associated with the following High, resulting in a
surface LH tone. Examples are given in (4.31).
With respect to nouns, there is also no systematic H tone delinking when depressor
consonants occur as C1. But nouns reflect the bias which is observed for verbs: the
position of the depressor consonant in the word should be taken into account and
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the same effect of the position is attested: the H tone is frequently delinked if the
depressor consonant is in C1 position. Examples of nouns in which a depressor is
followed by a LH tone are given in (4.32) and (4.33). Table 11 gives statistics

based on -CVCV noun stems in my data, of H, L and LH tone on vowels following
either a depressor consonant or another consonant in C1 or in C2 position.
Table 11 -CVCV noun stems with H and L tone in my data
H
L
LH
C1 is depressor

10

91

31

C1 is not a depressor

364

299

38

C2 is depressor

23

45

21

445

263

36

C2 is not a depressor

The figures in the first two rows refer to V1 and the figures in the last two rows

refer to V2. The percentage of LH tones following a depressor consonant is much
higher than the percentage of LH tones following another consonant.

There are few disyllabic and trisyllabic noun stems with a L tone pattern. Of these
nouns, relatively many contain a depressor consonant:
(4.30) L tone pattern and depressor consonant
bɛ̀zɛ̀

'9.joke, stupidity'

dìdò

'1a.valley'

zèbù

'9.south'

mʊ̀-gbʊ̀kʊ̀ɗyà

'1-termite'

gʊ̀ɗʊ̀
gbɔ̀gɔ̀ɓɔ̀

'1a.barricade'
'9.raffia cut to extract liquid'

H tone conversion to LH

Depressor consonants occur as C2 or C3 in -CVCVC- verbs, i.e. in a position

whithin the domain of H-tone spreading, see 4.6.1. As can be seen in the following
examples, the H tone assigned by H-tone spreading surfaces as a LH tone

following a depressor consonant in C2 position. This can be accounted for if

insertion of a L tone is assumed. Interestingly, the H tone following C2 is not
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absorbed by the following H, although a H tone is available on the final vowel of
the Infinitive.185
(4.31) ká-gʊ̀bɩ ̌t-á

9b-cover a roof-FV

'to cover a roof with leaves'

ká-zɩ ̀gɩ ̌b-á

9b-sieve-FV

'to sieve'

kó-zùzǔk-ó

9b-get up-FV

'to get up'

kó-dùdǔl-ó

9b-gobble-FV

'to gobble, wolf'

ká-gbʊ̀gbʊ̌t-á 9b-wake up suddenly-FV 'to wake up suddenly'

As far as nouns are concerned, relatively many instances of a LH tone are preceded
by a depressor consonant, see Table 11.

Examples of LH tone following a depressor consonant as C1 are:
(4.32) bǐkpò

'9.salary'

dǔdù

'1a.dragonfly'

ɓʊ̀-gbɩ ̌ndɩ ̀

'14-hardwood tree, sp.'

mʊ̀-zɩ ̌bà

'1-winged termite, sp.'

gɩ ̌tà

ɓʊ̀-vɔ̌lɔ̀

'9.hoe'

'14-plant, sp.'

Examples of LH tone following a depressor consonant as C2 are:
(4.33) mʊ-bábǎ
lì-dìdǐ

'5-edible plant, sp.'

mù-ndùgbǒ

'1-wasp'

ndʊ̀gǎ
kù-kùvǐ-kò

185

'1-monkey, sp.'
'1a.mole'

'15-mushroom, sp.-15'

I have no explanation yet for this phenomenon. In verb forms with Future TAM melody,

without H tones, the second syllable of the verb root has a L tone as expected, e.g. nàgʊ̀bɩ ̀tà

'I will cover a roof with leaves' (nà-gʊ̀bɩ ̀t-à 1SG-cover a roof-FV), nòdùdùlò 'I will gobble,
wolf', nàzɩ ̀gɩ ̀bà 'I will sieve', nàgbʊ̀gbʊ̀tà 'I will wake up suddenly' and nòzùzùkò 'I will get
up'.
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4.6 Tone rules
In the following sections, tone rules in the Liko language are presented. I start

section 4.6.1 with H-tone spreading. H-tone spreading occurs only in verb forms
and is related to TAM (tense/aspect/mood) melodies (see 7.6). The second section,
4.6.2, describes reassociation of surface LH tones. One of the parts of a combined
L and H tone may be reassociated with an adjacent identical tone.
The subsequent two sections, 4.6.3 and 4.6.4, deal with association of floating H

and L tones and with deletion of floating L tones. The Anterior aspect has a TAM
melody with a floating H tone preceding the final vowel. Vowel Sandhi processes
(see 3.3) may result in floating H or L tones. A floating H tone can also be

introduced by morphosyntactic constructions like the monosyllabic time adverbials
cliticising to verbs or to adverbials. Whenever a floating tone is present, there are

ways to link it to an available TBU or - only in case of floating L tones - to delete
it. A floating L tones may be deleted if the constraint on triple linking to a TBU is

met, or if there is no available TBU at the end of the word. A floating H tone must
be linked.
Section 4.6.5 shows non-automatic downstep. Delinked or floating L tones that
have not been dealt with by Association or by L-tone deletion influence the pitch
of a following H tone, causing non-automatic downstep. After non-automatic
downstep, both H and L tones are realized at a lower pitch level. At some

morpheme boundaries, a floating L tone is assumed to account for the non-

automatic downstep of the second H tone when the TBUs at both sides of the
boundary are High.
Section 4.6.6 describes the way the language deals with would-be violations of the
OCP, in particular with a sequence of two H tones across a morphological
boundary.
The final section, 4.6.7, presents cases of Polar tone in the language.
Tone Merger as part of the OCP and Stray Erasure are supposed to apply

postlexically, but are usually not spelled out for the sake of economy. Tone Merger
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assures that adjacent identical tones, whether they are associated or not, are merged
into a single tone. Stray Erasure deletes all tonal features which are unassociated at
the end of the postlexical component (Snider 1999:37). For example:
(4.34) nángbʊ́tá 'I sulked'
Input

TAM melody
H H H

H

na-ngbʊ́t-a

+ ná-ngbʊ́t-á

Tone Merger
H

→

ná-ngbʊ́t-á

In the representations of tone in this section, 'Input' indicates underlying tone on

roots, stems and affixes. Italic font in the representations indicates an underlying
form at some stage.

4.6.1

H-tone spreading

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, Liko has underlyingly toneless
morphemes consisting only of segments. These morphemes include all singular

subject prefixes and only the first person plural subject prefix, the negative and
Conditional prefixes, all verbal derivational suffixes including expansion, and the
verb-final vowel.

The surface tone of underlyingly toneless verbal morphemes depends on the TAM
melody on the verb form. The TAM melody consists of a tone on the leftmost
prefix (also referred to as prefixal tone) and a tone on the final vowel. In the

absence of a TAM melody tone, toneless morphemes surface with the default L

tone. Compare the subject and negative prefixes in the examples below, where the
surface tone of these prefixes is Low in (4.35a) and High in (4.35b). In (4.35a), the
first person singular subject prefix na- and the negative prefix ka- occur in a verb

form with the prefixal L tone of the negative Subjunctive TAM melody, whereas in
(4.35b), they occur in a verb form with the prefixal H tone of the negative Future
TAM melody:

(4.35)a. nà-kò-sìl-ò-ní-tò 1SG-NEG-arrive-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS 'that I not arrive'
b.

ná-kó-sìl-ì-gʊ̀

1SG-NEG-arrive-FV-NEG

'I will not arrive'
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The subject prefix and the Conditional prefix ka- surface with a L tone in (4.36a),
in a verb form with the Conditional TAM melody (prefixal L tone and H tone on

the final vowel). In (4.36b), the surface tone on these two prefixes is H, due to the
prefixal H tone of the negative Conditional TAM melody:
(4.36)a. nà-kò-sìl-ó 1SG-COND-arrive-FV
b.

ná-kó-sìl-í

'if I arrive'

1SG-COND-arrive-FV.NEG 'if I do not arrive'

The associative extension -an- and the final vowel surfaces with a L tone in (4.37a)

and with a H tone in (4.37b). In (4.37a), the Future TAM melody does not have a H
tone, whereas in (4.37b), the Infinitive TAM melody consists of a H tone on the
final vowel:

(4.37)a. ɓá-mʊ́y-àn-à 3PL-hate-ASS-FV 'they will hate e.o.'
b.

ká-mʊ́y-án-á 9b-hate-ASS-FV

'to hate e.o'

The Causative extension -is-, the Pluractional extension -ag- and the final vowel
have a surface L tone in (4.38a), a verb form with the Future TAM melody.

Lacking a TAM-melody H tone, they surface with the default L tone. With the Past
(specific) TAM melody (prefixal High and final-vowel High), the final vowel and
all preceding extensions surface with a H tone, as in (4.38b):
(4.38)a. ò-lùmb-ìs-òg-ò 3SG-smell-CAUS-PLUR-FV
b.

'it will cause to smell'

ó-lùmb-ís-óg-ó 3SGP-smell-CAUS-PLUR-FVP 'it caused to smell'

After the linking of the primary tones and the TAM melody to a verb form, there
may remain TBUs that lack tone, because they belong to underlyingly toneless

morphemes. H-tone spreading (HTS) in Liko, which applies both rightward and

leftward, links a H tone to toneless TBUs. If, for some reason, a toneless syllable is
not associated with a H tone, it surfaces as a L tone.
The verb -tángʊl- 'read, recite' has an underlying H tone on the first TBU. The

second TBU is underlyingly toneless. Inflected for Past (specific), the TAM melody
prefixal High and final-vowel High are associated with the subject prefix and the

final vowel. The H tone on the final vowel spreads leftward to the second TBU of
the verbal base. Linking of the Past (specific) prefixal High and final-vowel High
and HTS can be represented as follows:
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(4.39) átángʊ́lá 'he read' (á-tángʊ́l-á 3SGP-read-FVP)
Input
H

a tangʊl a

TAM melody

H

+

HTS
HH

H

a tangʊl a

→

H

a tangʊl a

Tone Merger takes care of the adjacent identical H tones and merges them into
one.
HTS is iterative as the following examples show, using the TAM melody of Past
(specific). In the (4.40) and (4.41), HTS affects two toneless TBUs. In (4.42), three
TBUs receive a H tone through HTS.

átángʊ́lágá, 'he read' 186 (á-tángʊ́l-ág-á 3SGP-read-PLUR-FVP) can be visualized as
follows:
(4.40) átángʊ́lágá 'he read'
Input
H

TAM melody

H

H

a tangʊl ag a + a tangʊl ag a →

HTS
HH

H

a tangʊl ag a

The verb -nyɩ ̀k- 'avoid' has an underlying L tone on the first TBU. The verb form
ónyìkísógó 'he filtered', literally, 'he caused to avoid', has the Causative extension

-is- and the Pluractional extension -ag- (ó-nyìk-ís-óg-ó 3SGP-avoid-CAUS-PLUR-FVP).
The H tone on the final vowel of the Past (specific) TAM melody spreads to the
adjacent toneless TBUs of the verbal base.

186

The Pluractional extension -ag- in the case of this verb adds the meaning of reading

habitually, a long passage or many books.
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(4.41) ónyìkísógó 'he filtered'
Input
L

TAM melody

H

H

o nyik is og o + o nyik is og o →

HTS
H L

H

o nyik is og o

In tánzɩ ́ngɩ ́mánágá 'we became scattered', (tá-nzɩ ́ngɩ ́mán-ág-á 1PLP-become
scattered-PLUR-FVP),187 the H tone on the final vowel spreads to three TBUs:
(4.42) tánzɩ ́ngɩ ́mánágá 'we became scattered'
Input and TAM melody
H H
H

HTS
H H

ta nzɩngɩman ag a

ta nzɩngɩman ag a

→

H

In the case of ónyìkísógó (4.41) it is clear that HTS to the left must come from the
H tone on the final vowel, because the verb root is Low toned. The following

examples, using Future verb forms that do not have a TAM melody with a H tone,
provide evidence that the H tone of a verb root does not spread to underlyingly
toneless TBUs:
(4.43) à-tángʊ̀l-à
à-tángʊ̀l-àg-à

3SG-read-FV

'he will read'

3SG-read-PLUR-FV

'he will read'

tà-nzɩ ́ngɩ ̀màn-àg-à 1PL-scatter-PLUR-FV 'we will be scattered'
In (4.43), all toneless morphemes preceding and following a High-toned verb root
surface with the default L tone. A lexical H tone does not spread to adjacent

toneless morphemes. HTS is restricted to the H tones of a TAM melody in Liko.

187

The basic verb is -nzɩ ́ng- 'cut up into small pieces'. The derivational suffix -man- is

primarily attested in derivations from nominal modifiers and adjectives to verbs, see 5.2.2
and 5.3.3.
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When a toneless verbal morpheme surfaces with a H tone, it is either associated
with a H tone of a TAM melody, or it is linked to a H tone through HTS.
With respect to HTS on morphemes preceding the verb root, compare first the

Conditional TAM melody with prefixal L tone and final-vowel H tone in (4.44a),
and second, the negative Conditional TAM melody with a prefixal H tone and a
final-vowel H tone in (4.44b):
(4.44)a. nà-kà-ɗɩ ̀kɩ ́t-á
b.

1SG-COND-throw-FV

'if I throw'

nà-kò-yúkúm-ó

1SG-COND-breathe-FV

'if I breathe'

ná-kó-ɗìkít-í

1SG-COND-throw-FV.NEG

'if I do not throw'

ná-kó-yúkúm-í

1SG-COND-breathe-FV.NEG

'if I do not breathe'

The prefixal H tone of a TAM melody spreads to the Conditional prefix on the

right. Tone association of ná-kó-yúkúm-í, from -yúkum- 'breathe', can be visualized
as:

(4.45) nákóyúkúmí 'if I do not breathe'
Input

TAM melody

H

H

H

HTS
H

H

H

na ko yukum i + na ko yukum i → na ko yukum i
The prefixal H tone of the TAM melody spreads to the adjacent underlyingly
toneless prefix.
Another example of HTS from TAM melody prefixal High is:
(4.46)a. ná-ká-pɩ ̀k-á-gʊ̀ 1SGP-NEG-throw-FVP-NEG 'I did not throw'
b.

ɓá-ká-pɩ ̀k-á-gʊ̀ 3PLP-NEG-throw-FVP-NEG 'they did not throw'

A visualization of (4.46a) is:
(4.47) nákápɩ ̀kágʊ̀ 'I did not throw'
Input

L

L

TAM melody

H

H

na ka pɩk a gʊ + na ka pɩk a gʊ →

HTS
H

L H L

na ka pɩk a gʊ
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On the basis of the data presented, H-tone spreading (HTS) can be formulated as
follows:
(4.48)

H-tone spreading in Liko iteratively links a TAM-melody H tone to an
adjacent toneless TBU.

HTS will be further illustrated by the examples below. The TAM melody of
negative Anterior aspect is prefixal High and final-vowel High. This can be seen in
nákóɗìkítí-gʊ̀ 'I did not throw' (ná-kó-ɗìkít-í-gʊ̀ 1SG-NEG-throw-FV.ANT-NEG).
(4.49) nákóɗìkítígʊ̀ 'I did not throw'
Input

L

L

TAM melody

H

H

HTS
H

L H L

na ko ɗikit i gʊ + na ko ɗikit i gʊ → na ko ɗikit i gʊ
́ bɩ ̌tɩ ́lyágá (/a- ̀-gʊbɩt-ɩlɩ-ag-a/
In ãgʊ̀
̃
3SGP:1.O-thatch-BEN-PLUR-FVP) 'he thatched the
roof for s.o.', the Benefactive extension -ɩlɩ and the Pluractional extension -ag- are
underlyingly toneless. The form has the Past (specific) prefixal High and finalvowel High TAM melody. The verb-final H tone spreads leftward to the TBU
directly to the right of the TBU with the primary tone of the verb.
́ bɩ ̌tɩ ́lyágá 'he thatched the roof for someone'
(4.50) ãgʊ̀
Input
o
L L

a

TAM melody

H

gʊbɩt ɩly ag a + a

HTS, Association of oH
H
H oLoLLoL
H

gʊbɩt ɩly ag a → a

gʊbɩt ɩly ag a

The L tone of the object prefix and he L tone inserted by the voiced consonant /g/
(see 4.5) merge with the primary L tone of the verb. The L tone inserted by the

voiced consonant /b/ causes the H tone, which is associated to the TBU by H-tone
spreading, to surface as a LH tone. This shows, incidentally, that contrary to other
floating L tones, a floating L tone inserted by a depressor consonant does not
merge with a preceding Low.
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4.6.2

Reassociation of LH tones

A LH tone may break up at a morpheme boundary. A TBU with LH tone generally
surfaces with a L tone in the environment of a right-adjacent H tone across a
morpheme boundary. There is also one context in which there is a preceding

morpheme with a L tone, where a TBU with LH tone surfaces with a H tone.
Examples of monosyllabic nouns with a LH tone followed by an associative prefix
with a H tone are sʊ̌ '9.smell', mʊ̌ '3:head' and ndɩ ̌ '9.beard':
(4.51)a. sʊ̀

yá-lì-kísì

'smell of delicious food'188

b.

mʊ̀

má-sɛ̀ngɩ ́

'first of a number of villages'

c.

ndɩ ̀

yá-

'plant, sp.'

9.smell 9.ASS-5-delicious dish
3.head

3.ASS-9.village

ɛ́mɩ ́

9.beard 9.ASS-1a.goat

A LH tone on a numeral or a nominal modifier, e.g. -ɓǎ 'two', -pólǐ 'light (weight)'
surfaces as a L tone when it precedes a morpheme with a H tone:
(4.52)a. móngóni mì nɩ ́-mɔ́
má-ɓà
mɔ́
6:news 6.DEM.III COP-6.DEM.I 6.NUM-two 6.DEM.I

'these two news items'
b.

wò-pólì

ábɛ̌ ɩ ̀-wàyá,

1.ass-light (weight) like 9a-dried banana leaf

'light as a dried banana leaf'
The High part of the LH tone of the class 2 object prefix ʊ̌- or the reflexive prefix
ɩ ̌- is reassociated with the following H tone of the verb root in, for instance:
(4.53)a. nà-kʊ̀-kʊ́l-à

ɓà-mɛ́mɩ ́

1SG-COND:2.O-untie-FV 2-goat

b.

'If I untie the goats.'
nà-kɩ ̀-kʊ́l-á

1SG-COND:REFL-untie-FV

'If I untie myself.'

188

Used for fresh meat or fish grilled or smoked.
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In one environment, the Low part of a LH tone merges with a preceding L tone,
i.e. when a type III demonstrative follows a TBU with a L tone, as -ɓǐ '2.DEM.III'
and -lǐ '5.DEM.III' (see 6.1.2):
(4.54)a.

ɓà-nzɛ̀kɩ ̀ ɓí nɩ-́ ɓà

'these termites, sp. here'

2-termites 2.DEM.III COP-2.DEM.II

b.

lɩ ̀-ngwálʊ̀ lí nɩ ́-lɩ ̀

'this tree, sp. here'

5-tree 5.DEM.III COP-5.DEM.II

4.6.3

Association of floating tones

Delinked tones, which are set afloat, originate from various processes of which the
most common are V1-elision to resolve a situation of vowel hiatus (see 3.3.1) and

vowel coalescence (see 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). Insertion of a floating H tone word-finally
is part of verbal derivation to nouns and adjectives (see 7.12). The monosyllabic
time adverbials ɓì and ndɩ ̀ have a floating H tone word-initially (see 7.7.1). The
TAM melody of Anterior Aspect has a floating H tone preceding the verb-final

vowel (see 7.6).
Options available in the language to host a delinked or floating tone are:
a. association with a toneless TBU;

b. merger with an identical adjacent tone;

c. association with a different adjacent tone to form a LH tone;
d. (delinked H tones only) association with the TBU to the right with a L tone and
delinking its L tone.

A floating H tone must be linked to a TBU in Liko, even if it causes the L tone on
the final vowel of a TAM melody to be delinked, as seen with monosyllabic Low

verbs in Anterior aspect (cf. option d in this section and L-tone deletion in 4.6.4).
The options to get an association for a floating tone will be described in turn.
a. Association with a toneless TBU
The only context in which association of a floating tone with an underlyingly

toneless TBU is attested is that of longer verb forms having the floating H tone of
Anterior aspect preceding the final-vowel tone. In these cases, the L tone on the
final vowel of the Anterior TAM melody is linked to the final vowel and the

floating H tone is associated with the TBU preceding the final vowel. When there
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are adjacent toneless TBUs, HTS applies. For example, ònyìkísógì 'he filtered
recently' (/a-nyɩk-is-ag-i/ 3SG-filter-CAUS-PLUR-FV.ANT).
(4.55) ònyìkísógì 'he filtered recently'
Input
L

TAM melody

HL

o

Association of oH HTS
L oHL
L

H L

o nyikis og i + o nyikis og i → o nyikis og i → o nyikis og i
b. Merger with an identical adjacent tone

When V1-elision has applied, the tone which is associated with the elided vowel is
delinked from its segment and set afloat.

V1-elision or vowel-height coalescence occurs, for instance, when a noun-class

prefix with the structure CV- precedes a noun with a stem-initial vowel. In their
singular form, these noun stems are class 1b nouns with prefix a- or classes 1c or
9a nouns with prefix ɩ-. The plural prefix for classes 2 or 2+9 is ɓà-. The L tone

of the prefix is delinked after V1-elision. The resulting floating L tone merges with
the following L tone according to the OCP. Examples of V1-elision (4.56a) and
vowel-height coalescence (4.56b) include:
(4.56)a. /ɓà-à-tɩ ́gbɛ̀/

→ ɓà-tɩ ́gbɛ̀

'2:1b-sparrowhawk'

b.

→ ɓɛ̀-kpákʊ̀

'2+9:9a-shoe'

/ɓà-ò-ngbùkó/
/ɓà-ɩ ̀-kpákʊ̀/
/ɓà-ì-ngùlí/

→ ɓò-ngbùkó
→ ɓè-ngùlí

'2:1b-(pair of) bellows'
'2:1c-caterpillar'

The floating H tone of the Anterior TAM melody is associated with a toneless TBU
if available, e.g. in (4.55). Monosyllabic verbs without extensions do not have such
a free TBU. If the primary tone of the verb is identical to the TAM floating tone,
they merge as in òtúngì 'he invented s.th.' (-túng- 'invent').
c. Association with a different adjacent tone to form a LH tone
Forming a LH tone applies in the context of a floating L tone followed by a TBU
with a H tone, or in environments in which a TBU with a L tone is followed by a
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floating H tone. The environments are, for instance, nouns with a root-initial vowel
with a H tone and Past verb forms followed by a monosyllabic time adverbial.
The nouns in the examples below have a H tone on the initial vowel and are

preceded by classes 2 or 2+9 prefix ɓà-. The underlying L tone of the noun-class
prefix is delinked after V1-elision or vowel-height coalescence and is reassociated
with the TBU on the right, forming a LH tone. Examples include:
(4.57) /ɓà-á-kpákà/

→ ɓǎ-kpákà

'2:1b-vine, sp.'

/ɓà-ɩ ́-ɓɛ̀ɓɩ ́/

→ ɓɛ̌-ɓɛ̀ɓɩ ́

'2:1b-snail, sp.'

/ɓà-ɩ ́-bǎtɩ/

→ ɓɛ̌-bǎtɩ

'2+9:9a-moth, sp.'

/ɓà-ó-bòsóní/
/ɓà-í-danga/
/ɓà-í-peɗé/

→ ɓǒ-bòsóní
→ ɓě-danga
→ ɓě-peɗé

'2:1b-hide-and-seek'
'2:1b-insect, sp.'
'2+9:9a-vine, sp.'

A floating H tone occurs between Past verb forms and a monosyllabic time

adverbial. The TAM melody for Past is prefixal High. In the examples below, the
third person singular subject prefix a- has a prefixal H tone; the final vowel as well
as any vowels between the first TBU of the verb root and the final vowel surface

with the default L tone. When °Hndɩ follows the verb, the floating H tone is linked
to the final vowel which is realized as a LH tone:
(4.58)

/á-pʊ̀ng-à °Hndɩ ̀/

→ ápʊ̀ngǎ ndɩ ̀

3SGP-start-FV P3

'he started'

/á-tígòl-à ndɩ ̀/

→ ótígòlǎ ndɩ ̀

°H

3SG -stay-FV P3
P

'he stayed'

(4.59) ápʊ̀ngǎ ndɩ ̀ 'he started'
Input
L

HL

o

TAM melody

Association of oH
H L L oH L

H

a pʊng a ndɩ + a pʊng a ndɩ

→

a pʊng a

ndɩ

d. Association with the TBU to the right with a L tone and delinking its L tone
Delinking of a L tone to host a floating H tone occurs in case of -CVC- verb roots
with Anterior aspect. In the example below, the floating H tone is not able to link
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to the primary tone of the verb. It is linked to the first TBU on the right, which
already has a L tone. By consequence, the L tone of the target TBU is delinked,
because HL linked to a single TBU is not allowed.
(4.60) tòpìkí 'we built'
Input
L

TAM melody Association of oH and delinking of L

HL

L oHL

o

=

to pik i + to pik i → to pik

i

A second environment in which a floating H tone delinks a L tone constitutes a

subject prefix or a prefix in TA position with a H tone followed by an object prefix
with a L tone and no syllable onset.
In the following examples, the third person plural subject prefix ɓá- precedes the

Low-toned second person singular object prefix ʊ̀- and a verb root with a L tone.
When the vowel of the subject prefix is lost after V1-elision, its H tone needs to be
reassociated with the first available TBU, which in this case is the vowel ʊ- of the
Low-toned object prefix. The L tone of the target TBU is delinked.
(4.61)

/ɓá-ʊ̀-tɩ ̀nd-á/

→ ɓʊ́tɩ ̀ndá

3PLP-2SG.O-tattoo-FVP

'they tattooed you (sg)'

/ɓá-ʊ̀-mòkísy-á/

→ ɓúmòkísyó

3PL -2SG.O-dress-FV
P

'they dressed you (sg)'

P

In these examples, the delinked L tone of the object prefix merges with the L tone
of the verb.

(4.62) ɓʊ́tɩ ̀ndá 'they tattooed you (sg)'
Input
HLL

TAM melody

H

H

V1-elision
HL L H
=

ɓa ʊ tɩnd a +

ɓa ʊ tɩnd a →

Association of oH
o
HLL H
=

ɓ∅ ʊ tɩnd a → ɓ ʊ tɩnd a
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Because the vowel of the subject prefix is elided, its H tone is delinked. It is
reassociated with the following TBU, which in turn sets the L tone of the second

person singular object prefix ʊ̀- afloat. By means of Tone Merger it merges with
the adjacent L tone.

4.6.4

L-tone deletion

L-tone deletion removes delinked L tones that are left after the possibilities to get
an association for floating tones in the language are exhausted. This situation
occurs when a sequence of HLH needs to be associated with a single TBU.
Liko has two verbal prefixes with a surface LH tone: the reflexive prefix ɩ ̌- and the
class 2 object prefix ʊ̌-. When these prefixes are preceded by another verbal prefix,
i.e. a subject prefix or a prefix in TA position, the first of the two adjacent vowels
undergoes V1-elision or the two vowels coalesce. As a result, only one TBU is

available to host three tones: the delinked tone of the subject prefix or the prefix in
TA position and the LH tone of the reflexive prefix or the object prefix. If a

subject prefix or a prefix in TA position has a L tone, this delinked L tone merges
with the first part of the LH tone. If, however, a subject prefix or a prefix in TA

position has a H tone, the delinked H tone cannot be left floating and is associated
with the TBU of the reflexive prefix or the object prefix. In this situation one TBU

would surface with three tones, HLH, a situation which is not allowed in Liko. The
maximum number of tones which can be associated with one TBU is two.

Delinking and reassociating the second H is not a solution, because a HL contour
tone on a TBU is not allowed either. The problem is resolved by delinking the L
tone and subsequent L-tone deletion. Finally Tone Merger unites the adjacent H
tones.
The example given below is of a subject prefix with a H tone followed by the class
2 object prefix with a LH tone. The TAM melody is Past (specific).
(4.63) ɓúpìkílyó 'they built for them'
Input
H LH L

TAM melody

H

H

V1-elision
H LH L

H

HTS
o
H LH L

H

=

ɓa u pik ily o +

ɓa u pik ily o →

ɓ∅ u pik ily o

→ ɓ∅ u pik ily o
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continued:
Association of oH
o
H LH L
H

L-tone deletion
HLH L
H

Tone Merger
HL
H

=

ɓ u pik ily o

→

ɓu pik ily o →

ɓu pik ily o

A surface H tone on a prefix in TA position is due to underlying High, e.g.
Inchoative aspect -°Lná°L-, or to HTS from a TAM melody prefixal H tone, e.g. Past.
In (4.64), the vowel of the negative prefix in TA position is elided by V1-elision,

resulting in a delinked H tone. The floating H tone is reassociated with the TBU of
the object prefix ʊ̌-. Association of three tones, in this case HLH, with one TBU is

not permitted. The L tone of the LH contour is deleted and the two H tones merge:
(4.64)a. ná-kʊ́-kʊ́l-á-gʊ̀

1SGP-NEG:2.O-untie-FVP-NEG

b.

'I did not untie the goats'

ɓà-mɛ́mɩ ́
2-goat

ná-kʊ́-pʊ̀n-ág-ʊ̀

ɓà-sʊ́kwá

1SGP-NEG:2.O-gather-FVP-NEG

2-caterpillar

'I did not gather caterpillars'
Interestingly, in Liko, a delinked H tone by V1-elision does not simply merge with

the H tone of a preceding TBU, but needs to be reassociated with a following TBU.

4.6.5

Non-automatic downstep

A floating L tone is involved in non-automatic downstep. The pitch level of the H
tone following a floating L tone is perceived to be at a lower level than the pitch

level which is associated with the previous H tone. A floating Low can be part of a
morpheme, or the result of a L tone losing its association with a TBU or it can be
inserted at certain morpheme boundaries.

a. Non-automatic downstep as the result of a delinked L tone or of a floating L tone
which is part of a morpheme
The delinking of a L tone, which in turn causes non-automatic downstep, is often
initiated by the process of V1-elision, followed by reassociation of a delinked H
tone to the TBU which is associated with a L tone.
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Liko has three object prefixes with a L tone: first person singular ɩ ̀-, second person
singular ʊ̀- and class 1 ̀-̃ / ˋ- without a vocalic segment189. The first person singular
object prefix ɩ ̀- coalesces with the vowel of a preceding prefix (/Ca+ɩ/ → /Cɛ/, see
3.3.2). When the second person singular object prefix ʊ̀- is preceded by a subject

prefix or a prefix in TA position, V1-elision takes place (/Ca+ʊ/ → /Cʊ/, see 3.3.1).
The L tone of the class 1 object prefix needs to be linked. In each case, two tones
are associated with one TBU, either the TBU of the object prefix or the one of the
prefix preceding the object prefix. If the tone on the first prefix is High, then the

association of a H and a L tone violates the Liko constraint on a HL sequence on a
single TBU. By consequence, the L tone of the object prefix is either delinked in

the case of the first and second person singular object prefixes or remains unlinked
in the case of the class 1 object prefix. If the verb is Low toned, the floating L tone
merges with the L tone of the verb as can be seen in the following examples:
(4.65)a.

/ná-ʊ̀-tɩ ̀nd-á/

→ nʊ́tɩ ̀ndá

1SG -2SG.O-tattoo-FV
P

b.

P

'I tattooed you (sg)'

/ná-ʊ̀-mòkísí-á/

→ númòkísyó

1SGP-2SG.O-dress-FVP

'I dressed you (sg)'

(4.66) nʊ́tɩ ̀ndá 'I tattooed you (sg)'
Input and TAM melody
HLL H

V1-elision
HLL H
=

na ʊ tɩnd a

→

Association of oH Tone Merger
o
HLL H
HL H
=

n∅ ʊ tɩnd a → n ʊ tɩnd a

→ nʊ tɩnd a

The TAM melody prefixal H tone on the first person singular subject prefix ná- is
delinked when its TBU is elided. It relinks to the TBU of the second person singular
object prefix ʊ- and sets the original L tone of the object prefix afloat. Because the
verb root has a primary L tone, the floating L tone merges through the OCP.
Next look at examples in which both the TAM prefixal tone and the primary tone
of the verb are High, whereas the object prefix has an underlying L tone:

189

The class 1 object prefix mʊ̀- occurs in Imperative forms.
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(4.67)a.

/ná-ʊ̀-tɩ ́k-á/
1SGP-2SG.O-send-FVP

b.

/ná-ʊ̀-ɓʊ́nd-ág-á/
1SGP-2SG.O-watch over-FVP

The L tone of the object prefix is delinked after V1-elision and association of the H
tone to the TBU of the object prefix; the surface realization is nʊ́ ɩ ́ká.

In 4.6.3, two ways to deal with delinked L tones are described. The first option,

merger with an identical adjacent tone, is not applicable because there is none. The
second option, association with a different adjacent tone to form a LH tone gives

forms which are not acceptable to the Liko consultants I worked with: *nʊ́tɩ ̌ka and
*nʊ́ɓʊ̌ndágá. If it would be allowed, the surface LH tone on the first CV-syllable of
the verb would change the primary tone of the verb.

The other option is L-tone deletion, since the L tone of the object prefix is

surrounded by H tones. In 4.6.4 this rule applies to a HLH sequence on a single
TBU, e.g. /ɓá-ʊ̌-tɩ ̀nd-á/ 3PLP-2.O-tattoo-FVP, which surfaces as ɓʊ́tɩ ̀ndá 'they tattooed

them'. Applying L-tone deletion to /ná-ʊ̀-tɩ ́k-á/ and /ná-ʊ̀-ɓʊ́nd-ág-á/ yields the

incorrect results *nʊ́tɩ ́ká and *nʊ́ɓʊ́ndágá. In the verb forms under discussion, the
surface tone on the first TBU of the verb root is realized at a pitch level between
High and Low. This can be seen in the following examples, in which the second
person singular and the class 2 object prefixes differ only in tone, ʊ̀- vs. ʊ̌-. The

third column presents measurements in Hz.190 Compare (4.68a, c) with (4.68b, d).

In (4.68a, c), the L tone of the LH tone of the class 2 object prefix is subject to Ltone deletion, resulting in a surface H tone on the prefix vowel. In (4.68b, d), the L
tone of the second person singular object prefix is delinked after V1-elision and
causes non-automatic downstep:
(4.68)a.

190

/ná-ʊ̌-tɩ ́k-á ndɩ ̀/

→ nʊ́tɩ ́ká ndɩ ̀

1SGP-2.O-send-FVP P3

'I sent them'

———

—

192.196.185 157

The voice is that of a man. Measurements are illustrative, because pitch varies according

to many factors such as gender, age, reading, etc.
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/ná-ʊ̀-tɩ ́k-á ndɩ ̀/

→ nʊ́ ɩ ́ká ndɩ ̀

1SG -2SG.O-send-FV
P

c.

P3

'I sent you (sg)'

/ná-ʊ̌-ɓʊ́nd-ág-á ndɩ ̀/

→ nʊ́ɓʊ́ndágá ndɩ ̀

1SG -2.O-watch-FV

'I watched over them'

P

d.

P

P

P3

/ná-ʊ̀-ɓʊ́nd-ág-á ndɩ ̀/

→ nʊ́ ɓʊ́ndágá ndɩ ̀

1SG -2SG.O-watch-FV

'I watched over you

P

P

P3

—

——

—

190.167.164.140

————

—

189.184.184.182 151

—

———

—

193.164.165.161 139

(sg)'
After the non-automatic downstep, any following H and L tones in the tone phrase
are realized at a lower register. In (4.68b) the pitch of the final vowel with the Past
(specific) TAM H tone does not reach the same height as the first H tone of the

verb form. The same can be observed for the TAM H tone on the final vowel of the
verb form with the Pluractional extension -ag-. The L tone of the time adverbial
ndɩ (which is part of the tone phrase) has a higher pitch in (4.68a) and (4.68c)

°H

compared to forms where non-automatic downstep has occurred. This means that
non-automatic downstep does not affect an individual tone, but changes the register
and is indeed to be considered as non-automatic downstep and not as a Mid tone.

This analysis also applies to the other object prefix with a L tone, the class 1 object
prefix ̀-̃ as in the following examples:
(4.69)a.
b.

/ɓá- ̀-tɩ
̃ ́k-á ndɩ ̀/

→ ɓã́ ɩ ́ká ndɩ ̀

—
——

3PLP-1.O-send-FVP P3

'they sent s.o.'

171.150.154 129

/ɓá- ̃̀-ɓʊ́nd-ág-á ndɩ ̀/ → ɓã́ ɓʊ́ndágá ndɩ ̀
3PLP-1.O-watch-FVP P3

—

—

———

—

'they watched over s.o.' 172.146.147.145 128191

The phonetic difference in pitch in noun stems, attributable to moving from one
tone to the other when the register is the same, is bigger than the difference in
moving from one register to a lower one when the tone is the same. This
register/tone ratio to pitch height is around 1/2 in the case of Liko.

191

Pitch measurements show that the actual pitch of a tone is relative. These come from

recordings of the same speaker as above, but this time he started at a lower pitch.
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In order to draw representations that visualize this difference between tone and
register, I will use elements of Snider's Register Tone Theory (RTT) (Snider 1999),
because they are helpful to visualize what happens. By using them, I do not want

to claim that other phonological theories would not be capable to capture the facts

or that RTT would be able to account for all the facts in the language. It would be
worthwhile to research the Liko tonal system using RTT, but that falls outside the
scope of this book. RTT recognizes four tiers: the Tonal Root Node (TRN) tier

with structural nodes to which features and TBUs are linked, the Tone-Bearing Unit
(TBU) tier with the TBUs (syllables or moras), the Tonal tier with the tonal features
H and L and the Register tier with the register features h and l. In RTT nonautomatic downstep can be visualized as follows:

(4.70) Non-automatic downstep represented graphically in RTT
Structural representation

h

H

l

h

H

=

Register tier
Tone tier

Phonetic representation

H↑

l
o

σ-1

o

TRN tier

σ-2

TBU tier

H↑

In the structural representation given above, a low register which is unassociated is
present between two H tones which are both linked to a high register. The low

register on the Register tier spreads to the TRN on the underlying H tone of σ-2.

The original h of σ-2 is delinked, with the result that the H tone of σ-2 is realized
at a lower register.

Snider (1999:25) defines a low register shift as lower relative to the preceding

register settings. The tonal features H and L are realized at a pitch relative to the
current register.
(4.71) Non-automatic downstep by the L tone of a first or second person singular
object prefix which has been set afloat:
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a. V1-elision

h

H

L

c. ol association

b. oH association

h

H

H

h

L

h

H

l

o

H

H=

=
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

σ

σ

σ

σ

σ

σ

σ

=

h

In (a), the prefix vowel preceding the object prefix is elided. In (b), the floating H

tone and high register are reassociated with the remaining available TRN, delinking
the L tone. The delinked L tone cannot be reassociated and triggers a floating l on

the Register tier, which is associated with the TRN of the underlyingly High-toned
verb root in (c). The original h of the verb root is delinked and the H tone is

realized at a lower register. The delinked high register is finally removed by Stray
Erasure.

This is visualized for (4.68d), nʊ́ ɓʊ́ndágá 'I watched over you (sg)', a verb form in
which non-automatic downstep occurs:
(4.72) nʊ́ ɓʊ́ndágá 'I watched over you (sg)'
Input and TAM

h

H

V1-elision, HTS and Association of oH

h

L

H

h

h

o

H

H

L

o

H

H

o

o o

=
o

o

na

ʊ

o

o

o

ɓʊnd ag a

→

Association of ol

h

l

H

H=

o

n

ʊ

o

n∅

ʊ
h

H

o

o

ɓʊnd aga

Merger and Stray Erasure

h

o

o

=

H

o

ɓʊnd ag a

l

H

o

→

n

ʊ

o

o o

ɓʊnd aga

continued:
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An initial H tone of classes 1a or 9 nouns is realized at a lower register in
associative constructions, when the noun is preceded by a High-toned associative

prefix. A floating L tone causes non-automatic downstep of the second H tone. The
floating L tone is the tone of the associative stem.
Nouns in classes 1a or 9 do not have a segmental noun-class prefix. Examples are
given in (4.73a, b). For comparison, in (4.73c), the plural form of ndáɓʊ̀ '9.house'

has noun-class prefix ɓà-, which prevents the H tone on the associative prefix from
being adjacent to the H tone of the noun stem.
(4.73)a.
b.
c.

/mʊ̀-kʊ̀ndʊ́ má°L-pɩ ́yɔ̀/

→ mʊ̀kʊ̀ndʊ́ má ɩ ́yɔ̀

3-tail

3.ASS-1a.viper

/mà-ɓísò

má -ndáɓʊ̀/

'tail of a viper'

6-colour

6.ASS-9.house

'colours of the house'

/mà-ɓísò

má -ɓà-ndáɓʊ̀/

→ mòɓísò máɓàndáɓʊ̀

6-colour

→ mòɓísò má ndáɓʊ̀

°L

°L

6.ASS-2+9-house 'colours of the houses'

The root-initial H tone of a nominal modifier192 is realized at a lower register, i.e.
non-automatic downstepped High, following an associative prefix with a H tone
and a floating L tone:193
(4.74)a. /ɓà-nékókó

ɓá°L-pólǐ/

2-instrument

2.ASS-light

'light (weight) musical instruments'

/mʊ̀-ɓʊ́kʊ̀

má -pólǐ/

→ mʊ̀ɓʊ́kʊ̀ mó pólǐ

3-quiver

3.ASS-light

'a light (weight) quiver'

/ɩ ̀-sásá-sʊ̀

sá -pólǐ/

→ ɩ ̀sásásʊ̀ só pólǐ

b.
c.

192

°L

°L

→ ɓànékókó ɓó pólǐ

19-feather-19 19.ASS-light 'a light (weight) feather'

This concerns polysyllabic nominal modifiers: the surface tone of monosyllabic modifiers

is polar, see 4.6.7.
193

Many nominal modifiers can also be preceded by the general modifier prefix ɓɩ ́, often

with predicative usage, see 5.3.1. The H tone on the first TBU of nominal modifiers is not

downstepped following ɓɩ ́-, e.g. kù-tú-kò kǎmɩ ̀ à ɓɩ ́-pólì, 15-clothes-15 1SG.POSS 3SG:be MODlight (weight), 'my piece of clothing is light'.
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With respect to the surface LH tone on the final TBU of the nominal modifier: all
nominal modifiers consisting of more than one syllable have a final LH tone.
The H tone of the enumerative prefix yɩ ́- surfaces with a non-automatic

downstepped H tone, when it follows an associative prefix with a H tone and a
floating L tone:

(4.75)a. /ɓu-likí ɓá°L-yɩ ́-ɓǎ/

→ ɓu-likí ɓá- ɩ ́-ɓǎ

14-chair 14.ASS-9.NUM-two

b.

/ɓu-likí ɓá°L-yɩ ́-sáá/

'2nd chair'

→ ɓu-likí ɓá- ɩ ́-sáá

14-chair 14.ASS-9.NUM-three '3rd chair'

The prefix of Inchoative aspect is -°Lná°L- which occurs in TA position in the verb

structure. It has a floating L tone both preceding and following the prefix. If -°Lná°Lprecedes a High-toned verb, a floating L tone causes the initial H tone of the verb
to be realized at a lower register.
(4.76)a. /à-°Lná°L-lál-á/

→ àná lálà

b.

→ àná ɩ ́kɩ ̀tàgá

3SG-INCH-sleep-FV

/à- ná -pɩ ́kɩ ̀t-àg-á/
°L

°L

3SG-INCH-flee-PLUR-FV

'he is about to sleep'
'he is about to flee'

Two subject prefixes have a H tone, i.e. second person plural má- and third person
plural ɓá-. When these prefixes precede the Inchoative aspect prefix -°Lná°L-, the H
tone of the Inchoative aspect prefix is realized at a lower register:
(4.77)a.
b.

/má-°Lná°L-pɩ ̀k-á/

→ má nápɩ ̀ká

2PL-INCH-sway-FV

'you (pl) are about to sway'

/ɓá-°Lná°L-kɩ ̀n-á/

→ ɓá nákɩ ̀ná

3PL-INCH-decorate-FV

'they are about to decorate'

In (4.78), the two floating L tones of Inchoative -°Lná°L- result in two consecutive
non-automatic downsteps, the first one because of the floating L tone which

precedes the Inchoative aspect prefix, and the second one because of the floating L
tone which follows the Inchoative aspect prefix:
(4.78)a.

/má-°Lná°L-lál-á/

→ má ná lálà

2PL-INCH-sleep-FV

'you (pl) are about to fall asleep'
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b.

/ɓá-°Lná°L-pɩ ́kɩ ̀t-àg-á/

→ ɓá ná ɩ ́kɩ ̀tàgá

3PL-INCH-flee-PLUR-FV

'they are about to flee'

b. Non-automatic downstep caused by a floating L tone at a morpheme boundary

There are two specific morphological contexts in Liko in which the final tone of
two adjacent H tones (H+H) surfaces as a non-automatic downstepped H tone, i.e.
at a lower register. These are:
-

the boundary between an adjective prefix and an adjective which is
derived from a verb and

-

the boundary between an auxiliary and an Infinitive.

It was illustrated above that a floating low register, triggered by a floating L tone,
provides a rationale for non-automatic downstep. The cases described below, can

also be understood by assuming a floating L tone at a morpheme boundary, which
causes the following H tone to surface at a lower register if the floating L tone is
preceded by a H tone.

An adjective prefix and an adjective derived from a verb
Adjectives derived from verbs keep the primary tone of the verb (L or H on the
first TBU) followed by a sequence of L tones until the final vowel, which is
realized with a LH tone, see 7.12.2. Adjective prefixes with a H tone preceding an
adjective derived from a verb root with a primary H tone, e.g. -ɓúng- 'lose'

and -ɓúnik- 'be broken', create an environment of two H tones across a morpheme
boundary, separated by a floating L tone. As can be seen in the following
examples, the second H is realized at a lower register:
(4.79)a. /mʊ̀-ɓʊ́kʊ̀
b.
c.

mʊ́-°Lɓúngǒ/

→ mʊ̀ɓʊ́kʊ̀ mú ɓúngǒ

3-quiver

3.ADJ-lost

/ɩ ̀-sásá-sʊ̀

sɩ-́ ɓúnìkǒ

'a lost quiver'

19-feather-19

19.ADJ-broken

/kpɔ̀zyɔ̀

yɩ ́- ɓúnìkǒ/

9.plant

9.ADJ-broken

°L

°L

→ ɩ ̀sásásʊ̀ sí ɓúnìkǒ
'a broken feather'

→ kpɔ̀zyɔ̀ yí ɓúnìkǒ
'a snapped plant, sp.'

This can be visualized as follows (taking (4.79a)):
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(4.80) mú ɓúngǒ '3.ADJ-lost'
Input
h

Insertion of ol and Association of oH

h

h ol

H

H

L

H

o

o

o

o

mu

ɓungo

→

mu

h

H L oH
=

o

o

ɓungo

If one of the tones at the morpheme boundary is L, no non-automatic downstep
occurs. Look at the examples below, where (4.81a) has class 1 adjective prefix
with a L tone and (4.81b) has a Low-toned verb root -ɓàk- 'carve':
(4.81)a. nyàmá

mʊ̀-°Lɗɩ ́yǎ

→ nyàmá mʊ̀ɗɩ ́yǎ

b.

tɩ ́- ɓàkǎ

→ dàgǎ-tʊ̀ tɩ ́ɓàkǎ

1a.animal

dàgǎ-tʊ̀

13.arrow-13

1a.ADJ-ferocious
°L

13.ADJ-carved

'a dangerous animal'
'carved arrows'

An auxiliary and an Infinitive
The second person plural subject prefix má and the third person plural subject
prefix ɓá are suppletive forms (of the verb -ìk- 'be'). When they precede an
Infinitive form (expressing Progressive aspect, see 7.7.5), the H tone of the
Infinitive prefix is changed into a non-automatic downstepped H tone.

Examples include:
(4.82)

/má °Lká-sìl-á/

→ má kósìló

2PL:be 9b-arrive-FV

'you (pl) are arriving'

/ɓá ká-ɓín-á/
°L

3PL:be 9b-dance-FV

→ ɓá kóɓínó

'they are dancing'

c. Non-automatic downstep caused by a floating L tone when two clitics form a unit
The tone of the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ is changed into a non-automatic downstepped
H tone, when is preceded by the negative Subjunctive suffix ní- and followed by
the negative enclitic -gʊ:
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(4.83)

/wà-kà-pɩ ̀k-à-ní °Ltɔ́-gʊ̀/

→ wàkòpìkòní ɔ́gʊ̀

2SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

'that you not sway' /
'Do not sway!'

/wà-kà-sìl-à-ní °Ltɔ́-gʊ̀/

2SG-NEG-arrive-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

→ wàkòsìlòní ɔ́gʊ̀

'that you not arrive' /
'Do not arrive!'

The two enclitics -tɔ́ and -gʊ̀ form a unit which does not belong to the preceding

word. This can be seen by the vowel of the Insistive clitic -tɔ́: it does not assimilate
to the preceding [+ATR] suffix ní-. When -tɔ́ is not followed by the negative clitic,

its vowel always assimilates and is changed to /o/, see 3.2.4.2. The two enclitics -tɔ́
and -gʊ̀ constitute an environment in which a L tone is inserted between two H
tones, which causes the second H tone to be changed into a non-automatic
downstepped H tone.

4.6.6

Repairing would-be violations of the OCP

There are specific morphological contexts in Liko in which the second of two
adjacent H tones (H+H) surfaces as a L tone. This phenomenon reflects

Meeussen's rule: the lowering, in some contexts, of the final tone of a pattern of
two adjacent H tones (HH), resulting in the pattern HL. Meeussen noticed that in

many Bantu languages, stem-initial H tones changed to L tones when they followed
certain High-toned prefixes. Changing a second H tone to a L tone may occur in
the context of two adjacent H tones at a word-final morpheme boundary. In this

section, I will first briefly mention the cases in which a morpheme with a H tone

followed by another High-toned morpheme does not lead to a change in pitch level
of the second H tone. After that, I will present the environments in which the
second underlying H tone surfaces as a L tone.

a. H tones across a morpheme boundary both surface as High
First, the second H tone surfaces as High in the context of High-toned subject
prefixes (4.84a) or object prefixes (4.84b) preceding a High-toned verb root.

Subject prefixes with a H tone are second person plural má- and third person plural
ɓá-, object prefixes with a H tone are first person plural tɩ ́- and second person
plural mʊ́-:
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(4.84)a. má-tʊ́g-à
b.

ɓá-tʊ́g-à

à-tɩ ́-kpág-à

2PL-draw water-FV

'you (pl) will draw water'

3PL-draw water-FV

'they will draw water'
'he will comfort us'

3SG-1PL.O-comfort-FV

à-mʊ́-kpág-à 3SG-2PL.O-comfort-FV

'he will comfort you (pl)'

Second, the H tone of a verb root surfaces as a H tone after a prefix with a TAM
prefixal H tone, e.g. the subject prefix (4.85a) or the negative prefix (4.85b), or
after the Infinitive prefixal with a H tone (4.85c):
(4.85)a. ná-tʊ́g-á

'I drew water'

1SGP-draw water-FVP

wá-tʊ́g-á

'you (sg) drew water'

2SGP-draw water-FVP

b.

ná-ká-tʊ́g-á

'I did not draw water'

1SG -NEG-draw water-FV
P

P

wá-ká-tʊ́g-á

'you (sg) did not draw water'

2SG -NEG-draw water-FV
P

c.

P

ká-tʊ́g-á

'to draw water'

ká-wɩ ́w-á

'to fly'

9b-draw water-FV
9b-fly-FV

Third, the initial H tone of a modifier root following the High-toned modifier
prefix ɓɩ ́- surfaces as a H tone:

MOD-white

'light (colour)'

ɓí-pólì

MOD-light

ɓɩ ́-kpɔ́kɔ́ɗɩ ́

MOD-narrow

'light (weight)'

ɓɩ ́-nvɛ́

MOD-suddenly

(4.86) ɓí-tú

MOD-stealthily

ɓɩ ́-pɛ́lɛ́

'narrow'

'leave suddenly'
'stealthily'

Across word boundaries, H tones at both ends of the word boundary remain High,
e.g. the general preposition ká preceded and followed by a H tone:
(4.87)a. ó-sìl-ó

3SG -arrive-FV
P

P

ká

kpáká

PREP

9.trap

'He arrived at the trap'
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b.

́
ɓã-màky-á
3PL :1.O-put in-FV
P

P

ká

ndáɓʊ̀

PREP

9.house

'They put him in the house'
b. The second of two H tones across a morpheme boundary changes to Low

The H tone of certain suffixes and enclitics is changed into a L tone, when they are
preceded by a H tone. This concerns the Inchoative aspect final vowel -á, the
Perfective aspect suffix -ní, the Insistive clitc -tɔ́ and the nominalization suffix -á.
The tone on the final vowel of the Inchoative aspect forms surfaces as a H tone
following a L tone (4.88a), and is changed into a L tone following a H tone (4.88b,
c):

(4.88)a. à-ná-pɩ ̀k-á

3SG-INCH-sway-FV

'he is about to sway'

à-ná-ɗɩ ̀kɩ ̀t-á

3SG-INCH-throw-FV

'he is about to throw'

b.

à-nʊ́-kʊ́l-à

3SG-INCH:2.O-untie-FV

'he is about to untie them'

c.

3SG-INCH:1.O-untie-FV 'he is about to untie him'
́
à-nã- kúmb-ò 3SG-INCH:1.O-carry-FV 'he is about to carry him'

à-nú-kúmb-ò
à-nã-́ ʊ́l-à

3SG-INCH:2.O-carry-FV 'he is about to carry them'

The tone on the vowel of the Perfective aspect suffix -ní surfaces as a H tone in all
contexts except when -ní follows the surface High tone on the final vowel -i of

Anterior aspect. In the following examples, the tone on the preceding TBU is High
or non-automatic downstepped High:
(4.89) ó-pìk-ó-ní
ó-ɗìkít-ó-ní

3SGP-sway-FVP-PFV

'he has swayed'

3SG -throw-FV -PFV

'he has thrown'

P

P

3SG :2.O-untie-FV -PFV 'he has untied them'
ú-kúl-ó-ní
́ã- kúmb-ó-ní 3SGP:1.O-carrry-FVP-PFV 'he has carried him'
P

P

In verb forms with Anterior aspect, the tone of the Perfective aspect suffix -ní

surfaces as a H tone when it follows the surface L tone on the final vowel -i (4.90a,
b), but the tone of the Perfective aspect suffix -ní is changed into a L tone if the
final vowel -i of Anterior aspect surfaces with a H tone (4.90c):
(4.90)a. ò-ɓín-ì-ní
̀
ã-kúmb-ì-ní

3SG-dance-FV.ANT-PFV
3SG:1.O-carrry-FV.ANT-PFV

'he has danced'

'he has carried him'
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ò-ɗìkít-ì-ní

3SG-throw-FV.ANT-PFV

ò-yúkúm-ì-ní 3SG-breathe-FV.ANT-PFV

'he has thrown'
'he has breathed'

ò-pìk-í-nì

3SG-sway-FV.ANT-PFV

ǔ-pùn-í-nì

3SG:2.O-gather-FV.ANT-PFV 'he has gathered them'

'he has swayed'

In (a), the floating H tone of the TAM melody of Anterior aspect is associated with
the primary H tone of the verb. In (b), the floating H is linked to the first toneless
TBU on the left. When the primary tone of a -CVC- verb as in (c) is Low, the

floating H tone of Anterior aspect cannot be associated with it. Floating H in that
case is linked to the final vowel, causing the surface L tone on the suffix of
Perfective aspect.
The Insistive enclitic, underlyingly -tɔ́, surfaces with a H tone if it is preceded by a
L tone as in (4.91a) and with a L tone if it is preceded by a H tone in (4.91b, c):
(4.91)a.

/wà-pɩ ̀k-à-tɔ́/

→ wàpɩ ̀kàtʊ́

2SG-sway-FV-INS

'you (sg) will certainly sway'

/wà-sìl-à-tɔ́/

→ wòsìlàtʊ́

'you (sg) will certainly arrive'

2SG-arrive-FV-INS

b.

/wá-pɩ ̀k-á-tɔ́/

c.

→ wápɩ ̀kátʊ̀

2SG -sway-FV -INS

'you (sg) certainly swayed'

/wá-sìl-á-tɔ́/

→ wósìlátʊ̀

2SGP-arrive-FVP-INS

'you (sg) certainly arrived'

P

P

/wà-kà-pɩ ̀k-à-ní-tɔ́/
2SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS

/wà-kà-sìl-à-ní-tɔ́/

→ wàkòpìkònítò

'that you not sway' / 'Do not sway!'
→ wàkòsìlònítò

2SG-NEG-arrive-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS 'that you do not arrive' /

'Do not arrive!'

The nominalization suffix -á in verb-to-noun derivations, see 7.12.1, surfaces with
a H tone if it is preceded by a L tone as in (4.92a) and with a L tone if it is
preceded by a H tone in (4.92b):
(4.92)a. /mʊ̀-lɩ ́lɩ ̀k-á/
b.

→ mʊ̀-lɩ ́lɩ ̀k-á

'1-trapper'

/mù-pìpìk-ó/

→ mù-pìpìk-ó

'1-builder'

/mʊ̀-twátw-á/

→ mʊ̀-twátw-à

'1-skilled archer'

/mù-mwómw-ó/ → mù-mwómw-ò '1-drinker'
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4.6.7

Polar tone

Adjective prefixes (see 5.2) and monosyllabic nominal modifiers (see 5.3.1) have a
polar tone: their surface tone is consistently the opposite of the adjacent following
tone.
The surface tone of underlyingly High-toned prefixes of underived adjectives is

consistently the opposite of the following tone. If the initial TBU of the underived
adjective is Low, the adjective prefix surfaces with a H tone. If, on the other hand,
the initial TBU is High, the tone of the adjective prefix is changed into a L tone.
Examples of prefixes preceding underived adjectives with a L tone on the first
syllable are:
(4.93)

/úmó yɩ ́-dìngǐ/

→ úmó yí-dìngǐ

9.savanna 9.ADJ-big

'a large savanne'

/ɓʊ̀-mbútí ɓʊ́-dìngǐ/

→ ɓù-mbútí ɓú-dìngǐ

14-tree 14.ADJ-big

'a big "mbuti" tree'

By contrast, in the examples below, the same adjective prefixes precede an
adjective with a H tone on the initial TBU:
(4.94)

/úmó yɩ ́-kúɗú/

→ úmó yì-kúɗú

9.savanna 9.ADJ-short

'a short (stretch of) savanne'

/ɓʊ̀-mbútí ɓʊ́-kúɗú/
14-tree 14.ADJ-short

→ ɓù-mbútí ɓù-kúɗú
'a short "mbuti" tree'

The underlying L tone of monosyllabic nominal modifiers is changed into a H tone
in the context of a preceding Low-toned associative prefix, whereas monosyllabic
nominal modifiers surface with a L tone when they are preceded by a High-toned
associative prefix.

The underlying tone of these nominal modifiers can be established by combining

them with the general modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-, which does not influence the following
tones. This can be seen in the popular saying nò-lyól-ì ɓɩ ́-nyɛ́,1SG-graze-FV.ANT
MOD-bad,

'I ate very well!' and in pǎ à ɓí-pí kʊ́nʊ̀, 9.place 3SG:be MOD-dark

towards here, 'it is dark here'.
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In the examples below, the nominal modifiers -pí 'dark' and -nyɛ́ 'bad' surface with
a H tone or with a L tone, depending on the tone of the associative prefix:
(4.95)a. nékókó

1a.instrument

b.

wò-pí

1.ASS-dark

'a black musical instrument'
ɓà-nékókó

ɓó-pìpì

2-instrument

2.ASS-dark

'black musical instruments'
c.

mʊ̀-bʊ̀yʊ́

1-caterpillar

wà-nyɛ́

1.ASS-bad

'a bad caterpillar'
d.

ɓà-bʊ̀yʊ́

2-caterpillar

ɓá-nyɛ̀

2.ASS-bad

'bad caterpillars'

4.7 Conclusion
The Liko tone system has many similarities to common Bantu tonology, but is also
different in certain aspects. Based on the overview of Bantu tone given by

Kisseberth and Odden (2003:59-70) and the description of the Liko tone system in
this chapter, this section presents an account of the tone aspects that are similar or
different.

The underlying tones in Liko are High and Low, which is common in Bantu
languages. Tone contrasts involve H and L tones, as well as combined LH on a

monosyllable. Tone patterns on nouns contain H, L and LH: canonical disyllabic
noun stems have seven tone patterns H, H.L, L.H, L, H.LH, L.LH, and LH.L,194

monosyllabic noun stems have H, L or LH and trisyllabic stems have eight patterns
of H and L combinations and six patterns with LH.195 The tone on the verb root in
Liko is either H or L, and is located on the first CV-syllable of the verb root.

194

The patterns LH.H and LH.LH have not been attested on disyllabic noun stems.

195

"The canonical stem is disyllabic, where four tone patterns are reconstructable to Proto-

Bantu (PB): HH, HL, LL and LH." (…) "A trimoraic stem has eight patterns." (Kisseberth
and Odden 2003:60).
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Location of the stem tone on the first TBU of the root is assumed to be common in
Bantu languages (Kisseberth and Odden 2003:61).
Different from what Kisseberth and Odden report for Bantu languages, i.e. "Class

prefixes are typically toneless" (2003:60), is that noun-class prefixes in Liko have
an underlying tone. Classes 9b and 17 prefixes have a H tone, classes 1b, 1c and 9a
have a L tone or a H tone and ohter noun-class prefixes have a L tone. The nounclass prefixes of classes 1b, 1c and 9a keep their underlying tone in Sandhi

environments preceding the classes 2 or 2+9 prefix, which results in a surface LH
tone if the tone on the classes 1b, 1c or 9 prefix is High.
Liko has grammatical tone contrasts, which mark differences in tense, aspect and

mood. Kisseberth and Odden (2003:61,62) mention the following characteristics of
grammatical tone contrasts often found in Bantu languages:
-

"Even in languages with a lexical contrast in the verb, there are tenses
with what is usually referred to as 'grammatical tone', which involves
assignment of H to a particular mora in the stem. (…)

-

The favored locations of grammatical H are the final mora or the second
stem mora. (…)

-

Tone on prefixes can vary considerably, especially to mark differences in
tense-aspect."

Grammatical tone contrasts in Liko, called "TAM melodies" in this book (see 7.6)
consist of one or two H or L tones: a prefixal tone initially associated with the

vowel of the subject prefix and a tone initially associated with the verb-final vowel.
Affirmative and negative verb forms have separate sets of TAM melodies.

H-tone spreading is important in verb forms (see 4.6.1). According to Kisseberth
and Odden (2003:62),

"The most fundamental phenomenon in Bantu tonology is the mobility of H.
Specifically, even though H may be initially associated with a certain mora,

very often that H will be realized (a) not just on that mora, but on one or more
other moras to its right (less often left), or (b) will not be realized on that mora,
but rather on some other moras to its right (or left)."
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In Liko, H-tone spreading is attested on verb forms. If one wants to mention
direction, the TAM prefixal tone spreads to the right and the TAM final tone

spreads to the left. Important is that only TAM-melody H tones spread and that they
iteratively affect toneless syllables.
Non-automatic downstep, described in 4.6.5, is caused by a L tone which has been
set afloat, by a floating L tone which is part of a morpheme, or by a L tone at
several morphological boundaries.
It is interesting to compare manifestations of the OCP in Liko with those in Bantu

tonology as mentioned by Kisseberth and Odden (2003:65). The first manifestation
is "To block movement, so an H which should spread may fail to do so if the target

is followed by an H TBU (independent of whether the TBU phonetically realizes the
H.)". The second one is repairing would-be violations. In Liko, the first
manifestation is not attested. Repairing would-be violations, however, are reflected
in the cases in which the second of two H tones across a morpheme boundary

surfaces as a L tone. It has been shown in 4.6.6 that this repair strategy is limited

to certain morphosyntactic environments. Merging adjacent primary H or L tones
is a feature of the Liko tone system exemplified at several places in the analysis of
tone rules in the language.
Surface realizations of LH are remarkable, because HL on one TBU does not occur
in Liko. According to Kisseberth and Odden (2003:66), "falling tones are generally
preferable to rising tones". In Liko, a surface LH tone can be caused by the

phonetic effect of voiced obstruents on a following H tone, see 4.5. Some surface
LH tones can be predictably derived from level tones, see 4.6.3. Kisseberth and

Odden (2003:66) state that "There is a particularly strong tendency to avoid rising

tones in Bantu. (…) Even phonetically induced rising tones may be eliminated." In
multiple environments in Liko, one of the parts of a surface LH tone shifts away
and merges with an adjacent identical tone, thereby avoiding a rising tone.

At the end of a tone phrase, the final H tone of a sequence of H tones is often
realized at a lower pitch, e.g. a disyllabic direct object with High pattern surfaces

with a high pitch on the first and a low pitch on the second TBU, e.g. ná ʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ ̀
1SGP:1.O-untie-FVP 1a.goat (mɛ́mɩ ́ in isolation). This resembles nonfinality, which
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"refers to a preference that the end of certain phonological structures not be
realized on a H tone." (Kisseberth and Odden 2003:64).
(Kisseberth and Odden 2003:67) report on the influence of the penultimate syllable
which is said to play a key role in Bantu tone, and on 'plateau forming': "Working

at cross-purposes to the OCP, there is also a strategy of avoiding H∅H sequences,
which we refer to as the Plateau principle: avoid a valley between two peaks."
(ibid:67). These two phenomena are not found in Liko.

5 Nouns, Adjectives, Nominal Modifiers and
Numerals
5.1 Nouns
The structure of a noun in the Liko language is: noun-class prefix - noun stem noun-class enclitic. Noun classes are primarily distinguished on the basis of
concord behaviour: a unique set of concords is interpreted as a separate noun class.
A noun subclass is set up when the set of concords is identical, but the form of the

noun-class prefix is different. A gender is a pairing of two noun classes, where one
refers to a single instance and the other to multiple instances (plural or collective)
of a given noun. Noun-class pairing rules (also referred to as 'pluralization rules')
determine which noun classes combine.
A description of the noun classes is presented in 5.1.1. A particular feature of the
noun-class system in Liko is the existence of noun-class enclitics in addition to
noun-class prefixes for a number of nouns in various noun classes. Noun-class
enclitics merit a separate section, 5.1.2. The next sections present noun-class

pairing in 5.1.3, noun-class mergers in 5.1.4, noun classes and semantic domains in
5.1.5, loanwords in 5.1.6, noun-to-noun derivation in 5.1.7 and compounds in
5.1.8.

5.1.1

Noun classes

Liko noun classes and the basic forms of the noun-class prefixes are presented in
Table 12. Following Kadima (1969:82), three elements are used to determine a

noun class: the set of concords, the noun-class prefix and the gender. The sets of
concords taken into account are the adjective, enumerative and associative prefixes.
First, two noun classes are different if their sets of concords are different. Second,
in case of identical sets of concords, two noun classes are different if both their

noun-class prefixes and their gender are different. Classes which have the same set
of concords, e.g. classes 8 and 14, are identified as separate classes because their
noun-class prefix and gender are different. Subclasses are posited when the
concords and gender are those of a main class and only the noun-class prefix is
different.
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The vowel of noun-class prefixes assimilates to a [+ATR] value of the noun stem.
Some classes have nouns with a noun-class enclitic. Assimilation of the vowel of a
noun-class enclitic is more complex, see 3.2.4.3. The vowel of noun-class enclitics
is also affected by vowel-height dissimilation (3.75). The surface forms after
[+ATR] assimilation of the noun-class prefixes is added in brackets. For the
surface forms of the noun-class enclitics, see 5.1.2.
Table 12 Noun-class prefixes and enclitics, underlying and [+ATR] forms
Class number
Prefix
Enclitic
1

mʊ- (mu-)

1a

-

1b

a- (o-)

1c

ɩ- (i-)

2

ɓa- (ɓo-)

3

mʊ- (mu-)

-mɔ

6

ma- (mo-)

-mɔ

8

ɓɩ- (ɓi-)

9a

ɩ- (i-)

5
7
9

lɩ- (li-)

sɩ- (si-)
-

9b

ka- (ko-)

2+9

ɓa- (ɓo-)

14

ɓʊ- (ɓu-)

13

-

15

kʊ- (ku-)

17

kʊ́- (kú-)

19

ɩ- (i-)

-lɔ

-sɔ

-yɔ

-tɔ
-kɔ
-sɔ

In the Liko noun-class system, class 4 is missing, as well as all classes from 11196
to 23, except 13, 14, 15, 17 and 19.197 According to the criteria formulated by

196

A combination of classes 2 and 9 replaces class 10.
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Maho, the Liko noun-class system is between a reduced one (having three genders
or less) and a canonical class system with seven or more genders (Maho 1999:54).
I refer the reader to 5.1.3 for an overview of noun-class pairing.

The expression of number is part of the noun-class system. Singular is mainly
found in classes 1, 1a, 1b, 1c, 3, 5, 7, 9a, 14, 15, 17 and 19. Classes 2, 6, 8, 2+9
and 13 often have multiple instances of a given noun. Nouns in class 9 can be

singular, plural or collective. All classes except classes 1, 1b, 1c, 7, 9a occur as

one-class genders. The largest sets are found in class 1 and its subclasses (among
others animate), 5 (among others manner), 9 (mergers and various), 9b (Infinitives)
and 14 (among others abstract nouns). Infinitives are not posited in class 15 (as

common in Bantu languages), because they do not share the same concords nor the
noun-class prefix of class 15. Instead, they have the same concords as class 9.

Noun classes have the following sets of concords: different sets of adjective and
enumerative prefixes, a set of associative prefixes, and sets for substitutives and

demonstratives. The first three sets are listed in Table 13 (for other sets, see 6.1.2).
Concord between the noun class and the subject (and object) prefixes in verb

forms, common in many Bantu languages, is not represented in Table 13. Nounclass concord with subject prefixes is very much reduced. Agreement between the
noun class and subject prefix in the verb form is only attested for class 2,
regardless of animacy, see 7.4.

In glosses of concord prefixes, only the main class number, e.g. 9 instead of 9b, is
used in this book, because the concords of subclasses are identical to those of the
main class.

197

The word for '9.place' is pǎ. The form pǎ is similar to *pa-, the reconstructed Proto-Bantu

noun-class prefix of class 16 (Maho 1999:51). Classes 16 and 18 are not found in Liko.
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Table 13 Noun-class concords
Class

Adjective
prefix

198,199

Enumerative

Associative

prefix

prefix

1

mʊ-

ɓé-

wa-

1b

mʊ-

ɓé-

wa-

1c

mʊ-

ɓé-

wa-

2

ɓʊ́-

ɓá-

ɓá-

3

mʊ́-

mɩ ́-

má-

6

mʊ́-

má-

má-

8

ɓʊ́-

ɓɩ ́-

ɓá-

9a

yɩ ́-

yɩ ́-

yá-

ɓayɩ ́-

ɓayɩ ́-

ɓayá-

14

ɓʊ́-

ɓɩ ́-

ɓá-

15

kʊ́-

kʊ́-

kwá-

17

yɩ ́-

yɩ ́-

wa-

1a

5
7
9
9b
2+9
13

19

mʊ-

lɩ ́-

sɩ-́

yɩ ́yɩ ́tɩ ́-

sɩ-́

ɓé-

lɩ ́-

sɩ-́

yɩ ́-

tɩ ́-

sɩ-́

wa-

lá-

sá-

yáyátá-

sá-

Class 1

The basic form of the class 1 prefix is mʊ-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix
vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as mu-. The overall

majority of words in class 1 are people and animals. Agent nouns derived from
verbs are also in this class (see 7.12.1). Plural class 2 prefixes are added in
brackets.

198

Adjective prefixes that agree with classes 2, 3, 6 and 14 surface with the low vowel /a/ in

some specific contexts, see 5.2.1.
199

Adjective prefixes have a polar tone with respect to the first tone on the stem, see 4.6.7.
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(5.1) mʊ-ganzá, (ɓa-)
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'1-blood brother'

mʊ-gbʊkʊ́, (ɓa-)

'1-pubic louse'

mʊ-zʊnzá, (ɓa-)

'1-ant, sp.'

mu-kó, (ɓo-)

'1-woman'

mu-yubú, (ɓo-)

'1-caterpillar, sp.'

mʊ-nʊgbɛ́, (ɓa-)
mu-ɓígi, (ɓo-)

'1-caterpillar, sp.'
'1-twin'

mu-ndugbǒ, (ɓo-)

'1-wasp'

The concord affixes agreeing with class 1 nouns are: 200
(5.2) adjective

enumerative
associative

mʊ-mbɛmbɩ ́ mu-dingǐ

'a big snail'

1-snail 1.ADJ-big

mʊ-ganzá ɓé-motí

'one blood brother'

mu-kó wa-nzá

'a good woman'

1-blood brother 1.NUM-one
1-woman 1.ASS-good

demonstrative mu-ndugbǒ nɔ̌

'that wasp'

1-wasp 1.DEM.I

Class 1a
Class 1a is a subclass of class 1, because the set of concords and the gender are

identical, but the noun-class prefix is different (class 1a takes no prefix). Nouns in
class 1a pair with class 2. Apart from people and animals, many loanwords (see
5.1.6) are in class 1a.
(5.3) bʊgwɛ́, (ɓa-)

gbuwó, (ɓo-)

'1a.maternal uncle'
'1a.chimpanzee'

The concord affixes agreeing with class 1a nouns show that class 1a takes the
concords of class 1:
(5.4) adjective

200

gbuwó mʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́

'a small chimpanzee'

1a.chimpanzee 1.ADJ-small

Concord with the type I demonstrative is added for illustration. See 6.1.2.
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enumerative

bʊgwɛ́ ɓé-motí

associative

bʊgwɛ́ wa-nzá

'one maternal uncle'

1a.maternal uncle 1.NUM-one
1a.maternal uncle 1.ASS-good

demonstrative gbuwó nɔ̌

1a.chimpanzee 1.DEM.I

'a good maternal uncle'
'that chimpanzee'

Class 1b

A second subclass of class 1 is set up, because the set of concords and the gender
are identical, but the noun-class prefix is different (a- instead of no prefix). Nouns
in class 1b pair with class 2.

Nouns in class 1b take prefix a-, in [+ATR] contexts changed into o-. About 40%
of these nouns have a H tone on the prefix vowel. This H tone is part of the LH

tone when the class 2 prefix ɓa- precedes the noun stem with the class 1b prefix.
Grégoire (2003:360) mentions the existence of a class 1 with a noun-class prefix aas a characteristic of a series of languages "generally situated in the northeast of

the forest. This subclass groups a small number of nouns designating animals and
plants, and, more rarely, members of the family. It has been attested notably in

Buja (C37), Doko (C40), Boa (C44), Lombo-Turumbu (C54), Kele (C55), MboleTooli (C60), Lengola (C12), Mituku (D13) and Nyali (D33)." For instance, for Boa
(C44) a separate subclass 1b is set up on the basis of the analysis of initial /a/ as
noun-class prefix a- (Motingea 2005:38).

Class 1b nouns with prefix a- refer to a range of semantic categories, including
animals, plants and objects, as in the examples below:
(5.5)a. á-ɗɔɗɔ́, (ɓǎ-)

a-sambá, (ɓa-)

'1b-snail, sp.'

'1b-electric fish, sp.'

á-temu-témú, (ɓǎ-) '1b-firefly'
b.

a-tɩ ́gbɛ, (ɓa-)

'1b-sparrowhawk'

a-ɓɔ́bʊ́, (ɓa-)

'1b-yam, sp.'

á-mbʊkɔ́, (ɓǎ-)

'1b-tree, sp.'

a-kángbá, (ɓa-)
ó-pilípíli, (ɓǒ-)

'1b-tree, sp.'

'1b-shrub, sp.'
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c.

a-dʊdʊ̌

'1b-incense'

á-gbágɩ ́, (ɓǎ-)

'1b-home-made soap'

o-ngútu, (ɓo-)

'1b-metal bracelet'

o-pungó, (ɓo-)

'1b-small drum'

á-gbɔgbɔ́, (ɓǎ-)
a-nviyó, (ɓa-)
á-sabá, (ɓǎ-)
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'1b-footboard'

'1b-small one bedroom house'
'1b-blade'

This subclass contains also nouns with a positive or negative meaning. Some of
them have a counterpart in class 1 or 1a. Where this is known, it is indicated.

Examples of class 1b nouns with a positive or endearing connotation include: a-bǎ
'1b.father' and a-má201 '1b-mother', a-ɓála '1b-mistress' or á-yóko '1b-good dancer or
singer'. Class 1b nouns with a negative connotation include: a-lʊ́kʊ́202 '1b-man'
(negative connotation), á-pákɩ ́mɩ '1b-strong rebellious man', á-bʊɗá '1b-person
without compassion', á-ngbʊngbʊ '1b-mentally deficient person' and á-pʊ́kátʊ '1bpremature baby'.

In a-nviyó (5.5c) and á-yóko (above), the vowel of the noun-class prefix does not
assimilate to the [+ATR] quality of the noun. This is found in some other nouns in
this subclass as well, including:
(5.6) a-ɓútú, (ɓa-)

a-budí, (ɓa-)
a-píɓú, (ɓa-)

'1b-palm tree, sp.'
'1b-infertile land'

'1b-cushion of leaves'

Noun-initial /a/ has been analysed as an augment or a pre-prefix in related

languages. In Budu (D33) for example, High-toned initial /a/ has been analysed as
an augment: "Budu, like Bhele and Komo203, tends to use a High-toned pre-prefix
for diminutive/pejorative animates. This floating High augment can be used for

201

In class 1a are babǎ '1a.father' and mamá '1a.mother'.

202

Without the a- prefix: mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ '1-man'.

203

Thomas (1994:193) reports on Kumu (or Komo) (D23): "when all words containing a

high toned prefix are considered together, there is significant skewing of semantic content
toward small animals."
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most Noun Classes that are used for animates" (Frieke 2005). However, initial /a/
cannot be analysed as an augment in Liko, because it never precedes other nounclass prefixes:

(5.7) á-gɔ́mɛ́

ɓǎ-gɔ́mɛ́

'1b-treaty'

'2:1b-treaties'

*a-ɓa-gɔ́mɛ́

a-lɩ ́nzyá

'1b-tree with caterpillars, sp.'

a-sɔsʊ́

'1b-delicious food'

a-wángá

'1b-tree with bark used to heal spleen'

ɓa-lɩ ́nzyá
ɓa-sɔsʊ́
ɓa-wángá

'2:1b-tree with caterpillars, sp.'
'2:1b-delicious food'

*a-ɓa-lɩ ́nzyá
*a-ɓa-sɔsʊ́

'2:1b-tree with bark used to heal spleen' *a-ɓa-wángá

mʊ-kangʊ́ '1-paddler'
mʊ-balá

'3-curse'

*(a/ʊ)-mʊ-kangʊ́

lɩ-kɔ́fɩ

'5-blow with the fist'

*(a/ɩ)-lɩ-kɔ́fɩ

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́

'6-food'

*a-ma-lɩĺ ɩ ́

*(a/ʊ)-mʊ-balá

Concords of class 1b nouns are the same as those of class 1:
(5.8) adjective

enumerative
associative

á-sabá mʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́

'a small blade'

1b-blade 1.ADJ-small

á-sabá ɓé-motí

'one blade'

1b-blade 1.NUM-one

á-sabá wa-nzá

1b-blade 1.ASS-good

demonstrative á-sabá nɔ̌

'a good blade'
'that blade'

1b-blade 1.DEM.I

Class 1c

A third subclass of class 1 is set up, because the set of concords and the gender are
identical to class 1, but the noun-class prefixes are different (ɩ- instead of a- or no
prefix). Nouns in class 1c pair with class 2. The noun-class prefix ɩ- is changed

into i- in [+ATR] contexts. When preceded by class 2 ɓa-, height coalescence (see
3.3.2) applies to the vowels of the class 2 and the class 1c vowels. Examples
include:
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(5.9) Class 1c Singular

Class 2

Plural

ɩ-dɔɗɩ ́

'1c-neglected wound'

ɓɛ-dɔɗɩ ́

'2:1c-neglected wound'

i-péɓú

'1c-locust'

ɓe-péɓú

'2:1c-locust'

ɩ ́-ɓɛɓɩ ́

í-danga

204

'1c-snail, sp.'

'1c-insect, sp.'

ɓɛ̌-ɓɛɓɩ ́
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'2:1c-snail, sp.'

ɓě-danga '2:1c-insect, sp.'

Concords of class 1c nouns are the same as those of class 1:
(5.10) adjective

enumerative
associative

i-péɓú mʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́

'a small locust'

i-péɓú ɓé-motí

'one locust'

1c-locust 1.ADJ-small
1c-locust 1.NUM-one

i-péɓú wa-nzá

'a good locust'

1c-locust 1.ASS-good

demonstrative i-péɓú nɔ̌

1c-locust 1.DEM.I

'that locust'

Proclitics to subclasses of class 1

All nouns with initial na-, animate and inanimate, originate from one of the
subclasses of class 1 and pair with class 2. I assume that na- is a proclitic. The

concords of these nouns show that they are in class 1. In the glosses, I use simply
class 1. With plurals, the proclitic is retained and follows the class 2 prefix ɓa-,
which indicates that the proclitic has become lexicalized. Semantically most of
these nouns refer to fauna.
The vowel of the proclitic harmonizes to a [+ATR] value in the case of historically

class 1a nouns, which lack a prefix vowel, and it is subject to height coalescence in
the case of historically class 1c nouns, which have a high prefix vowel. The vowel
of the noun-class prefix of some [+ATR] 1b nouns is a-. If this is the case, the
vowel /a/ of the proclitic does not harmonize.
Examples of class 1 nouns with proclitic na-, originating from nouns in classes 1a
or 1b, include:

204

Also 'decayed tooth'.
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'na:1-fish, sp.'

(5.11) nǎ-ɓɔ, (ɓa-)

'na:1-frog, sp.'

na-gbalɩ ́, (ɓa-)

na-kyɔ̌lɔ, (ɓa-)
na-nzɔ́kɔɗɔ́, (ɓa-)
na-pɔnzɔ, (ɓa-)

nǒ-dingbo, (ɓa-)

no-kpóɗóku, (ɓa-)

'na:1-bird, sp.'

'na:1-larva, sp.'
'na:1-vine, sp.'

'na:1-water snail'
'na:1-toad'

In the following examples of class 1 nouns with proclitic na-, originating from
[+ATR] class 1b nouns, the vowel of the proclitic does not assimilate:
(5.12) na-gulumamá, (ɓa-)

na-muyé-múye, (ɓa-)
na-siyo, (ɓa-)

'na:1-ant, sp.'

'na:1-insect, sp.'
'na:1-vine, sp.'

Examples of nouns with proclitic na- originating from class 1c nouns are:
(5.13) nɛ́-gʊ́lʊ́kyá, (ɓa-)
nɛ-ngʊ́sɛ, (ɓa-)

'na:1-snail, sp.'
'na:1-mirror'

nɛ́-lága, (ɓa-)

nɛ́-lʊngyá, (ɓa-)
né-gimi-gímí, (ɓa-)
ne-kulé, (ɓa-)

'na:1-medical plant'

né-púmúkyó, (ɓa-)

'na:1-chameleon'
'na:1-plant, sp.'

'na:1-insect, sp.'
'na:1-weed, sp.'

Concords of nouns with na- proclitic are those of class 1:
(5.14) adjective

na-kwálɩ ́ mʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́ 'na:1-sparrowhawk 1.ADJ-small'

enumerative
na-kwálɩ ́ ɓé-motí
associative
na-kwálɩ ́ wa-nzá
demonstrative na-kwálɩ ́ nɔ̌

'na:1-sparrowhawk 1.NUM-one'

'na:1-sparrowhawk 1.ASS-good'
'na:1-sparrowhawk 1.DEM.I'

All nouns with initial sɩ-, animate and inanimate, have the concords of class 1. sɩ(in [+ATR] contexts si-) is also posited as a proclitic. All nouns with initial sɩ- pair
with class 2. Semantically most of these nouns refer to fauna. For example, all

centipedes in my data have initial na- or sɩ-. With plurals, the proclitic is retained
and follows the class 2 prefix ɓa-.
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Examples of proclitic sɩ- are:
(5.15) sɩ-́ gɩlyágɩ ́, (ɓa-)
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'sɩ:1-centipede, sp.'
'sɩ:1-tortoise'

sɩ-kpɛtɩ ́, (ɓa-)

'sɩ:1-crawfish'

sɩ-zazá, (ɓa-)

'sɩ:1-caterpillar, sp.'

sí-bebetú, (ɓa-)

'sɩ:1-bird'

si-gogopé, (ɓa-)

'sɩ:1-scorpion'

sí-zoluwo, (ɓa-)

Concords of nouns with a sɩ- proclitic are the same as those of class 1:
(5.16) adjective

enumerative
associative

sɩ-kpɛtɩ ́ mʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́
sɩ:1-tortoise 1.ADJ-small

'a small tortoise'

sɩ-kpɛtɩ ́ wa-nzá
sɩ:1-tortoise 1.ASS-good

'a good tortoise'

sɩ-kpɛtɩ ́ ɓé-motí
sɩ:1-tortoise 1.NUM-one

demonstrative sɩ-kpɛtɩ ́ nɔ̌

sɩ:1-tortoise 1.DEM.I

'one tortoise'

'that tortoise'

Class 2

The basic form of the class 2 prefix is ɓa-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix
vowel takes the [+ATR] counterpart of /a/ and the prefix surfaces as ɓo-. Class 2 is
the regular noun class for plurals of class 1 and subclasses of class 1 nouns.

Examples of class 2 nouns are given in the two sets below, the first with nouns for
which the singular is in class 1 and the second for which the singular is in class 1a
(added in brackets):
(5.17) ɓa-gbʊkʊ́

'2-pubic louse'

(mʊ-gbʊkʊ́)

ɓa-swá

'2-Pygmy'

(mʊ-swá)

ɓo-túgbǔ

'2-rat, sp.'

(mu-túgbǔ)

'2-barricade'

(gʊɗʊ)

'2-deaf person'

(ɓóɓo)

ɓo-goyó

(5.18) ɓa-gʊɗʊ

ɓa-sʊ́ngbʊ́
ɓo-ɓóɓo
ɓo-kuyí

'2-flea'

(mu-goyó)

'2-uninhabited area' (sʊ́ngbʊ́)
'2-monkey, sp.'

(kuyí)
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The concord affixes agreeing with class 2 nouns are:
(5.19) adjective

ɓa-mbɛmbɩ ́ ɓa-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́205 'small snails'
2-snail 2.ADJ-small

enumerative

ɓa-ganzá ɓá-ɓǎ

'two blood brothers'

2-blood brother 2.NUM-two

associative

ɓa-kó ɓá-nza206

'good women'

2-woman 2.ASS-good

demonstrative ɓo-ndugbǒ ɓɔ́

2-wasp 2.DEM.I

'those wasps'

Preceding vowel prefixes or vowel-initial nouns, the vowel /a/ of the class 2 prefix
is lost through V1-elision (see 3.3.1), or it is subject to height coalescence (see
3.3.2). Examples include:

(5.20) a-ngwásɩ '1b-slap'
ɔgʊ̌

ɩ-mbʊ́ɓʊ́

'1a.fish, sp.'
'1c-civet'

ɓa-ngwásɩ

'2:1b-slaps'

ɓɔgʊ̌

'2:fish, sp.'

ɓɛ-mbʊ́ɓʊ́

'2:1c-civet'

It is a characteristic of nouns in classes 1b, 1c, 9a and 17 that the class 2 plural
gender prefix does not replace, but precedes the noun-class prefixes of the singular.
Class 3

The basic form of the class 3 prefix is mʊ-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix
vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as mu-. Some class 3

nouns take the noun-class enclitic -mɔ, which is subject to ATR vowel harmony
and vowel-height dissimilation (see 5.1.2). Examples of class 3 nouns are (in

brackets, the class 9 plural forms are given - plurals of class 3 nouns are found in
class 9; class 4 does not exist in Liko):
(5.21) mʊ-báɗɛ

mʊ-ɓʊngʊ́
mʊ-gbá

(báɗɛ)

'3-maize ear'

(ɓʊngʊ́)

'3-lump of clay'

(gbá)

'3-tributary'

205

Plural form of -kɛ́ɗɛ́ 'small', see 5.2.1.

206

The surface tone on -nza is Low because monosyllabic modifiers have a polar tone, see

4.6.7.
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mʊ-yɩngá

(yɩngá)

'3-shinbone'

mu-ngóngu (ngóngu)
mu-sisó

(sisó)
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'3-sugar cane'

'3-muscle, tendon, nerve'

The concord affixes agreeing with class 3 nouns are exemplified using the noun
stem -ɗɔtɔ́- with the class 3 the noun-class enclitic -mɔ, the vowel of which is
changed into [+high] (-mʊ) following a [−high] noun stem vowel.207
(5.22) adjective

enumerative
associative

mʊ-ɗɔtɔ́-mʊ mo-kúɗú 'a short bow'
3-bow-3 3.ADJ-short

mʊ-ɗɔtɔ́-mʊ mí-motí

'one bow'

3-bow-3 3.NUM-one

mʊ-ɗɔtɔ́-mʊ má-nza

'a good bow'

3-bow-3 3.ASS-good

demonstrative mʊ-ɗɔtɔ́-mʊ mɔ
3-bow-3 3.DEM.I

'that bow'

A peculiarity of class 3 is that nominal and enumerative class 3 prefixes are used
for plural quantities (2, 3 and 4), instead of the noun-class prefixes of the plural
part of the gender. In 'two bones' and 'two baskets' below, class 9 nominal and

enumerative prefixes would have been expected. For comparison, plural concord
with adjectives and demonstratives is added:
(5.23) mu-kúwo mí-motí

3-bone 3.NUM-one

'one bone'

mu-kúwo mɩ ́-ɓǎ

3-bone 3.NUM-two

'two bones'

kúwo yɔ

9.bone 9.DEM.I

kúwo yí-díngídingǐ 9.bone 9.ADJ-big

(5.24) mʊ-mbɩ ́ mí-motí
mʊ-mbɩ ́ mɩ ́-ɓǎ

'these bones'
'one basket'

3-basket 3.NUM-two

'two baskets'

mbɩ ́-yɔ yí-díngídingǐ 9.basket-9 9.ADJ-big

'big baskets'

mbɩ ́-yɔ yɔ

207

3-basket 3.NUM-one

'big bones'

9.basket-9 9.DEM.I

'these baskets'

The plural form in class 9 also has a noun-class enclitic: ɗɔtɔ́-yɩ, 9.bow-9, 'bows'.
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Class 5

The basic form of the class 5 prefix is lɩ-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix

vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as li-. Some class 5 nouns
take the noun-class enclitic -lɔ, which is subject to ATR vowel harmony and vowel-

height dissimilation (see 5.1.2). Manner nouns derived from verbs are also found in
class 5 (see 7.12.1).
Examples of class 5 nouns are (in brackets, the plural class 6 prefixes are given):
(5.25) lɩ-ɓɔkɩ ́, (ma-)

'5-gourd'

lɩ-lɩmbá, (ma-)

'5-witchcraft'

li-ɗukú, (mo-)

'5-pile, heap'

li-sénzé, (ma-)

'5-small flute'

lɩ-pála, (ma-)

li-ndímó, (mo-)

'5-wooden roofing tile'
'5-birdlime'

The concord affixes agreeing with class 5 nouns are:
(5.26)

adjective

lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká lí-dingǐ

'a big thing'

enumerative

lɩ-syɛ́ lí-motí

'one day'

li-gubó lá-nza

'good work'

associative

5-thing 5.ADJ-big
5-day 5.NUM-one

5-work 5.ASS-good

demonstrative lɩ-kɔ̌ lɔ́

'that spring'

5-spring 5.DEM.I

Preceding vowel-initial nouns with a low or high vowel, the vowel /ɩ/ of the class 5
prefix is lost through V1-elision (see 3.3.1).208 Otherwise, height coalescence or

desyllabification would have applied to the sequence /ɩ+a/ (see 3.3.3 and 3.3.5).
Examples of these vowel-initial nouns are:
(5.27) lakɩ ́

lǎngbɔ

208

'5:egg'

'5:cheek'

makɩ ́

mǎngbɔ

'6:egg'

'6:cheek'

In my data there are no class 5 noun stems with initial mid vowels /ɛ e ɔ o/.
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lǎnzʊ

'5:tooth'

mǎnzʊ

'6:tooth'

líso

'5:eye'

míso

'6:eye'

lʊ́nga

'5:danger, war'

mʊ́nga
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'6:danger, war'

Notice how V1-elision also applies to the vowel of the noun-class prefix of class 6.
Class 6

The basic form of the class 6 prefix is ma-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix
vowel takes the [+ATR] counterpart of /a/ and the prefix surfaces as mo-. Some
class 6 nouns take the noun-class enclitic -mɔ, which is subject to ATR vowel

harmony and vowel-height dissimilation (see 5.1.2). Preceding vowel-initial nouns
with a low or high vowel, the vowel /a/ of the class 6 prefix is lost through V1elision (see 3.3.1); examples were given in (5.27).
Examples of plural class 6 nouns are:
(5.28) ma-gʊgʊ́

ma-ngbɩ ́ngbɩ ́

'6-reed'

'6-swelling of the testicles'

ma-tʊ́nda

'6-Pygmy shelter'

mo-ngusú

'6-elbow'

mo-zuní

'6-proverb'

mo-fiɗí

'6-leaf, sp.'

The concord affixes agreeing with class 6 nouns are:
(5.29)

adjective

ma-kpʊmʊ́ká ma-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́ 'small things'

enumerative

ma-syɛ́ má-ɓǎ

associative

6-thing 6.ADJ-small

'two days'

6-day 6.NUM-two

mo-gubó má-nza

'good jobs'

6-work 6.ASS-good

demonstrative ma-kɔ̌ mɔ́

6-spring 6.DEM.I

'those springs'

Class 7
The basic form of the class 7 prefix is sɩ-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix

vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as si-. Class 7 nouns take
the noun-class enclitic -sɔ, which is subject to ATR vowel harmony and vowel-
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height dissimilation (see 5.1.2). Preceding vowel-initial nouns with a low vowel,
the vowel /ɩ/ of the class 7 prefix sɩ- is desyllabified (see 3.3.5). Preceding a rootinitial high vowel, V1-elision applies (see 3.3.1).

Classes 7 and 8 have been called class 19 and 13 in earlier work. Because of
concord prefixes and enclitics with /t/, reminiscent of class 13 in some other Bantu
languages, class 8 has been included in class 13 and class 7 in class 19 in Kutsch
Lojenga (2002), Nederveen (2004), De Wit (2006) and Augustin (2010). 209
Class 7 needs to be set up because the noun-class prefixes and the gender are

different from 19 (class 7 sɩ- and pairing with class 8 vs. class 19 ɩ- and pairing
with class 13). Class 8 needs to be distinguished on the basis of the concords class

8 nouns take. Languages in Bantu Zone C and D for which Maho reports 19/13 all
have 7/8 as well (Maho 1999:291-298). Lack of class 7 while having 19 is strange
in the light of the observation that noun classes 7 and 8 have a wide distribution
over the Bantu area.

Examples of class 7 nouns are (the class 8 plural forms are presented in the third
column):
(5.30) Class 7

Singular

Class 8 Plural

sɩ-bɛ̌-sʊ

'7-thigh-7'

ɓɩ-bɛ̌

'8-thigh'

si-wá-sʊ

'7-bell for a hound-7'

ɓi-wó

'8-bell for a hound'

sɩ-lyá-sʊ

'7-greed, cohabitation-7' ɓɩ-lyá

syǎ ngá-sʊ '7:year, dry season-7'

'8-greed, cohabitation'

ɓyǎnga '8:year, dry season'

One noun in class 7, si-kǎ-sʊ '7-loft, drying shed-7', has a plural form in class 8,
ɓi-kǎtʊ '8-loft, drying shed', and in class 13, kǎ-tʊ '13.loft, drying shed-13'.210

209

Class 19/13 pairings are reported

in the northern Bantu area (Katamba 2003:109).

According to Maho (1999:199): "Class 19 has a restricted distribution, being mainly
confined to the rainforest area. In most languages, class 19 functions as a singular class (…).

The most common pairing involving singular class 19 is that of 19/13, though 19/8 is found
in a number of languages in the upper western parts, specifically zones A, B and H."
210

The [+ATR] value of the vowel of the noun-class prefix ɓi- shows that, underlyingly, the
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Examples of the concord affixes agreeing with class 7 nouns are:
(5.31) adjective

enumerative
associative

sɩ-wá-sʊ sí-dingǐ

'a big bell for a hound'

sɩ-wá-sʊ sí-motí

'one bell for a hound'

7-bell for a hound-7 7.ADJ-big
7-bell for a hound-7 7.NUM-one

sɩ-wá-sʊ sá-nza

'a good bell for a hound'

7-bell for a hound-7 7.ASS-good

demonstrative sɩ-wá-sʊ sɔ

7-bell for a hound-7 7.DEM.I

'that bell for a hound'

Class 8
The basic form of the class 8 prefix is ɓɩ-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix

vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as ɓi-. Preceding vowelinitial nouns with a low vowel, the vowel /ɩ/ of the class 8 prefix is desyllabified
(see 3.3.5). Preceding a root- initial high vowel, V1-elision applies (see 3.3.1).
The class 8 nouns in my data, which are not listed in (5.30), are presented here (in
the third column, the class 7 singular forms are given):
(5.32) Class 8

Plural

Class 7

ɓíloɓílo

'8:burnt log'

sílosí lá-sʊ '7:burnt log-7'

ɓǐngo

'8:climbing harness'

-

ɓi-kǎtʊ
ɓíngo
ɓukú

ɓʊkwá

'8-loft, drying shed'
'8:neck, throat'

si-kǎ-sʊ
sí ngá-sʊ

'8:burning piece of wood' sukú-so
'8:yam (generic)'

ɓyangɩ ́tɔ '8:shelter, den, lair'

sʊkwá-sʊ
syangɩ ́-sɔ

Singular

'7-loft, drying shed-7'
'7:neck, throat-7'
'7:burning piece of
wood-7'

'7:yam (generic)-7'
'7:shelter, den, lair-7'

Two nouns in class 8 in (5.32) have a final syllable which has the same shape as
the noun-class enclitic of class 13 -tɔ́: ɓi-kǎtʊ '8-loft, drying shed' and ɓyangɩ ́tɔ

noun stem is [+ATR]. Preceding the [−ATR] noun-class enclitics, /o/ is changed to /a/, see
3.2.4.3.
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'8:shelter, den, lair'. I assume that these final syllables are copies of the class 13
enclitic. ɓíloɓílo '8:burnt log' is a reduplicated form both in classes 7 and 8.
In addition to the nouns listed in (5.32), there are three class 7/8 pairs in my data in
which one or both forms are petrified: sɔlɩ ́-sɔ '7:knife, sp.-7', ɓyɔ̌lɔ '8:knife, sp.',
sʊ́ mbá-sʊ '7:cold-7', ɓɩ ́-mba '8-cold' and syǎ ngɩ ́-sɔ '7:elephant trap-7', ɓyɩ ́ngɔ
'8:elephant trap'.

Examples of the concord affixes agreeing with class 8 nouns are:
(5.33) adjective

enumerative
associative

ɓɩ-bɛ̌ ɓo-kúkúkú211

'short thighs'

ɓɩ-bɛ̌ ɓɩ ́-sáá

'three thighs'

8.thigh 8.ADJ-short

8.thigh 8.NUM-three

ɓɩ-bɛ̌ ɓá-nza

8.thigh 8.ASS-good

demonstrative ɓɩ-bɛ̌ ɓɔ

8.thigh 8.DEM.I

'nice thighs'
'those thighs'

Class 9

Class 9 does not have a noun-class prefix. Class 9 is a large and semantically
diverse class. It contains nouns from class mergers (see 5.1.4), loanwords (see

5.1.6) and nominalizations (see 7.12.1). Both singular and plural nouns are found
in class 9. I have not set up two classes to distinguish singular from plural, because
the prefix and the set of concords are identical for the singular and the plural parts

of the gender. Some class 9 nouns take the noun-class enclitic -yɔ, which is subject
to ATR vowel harmony and vowel-height dissimilation (see 5.1.2). In the examples
of singular class 9 nouns, plural class 2+9 prefixes are added in brackets.
(5.34) kasɩ ́nda, (ɓa-)

kpɛ́ngbɛ́, (ɓa-)
luɓú, (ɓo-)

mándɛ́, (ɓa-)

211

Plural form of -kúɗú 'short'.

'9.syphilis'
'9.finger'
'9.debt'

'9.track'
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mbúmí, (ɓo-)

'9.sand'

ndʊndʊ́, (ɓa-)

'9.anvil'

sʊ̌, (ɓa-)

'9.smell, gas'

nzoyí, (ɓa-)
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'9.desire'

úzu, (ɓo-)

'9.island'

The concord affixes agreeing with singular class 9 nouns are:
(5.35) adjective

enumerative
associative

tíko yí-dingǐ

'a big field'

tíko yí-motí

'one field'

9.field 9.ADJ-big
9.field 9.NUM-one

tíko yá-sɩ
9.field 9.ASS-all

demonstrative ngʊ́pá yɔ́

9.hill 9.DEM.I

Examples of plural class 9 nouns are:
(5.36) Class 9

'the whole field'
'that hill'

Plural

Class 3

Singular

gɔ̌gɔ

'9.top of a roof'

mʊ-gɔ̌gɔ

'3-top of a roof'

giní

'9.legend, story'

mu-giní

'3-legend, story'

Plural

Class 15

Singular

'9.peeling'

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ

'15-peeling-15'

mbanzɩ ́
pumbí
(5.37) Class 9
pasɩ ́

ngʊngɩ ́

'9.side'

'9.ladle'

'9.plant, sp.'

mʊ-mbanzɩ ́
mu-pumbí

kʊ-ngʊngɩ ́-kɔ

'3-side'

'3-ladle'

'15-plant, sp.-15'

The concord affixes agreeing with class 9 nouns (plurals of classes 3 and 15 nouns)
are:

(5.38) adjective

enumerative
associative

pumbí yí-dingǐ

9.ladle 9.ADJ-big

'big ladles'

pasɩ ́ yí-dingǐ

9.peeling 9.ADJ-big

'big peelings'

pasɩ ́ yɩ ́-sáá

9.peeling 9.NUM-three

mu-pumbí mɩ ́-sáá 3-ladle 3.NUM-three

'three ladles'

'three peelings'

pumbí yá-sɩ

9.ladle 9.ASS-all

'all ladles'

pasɩ ́ yá-sɩ

9.peeling 9.ASS-all

'all peelings'
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demonstrative pumbí yɔ́
pasɩ ́ yɔ́

9.ladle 9.DEM.I

'these ladles'

9.peeling 9.DEM.I

'these peelings'

These concords are identical to the ones in (5.35) of singular class 9 nouns. The

enumerative concord of class 3 in mu-pumbí mɩ ́-sáá is a specific characteristic of
class 3, see (5.23) and (5.24).

Liko has prenasalized consonants (see 2.2.6), which occur in all positions in the
noun and in all word classes. The only combinations of initial nasal+consonant in
class 9 nouns are those which are analysed elsewhere as prenasalized consonants.
Therefore a separate subclass with N- prefix has not been set up.212 Swahili

loanwords with a N-prefix preceding a consonant not found in the set of Liko
prenasalized consonants are adapted to Liko syllable structure, e.g. the Congolese
variety of Swahili213 mfalme 'king', msumari

mchele 'husked rice' are

borrowed as mʊ-fálʊmɛ '1-king', mu-sumáni '3-nail' and mʊsɛ́lɛ '9.rice'.

Examples of class 9 nouns with prenasalized consonants and their class 2+9 plural
forms:

(5.39) Class 9

Singular

Class 2+9

Plural

mbígo

'9.drill'

ɓo-mbígo

'2+9-drill'

ndɔɓɔ́

'9.rainy season'

ɓa-ndɔɓɔ́

'2+9-rainy season'

ngága

'9.chin'

ɓa-ngága

'2+9-chin'

nzéɗe

'9.special meal'

ɓa-nzéɗe

'2+9-special meal'

ngbóngú '9.tree, sp.'

ɓo-ngbóngú
214

'2+9-tree, sp.'

Class 9a

The noun-class prefix of class 9a is ɩ-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the vowel is
changed into i-. When preceded by class 2 ɓa-, the noun-class prefix of class 9a is

212

Prenasalized consonants also occur in initial position in class 1a nouns. Examples of 1a/2

gender with prenasalized consonants are: mbʊmá '1a.gaboon viper', ɓa-mbʊmá '2-gaboon
viper', ndíɓi '1a.animal, sp. (living on river banks)', ɓo-ndíɓi '2-animal, sp.' and nganyá
'1a.fish, sp.', ɓa-nganyá '2-fish, sp.'
213

Source: Dictionnaire Swahili-Français. Lenselaer (1983).

214

I.e. for a male fiancé.
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retained and height coalescence of the class 2 and the class 9a vowels takes place.
Examples include:

(5.40) Class 9a Singular

Class 2+9 Plural

ɩ-ɗʊgá

'9a-peanut butter' ɓɛ-ɗʊgá
'9a-vine, sp.'

ɓɛ̌-bǎtɩ

'2+9:9a-peanut butter'

i-dǔlu

'9a-custom'

ɓe-dǔlu

'2+9:9a-custom'

ɩ ́-bǎtɩ

í-kawé

'9a-scabies'

ɓě-kawé

'2+9:9a-vine, sp.'
'2+9:9a-scabies'

Concords of class 9a nouns are the same as those of class 9:
(5.41) adjective

enumerative
associative

ɩ-tambǎla yí-dingǐ 'a big scarf'
9a-scarf 9.ADJ-big

ɩ-tambǎla yí-motí

'one scarf'

9a-scarf 9.NUM-one

ɩ-tambǎla yá-sɩ

9a-scarf 9.ASS-all

demonstrative ɩ-tambǎla yɔ

9a-scarf 9.DEM.I

'the whole scarf'
'that scarf'

Class 9b

Class 9b contains Infinitives only, which are verbal nouns from a morphological
point of view, because they have a noun-class prefix and concord affixes.215 They
have the same concords as class 9 nouns, but their noun-class prefix is different.

Because of these characteristics, they are seen as a subclass of class 9. The nounclass prefix of class 9b is ká-.216 Before [+ATR] stems the prefix surfaces as kó-.
The vowel of the class 9b prefix has a H tone irrespective of the tone on the first

syllable of the verbal base. Positing class 9b for Infinitives is unusual as in Bantu
languages verb Infinitives are generally assigned to class 15.217 In Liko, however,
both the noun-class prefix and the concords of class 15 are different from the
Infinitives. The noun-class prefix of class 15 is kʊ-, whereas the prefix for

215

Infinitives also have verbal characteristics such as the possibility to include an object or

reflexive prefix as well as verbal extensions.
216

I would like to thank André Motingea Mangulu (p.c.) for drawing attention to the

similarity between the general preposition ká and the class 9b prefix of verbal nouns.
217

Schadeberg (2003:80) mentions that class 9 is sometimes employed for Infinitives.
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Infinitives is ká-. Class 15 concords are kʊ́- (adjective), kʊ́- (enumerative) and kwá(associative), whereas the Infinitive concords are yɩ ́- (adjective) and yá(associative), identical to class 9 concords.
Examples of class 9b Infinitives are:
(5.42) ká-tʊk-á
ká-tʊ́k-á
kó-ɗik-ó
kó-ɗík-ó

'9b-take care of s.o.-FV'
'9b-leave-FV'

'9b-show disapproval-FV'
'9b-cover-FV'

The concord affixes agreeing with class 9b nouns are exemplified in the following
phrases: with an adjective prefix (5.43a) and with an assocative prefix (5.43b).
Concord of an Infinitive with a numeral has not been attested. Combining an
Infinitive with a demonstrative is rejected by my Liko consultants.
(5.43)a. ká-lyály-á

yí-dingǐ

9b-graze-FV 9.ADJ-big

'the big grazing', i.e. eating a lot

b.

ká-ag-ǎ

yá- ʊ́-sɩlɩ ́

9b-leave-FV

9.ASS-17-downstream

'the downstream leaving', i.e. going downstream
Class 2+9

The basic form of the prefix of plural class 9 nouns is ɓa-. Preceding [+ATR]
roots, the prefix vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as ɓo-.
This prefix is analysed as a combination of the class 2 prefix ɓa- and a class 9

prefix, based on the concords of this class which are a combination of class 2 ɓaand a class 9 prefix:218
(5.44)

adjective prefix

class 2+9
ɓa-yɩ ́-

enumerative prefix ɓa-yɩ ́-

218

associative prefix

ɓa-yá-

demonstrative

ɓa-yɔ́

Related Boa has complex 2+9 prefixes as well (Motingea 2005:53).
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Class 2+9 is the regular noun class for plural of class 9 nouns. Examples of class
2+9 nouns are:

(5.45) Class 9 Singular

Class 2+9 Plural

kɔ́pɩ ́

'9.shield'

ɗúnga

'9.winnowing basket' ɓo-ɗúnga

nzʊ́yɩ
túmó

'9.body'

'9.flood'

ɓa-kɔ́pɩ ́

ɓa-nzʊ́yɩ
ɓo-túmó

'2+9-shield'
'2+9-body'

'2+9-winnowing basket'
'2+9-flood'

Evidence for the analysis as two prefixes, the class 2 prefix ɓa- and the class 9
adjective, enumerative or associative prefix comes from the examples below. Only
the prefix adjacent to the noun harmonizes to the [ +ATR] feature, which indicates
that two prefixes are involved.
(5.46) adjective

enumerative

ɓa-sɛmbɛ́ ɓayi-kúkúkú
ɓo-tíko ɓayí-dingǐ

'many fields'

ɓa-sɛmbɛ́ ɓayɩ ́-sáá

'three fences'

2+9-field 2+9.ADJ-big
2+9-fishing fence 2+9.NUM-three

ɓo-tíko ɓayɩ ́-sáá

associative

'short fences'

2+9-fishing fence 2+9.ADJ-short

'three fields'

2+9-field 2+9.NUM-three

ɓa-sɛmbɛ́ ɓayá- ngbángányá

'open fences'

ɓa-kpɔzyɔ ɓayó-ndoɗi

'young plants'

2+9-fishing fence 2+9.ASS-open
2+9-plant, sp. 2+9.ASS-sticky, young

demonstrative ɓa-sɛmbɛ́ ɓayɔ́

'those fences'

2+9.fishing fence 2+9.DEM.I

ɓa-kpɔzyɔ ɓayɔ́

2+9.plant, sp. 2+9.DEM.I

'those plants'

Class 13
Class 13 does not have a noun-class prefix. Class 13 nouns take the noun-class

enclitic -tɔ, which is subject to ATR vowel harmony and vowel-height dissimilation
(see 5.1.2). Examples are (the class 19 singulars are presented in the third column):
(5.47) Class 13
gbǎ-tʊ

kpɔngɔ̌-tʊ

Plural

Class 19

Singular

'13.eyebrow-13'

ɩ-gbǎ-sʊ

'19-eyebrow-19'

'13.bed-13'

ɩ-kpɔngɔ̌-sʊ

'19-bed-19'
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kpʊ́kpʊ́kʊ́-tɔ '13.skull, foreheadtɩ ́-tɔ
bokú-to
kukǔ-to
tikimá-tʊ

13'

ɩ-kpʊ́kpʊ́kʊ́-sɔ '19-skull, forehead-

'13.whistle-13'

ɩ-sɩ ́-sɔ

'13.skin, bark-13'

i-bokú-so

'13.clapper on door13'

'13.tree, sp.-13'

19'

'19-whistle-19'
'19-skin, bark-19'

i-kukǔ-so

'19-clapper on door19'

i-tikimá-sʊ

'19-tree, sp.-19'

Examples of the concord affixes agreeing with class 13 nouns are:
(5.48) adjective

enumerative
associative

bʊkʊ́-tɔ ti-kúkúkú

'short shrubs'

bʊkʊ́-tɔ tɩ ́-sáá

'three shrubs'

13.shrub, drug-13 13.ADJ-short
13.shrub, drug-13 13.NUM-three

bʊkʊ́-tɔ tó- pólǐ

'light (weight) shrubs'

13.shrub, drug-13 13.ASS-light (weight)

demonstrative bʊkʊ́-tɔ tɔ

13.shrub, drug-13 13.DEM.I

'those shrubs'

Class 14

The basic form of the class 14 prefix is ɓʊ-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix
vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as ɓu-. Most abstract nouns
are in class 14. The majority of class 14 nouns are plants and trees (the fruit of

which are often found in class 5). Examples of class 14 nouns are: (in brackets, the
noun-class prefixes of the plurals in class 6 are given):
(5.49) ɓʊ-ɓǎ
ɓʊ-dɩ ̌

'14-appetite'
'14-cold'

ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌

'14-sunset, evening'

ɓu-ɓombu, (ma-)

'14-fruit tree, sp.'

ɓʊ-mbɩ ́lɩ ́, (ma-)

'14-fruit tree, sp.'

ɓu-ɗiliɗilí
ɓu-beɗubeɗú, (mo-)
ɓu-mbútí, (mo-)

'14-doubt'

'14-fruit vine, sp.'
'14-tree, sp.'

There are two class 14 nouns with an initial vowel in my data: ɓʊ-ʊtʊ́ (ma-ʊtʊ́)
'14-tree, sp.' and ɓwalɩ ́ '14:sperm'.
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Examples of the concord affixes agreeing with class 14 nouns are:
(5.50) adjective

enumerative
associative

ɓʊ-tambʊ́ ɓu-kúɗú

'a short tree'

ɓʊ-ɓála ɓí-motí

'one cohabitation'

14-tree, sp. 14.ADJ-short
14-cohabitation 14.NUM-one

ɓu-mbútí ɓó- pólǐ

'a light (weight) tree'

14-tree, sp. 14.ASS-light (weight)

demonstrative ɓu-mbútí ɓɔ́

'that tree'

14-tree, sp. 14.DEM.I

Class 15
The basic form of the class 15 prefix is kʊ-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix

vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as ku-. All class 15 nouns
have an enclitic, which is underlyingly -kɔ (see 5.1.2). Examples of class 15 nouns
are:

(5.51) kʊ-bɩsyá-kʊ

'15-smithy-15'

ma-bɩsyá '6-smithy'

ku-kwá-kʊ

'15-death-15'

mo-kwó

'6-death'

kú wá-kʊ

'15:thorn-15'

mówo

'6:thorn'

kʊ-ngá-kʊ
kʊ-mǎ

'15-fish hook-15' ma-ngá

ʊ́-kɔ '15:branch-15'

kwá lá-kʊ

mǎngʊ

'15:nail, claw-15' mála

'6-fish hook'
'9.branch'
'6:nail, claw'

The final example shows that the vowel of the noun-class prefix is desyllabified
preceding noun-initial /a/.
Examples of the concord affixes agreeing with class 15 nouns are:
(5.52) adjective

enumerative
associative

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ kú-dingǐ

'a big peeling'

15-peeling 15.ADJ-big

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ kú-motí

'one peeling'

ku-vǐ-ko kwó- pólǐ

'a light (weight) net'

15-peeling 15.NUM-one
15-net 15.ASS-light (weight)

demonstrative ku-vǐ-ko kwɔ

15-net 15.DEM.I

'that net'
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Class 17

The basic form of the class 17 prefix is kʊ́-.219 Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix
vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as kú-. A plural form of

nouns in class 17 is rare, there are no examples in natural or translated texts in my
data. Using elicitation, the noun-class prefix of the plural is class 2 ɓa-, which

precedes the class 17 prefix and the noun stem. The vowel of the plural prefix does
not assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the noun, e.g. ɓa-kú-bi 'other riversides'
because of the presence of the class 17 prefix.
(5.53) kʊ́-ɓɔmbɔ́lɔ

kʊ́-gʊ̌, (ɓa-)

'17-back'
'17-top'

kʊ́-sɩlɩ ́

'17-downstream'

kʊ́-sɔ̌

'17-inside'

kú-bi, (ɓa-)

'17-riverside'

kú-mbúso

'17-back'

kʊ́-syákʊ

'17-side across a river'

kú-bumǔtí, (ɓa-)
kú-nzi

'17-side'

'17-outside'

kú-silí

'17-bottom'

kú-syokoto , (ɓa-) '17-bottom of a bed'
220

kámbwa

'17:front'

The nouns in class 17 are locative nouns.221 They function syntactically as adjuncts.
The productive locative system in Liko uses the general preposition ká. The prefix
kʊ́- of noun-class 17 cannot be combined with nouns of other noun classes.

219

One of the location adverbs has the same form.

220

An alternative form is kútokosyo.

221

According to the definitions used by Gregoire in her study Les locatifs en bantou, the

class 17 forms in Liko are 'locatifs restreints' because "il est constitué à partir d'un

substantive restraint, c'est-à-dire d'un substantive que le système utilise exclusivement ou

principalement en locative avec des sens comme "au-dessus (de)", "au-dessous (de)",
"dehors", "à l'intérieur (de)" etc.." (1975:4). I have used the term locative nouns because

Liko does not have the other possibilities she mentions, i.e. locative nouns which have a
locative prefix instead of their noun-class prefix, or nouns with a locative pre-prefix. There
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The concord affixes agreeing with class 17 nouns are:
(5.54) adjective

kʊ́-gʊ̌ yɩ-kɛ́ɗɛ́

'a small top'

kʊ́-gʊ̌ yɩ ́-sáá222

'three tops'

17-top 17.ADJ-small

enumerative

17-top 17.NUM:three

associative

kʊ́-gʊ̌ wa-ɩ-kpakpá-sʊ 'top of a hat'
17-top 17.ASS-19-hat-19

demonstrative kʊ́-gʊ̌ yɔ́

17-top 17.DEM.I

'that top'

The associative prefix wa- in kʊ́-gʊ̌ wa-ɩ-kpakpá-sʊ 'top of a hat' is the regular
associative concord for class 17.

I assume that in kámbwa '17:front', the vowel of the noun-class prefix has been lost
through V1-elision (see 3.3.1). kámbwa is a class 17 noun, because it takes the
same concords as the other nouns in class 17, e.g. kámbwa yɩ-kɛ́ɗɛ́, 17:front
17.ADJ-small, 'a small front side',223 and kámbwa wo-túmó, 17:front 17.ASS9.flooding, 'before the flooding', literally, 'the front side of flooding'.
Class 19

The basic form of the class 19 prefix is ɩ-. Preceding [+ATR] roots, the prefix
vowel takes the [+ATR] quality and the prefix surfaces as i-. Eight class 19 nouns

have or optionally have prefix sɩ-. Class 19 nouns take the same noun-class enclitic
as class 7, -sɔ, which is subject to ATR vowel harmony and vowel-height
dissimilation (see 5.1.2).

Examples of class 19 nouns are (the class 13 plural forms are presented in the third
column):

(5.55) Class 19
ɩ-ɓalá-sʊ

Singular

Class 13 Plural

'19-stool-19'

ɓalá-tʊ

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ '19-shrub, drug-19'

bʊkʊ́-tɔ

'13.stool-13'

'13.shrub, drug-13'

is no locative prefix in the language attested with noun classes other than 17.
222

The numeral indicates plural, but kʊ́gʊ̌ has class 17 (singular) form.

223

Also, with adjective-to-adverb derivation, 'a bit forward'.
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(s)ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

19-circumcision-19 mʊ́ɩ ́-tɔ

'13.circumcision-13'

si-kpí-so

'19-hat-19'

'13.hat-13'

kpí-to

Examples of the concord affixes agreeing with class 19 nouns are:
(5.56) adjective

enumerative
associative

(s)ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ sí-dingǐ

'a big circumcision'

19-circumcision-19 19.ADJ-big

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ sí-motí

'one shrub'

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ sá-nza

'a good shrub'

19-shrub-19 19.NUM-one
19-shrub-19 19.ASS-good

demonstrative (s)ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ sɔ

'that circumcision'

19-circumcision-19 19.DEM.I

There is a regular correspondence between the plosives /t/ and /d/ in some class 13
noun roots (plurals of nouns in the gender 19/13) and the fricatives /s/ and /z/ in

class 19 noun roots. There are only a few cases in my data where it occurs, listed
here:

(5.57)

ɩ-sásá-sʊ

'19-feather-19'

tátá-tʊ

'13.feather-13'

ɩ-sɩ ́-sɔ

'19-whistle-19'

tɩ ́-tɔ

'13.whistle-13'

ɩ-zagǎ-sʊ

'19-raffia arrow-19'

dagǎ-tʊ

(s)i-zingi-só '19-bunch of bananas- dingi-tó
19'

5.1.2

'13.raffia arrow-13'
'13.bunch of bananas13'

Noun-class enclitics

A characteristic of the Liko noun-class system is the existence of noun-class
enclitics in addition to noun-class prefixes. Noun-class enclitics224 are also reported
in related Boa (C44) (Motingea 2005:50ff) and in Pagabete (C401) (Boone and

Olson 1995:20). All or almost all nouns in classes 7, 13, 15 and 19 have a nounclass enclitic. In classes 3, 5, 6 and 9, nouns with a noun-class enclitic are rare.

Nouns in classes 6 and 9 with a noun-class enclitic are invariably plurals, pairing

224

Also referred to as nominal suffixes. I regard them as enclitics because they do not

assimilate to the [+ATR] value of roots in the same way as suffixes do and because they
probably originate from type I demonstratives.
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with classes 3, 5 or 15. An exhaustive list of nouns with a noun-class enclitic in
classes 3, 5, 6 and 9 in my data is given in this section.
The underlying shape of noun-class enclitics is -Cɔ, with surface realizations /ɔ/,

/o/ and /ʊ/. The realization of the vowel of a noun-class enclitic is determined by
the values of the preceding vowel for [ATR] and [high], see 3.2.4.3 for description
and analysis of the underlying vowel and for vowel-height dissimilation. Surface

realizations of the noun-class enclitics are given in Table 14. For comparison, the

type I demonstratives, possibly at the origin of the noun-class enclitics in Liko, are
added in the third column.
Table 14 Noun-class enclitics - surface forms
Class Enclitic
DEM.I
3

-mʊ

mɔ

5

-lʊ

lɔ

7

-sɔ, -so, -sʊ

sɔ

13

-tɔ, -to, -tʊ

tɔ

19

-sɔ, -so, -sʊ

sɔ

6
9
15

-mo, -mʊ
-yɔ, -yo, -yʊ, -yɩ
-kɔ, -ko, -kʊ

mɔ
yɔ
kwɔ

The noun classes where the majority of nouns have a noun-class enclitic is attested,
i.e. classes 7, 13, 15 and 19, show all three potential realizations of the underlying
vowel /ɔ/. In class 9, three realizations are also found, but /ɔ/ is missing in classes
3 and 6 and /o/ is absent in class 5. The noun-class enclitic of class 9 has a fourth
surface form, -yɩ.

The previous section contains examples of noun-class enclitics for classes 7, 13, 15
and 19. The noun stems in classes 3, 5, 6 and 9 with an enclitic in my data are
listed below, together with their singular or plural counterpart.
Class 3:

(5.58) mʊ-mbɩ ́
mu-gǐ

'3-basket'

mbɩ ́-yɔ

'9-basket-9'

'3-village'

gǐ-yo

'9.village-9'
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mʊ-kpʊ́-mʊ

'3-stick, sp.-3' kpʊ́-yʊ

'9.stick, sp.-9'

mʊ-ɗɔtɔ́-mʊ

'3-bow-3'

'9.bow-9'

mʊ-kɛ́kɛ́-mʊ '3-lath-3'

mʊ-kɔkɔ́-mʊ '3-trunc-3'

ɗɔtɔ́-yɩ

kɛ́kɛ́-yɩ '9.lath-9'

kɔkɔ́-yɩ '9.trunc-9'

In the above set, the expected forms of the noun-class enclitic of -kpʊ́- would be
-mɔ for class 3 and -yɔ for class 9. With respect to the last class 9 nouns above, the
vowel of the enclitic, /ɩ/ instead of /ʊ/, is ideosyncratic.225
Class 5:
(5.59) lɩ-ká-lʊ '5-ember-5' ma-ká-mʊ '6-ember-6'
lɩ-tá-lʊ

'5-stone-5' ma-tá-mʊ

'6-stone-6'

Possible petrified forms of the noun-class enclitic of class 5 are (plural class 6
nouns are given in brackets):
(5.60) lɩ-gɩlɩ ́lɔ

lɩ-bɛbɛ́lʊ
lɩ-kakalʊ́

'5-rod to lock a door' (ma-gɩlɩ ́lɔ)
'5-summit, top'

(ma-bɛbɛ́lʊ)

'5-big anthill'

(ma-kakalʊ́)

lɩ-ngbɛngbɛ̌lʊ '5-tree, sp.'

(ma-ngbɛngbɛ̌lʊ)

Apart from the two class 6 plurals of class 5 nouns given in (5.59), there is one
other class 6 noun in my data with a noun-class enclitic: mo-í-mo '6-bark-6', the
plural of ku-í-ko '15-bark-15'.

Certain nouns with a noun-class enclitic display a peculiar tonal phenomenon
which I have not been able to understand: a tone realized at a pitch between High
and Low on the final TBU of the noun. In the examples, the notation of a non-

automatic downstepped H tone is used. I will present the details and leave this for
further research. Table 15 presents an overview of what is found in my data:

225

Class 15 also has some unexpected vowels in the surface form of its noun-class enclitic.

The two cases in my data are: ku-lekú-ke '15-left side-15' and ku-ngú-ku '15-chequered mat15' (they have /e/ or /u/, instead of /o/).
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Table 15 Surface tone on the final TBUs of noun stems and noun-class enclitics226
Underlying tone
Surface tone Surface tone
Noun stem

Noun class

Noun stem

Noun-class enclitic

L.L

13 and 19

L.L

H

L.H or L+H

7, 13, 15 and 19

L.H or LH

L

H.L

7, 13, 15 and 19

H.H

13 and 19

H

(L.)H.H

7, 13, 15 and 19

H

L
L

H.H

15

L
L

One noun with a noun-class enclitic has a L tone pattern. The tone on its noun-

class enclitic is High: (s)i-zingi-só '19-bunch of bananas-19', dingi-tó '13.bunch of
bananas-13'.227
A noun with a H tone on the final TBU preceded by a L tone, does not show tonal
changes when it has a noun-class enclitic, for example:
(5.61)a. kʊ-bɩsyá-kʊ
ku-lulú-ko

ma-bɩsyá '6-smithy'
mo-lulú

'6-shadow'

kʊ-nzʊmbʊ́-kɔ '15-plant, sp.-15'

nzʊmbʊ́

'9.plant, sp.'

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ

'15-peeling-15'

pasɩ ́

'9.peeling'

i-bikyá-sʊ

'19-fury, madness-19' bikyá-tʊ
'19-root, stump-19'

gumí-to

'13.fury, madness-13'

sɩ-bɛ̌-sʊ

'7-thigh-7'

ɓɩ-bɛ̌

'8-thigh'

kɔ̌-tʊ

'13.fish shelter-13'

i-gumí-so
b.

'15-smithy-15'

ku-vǐ-ko
ɩ-kɔ̌-sʊ

'15-shadow-15'

'15-fishing net-15'

228

'19-fish shelter-19'

229

mo-vǐ

'13.root, stump-13'
'6-fishing net'

Examples of monosyllablic nouns with a H tone are:

226

Nouns in classes 3, 5, 6 and 9 with noun-class enclitics are not included in this table

because of they are rare and nouns in these classes often have lexicalized enclitics.
227

The surface tone on type 1 demonstratives is also High following a noun with a L tone

pattern. Otherwise, the surface tone on a type I demonstrative is identical to the tone that
precedes it, which is different from the surface tone of noun-class enclitics. See 6.1.2.
228

I.e. a circular fishing net.

229

Also 'compost'.
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(5.62) sɩ-lyá-sʊ

'7-greed, cohabitation-7' ɓɩ-lyá

ku-yá-kʊ '15-fishing net-15'
si-kpí-so '19-hat-19'

'8-greed, cohabitation'

mo-yó '6-fishing net'
kpí-to

'13.hat-13'

A number of nouns with a noun-class enclitic surfaces with a tone between High
and Low (in the examples represented as a non-automatic downstepped H tone) on

the final stem TBU, whereas the noun in the paired class with the oppositie number
has a L tone:

(5.63) sílosí lá-sʊ

'7:burnt log-7'

ɓíloɓílo

'8:burnt log'

sí ngá-sʊ

'7:neck, throat-7'

ɓíngo

'8:neck, throat'

kʊ-kpʊ̌ tá-kʊ

'15-cassava-15'

ma-kpʊ̌ta '6-cassava'

kʊ-ɓɔ́ ʊ́-kɔ
kwá lá-kʊ

'15-hand, arm-15' ma-ɓɔ́kʊ
'15:nail, claw-15'

'6-hand,arm'

mála

'6:nail, claw'

kʊ-mǎ

ʊ́-kɔ '15:branch-15'

mǎngʊ

'9.branch'

kʊ-nzɛ̌

ɛ́-kʊ '15-leaf, sp.-15'

nzɛ̌nzɛ

'9.leaf, sp.'

mówo

'6:thorn'

kʊ-pá ʊ́-kɔ

'15-leaf, sp.-15'

kú wá-kʊ

'15:thorn-15'

ma-pákʊ

'6-leaf, sp.'

If the noun-class enclitics would have a preceding floating H tone, one would
expect that the final TBU in the above examples would be realized with a LH tone.
Elsewhere in the language, leftward linking of a H tone to an associated L tone
surfaces as a LH tone, not as a tone between High and Low.

One noun, ku-tíli-ko '15-ear-15', mo-tíli '6-ear', has a H tone on the first and a L
tone on the second syllable, regardless of the presence of an enclitic. One other

noun, (s)i-kú bá-sʊ '19-chest, cough-19', kú bá-tʊ '13.chest, cough-13', has a tone
between High and Low preceding the enclitic in both parts of the gender.
Finally, the last two sets have two or more TBUs with a surface H tone preceding a

noun-class enclitic. The first set shows a sequence of two H tones in classes 19 and
13. In class 15 nouns, the second High is non-automatic downstepped.
(5.64) ɩ-kʊ́kʊ́-sɔ
sɩ-panánɩ ́-sɔ

'19-wooden musical kʊ́kʊ́-tɔ

'13.wooden musical

'19-love-19'

'13.love-13'

instrument-19'

panánɩ ́-tɔ

instrument-13'
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i-kpóngóɓá-sʊ '19-shell, carapace-

kpóngóɓá-tʊ '13.shell, carapace-

19'

13'

(s)ɩ-ɗʊ́kʊ́fɩ ́-sɔ
(5.65) kʊ-ká sá-kʊ
kʊ-mbɔ́

ʊ́-kɔ

'19-hip, waist-19'

ɗʊ́kʊ́fɩ ́-tɔ

'15-leaf, sp.-15'

ma-kásá

'13.hip, waist-13'
'6-leaf, sp.'

'15-mushroom, sp.-15' mbɔ́ngʊ́

'9.mushroom, sp.'

ku-kpukú má-kʊ '15-cassava-15'

kpukúmo '9.cassava'

ku-sí ngí-ko

'15-shoulder strap-15'

mo-síngí

'6-shoulder strap'

ku-mbú tí-ko

'15-plant, sp.-15'

o-mbútí

'1b-plant, sp.'

kʊ-tá ngá-kʊ

5.1.3
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'15-aubergine-15'

a-tángá

'1b-aubergine'

Noun-class pairing

Nouns are not only lexically specified for class, but also for gender, i.e. a pairing
of two noun classes, where one refers to a single instance and the other to multiple
instances of a given noun. The major noun-class pairing (gender) rules in Liko can
be visualized as:
(5.66)
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These major noun-class pairing rules are:
(5.67) Single

NounSG CL1

NounSG CL1a

NounSG CL1b
NounSG CL1c
NounSG CL3
NounSG CL5

Multiple

 NounPL CL2
 NounPL CL2
 NounPL CL2
 NounPL CL2
 NounPL CL9
 NounPL CL6

Single

NounSG CL7
NounSG CL9

NounSG CL9a

NounSG CL14
NounSG CL15

NounSG CL19

Multiple







NounPL CL8

NounPL CL2+9
NounPL CL2+9
NounPL CL6
NounPL CL6

NounPL CL13

An example of each pairing is given below (with for each class a [−ATR] and a
[+ATR] noun); other examples can be found in the previous two sections.
(5.68) Single

mʊ-ganzá

'1-blood brother'

mu-ɓígi

ɓa-ganzá

'2-blood brother'

'1-twin'

ɓo-ɓígi

'2-twin'

míkí

'1a.child'

ɓo-míkí

'2-child'

o-ngútu

'1b-metal bracelet'

ɓo-ngútu

'2:1b-metal bracelet'

ɩ ́-ɓɛɓɩ ́

'1c-snail, sp.'

ɓɛ̌-ɓɛɓɩ ́

'2:1c-snail, sp.'

í-danga

'1c-insect, sp.'

ɓě-danga

'2:1c-insect, sp.'

mu-kúwo

'3-bone'

kúwo

'9.bone'

nɩ ́nɛ́

á-gbɔgbɔ́

mʊ-dʊ̌kpɔ
lɩ-kpɔmʊ́

'1a.aunt'
'1b-footboard'

'3-walking stick'
'5-anvil'

230

ɓa-nɩ ́nɛ́

'2-aunt'

ɓǎ-gbɔgbɔ́ '2:1b-footboard'

dʊ̌kpɔ

'9.walking stick'

ma-kpɔmʊ́ '6-anvil'

li-ngusú

'5-elbow'

mo-ngusú

'6-elbow'

si-wá-sʊ

'7-bell for a hound-7'

ɓi-wó

'8-bell for a hound'

luɓú

'9.debt'

ɓo-luɓú

'2+9-debt'

ɩ-ɗʊgá

'9a-peanut butter'

ɓɛ-ɗʊgá

'2+9:9a-peanut butter'

ɓʊ-kpɔ́tɔ

'14-vine, sp.'

ma-kpɔ́tɔ

'6-vine, sp.'

sɩ-bɛ̌-sʊ
mándɛ́

í-kawé

230

Multiple

'7-thigh-7'
'9.track'

'9a-scabies'

I.e. a piece of metal used as anvil.

ɓɩ-bɛ̌

ɓa-mándɛ́

ɓě-kawé

'8-thigh'

'2+9-track'

'2+9:9a-scabies'
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ɓu-ndoɗí

'14-tree, sp.'

kʊ-mbɩgǎ-kʊ '15-shoulder-15'
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mo-ndoɗí

'6-tree, sp.'

ma-mbɩgǎ

'6-shoulder'

ku-lí-ko

'15-knee-15'

sɩ-pangǎ-sʊ

'19-hide of a palm nut- pangǎ-tʊ

mo-lí

'13.hide of a palm nut-

i-tikimá-sʊ

'19-tree, sp.-19'

'13.tree, sp.-13'

19'

tikimá-tʊ

'6-knee'
13'

All classes except classes 1, 1c, 7 and 9a occur as one-class genders. One-class
genders with many nouns are 1a, 5, 9, 15 and 17. Examples include:
(5.69) ɗɩnga

'1a.period'

bǐngo

'8:climbing harness'

'1b-soft clay'

kungǔku

'9.mist'231

ɓa-múɗége '2-melody'

ɓa-sikpí

'2+9-jokes'

ɓo-ngulú

'2-infected wound'

tiyǎ-tʊ

'13.pus-13'

mʊ-tɩ ́wɩ

'3-advice'

ɓu-ngú

'14-sweat'

lɩ-swá

'5-Pygmy behaviour'

kʊ-lʊká-kʊ

'15-sculpture-15'

ma-káná

'6-wine'

ku-dudú-ko '15-mould-15'

mo-lingó

'6-oil'

ɔɓɩ ́lɩ ́

a-ɗámbi
a-dula

mu-liɓó
lɩ-ɓɛ́sɛ

'1a.life, world'
'1b-leprosy'

'3-end'

'5-fate'

ɗongó
ɓo-nginí

tʊkʊ́-tɔ
ɓʊ-tɔtɔ́

'9.distance'

'2+9-pastime'

'13.clay-13'
'14-laugh'

All examples of class 17 in my data are listed in (5.53) above. For Infinitives (class
9b), see examples in (5.42).
It is remarkable that class 4 is missing in the Liko noun-class system. Class 9

serves as the plural noun class for class 3, with a few exceptions, listed here: mʊ̌
'3:head', ɓa-mʊ̌ '2+9-head', mʊ̌ma '3:belly', ɓa-mʊ̌ma '2+9-belly', mʊ-pɔ́sɩ '3-shrub,
sp.', ɓa-pɔ́sɩ '2+9-shrub, sp.', mʊ-sɔpʊ́ '3-intestine', ɓa-sɔpʊ́ '2+9-intestine'. Class 3
concord for mʊ̌ is shown in the expressions na mʊ̌ má-pʊ̌ 'with 3:head 3.ASS-

strong', meaning: 'stubborn'. In addition to regular pairing with class 5, class 6 is
the default plural for classes 14 and 15.

231

Probably from Congo Swahili ukungu 'humidity, mist'.
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The noun-class pairing rules account for the great majority (over 95%) of dualclass genders. The most common exception to these rules is that certain nouns in

classes 5 and 15 pair with class 9 (instead of class 6), if the individual items cannot
be counted or if they are considered as a collection. It often but not exclusively
concerns flora:

(5.70) Single

Multiple

lɩ-gɩnɩ ́

'5-ripe banana'

lɩ-pándá

'5-one spot of scabies' pándá

li-ndikó

gɩnɩ ́

'5-palm-nut pit'

lɩ-sɛ́lɛ

ndikó

'5-grain of rice'

mʊsɛ́lɛ

ku-kpukú má-kʊ '15-cassava-15'
kʊ-ngʊngɩ ́-kɔ

'15-plant, sp.-15'

'9.ripe banana'

'9.palm-nut pit'
'9.scabies'
'9.rice'

kpukúmo '9.cassava'
232

ngʊngɩ ́

'9.plant, sp.'

Most nouns referring to objects in which individual items are not distinguished, are
indeed found in class 9. This can be seen in the following one-class gender nouns:
(5.71) ɓángʊ́

bʊtʊlʊ́

'9.blood'
'9.mud'

gbángɩ ́tá '9.thick forest'
mʊsʊgʊ̌

'9.rubbish'

mbúmí

'9.sand'

There are, however, also cases in which the noun referring to a single instance is in
class 5, whereas the noun for the quantity of which individual items cannot be
counted is found in classes 6 or 13, e.g.:
(5.72) lɩ-mbʊ́nga '5-hailstone'
lɩ-ngatá

lɩ-tɔ́nɩ ́tɔ
li-tú kátʊ

ma-mbʊ́nga '6-hail'

'5-single uncombed hair' ma-ngatá
'5-piece of garbage'

tɔ́nɩ ́tɔ

'5-single hair'

tú kátʊ

233

'6-uncombed hair'
'13.garbage'
'13.hair'

232

The leaves of this plant are used as toilet paper.

233

The class 5 forms in this and the next example shows that the class 13 enclitic -tɔ has

become part of the noun stem. In tú kátʊ, the underlying vowel of the second syllable is /o/.
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Class 6 contains liquids such as (they are one-class genders):
(5.73) ma-káli

'6-mix of water and ashes'

ma-káná

'6-wine'

mo-lingó

'6-oil'

ma-nyɛ́

'6-urine'

ma-mɩ ́nyɔ

'6-dew'

ma-wɛ́sɛ

'6-quality oil'

Some classes 5 or 15 nouns have a plural in two different noun classes. In these
cases, class 6 expresses quantities in which individual items can be counted. Class
9 is used for collections in which individual items are not distinguished. For
countable quantities, class 6 is used:
(5.74) Single

Multiple

lɩ-gɩlɩ ́lɔ

ma-gɩlɩ ́lɔ má-ɓǎ 6-rod 6.NUM-two

'two rods'

5-rod

ma-gɩlɩ ́lɔ nɩ ́-mɔ́

6-rod COP-6.DEM.I

'these rods'

ma-kásá nɩ ́-mɔ́

6-leaf COP-6.DEM.I 'these leaves'

kʊ-ká sá-kʊ
15-leaf, sp.-15

ma-kásá má-ɓǎ

6-leaf 6.NUM-two

'two leaves'

For collections, class 9 is used (see 5.1.7):
(5.75) Single

Multiple

lɩ-gɩlɩ ́lɔ

gɩlɩ ́lɔ yí-dingǐ234

5-rod

gɩlɩ ́lɔ nɩ ́-yɔ́

kʊ-ká sá-kʊ

kásá yá-

15-leaf, sp.-15

kásá nɩ ́-yɔ́

9.rod 9.ADJ-big

'many rods'

ʊ́kpʊ́ 9.leaf 9.ASS-big

'big leaves'

9.rod COP-9.DEM.I

'these rods'

9.leaf COP-9.DEM.I 'these leaves'

There are very few nouns for which the singular and the plural are expressed by a
different noun stem. The cases in my data are (the plurals are non-countable):
(5.76) Single
lúkí

Multiple

'5:thing, object'

mukúmbó '9.thing, object'

mʊ-sákɩ '3-piece of firewood' mɩ ́sá

234

'9.firewood'

*gɩlɩ ́lɔ yɩ ́-ɓǎ 9.rod 9.NUM-two is ungrammatical because the use of class 9 in this gender

indicates an uncountable quantity.
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5.1.4

Noun-class mergers and near mergers

There is one merger and two near mergers in the Liko noun-class system. The
merger involves class 4. Class 4, commonly found in the gender 3/4 in Bantu

languages, has merged completely with plural class 9. The class 4 prefix has been
lost.235

The near mergers involve classes 7/8 and 19/13. Both classes contain a few nouns,
a dozen (0.6% of the data set of nouns) in the case of class 7 and less than thirty in
the case of class 19. A merger involving 7/8 is common in the area where Liko is

spoken.236 Nouns in 7/8 and 19/13 may have merged with gender 1c/2 (animate) or
9a/2+9 (inanimate).
Possible class 7 or 19 to class 1c (and 8 or 13 to 2) mergers are:
(5.77) ɩ ́-ɓɛɓɩ ́

'1c-snake, sp.'

ɓɛ́-ɓɛɓɩ ́

'2:1c-snake, sp.'

ɩ ́-mangɛ́ '1c-starling'
i-ɓulú

ɓɛ̌-mangɛ́ '2:1c-starling'

'1c-black snake, sp.' ɓe-ɓulú

'2:1c-black snake, sp.'

i-tungé

'1c-fish, sp.'

ɓe-tungé

'2:1c-fish, sp.'

Possible class 7 or 19 to class 9a (and 8 or 13 to 2+9) mergers are:
(5.78) ɩ-kpangʊla '9a-rhythm instrument' ɓɛ-kpangʊla '2+9:9a-rhythm
ɩ-yagɩ ́

'9a-wild yam, sp.'

ɓɛ-yagɩ ́

i-síɓé

'9a-rainbow'

ɓe-síɓé

i-zǒmbu

235

'9a-vine, sp.'

ɓe-zǒmbu

instrument'

'2+9:9a-wild yam, sp.'
'2+9:9a-rainbow'

'2+9:9a-vine, sp.'

A trace of class 4 prefix may be the enumerative prefix mɩ ́-: mu-gi mɩ ́-ɓǎ 3-village

3.NUM-two 'two villages'.
236

Maho (1999:166): "Attested mergers and near-mergers involving class 7 are chiefly

restricted to the rainforest area. (…) When it comes to mergers and near-mergers involving
class 8 we find an interesting east-west divide. Mergers and near-mergers involving classes

4 and 8 are chiefly restricted to the western Bantu area, while mergers and near-mergers
involving classes 8 and 10 are chiefly found in the eastern Bantu area."
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The noun classes 7 and 19 are in the process of merging. Their concords are
identical, which corresponds with the second stage of merging mentioned in

Kadima (1969:121). The optional /s/ preceding the noun-class prefix ɩ- of five class
19 nouns, three class 19 nouns with prefix sɩ- and the class 13 suffix of two class 8
nouns reflect the beginning of the next stage.

Noun-class distribution figures show that most nouns belong to one of the genders
1/2, 5/6 and 9/2+9 (including subclasses of 1 and 9), in total over two thirds of the
nouns in my data. They are followed by the genders 3/9 and 14(/6). The smallest
genders are 7/8, 15(/6), 17 and 19.

5.1.5

Noun classes and semantic domains

Table 16 displays the semantic categories often found in the noun classes:
Table 16 Noun classes and semantic categories
Class
Semantic category
1

human, animals, birds, fish

1a

human, animals, birds, fish, agent nouns

1c

human, animals, birds, fish

1b
2
3
5

human, animals, birds, fish, various

plural of class 1 and subclasses of class 1
plants, nature, body parts

plants, nature, culture, body parts, instruments, (parts of)
constructions, illnesses, manner nouns

6

plural of classes 5, 14 and 15

8

plural of class 7

7
9
9a
9b

body parts, instruments, plants, nature, culture
culture, instruments, (parts of) constructions, illnesses,
nature, needs, quantity, time, body parts, action nouns
culture, instruments, plants, nature, emotions, illness
Infinitives

13

plural of class 9
plural of class 19

15

paired body parts, plants, fishing gear

2+9
14

abstract nouns, plants
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17

locative nouns

19

body parts, instruments, plants, nature, culture

Nouns in class 1a with nV- proclitic involve mainly small fauna and plants, and
some objects. Nouns in class 1b (prefix a-) have in addition flora, jewelry and

various other categories. Nouns in class 1c (prefix ɩ-) almost always belong to the
semantic category of animates.
There are several classes with body parts, each class having specific semantic

characteristics. The body parts in class 3 are bones, sinews, muscles, back, belly
and tail. Body parts in class 5 are parts of the face, parts that can bend (elbow,

etc.), inner and taboo parts. Nouns designating different kinds of illness in class 5
mainly refer to pains and boils, related to inner parts. The word for 'taboo' itself
also belongs to this class: li-ginyó. In class 9, the extremities of the body are found,
like finger, foot, nose, ear lobe (also: tusk, cock's comb) and words for 'something
on the skin', like a moustache, eyelashes, a scar. Class 15 has paired body parts

(and the words for left and right). Most body parts in class 19 relate to the skin.
Nouns referring to major stages in life are found in different classes, e.g. li-ɓúkútí
'5-giving birth', (s)ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ '19-circumcision-19', vonóni '9-marriage', i-bisókú '9aofficial marriage', ku-kwá-kʊ '15-death-15'.

The nature words in class 9 include the directions zɩɓɔ́ '9.north', ɩ-ngɛ́ngɛ '9a-east',
zebu '9.south' and dumbé '9.west'.
Two human qualities, in class 7 and in class 19, are derived from verbs, sɩ-lyá-sʊ
'7-greed, cohabitation, overeating-7' from -lɩ ́- 'eat' and sɩ-panánɩ ́-sɔ '19-love-19'
from -pa- 'want' with a reduplicated Associative extension -an- with reciprocal
meaning.

All nouns in class 17 are locative nouns.

5.1.6

Loanwords

Liko has borrowed words from several languages, among others from neighbouring
Mangbetu and Budu, from the regional languages Swahili (through the Congo
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variety used as a lingua franca in the Liko area) and Lingala (used as lingua franca
less than 100 km to the north of the Liko area), from French, the national language
of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and from English (via Congo Swahili).
Nouns such as nɛ́gbǎ '1a.lizard' and némbala '1a.tree, sp.' are reported to be

Mangbetu loanwords by the Liko consultants I worked with. They are present in a
Mangbetu wordlist (Larochette 1958:161-196). These two and other Liko nouns

with initial nV-237 and corresponding shape and meaning in Larochettes wordlist
are:

nékókí, (ɓa-)

Mangbetu
nagbá
'1a.bark clothes' nékoɓu
'1a.bracelet'
nékokí

némbala, (ɓa-)

'1a.tree, sp.'

(5.79) Liko
nɛ́gbǎ, (ɓa-)

nekóɓí, (ɓa-)

nakuyé-kuyé, (ɓa-)

'1a.lizard'

'1a.bird, sp.'

néndutu-ndútú, (ɓa-) '1a.mouse, sp.

námambara
nakuá
nándutu

'sorte de lézard'
'pagne en écorce'
'anneau que les
femmes portent
aux chevilles'
'sorte d'arbuste'
'perroquet'
'sorte de rat'

Mangbetu loans according to my Liko consultants, but not in Larochettes wordlist
are nɛ́-gbɛ́lɛ́ 'na:1-braid', nɛ́-sʊsʊ́ 'na:1-spider' and ne-tíke 'na:1-sweet banana'.238
Examples of Budu loanwords, according to the Liko consultants I worked with,
include:

(5.80) Liko

237

á-dwěba, (ɓa-)

'1b-drummer'

ɓʊmbáɗʊ́

'1a.third boy to be

Budu239

circumcised'

I have made no attempt to try to assign these loanwords with initial nV- to other

subclasses of class 1.
238

Frieke (2007:57) has a list of nV-nouns in related Budu of which she says that they are

Mangbetu loanwords. In the case of Liko, however, there are only few nV- nouns with

matches in Larochettes wordlist. It is likely that Liko has borrowed the Mangbetu nV- prefix
and has attached it also to non-borrowed noun stems.
239

Source of the Budu words: Frieke-Kappers (2007:57).
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ɓázanáná

'1a.fourth boy to be
circumcised'

ngʊ́sʊ-ɓábɩɩ, (ɓa-) '1a.plant, sp.'

nakwáɓodu 'green caterpillar'
'1a.fetish'
nɛkɔ
'charm'
'1a.wooden musical nekokó
'small wooden

nakwáɓodu, (ɓa-) '1a.caterpillar, sp.'
nɛ́kɔ, (ɓa-)

nékókó, (ɓa-)

nepíte, (ɓa-)

instrument for
rhythm'

'1a.black frog, sp.'

drum'

nepíte

'edible frog'

Nouns borrowed from a Congolese variety of Swahili are found in the genders 1/2,
1a/2, 3/9, 5/6, 9/2+9 and 14/6 as well as in one-class genders 1a, 9 and 14. The
consonants and syllable structure are adapted to the receptor language, e.g. /r/ is

replaced by /l/ and a (high) vowel is epenthesized to separate consonant clusters.
The Swahili /b/ in the roots of noun and verb borrowings is realized in Liko as /b/,
e.g. balʊ́wa 'letter' from barua. Reflexes of Swahili contrastive vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/
are /ɛ e/ and /ɔ ʊ/.240

Loanwords from Swahili have a single H tone in Liko corresponding to the
stressed syllable in Swahili.
Examples of borrowings from a Congolese variety of Swahili:
(5.81) Liko

mu-kalimáyi, (ɓa-)
mʊ-fálʊmɛ, (ɓa-)
masúwa, (ɓa-)
kɔndɔ̌lɔ, (ɓa-)

240

Congo Swahili241

m-kalimani
'1-king'
m-falme
'1a.car, motor boat' mashua242
'1a.sheep'
kondoo
'1-interpreter'

Apart from nouns, some frequently used conjunctions like lakíni 'but' (lakini) and a

number of verbs are also borrowed from Congo Swahili. Often borrowed verbs represent

new actions, like kó-líp-ó '9b-pay-FV' (ku-lipa), kó-tumík-ó '9b-work (for money)-FV'
(ku-tumika 'be engaged, work'), ká-sʊ́m-á '9b-read-FV' (ku-soma) and ká-ndɩ ́k-á '9b-write-FV'
(ku-andika).
241

Source: Lenselaer (1983)

242

A 'boat', not a 'car'.
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mʊ-pánga (pánga)

'3-machete'

mʊ-salába, (salába) '3-cross'
li-dilísa, (ma-)

'5-window'

li-fungúla, (ma-)

'5-key'

sɔ́kɔ, (ɓa-)

'9.market'

mʊsɛ́lɛ

ɓu-túnda, (ma-)

'9.husked rice'
'14-fruit tree'
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mpanga
msalaba
dirisha
ufunguo
mchele
soko
tunda243

Loanwords and expressions for hairstyles from Lingala include244:
(5.82) Liko

Lingala245

fufu
lɩ-mápa (mápa) '5-bread'
li-pa, (ma-)
ma-kála
6-charcoal
li-kála, (ma-) 'ember, piece of
charcoal'
lʊpángʊ
5:residential parcel
lo-pángo, (ma-)
bɔlɔ́kɔ
9.prison
boloko
246
ndúmbá
1a.single woman
ndúmbá, (ba-) 'prostitute'
247
máfinataɓa
'1a.small balls in hair'
taba, (ba-) 'goat'
mútuka mʊnɛ́nɛ́ '1a.single thick braid'
mu-tuka, (mi-) 'car'
mu-nene, (mi-) 's.th. big, fat'
tía mbanda na
'1a.braids all to one side' kotia 'to put'
koté248
mbanda, (ba-) 'rival (in love)'
fufǔ

'1a.cassava flour'

French loanwords are found in noun classes 1a, 5, 9 and 14. Some loanwords from
French have both [+ATR] and [−ATR] vowels (which is not allowed in non-

borrowed Liko nouns) in an attempt to approximate French vowel qualities, see the
word for 'television set' below. French nasalized vowels are rendered with [ −ATR]

243

In Congo Swahili: 'fruit'.

244

Congo Swahili borrowings are much more frequent in Liko than loanwords from Lingala.

245

From: http://dic.lingala.be.

246

With negative connotation: a woman with multiple relationships with men.

247

Literally, 'goat droppings'.

248

from French côté 'side'.
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Liko vowels. Because a word-final consonant is not allowed in Liko, a vowel is
added when a French borrowing ends with a consonant. A vowel is inserted in

order to avoid consonant clusters. Like in Congo Swahili loanwords, /r/ is replaced
by [l] and the Liko reflex of the syllable with primary stress in French consists of a
H tone.

Examples include:
(5.83) Liko

Standard French

armée
numéro
li-bilíki, (mo-) '5-brick'
brique
tɛlɛvizyɔ́, (ɓa-) '9.television set' télévision
biló, (ɓa-)
'9.office'
bureau
ɓu-kokotiyé
'14-coconut palm' cocotier
alʊmɛ́, (ɓa-)

'1a.army'

li-moló, (ma-) '5-number'

Borrowings from English via a Congolese variety of Swahili are also adapted to
Liko phonology, e.g.:
(5.84) Liko

Congo Swahili

bulangeti
búku, (ɓa-)
'9.exercise book' buku
kɔ́pɔ, (ɓa-)
'9.cup'
kopo
kóti, (ɓa-) / (ɓo-) '9.coat'
koti
balangíti, (ɓa-)

5.1.7

'9.blanket'

Noun-to-noun derivation

Derivation of a noun from another noun is productive and it involves shifting from
one class or gender to another.
Manner nouns are derived from classes 1 or 1a by shifting to class 5. For example:
(5.85) mu-ɓígi

'1-twin'

li-ɓígi

'5-twin behaviour'

mʊ-bʊɗya '1-developed person' lɩ-bʊɗya '5-modern behaviour'
mʊ-lɩmbá

'1-sorcerer'

lɩ-lɩmbá

'5-spell, witchcraft'

wayí

'1a.friend'

li-wayí

'5-friendship'

mʊ-sɩká

'1-girl'

lɩ-sɩká

'5-coquetry'

To create an abstract noun, a noun from class 1 or 1a can be shifted to class 14:
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(5.86) ngámá

'1a.chief'

mu-súnzú '1-slave'
tutúngyó

ɓʊ-ngámá

'14-wealth'

ɓu-súnzú

'14-slavery'
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'1a.hero, expert' ɓú-tutúngyó '14-power, authority'

Trees and shrubs can be derived by shifting to class 14 and nouns for types of fruit
or products can be derived by shifting to class 5, e.g.:
(5.87) líɓó

pámba

'5:water'

ɓu-líɓóɓulíɓó '14-shrub close to water'

'9.cotton'

ɓʊ-pámba

'14-cotton plant'

sɔmbɩ ́-sɔ '7:drum-7' ɓʊ-sɔmbɩ ́sɔ

'14-tree, sp.'

(5.88) ɓʊ-sɩkɩɗángɩ ́ '14-thorn tree' lɩ-sɩkɩɗángɩ ́ '5-fish hook'
ɓʊ-tandá

'14-tree, sp.'

lɩ-tandá

'5-fruit, sp.'

Shifting to class 9a is used to create a related meaning:
(5.89) kpángbála '9.wall of a house' ɩ-kpángbála '9a-dead animal with legs
extended'249

nvunvú
pígo

'9.down, fluff'

i-nvunvú

'9.clan'

í-pígo

'9a-moss'

'9a-kind, species'

Shifting from class 6 to class 9 creates reference to a collection in which the
individual items are not distinguished:
(5.90) ma-ɓʊ́gʊ

mo-bumó

'6-plantain'

ɓʊ́gʊ

'6-palm nut' bumó

'9.plantain'
'9.palm nut'

ma-sambɩyá '6-plant, sp.' sambɩyá '9.plant, sp.'

5.1.8

Compounds

The most productive type of compound in Liko has the form [noun-class prefixverbal base-nominalization suffix]+noun. Such compound nouns are basically
agent nouns (see 7.12.1) with complements. In these compounds, the

nominalization suffix -á generally does not have a H tone. Examples include:
(5.91) mu-gyaligubó

mʊ-gbɩtábumó

249

'1-worker'

'1-climber'

<-gɩ- 'do'+li-gubó '5-work'

<-gbɩt- 'fell'+bumó '9.palm nut'

A wall of a house under construction consists initially of poles put upright in the ground.
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mʊ-vaɓokó

'1-polygamist' <-va- 'take'+ɓo-kó '2-woman'

mʊ-yʊngaɓobuló '1-spokesman' <-yʊng- 'speak'+ɓo-buló '2-palaver'
ɓu-ɓúnombʊngʊ́

'14-tree, sp.'

<-ɓún- 'break'+mbʊngʊ́ '1a.elephant'

Forming a compound from an inflected verb and a complement or ideophone is
less productive. This type of compound is used for descriptive names of plants,
birds and animals, as in:

(5.92) apʊkamakʊ́má '1a.bird, sp.'
nókwómʊgwɛ́ '1a.bird, sp.'
osyonabasá
adwagbu

'1a.vine, sp.'

<-pʊk- 'prick'+ma-kʊ́má '6-hole in a
trunk'

<-kú- 'die'+mʊgwɛ́ '9.bad luck'

<-si- 'come down'+na 'with'+basá
'9.baraza'

'1a.thorny bush' <-dʊ250 'offend'+"gbu" 'IDEO, hit hard'

The meaning of the parts of the compounds is: 'he (3 SG a-) will prick (Future TAM
melody) holes in a trunk', 'I (1SG na-) died (Past TAM melody) of bad luck', 'he

(3SG a-) will come down with a "baraza", a place where public meetings are held'
and 'he (3SG a-) will offend "gbu" '.

Compounds of the form noun+noun involve nouns denoting family members or
something young or small. Examples of noun+noun denoting family members are:
(5.93) a-bǎkɩ-ɓomíkí

'1b-father of the children'

<a-bǎkɩ '1b-father:3SG POSS'+ɓo-míkí '2-child'

a-bǎkɩ-mukó

'1b-father of the woman'

<a-bǎkɩ '1b-father:3SG POSS'+mu-kó '1-woman'

In a-bǎkɩ-ɓomíkí, the children are the offspring of a-bǎkɩ, the father, and in
a-bǎkɩ-mukó, the woman is the daughter of a-bǎkɩ. In family relations like

a-bǎkɩ-ɓomíkí and a-bǎkɩ-mukó a compound is often used instead of a genitival

construction. In genitival constructions, the genitive prefix ka- occurs between the
possessee and the possessor (see 6.2.2).

250

The vowel of the verb root in this example is not subject to height coalescence together

with the final vowel (which would result in /ɔ/), see 3.3.3. I regard it as an exception
because this is the only case in my data.
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Noun+noun compounds with míkyá '1a.something young or small' include:
(5.94) míkyá-ndáɓʊ

'1a.cupboard'

<míkyá '1a.something young or small'+ndáɓʊ '9.house'

míkyá-ɩnvá

'1a.puppy'

<míkyá '1a.something young or small'+ɩ-nvá '1c-dog'

5.2 Adjectives
5.2.1

Adjectives and adjective prefixes

Adjectives in Liko are a small word class of eight stems, of which six stems form
pairs of antonyms251. These adjectives are:
(5.95) -kɛ́ɗɛ́ 'small'

-dingǐ

-kúɗú 'short'
-ɓisǐ

-ndǎ

'raw, uncooked, new' -lɩlǎ
-tǐ

'big'

'long'
'too well done, ripe'
'heavy'

-kʊ́ngʊ́ 'tall, high, great'
Adjectives follow the noun they modify and the adjective prefixes agree with the

noun class of the head of the noun phrase. The set of adjective prefixes is different
from the noun-class prefixes. Table 17 lists the nominal and adjective prefixes

([+ATR] forms are given in brackets). For examples of concords, I refer the reader
to 5.1.1.
Table 17 Noun-class prefixes and adjective prefixes
Class Noun-class prefix
Adjective prefix

251

1

mʊ- (mu-)

mʊ- (mu-)

1a

1b

-

a- (o-)

mʊ- (mu-)

1c
2

ɩ- (i-)

ɓa- (ɓo-)

mʊ- (mu-)

3

mʊ- (mu-)

mʊ́- (mú-)

mʊ- (mu-)
ɓʊ́- (ɓú-)

The usual tests to determine which is the unmarked part of the antonym did not lead to

the identification of either of the parts as the unmarked one.
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5

lɩ- (li-)

lɩ ́- (lí-)

6

ma- (mo-)

mʊ́- (mú-)

8

ɓɩ- (ɓi-)

ɓʊ́- (ɓú-)

9a

9b

ɩ- (i-)

ká- (kó-)

yɩ ́- (yí-)

2+9

ɓa- (ɓo-)

ɓayɩ ́- (ɓayí-)

14

ɓʊ- (ɓu-)

ɓʊ́- (ɓú-)

7
9

13

sɩ- (si-)
-

-

sɩ-́ (sí-)

yɩ ́- (yí-)
yɩ ́- (yí-)
tɩ ́- (tí-)

15

kʊ- (ku-)

kʊ́- (kú-)

17

kʊ́- (kú-)

yɩ ́- (yí-)

19

ɩ- (i-)

sɩ-́ (sí-)

Noun-class prefixes and adjective prefixes differ in tone and in segments. Nounclass prefixes have L tone, except classes 9b and 17 (H tone) and classes 1b, 1c

and 9a (L or H tone). Adjective prefixes have a L tone on class 1 and a polar tone
on classes 2 to 19 (see 4.6.7), except class 2+9. The prefix is different in classes

1b, 1c, 9a, 9b, 2+9, 17 and 19, the vowel is different in classes 2, 6 and 8, and in
classes 1a, 9 and 13, a segmental adjective prefix contrasts with the absence of a
noun-class prefix.

The next examples illustrate the polar tone on adjective prefixes which agree with
classes 2 to 17. If the tone of the first TBU of the adjective stem is High (5.96a),

the tone of the adjective prefix is Low, otherwise, it surfaces as a H tone (5.96b):
(5.96)a. úmó yi-kúɗú

b.

ɓumbútí ɓu-kúɗú
úmó yí-dingǐ

9.savanne 9.ADJ-short

'short (stretch of)
savanne'

14-tree, sp. 14.ADJ-short
9.savanne 9.ADJ-big

ɓu-mbútí ɓú-dingǐ 14-tree, sp. 14.ADJ-big

'short tree, sp.'

'large savanne'
'big tree, sp.'

The final tone of the preceding noun is of no influence, see the other examples in
this section.
The adjectives -dingǐ 'big' and -kɛ́ɗɛ́ 'small' in NPs with plural nouns are used as a
quantifier (see 5.4.5):
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(5.97)a. ɓa-tʊ́ ɓú-dingǐ
b.

ma-kpʊmʊ́ká mú-dingǐ
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2-man 2.ADJ-big

'many people'

6-thing 6.ADJ-big

'many things'

ɓo-sí ɓa-kɛ́ɗɛ́

2-fish 2.ADJ-small

'few fish'

ma-syɛ́ ma-kɛ́ɗɛ́

6-day 6.ADJ-small

'few days'

If the adjective modifies a plural head noun, then the form of the adjective is

reduplicated in one way or another. For instance, ɓa-tʊ́ ɓú-díngídingǐ,252 2-man
2.ADJ-big:PL, 'big men'. The tone pattern of the long adjective form is not

predictable. The way in which the form is made longer is not consistent either.
Monosyllablic adjectives modifying plural referents are triplicated: -ndandandǎ

'long' and -titítǐ 'heavy'. Two adjectives repeat only the initial CV: -kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́ for -kɛ́ɗɛ́
and -kúkúkú for -kúɗú, e.g. ɓo-sí ɓa-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́, 2-fish 2.ADJ-small.PL, 'small fish'.
Other examples include:
(5.98)a. ma-lʊ́mba ma-

6-prayer 6.ADJ-long:PL

'long prayers'

13.hair 13.ADJ-long:PL

'long hair'

ndandandǎ
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b.
c.

d.

tú kátʊ tɩ-ndandandǎ
ma-kʊmbá mú-titítǐ

6-hoop net 6.ADJ-heavy:PL

'heavy hoop nets'

ma-mbɛngɩ ́ mú-titítǐ

6-heart 6.ADJ-heavy:PL

'heavy hearts'

tú kátʊ ti-kúkúkú

13.hair 13.ADJ-short:PL

'short hair'

tátá-tʊ ti-kúkúkú

13.feather-13 13.ADJ-

'short feathers'

ɓa-ngámá ɓú-díngídingǐ

2-chief 2.ADJ-big:PL

'big chiefs'

ma-ngbɔ́lɔ́ mú-díngídingǐ

6-dugout 6.ADJ-big:PL

'big dugouts'

short:PL

When the head noun designates a collection, the adjective form is also longer:
(5.99)a. gɩlɩ ́lɔ yí-dingǐ

gɩlɩ ́lɔ yí-díngídingǐ
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9.rod 9.ADJ-big

'many rods'

9.rod 9.ADJ-big:PL

'big rods'

(collection)

Preceding -díngídingǐ, the tone on the adjective prefix is High instead of Low. With the

initial H tone on -díngídingǐ, a L tone on the prefix would be expected.
253

Preceding -ndandandǎ, the tone on the adjective prefix is Low instead of High. With the

initial L tone on -ndandandǎ, a H tone on the prefix would be expected.
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b.

c.

d.

kásá yɩ ́-ndǎ

9.leaf 9.ADJ-long

'long leaves'

kásá yɩ-ndandandǎ

9.leaf 9.ADJ-long:PL

'long leaves'

*ma-ɓʊ́gʊ má-ndǎ

6.plantain 6.ADJ-

ma-ɓʊ́gʊ ma-ndandandǎ

6.plantain 6.ADJ-

'long plantains'

long:PL

(countable)

(collection)
long

ɓʊ́gʊ yɩ ́-ndǎ

9.plantain 9.ADJ-

ɓʊ́gʊ yɩ-ndandandǎ

9.plantain 9.ADJ-

*ma-sambɩyá má-ndǎ

6.plant 6.ADJ-long

long
long:PL

ma-sambɩyá ma-ndandandǎ 6.plant 6.ADJ-long:PL

'long plantains'

'long plantains'
'long plantains'
(collection)

'long plants'
'long plants'
(countable)

sambɩyá yɩ ́-ndǎ

sambɩyá yɩ-ndandandǎ

9.plant 9.ADJ-long
9.plant 9.ADJ-long:PL

'long plants'

'long plants'
(collection)

In (5.97b), the class 2 adjective prefix is ɓá- instead of ɓʊ́-: ɓo-sí ɓa-kɛ́ɗɛ́, 2-fish
2.ADJ-small, 'few fish'. This is also the case for class 6 adjective prefix mʊ́-:

preceding -kɛ́ɗɛ́, the only adjective with mid vowels, the prefix surfaces as ma- as

in ma-kpʊmʊ́ká ma-kɛ́ɗɛ́, 6-thing 6.ADJ-small, 'few things'. The vowel of these two
adjective prefixes, /ʊ/, is different from the noun-class prefix /a/, but class 3 mʊ́and class 14 ɓʊ́-, where the vowel of the nominal and the adjective prefix is

identical, have the same vowel change. The adjective prefix of classes 2, 3, 6 and

14 surfaces with /a/ (/o/ in a [+ATR] context) when the prefix occurs with one of
the following adjective stems: -kɛ́ɗɛ́ 'small, few', -kúɗú 'short', -kʊ́ngʊ́ 'tall, high,
great' and -ndǎ 'long'.

Compare the following two sets. The first set has one of the four adjectives where
the prefix vowel is /a, o/, the second set has an adjective where the prefix vowel is

/ʊ, u/. Note that all adjective prefixes of classes 2, 3, 6 and 14 surface with /ʊ, u/ if
the first vowel of the following adjective stem is /ɩ i/.
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(5.100) ɓo-sí ɓa-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́
ɓa-nzɛkɩ ɓo-kúkúkú
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2-fish 2.ADJ-small:PL

'small fish (pl.)'

2-termite 2.ADJ-short:PL

'short termites'

mʊ-nzɩná ma-kɛ́ɗɛ́

3-speech 3.ADJ-small

'small talk'

mʊ-sáɗá mo-kúɗú

3-needle 3.ADJ-short

'short needle'

ma-kʊ̌ mo-kúkúkú

6-stick 6.ADJ-short:PL

mo-ndímó ma-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́ 6-birdlime 6.ADJ-small:PL

'little birdlime'
'short sticks'

ɓu-yí ɓa-kɛ́ɗɛ́

14-possessions 14.ADJ-small

'little possessions'

ɓʊ-kápʊ ɓo-kúɗú

14-tree, sp. 14.ADJ-short

'short tree, sp.'

(5.101) ɓa-nzɛkɩ ɓú-díngídingǐ 2-termite 2.ADJ-big:PL

'big termites'

mʊ-sáɗá mú-dingǐ

3-needle 3.ADJ-big

'big needle'

ma-kʊ̌ mú-díngídingǐ

6-stick 6.ADJ-big:PL

'big sticks'

ɓʊ-kápʊ ɓú-dingǐ

14-tree, sp. 14.ADJ-big

'big tree, sp.'

There are two other adjective prefixes with /ʊ/: class 1 mʊ- and class 15 kʊ́-. For
these classes, the vowel does not change:
(5.102) mukó mu-kúɗú

1-woman 1.ADJ-short

'short woman'

mukó mu-dingǐ

1-woman 1.ADJ-big

'big woman'

kpɔ́lɔ mu-kúɗú

1a.side 1.ADJ-short

'short side'

kpɔ́lɔ mu-dingǐ

1a.side 1.ADJ-big

'big side'

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ kʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́

15-peeling-15 15.ADJ-small

'small peeling'

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ kʊ́-dingǐ

15-peeling-15 15.ADJ-big

'big peeling'

The prefixes of classes 1 and 15 shows that the surface vowel of the adjective
prefix is not determined by its environment. If the underlying vowel of the

adjective prefix of classes 2, 3, 6 and 14 is /ʊ/, there is no phonological reason for
the variety in surface realizations.
If the underlying vowel of classes 2, 3, 6 and 14 adjective prefixes would be /a/,
the only candidate for triggering the surface high round vowel would be the
following high unrounded vowel of the adjective stem, a rather unusual

phonological process. That this is not the case can be shown from verb-to-adjective
derivations (see 7.12.2), which use the set of adjective prefixes and where the
prefix vowel /ʊ/ (or [+ATR] /u/) occurs preceding low and high vowels:
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(5.103) mukó mʊ-mbangǎ
mukó mu-ɓúngǒ

1-woman 1.ADJ-surprise

'surprising woman'

1-woman 1.ADJ-lose

'lost woman'

kpɔ́lɔ mʊ-mbangǎ

1a.side 1.ADJ-surprise

'scary side'

kpɔ́lɔ mu-ɓúngǒ

1a.side 1.ADJ-lose

'lost side'

ɓa-nzɛkɩ ɓʊ́-mbangǎ

2-termite 2.ADJ-surprise

'scary termites'

ɓa-nzɛkɩ ɓú- ɓúngǒ

2-termite 2.ADJ-lose

'lost termites'
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mʊ-sáɗá mʊ́-gabǎ

3-needle 3.ADJ-sell

'sold needle'

mʊ-sáɗá mú- ɓúngǒ

3-needle 3.ADJ-lose

'lost needle'

mo-ndímó mʊ́-mbangǎ 6-birdlime 6.ADJ-surprise
mo-ndímó mú- ɓúnikǒ 6-birdlime 6.ADJ-break

'surprising birdlime'
'broken birdlime'

14-cohabitation 14.ADJ-surprise 'surprising

ɓʊ-ɓála ɓʊ́-mbangǎ

cohabitation'

ɓʊ-ɓála ɓú- tíkyǒ

14-cohabitation 14.ADJ-close

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ kʊ́-gabǎ

15-peeling-15 15.ADJ-sell

'sold peeling'

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ kú- ɓúngǒ

15-peeling-15 15.ADJ-lose

'lost peeling'

'ended cohabitation'

Neither for underlying /ʊ/ nor /a/, a satisfactory phonological explanation has been

found for the surface realization of the non-high prefix vowel of the four adjectives
-kɛ́ɗɛ́ 'small, few', -kúɗú 'short', -kʊ́ngʊ́ 'tall, high, great' and -ndǎ 'long'. Based on
the evidence from deverbative adjectives and the existence of classes 1, 3, 14 and
15 nominal and adjective prefixes with /ʊ/, I posit /ʊ/ as the underlying vowel of 2,
3, 6 and 14. Until an explanation is found, it needs to be specified when the vowel
of these adjective prefixes is changed into /a/.
Adjectives can be used both as attributes directly following the head noun like in

the examples given thus far in this section, or as predicates following a form of the
verb 'to be':

(5.104)a. ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ a
6-food

mú-ɓisǐ

3SG:be 6.ADJ-raw

'The food is uncooked.'
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Preceding deverbative adjectives the adjective prefix tone is not polar; instead, non-

automatic downstep occurs preceding a derived stem with a H tone, see 4.6.5 and 7.12.2.
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b.

kínga255

a

mbɛ́yɩ mu-ɓísǐ

1a.bicycle 3SG:be yet

1.ADJ-raw
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áka256
CT

'The bicycle is still NEW.'
(5.105)a. nɩ ́nɛ́

/

nɩ ́nɛ́

'a small aunt'

/

'Aunt is small'

ɓa-nɩ ́nɛ́ ɓa-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́

/

ɓa-nɩ ́nɛ́

ɓa

ɓa-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́

2-aunt

3PL:be

2.ADJ-small

1a.aunt

b.

2-aunt

c.

mʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́

1.ADJ-small

2.ADJ-small

'small aunts'

ɓa-nɩ ́nɛ́ ɓa-kɛ́ɗɛ́
2-aunt

1a.aunt

2.ADJ-small

'a few aunts'

/

a

3SG:be

'Aunts are small'

/
/

mʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́

1.ADJ-small

ɓa-nɩ ́nɛ́

ɓa

ɓa-kɛ́ɗɛ́

2-aunt

3PL:be

2.ADJ-small

'There are few aunts'

Typically, the semantic types of DIMENSION, VALUE, AGE and COLOUR are

associated with the adjective word class (Dixon 1994, 2004). In Liko, the set of
underived adjectives express only DIMENSION. Nominal modifiers express COLOUR
(5.106a), VALUE (5.106b) and AGE (5.106c). For a description of nominal
modifiers, the reader is referred to 5.3.
(5.106)a. ku-tú-ko kwó-tu

b.

c.

15-clothes-15 15.ASS-white 'white piece of

clothing'

ku-tú-ko kwó-pi

15-clothes-15 15.ASS-dark

ku-tú-ko kwá-nza

15-clothes-15 15.ASS-good

líɓó lá-nyɛ

5:water 5.ASS-bad

lɩ-mbɩ ̌ lá-mbɩya

clothing'
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'nice piece of
clothing'

5-toilet 5.ASS-new

ma-kpʊmʊ́ká má- ndɛ́lɩ 6-thing 6.ASS-old

255

'black piece of

'dirty water'
'new toilet'
'old habits'

A loanword from Congo Swahili.

The particle áka indicates contrast, see 8.6.2. The contrasted phrase is marked with

underlining. In the free translation, it is marked with capitals. The surface tones on áka are
H.L when the preceding tone is High, and L.H when the preceding tone is Low.
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5.2.2

Derivation to other word classes

a. Adjective-to-noun derivation

Nouns derived from the set of Liko adjectives are in class 14 and they have the
semantic feature of "quality" or "abstractness". The noun-class prefix ɓʊ- is added
to the adjective stem. The set of adjectives is too small to make a generalization
about the tone in this derivation process:
(5.107) ɓʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́

'14-smallness'

< -kɛ́ɗɛ́

'small, few'

ɓu-dingí

'14-size'

< -dingǐ

'big, vast'

ɓu-kúɗú

'14-shortness,

< -kúɗú

'short'

ɓʊ-ndǎ

'14-distance, length' < -ndǎ

ɓu-ɓísi

abbreviation'

'14-watchfulness,
stubbornness'

ɓu-tǐ

'14-weight'

ɓʊ-kʊ́ngʊ́ '14-height'

< -ɓisǐ

'long'

'raw, uncooked, new'

< -ɩ ́lɩlǎ

'too well done, ripe'

< -tǐ

'heavy'

< -kʊ́ngʊ́

'tall, high, great'

b. Adjective-to-verb derivation
Verbs that denote the idea of coming into a state are derived from adjective stems
by adding -man- and the verb-final vowel -a to the adjective stem:
(5.108) ká-kɩ ́ɗɩ ́mán-á

9b-become small-FV

kó-kúndúmón-ó

'to become small'

< -kɛ́ɗɛ́ 'small'

'to become short or small' < -kúɗú 'short'

9b-become short or small-FV

In the derivation, mid vowels are replaced by high vowels. Verb roots do not have

underlying mid [−ATR] vowels. The overall majority of verb roots has either high
or low vowels. This derivation with -man- is also available for nominal modifiers,
see 5.3.3.

c. Adjective-to-adverb derivation

Adverbs are derived from adjective stems by adding prefix yɩ ́- ([+ATR] yí-) with
polar tone compared to the tone on the first TBU of the adjective stem, e.g. yɩ-kɛ́ɗɛ́,
ADV-small,

'a little' and yí-dingí, ADV-big, 'a lot'. Other examples include:
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(5.109)a. á-dɩk-a
3SG -cool-FV
P

b.
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yɩ-kɛ́ɗɛ́
ADV-small

'It cooled somewhat down.'
ká

kpáká wa-ly-a

yí-ɓisi

PREP

9.trap

ADV-raw

2SG-eat-FV

'[When it comes] to traps, you will eat raw food.' (T2006.1)

5.3 Nominal modifiers
5.3.1

Nominal modifiers

Nominal modifiers form a large group of words that occur as part of a noun phrase
and modify the head noun. Nominal modifiers do not belong to a noun class, so

that they cannot be considered to be nouns, neither do they belong to the class of
adjectives. To distinguish them from other modifiers, I refer to them as "nominal
modifiers". Nominal modifiers take an associative prefix, which agrees with the

class of the head noun. Table 13 in 5.1.1 showed that the associative prefixes are
different from the noun-class, adjective and enumerative prefixes.

The concords of the associative prefixes were listed in 5.1.1 and are repeated here.
Classes 1 and 9 also represent their subclasses. Both the [−ATR] and the [+ATR]

forms are given as well as, in brackets, the underlying form. The associative prefix
consists of a pronominal prefix which agrees with the head noun and the

associative stem -a with L tone. In this book, it is referred to as associative prefix;
the underlying structure is not represented in the glosses.
Table 18 Noun-class concords for associative prefixes
Class Associative prefix
Class Associative prefix
1

wa- / wo- (/wa-a/)

2

ɓá- / ɓó- (/ɓá-a/)

5

lá- / ló- (/lá-a/)

14

ɓá- / ɓó- (/ɓá-a/)

7

sá- / só- (/sá-a/)

17

wa- / wo- (/wa-a/)

3
6
8

má- / mó- (/má-a/)
má- / mó- (/má-a/)
ɓá- / ɓó- (/ɓá-a/)

9
2+9
13
15
19

yá- / yó- (/yá-a/)
ɓayá- / ɓayó- (/ɓa-yá-a/)
tá- / tó- (/tá-a/)

kwá- / kwó- (/kʊ́-a/)
sá- / só- (/sá-a/)
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Nominal modifiers occur primarily in noun phrases where the head noun is
followed by an agreeing associative prefix and the nominal modifier. Nominal

modifiers also occur in predicate nominal constructions involving a form of the
verb 'to be' between the referent subject of the clause and the nominal modifier.

Polysyllabic nominal modifiers have a floating H tone word finally when they take
an associative prefix. The floating H tone either merges with the preceding H tone,
or it is associated with a TBU with a L tone, creating a surface LH tone.

A large number of nominal modifiers can be preceded by either an associative
prefix or the general modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-, sometimes reflecting a difference in

attributive vs. predicative usage. ɓɩ ́- is the prefix of manner adverbs (see 6.3.3), but
is also used outside this category. Many ideophones are preceded by this prefix and
there is one instance of an adjective with ɓɩ ́-: kítí ɓí-ti 1a.chair MOD-heavy 'a heavy
chair' as alternative to kítí mu-tǐ 1a.chair 1.ADJ-heavy.
An associative prefix and the general modifier prefix ɓɩ ́- are subject to [ATR]
vowel harmony. The prefix vowel harmonizes with [+ATR] when it occurs within
the domain of [+ATR] spreading, i.e. immediately preceding a stem associated
with the [+ATR] value (see 3.2.2.3).
First, nominal modifiers that are preceded by an associative prefix are described,

followed by those nominal modifiers that occur with both an associative prefix and
the modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-.
a. Nominal modifiers preceded only by an associative prefix

The examples in (5.110) show the agreement between the head noun and the
associative prefix and [+ATR] spreading of the [+ATR] value which is associated
with the nominal modifier (5.110a):
(5.110)a. ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́

ɓó-ngǔ

'strong men'

b.

ma-pákʊ

má-kakǎ

'rough leaves'

6-leaf

6.ASS-rough

mo-lingó

má-kpɛngbɛ̌

6-oil

6.ASS-fresh

2-man

c.

2.ASS-strong

'fresh oil'
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d.

lɩ-mbɩ ̌

lá-mbɩya257

'a new toilet'

5-toilet

5.ASS-new

e.

mɛ́mɩ ́

wa-pʊ̌pʊ

'a healthy goat'

f.

i-bokú-so

sá-kɩnɩkɩnɩ ̌

'a many-coloured hide'

1a.goat
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1.ASS-strong (health)

19-skin, bark-19 19.ASS-many-coloured

The semantic dimensions of VALUE, COLOUR and AGE are expressed by nominal
modifiers; they include -nza 'good, nice', -nyɛ 'bad, ugly, dirty', and temperature or
appreciation of food: -zʊ̌ 'warm', -dɛ 'cold, tasteless':
(5.111)a. líɓó

lá-nyɛ

'dirty water'

b.

kwá-nza

'a nice piece of clothing'

5:water

ku-tú-ko

5.ASS-bad

15-clothes-15 15.ASS-good

c.

o-vivǐ

wa-zʊ̌

'a hot wind'

d.

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́

má-dɛ

'tasteless food'

1b-wind
6-food

1.ASS-hot
6.ASS-cold

The nominal modifiers -nyɛ in (a), -nza in (b) and -dɛ in (c) have a surface polar
tone depending on the tone of the preceding associative prefix. Other monosyllabic
nominal modifiers with a level tone have the same property, for example (5.113a,
c) and (5.114). For polar tone, see 4.6.7.
The following nominal modifiers are taking an associative prefix, adding to the
possibilities to express DIMENSION:
(5.112) -du
-hʊ̌

-kpʊ́
(5.113)a. líɓó

5:water

257

'deep'

'wide, large (area)'
'big, enormous'
ló-du

5.ASS-deep

'a deep river'

This nominal modifier does not have a surface LH tone on the final syllable when it takes

an associative prefix.
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b.
c.

tíko

yá-hʊ̌

9.field

9.ASS-wide

mu-kó

wa-kpʊ́

'a large field'
'a huge woman'

1-woman 1.ASS-big, enormous

b. Nominal modifiers preceded by an associative prefix or modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-.
A large number of nominal modifiers, there are almost a hundred in my data, may
occur with an associative prefix or the modifier prefix. They include the basic
colours -tú 'white (light colours)', -pí 'black (dark colours)' and -ngbʊ́ 'red':
(5.114)a. ku-tú-ko

kwó-tu

15-clothes-15 15.ASS-white

b.

c.

/ ɓí-tú

MOD-white

'white or light-coloured clothes'
lúkí

ló-pi

5:object

5.ASS-black

'a black object'
ku-tú-ko

/ ɓí-pí
MOD-black

kwá-ngbʊ

/ ɓí-ngbʊ́

15-clothes-15 15.ASS-red

MOD-red

'red clothes'
(5.115)a. mu-pumí
3-door

b.

má-kpwɔ̌
3.ASS-narrow

'a narrow door'

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ só-zyo
19-drug-19

19.ASS-bitter

/ ɓɩ ́-kpwɔ̌
MOD-narrow

/ ɓí-zyo
MOD-bitter

'a bitter-tasting drug'
c.

lɩ-mbʊ̌

ló-wililǐ

5-ball

5.ASS-round

/ ɓí-wilili
MOD-round

'a round ball'
Notice in the following examples, that non-automatic downstep does not occur in
the context of two adjacent H tones across the morpheme boundary between the

modifier prefix and the nominal modifier. The second H tone remains at the same
pitch level following the H tone of the modifier prefix ɓí-:
(5.116)a. ku-tú-ko

kwó- pólǐ

15-clothes-15 15.ASS-light

'light (weight) clothes'

/ ɓí-póli

MOD-light
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b.

c.

pǐsi

yá- ngbángányá

9.path

9.ASS-open

'a wide road'
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/ ɓí-ngbángányá
MOD-open

ma-ɓɔ́kʊ

má- gbɛ́mʊ́ngbɛ́mʊ́ / ɓí-ngbɛ́mʊ́ngbɛ́mʊ́

6-arm

6.ASS-sturdy

MOD-sturdy

'sturdy arms'
An associative prefix or the modifier prefix are used interchangeably with nominal
modifiers. However, a tentative distinction between these prefixes concerns
attributive vs. predicative use. When I asked my Liko consultants to give a

translation in French of the structures in (5.117), the one with an associative prefix
were translated by a noun phrase and the ones with a modifier prefix by a clause.
(5.117) Associative prefix

Modifier prefix

a.

ɓo-míkí ɓɩ ́-lyǎ

b.

ɓo-míkí
2-child

ɓá-lyǎ

2.ASS-small

2-child

MOD-small

'small children'
líɓó

lá-sɛkɛɗɛ̌

'the children are small'
líɓó

ɓɩ ́-sɛkɛɗɛ

5:water

5.ASS-shallow

5:water

MOD-shallow

'a shallow river'

'the river is shallow'

In attributive use, an inherent quality of a noun is expressed, whereas in predicative
use, some quality is ascribed to the referent. The distinction is, however, not

always evident. Both prefixes are attested almost as frequently in constructions in
which the noun-class prefix follows a form of the verb 'to be'. Both (a) and (b) in

(5.118) - (5.120) are grammatical and equally acceptable to the Liko consultants I
worked with.

(5.118)a. ku-tú-ko

kǎmɩ

a

15-clothes-15 1SG.POSS 3SG:be

b.

ɓí-póli
MOD-light

'My piece of clothing is light (weight).'
ku-tú-ko

kǎmɩ

a

kwó- pólǐ

15-clothes-15 1SG.POSS 3SG:be 15.ASS-light

'My piece of clothing is light (weight).'
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(5.119)a. ɓu-tǐ

ɓǐ

a

ɓí-póli

14-weight 14.DEM.III 3SG:be

b.

MOD-light

'The load is light (weight).'
ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́

a

yó- pólǐ

9a-what 9.DEM.I 3SG:be 9.ASS-light

'What is easier?'
(5.120)a. ká-pɩly-án-á

a

9b-forgive-ASS-FV 3SG:be

b.

ɓí-nzá

kʊ́gbɛ

MOD-good

very

'To forgive each other is very good.'
míkǎmɩ

a

wa-nzá

kʊ́gbɛ

1a.child:1SG.POSS 3SG:be 1.ASS-good very

'My child is very good.'
Many nominal modifiers show a form of reduplication. In some cases, only the
form with repetition is attested, e.g. -kókólókokolo 'rigid, stiff', -ndɛngɛndɛngɛ

'sweet' and -vukuvuku 'uncombed (hair)'. Other examples, with the modifier prefix
(the associative prefix given after the forward slash is also allowed) are:
(5.121)a. mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓí-díkídíkí
1-man

b.

c.

MOD-fat

'a fat man'
nzʊ́yɩ

ɓɩ ́-kalabʊkalabʊ

9.body

MOD-rough

ɩkpákʊ ɓí-nzikinziki
MOD-shining

1.ASS-fat

/ yá-kalabʊkalabʊ̌
9.ASS-rough

'a rough body here and there'
9.shoe

/ wo-díkídíkí

black

/ yó-nzikinzikǐ
9.ASS-shining black

'a shining black shoe'
The majority of nominal modifiers have an adjectival function. Some nominal-

modifier stems can be used adverbially or as ideophones. In those cases, the prefix
is always the modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-. For instance, -ɗalʊ-ɗalʊ 'sticky' is used

attributively, modifying the noun in ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ má-ɗalʊ-ɗalʊ̌, 6-food 6.ASS-sticky,
'sticky food', but it also occurs as ɓɩ ́-ɗalʊʊʊ 'syrupy' when used as an ideophone, or
with adverbial use as in:
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6-food

o-ɓy-í
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ɓí-ɗalʊɗalʊ

3SG.POSS 3SG/PL-cook- FV.ANT

MOD-sticky

'Her food has cooked sticky.' (which is not appreciated)
Another example is -gbɔgɔɓɔ 'flat', which is attested as pině yá-gbɔgɔɓɔ̌, 9.tyre
9.ASS-flat, 'a flat tyre', as pině a ɓɩ ́-gbɔgɔbɔ, 9.tyre 3SG:be MOD-flat, and as
ɓɩ ́-gbɔgɔɓɔɔɔ, ideophonic use expressing going flat.

5.3.2

Associative constructions

Associative constructions consist of a head noun, an associative prefix and a

dependent noun which modifies the head noun. The dependent noun keeps its
noun-class prefix in the associative construction, which means that the associative

prefix precedes the noun-class prefix in these constructions. The associative prefix
agrees with the class of the head noun.
Some examples of associative constructions are:
(5.123)a. kʊ́-syákʊ

wo-Móndíyó

'across the Mondiyo'

17-side across a river 17.ASS-"Mondiyo"

258

b.

sʊ259

yá-li-kísi

'smell of delicious food'260

c.

mo-zǐko

má-

'joints of the body'

6-joint

6.ASS-9.body

li-ɓíso

lá-ku-tú-ko

5-colour

5.ASS-15-clothes- 15

d.
e.

9.smell

9.ASS-5-delicious dish

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ

19-talisman-19

261

ʊ́yɩ

'colour of clothes (sg)'

sá- ndáɓʊ

'talisman of the house'

19.ASS-9.house

f.

pǐsi

yá-ɓʊ-ngámá

'road of the kingdom'

g.

mu-bikó

wa-mu-gǐ

'visitor of the village'

1-visitor

1.ASS-3-village

258

9.path

9.ASS-14-kingdom

The Mondiyo is a river in the Liko area.

259

The H tone of the LH contour on sʊ̌ merges with the following High.

260

Used for fresh meat or fish grilled or smoked.

261

Also drug, shrub.
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h.

ɓa-ngʊyá

ɓá-mʊ-sɛngɩ ́

'pigs of the village'

2-warthog

2.ASS-3-village

The floating L tone of the associative prefix causes an initial H tone of nouns in

classes 1a or 9, as in (c) and (e) to surface as a non-automatic downstepped H tone
(see 4.6.5). Non-automatic downstep occurs in mo-ɓíso má- ndáɓʊ, 6-colour 6.ASS9.house, 'colours of the house', whereas it does not occur in mo-ɓíso má-ɓa-ndáɓʊ,

6-colour 6.ASS-2+9-house, 'colours of the houses'. In the latter case, the floating L
tone of the associative prefix merges with the adjacent L tone of the noun-class
prefix.
When class 17 nouns function as prepositions, they are followed by an associative
construction, see 6.4.

Associative constructions often form idiomatic expressions, e.g.:
(5.124)a. ma-kɩ ́

mó-mbumbó

'infertile eggs'

b.

má-sɛngɩ ́

'first of a number of villages'

6-egg

c.

mʊ

6.ASS-9.thunderstorm

3.head

3.ASS-9.village

ndɩ

yá-

262

ɛ́mɩ ́

'plant, sp.'

9.beard 9.ASS-1a.goat

5.3.3

Derivation to nouns and verbs

a. Nominal modifier-to-noun derivation
Nouns derived from nominal modifiers are generally found as abstract nouns in

class 14 taking the noun-class prefix ɓu-. Derived nouns from nominal modifiers
are marked by means of a H tone on the final vowel.
Examples include:
(5.125) ɓu-dǔ

ɓʊ-kpʊ́

'14-depth'

< -du

'deep'

'14-size'

< -kpʊ́

'enormous'

ɓʊ-ndɛngɛ-ndɛngɛ́ '14-sweetness' < -ndɛngɛ-ndɛngɛ 'sweet'
ɓʊ-nyɛ́

262

'14-guilt, pain' < -nyɛ

The H tone of the LH contour on ndɩ ̌ merges with the following High.

'dirty'
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ɓʊ-yaka-yaká

'14-lightness'

< -yaka

'light (weight)'

ɓʊ-zʊ̌

'14-heat'

< -zʊ

'hot'

The surface tone on the final vowel of ɓu-ɗǔ and ɓʊ-zʊ̌ is LH, the result of the
effect of voiced obstruents on a following H tone (see 4.5).
b. Nominal modifier-to-verb derivation

Verbs that express the idea of coming into a state are derived from nominal
modifiers by adding -man- and the verb-final vowel -a to the stem of the nominal
modifier (see 5.2.2):

(5.126) ká-lɩndɩ ́mán-á

'to become smooth'

< -lɛndɛ

'smooth'

'to become narrow'

< -kpɔ́kɔ́ɗɩ ́

'narrow'

ká-ngʊ́mán-á

'to become clean'

< -ngɔ́

'clean'

ká-yapámán-ág-á

'to become lukewarm' < -yapa(-yapa) 'lukewarm'

9b-become smooth-FV

ká-kpʊ́kʊ́ɗʊ́mán-á
9b-become narrow-FV
9b-become clean-FV

9b-become lukewarm-PLUR-FV

In the derivation, mid vowels are replaced by high vowels. Verb roots do not have
underlying mid [−ATR] vowels.

5.4 Numerals
5.4.1

Numerals which take enumerative prefixes

The stems -motí 'one', -ɓǎ 'two', -sáá 'three' and -kwanganya 'four' take enumerative
prefixes, which agree with the class of the head of the noun phrase. Numerals
follow the noun they modify.
The concords of the enumerative prefix were listed in 5.1.1 and are repeated here.
Classes 1 and 9 also represent their subclasses.
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Table 19 Noun-class concords for enumerative prefixes
Class

Enumerative prefix

Class

Enumerative prefix

1

ɓé-

9

yɩ ́-

2
3

mɩ ́-

ɓá-

2+9

ɓayɩ ́-

5

lɩ ́-

14

ɓɩ ́-

6

má-

15

kʊ́-

7

sɩ-́

17

yɩ ́-

8

ɓɩ ́-

19

sɩ-́

13

tɩ ́-

Table 13 in 5.1.1 showed that the enumerative prefixes are different from the nounclass, adjective and associative prefixes. Numeral 1 is [+ATR] and numerals 2 to 4
are [−ATR]. The vowel of the enumerative prefix assimilates to [+ATR] value
of -motí 'one'. Examples of -motí 'one' include:

(5.127) mʊ-pɔ́sɩ ɓé-motí 1-larva, sp. 1.NUM-one
ngága yí-motí

9.chin 9.NUM-one

'one larva'
'one chin'

ku-vǐ-ko kú-motí 15-fishing net-15 15.NUM-one 'one fishing net'
The enumerative prefix has an underlying and surface H tone. In the following
examples, the numeral stem also has a H tone:
(5.128) ɓa-pɔ́sɩ ɓá-sáá

2-larva, sp. 2.NUM-three

'three larvae'

ɓa-ngága ɓayɩ ́-sáá 2+9-chin 2+9.NUM-three 'three chins'
mo-vǐ má-sáá

6-fishing net 6.NUM-three

'three fishing nets'

The vowel of classes 3, 8, 13 and 14 enumerative prefix is /ɩ/, for example:
(5.129) mʊ-mbɩ ́ mɩ ́-ɓǎ

3-basket 3.NUM-two

ɓɩ-bɛ̌ ɓɩ ́-ɓǎ

8-thigh 8.NUM-two

tɩ ́-tɔ tɩ ́-ɓǎ
ɓʊ-ngámá ɓɩ ́-ɓǎ

263

'two baskets'
'two thighs'

13.whistle-13 13.NUM-two 'two whistles'
263

14-kingdom 14.NUM-two

'two kingdoms'

Class 14 enumerative prefix ɓɩ ́- with -motí 'one', resulting in ɓímotí, occurs in free

variation with ɓúmotí, e.g. ɓʊ-ngámá ɓí-motí 14-kingdom 14.NUM-one 'one kingdom' vs.
ɓʊ-ngámá ɓú-motí.
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In mʊ-mbɩ ́ mɩ ́-ɓǎ, the head is singular while the quantifier is plural, see (5.23) and
(5.24).
Numbers between 10 and 20 are formed by tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ '9.ten', na 'with' and a number

from 1 to 9. When a referent is present, the enumerative prefix of stems for 1 to 4
generally agrees with the head noun in the singular, as the following examples
show:

(5.130) ɓa-ɓɩɓyá tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ na ɓé-motí264

2-follower 9.ten with 1.NUM-one

ɓo-míkí tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ na ɓá-sáá

'eleven followers'
'thirteen children'

2-children 9.ten with 2.NUM-three

mʊ-mbɩ ́ tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ na mɩ ́-sáá

'thirteen baskets'

3-basket 9.ten with 3.NUM-three

ma-ngʊ́tʊ tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ na má-sáá
6-star 9.ten with 6.NUM-three

'thirteen stars'

Numbers 20, 30 and 40 are formed by the plural of tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ '9.ten' and a number
from 2 to 4 preceded by the class 2 (plural) prefix, ɓa-tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ ɓa-ɓǎ, 2+9-ten

2.NUM-two 'twenty', ɓa-tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ ɓa-sáá, 2+9-ten 2.NUM-three 'thirty', ɓa-tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́

ɓa-kwanganya, 2+9-ten 2.NUM-four 'fourty'. Numbers 50 and up have ɓa-tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́
followed by a numeral without prefix. Numbers between tens from 21 to 99 are
formed by the plural of tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ '9.ten', na 'with' and a number from 1 to 9.

In absolute counting when no reference is made to a noun, the four numeral stems
function as nouns taking the noun-class prefixes of classes 5 and 6: lí-motí '5.NUM-

one', má-ɓǎ '6.NUM-two', má-sáá '6.NUM-three', má-kwanganya '6.NUM-four'. This is
also the case for numbers higher than 10 in constructions in which the referent is
absent:

(5.131) tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ na lí-motí
tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ na má-ɓǎ

264

9.ten with 5.NUM-one

9.ten with 6.NUM-two

'eleven'

'twelve'

To express 'one' in 'ten and one', the numeral -motí 'one' takes the prefix of the singular

class of the referent, mʊ-ɓɩɓyá '1-follower'. Another example is ma-ngʊ́tʊ tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ na lí-motí,
6-star 9.ten with 5.NUM-one, 'eleven stars'.
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ɓa-tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ ɓá-ɓǎ na lí-motí 2+9-ten 2.NUM-two with 'twenty-one'
ɓa-tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ ɓá-ɓǎ na má-ɓǎ

5.NUM-one

2+9-ten 2.NUM-two with 'twenty-two'
6.NUM-two

5.4.2

Numerals without enumerative prefixes

The numbers 5 and higher are expressed by nouns or attributive juxtaposition. The
basis of 5 is 'one hand': kʊ-bɔ́ ʊ́-kɔ kú-motí 15-hand-15 15.NUM-one. Number 6 is
maɗɩya (class 9), e.g. ɓa-mbánzʊ́ maɗɩya 2-person 9.six 'six persons'. Number 7 is
formed by 'six', na 'with' and ɩ-ká '9a-odd/even'. ɩká is used for both 'odd' and

'even'. The order determines the meaning, e.g. ɩká yá ɩkpákʊ yímotí 'a pair of shoes'
vs. wakatípóníto ɓʊ́gʊ na ɩká ! 'do not give us an odd number of bananas!'.
Numbers 8, 9 and 10 are class 9 nouns. The plural of 10 is class 2+9 ɓa-tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́.
Liko has specific class 9 nouns for 'zero' pǎpuyí ('something empty'), 'a dozen'

kʊ́mbá and 'two dozen' liɗí. Numbers 100 and higher are loanwords from Congo
Swahili or French.

(5.132) kuɓúkúmutí
maɗiya

'six'

ɓʊgɩna

'eight'

tɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́, (ɓa-)

'ten'

mɩ ́ya

'hundred'

maɗɩya na ɩká
kʊɓɔ́mʊ́
ɓatɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́ maɗɩya
ɛ́lɔfʊ

5.4.3

'five'
'seven'
'nine'

'sixty'
'thousand'

Congo Swahili mia

Congo Swahili elfu

Ordinals

Ordinals are expressed in associative constructions in which they follow the head

noun and an associative prefix, which agrees with the head noun. Numbers 2, 3 and
4 are prefixed with the class 9 enumerative prefix yɩ ́-.
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(5.133) mu-sí wa-yɩ ́-ɓǎ
ɓu-likí ɓá- ɩ ́-ɓǎ265
ɓu-likí ɓá- ɩ ́-sáá
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1-fish 1.ASS-9.NUM-two

'2nd fish'

14-chair 14.ASS-9.NUM-two

'2nd chair'

14-chair 14.ASS-9.NUM-three '3rd chair'

ɓu-likí ɓá- ɩ ́-kwanganya 14-chair 14.ASS-9.NUM-four

'4th chair'

ɓu-likí ɓá-kuɓúkúmutí

14-chair 14.ASS-9.five

'5th chair'

ɓu-likí ɓá-maɗɩya

14-chair 14.ASS-9.six

'6th chair'

ɓu-likí ɓá-maɗɩya na ɩká

14-chair 14.ASS-9.seven

'7th chair'

ɓu-likí ɓá-ɓʊgɩna

14-chair 14.ASS-9.eight

'8th chair'

ɓu-likí ɓá-kʊɓɔ́mʊ́

14-chair 14.ASS-9.nine

'9th chair'

ɓu-likí ɓá- ɛ́kɛ́ɓɛ́

14-chair 14.ASS-9.ten

'10th chair'

'First' and 'last' are referred to with nouns, mambwá '1a.first one' and mu-pipiló
'1-last one'. They are used in the same associative constructions.

5.4.4

Gestures for numbers

Liko speakers employ gestures for absolute numbers and for counting, as shown in
the two sets of pictures. The first set of pictures shows the gestures for absolute
numbers, from 1 to 10.
(5.134)

265

For the non-automatic downstepped H tone, see 4.6.5.
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1: raise index of right hand;
2: raise index and middle finger of right hand, thumb touches ring finger;
3: raise middle, ring and little finger of right hand, thumb touches index;
4: all fingers of right hand raised;

5: closed palm of right hand with all fingers bent over thumb;
6: fingers of right hand bent over thumb of left hand, other fingers of left hand
bent, thumb of right hand against index;

7: fingers of right hand bent over thumb and index of left hand, other fingers of left
hand bent, thumb of right hand against index;

8: fingers of right hand bent over thumb, index and middle finger of left hand,
other fingers of left hand bent, thumb of right hand against index;

9: fingers of right hand bent over thumb, index, middle finger and ring finger of
left hand, little finger of left hand bent, thumb of right hand against index;

10: closed palm of both hands with all fingers bent over thumb, hand held against
each other with finger bones touching.
The second set of pictures shows the gestures used in counting from 1 to 10.
(5.135)

In counting from 1 to 10, the palm of the left hand faces upwards and the palm of
the right hand faces downwards.
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1: little finger of left hand bent, extended index of right hand touches little finger
of left hand;

2: little and ring fingers of left hand bent, extended index of right hand touches
ring finger of left hand;

3: little, ring and middle fingers of left hand bent, extended index of right hand
touches middle finger of left hand;

4: all fingers of left hand bent over thumb, extended index of right hand touches
thumb of left hand;

5: all fingers of left hand bent, extended index of right hand touches index of left
hand;

6: fingers of left hand bent over thumb of right hand;
7: fingers of left hand bent over thumb and index of right hand;

8: fingers of left hand bent over thumb, index and middle finger of right hand;
9: fingers of left hand bent over thumb, index, middle finger and ring finger of
right hand;

10: fingers of left hand bent over thumb and all fingers of right hand.

5.4.5

Quantifiers

-sɩ 'all' is a nominal modifier, which takes an associative prefix which agrees with
the head noun. Other quantifying expressions are constructions involving adjectival
or numeral stems. -sɩ occurs at the end of the noun phrase (5.136a, b, c), or at the
end of a clause of which the referent is the subject (5.136d, e, f):
(5.136)a. ɓɛ-vananza

kakɩ ́

ɓayá-sɩ

2+9:9a-family 3SG.POSS 2+9.ASS-all

b.

'all his family (members)' (T2007.8)
ɓa-nyamá ɓá-sɩ
2-animal

c.

d.

ɓá-zʊ̌kan-a

2.ASS-all 3PLP-jump up-FV

'All animals jumped up.' (T2006.3)
ɓá-vǎ

3PLP-take:FV

ndɩ ɓu-yí
P3

14-possessions

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

COP-2.DEM.I

'They took all these possessions.' (T2007.15)
ɓa-kangʊ́ ɓó-zǔzuk-og-o
2-paddler

3PLP-wake up-PLUR-FV

ɓá-sɩ

2.ASS-all

'All the paddlers woke up.' (T2006.2)

ɓá-sɩ

14.ASS-all
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e.

f.

ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

ɓó-dog-ó-kú

2-man

3PL -come:PLUR-FV -DIR

COP-2.DEM.I

'All the men who came.' (T2006.2)
ɓo-kó

ɓá-mʊ-sɛngɩ ́

ndɩ ɓá-sɩ

P

kakɩ ́

P

P3

2.ASS-all

ɓó-do-kú

2-woman 2.ASS-3-village 3SG.POSS 3PL -come:FV-DIR
P

'All women of his village came.' (T2009.19)

ndɩ ɓá-sɩ
P3

2.ASS-all

-sɩ also occurs independently when the referent is known from the context, e.g. ɓásɩ
ɓósilyono 'All arrived.' (T2006.3).

-kaká 'alone' is a nominal modifier of class 1 nouns, which takes the adjective

prefix mʊ-, which agrees with class 1, e.g. ɩyɩ ́ mʊ-kaká, 1.PRO 1.ADJ-alone, 'he by
himself'. -kaká takes enumerative prefix yɩ ́- for all classes, including class 1, if
-kaká refers to a referent who performs an action by himself or if -kaká refers to

one instance of a collection. For example, ɩyɩ ́ yɩ ́-kaká, 1.PRO 9.NUM-alone, 'he by
himself, only him', lɩ-tɔ́mbʊ́ yɩ ́-kaká, 5.ground 9.NUM-alone, 'the ground by itself'
(i.e. without human labour). yɩ ́-kaká is reduplicated and it has the meaning 'each,

every' when it identifies each instance of a group, e.g. mʊ-mbánzʊ́ yɩ ́-kakáyɩ ́kaká,
1-person 9.ADJ-alone:PL, 'each person' or (s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ yɩ ́-kakáyɩ ́kaká, 19-shrub-19
9.ADJ-alone:PL, 'every shrub'.
Other quantifying expressions are constructions involving adjectival or numeral
stems:

(5.137) Basis

Quantifier usage

adjectival stem -kɛ́ɗɛ́ 'small'

'few'

adjectival stem -dingǐ 'big'

'many'

numeral stem -ɓǎ 'two'

'both'

In the following phrases, the first one of each pair exemplifies adjectival or
numeral usage and the second one quantifier usage:
(5.138)a. sukó mʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́
b.

1a.dove sp. 1.ADJ-small 'a small dove, sp.'

ma-syɛ́ ma-kɛ́ɗɛ́

6-day 6.ADJ-small

'few days'

mu-kó mu-dingǐ

1-woman 2.ADJ-big

'a big woman'

ɓo-kó ɓú-dingǐ

2-woman 2.ADJ-big

'many women'
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'two men'

2-man 2.NUM-two

ɓa-tʊ́ ɓá-sɩ ɓá-ɓǎ 2-man 2-all 2.NUM-two 'both men'

The use of a singular form of the adjective in combination with a plural referent
yields a collective interpretation for the referent in (a) and (b). Recall that the

adjective stem is reduplicated when the head noun is plural, e.g. ɓa-sukó ɓá-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́,
2-dove 2-ADJ-small:PL, 'small doves' and ɓo-kó ɓú-díngídingǐ, 2-woman 2.ADJ-

big:PL, 'big women'. In (c), ɓá-ɓǎ modifies -sɩ 'all' and indicates that the total equals
'two', hence the meaning 'both'.
The stem -ɩ ́nga 'how many' requires an enumerative prefix. The prefix vowel is lost
through V1-elision or it merges, e.g. mʊ-mbɩ ́ mɩ ́-ínga 3-basket 3.NUM:how many
'how many baskets'. Other examples include:
(5.139)a. wa

2SG:be

b.

na

ɓo-míkí

ɓɩ ́nga ?

with

2-child

2.NUM:how many

'How many children do you have?'
na-kwanan-a

ká-pɩly-á

kádwɛ ká ngángá yɩ ́nga ?

1SG-should-FV

9b-forgive-FV up to266

9.time

9.NUM:how many

'How many times should I forgive?'
Expressions denoting 'the same', 'other' or 'one self' are formed in different ways.

For 'the same', a construction with several demonstratives is used: DEM.III followed
by the copula267 and DEM.I, followed by áka 'only' and again DEM.I, e.g. yi nɩ ́-nɔ̌

áka nɔ̌, 1.DEM.III COP-1.DEM.I only 1.DEM.I, 'the same'. The opposite of 'the same'
is expressed by -gɔgɔ 'other', a nominal stem taking an associative prefix.

Reflexives like 'one self' are marked on the verb form with the reflexive prefix (see
7.5.2).
The first set exemplifies 'the same', the second 'other':
(5.140)a. kó

PREP

ngbíngó yi

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

áka

1a.time

COP-1.DEM.I

only 1.DEM.I

1.DEM.III

nɔ̌

'at that same time'

266

kádwɛ ká is a fixed expression meaning 'up to'. The basis is the verb -dʊɩ- 'arrive'.

267

See 8.3.2 and 6.1.2.
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b.

ɓo-kó

ɓi

2-woman 2.DEM.III

c.

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

áka

COP-2.DEM.I

only 2.DEM.I

'those same women'

ɓɔ

lɩ-syɛ́ li

nɩ ́-lɔ́

áka

5-day

COP-5.DEM.I

only 5.DEM.I

5.DEM.III

lɔ

'that same day'
(5.141)a. ngbíngó

wǎ-gɔgɔ

'another time'

1a.time

1.ASS-other

b.

ɓo-kó

ɓá-gɔgɔ

'other women'

c.

lɩ-syɛ́

lá-gɔgɔ

'another day'

2-woman
5-day

2.ASS-other
5.ASS-other

In a negative context, 'nothing' is expressed by a combination of lúkí '5:object',
gʊtʊ́gʊ 'even' and lí-motí '5.NUM-one': lúkí gʊtʊ́gʊ límotí.
(5.142) nɩ ́yɔ́

ngbíngó wa-kigisǒ

when 1a.time

3SGP:REFL-be ready-ASS-FVP

gʊtʊ́gʊ lí-motí

5:object even

ɓi

1.ASS-9.returning 2+9-debt 2.DEM.III

ɩ ́-tʊ́ly-án-á,
lúkí

ɓo-luɓú

nɩ ́-ɓayɔ́
COP-2+9.DEM.I

si-bǐ
Ø-kɛ́-gʊ̌
ndɩ no
sɩ:1-tortoise 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG P3
with

5.NUM-one

áka
CT

''When the time to return these debts arrived, tortoise had NOTHING.'
(T2007.3)

6 Pronominal Forms, Invariables and Expressions
6.1 Pronominal substitutives and demonstratives
Liko has several agreement systems. Nouns take noun-class prefixes. Adjectives,
nominal modifiers and numerals take prefixes which agree with the noun they

modify. Noun-class, adjectival, associative and numeral agreement is described in
Chapter 5. Quantifiers and quantifying expressions use various agreements and are
described in 5.4.5. Verbal agreement will be presented in 7.4, 7.5 and 8.2.5. Liko
has two other agreement systems, in pronominal substitutives and in
demonstratives.

6.1.1

Pronominal substitutives and participant pronouns

Pronominal substitutives in Liko translate as pronouns. They replace a noun or
noun phrase and they have a form which agrees with the noun class of the noun

they refer to. The structure of the substitutives is ɩ- followed by the consonant of
the pronominal prefix and the stem of the substitutive. The class 15 substitutive

takes the pronominal prefix kʊ́-, not only the consonant. The stem in classes 3 and
higher is -ú. The substitutive of classes 1 and 2 is different in that only the initial ɩcorresponds with the other classes. The forms attested are presented in the
following table. The third column presents the underlying form. In this book, the
underlying structure of the substitutives is not represented in the glosses.
Table 20 Pronominal substitutives
Class

Substitutive

1

ɩyɩ ́

/ɩ-yɩ ́/

3

imú

/ɩ-m-ú/

6

imú

/ɩ-m-ú/

8

iɓú

/ɩ-ɓ-ú/

9

iyú

/ɩ-y-ú/

iɓoyú

/ɩ-ɓa-y-ú/

2
5
7

2+9

ɩɓʊ́
ilú

isú

/ɩ-ɓʊ́/
/ɩ-l-ú/

/ɩ-s-ú/
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Class

Substitutive

13

itú

/ɩ-t-ú/

15

ikwú

/ɩ-kʊ́-ú/

19

isú

/ɩ-s-ú/

14

iɓú

17

/ɩ-ɓ-ú/

-268

-

Table 21 Participant pronouns
Singular
1SG
2SG

Plural

ɩmɩ

1PL

ɩwɛ

2PL

iɓúsú

iɓúnú

The stem of substitutives of classes 1 and 2 and singular participant pronouns is
underlyingly [−ATR]. The stem of other substitutives and plural participant
pronouns is [+ATR].
The class 1 and 2 substitutives refer to participants introduced earlier in a text, in
(6.1a) to someone who stole food and in (6.1b) to people who had been talking:
(6.1)a. ɓá-mwɔ́

3PLP:1.O-kill:FV

b.

ɩyɩ ́

1.PRO

'They killed him.' (T2006.2)
ɩɓʊ́

ɓá-sɩ

ɓó-misík-ón-óg-i-ní

2.PRO 2.ASS-all 3PL-disperse:NEUT-ASS-PLUR-FV.ANT-PFV

'They have all dispersed.' (T2006.1)

Subjects, as in (6.2), and objects, as in (7.16), can be emphasized with a
substitutive, in which case the substitutive follows the verb, e.g.:
(6.2)a. mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ á-ɗak-á
1-man

b.

268

kʊ́wa ɩyɩ ́

3SGP-climb-FVP thus

kʊ́-gʊ̌

1.PRO 17-top

'The man (emphasized) climbed to the top.' (T2006.10)
mʊ-básɩnzɩ ́ Ø-kʊ́-tɩ ́k-ag-ɩ-gʊ̌

1-cockroach 3SG-NEG:2.O-send-PLUR-FV-NEG

ndɩ ɩyɩ ́
P3

ɓo-míkakɩ ́

1.PRO 2-child:3SG.POSS

No substitutive for class 17 nouns has been found in texts or using elicitation.
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ɓɩ ́-gala-gala kʊ́

ká

mɛ̌nɛ

MOD-fast

PREP

1a.blood brother 1a.s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS

there

dǎkɩ

'Cockroach (emphasized) could not quickly send his children to his
blood-brother.' (T2007.8)

The substitutive referring to the subject occurs preceding the object as shown in (b)
and it does not affect agreement between the object prefix in the verb form and the
object.
In examples below, isú '19.PRO' refers to sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ '19-circumcision-19', iyú '9.PRO'

refers to bʊ̌bʊnzá '9.rotton mushroom' and ɓoyú '2+9.PRO' refers to ɓo-tú '2+9clothes'; in the last two examples, the object is referred to.
(6.3) kínili

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

sí-dingǐ

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

ɓatǎ.

that is why 19-circumcision-19 19.ADJ-big 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG again

nɩ ́-sɔ́

sá-masɩɓʊ́

COP-19.DEM.I

19.ASS-"masɩɓʊ" 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 19.PRO with 2:taboo

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

isú

na

ɓɔ̌pɛ́

'That is why the big circumcision no longer exists. That one of "masɩɓʊ"
(emphasized) does not have taboos.' (T2006.4)
(6.4) sukopí

no

gbukó ɓɛ́

1a.leopard and 9.rat

ká-kɩ ́s-á

COMP

ɩ ́nd-ɩ ́

3SG:go-FV.SUBJ

bʊ̌bʊnzá,

Ø-kig-o-kú

na

iyú,

9b-search-FV 9.rotten mushroom 3SG-COND:return-FV-DIR with 9.PRO

'Leopard [said] to rat that he should go to find rotten mushrooms, [and] if
he returns with them, ...' (T2006.3)
(6.5) ngámá, ma-ka-mwɔ́
1a.chief

ɓo-tú

Ikóɓú,

mó-do-kú

kɛ́- pá

2PL-COND:1.O-kill:FV "Ikoɓu" 2PL-come:FV-DIR 9b:1SG.O-give:FV

kakɩ,́

nó-pup-í

na

ɓoyú

kú-nzi

2+9-clothes 3SG.POSS 1SG-leave-FV.SUBJ with 2+9.PRO 17-outside

'Chief, if you (pl) kill Ikoɓu, you (pl) come to give me his clothes, so that I
go outside with them.' (T2009.21)

The initial vowel of pronominal substitutives can be left unpronounced. Following
na 'and, with', the initial vowel of the substitutive is often elided and the vowel of
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na assimilates to the [+ATR] value of the substitutive, e.g. naɓʊ́ in (6.6a) (<na
ɩɓʊ́), noyú in (6.6b) (<na iyú) and nomú in (6.8) (<na imú):
(6.6) ɓág-a

b.

ká

gbʊndʊ́

3PLP:leave-FV with:2.PRO

naɓʊ́

PREP

9.forest

ɓa-sambá

i-títí,

'They went with them to the forest.' (T2006.4)
ɓá-va

ɓó-do-kú

noyú

2-circumcisor 3PLP-take:FV 9a-anthill 3PLP-come-FV-DIR with:9.PRO

'The circumcisors took an anthill, they came with it towards [you].'

(T2006.4)

Pronominal substitutives are attested without the initial vowel in other
environments as well, e.g. sú in (6.7a), ɓʊ́ in (6.7b) and yú in (6.7c):
(6.7)a. sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

sá-masɩɓʊ́

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

sú

na

19-circumcision-19 19.ASS-"masɩɓʊ" 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 19.PRO with

mo-kúngóni mú-dingǐ
6-request

6.ADJ-big

'The circumcison of "masɩɓʊ" (emphasized) is not one with many
b.

c.

demands.' (T2006.4)
tó-kó-gy-ǐ

li-gubó íba

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓá-gy-ag-a

1PL-COND-do- 5-work

it means 2-person

FV.NEG

that

ɓʊ́

3PL-do-PLUR-FV 2.PRO

'If we do not work how would the people (emphasized) live?' (T2006.7)
kpáká kakɩ ́
9.trap

Ø-ká-ɓák-ag-ɩ-gʊ̌

ndɩ yú

3SG.POSS 3SGP-NEG-sprout-PLURFV-NEG

P3

yayá

9.PRO 9.s.th. worthless

'His trap (emphasized) will not release in vain.' (T2006.1)
The referent of a pronominal substitutive can go back several sentences: nomú
'6.PRO' in the fourth line refers to mo-lingó '6-oil' in the first:
(6.8) wʊ́kan-a

sɛ

kʊ́wa sʊ

2SG:smell-FV.INST thus thus

nɩ ́yɔ́

a-dɩk-a

kʊ́wa wó-ɗuk-o

when 3SG-cool down-F thus

ta-gy-ag-a

yá-mo-lingó

9.fruit 9.ASS-6-oil

kʊ́wa ɓɛ́

1PL-do-PLUR-FV thus

COMP

2SG-pour-FV.INST

ɓí-duke-duke.
MOD-nice

ká
PREP

lɩ-sʊ́ngʊ́.

5-container

kú-mbúso wa-yɩ ̌sʊkʊsagá
17-back

17.ASS-9a:washing

smell
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nomú.

2SG:REFL-cover-PLUR-FV.INST with:6.PRO

'Smell the fragrance of the oil, a nice smell. When it has cooled

down, pour it into a container. We do thus, after washing ourselves,
cover yourself with it.' (T2006.6)

6.1.2

Demonstratives

The Liko language has three types of demonstratives, referred to by the Roman
numerals I, II, III. These three types are presented in the following table. They
follow their referent and agree in noun class with it.
Table 22 Demonstratives
Class DEM.I

DEM.II

DEM.III

1

nɔ̌

mʊ̀

yǐ

2

ɓɔ

ɓà

ɓǐ

5

lɔ

lɩ ̀

lǐ

7

sɔ

sɩ ̀

sǐ

9

yɔ

yɩ ̀

yǐ

3
6
8
2+9

269

mɔ

mà

mɔ

mà

ɓɔ

ɓɩ ̀

ɓàyɔ́

270

ɓàyɩ ̀

mǐ
mǐ
ɓǐ
ɓòyí271

13

tɔ

tɩ ̀

tǐ

15

kwɔ

kwɩ ̀

kwǐ

19

sɔ

sɩ ̀

sǐ

14
17

ɓɔ
yɔ

ɓà
yɩ ̀

ɓǐ
yǐ

269

The tone of class 1 nɔ̌ is invariable and different from the other type I demonstratives.

270

The tone of class 2+9 ɓàyɔ́ is invariable and different from the other type I

demonstratives.
271

The LH tone of type III demonstrative surfaces as Low on the first part of this complex

prefix and as High on the second.
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The tones in Table 22 represent the underlying tone of demonstratives; no tone
mark indicates that the demonstrative is not specified for tone. Underlying and
surface tone will be addressed below.

Noun subclasses take the same agreement as their main class; for examples, see
5.1.1. Demonstratives of types I and II are [−ATR] and do not harmonize with a

[+ATR] value of a preceding word. Demonstratives of type III are [+ATR]. The
surface tone of demonstratives of all types can be Low, High, or a LH tone. Data

will be presented first to determine the underlying tone and the ways in which tone
surfaces. The semantics and use of the three sets will be described next.
6.1.2.1

Underlying and surface tone

a. Demonstrative of type I (DEM.I)
Consider the surface tone on the demonstrative in (6.9), where the referent has a H,
L.H or H.L tone pattern and is followed by a demonstrative of type I ( DEM.I):
(6.9)a. li-ndímó lɔ́
b.
c.

úmó yɔ́

5-birdlime 5.DEM.I

'this birdlime'

9.savanne 9.DEM.I

'this savanne'

lɩ-kʊmbá lɔ́

5-hoop net 5.DEM.I

'this hoop net'

sɛmbɛ́ yɔ́

9.fishing fence 9.DEM.I 'this fishing fence'

lɩ-ngwálʊ lɔ 5-tree 5.DEM.I

'this tree, sp.'

ngága yɔ

9.chin 9.DEM.I

'this chin'

The surface tone on the demonstrative is High in (a, b) and Low in (c).
If the underlying tone of the demonstrative were High, there would be no
phonological reason why it is Low following a H.L pattern as in (6.9c). There are

dozens of trisyllabic nouns with a H.L.H pattern,272 and thus Liko does not have a
constraint on a sequence of H.L.H which would prevent the demonstrative from

surfacing with a H tone in (6.9c). The other possibility for lowering a putative H
tone, is deleting a H tone in the context of a preceding Low, but this is not attested
elsewhere in the language. Thus, the underlying tone of the type I demonstrative
cannot be High.

272

For example, mʊ-básɩnzɩ ́ '1-cockroach', lɩ-gɔ́kɩlá '5.forked pole' and kóloɓú '9.disease'.
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When nouns with a noun-class enclitic with a surface L tone are followed by a
demonstrative of this type, the surface tone on the demonstrative is also Low:
(6.10)a. ɩ-sásá-sʊ sɔ
b.
c.

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ sɔ

19-feather-19 19.DEM.I

'this feather'

19-shrub-19 19.DEM.I

'this shrub, drug'

tátá-tʊ tɔ

13.feather-13 13.DEM.I

'these feathers'

bʊkʊ́-tɔ tɔ

13.shrub-13 13.DEM.I

'these shrubs, drugs'

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ kwɔ

15-peeling-15 15.DEM.I 'this peeling'

kʊ-ɓá ngá-kʊ kwɔ 15-fear-15 15.DEM.I

'this fear'

In the following examples, an adjective or a modifier occurs between the head
noun and the demonstrative. These data show that the surface tone of the
demonstrative is identical to its preceding tone.
(6.11)a. li-ndímó lɩ-kɛ́ɗɛ́ lɔ́ 5-birdlime 5.ADJ-small 5.DEM.I 'this little birdlime'
b.

úmó yi-kúɗú yɔ́

9.savanne 9.ADJ-short 9.DEM.I

'this short savanne'

li-ndímó lá-nyɛ lɔ

5-birdlime 5.ADJ-bad 5.DEM.I

'this bad birdlime'

úmó yá-dɛ yɔ

9.savanne 9.ADJ-wet 9.DEM.I

'this wet savanne'

If type I demonstratives are assumed to be underlyingly toneless, then H-tone
spreading (see 4.6.1) to the TBU of the demonstrative causes the surface H tone in
(6.9a, b) and in (6.11a). Surface L tone in (6.9c), (6.10) and in (6.11b) is the
realization of the default L tone for remaining toneless syllables.

There is one case of unexpected surface tone realizations: type I demonstratives
with a surface H tone following a L tone. Nouns with a L tone pattern are

relatively rare, see 4.4.1. Remarkably, the surface tone on a following type I
demonstrative is not Low, but High:273

(6.12) li-nungu lɔ́ 5-termite hill 5.DEM.I 'this termite hill'
kpɔzyɔ yɔ́

9.plant 9.DEM.I

'this plant, sp.'

Realization of the opposite tone of the tone preceding the demonstrative also

273

This is also observed in the case of noun-class enclitics, see Table 15 in 5.1.2.
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happens when the type I demonstrative is preceded by a modifier with at least two
TBUs with a L tone:

(6.13) li-ndímó lá-wɛsɛ lɔ́ 5-birdlime 5.ADJ-soft 5.DEM.I 'this soft birdlime'
úmó yá-wɛsɛ yɔ́

'this fragile savanne'

9.savanne 9.ADJ-soft 9.DEM.I

It appears that the surface tone of a type I demonstrative is identical to the
preceding tone, unless the preceding morpheme only has L tones. The
demonstrative surfaces with a H tone in that case.

The tone of class 1 affixes is sometimes different from other classes, e.g. the
associative prefixes (see Table 13 in 5.1.1). Demonstratives of type I, which agree
with class 1 nouns and subclasses of class 1, surface with a LH tone regardless of
the tone pattern of the preceding noun. Examples include:
(6.14)a. mu-kó nɔ̌

1-woman 1.DEM.I

'this woman'

nékókó nɔ̌

1a.instrument 1.DEM.I 'this musical instrument'

b.

mu-bʊyʊ́ nɔ̌

1-caterpillar 1.DEM.I

c.

mʊ-pɔ́sɩ nɔ̌

1-larva 1.DEM.I

d.

na-gbalɩ ́ nɔ̌
kpɔ́lɔ nɔ̌

na:1-frog 1.DEM.I
1a.side 1.DEM.I

'this caterpillar, sp.'
'this frog, sp.'

'this larva, sp.'
'this side'

mʊ-nzɛkɩ nɔ̌ 1-termite 1.DEM.I

'this termite, sp.'

ɗɩnga nɔ̌

'this period'

1a.period 1.DEM.I

With respect to the complex class 2+9 demonstrative ɓayɔ́, the first part is the
class 2 (nominal) prefix with a L tone and the second part is the class 9
demonstrative with invariably a H tone:
(6.15)a. ɓo-úmó ɓayɔ́

2+9-savanne 2+9.DEM.I

b.

ɓa-sɛmbɛ́ ɓayɔ́

2+9-fishing fence 2+9.DEM.I 'these fishing fences'

c.

ɓa-ngága ɓayɔ́

2+9-chin 2+9.DEM.I

d.

ɓa-kpɔzyɔ ɓayɔ́ 2+9-plant 2+9.DEM.I

'these savannes'
'these chins, sp.'

'these plants, sp.'

The H tone of the class 2+9 demonstrative is realized at a lower pitch level than a
preceding H tone, due to automatic downstep.
b. Demonstrative of type II (DEM.II)
The demonstratives of type II (DEM.II) have an underlying L tone, which surfaces
as a L tone regardless of whether the preceding noun has a H, L.H, H.L or L tone
pattern. I use the same nouns as in (6.9) and (6.12):
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(6.16)a. li-ndímó lɩ
b.
c.
d.

úmó yɩ
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5-birdlime 5.DEM.II

'this birdlime'

9.savanne 9.DEM.II

'this savanne'

lɩ-kʊmbá lɩ

5-hoop net 5.DEM.II

sɛmbɛ́ yɩ

9.fishing fence 9.DEM.II 'this fishing fence'

'this hoop net'

lɩ-ngwálʊ lɩ 5-tree 5.DEM.II

'this tree, sp.'

ngága yɩ

9.chin 9.DEM.II

'this chin'

li-nungu lɩ

5-termite hill 5.DEM.II

'this termite hill'

kpɔzyɔ yɩ

9.plant 9.DEM.II

'this plant, sp.'

The surface tone of demonstratives of type II is also Low when the referent noun
belongs to other noun classes, as in the following three sets.
Examples of DEM.II with nouns of class 1:
(6.17)a. mu-kó mʊ
b.
c.
d.

nékókó mʊ

mu-bʊyʊ́ mʊ
na-gbalɩ ́ mʊ
mʊ-pɔ́sɩ mʊ

1-woman 1.DEM.II

'this woman'

1a.instrument 1.DEM.II 'this musical instrument'
1-caterpillar 1.DEM.II

na:1-frog 1.DEM.II

'this caterpillar, sp.'
'this frog, sp.'

1-larva 1.DEM.II

'this larva, sp.'

kpɔ́lɔ mʊ

1a.side 1.DEM.II

'this side'

mʊ-nzɛkɩ mʊ

1-termite 1.DEM.II

'this termite, sp.'

ɗɩnga mʊ

1a.period 1.DEM.II

'this period'

Examples of DEM.II following noun-class enclitics:
(6.18)a. ɩ-sásá-sʊ sɩ
b.
c.

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ sɩ

19-feather-19 19.DEM.II

'this feather'

19-shrub-19 19.DEM.II

'this shrub, drug'

tátá-tʊ tɩ

13-feather-13 13.DEM.II

'these feathers'

bʊkʊ́-tɔ tɩ

13-shrub-13 13.DEM.II

'these shrubs, drugs'

kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ kwɩ

15-peeling-15 15.DEM.II 'this peeling'

kʊ-ɓá ngá-kʊ kwɩ 15-fear-15 15.DEM.II

'this fear'

Examples of DEM.II with nouns of class 2+9:
(6.19)a. ɓo-úmó ɓayɩ

2+9-savanne 2+9.DEM.II

b.

ɓa-sɛmbɛ́ ɓayɩ

2+9-fishing fence 2+9.DEM.II 'these fishing fences'

c.

ɓa-ngága ɓayɩ

2+9-chin 2+9.DEM.II

d.

ɓa-kpɔzyɔ ɓayɩ 2+9-plant 2+9.DEM.II

'these savannes'
'these chins, sp.'

'these plants, sp.'
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c. Demonstrative of type III (DEM.III)

The examples below show that demonstratives of type III (DEM.III) have a LH tone
if the preceding noun has a final H tone and a H tone if it has a final L tone:
(6.20)a. li-ndímó lǐ

5-birdlime 5.DEM.III

'this birdlime'

úmó yǐ

9.savanne 9.DEM.III

'this savanne'

b.

lɩ-kʊmbá lǐ

5-hoop net 5.DEM.III

'this hoop net'

c.

lɩ-ngwálʊ lí 5-tree 5.DEM.III
ngága yí

9.chin 9.DEM.III

'this chin'

d.

li-nungu lí

5-termite hill 5.DEM.III

'this termite hill'

sɛmbɛ́ yǐ

kpɔzyɔ yí

9.fishing fence 9.DEM.III 'this fishing fence'

9.plant 9.DEM.III

'this tree, sp.'

'this plant, sp.'

The surface tone on the demonstrative is a LH tone in (6.20a, b) and a H tone in
(6.20c, d). If, underlyingly, the demonstratives of type III have a combined
LowHigh associated with one TBU, then the surface tones are explained by the

merger of one of the parts of the LH to an identical neighbouring tone (see 4.6.2).
More examples which support this analysis are given below.
Examples of DEM.III with nouns of class 1:
(6.21)a. mu-kó yǐ
b.
c.
d.

nékókó yǐ

mu-bʊyʊ́ yǐ
na-gbalɩ ́ yǐ
mʊ-pɔ́sɩ yí

1-woman 1.DEM.III

'this woman'

1a.instrument 1.DEM.III 'this musical instrument'
1-caterpillar 1.DEM.III

na:1-frog 1.DEM.III

'this caterpillar, sp.'
'this frog, sp.'

1-larva 1.DEM.III

'this larva, sp.'

kpɔ́lɔ yí

1a.side 1.DEM.III

'this side'

ɗɩnga yí

1a.period 1.DEM.III

mʊ-nzɛkɩ yí 1-termite 1.DEM.III

'this termite, sp.'
'this period'

The demonstrative surfaces with a LH tone if the preceding TBU has a H tone and
it surfaces with a H tone if the preceding TBU has a L tone.
Examples of DEM.III following noun-class enclitics:
(6.22)a. ɩ-sásá-sʊ sí
b.

(s)ɩ-bʊkʊ́-sɔ sí

19-feather-19 19.DEM.III

'this feather'

19-shrub-19 19.DEM.III

'this shrub, drug'

tátá-tʊ tí

13-feather-13 13.DEM.III

'these feathers'

bʊkʊ́-tɔ tí

13-shrub-13 13.DEM.III

'these shrubs, drugs'
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c.

kʊ-ɓá ngá-kʊ kwí 15-fear-15 15.DEM.III
kʊ-pasɩ ́-kɔ kwí
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'this fear'

15-peeling-15 15.DEM.III 'this peeling'

In the examples below, the type III demonstrative is followed by the copula with a

H tone274 plus another demonstrative (DEM.II). When the preceding noun ends with
a H tone as in (6.23), the High part of the LH tone on the DEM.III merges with the
following H tone.

In the first set, the DEM.III follows a noun with High surface tone on the final TBU:
(6.23)a.

ɓa-né-kókó ɓi nɩ ́-ɓa
'these musical instruments here'
2-na:1-musical instrument 2.DEM.III COP-2.DEM.II

b.

li-ndímó li nɩ ́-lɩ

'this birdlime here'

c.

sɛ̀mbɛ́ yi nɩ ́-yɩ

'this fishing fence here'

5-birdlime 5.DEM.III COP-5.DEM.II
9.fishing fence 9.DEM.III COP-9.DEM.II

The H of the LH tone merges with the H tone on nɩ ́ as these examples show.
It is interesting to see what happens when both options are open: merger of either
part of the LH tone. The Low part merges with the preceding L tone in this
environment:
(6.24)a.

ɓa-nzɛkɩ ɓí nɩ-́ ɓa

'these termites, sp. here'

b.

lɩ-ngwálʊ lí nɩ ́-lɩ

'this tree, sp. here'

c.

ngága yí nɩ ́-yɩ

'this chin here'

2-termites 2.DEM.III COP-2.DEM.II
5-tree 5.DEM.III COP-5.DEM.II
9.chin 9.DEM.III COP-9.DEM.II

Demonstratives of type III which agree with class 2+9 nouns are complex,
consisting of class 2 (nominal) prefix ɓa- (which assimilates to the [+ATR] value
of the demonstrative) and class 9 demonstrative -yǐ:

274

Motingea, p.c., suggested that this form may be related to stabilizer né (CS 2265). If this

is the case, the copula, nɩ, can be distinguished from the element preceding demonstrative
forms, nɩ ́-, by its tone.
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(6.25)a. ɓo-úmó ɓoyí275 2+9-savanne 2+9.DEM.III
b.

ɓa-sɛmbɛ́ ɓoyí

d.

ɓa-kpɔzyɔ ɓoyí 2+9-plant 2+9.DEM.III

c.

ɓa-ngága ɓoyí

'these savannes'

2+9-fishing fence 2+9.DEM.III 'these fishing fences'

'these chins, sp.'

2+9-chin 2+9.DEM.III

'these plants, sp.'

It cannot be tested what happens when 2+9 ɓoyí is followed by the copula,
because this environment does not exist:
(6.26)a. *ɓo-tú ɓoyí nɩ ́-ɓayɩ

Int. 'these clothes here'

b.

'these clothes here'

2+9-clothes 2+9.DEM.III COP-2+9.DEM.II

ɓo-tú ɓi nɩ ́-ɓayɩ

2+9-clothes 2.DEM.III COP-2+9.DEM.II

Only (b) is grammatical. The High part of the LH tone on class 2 demonstrative ɓǐ
is associated with the following H tone on the copula.
6.1.2.2

Semantics and use

a. Demonstratives of type I and II
Spatial deixis is espressed in Liko by type II demonstratives (proximal) and a

lengthened form of type I demonstratives (distal) in combination with a location
adverb. The proximal type II demonstrative refers to an entity that is near to both
the speaker and the addressee. The type I demonstrative with vowel lengthening

refers to an entity that is distant from both the speaker and the addressee. In their
basic form, type I demonstratives are referential in the sense that they refer to

entities that have been mentioned. Basic type I demonstratives are often used for
text-internal reference or for the activation of a participant in a text. Type III
demonstratives indicate exclusiveness and are not used for deixis.
The following sentences exemplify the use of type II demonstratives with proximal
use:

(6.27)a. wam-ib-ag-a-tʊ́

mu-kó

2SG:1.O-know-PLUR-FV-INS 1-woman

(nɩ-́ )mʊ ?

COP-1.DEM.II

'Do you know this woman?'

275

The H tone of class 9 demonstrative surfaces at a lower pitch, due to automatic downstep.
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b.

ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ

ɓo-míkí ɓú-dingǐ ká

3PL:2.O-cut:PLUR-FV 2-child

c.
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2.ADJ-big

PREP

mu-gǐ

(nɩ-́ )ma

3-village

COP-3.DEM.II

'Many children are usually circumcised in this village.'
tómón-ó-ni

ma-kpʊmʊ́ká (nɩ-́ )ma

think-FV.IMP-ADDR 6-thing

COP-6.DEM.II

'Think about these things!'
In (a), demonstrative type II is used to indicate that the referent, the woman or the
village, is present at the site of the speech act. In (b), the interlocutors are in the
village referred to in the sentence. The things referred to in (c) are physical entities
near to the speaker and the addressee.

In case the referent has been mentioned before, or in case it is not relevant to
indicate whether the referent is present or not, a type I demonstratives is used:
(6.28)a. wam-ib-ag-a-tʊ́

mu-kó

2SG:1.O-know-PLUR-FV-INS 1-woman

b.

c.

(nɩ-́ )nɔ̌ ?

COP-1.DEM.I

'Do you know this woman?'
ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ276

ɓo-míkí ɓú-dingǐ ká

mu-gǐ

(nɩ-́ )mɔ́

3PL:2.O-cut:PLUR-FV

2-child

3-village

COP-3.DEM.I

2.ADJ-big

PREP

'Many children are usually circumcised in this village.'
tómón-ó-ni

ma-kpʊmʊ́ká (nɩ-́ )mɔ́

think-FV.IMP-ADDR 6-thing

COP-6.DEM.I

'Think about these things!'
In (a) and (b), the speaker nor the hearer needs to be close to the referent. In (c),
the things referred to are non-concrete entities.

Both type I and II can directly follow the noun they modify in isolated noun

phrases as seen in the examples (6.9) to (6.19). In sentences however, these types
of demonstratives generally occur following the copula. The meaning of a

construction with the copula and a demonstrative of type I or II is the same as a
simple demonstrative.277

276

Vowel copy after height coalescence has applied to the sequence of the [ −ATR] high

vowel of the -CV- verb and the final vowel -a.
277

As far as can be attested with the available data.
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Compare the demonstratives at the end of the sentences below278 to see the
importance of the fact that the referent is present when a type II demonstrative is
used. (6.29a) has a type I and (6.29b, c) have type II demonstratives. The Liko

consultants I worked with find (6.29b) semantically strange, because it is difficult

to imagine that an animal that has been eaten could be present. When the verb is in
the Future, using the type II demonstrative is no problem, as can be seen in
(6.29c):

(6.29)a. wanɩ ́

nɔ̌

á- ly-á

1a.who 1.DEM.I 3SGP:1.O-eat-FVP

'Who ate this animal?'
b.

c.

?wanɩ ́ nɔ̌

á- ly-á

1a.who 1.DEM.I 3SGP:1.O-eat-FVP

ndɩ nyamá
P3

ndɩ nyamá
P3

Int. 'Who ate this animal (present)?'
wanɩ ́

nɔ̌

a-ly-a

1a.who 1.DEM.I 3SG:1.O-eat-FV

1a.animal

1a.animal

nyamá

1a.animal

nɩ ́-nɔ̌ ?

COP-1.DEM.I

nɩ ́-mʊ ?

COP-1.DEM.II

nɩ ́-mʊ ?

COP-1.DEM.II

'Who will eat this animal (present)?'
To express degrees of physical remoteness of the referent, the language uses a type
I demonstrative with a lengthened vowel and the location adverb kʊ́ 'there':
(6.30)a. líɓó

5.water

(nɩ-́ )lɔ́

COP-5.DEM.I

'This/that river'
b.

líɓó

5.water

nɩ ́-lɔ́ɔ

COP-5.DEM.I

'That river over there'
c.

d.

líɓó

5.water

nɩ ́-lɔ́

COP-5.DEM.I

kʊ́

there

'That river over there'
líɓó

nɩ ́-lɔ́ɔ

kʊ́ʊ

5.water

COP-5.DEM.I

there

'That river far away'

In (a), the river referred to has been mentioned before and is either near or farther
away. In (b) and (c), the river is at a distance for both the speaker and the hearer.

278

The first demonstrative in these sentences, nɔ̌, follows question word wanɩ ́.
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In (d), with both the demonstrative and the location adverb having a lengthened
vowel, the river is far from both the speaker and the hearer.
The connecting clitic -ná is often present, but not obligatory, when a type II
demonstrative does not occur at the end of a clause. This can be seen in the

following examples. A type II demonstrative is followed by the main verb in
(6.31a) and by an adjective in (6.31b):
(6.31)a. gbukó nɩ ́-mʊ-ná
9.rat

b.

ág-ǎ

COP-1.DEM.II-CONN

ndɩ ká- ɓɩ ́ky-á

3SGP:leave-FV

ngámá

9b:1.O-say-FV 1a.chief

P3

'Rat (here present) left to tell the chief.' (T2006.3)
ɓá-kɔ

mʊ-palʊ́

3PLP-cut:FV 3-barrier280

nɩ ́-ma-ná

COP-3.DEM.II-CONN

má-ndǎ279
3.ASS-long

'They cut this long barrier (here present).' (T2009.21)
Another example, with class 5.DEM.II nɩ ́-lɩ, shows the absence and presence of ná,
depending on the position of type II demonstrative:
(6.32)a. ɩyɩ ́

nɔ̌

mbúkwá li-simó

1.PRO 1.DEM.I 1a.owner

li

nɩ ́-lɩ

5-inheritance 5.DEM.III

COP-5.DEM.II

'He is the owner of this inheritance (exclusive).'
b.

á-tw-á

li-zuní

li

3SGP-speak-FVP 5-proverb 5.DEM.I

nɩ ́-lɩ-ná

COP-5.DEM.II-CONN

kó
PREP

bulyó

9.reason

ka-ɓo-míkí
GEN-2-child

'He spoke this proverb (exclusive) for his children.'
Independent use of type I demonstratives is possible when the referent does not

occur within the sentence. Examples of independent use of demonstrative type I,
with (6.33b, c) and without (6.33a) the copula are:
(6.33)a. ó-bǐs-o

ɓo-kpokúkú

ɓoyí

3SG -put-FV 2+9-cooking pot 2+9.DEM.III
P

279

ká

ndáɓʊ

ka-ɓo-bikó,

PREP

9.house

GEN-2-visitor

With -ndǎ 'long', an adjective prefix instead of an associative prefix is expected (see

5.2.1).
280

I.e. a barrier in the forest with passage ways where traps are installed.
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kyɛ́

nɔ̌

Ø-kiɓ-ó,

ɓá-mwɔ́

ɩyɩ ́

ɓɛ́gɛyɔ́

because 1.DEM.I 3SG-COND:steal-FV 3PL:1.O-kill:FV 1.PRO likewise

'He put these cooking pots (emphasized) in the guesthouse, so that if
b.

someone steals, they will kill him (emphasized) likewise.' (T2006.2)
ɩ-kɩ ́

pɩ ́yɛ ? nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

9a-what thus

na

ɓo-túgbǒ

COP-2.dem.I

ɓá-ná-bʊm-an-ag-á

2-strong man 3pl-INCH-fight-ASS-PLUR-FV

ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓa-dǎɓʊ

with 2-man

2-s.o. of same age:3PL.POSS

'What happened? Those who are strong men started to fight with men of
c.

their age.' (T2006.2)
ǎ

3SG:be

ndɩ nɩ ́-sɔ́
P3

COP-7.DEM.I

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

ɓá-lɩk-y-ag-ǎ

ndɩ ɓɛ́

3PL -call-APPL-PLUR-FV

P3

P

sí-dingǐ

COMP

19-circumcision-19 19.ADJ-big

'There was that one which they called big circumcision.' (T2006.4)

In (a), nɔ̌ refers to a man without the referent noun being present, in (b), nɩ ́-ɓɔ́
refers to a group of men (ɓo-túgbǒ '2-strong man' is not the referent, because it

follows the demonstrative) and in (c), nɩ ́-sɔ́ refers to a circumcision ritual, but the
referent noun is absent.
Type I and II demonstratives are used as relative pronouns. Relative clauses are
described in 8.4.

b. Demonstratives of type III
I now turn to demonstratives of type III. Demonstratives of type III indicate
exclusiveness of the referent, i.e. this entity and not another one. Type III
demonstratives are optionally combined with type I or II in the order

noun+DEM.III+DEM.I/DEM.II. Type III demonstratives are exemplified in the

following three sets, the first one has DEM.III only, the second has a combination of
DEM.III

and DEM.I, while the third set has a sequence of DEM.III and DEM.II.

Type III demonstratives:
(6.34)a. sʊ̌

yǐ

ɩnd-a

ɓyɩ ̌

9.smell 9.DEM.III 3SG:go-FV far

'This smell (exclusive) goes far.' (T2006.6)
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b.

tó-ɓungusy-o

gɔnɩ ́ lɩ ́tá

1PL -arrange-FV also
P
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ló-ɓukú

ɓǐ

5:fireplace 5.ASS-14.fire 14.DEM.III

'We also arranged a fireplace for this fire (exclusive).' (T2006.5)

The smell in (a) is the smell of roasted palm nut in a process of producing black
palm-nut body oil. The fire in (b) is a well-built fire with a lot of firewood; a good
fire is crucial in making a traditional soap bar.
Type III followed by type I demonstratives:
(6.35)a. mʊ-sɩká yi
1-girl

1.DEM.III

nɩ ́-nɔ̌281

ó-ɓín-ǎ

ndɩ

COP-1.DEM.I

3SG -dance-FV

P3

P

'That girl (exclusive) danced.'
b.

mo-lingó mi
6-oil

6.DEM.III

nɩ ́-mɔ́
COP-

6.DEM.I

c.

a-mwɔ́g-ɔ-tʊ́ gɔnɩ ́ pándá
3SG/PL-kill:

also

ká

9.scabies

PREP

nzʊ́yɩ

9.body

PLUR-FV-INS

'This oil (exclusive) also kills scabies on the body.' (T2006.6)
wa-ka-vǎ mu-kó,

wã-mak-y-á

take:FV

in-APPL-FV

2SG-COND- 1-woman 2SG:1.O-put

ká

PREP

ndáɓʊ

yi

9.house 9.DEM.III

nɩ ́-yɔ́

COP-9.DEM.I

'If you marry a woman, you will put her in that house (exclusive).'
d.

(T2006.8)
á-pág-ǎ

3SG -give-FV
P

ndɩ ɓo-dongbú ɓi
P3

2+9-piece

2.DEM.III

nɩ ́-ɓayɔ́

COP-2+9.DEM.I

'He gave those very big pieces.' (translated Genesis 4:4)

ɓayá-kpʊkpʊ
2+9.ASS-big

The house in (c) is the house a young man builds to prove that he has become a
man. A type I or II demonstrative can be used as a relative pronoun (see 8.4). In

(a), nɩ ́nɔ̌ is interpreted as a relative pronoun when there is a pause between the type
III and the type I demonstrative: 'That girl (exclusive), who danced'. This is also
the case in (b) and (d).
Notice how in (6.35d) the type III demonstrative of class 2 is used, between a class
2+9 noun and a type I demonstrative. A class 2+9 type III demonstrative is not
acceptable in this context: *ɓodongbú ɓoyí nɩ ́ɓayɔ́.

281

In constructions with the demonstrative of type III, the copula is obligatory: *mʊsɩká yǐ

nɔ̌ óɓínǒ ndɩ.
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Type III followed by type II demonstratives:
(6.36)a. Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

na

nyamá

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG with 1a.animal

COP-1.DEM.I

yi

nɩ ́-yɩ

ná-kã-́

9.DEM.III

COP-9.DEM.II

1SG -NEG:1.O-kill:FVP-NEG

kó
PREP

tutú

9.forest

ɔ́-gʊ.

P

'There is no animal which lives in this forest (exclusive) that I did not
b.

kill.' (T2006.1)

ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓá-ɓǎ
2-man

ɓi

nɩ ́-ɓa-ná

ɓá-pan-an-ag-ǎ ndɩ kʊ́gbɛ

2.NUM- 2.DEM.III

COP-2.DEM.II-

3PLP-want:

two

CONN

ASS-ASS-PLUR-FV

P3

very

'These two men (exclusive) loved each other very much.' (T2009.21)

In (b), nɩ ́ɓaná is interpreted as a relative pronoun when there is a pause between the
type III and the type II demonstrative: 'These two men (exclusive), who loved each
other very much'.
Type III demonstratives occur in a number of combinations that have become fixed
expressions, e.g. míkí mukó yǐ 'girl', ɓomíkí ɓalʊ́kʊ́ ɓǐ 'boys', kúmbúso yí
'afterwards, later' and ngbíngó yi nɩ ́nɔ̌ 'at that time, when'.282

Demonstratives of type III cannot function as relative pronouns:
(6.37)a. mʊ-sɩká yǐ
1-girl

b.

ó-ɓín-o

1.DEM.III 3SGP-dance-FV

'That girl (exclusive) danced.' / *'The girl who danced.'
*a

ká-

-á

nyamá

yǐ

nã-mwí

3SG:be 9b:1.O-eat-FV 1a.animal 1.DEM.III 1SG:1.O-kill:FV.ANT

c.

Int. 'He is eating this animal (exclusive) which I killed.'
*a

ká-

-á

nyamá

yǐ

nã-mwí

nɔ̌

3SG:be 9b:1.O-eat-FV 1a.animal 1.DEM.III 1SG:1.O-kill:FV.ANT 1.DEM.I

Int. 'He is eating this animal (exclusive) which I killed.'

282

míkí mu-kó yǐ '1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III', ɓo-míkí ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓǐ '2-child 2-man 2.DEM.III',

kú-mbúso yí '17-back 17.DEM.III', ngbíngó yi nɩ ́-nɔ̌ 'at '1a.time 1.DEM.III

COP-1.DEM.I'.
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6.2 Possessive pronouns and genitival constructions
The genitive prefix ka- occurs in possessive pronouns and in genitival
constructions.

6.2.1

Possessive pronouns

Liko possessive pronouns are presented in the following table:
Table 23 Possessive pronouns
Singular

Plural

1SG

kǎmɩ

1PL

kusú

2SG

kakʊ́

2PL

kunú

3SG

kakɩ ́

3PL

kaɓʊ́

Possessive pronouns consist of the genitive prefix ka- and (part of) a participant

pronoun or substitutive, all without initial ɩ- and with several other differences. 283
The first person singular has a LH tone on the genitive prefix. The second person
singular -ʊ́ is reminiscent of the oral sonorant /w/ of the participant pronoun and

the third person singular -ɩ ́ of class 1 substitutive -yɩ ́; both have epenthetic /k/. In

the first and second person plural possessive pronouns, V1-elision is applied to the
vowel of the genitive prefix in the context of -usú and -unú.
Examples include:

(6.38)a. mu-kúmbó kakʊ́,
1-luggage

b.

wa-maky-a

2SG.POSS 2SG-put in-FV

ká

ndáɓʊ

kakʊ́

PREP

9.house 2SG.POSS

'Your belongings, you will store in your house.' (T2006.8)
á-gbágɩ ́ nɩ ́

saɓǔni

1b-soap

1a.soap bar 1PL.POSS

COP

kusú

'Agbagi is our soap.' (T2006.5)

Objects in nature, e.g. rivers or stars, are hardly ever followed by a possessor as for
the Liko people, they cannot be possessed by men. Geographical locations can be

283

In the glosses in this book, possessive pronouns are glossed as a single form, kǎmɩ

'1SG.POSS', etc.
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said to be possessed by a group if the ancestors had lived there. In contrast with
objects in nature, family members and parts of the body are often followed by a
possessive pronoun. The natural way is to include the possessor, e.g. babǎ kakɩ ́

nɩ ́mʊ 'this his/her father' (babǎ kakɩ ́ is usually shortened to abǎkɩ) or mʊ̌ kǎmɩ nɩ ́ma

'this my head'. baba nɩ ́mʊ, 'this father' or mʊ nɩ ́-ma, 'this head' are not considered as
ungrammatical, but they are considered incomplete.284

6.2.2

Genitival constructions

Genitival constructions consist of a head noun referring to the possessee, the
genitive prefix ka- and a noun referring to the possessor. The latter noun keeps its
noun-class prefix in genitival constructions, which means that the genitive prefix
precedes the noun-class prefix. Possessors are usually human.
The genitive prefix ka- is subject to [ATR] vowel harmony. The prefix vowel

harmonizes with the [+ATR] value when it occurs within the domain of [+ATR]
spreading, i.e. immediately preceding a stem associated with the [ +ATR] value
(see 3.2.2.3).

I will first give examples in which the possessor is human:
(6.39)a. ndáɓʊ

9.house

ka-ɓo-bikó

GEN-2-visitor

'house of visitors', i.e. guesthouse
b.

c.

sɩ-lyá-sʊ

7-cohabitation-7

ka-mʊ-sɩká ka-a-bɩlɩ ́
GEN-1-girl

GEN-1b-demon

'living together with the demon's daughter'
mʊ-tʊ́ʊ

ka-a-bǎkɩ

na

a-mákɩ

3-advice

GEN-1b-father:3SG.POSS

and 1b-mother:3SG.POSS

'advice of her father and her mother'
Examples, in which the possessee is a body part, are:

284

The H tone of the LH contour on babǎ and mʊ̌ merges with the following High.
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(6.40)a. líso

ka-má mákʊ

5:eye

b.
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GEN-1a.mother:2SG.POSS

'the eye of your brother'
á-vɩl-ǎ

ndɩ ku-tíli-ko ka-a-lʊ́kʊ́

3SG -touch-FV

P3

P

15-ear-15

GEN-1b-man

nɔ̌
1.DEM.I

'He touched the ear of that man.'
The following examples show that the vowel of the genitive prefix is changed into
[+ATR] /o/ when it occurs adjacent to a [+ATR] noun stem:
(6.41)a. líno
b.

ko-míkí

'name of the child'

5:name

GEN-1a.child

ɓángʊ́

ko-gbungúlu

9.blood

GEN-1a.billy

goat

'blood of the billy goat'

Other examples in which the possessor is not human, but an animal, include:
(6.42)a. ma-kɩ ́ ka-ɓo-yúngú

b.

6-egg

GEN-2-bird

mʊ̌

ka-ngʊyá

3.head

GEN-1a.warthog

'eggs of a bird, sp.'

'head of the pig' i.e. not its own

In (b), the head is not the pig's head, but, for instance, the head of a snake given to
the pig.
To express that it is the head of pig itself, an associative prefix must be used:
(6.43) mʊ

má-ngʊyá

'head of the pig' i.e. its own head

3.head 3.ASS-1a.warthog

6.3 Invariables
In this section, words which have only one form and neither impose nor undergo
class agreement are described. Invariables include prepositions, question words,
different types of adverbs, ideophones and interjections. Numbers 6, 7, 8, 9 and

higher than 10 are invariable and described together with numerals that take class
agreement (see 5.4.1). Invariable words in comparisons are treated in 8.7.
Conjunctions are presented together with complex sentences in 8.8.
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6.3.1

Prepositions

In Liko, prepositions precede a noun and are the head of a prepositional phrase.
Prepositional phrases are used for direction, location, instruments, etc. The

distribution of prepositional phrases in the clause is described in 8.3.1. The closed
class of prepositions contains three words: ká, a general preposition, na 'with' and
ábɛ̌ 'like'.
ká is a general preposition which has a range of meanings, depending on the
context: 'to', 'in', 'at', 'on', 'for', etc. Examples of ká are:
(6.44)a. ɓá-sa

ká-in-ís-ón-ó

3PLP-abandon:FV 9b-see-CAUS-ASS-FV

ká

ɓa-sɔ́kɔ

PREP

2-market

'They stopped to appear at the markets.' (T2009.21)
b.

c.

ik-og-o

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ká

ndáɓʊ

aká285 ɓí-du

3SG:be-PLUR-FV

thus

9.house

CT

P3

PREP

'He stayed deep IN THE HOUSE.' (T2009.21)
ɓágǎ

ndɩ na

3PLP:go:FV

P3

Ikóɓú

with "Ikoɓu"

ká

ngʊ́pá

PREP

9.hill

MOD-deep

'They went with Ikoɓu to the hill.' (T2009.21)
'Until' is expressed by ká-dwɛ ká, 9b-arrive:FV PREP, 'to arrive at', e.g.:
(6.45) ɓá-gy-ǎ

3PL -do-FV
P

ndɩ li-gubó ká-dwɛ
P3

5-work

9b-arrive:FV

'They worked until sunset.' (T2008.8)

ká

ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌

PREP

14-sunset

na 'with' is used preceding an instrument, a time reference, or a noun used
attributively. In the examples below, na precedes an instrument (6.46a, b), a time
reference (6.46c, d), or a noun used attributively (6.46e, f):

285

The particle áka indicates contrast, see 8.6.2. The contrasted phrase is marked with

underlining. In the free translation, it is marked with capitals. The surface tones on áka are
H.L when the preceding tone is High, and L.H when the preceding tone is Low.
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(6.46)a. ɓã-bʊm-ǎ

ndɩ na

3PL :1.O-hit-FV
P

b.

P3

ɓɛ-ngbɩ ́ngɩ ́lɩ ́

with 2+9:9a-stick

'They hit him with sticks.' (T2009.21)
i-ngbo

ó-tíndik-o

lɩ-tɔ́mbʊ́ ngángá

1c-aardvark 3SG -push-FV 5-ground

9.time

P

c.

d.

na

mʊ-kʊndʊ́

9.NUM- with 3-tail
three

ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

Kíbi

ɩ ́nd-a

ká-and-á

with 14-sunrise "Kibi" 3SGP:go-FV 9b-look-FV

kpáká
9.trap

'When the sun came up Kibi went to inspect the trap.' (T2006.1)
́
na ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌, ɓã-maky-a
ká
ndáɓʊ
PREP

9.house

'At sunset, they put him in a house.' (T2006.2)
mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ na
1-man

f.

yɩ ́-sáá na

'Aardvark pushed the ground three times with [his] tail.'(T2006.3)

with 14-sunset 3PLP:1.O-put in-FV

e.
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i-ɓú

with 9a-baldness

'a bald man'

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ na
1-man

lɩ-bʊmá

with 5-drunkenness

'a drunken man'
Liko does not have a separate verb for 'to have'. Constructions of the verb 'to be'
followed by na 'with' express a quality or 'have', as in:
(6.47)a. Singí

a

na

lɩ-bʊmá

"Singi" 3SG:be with 5-drunkenness

b.

'Singi is with drunkenness.', i.e. Singi is drunk
ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓá
2-person

c.

i-mí

'The men are with jealousy.', i.e. the men are jealous
Ikóɓú

ǎ

ndɩ na

"Ikoɓu" 3SG:be

d.

na

3PL:be with 9a-jealousy

P3

wayí

dǎkɩ

with 1a.friend 1a.s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS

'Ikoɓu was with (i.e. had) a friend of his age group.' (T2009.21)
na

na

ɓa-sɩká ɓá-ɓǎ

1SG:be with 2-girl

2.NUM-two

'I am with (i.e. have) two girls.'
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The vowel of the general preposition ká and the vowel of na 'with' are changed into
[+ATR] /o/ preceding nouns without a noun-class prefix, and preceding disyllabic
nouns in which the prefix vowel has been subject to V1-elision or height

coalescence. This is remarkable, because the left boundary of the domain of

[+ATR] spreading is the beginning of the word or the prefix adjacent to the root
(see 3.2.2.3). Apparently, in these contexts, the preposition is treated in the same

way as associative prefixes and the genitive prefix (see 5.3 and 6.2.2), i.e. included
in the domain of [+ATR] spreading.
Examples of [+ATR] spreading to the general preposition ká:
(6.48)a. mó-ngóni ɩ ́nd-ag-a
6-news

b.

3SG/PL :go-PLUR-FV thus

P3

PREP

'The news went to the villages.' (T2006.2)
Sɔ́dʊ

ó-lind-o

"Sɔdʊ" 3SG -sink-FV
P

c.

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ kó

P

kó

líɓó

PREP

5:water

gǐ-yo
9.village-9

'Sɔdʊ dived into the river.' (T2006.2)
ɓʊ-nzá

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

14-beauty 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG

kó

tíko

PREP

9.field

'Beauty is not on the field', i.e. there is nothing left (T2006.3)
The vowel of the preposition does not assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the noun
when it precedes a noun-class prefix. This is expected, because there is already a

prefix in the [+ATR] domain. For example, ká mu-gǐ, PREP 3-village, 'to a village',
ká ɓo-tíko, PREP 2-field, 'to the fields' or ká li-gubó, PREP 5-work, 'to the work'.
Examples of [+ATR] spreading to preposition na 'with':
(6.49)a. no

bití,

kánɩ ́ ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓó-lól-ón-i-ní

with 9.darkness when 2-person

b.

3PL-sleep-ASS-FV.ANT-PFV

'During the night, when the men had fallen asleep.' (T2006.2)
i-wǐli

a

no

líɓó

lá-kpʊ

9a-area 3SG:be with 5:water 5.ASS-big

'The region had a lot of water.'
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c.

tágá,

nɩ ́nd-ɩ286

ká-ɩn-á
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no

míso

1PL:leave:FV 1SG:go-FV.SUBJ 9b-see-FV with 6:eye

'Let us leave, so that I go to see it with my eyes.' (T2006.3)
The vowel of the preposition does not assimilate to the [+ATR] value of the noun,
when it precedes a sequence of a segmental noun-class prefix and a consonantinitial noun, e.g. na li-bí, with 5-group, 'with a group', na li-gubó, with 5-work,
'with work' or na ɓo-mbǔ, with 2-bird, 'with the birds'.
ábɛ̌ 'like' is used to express that an entity is comparable to another one, as in (6.50).
For other examples of ábɛ̌, see 8.7.
(6.50)a. ɓá-kʊ́ng-ag-ǎ

3PLP-demand-PLUR-FV

b.

ndɩ ma-kpʊmʊ́ká ábɛ̌ nyamá,
P3

6-thing

si-kpí-so

like 1a.animal 19-hat-19

'They demanded things like an animal, a hat.' (T2006.4)
Ø-kɛ́-gʊ̌

3SG-NEG:
be:FV-NEG

ndɩ ká-pa287

ɓɛ́

P3

COMP

9b-want:FV

ó-kw-í

kʊ́wa ábɛ̌ mʊ-kɔ́tɩ

3SG-die- thus

like 1-ant

FV.SUBJ

'He did not want that he would die like an ant.' (T2009.21)

6.3.2

Question words

The invariable question words are:
(6.51) ɓʊ́nɩ ́ 'how'
kɛ́kɩ 'why'
lɩkɩ ́

'how'

yánɩ 'where'
tínó

'which'

One example for each question word is presented here:

286

The Subjunctive TAM melody is prefixal and final-vowel High. It is unclear to me why

the tone on the final vowel is Low in this case.
287

The H tone of the LH contour on kápǎ merges with the following High.
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(6.52)a. míkí

mu-kó

yǐ

wa-nzá

ik-og-o

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III 1.ASS-good 3SG:be-PLUR-FV how

'How behaves a good girl?'

b.

wá-ky-á

mbɛ́yɩ ̌ ndɩ ká-bis-ó

2SG -refuse-FV
P

P

first

mu-túgbǒ

kɛ́kɩ ?

9b-put-FV 1-strong man why

P3

'Why did you at first refuse to put a strong man?' (T2009.11)

c.

Ø-kik-ó

mbɛ́yɩ ɩwɛ,

3SG-COND:be-FV first

ta-kwanan-a

ká-ǔ-gbon-ós-ó lɩkɩ ́?

2SG.PRO 1PL-should-FV 9b-2.O-reduce:

how

ASS-CAUS-FV

'According to you, how should we divide them?' (T2009.9)

d.

ɓa-lʊmɛ́

ɓá-pʊ́ny-á

2:1b-army 3PLP-come-FVP

ndɩ ɩɓʊ́
P3

yánɩ ?

2.PRO where

'Where did the armies (emphasized) come from?'

e.

ta-ly-á

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ ká

1PL-eat-FV 6-food

PREP

ndáɓʊ

tínó ?

9.house which

'In which house will we eat the meal?'
Two of the question words are nouns, wanɩ ́ '1a.who' for animates and ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a-what'
for inanimates. This can be seen from the agreement on the demonstrative, nɔ̌ in

wanɩ ́ nɔ̌ (agreement with class 1) and yɔ́ in ɩkɩ ́ yɔ́ (agreement with class 9). These
question words also have plural forms, i.e. class 2 ɓa-wanɩ ́ and class 2+9:9a ɓɛ-kɩ ́
(/ɓa-ɩ-kɩ ́/). In order to present the question words together in one section, these

nouns are exemplified here as well, even though they are not invariable but agree
in number.
(6.53) wanɩ ́

nɔ̌

ind-í

1a.who 1.DEM.I 3SG:go-FV.ANT

ká
PREP

Ɓeveguku ?
Ɓeveguku

'Who went to Ɓeveguku?'
In the following two examples, wanɩ ́ takes the class 2 prefix ɓa-, which agrees with
a plural referent:

(6.54)a. ɓa-wanɩ ́ ɓɔ́
2-who

ɓá-vɩkɩman-ag-a

na

ɩyɩ ́ ?

2.DEM.I 3PLP-surpass-PLUR-FV with 1.PRO

'Who will revolt against him?' (translated Hebrews 3:16)
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b.

ɓa-wanɩ ́ ɓɔ́
2-who

má

na

ɩɓʊ́
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ɓɔ́ ?

2.DEM.I 2PL:be with 2.PRO 2.DEM.I

'Who do you (pl) have with them?' (translated Genesis 33:5)
ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a-what' is used as question word for inanimate referents, for example:
(6.55) ɩ-kɩ ́

9a-what

yɔ́

a

9.DEM.I 3SG:be

ká

ma-pála ?

PREP

6-wooden roofing tile

'What is on the wooden roofing tiles?'
In the following example, ɩ-kɩ ́ takes the class 2 prefix ɓa-, which agrees with a
plural referent:

(6.56) na-kwanan-a pɩ ́yɛ ká-ǔ-kingy-ós-ó
1SG-should-FV thus

li

2.DEM.II

nɩ ́-lɩ

COP-2.DEM.II

ɓa-tʊ́

ɓá-lɩ-syɛ́

9b-2.O-taste-CAUS-FV 2-man 2.ASS-5-day

na

ɓɛ-kɩ ́ ?

with 2+9:9a-what

'With what should I compare the men of today?' (translated Luke 7:31)

The prefix vowel is subject to height coalescence, resulting in the [−ATR] front
mid vowel /ɛ/.

For further description and more examples and for combinations of question
words, see 8.5.

6.3.3

Adverbials

Adverbials in Liko are a heterogeneous group of elements which do not belong to
one of the other Liko word classes. Adverbials include the time adverbials in the

tense/aspect/mood system, time, location and manner adverbs, adverbs specifying
the mode or action of the verb, particles in information structure, and other

elements. Expressions and phrases indicating time, location or manner will be
presented in 6.4.

Derivation to adverbials is possible from verbs (see 7.12.3) and from adjectives
(see 5.2.2). In both cases, the derivation is different from other word classes.
Time, location and manner adverbs are presented first.
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a. Time
The only time adverbs attested are:

(6.57) dɛlɛ-dɛlɛ 'finally, later than expected'
kpíndi

'early, earlier than expected'

The adverbials which function in the tense/aspect/mood system are described in the
chapter on Verbs, see the post-verbal time adverbials in 7.7.1.
b. Location
The following location adverbs have been attested:
(6.58) ɓyɩ ̌ / ɓɩ ̌

'far'

kʊ́

'there (closer)'

kʊ́kwakʊ

'down there'

kʊ́nʊ

'here'

minó

'there, over there'

wánʊ

'here'

wásɩ

'on the ground'

yá

'in the direction of'

kʊ́gɔkʊ́

kʊ́ʊ
wá

yákʊ
(6.59) babǎ,

'at the same place'

'over there'
'there (farther)'

'in that direction'
kíkilíki, dǒ-ni-kú

1a.father please

mbɛ́yɩ kʊ́nʊ

come:FV.IMP-ADDR-DIR first

'Father, please, come here!' (T2009.21)

(6.60) tʊ-tɩ ́k-a

ɓo-míkusú

ɓá-sɩ

here

kʊ́kwakʊ

1PL:2.O-send-FV 2-child:1PL.POSS 2.ASS-all down there

'We will send all our children down there.'
c. Manner

Four general manner adverbs, all with ɓɛ́ word initially, which gives the impression
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that the complementizer is involved,288 are used to indicate that an action is
performed in a certain way without specifying it:
(6.61) ɓɛ́nɛ

'like this'

ɓɛ́yɔ́

'like that'

ɓɛ́gɛɓɛ́nɛ 'in this way' ɓɛ́gɛyɔ́ 'in that way, likewise'
The adverb ɓákayɔ in the sense of 'like that' always occurs with -yɔ (ɓáka exists as
a single word meaning 'thus'). The English translation 'like' may suggest that these
words are (also) used in comparisons, but that is not the case. For comparisons,
Liko has ábɛ̌ 'like' (see 8.7).

The other invariable manner adverbs in my data are:
(6.62) ɓɛfɛ́

'completely'

káyákɔlɩ

'deliberately'

lingíngí

'stupidly, foolishly'

mánzála-mánzála 'in disorder'
ngbéngéɓé

'suddenly, abruptly'

pǎyayá

'needlessly'

tílí

'straight'

d. Other adverbials
Liko has one general intensifier adverb, kʊ́gbɛ 'very', which modifies verbs as in

(6.63a) below, adjectives used as as a quantifier (6.63b), nominal modifiers (6.63c)
or adverbs (6.63d):
(6.63)a. a-bǎkɩ

mu-kó

́
ã-bɩb-a

kʊ́gbɛ

1b-father:3SG.POSS 1-woman 3SG :1.O-praise-FV very
P

b.

'The father of the woman praised him very much.' (T2006.2)
á-kʊ́n-á

3SG -plant-FV
P

c.

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ mú-dingǐ kʊ́gbɛ

P

6-food

6.ADJ-big

very

'She planted a lot of food.' (T2009.33)
o-lumb-is-og-o

líɓó

lá-nza

kʊ́gbɛ

3SG-smell-CAUS-PLUR-FV 5:water 5.ASS-good very

'It will cause the water to taste very good.' (T2006.6)
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See also the examples (8.236), (8.327) and (8.328).
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d.

ág-ǎ
3SG :leave-FV
P

P

ndɩ kó

tutú

P3

9.forest far

PREP

ɓyɩ ̌

kʊ́gbɛ
very

'He went very far into the forest.' (T2007.1)

Some adverbials occur between the verb and a time adverbial. The following

adverbials are attested to occur between the verb and a time adverbial: kʊ́wa 'thus',
mbɛ́yɩ 'yet', pɩ ́yɛ 'thus', sɛ̌ 'thus' and gʊtʊ́gʊ 'even', sometimes in combinations, e.g.
sɛ kʊ́wa. The adverbials can often not be translated by a single word and may have
some discourse function. Examples are given in the environment of the time
adverbial °Hndɩ.

kʊ́wa 'thus' is used when a situation builds upon a previous one. In the context of
the following example, the preceding sentence relates that the men who went with
a group of boys into the forest had built a shelter for them.
(6.64)

ɓa-múyú ɓá-sɩ
2-boy

ɓík-o

kʊ́wǎ

2.ASS-all 3PL :sit-FV thus
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P

ndɩ kʊ́kwakʊ
P3

down there

'All the boys to be circumcised sat over there.' (T2006.4)
mbɛ́yɩ 'yet' gives emphasis to the question or the situation.
(6.65)a. wa

mbɛ́yɩ mʊ-sɩká

2SG:be yet

1-girl

'You (sg) are still a young girl!'
b.

wá-kɛ́-gʊ

mbɛ́yɩ mu-kó

2SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG yet

1-woman

'You (sg) are not yet a woman!'
In clauses where a form of the verb 'to be' is the main verb, kʊ́wa 'thus' and mbɛ́yɩ
'yet' are attested a few times following the time adverbial instead of preceding it:
(6.66) ǎ

3SG:be

ndɩ kʊ́wa lɩ-syɛ́ lí-motí
P3

thus

5-day

ɩ ́nd-a

'One day he went to inspect the traps.' (T2007.2)
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ká-and-ág-á ɓa-kpáká

5.NUM-one 3SGP:go-FV 9b-look-

I.e. boy who is going to be circumcised.

PLUR-FV

2+9-trap
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(6.67) Ø-kɛ́-gʊ̌

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG
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ndɩ mbɛ́yɩ ngbíngó kakɩ ́
yet

P3

1a.time

3SG.POSS

'It was not his time, i.e. turn.' (T2009.31)

pɩ ́yɛ 'thus' is mostly used in questions with question words. It can be translated
with 'so' at the start of the question:
(6.68) tá-gy-ag-a

pɩ ́yɛ̌ ndɩ ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?

1PL -do-PLUR-FV thus
P

'So, what can we do?

how

P3

sɛ̌ 'thus' is not used frequently. When it occurs, it is mostly in clauses giving some
explanation or background information:
(6.69) nɩ ́yɔ́

á-dwɛ̌,

a-bǎkɩ

mu-kó

́
ã-bɩb-a

when 3SGP-arrive:FV 1b-father:3SG.POSS 1-woman 3SGP:1.O-praise-FV

kʊ́gbɛ, yɛ̌kɩ a
very

as

sɛ̌

3SG:be thus

ndɩ gɔnɩ ́ na
P3

also

li-kembé

with 5-thumb piano

'When he arrived, the father of the woman praised him very much, as he
also had a thumb piano.' (T2006.2)

The combination sɛ kʊ́wa occurs in the example below, where sɛ̌ is present because
of background information. In the context, the story tells that Mary had to go on a
journey:

(6.70) Malía

a

sɛ

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ wá

"Malía" 3sg:be thus thus

P3

na

mʊ̌ma

there with 3.belly

'Mary was pregnant.' (translated Luke 2:5)

gʊtʊ́gʊ 'even' usually follows the verb form and a time adverbial if present. The

men in the example below were not used to fishing, but they had to find a way to
get food, because they were too poor to buy it.
(6.71) ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓá-kɩngɩl-ag-ǎ
2-man

3PLP-try-PLUR-FV

ma-sɩkɩɗángɩ ́
6-fish hook

ndɩ gʊtʊ́gʊ ɓɛ́
P3

even

COMP

ɓó-lub-ǒg-í
3PL-plunge-PLUR-FV.SUBJ
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'The men even tried to fish.', literally, 'that they plunge fish hooks'

(T2009.21)

gʊtʊ́gʊ 'even' occurring between the verb and the time adverbial gives emphasis to
the negative meaning of the verb:
(6.72) ná-kʊkan-a

gʊtʊ́gʊ̌ ndɩ mʊ-tɩ ́wɩ ka-babǎ

1SG -NEG:hear-FV even
P

na

3-advice

P3

mamá

GEN-1a.father

ɩɓʊ́

2.PRO

with 1a.mother

'I did not even listen to the advice of my father and my mother.'

(T2009.27)

For other examples of this adverb in combination with a negative meaning, see
8.6.2.
In other positions, gʊtʊ́gʊ means 'in spite of'. The context of the example below is
that all men, who wanted to marry the woman and had gone to the village of her
father, were killed.
(6.73) Sɔ́dʊ,

gʊtʊ́gʊ mó-ngóni ǎ

"Sɔdʊ" even

lɩ-wanzá

5-attitude1

6-news

ɓɛ́

3SG:be

a

ɩ ̌-kand-a

P3

9b-creep:FV 3SG:REFL-tie-FV

PREP

1-woman

ká-ɩnd-á ká

3SG:be 9b-go-FV

COMP

ndɩ ká-ɗǎ,

mu-kó

'Sɔdʊ, in spite of the news which circulated, gave in to the desire that he
was going to the woman.' (T2006.2)

A few adverbials occur preceding the first object. Attested are gɔnɩ ́ 'also', ɓatǎ
'again' and ásɩ 'only'.
(6.74) nɩ ́yɔ́

ɓo-míkakɩ ́

ɓó-do-kú

ɓo-túgbǒ,

when 2-child:3SG.POSS 3PLP-come:FV-DIR 2-strong man

ɓʊ́-vǎ

ndɩ gɔnɩ ́ ɓo-kó

3PL :2.O-take:FV

P3

P

also

2-woman

'When his children became strong men, they took women too.'

(T2009.42)
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(6.75) lɩ-syɛ́ lá-gɔgɔ
5-day
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mʊ-nzyʊ́kʊ á-tík-i-ní

5.ASS.other 1-ant

ndɩ ɓata290 míkí

3SG:1.O-send-

P3

FV.ANT-PFV

again

kʊ́

1a.child there

'On another day ant has sent his child there again.' (T2007.8)

The adverbials gɔnɩ ́ 'also' and ɓatǎ 'again' may also occur at the end of the clause.
The adverbial ásɩ 'only' occurs most frequently in constructions with the contrast
particle áka. The elements between ásɩ and áka (L.H tones when following a L
tone) contain contrastive information (see 8.6.2).
(6.76) mómbukyóno tutú

á- tw-ǎ

1a.owner of

9.forest 3SGP:1.O-name-FV

ásɩ

dǎkɩ

wayí

only 1a.friend 1a.s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS

ndɩ
P3

aká
CT

'The owner of the forest named ONLY HIS FRIEND.' (T2007.10)
When ásɩ occurs alone, it is in combination with utterance verbs and at the
beginning of a clause which follows the complementizer ɓɛ́. The context of the
following example is that one brother works hard and the other one becomes a
thief. The first one warns his brother:
́
(6.77) má mákɩ
ã-pak-y-ag-ǎ

ndɩ ɓɛ́

1a.brother:3SG.POSS 3SG :1.O-guard-APPL-PLUR-FV
P

yɩ ̌gyǎ

yi

9a:habit 9.DEM.III

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

P3

ásɩ

COMP

only

nɩ ́-yɔ́,

nɩ ́

ká-ʊkán-á

COP-9.DEM.I

when 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 9b-hear-FV

'His brother forbade him to behave like that, but he did not listen.'

(T2008.12)

The following adverbials in this section have various uses.
ambɛgyɛ̌ 'aha!' and ambɛgyɛ fé 'unfortunately' occur in stories when someone is
surprised at finding out something or when developments take an unexpected turn:
(6.78)a. ambɛgyɛ̌, wǒ

ɓi

wa-kɩ ̌sʊ̌ma

aha!

P1

1.ASS-9.s.th. hidden here

2SG:be

wánʊ ?

'Aha! You are hidden here?'
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The H tone of the LH contour on ɓatǎ merges with the following High.
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b.

ambɛgyɛ fé, Mópusú
however

ǎ

ndɩ na

"Mopusu" 3SG :be
P

kɩ ̌banga

wá áka wá

P3

sábɩ

kakɩ ́

with 9.small knife 3SG.POSS

9.s.th. stuck there on the spot

c.

'However, Mopusu had a small knife stuck [in his belt] right there.'
Aziga

ǒ

"Aziga" 3SG :be
P

ambɛgyɛ fé, ɔ́lɔ

ɓi

ká-pǎ

ká-luw-ó

P1

9b-want:FV 9b:1.O-buy-FV 1a.car

kakɩ ́

ǒ

unfortunately 1a.gold 3SG.POSS 3SG:be

masʊ́wa,

ɓi

na

mbúmí

with 9.sand

P1

'Aziga was looking forward to buying a car, unfortunately, his gold
contained sand.'

íbií yɔ́ 'if it happens' is used to soften a condition:
(6.79) wa-kam-ɩ ́n-á

Singí,

íbií yɔ́,

wã-́ ɓɩ ́ky-á

ámbɛ

2SG-COND:1.O-see-FV "Singi" if it happens 2SG:1.O-say-FV.INST

á- tík-í-kú

ATT

kʊ́wa míkí

3SG:1.O-send-FV.SUBJ-DIR thus

1a.child

'If you see Singi, if it happens, tell him that he should send the child.'
An example of ɩ ́ ngátʊ bɛ́ 'suddenly' is:
(6.80) nɩ ́yɔ́

á-husy-ó

sukopí

when 3SG :1.O-miss-FV
P

P

ɩ ́ ngátʊ ɓɛ́ sukopí
suddenly

na

móngwǒ

ɓɛ́yɔ́,

1a.leopard with 1a.iron arrow like that

́
a-nã-bumbuk-y-o-kú

1a.leopard 3SG-INCH:1.O-jump-APPL-FV-DIR

'When he missed the leopard with his arrow, suddenly the leopard
jumped towards him.'

The Infinitive form ká-nyɔ̌, 9b-pull out:FV, is used to express 'except':
(6.81) ɓo-míkakɩ ́

ɓá-sɩ

ɓá

ɓa-lɩmbá, kányɔ̌ Aɓunza

2-child:3SG.POSS 2.ASS-all 3PL:be 2-sorcerer

except "Aɓunza"

'All his children are sorcerers, except Aɓunza.'
An example of nɛ̌kɩ 'therefore' is:
(6.82) o-kwonón-i

nɛ̌kɩ

ká-ʊkán-á nɩ ́-lɔ́

3SG-should-FV.ANT therefore 9b-hear-FV

COP-5.DEM.I

ɓá

3PL:be
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ká-ʊ-ɓɩ ́ky-á
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kíkilíki

9b-2SG.O-say-FV please

'One ought therefore to listen to what they are telling you, please.'

(T2008.9)

An example of í ngúwo yí 'by chance' is:
(6.83) wá-kám-in-i-gʊ

kɔ́kʊ́

kǎmɩ

2SGP-NEG:1.O-see-FV.ANT-NEG 1a.chicken 1SG.POSS

í- ngúwo

yí

ká-ingy-ó-kú

wánʊ ?

9a-manner 9.DEM.III 9b-enter-FV-DIR here

'Did you not see my chicken enter here, by chance?'
Examples of yɩ ́ ɛ́pɛ 'in any case', 'rather' are:
(6.84)a. íyo, mbɔ́ngʊ́
yes

9.mushroom

ik-og-o

ka-ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́, yɩ ́ ɛ́pɛ
GEN-2-man

in any case

nɩ ́-yɔ́

COP-9.DEM.I

yá-zʊ !

3SG/PL:be-PLUR-FV 9.ASS-hot

'Yes, mushrooms for men, in any case those are hot.', i.e. delicious
b.

mʊ-tɩ ́k-á

Singí

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

yɩ ́ ɛ́pɛ

Nangáa

1.O-send-FV.IMP "Singí" 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG in any case "Nangáa"

'Send Singi, rather not Nangaa.'

6.3.4

Ideophones

Ideophones form a word class which is distinct from adverbials because
ideophones have specific phonetic characteristics that are not found with adverbials
or with other word classes.

Ideophones have one or more of the following properties:
-

word-final vowel lengthening

presence of the alveolar trill [r] (not in the inventory of underlyingly
contrastive consonants)

-

repetition, sometimes with variation in speed to symbolize a slow or a fast
movement

-

tone descending from high to low across the word
sound mimicking
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Ideophones express a vivid representation of an idea or perception in sound, like a
smell, a colour, a form, a sound, a manner of moving, etc. Ideophones are words
that "enliven" or add flavour to the utterance by illustrating some aspect of an

action or object. Ideopones are not required by sentence or phrase structure. A

specific type of ideophones are onomatopoeia which try to mimick a sound. Many
ideophones are preceded by the modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-. A number of ideophones are
listed to illustrate this category.

Examples of word-final vowel lengthening are:
(6.85) ɓɩ ́-dɔɓɔɔɔ

'deep sound (association is with a good motorbike)'

ɓí-hiɓiii

'falling palm tree'

ɓí-hooo

'many people together (e.g. at a market)'

ɓɩ ́-kpwaaa

'small hard objects thrown on the ground'

ɓí-piii / ɓí-pisiii 'calm (e.g. after shocking news)'
ɓɩ ́-pɛɛɛ

'quiet, calm'

Examples of the alveolar liquid trill [r] are:
(6.86) ɓɩ ́-byɛrrr 'very ripe, red'
ɓí-rrr

'shiver'

Examples of repetition are:
(6.87) ɗafɩɗafɩ

ɓí-kokókǒ

'walking awkwardly'
'munching caterpillars, talking incessantly'

ɓí-kukuku

'heavy rain with storm, pounding strongly (heart)'

ɓɩ ́-kpwɛkpwɛ́kpwɛ 'breaking dry objects (e.g. a twig, peanut shells)'
ɓí-lékeléke

'high (sound)'

Examples of tone descending from high to low across the word are:
(6.88) ɓí-kpúuu

'falling slowly'

ɓí-púpupu 'strong wind' (number of repetitions varies)

ɓí-kpu is used when something is 'falling fast'.
Examples of sound mimicking are (some with vowel lengthening or repetition):
(6.89) ɓɩ ́-fwaaa

ɓɩ ́-fwakafwaka

'sound of something sweeping over the ground'
'sound of dry leaves'
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gbwaaa
gbwu

'sound of breaking wood, or sound of a branch when
someone is on top of it and is moving up and down'
'sound of a big tam-tam'

ɓí-hǔ

'sound of an animal'

kikiki

'sound of walking (light) or barefoot'

ɓí-kpǒ

'sound of pouring water, spitting on the ground,

ɓí-kyǒ

'sound of something falling into the water'

kɩ ́ɗɛ

ɓɩ ́-kɔfɔ́kɔfɔ́

ɓí-mbimbimbi
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'cry of a monkey'

'sound of coughing'
pottery breaking'

'sound of a very hot fire'

mbwokombwoko 'sound of walking (heavy)'
ɓí-ngbé

'sound of hitting metal'

pé

'sound of a small trumpet'

puuu

'sound of a slide trombone'

ɓɩ ́-tɔtɔtɔ

'sound of water dripping'

tíndíndíndí
ɓí-vuuu

'sound of a tam-tam'
'sound of a car'

With fast repetition, ɓí-ngbéngbéngbé indicates a 'sound when someone at the
market hits a bottle with lamp oil or petrol to attract customers'. When the stem is

repeated with short pauses in between as in ɓíngbé ngbé ngbé, it refers to a 'sound
of a blacksmith hitting his anvil'.
There are several other cases in which repitition or vowel lengthening entails a

change in meaning. ɓí-kpwú 'pass with difficulty' is used when an animal tries to
escape by means of a route difficult to pass. The base with repetition,

ɓí-kpwukpwúkpwu, indicates that someone is zigzagging along (a drunk, an animal
hit by a poisoned arrow) or that something comes from everywhere (beating by a
group). Another example is ɓɩ ́-kpwɛ̌ 'manner of crushing something' and

ɓɩ ́-kpwɛkpwɛ́kpwɛ 'sharp snaps of objects that break'. ɓɩ ́-pɛ̌ 'way of breaking into a
song or weeping' also means 'sleep like a top'. ɓɩ ́-pɛɛɛ is used when somebody is
quiet, calm, relaxed.
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Other examples of ideophones are:
(6.90) ɓí-ɓó

'(very) early, at daybreak'

ɓí-ɗǔ

'a big object falling into the water'

ɓɩ ́-kyɔ̌

'swallowing a mouthful of water'

ɓí-lǐya

'loud cry or sound'

ɓí-ngwé 'cutting something with one blow'
The use of ideophones in clauses is exemplified in the following examples.
Ideophones generally occur at the end of the clause.
(6.91) nɩ ́yɔ́

lɩ-gɔ́

ó-gw-o

when 5-cola nut 3SG -fall-FV
P

ɓí-kpúuu
MOD-"kpuuu"

'When the cola nut fell "kpuuu".'
(6.92) si-wá-sʊ ka-ɩ-nvá
7-bell-7

GEN-1c-dog

a

kó-ɓúk-ó

3SG:be 9b-resound-FV

'The bell of the dog is resounding "lekeleke".'
(6.93) ngbángbatá o-póm-ík-ón-ǐ
1a.thunder

ɓi

3SG-crack-NEUT-ASS-FV.ANT

'It is thundering loudly.'
(6.94) mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓé-motí
1-man

kó
PREP

á-nyʊ̌k-a

1.NUM-one 3SG -fall-FV
P

líɓó

P1

ɓí-lékeléke
MOD-"lekeleke"

ɓí-lǐya
MOD-"liya"

ká

ɩ-ngbɔ́lɔ́, ó-gw-o

PREP

9a-dugout 3SGP-fall-FV

ɓí-kyo
5:water MOD-"kyo"
291

'A man fell in the dugout, he fell in the water, plop!'
(6.95) o-ngbót-i-ní

ɓí-gbwu
gbwu gbwu
3SG-play-FV.ANT-PFV 9.tam-tam MOD-"gbwu" "gbwu" "gbwu"
'He has played the big tam-tam, bang bang bang.'
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ngúɗú

ɓí-kyǒ is used when small objects fall into the water, ɓí-kyo where people or big items

are concerned.
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(6.96) ma-ɗakɩ ̌ á-pʊng-a
6-pot

3SG -start-FV
P
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kó-púmúk-ó ɓí-kpǒ kpǒ kpǒ
9b-burst-FV
MOD-"kpǒ kpǒ kpǒ"

'The pots started to break "kpo kpo kpo".'

If one uses a bad quality of clay in pottery, the pot will break when it is put into
the fire.
(6.97) li-lólómbí

lá-saɓǔni

a-pag-a

ɓukú

PLUR-FV

piece of wood

5-preparation 5.ASS-1a.soap bar 3SG-want: 8:burning

ɓí-mbimbimbi
MOD-"mbimbimbi"

'The making of the soap bar requires a hot fire "mbimbimbi".' (T2006.5)
(6.98) Ø-kik-ó

ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌, wá-lál-a

tɔ̌tɔ

3SG-COND:be-FV 14-sunset 2SG-sleep-FV.INST 9.sleep

'If it is evening, you will sleep peacefully.' (T2006.6)
(6.99) ɩ-nvá

ó-bukw-ó

pǎ

na

ɓɩ ́-pɛɛɛ
MOD-"pɛɛɛ"

mála

ɓí-kwélékwélé
MOD-"kwelekwele"
'The dog searched the place with its nails "kwelekwele".'
1c-dog 3SGP-search-FVP 9.place with 6:nail

Some ideophones are interesting semantically, e.g. ɓɩ ́-kʊ̌ and ɓɩ ́-kʊ̌ɓʊ, both
indicating the impact of an arrow, but the first one indicates that the arrow just

breaks the skin while the second expresses that it enters into the muscle. Reference
to munching or chewing is found in several ideophones. Mentioned above is
ɓí-kokókǒ 'munching caterpillars', another example is:
(6.100) a

kó-tókw-ó ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ ɓí-ɓukuluɓukulu
MOD-"ɓukuluɓukulu"
'He is munching the food "ɓukulu-ɓukulu".', i.e. as if it were cartilage
3SG:be 9b-chew-FV 6-food

Some ideophones like ɓí-ziko 'sitting down without doing anything' or
ɓí-kyekyékyě 'burst of laughter' always occur with the same verb.
(6.101) nik-í-ni

kʊ́-sɔ̌

wa-ɩ-ngbɔ́lɔ́

1SG:sit-FV.ANT-PFV 17-inside 17.ASS-9a-dugout

ɓí-ziko
MOD-"ziko"

'I have sat in the dugout "ziko".', i.e. without doing anything
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(6.102) ɓo-kó

ɓá

ká-tɩ ́b-á

2-woman 3PL:be 9b-laugh-FV

ɓí-kyekyékyě
MOD-"kyekyekye"

'The women laughed "kyekyekye".', i.e. with bursts of laughter
kɩ ́ɗɛ is an ideophone meaning 'cry of a monkey'. It is also attested with modifier

prefix ɓɩ ́- in ɓɩ ́-kɩ ́ɗɛ 'the way in which monkeys jump from one branch to the other'.
(6.103) ɓa-va292

kɩ ́ɗɛ

ɓá-ky-ág-a-tʊ́

lɩ-pakála

2-clan member "kɩ ́ɗɛ" 3PL-refuse-PLUR-FV-INS 5-horn

'The monkeys refuse a horn.', i.e. they do not want a fight
Another case is kikiki 'sound of walking (light) or barefoot'. The class 2 object
prefix ʊ̌- indicates that multiple people are there.
(6.104) num-úkón-i

kikiki no bití
1SG:2.O-hear-FV.ANT "kikiki" with darkness
'I heard people walking on tiptoes in the darkness.'

6.3.4.1

Use of ideophones as modifiers

Comparable to what Ameka has found for Ewe (2001:41), Liko ideophones are

attested to function as other word classes, in particular as adjectives or as adverbs.
Ideophones used as adjectives or adverbs always have the modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-.
a. Use as adjectives

Examples of the use of ideophones as adjectives are:
(6.105)a. ma-kpʊ̌ta

ɓí-gbě

'very salt cassava leaves'

b.

ɓa-nzʊ́ka

ɓí-kpǔfukpǔfu

'a short snake'

2-snake

MOD-short

c.

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́

ɓí-siyasiya

'a sporty man'

d.

nyamá

ɓí-tu

'a (caught) animal still in one piece'

e.

sʊ

ɓí-vulevule

'a bad smell'

9.smell

MOD-bad

6-cassava leaves

292

1-man

1a.animal

MOD-salted

MOD-supple

MOD-unimpaired

(smell)

The High part of the LH tone on vǎ has merged with the following H tone.
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f.
g.

mʊ-kpʊ́ndʊ́

ɓí-wéngéwéngé

3-clay, lime

MOD-very

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́

ɓí-wó

1-man
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'very bright lime'

bright

MOD-quiet

'a quiet man'

Ideophone ɓí-nziii 'without a space in between' is used when talking about
vegetation or a crop. It can also be used for a big gathering: ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓí-nziii,
2-person MOD-without space in between, 'crowded with people'.
ɓɩ ́-dɔɓɔɔɔ expresses a deep sound. When someone wants to say that the engine of a
motorbike runs well he can say:
(6.106) lɩ-yʊ̌

lá-Yamáa

ɓɩ ́-dɔɓɔɔɔ
5-voice 5.ASS-1a.Yamaha MOD-"dɔɓɔɔɔ"

'The sound of the Yamaha is "dɔɓɔɔɔ".', i.e. it is good
ɓɩ ́-byɛrrr is used when a piece of fruit is very ripe. By analogy, it also means 'red'.
In the following example, it is used for the colour of gold nuggets found by
someone digging for gold:
(6.107) ɔ́lɔ

1a.gold

ɓɩ ́-byɛrrr
ábɛ̌ ma-yá má-tɔ̌bʊ
MOD-"byɛrrr" like 6-grain 6.ASS-9.tobacco

'Gold "byɛrrr" like tobacco strands.'
b. Use as adverbs

With respect to ideophones used as adverbs, examples include:
(6.108) ɓɩ ́-bɩyɛɛɛ

'staying without saying anything, without making noise'

ɓɩ ́-ɗangaɗanga 'being busy with a lot of things at the same time'

ɓɩ ́-dʊ̌kyɛdʊ̌kyɛ 'walking like a small child (allusion to a dress fluttering
in the wind)'

ɓí-holóló

'passing an opening without hitting an obstacle'

ɓɩ ́-nzɛnzɛnzɛ

'supple way of dancing'

ɓɩ ́-pɔɔ́

'completely'

ɓɩ ́-kpaɗáaa
ɓɩ ́-nzɛɛɛ
ɓɩ ́-yɔɔɔ

'calmly, quietly'

'moving through the air (an arrow, a star)'
'reacting coldly'
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(6.109) wig-o-kú
2SG:return-FV-DIR

ɓɩ ́-kpaɗáaa
MOD-"kpaɗaaa"

'You will return "kpaɗaaa".', i.e. calmly
Talking about a young woman:
(6.110) ó-kw-ó

lɩ-sɩká

ɓɩ ́-pɔɔ́
MOD-"pɔɔ"
'She killed the youth "pɔɔ".', i.e. she was very well dressed
3SGP-die-FVP

(6.111) kɔ́kʊ́

5-youth

ǎ

1a.chicken 3SG:be

ndɩ ká-sikísy-ó
P3

nakwálɩ ́

9b:1.O-answer-FV 1a.sparrowhawk

ɓí-ɗiliɗili
MOD-"ɗiliɗili"

'Chicken was answering sparrowhawk "ɗiliɗili".', i.e. hesitantly

6.3.5

Interjections and exclamations

The characteristics found in ideophones are also attested in interjections and
exclamations. Common interjections and exclamations are:
(6.112) arʊrrr

ayayayaya

'ouch!'

'watch out!, stop!'

bɔɔɔ

'its enough!, wait a minute!'

eee / ezé / eeesé

'exclamation of surprise'

hooo

'alas!'

rígo

'hurrah!, victory!'

woóo

'exclamation of disappointment or contempt'

heee ɓiteee

mbambamba
irrryá
yiii !

'oh dear!'
'stop!'

'come on!, pull!'
'oh!, ah!'

The word ayayayaya starts out with a H tone, which falls steadily; its number of
syllables varies. bɔɔɔ also has a falling tone. Without vowel lengthening, bɔ is a

loanword from French 'bon' and is used for social reasons instead of íyo 'yes'. hooo
is the response after rígo, a slogan after circumcision rites. mbambamba can also be
used without repetition. rrryá is a slogan to encourage people who do something
difficult, for example pulling a heavy tree trunk. The response is yá.

Pronominal Forms, Invariables and Expressions
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The following interjections are used to draw the attention of the audience or to
highlight what follows.
(6.113) ámbɛ

attention!

kínilí / kíliní that's why
ooo

hey!

yɛ̌

excuse me! (to draw attention)

The word kínilí marks the conclusion of a story, for example the lesson to be

drawn from a folk tale. It is one of the Liko words in which two adjacent syllables
may be reversed in free variation. yɛ̌ is used to draw the attention of someone in a
polite way.

Some interjections are used in specific situations, like danger, asking for something
or invoking a person or a spiritual being:
(6.114) amályá!
ɓáka

kíkilíki

watch out!, stop!
please
please

nzingágʊ in the name of …
The word amályá is the singular Imperative form of the verb -amalɩ- 'to end up in
or at'. After nzingágʊ, the speaker cites the name of a parent who has passed away,
or an important event. A polite question either starts with kíkilíki or has ɓáka

directly following the main verb. If one wants to be very polite, both are used:
(6.115) kíkilíki babǎ
please

ɩ-tɩ ́k-ɩ ́ly-á-nɔ

ɓáka

Ɓaɗua

1a.father 1SG.O-send-BEN-FV.IMP.SUPP please "Ɓaɗua"

ká

PREP

ɩ-vananza kakɩ ́

9a-family 3SG.POSS

'Please father, would you please send Ɓaɗua to his family for me?'

6.4 Expressions of time, location and manner
In this section, some expressions of time, location and manner are presented.
a. Time

Most words and phrases with a reference to time involve nouns or nominals, often
combined with a preposition or a demonstrative:
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(6.116) na lɩ-syɛ́

with 5-day

'during the day'

no bití

with 9.darkness

'during the night'

no bití nɩ-́ yɩ

with 9.darkness COP-9.DEM.II

na lɩ-syɛ́ nɩ ́-lɩ with 5-day COP-5.DEM.II

'today'

'tonight'

ɓʊ́-galá

14-tomorrow

'tomorrow'

na ɓʊ́-galá

with 14-tomorrow

'during the next day'

ɓʊ́-galóɓi

293

'the day after tomorrow'

í syéyikǔɓi

294

'yesterday'

a kʊ́wa na ma-syɛ́ (3SG:be thus with 6-day) is an expression meaning 'a long time
ago'.

'Before' and 'after' are expressed by the locative nouns kámbwa '17:front' and
kú-mbúso '17-back'.295 For 'soon' and 'long ago', nominal modifiers mbɩya 'new' and
ndɛ́lɩ 'old, worn' are used without a prefix. mbɩya followed by the location adverb
wánʊ 'here' means 'now'. The reduplicated form mbɩyambɩya expresses

'immediately'. 'Since' is expressed by the Infinitive form of -tʊ́k- 'leave' with the
Applicative extension -ɩ, as in:
(6.117) ká-tʊ́k-y-á

na

lɩ-syɛ́ li

nɩ ́-lɔ́,

ndɩ kʊ́nʊ ká

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́

9b-leave-APPL-FV with 5-day

bǒkobí ó-pup-ǎ
1a.rat

3SG -leave-FV
P

P3

5.DEM.III

here

PREP

COP-5.DEM.I

3-village

'Since that day, rat came out here to the village.' (T2008.5)
Expressions referring to time during a calendar day are:
(6.118) mbólúgo
ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

293

9.daybreak
14-sunrise

'daybreak'
'sunrise'

The elements of compound are unclear. The structure may be 14-tomorrow-P1 or 14-

tomorrow-DEM.III.
294

The structure of this compound is unclear. It probably contains lɩ-syɛ́ '5-day' with loss of

the prefix consonant and the time adverbial °Hɓi indicating time reference to the recent past.
295

These nouns are also used to indicate location, see below. kú-mbúso followed by a type

III demonstrative, kúmbúso yí, means 'finally'.
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ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ ɓá-dɛ

14-sunrise 14.ASS-cold

na ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

with 14-sunrise

lɩ-syɛ́ ǐ-gbon-ón-i-ní

5-day 3SG:REFL-divide:

mɔ́nɩ ́ lúgo

9.sun 9.middle

'noon'

mʊsɩ ́katʊ́

9.middle of the day

'the middle of the day'

ASS-ASS-FV.ANT-PFV

'very early in the
morning'

'in the morning'
'noon'

mɔ́nɩ ́ i-tí-ni

9.sun 3SG:REFL-bend

mɔ́nɩ ́ o-yikón-i-ní

9.sun 3SG-return-FV.ANT- 'later in the afternoon'

over:FV.ANT-PFV

'afternoon'

PFV

mɔ́nɩ ́ ká ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌

9.sun PREP 14-sunset

ma-zakambá má-

6-big breasts 6.ASS-9.sun 'time before the sun sets'

i-bisií

9a-sunset

'time the sun sets'

ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌

14-sunset

mɔ́nɩ ́ o-gw-ǐ-ni

'sunset'

9.sun 3SG-fall-FV.ANT-PFV 'sunset'

ɓa-bɩlɩ ́ ɓá ká-sas-á
mɔ́nɩ ́

2:1b-demon 3PL:be 9b-cut 'sunset'
up-FV 9.sun

na ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌

with 14-sunset

mɔ́nɩ ́

bití o-lípy-i-ní

9.darkness 3SG-last-

gʊndʊ

9.midnight

FV.ANT-PFV

with 9.midnight

na gʊndʊ

ngbíngó ka-ɓa-lɩmbá 1a.time GEN-2-sorcerer

'end of afternoon'

'in the evening'
'after dark'
'midnight'

'in the middle of the
night'

'midnight'

b. Location
The following locative nouns in class 17 are frequently used in associative
constructions to refer to a location:
(6.119) kʊ́-gʊ̌

kú-silí

'17-top'

'at the top'

'17-bottom' 'under'

kú-syokoto

'17-bottom' 'under'
'17:front'

'at the front'

kú-mbúso

'17-back'

'behind'

kámbwa

kʊ́-ɓɔmbɔ́lɔ '17-back'

'behind'
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kʊ́-sɔ̌

'17-inside'

kú-nzi

'17-outside' 'outside'

Examples include:

(6.120)a. wó-bǐs-o

'inside'

kʊ́-gʊ̌ wa-lɩ-ɗakɩ ̌

lá-gɔgɔ

2SG-put-FV.INST 17-top 17.ASS-5-pot 5.ASS-other

b.

'Put it on top of another pot.' (T2006.6)
o-bǐs-o

lúkí

lí- nyíkisogǒ kʊ́-gʊ̌ wo-kulúɓi

3SG-put-FV 5:object 5.ADJ-filter

17-top 17.ASS-9.mortar

'She will put a filter on a mortar.'
c.

ó-kún-is-ǎ

3SGP-plant-CAUS-FV

kú-silí

ndɩ ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ má-sɩ
P3

6-food

6.ASS-all

nɩ ́-mɔ́

COP-6.DEM.I

kʊ́nʊ
here

wa-mɔ́nɩ ́

17-bottom 17.ASS-9.sun

'He let plant all food which [is] here under the sun' (T2006.3)
The noun kú-mbúso '17-back' is used more to indicate time than to refer to a

location; kʊ́-ɓɔmbɔ́lɔ '17-back' is rather used for 'behind something'. The back side
of an object is often referred to with the prepositional phrase ká mʊ-gɔngʊ́, PREP
3-back of the body, 'at the back'.

Locative nouns can also be used as single-word adjuncts, as in:
(6.121) ɩ-mbʊ́ɓʊ́ ó-pup-á
1c-civet

3SGP-come out-FVP

'A civet came out outside.'

ndɩ kú-nzi
P3

17-outside

A few nouns in other noun classes are used to refer to location, ɓu-wóbi '
14-proximity' means 'near' (with reduplication 'near to each other') and ɗongó
'9.distance' means 'far' when they are used as a location adjunct.
c. Manner
Most manner adverbs are preceded by the modifier prefix ɓɩ ́-. Examples of manner
adverbs with modifier prefix ɓɩ ́- are:
(6.122) ɓɩ ́-ɓɛ́

ɓɩ ́-bɛɗɛ

'profoundly'

'full up to the brim'
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ɓí-bulí

'hold quickly with two arms around someone'

ɓɩ ́-gala

'fast'

ɓí-kpǔ

'close firmly'

ɓɩ ́-lɛndɛ 'smooth, cover well'
ɓɩ ́-nvɛ́

'leave suddenly'

Examples in clauses are:
(6.123)a. wind-a

2SG:go-FV

ɓɩ ́-gala-(gala)
MOD-fast

'You will go fast.'
b.

c.

ã-túm-ǐ

3SG:1.O-stab-FV.ANT

ɓi
P1

na

dʊkpá ɓɩ ́-lɛndɛ

with 9.knife

MOD-smooth

'He pierced him with a knife smooth.', i.e. all the way through
́
mʊ-tʊ́ wa-sɩ
nɩ ́-nɔ̌ ãm-ɩn-a,
ó-ping-og-o ɓí-kókóló-kokolo
1-man

1.ASS-all

COP-1.

3SGP:1.O-see- 3SGP-harden-

DEM.I

FV

MOD-stiff

PLUR-FV

'Every person who saw him grew stiff.' (T2006.1)
Several manner adverbs occur only in repeated form. If the base is monosyllabic, it
is repeated twice. The first set below presents manner adverbs with and without

repetition and the second gives examples of adverbs with repetition where the base
has not been attested.

(6.124) ɓɩ ́-ɗɛ (ɗɛ ɗɛ)

'walking on tiptoes silently and slowly'

ɓɩ ́-ɗɛɗɛɗɛ

'walking on tiptoes silently and quickly'

ɓí-pupúpǔ

'hit several people knock-out'

ɓɩ ́-tɩta-tɩta

'hopping'

ɓí-pǔ

ɓɩ ́-tɩta

(6.125) ɓɩ ́-fɔkɔ-fɔkɔ
ɓɩ ́-lalala

'hit knock-out'

'jump fast, easily'

'rapidly and disorderly'
'with agility'
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ɓɩ ́-mbaɗa-mbaɗa 'react quickly, impulsively'296
ɓɩ ́-nyɛmʊ-nyɛmʊ 'eat soberly'
ɓɩ ́-vɔmʊ-vɔmʊ

'restlessly'

Some nouns and adverbs have the same base, e.g.:
(6.126) ɓí-ɗili-ɗili

'sceptically'

ɓu-ɗili-ɗilí

'14-doubt'

'standing'

a-gbagbá

'1b-dance'

ɓɩ ́-gala-gala 'fast'
ɓɩ ́-gba

ɓɩ ́-kwa

'quick'

mágala-gálá '1a.insect, sp.'
mʊ-kwá

'1-enemy'

It is not possible with the data available to determine the source of the derivation.
The noun agbagbá is a dance, where a few dancers are in the middle and the others
follow their movements in a wider circle.

296

Also used for children when they grow too fast.

7 Verbs
7.1

Introduction

This chapter is organized as follows. The structure of the verb form is presented in
7.2, followed by a description of the content in the verb-root position in 7.3. The
pre-radical SM (subject prefix) position is described in 7.4 and the OM (object
prefix and reflexive prefix) position in 7.5. Grammatical tense/aspect/mood tone is
presented in 7.6. Tense and Aspect are further described in 7.7. Tense and aspect

also involve the post-verbal time adverbials, affixes at several positions in the verb
structure, which are presented from left to right, and pre-verbal auxiliaries. The

time adverbials are glossed with F (Future) or P (Past) followed by a number which
indicates the distance in time from the deictic centre.

Negative verb forms are described separately in 7.8, because Liko does not have a
single way of negating an affirmative verb. Subjunctives, Imperatives and

Conditionals occur in examples throughout this chapter and are treated in more
detail in 7.9 and 7.10.
The Liko verb structure contains a slot for extensions297. In 7.11, the verb
extensions attested in the language are described: Causative, Applicative,

Benefactive, Resultative, Neuter, Associative298 and Pluractional. Liko allows just
one morpheme to occur in a verb structure position at the time, except for
extensions and enclitics.
Derivation to other word classes is presented in 7.12 and the verb 'to be' in 7.13.

297

Derivational suffixes are commonly called 'extensions' in descriptions of Bantu languages.

Extensions are formally different from other suffixes by their structure, -VC- (extensions)
instead of -CV (suffixes) and by the position in the verb structure: extensions precede the
verb-final vowel, whereas other suffixes follow the verb-final vowel. The term 'expansion'
refers to the segmental material following a -CVC- verb root which cannot be analysed as a
productive extension. Expansions precede productive extensions in the verb structure.
298

One of the most frequent uses of the Associative extension is reciprocal.
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There are several areas which are of interest compared to other Bantu languages:
for instance, the use of the time adverbials to encode a point in time (see 7.7.1),
verbal enclitics with aspectual use (see 7.7.4) and the absence of a reflex of the

reconstructed Proto-Bantu passive extension. Constructions used to convey passive
meaning are treated in 8.2.6.

7.2 The structure of the verb form
The structure of the verb form in Liko can be summarized as follows:
(7.1) SM+NEG+TA+OM+root+extension+FV+post-FV299
The positions in this structure contain the following elements (Meeussen's
(1967:108) labels are added in brackets):
(7.2) Position

Content

Meeussen

NEG

negative prefix

(post-initial)

TA

aspect, Conditional

(formative)

root

verb root

(radical)

FV

negation, aspect, mood

(final)

SM

OM

subject prefix

object prefixes, reflexive prefix

extension derivational suffixes and expansions
post-FV

(initial)

(infix)

(suffix)

aspect, several other suffixes/enclitics (post-final)

SM and OM stand for 'subject marker' and 'object marker' respectively. TA is short
for tense/aspect.300 NEG is 'negative' and FV means 'verb-final vowel'. Post-FV
refers to elements which follow the verb-final vowel.
The verbal base may be simple, consisting only of a verb root, or extended,

consisting of a verb root followed by one or more extensions. Extensions are
underlyingly toneless. The vowel of an extension is either high or low (no mid).
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In order to facilitate a comparison of Liko with other Bantu languages, I have used the

labels in Nurse (2005:40) for the positions in the Liko verb structure.
300

Using Nurse's (2005) label because I do not think that it is helpful to add a new label to

existing ones. The reader should keep in mind that although the TA position is used in Liko,
tense and aspect are generally encoded in other positions.
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All extensions except the Causative are [−ATR]. The verb stem refers to the verbal
base with the final vowel.
Most Bantu languages, with the exception of the so-called "northwest languages",
use the TA position as the carrier of tense inflection. Some Bantu languages use

FV, Pre-SM and post-FV, and some carry tense reference at two positions, usually
some combination of pre-SM, TA and FV (Nurse 2008:80, 81). Tense is absent in
the content column of the verb structure. In Liko, tense in the sense of 'a point in

time' is expressed by a combination of time adverbials, the final vowel and a TAM
(tense/aspect/mood) tone melody on the verb form.
An example of a verb form in which many positions in the structure are filled and
a time adverbial is present is:

(7.3) ná-ká-mú-sum-íly-á-gʊ̌

ndɩ

SM-NEG-OM-root-extension-FV-post-FV time adverbial
1SGP-NEG-2PL.O-hide-BEN-FVP-NEG

P3

'I did not hide [something] from you (pl).'
Meeussen's pre-initial, limitative and pre-final positions do not occur in Liko. Liko
does not have a negative marker which precedes the subject prefix in a pre-initial
position. The first negative marker in a single inflected verb form occurs in the

position following the SM. The object relative, the other category posited in this
position (to refer to the object of the relative clause in constructions like 'The

cassave that they pound'), does not occur in Liko. Meeussen's limitative is not

included in the Liko verb structure, because there is no morpheme between the TA
and the OM positions. The pre-final does not require a separate position in the
Liko verb structure, because the -VC- form, the tonal properties and the

distribution with tenses and moods of the candidate for this position, the
Pluractional extension -ag-, are identical to other extensions.

7.3 Verb radical (root)
Liko verb roots fall into one of two tone classes: High and Low. All verbs with a
surface LH tone have a depressor consonant as C1 and are analysed as underlyingly
High. Lexical tone is linked to the first CV-syllable of the verb root. Verbs
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with -CVC- structures include: -ɗuk- 'pour out', -kɩn- 'decorate', -tʊk- 'help', -nan'stretch', -ɗʊ́k- 'drip', -kɩ ́s- 'look for', -tʊ́k- 'leave', -lál- 'sleep'.
The verb radical or root has the structure -CVC- in the majority of Liko verbs,

where both C1 and C2 may be empty. Empty C2 occurs more frequently than empty
C1. The language has a small number of -CVV-, -CVVC- and -VVC- structures,

see 2.4 and 2.5.2. The set of -CV-verbs contains basic verbs like -gɩ- 'do', -lɩ ́- 'eat',
-pa- 'like, want', -pá- 'give', -kú- 'die', -sí- 'finish', -va- 'take'. The set of -VC-verbs
is small, examples are -am- 'stop', -amb- 'cook', -ɩn- 'see', -ɩnd- 'go', -ʊ́k- 'heal and
-up- 'rest'.
Examples of -CVC- structures with prenasalized C2 include: -lúmb- 'bury', -tʊnd'multiply', -sʊ́ng- 'ferment', -dɩngb- 'limp', -panz- 'scatter'. /nv/ as C2 is not found.
Few -CVC- verb roots have prenasalized C1, e.g. -mbang- 'admire', -ndʊ́ng-

'discover', -ngát- 'ripen', -ngbát- 'play (musical instrument)', -nvɩt- 'pinch', -nzɩn'talk'.

A number of -CV- and -CVC- verb structures have initial ɩ-, which prevents
[+ATR] spreading to the Infinitive prefix. Although the root without the initial
vowel is not attested for these verbs, the vowel is analysed as a reflexive prefix
which constitutes the left boundary of the domain of [ +ATR] spreading. In verb

forms with -ibó- 'know', -ingí- 'lay down', and -ikút- 'be satisfied (after eating)', the
vowel of the Infinitive prefix is consistently /a/ instead of /o/ (see 3.2.2.3).
Most verb roots that are longer than -CVC- can be shown to result from

derivational processes (Schadeberg 2003a:72). Liko has a number of -CVCVCverbs in which the bare -CVC- root does not occur and where the following -VC
part has not been identified. For examples of -CVCVC- verbs, see 7.11.9. Most

-CV(C)VC- verbs have two identical vowels, in particular when the first vowel of
the verb root is a high or a low vowel.

About twenty verb roots in my data have the structure -CVCV-, where V2 is a high
vowel /ɩ i ʊ u/ that cannot be identified as a suffix with derivational properties,

such as the Applicative extension -ɩ-, see 7.11.2. If a corresponding -CVC- verb
root exists for these verbs, then the meaning does not seem to be related, e.g. -ɓák-
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'bud' vs. -ɓákɩ- 'spit' and -tʊ́l- 'hurt (intr.)' vs. -tʊ́lɩ- 'be ready'. Preceding the final
vowel, V2 is desyllabified (see 3.3.5). Some other examples of -CVCV- verb roots
are: -pɩmbɩ- 'accumulate', -kíbi- 'hold out', -gboɗi- 'coat', -kʊ́gɩ- 'choke (on a piece
of food)', -ɓakʊ- 'peel', -tóku- 'chew', -buku- 'scratch' and -kʊ́gʊ- 'scream'.
Reduplication of the root-initial CV-syllable is not frequent. When it occurs, it

modifies the meaning of the basic verb, e.g. -vɩl- 'touch' vs. -vɩvɩl- 'feel, finger',
-gʊm- 'iron' vs. -gʊgʊm- 'tremble, shiver'. Certain verbs with an extension are only
attested with reduplication of the initial CV-syllable. For instance, with the

Associative extension -an- (see 7.11.6): -dɩk- 'make cold or wet' vs. -dɩdɩk-an- 'die,

become old', and with the Applicative extension -ɩ- (see 7.11.2): -nzɩn- 'speak, talk'
vs. -nzɩnzɩn-ɩ- 'talk scandal, discredit s.o.', -yʊng- 'tell, deliver a speech' vs.

-yʊyʊng-ɩ- 'say s.th. bad to s.o.', -kʊ́ng- 'ask' vs. -ɩ-kʊ́kʊ́ng-ɩ- 'ask for oneself, beg'.

7.4 Subject prefix (SM position)
Subject prefixes in Liko agree with the noun class of the subject only for classes 1
and 2.301 The subject prefixes are:
Table 24 Subject prefixes
Noun classes 1 and 2

301

1SG

na-

2SG

wa-

3SG

a-/Ø-

1PL

ta-

2PL

má-

3PL

ɓá-

Other noun classes

3SG

a-/Ø-

3PL

a-/Ø-

For this reason, the term 'subject prefixes' is used in this book, rather than 'subject

concords' which is used in descriptions of Bantu languages where the subject marker agrees
with the noun class of the subject. The same applies to object prefixes in the next section.
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Third person singular subjects of class 1 as well as singular subjects of other noun
classes take the prefix a-, except in Conditional and negative forms where the
prefix is zero. A class 2 third person plural subject has the prefix ɓá-. Plural

subjects of other noun classes take prefix a-, except in Conditional and negative

forms where the prefix is zero.302 Subject prefixes are unmarked for tone, except
the second and third person plural prefixes má- and ɓá- which have an underlying
H tone. The vowel of subject prefixes is changed into /o/ in a [+ATR] context.
Imperatives consist of the verb stem and they do not have a subject prefix.
The following clauses exemplify agreement between subjects and subject prefixes.
All classes except class 2 take subject prefix a- for both singular and plural
referents:

(7.4)a. mu-kó

á-pʊng-á

ndɩ ká-ɩ ̌-nzɩnzɩ ́ny-á

1-woman 3SGp-start-FVp

b.

9b-REFL-complain-FV

P3

'The woman started to complain.'
nékókó

a

wa-pʊ̌

1a.instrument 3SG:be 1.ASS-strong

c.

'The musical instrument is strong.', i.e. made of hardwood
lɩ-mbɛngɩ ́ á- ʊ́l-á
5-heart

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́

3SG :1.O-hurt-FV
p

p

1-man

'The man was angry.', literally, 'the heart hurt the man'
d.

ɓa-nyamá ɓá-gɔgɔ,
2-animal

ma-mbɛngɩ ́ ʊ́-tʊ́l-ǎ

2.ASS-other 6-heart

3SG/PL :2.O-hurt-FV
P

ndɩ
P3

'The other animals, they were angry.', literally, 'hearts hurt them'
e.

(T2006.3)
nzʊ́yɩ

yá-sɩ

á-va

kʊ́wa ásɩ

9.body 9.ASS-all 3SGP-take:FV thus

sʊ

yó- múkí

only 9.smell 9.ASS-6:smoke

áka303
CT

'The whole body took on JUST THE SMELL OF SMOKE.' (T2006.5)

302

Subject prefix a- is glossed '3SG' in this book unless it agrees with plural subjects that do

not belong to class 2. In those cases it is glossed '3 SG/PL'.
303

The particle áka indicates contrast, see 8.6.2. The contrasted phrase is marked with

underlining. In the free translation, it is marked with capitals. The surface tones on áka are
H.L when the preceding tone is High, and L.H when the preceding tone is Low.
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ɓo-úzu

ɓayá-gɔgɔ

a

ɓayá-

ʊ́kpʊ́

2+9-island 2+9.ASS-other 3SG/PL:be 2+9.ASS-very big

g.

'Other islands are very big'
ku-tú-ko

kakɩ ́

15-clothes-15 3SG.POSS

ó-ɓuɓ-ǎ

ndɩ ɓí-tú

3SG -become white-FV

P3

p

'His piece of clothing became very white.'
h.

ɓo-tú

kakɩ ́

2+9-clothes 3SG.POSS

ó-ɓuɓ-ǎ

3SG/PL -become white-FV
p

'His clothes became very white.'
i.

kpáká kakɩ ́
9.trap

Ø-ká-ɓák-ag-ɩ-gʊ̌

3SG.POSS 3SG-NEG-sprout-PLUR-FV-NEG

'His trap could not release'

j.

ɓa-kpáká kakɩ ́
2+9-trap

ndɩ ɓí-tú

ndɩ
P3

ndɩ

3SG.POSS 3SG/PL-NEG-sprout-PLUR-FV-NEG

Class 2 subjects have ɓa- (regardless of animacy):
(7.5)a. ɓo-mbǔ ɓó-pik-og-o

ɓa-ndáɓʊ

MOD-bright

P3

Ø-ká-ɓák-ag-ɩ-gʊ̌

'His traps could not release'

2-bird

MOD-bright

na

P3

ɓe-nvunvú

3PL-build-PLUR-FV 2+9-house with 2+9:9a-moss

'Birds build nests with moss.'
b.

ɓo-nékókó

ɓá

ɓa-pʊ̌pʊ

2-instrument 3PL:be 2.ASS-strong

'The musical instruments are strong.', i.e. with a loud sound
The third singular subject prefix is also used to refer to impersonal subjects, e.g.
a ɓɩ ́nza 'it is good', a ɓɩ ́zʊ304 'it is warm'.
The third plural subject prefix is also used to refer to indefinite subjects, e.g.
ɓúgyogyiso /ɓá-ǔ-gyogy-is-o/, 3PL-2.O-suffer-CAUS-FV, 'people will make them
suffer'.

In clauses where a subject performs an action with someone else, the subject is
considered to be plural and the subject prefix has class 2 concord, e.g.:

304

For the forms of 'to be', see 7.13.
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(7.6) Lɔ́tɩ
"Lɔtɩ"

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

ɓá-kpakyán-á ndɩ na

COP-1.DEM.I

3PL -travel-FV
P

P

P3

Ábaláma

with "Abaláma"

'This Lot travelled with Abraham.' (translated Genesis 13:5)

7.5 Object and reflexive prefixes (OM position)
7.5.1

Object prefixes

Pronominal marking on the verb in OM position is governed by grammatical
relations and is obligatory if the object is the first or second person singular or
plural, or belongs to class 1 and its subclasses or to class 2. The presence of a

bound pronominal object prefix depends on the valency of the verb. The object
may be impersonal. To express emphasis, a substitutive or participant pronoun

occurs post-verbally, see examples at the end of this section. The object prefixes
are listed in the following table:
Table 25 Object prefixes
1SG
ɩ ̀2SG

ʊ̀-

class 1

mʊ̀- / ˋ- / ̃̀-

1PL

tɩ ́-

2PL

mʊ́-

class 2

ʊ̌-

The class 1 object prefix mʊ̀- occurs in Imperative forms, e.g. mʊ-kʊ́l-á, 1.O-untieFV.IMP,

'untie him!', see 7.9.2. Arguments for positing a combined LH tone on the

class 2 object prefix are given in 7.5.2.
Examples of the object prefixes include:
(7.7) ɛ-kʊ́l-a

/a-ɩ-kʊ́l-a/
ʊ-kʊ́l-a

3SG:1SG.O-untie-FV

'he will untie me'

3SG:2SG.O-untie-FV

'he will untie you (sg)'

/a-ʊ-kʊ́l-a/
a-kʊ́l-a mɛ́mɩ ́ 3SG:1.O-untie-FV 1a.goat 'he will untie the goat'
/a-ˋ-kʊ́l-a/
a-tɩ ́-kʊ́l-a

3SG-1PL.O-untie-FV

'he will untie us'
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a-mʊ́-kʊ́l-a

3SG-2PL.O-untie-FV

'he will untie you (pl)'

ʊ̌-kʊ́l-a

3SG:2.O-untie-FV

'he will untie them'

/a-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-a/

An object prefix consisting of a vowel, preceded or followed by a vowel, leads to a
sequence of two vowels which must be resolved (see 3.3 and 4.6.3 to 4.6.5 for

surface tone realizations in these contexts). Preceding vowel-initial verb roots, all
object prefixes have an epenthetic /m/ between the object prefix and the initial
vowel of the root.

The epenthetic /m/ occurs preceding vowel-initial verb roots. The vowel of vowelinitial verbs is either high, i.e. /ɩ i ʊ u/, or it is the low vowel /a/. The reflexive
prefix ɩ ̌- has the allomorph ɩ ̌m- in the same environment. Examples of the
allomorph of the object prefix include:
(7.8) ɛm-ɩn-a

3SG:1SG.O-see-FV

'he will see me'

ʊm-ɩn-a

3SG:2SG.O-see-FV

'he will see you (sg)'

/a-ɩ-ɩn-a/
/a-ʊ-ɩn-a/

am-ɩn-a mɛ́mɩ ́ 3SG:1.O-see-FV 1a.goat 'he will see the goat'
/a-ˋ-ɩn-a/
a-tɩ ́m-ɩn-a

3SG-1PL.O-see-FV

'he will see us'

a-mʊ́m-ɩn-a

3SG-2PL.O-see-FV

'he will see you (pl)'

ʊ̌m-ɩn-a

3SG:2.O-see-FV

'he will see them'

/a-tɩ ́-ɩn-a/

/a-mʊ́-ɩn-a/
/na-ʊ̌-ɩn-a/

Other examples with vowel-initial verbs are:
(7.9) na kám-ʊl-á

mu-sí

'I am breaking a fish'

na kám-al-á

mu-sí

'I am cleaving a fish'

1SG:be 9b:1.O-break-FV 1-fish
1SG:be 9b:1.O-cleave-FV 1-fish
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The class 1 object prefix surfaces with the allomorph ̀-,
̃ i.e. additional slight
nasalization on the preceding vowel305, if the object is not expressed:
3SG:1.O-untie-FV

'he will untie him'

́
ɓã-tɩnd-a
̀
/ɓá- ̃-tɩnd-a/

3PL:1.O-tattoo-FV

'they will tattoo him'

3PL:1.O-untie-FV

'they will untie him'

ɓã-́ ɓɩ ́t-a
̀ ́t-a/
/ɓá- ̃-ɓɩ

3PL:1.O-slap-FV

'they will slap him'

́
na kãm-ɩn-á
/na ká- ̀-ɩn-á/
̃

1SG:be 9b:1.O-see-FV 'I am seeing him'

(7.10)a. ã-kʊ́l-a
̀ l-a/
/a- ̃-kʊ́

ɓã-́ ʊ́l-a
/ɓá- ̀-kʊ́
̃ l-a/

b.

́
3PL:1.O-dress-FV
ɓã-mokisy-o
̀
/ɓá- ̃-mokisi-a/

c.

'they will dress him'

In all cases, the vowel of the preceding prefix surfaces with the nasalization. In (a),
the L tone of the class 1 object prefix merges with an adjacent L tone, whereas in
(b), the L tone causes non-automatic downstep of the primary H tone of the verb
root. The nasalization is not absorbed by a following nasal consonant, as can be
seen in (c).
The following sets, (7.11), (7.12) and (7.13), exemplify the relation between the

object prefix and a human referent, and between the object prefix and classes 1 or
2. In (7.11), the object prefix refers to a human object. In (7.12), the object prefix

refers to classes 1 or 2 animate or inanimate objects. In (7.13), in which the object
is not human and does not belong to classes 1 or 2, no object prefix is present.
(7.11) The object prefix refers to a human object
ɛ-tʊngbʊl-a ɓánʊ

3SG:1SG.O-support-FV F2 'he will support me'

ʊ-tʊngbʊl-a ɓánʊ

3SG:2SG.O-support-FV F2 'he will support you (sg)'

ã-tʊngbʊl-a ɓánʊ

305

3SG:1.O-support-FV F2

'he will support him'

I would like to thank Constance Kutsch Lojenga for sharing the information that

nasalization is involved with respect to the class 1 object prefix, and the Liko consultant
Dominique Banotanea Bapokanzo for revealing this to her.
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a-tɩ ́-tʊngbʊl-a ɓánʊ

3SG-1PL.O-support-FV F2 'he will support us'

a-mʊ́-tʊngbʊl-a ɓánʊ 3SG-2PL.O-support-FV F2 'he will support you (pl)'
ʊ̌-tʊngbʊl-a ɓánʊ

3SG:2.O-support-FV F2

'he will support them'

(7.12) The object prefix refers to class 1 animate or inanimate objects
a.

á- kóng-ǎ

3SG :1.O-roast-FV
P

ndɩ mʊ-mbɛmbɩ ́
1-snail, sp.

P3

'She roasted a snail.'
b.

ú-kóng-ǎ

3SG :2.O-roast-FV
P

c.

2-snail, sp.

P3

'She roasted snails.'
á- pát-ǎ

ndɩ móngwǒ

3SG :1.O-win-FV

P3

P

d.

ndɩ ɓa-mbɛmbɩ ́

1a.iron arrow

'He won an iron arrow.'
ʊ́-pát-ǎ

ndɩ ɓo-móngwǒ

3SG :2.O-win-FV

P3

P

2-iron arrow

'He won iron arrows.'

In (a) and (c), the class 1 object prefix ˋ- is not visible as a separate morpheme at
the surface. It is the absence of [+ATR] assimilation of the subject prefix and non-

automatic downstep of the H tone of the verb root caused by the underlying L tone
of the object prefix, which signal the presence of the class 1 object prefix (see

3.2.2.3 and 4.6.5). In (b), the class 2 object prefix -ʊ̌ harmonizes with [+ATR] verb
root -kóng-. In (b) and (d), the prefixal H tone of the Past TAM melody and the LH
tone of the third plural object concord surface as a single H tone (see 4.6.4).

The examples in (7.13) show that there is no object prefix if the object is not
human and does not belong to classes 1 or 2. In (7.13a, c), [+ATR] assimilation of
the subject prefix to the verb root and the absence of non-automatic downstep
show that there is no class 1 object prefix ˋ-. In (7.13b, d), the class 2 object
prefix -ʊ̌ is not allowed.

(7.13) Object is not human and does not belong to classes 1 or 2
a.

ó-ɓún-ǎ

3SGP-break-FV

ndɩ mǔni má-gɩ ̌ta
P3

3:handle 6.ASS-9.hoe

'He broke the handle of the hoe.'
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b.

ó-ɓún-ǎ (*ú-ɓún-ǎ) ndɩ ɓo-mǔni ɓayá-ɓa-gɩ ̌ta
3SGP-break-FV

c.

2+9-handle 2+9.ASS-2+9-hoe

P3

'He broke the handles of the hoes.'
á-kɩ ́s-ǎ

ndɩ bálá

3SG -search-FV

P3

P

9.herd

'He looked for the herd.'
d.

á-kɩ ́s-ǎ (*ʊ́-kɩ ́s-ǎ)
3SG -search-FV
P

ndɩ ɓa-bálá
P3

2+9-herd

'He looked for the herds.'
The referent of the object prefix is governed by grammatical relations, i.e. it refers
to the primary relation according to the verb valency. The primary relation occur as
the first object following the verb in unmarked clause structure. The first object has
the semantic role of patient or goal in the above examples. When a transitive verb

has the Benefactive extension -ɩlɩ-, the object with the semantic role of beneficiary
has to be the first object following the verb, preceding any other object. In the case
of the Causative extension -is-, the causee is the first object. The object prefix
agrees with the first object following the verb.
The ditransitive verb in the examples below has the Benefactive extension. In case
the clause contains two objects, the valency of the verb determines which
grammatical relation is represented in OM by an object prefix. In the case of

-kʊ́ng- 'ask' the object prefix refers to the goal, as in (7.14a, b), but in -kʊ́ng-ɩlɩ-

'ask for s.o.' in (7.14c, d), where the verb with the Benefactive extension has two
object arguments, the object prefix refers to the beneficiary.
(7.14)a. Zetu á- ʊ́ng-ǎ
Zetu

b.

3SG :1.O-ask-FV
P

'Zetu asked a woman.'

ndɩ mu-kó
P3

1-woman

Zetu ʊ́-kʊ́ng-ǎ

ndɩ ɓo-kó ɓá-ɓǎ

Zetu

P3

3SG :2.O-ask-FV
P

2-woman 2.NUM-two

'Zetu asked two women.'
c.

Zetu á- kʊ́ng-ɩly-ǎ

ndɩ míkakɩ ́

Zetu

P3

3SGP:1.O-ask-BEN-FV

mu-kó

1a.child:3SG.POSS 1-woman

'Zetu asked a woman for his son.'
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Zetu ʊ́-kʊ́ng-ɩly-ǎ

ndɩ ɓo-míkakɩ ́

Zetu

P3

3SG :2.O-ask-BEN-FV
P

mu-kó

2-child:3SG.POSS 1-woman

'Zetu asked a woman for his sons.'306
Turning to verbs with the Causative extension -is-, the causee is marked with an

object prefix if it is definite and if it is the first or second person singular or plural,
or belongs to classes 1 or 2. In (7.15a), an intransitive verb is made transitive and
in (7.15b), a transitive verb is made ditransitive. In both cases, the object prefix
refers to the causee.
(7.15)a. sukopí

Ø-ká-nzin-ís-á-gʊ̌

gbukó

1a.leopard 3SGP-NEG:1.O-talk-CAUS-FVP-NEG 1a.rat

b.

'Leopard caused rat not to talk.'307 (T2006.3)
ɓú-dung-is-o

3PL:2.O-carry-CAUS-FV

míkí

iɓúnú

na

ɓánʊ i-títí
F2

9a-anthill

ɩwɛ

a-bǎkɩ

2SG.PRO 1b-father:3SG.POSS

a-mákɩ

1a.child 2PL.PRO and 1b-mother:3SG.POSS

'They let them carry an anthill, you the father of the child, you (pl) and
his mother.'308 (adapted from T2006.4)

A substitutive or participant pronoun may be used to emphasize the referent of the
object prefix:

(7.16)a. Ø-kiɓ-ó,

ɓá-mwɔ́

ɩyɩ ́

ɓɛ́gɛyɔ́

3SG-COND:steal-FV 3PL:1.O-kill:FV 1.PRO likewise

b.

'If he steals, they will kill him (emphasized) likewise.' (T2006.2)
no-do-kú

1SG-come:FV-DIR

ɓi
P1

ká-u-bis-ó

ásɩ

'Did I come to put YOU [there]?'

309

306

ɩwɛ

9b-2SG.O-put-FV only 2SG.PRO

áka ?
CT

(T2006.10)

Normally, a woman would be asked for each of the sons. The patient is singular in this

example in order to show that the object prefix agrees with the beneficiary.
307

That is, the leopard made the rat keep silent.

308

A ceremony after circumcision rituals, which signals that your child has died.

309

Implied in the context of this example is: without you doing something useful?
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7.5.2

Reflexive prefix

The reflexive prefix ɩ ̌- is used for singular and plural referents of all noun classes
and speech participants. When the reflexive prefix follows another prefix vowel,

the sequence of two vowels is dealt with in some morphological environments by

elision of the first vowel and in other by heterosyllabification (see 3.3.1 and 3.3.4
for a description and examples).
The surface tone of the reflexive prefix is L, H, or LH as exemplified in the
following three sets:

(7.17) Reflexive prefix ɩ- realized with a L tone
a.

b.

V1-elision, prefix L, verb H

na-kɩ-kʊ́l-á

1SG-COND:REFL-untie-FV

'If I untie myself.'
na

ká-ɩ-ɓʊ́nd-ág-á

1SG:be

9b-REFL-look after-PLUR-FV

heterosyllabification, verb H

'I am looking after myself.'
(7.18) Reflexive prefix ɩ- realized with a H tone
a.

nɩ ́-kʊ́l-á

1SG :REFL-untie-FV
P

ndɩ

P

P3

'I untied myself.'
b.

V1-elision, prefix H, verb H

ní-sumb-á

ndɩ

1SGP:REFL-burn-FVP

V1-elision, prefix H, verb L

P3

'I burned myself.'

(7.19) Reflexive prefix ɩ- realized with a LH tone
a.

nɩ ̌-kʊ́l-a

1SG:REFL-untie-FV

ɓánʊ

'I will untie myself.'
b.

nǐ-sumb-o

1SG:REFL-burn-FV

ɓánʊ

na-kǐ-sumb-ó
1SG-COND:REFL-burn-FV

'if I burn myself.'

V1-elision, subject prefix L, verb L

F2

'I will burn myself.'
c.

V1-elision, subject prefix L, verb H

F2

V1-elision, prefix L, verb L
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na

ká-ɩ ̌-tɩnd-á

1SG:be

9b-REFL-tattoo-FV

heterosyllabification, verb L

'I am tattooing myself.'
Table 26 summarizes the environments of the different realizations of the tone of
the reflexive prefix when V1-elision takes place.

Table 26 Surface tone on the reflexive prefix ɩ- after V1-elision
Preceded by
Reflexive prefix Followed by
Surface tone

High-toned prefix

Low-toned subject prefix
Low-toned other prefix
Low-toned other prefix

H

Low or High-toned verb root

L

High-toned verb root

LH
LH

Low or High-toned verb root
Low-toned verb root

In the case of heterosyllabification, the surface tone of the reflexive prefix is L

preceding a verb root with a H tone and LH preceding a verb root with a L tone.
If the underlying tone of the reflexive prefix would be L, a LH surface tone
preceding a verb root with a L tone is unexpected. If the underlying tone would be
H, L and LH realizations are difficult to explain. A combined LH tone can surface
as a L tone, as a H tone and as a LH tone by the OCP or by application of the tone
rules described in 4.6.2 to 4.6.4: a L tone surfaces when the H tone merges with

the H tone of the following verb (OCP), a H tone surfaces when L-tone deletion
applies in the context of a preceding High-toned prefix and V1-elision, and LH

surfaces elsewhere. The analysis also applies to the underlying tone of the class 2
object prefix ʊ̌-, which has the same surface tone realizations as the reflexive
prefix.310

The surface LH tone of the reflexive prefix when it occurs between a subject prefix
with a L tone and a verb root with a H tone is remarkable, because the H part of

310

Examples of surface tone realizations of class 2 object prefixes can be found in the verb

paradigms in Appendix B.
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the combined LH tone does not merge with the adjacent identical H tone. The class
2 object prefix shows the same LH surface tone:
(7.20)a. nʊ̌-kʊ́l-a

ɓa-mɛ́mɩ ́

1SG:2.O-untie-FV 2-goat

b.

'I will untie the goats.'
nʊ̌-pʊn-a

ɓa-sʊ́kwá

1SG:2.O-gather-FV 2-caterpillar

'I will gather caterpillars.'
Preceding vowel-initial verbs, the reflexive prefix ɩ ̌- has the allomorph ɩ ̌m-:311
(7.21) na ká-ɩm-ɩ ́n-á 1SG:be 9b-REFL-see-FV

na ká-ɩm-ʊ́l-á 1SG:be 9b-REFL-break-FV

'I am seeing myself'

'I am breaking myself'

na ká-ɩm-ál-á 1SG:be 9b-REFL-cleave-FV 'I am cleaving myself'
The OM position cannot be occupied by both an object prefix and the reflexive
prefix. When a verb has the Benefactive extension (see 7.11.3), only an object
prefix occurs in OM position. In (7.22a), the OM position is occupied by the

reflexive prefix and in (7.22b) by the class 1 object prefix. Adding the reflexive
prefix as in (7.22c) is ungrammatical.
(7.22)a. na

ká-ɩ-kpánzy-á

tú ká-tʊ

1SG:be 9b-REFL-comb-FV 13.hair-13

'I am combing myself hair.', i.e. I am combing my hair.'
b.

na

ká- kpánzy-ɩ ́ly-á

ngámá

tú ká-tʊ

1SG:be 9b:1.O-comb-BEN-FV 1a.chief 13.hair-13

'I am combing hair for the chief.'
c.

*na ká-ɩ-kpánzy-ɩ ́ly-á ngámá tú ká-tʊ

Int. 'I am combing myself hair for the chief.'

The same can be seen with the second person singular object prefix. In (7.23a), the
OM position is occupied by the reflexive prefix and in (7.23b) by the object prefix.

311

See (7.8) and (7.9) for object prefixes with epenthetic /m/.
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Adding the reflexive prefix as in (7.23c) is not allowed. A way to express reflexive
meaning in combination with a beneficiary would be (7.23d):
(7.23)a. na

ká-i-túm-ó

na

dʊkpá

1SG:be 9b-REFL-stab-FV with 9.knife

'I am stabbing myself with a knife.'

b.

na

ká-u-túm-íly-ó

a-lʊ́kʊ́

nɔ̌

na

dʊkpá

1SG:be 9b-2SG.O-comb-BEN-FV 1b-man 1.DEM.I with 9.knife

'I am stabbing that man with a knife for you.'
c.

*na

ká-i-túm-íly-ó

a-lʊ́kʊ́

nɔ̌

na

dʊkpá

1SG:be 9b-REFL-stab-BEN-FV 1b-man 1.DEM.I with 9.knife

Int. 'I am stabbing myself with a knife for that man.'

d.

na

ká-i-túm-ó

na

dʊkpá kó

1SG:be 9b-REFL-stab-FV with 9.knife

PREP

bulyó

kakʊ́

9.reason 2SG.POSS

'I am stabbing myself with a knife for your sake.'

7.6 TAM (tense/aspect/mood) melodies
In 4.3.2, I introduced the concept of a tone melody that is expressive of a "tense", a
verbal conjugation paradigm, the so-called TAM melody. The TAM melody is an
overlay over the primary tone on the verb root and affixes in the verb form. The
TAM melody consists of one or two tones: a prefixal tone and/or a final-vowel

tone. Initial association of the prefixal tone links to the leftmost TBU and initial
association of the final-vowel tone links to the TBU of the verb-final vowel, often
the rightmost TBU. After initial association, the H tone spreads to toneless TBUs,
see 4.6.1. Any tone that after spreading lacks a tone association, surfaces with the
default L tone.

The Liko verb form has three subparts which, for tone assignment, can be grouped
together in:
-

prefixes preceding the verbal base;

-

the first CV-syllable of the verb root and

-

the verbal base following the first CV-syllable and the final vowel.

Prefixes preceding the verbal base are the subject prefix in SM-position, the
negative prefix in NEG-position, three prefixes in TA-position and the object

prefixes or the reflexive prefix in OM-position. The first CV-syllable of the verb
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root bears the primary tone of the verb. The third subpart consists of any other
root syllables, extensions and the final vowel. The second and third person plural
subject prefixes, the object prefixes and the reflexive prefix have an underlying

tone, as well as one prefix in TA position, the verb root and the post-FV suffixes
and enclitics.

Affirmative and negative have separate TAM melodies. I will first present the
affirmative forms.
Table 27 TAM (tense/aspect/mood) melodies (affirmative)
Prefixal
Final-vowel Affirmative form
tone

tone

High

-

-

Low

High

High
H+Low

o

High
High

Past

Infinitive312,
Imperative
Anterior

Conditional

Past (specific313),
Subjunctive

The Future has no TAM melody with a H tone; its prefixal and final-vowel tones
surface as L tones. The Past has a prefixal H tone and the Past (specific) has both a
prefixal H tone and a H tone on the final vowel. To distinguish Past and Future in

the glosses, I use superscript "P" as a notation for a High TAM tone that has a time
reference to the past.

The Anterior aspect has a TAM melody with a floating H tone preceding the final
vowel and a L tone on the final vowel: -°Hi. The floating H tone is associated with a
free TBU if possible, e.g. noɗikíti in (7.24). In the case of -CVC- verbs with a L
primary tone, the vowel of the verb root remains Low and the floating High is

312

The Infinitive is not an inflected verb form, but its surface tones can be accounted for

with a TAM melody.
313

"Specific" indicates that time reference to the past is specifically set, see 7.7.3.
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linked to the final vowel. For example, /ta-pɩk-°Hi/, 1PL-sway-FV.ANT, surfaces as
topikí 'we prepared [a field] for sowing recently'.314
In the following Affirmative forms, the verbal base is underlined. A -CVCVC-

verb root with primary L tone is used, -ɗɩkɩt-, in order to show H-tone spreading
from right to left, see 4.6.1. The final vowel is -ɩ (Subjunctive), -°Hi (Anterior

aspect) and -a elsewhere. Inchoative aspect has a non-spreading H tone on the FV.
(7.24) Affirmative form

prefixal

FV

Past

náɗɩkɩta

'I threw'

H
-

-

H

Imperative

ɗɩkɩ ́tá

'throw!'

'if I throw'

-

L

H

Past (specific)

náɗɩkɩt́ á

'I threw'

H

H

Subjunctive

náɗɩkɩt́ ɩ ́

'that I throw'

H

H

Anterior

noɗikíti

'I threw'

-

Infinitive
Conditional

Future

Inchoative

káɗɩkɩt́ á

'to throw'

nakaɗɩkɩ ́tá

naɗɩkɩta

'I will throw'

nanáɗɩkɩtá

315

'I am about to throw'

H

-

-

H+L

o

-

Glosses of the above verb forms are:
(7.25) Past

Infinitive
Imperative

Conditional

1SGP-throw-FV

ká-ɗɩkɩ ́t-á

9b-throw-FV

ɗɩkɩ ́t-á

throw-FV.IMP

na-ka-ɗɩkɩ ́t-á

1SG-COND-throw-FV

Past (specific)

ná-ɗɩkɩ ́t-á

1SGP-throw-FVP

ná-ɗɩkɩ ́t-ɩ ́

1SG-throw-FV.SUBJ

Future

na-ɗɩkɩt-a

1SG-throw-FV

Subjunctive

314

ná-ɗɩkɩt-a

There are, however, two verbs in my data, where the floating H tone of Anterior aspect is

associated with the primary tone of a -CVC- verb: -sil- 'arrive' and -nyʊk- 'fall': nosǐli < /nasil-°Hi/ 'I arrived' and nonyǔki < /na-nyʊk-°Hi/ 'I fell'. Other Low-toned -CVC- verbs do not
have a surface LH tone on the vowel of the verb root in a tone frame with Anterior aspect.
315

For the H tone on the final vowel of the Inchoative form, see (4.88) in 4.6.6.
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Anterior

no-ɗikít-i

1SG-throw-FV.ANT

Inchoative

na-ná-ɗɩkɩt-á

1SG-INCH-throw-FV

Liko has the following TAM melodies for the negative forms:
Table 28 TAM (tense/aspect/mood) melodies (negative)
Prefixal
Final-vowel Negative form
tone

tone

High

-

High

High

Low

Future

-

Subjunctive
Past,

Anterior,
Conditional

In the list of Negative forms below, the verbal base is underlined. The -CVCVCverb root -ɗɩkɩt- is used again. The final vowel is -ɩ (Future), [+ATR] -i (Anterior

aspect and Conditional) and -a elsewhere. A hyphen is put between the final vowel
and a first post-FV suffix or enclitic.
(7.26) Negative form

prefixal

FV

Future

nákáɗɩkɩtɩ-gʊ

'I will not throw'

H

-

Subjunctive

nakoɗikito-ní ɔ́gʊ 'that I not throw'
nákáɗɩkɩ ́tá-gʊ

'I did not throw'

L

H

-

H

Anterior

nákóɗikítí-gʊ

'I did not throw'

H

H

Past

Conditional

nákóɗikítí

'if I do not throw'

H

Inchoative aspect does not have a negative form. The negative Imperative is
expressed by the negative Subjunctive.
Glosses of the above verb forms are:
(7.27) Future
Subjunctive

ná-ká-ɗɩkɩt-ɩ-gʊ

1SG-NEG-throw-FV-NEG

na-ko-ɗikit-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

1SG-NEG-throw-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

H
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Past

ná-ká-ɗɩkɩ ́t-á-gʊ
1SGP-NEG-throw-FVP-NEG

Anterior

ná-kó-ɗikít-í-gʊ

Conditional

ná-kó-ɗikít-í

1SG-NEG-throw-FV.ANT-NEG
1SG-COND-throw-FV.NEG

The second person plural subject prefix má- and the third person plural subject

prefix ɓá- have an underlying H tone. This H tone is replaced by the prefixal L
tone of a TAM melody. The verb used to exemplify this is -pɩk- 'sway'. Compare

the surface tone on the subject prefixes na- '1SG' and ɓá- '3PL' in (7.28a, b and c).
TAM melody effect on the underlying H tone of the subject prefix is shown in the

following affirmative verb forms:
(7.28) Affirmative form
a.

b.

c.

FV

1SG na-

3PL ɓá-

-

na-pɩk-a

ɓá-pɩk-a

Past

-

H

-

na-ná-pɩk-á ɓá- ná-pɩk-á
ná-pɩk-a

ɓá-pɩk-a

Past (specific)

H

H

ná-pɩk-á

ɓá-pɩk-á

Subjunctive

H

H

ná-pɩk-ɩ ́

ɓá-pɩk-ɩ ́

Conditional

L

H

na-ka-pɩk-á ɓa-ka-pɩk-á

Future

Anterior
Inchoative

prefixal
-

H+L no-pik-í

o

-

ɓó-pik-í

In (a), the third person plural subject prefix surfaces with its underlying tone and
the first person singular prefix surfaces with the default L tone. In (b), the tone on
the subject prefix is the prefixal High tone of the TAM melody. The third person
plural subject prefix of the Conditional form in (c) shows that the underlying H

tone of the subject prefix is replaced by the prefixal L tone of the TAM melody.
Glosses of the above verb forms are:
(7.29)a. Future

Anterior
Inchoative

na-pɩk-a

ɓá-pɩk-a

1SG-sway-FV

3PL-sway-FV

no-pik-í

ɓó-pik-í

1SG-sway-FV.ANT

3PL-sway-FV.ANT

na-ná-pɩk-á

ɓá- ná-pɩk-á

1SG-INCH-sway-FV

3PL-INCH-sway-FV
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b.

Past

ná-pɩk-a

ɓá-pɩk-a

1SG -sway-FV

3PLP-sway-FV

P

Past (specific)

ná-pɩk-á

1SG -sway-FV
P

c.

ɓá-pɩk-á
P

3PLP-sway-FVP

Subjunctive

ná-pɩk-ɩ ́

ɓá-pɩk-ɩ ́

Conditional

na-ka-pɩk-á

ɓa-ka-pɩk-á

1SG-sway-FV.SUBJ

3PL-sway-FV.SUBJ

1SG-COND-sway-FV 3PL-COND-sway-FV

In the negative forms, the prefixal tone of the TAM melody is either High or Low.

In (7.30a), both the first person singular and the third person plural subject prefixes
surface with a H tone, whereas in (7.30b), the H tone of the third person plural

subject prefix is delinked by the prefixal L tone of the Subjunctive TAM melody.
TAM melody effect on the underlying H tone of the subject prefix is shown in the

following negative verb forms:
(7.30) Negative
a.

Future

3PL ɓá-

H

- ná-ká-pɩk-ɩ-gʊ

Past

H

H ná-ká-pɩk-á-gʊ

ɓá-ká-pɩk-á-gʊ

Conditional

H

H ná-kó-pik-í

ɓá-kó-pik-í

Anterior
b.

prefixal FV 1SG na-

Subjunctive

H
L

H ná-kó-pik-í-gʊ

ɓá-ká-pɩk-ɩ-gʊ
ɓá-kó-pik-í-gʊ

- na-ko-pik-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ ɓa-ko-pik-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

Glosses of the above verb forms are:
(7.31)a. Future

ná-ká-pɩk-ɩ-gʊ

ɓá-ká-pɩk-ɩ-gʊ

ná-ká-pɩk-á-gʊ

ɓá-ká-pɩk-á-gʊ

1SGP-NEG-sway-FVP-NEG

3PLP-NEG-sway-FVP-NEG

ná-kó-pik-í-gʊ

ɓá-kó-pik-í-gʊ

1SG-NEG-sway-FV.ANT-NEG

3PL-NEG-sway-FV.ANT-NEG

Conditional

ná-kó-pik-í

ɓá-kó-pik-í

Subjunctive

na-ko-pik-o-ní tɔ́-gʊ

ɓa-ko-pik-o-ní tɔ́-gʊ

INS-NEG

INS-NEG

Past
Anterior

b.

1SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEG

1SG-COND-sway-FV.NEG
1SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEGSUBJ

3PL-NEG-sway-FV-NEG

3PL-COND-sway-FV.NEG
3PL-NEG-sway-FV-NEGSUBJ
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Liko has five pairs of verbal forms distinguished only by tone contrasts. I will give
examples in (7.32).
The first pair is Past vs. Future. The Past has a TAM melody with prefixal H tone.
The Future has no TAM melody with H tones.

The second pair is Past vs. Past (specific). The Past has a TAM melody with
prefixal H tone, whereas the Past (specific) in addition has a H tone on the final
vowel.

The third pair is Subjunctive vs. Anterior aspect. The Subjunctive has a TAM
melody with prefixal H tone and a H tone on the final vowel, whereas Anterior

aspect has a TAM melody with a floating H tone preceding the final vowel and a L
tone on the final vowel.
The fourth pair, negative Anterior aspect vs. negative Future, differs in tone on the
verb-final vowel. Both have a TAM melody with a prefixal H tone, but the TAM
melody of negative Anterior aspect also has a H tone on the final vowel.

With respect to the third and fourth pairs, tone contrast is only found in [+ATR]
verb roots. If the verb root is [−ATR], the verb forms differ not only in tone, but

also in segments. The final vowel, in the case of Subjunctive or negative Future, is
-ɩ, whereas both Anterior and negative Anterior aspect take a final vowel -i. If the
verb root is [+ATR], the verb-final -ɩ of Subjunctive and negative Future

assimilates to the value of the verb root and is changed into -i. This means that in
the case of a [+ATR] root, the final vowels of Subjunctive, negative Future,
Anterior and negative Anterior are identical.
The fifth pair is Progressive aspect vs. Conditional. The Conditional has a TAM

melody with a prefixal L tone and a H tone on the final vowel. Progressive aspect
is marked by means of a suppletive form or an inflected form of the auxiliary -ik'be' with a L tone and the Infinitive form of the main verb with a H tone on the

final vowel. In speech, there is no pause between the auxiliary and the main verb
which causes the tone contrast.
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Examples of these pairs are (with the optional time adverbials in brackets)316:
(7.32) Grammatical tone contrasts in verb forms
a.

Past

nóɓínǒ (ndɩ)

'I danced'

b.

Past

nóɓínǒ (ndɩ)

'I danced'

c.

Anterior

noɓíni

'I danced'

d.

negative Anterior

nákóɓínígʊ

'I did not dance recently'

e.

Progressive

na kóɓínó

'I am dancing'

Future
Past (specific)
Subjunctive
negative Future
Conditional

noɓíno (ɓánʊ)
nóɓínó (ndɩ)
nóɓíní

'I will dance'
'I danced'
'that I dance'

nákóɓínigʊ (ɓánʊ) 'I will not dance'
nakoɓínó

'if I dance'

Glosses of the above verb forms are:
(7.33) Past

316

nó-ɓín-o

1SGP-dance-FV

Future

no-ɓín-o

1SG-dance-FV

Past (specific)

nó-ɓín-ó

1SGP-dance-FVP

Anterior

no-ɓín-i

1SG-dance-FV.ANT

Subjunctive

nó-ɓín-í

1SG-dance-FV.SUBJ

negative Anterior

ná-kó-ɓín-í-gʊ

1SG-NEG-dance-FV.ANT-NEG

negative Future

ná-kó-ɓín-i-gʊ

1SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEG

Progressive

na kó-ɓín-ó

1SG:be 9b-dance-FV

Conditional

na-ko-ɓín-ó

1SG-COND-dance-FV

Besides tone, the language uses post-verbal adverbials to indicate time reference, e.g.

ndɩ refers to the past and ɓánʊ refers to the future. Other forms that are segmentally

°H

identical are usually disambiguated by context, e.g. Subjunctive is often preceded by a form
of the verbs -ɓʊman- or -kwanan-, both mean 'ought to', or by the conjunction kyɛ́ 'in order

to', whereas Anterior aspect is not. The Progressive aspect and the Conditional are
orthographically distinguished by a space between the auxiliary and the main verb in the
case of Progressive.
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7.7 Tense and Aspect
In this book, tense and aspect are distinguished because in Liko, these two concepts
reflect different segmental, suprasegmental and grammatical marking as well as

semantic differences. Grammaticalized post-verbal time adverbials are related to

tense, in that they refer to a point in time. Prefixes in TA position and one of the
Post-FV suffixes are related to aspect. The Pluractional extension -ag- may have
aspectual use, as well as constructions consisting of the auxiliary 'to be' and the
main verb. Semantically, tense marking refers to a point in time, whereas aspect

marking expresses "internal temporal constituency" (Comrie 1985: 9, 6) quoted in
Nurse (2008:80).
It should be kept in mind that this distinction between tense and aspect, although

based primarily on the time adverbials and differences in their position in the verb
structure, does not imply that a given verb form in a certain context can always be
analysed as clearly reflecting aspect or tense. In some contexts, for instance,

Progressive aspect and the Insistive have developed into referring to a point in
time.
Following Nurse (2008)317, "situation" is used as a cover term for action, process,
state or event. The organization of this section is based on position in the verb
structure: it starts with post-verbal time adverbials, it continues from left to right

with the positions in the verb structure where tense and/or aspect is encoded and it
finishes with pre-verbal auxiliaries.

7.7.1

Post-verbal time adverbials

Liko marks tense using time adverbials, the verb-final vowel and a TAM melody on
the verb form. Table 29 lists these time adverbials with the point in time they refer
to.

317

Nurse refers to Comrie and Bybee et al. (Nurse 2008:316).
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Table 29 Time adverbials in tense marking
Time adverbial Reference from the deictic centre
ɓi

hodiernal or hesternal

°H

ndʊ́kʊ

a few days earlier than hesternal

ndɩ

earlier than about a week ago

°H

ɓánʊ

from tomorrow to the next few weeks

ndɛ́kɛ

later than the next few weeks

Gloss
P1
P2
P3
F2
F3

Reference to the past is generally expressed by °Hɓi or °Hndɩ, ndʊ́kʊ is rarely used.

The monosyllabic Past time adverbials °Hɓi or °Hndɩ have an initial floating H tone318
and may cliticise to the verb form or to an adverbial.319 When °Hɓi or °Hndɩ directly
follow a word, their floating H tone is either merged with the preceding H tone or
linked to the preceding L tone. A time adverbial referring to a point in time later

today is absent from Table 29: Liko employs the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ to refer to a
situation later today (F1), see 7.7.4.
Examples of reference to the past:
(7.34)a. nã-́ kɩ ́tag-ǒ320
ɓi no
1SGP:1.O-pass-FV

b.

P1

ngǔ

(í syéyikǔɓi)

with 9.force yesterday

'I surpassed him in strength (yesterday).'
ɓó-mbímb-ó

3PL -throw-FV
P

ndʊ́kʊ ma-tá-mʊ (a kʊ́wa pɔ́sɔ ɓémotí321)

P

6-stone-6

P2

it is thus one week

'They threw stones (last week).'
c.

á-sǎ

3SGP-abandon:FV

ndɩ li-gubó lá-ɓa-kpáká
P3

5-work

5.ASS-2+9-trap

'He abandoned working with traps.'
d.

á-pɩkɩt-ǎ

3SG -tighten-FV
P

'He set a trap.'

318
319

ndɩ kpáká
P3

9.trap

Notice that the disyllabic time adverbials have a H.L pattern.

For clarity, time adverbials are written as separate words in this book.

320

The final vowel of the verb form assimilates to the [+ATR] value of the time adverbial.

321

a kʊ́wa pɔ́sɔ ɓé-motí 3SG:be thus 1a.week 1.NUM-one.
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Of the three time adverbials with reference to the past, °Hɓi, ndʊ́kʊ and °Hndɩ, only
ndɩ can be followed by a temporal phrase pointing to a point in time longer than

°H

several weeks ago, for instance, a kʊ́wa syǎ ngá-sʊ sí-motí 3sg:be thus 7:year
7.NUM-one 'a year ago'.
Examples of time reference to the future:
(7.35)a. a-ɓak-a

ɓánʊ ɩ-zagǎ-sʊ

3SG-carve-FV

b.

19-arrow-19

F2

'He will carve an arrow.'
o-tígol-o

ɓánʊ wánʊ

3SG-stay-F

F2

here

'He will stay here.'
c.

ɓo-kó

ɓó-yíp-o

2-woman 3PL-hit-FV

ndɛ́kɛ ndáɓʊ

na

lɩ-tɔ́mbʊ́

9.house with 5-mud

F3

'The women will cover the house with mud (far future).'
d.

na-pɩkɩt-a

1SG-tighten-FV

ndɛ́kɛ kpáká wánʊ
F3

9.trap

here

'I will set a trap here (far future).'
A time adverbial referring to the future may be left out when, in the opinion of the
speaker or writer, the context sufficiently locates the situation in time, e.g. by
means of a temporal adverbial phrase:
(7.36)a. a-ɓak-a

ɩ-zagǎ-sʊ

na

lɩ ́-syɛ

3SG-carve-FV 19-arrow-19 with 5-day

li

5.DEM.III

nɩ ́-lɩ

COP-5.DEM.II

'He will carve an arrow today.'
b.

na-pɩkɩt-a

kpáká kú-mbúso wa-ɓyǎnga

1SG-tighten-FV 9.trap

17-back

17.ASS-8:year

ɓɩ ́-ɓǎ

8.NUM-two

'I will set a trap two years from now.'
With respect to the time adverbials referring to the past, °Hndɩ is used most

frequently. ndʊ́kʊ is only used when the speaker wants to specifically indicate that
he refers to a past which is close, but not recent. The time adverbial ndɛ́lɩ 'long ago'
can be added at the end of a clause when a Past time adverbial is present. It is not
included in Table 29, because it does not occur independently. With °Hndɩ, ndɛ́lɩ

refers to a long time ago; in combination with °Hɓi, ndɛ́lɩ refers to a point within the
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time frame of °Hɓi, i.e. from the sunrise of the day before the deictic centre until the
deictic centre. For example:
(7.37)a. wá-ɓak-á

2SGP-carve-FV

b.

ndɩ ɩ-zagǎ-sʊ
P3

ndɛ́lɩ

19-arrow-19 long ago

'You carved an arrow a long time ago.'
a-kupy-í-nǐ

ɓi

li-ɓúki

3SG-extort-FV.ANT-PFV

P1

5-parcel long ago

ndɛ́lɩ

'He has extorted a parcel some time ago.' (T2009.32)

7.7.2

TA position

Three morphemes occur in TA position: the Conditional prefix ka-, the Inchoative
aspect prefix -°Lná°L- and the negative Anterior 'not yet' prefix -na-. Morphemes
that establish a point in time do not occur in TA position in Liko.
a. The Conditional prefix ka-

Starting with the Conditional prefix ka-, examples are given here in order to show
this morpheme in TA position in affirmative (the first set) and negative forms (the
second one). The TAM melody has a prefixal L tone and a final-vowel H tone in

affirmative forms. In negative Conditional forms, the NEG position between SM
and TA is empty. The negative Conditional is marked by the final vowel -i and a
prefixal High and final-vowel High TAM melody. Time reference in a Conditional
is the present unless a time adverbial is used. For further description, I refer the
reader to 7.10.
(7.38) wa-ka-ɗɩkɩ ́t-á

2SG-COND-throw-FV

(7.39) wá-kó-ɗikít-í

2SG-COND-throw-FV:NEG

wa-ko-yúkúm-ó 2SG-COND-breathe-FV

'if you throw'

'if you breathe'
'if you do not throw'

wá-kó-yúkúm-í 2SG-COND-breathe-FV:NEG 'if you do not breathe'

Like other affixes with underlying /a/, the vowel of the Conditional prefix ka- is
changed into /o/ after the association with a dominant [+ATR] value.
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Textual examples include:
(7.40) wa-ka-pǎ322

nʊ-many-a

mándɛ́ kakɩ,́

a

2SG-COND-want:FV 1SG:2SG.O-show-FV 9.trail

3SG.POSS 3sg:be

ká

lɩ-kɔ̌

nɩ ́-lɔ́

ka-a-mbɔ̌kʊ́

Ódingó

PREP

5-spring

COP-5.DEM.I

GEN-1b-old

wá

there

person "Odingo"

'If you want, I show you his trail, it is there at that spring of old
Odingo.' (T2006.1)
(7.41) Ø-ko-bw-ǒ,

wá-tʊ́mb-a

ɩ-gbɔgbɔ̌

yá-lɩ-ɗakɩ ̌

3SG-COND-become big-FV 2SG-lift up-FV.INST 9a-s.th. worn 9.ASS-5-clay pot

'If it swells, lift up the worn clay pot.', literally, 's.th. worn of a clay pot'

(T2006.5)
(7.42) wa-ka-vǎ

mu-kó,

wa-mak-y-á

2SG-COND-take:FV 1-woman 2SG-put in-APPL-FV

ká
PREP

ndáɓʊ yi nɩ ́-yɔ́

9.house 9.DEM.III
COP-9.DEM.I

'If you marry a woman, you put her in that323 house.' (T2006.8)
b. The Inchoative aspect prefix -°Lná°L-

The next prefix in TA position is -°Lná°L-. The prefix -°Lná°L- indicates the beginning
of or entry into a state or situation. I will use the label Inchoative. In situations

without a context, a verb form with -°Lná°L- refers to the Present. When a verb form
with -°Lná°L- occurs in a subsequent clause in a narrative, the situation with -°Lná°Lis understood to occur within the time frame set in a preceding clause. Inchoative

-°Lná°L- always directly follows a subject prefix. There is no specific negative form.
Inchoative aspect has no TAM melody with H or L tones. Non-automatic downstep
occurs when the floating L tone(s) cannot merge with an adjacent identical tone,

see 4.6.5. No time adverbials are allowed to follow a verb form with the Inchoative
aspect prefix -°Lná°L-.

322

The surface LH tone on the final vowel in these three examples is the result of a CV-verb

with a L tone and the H tone of the Conditional TAM L.H melody which is associated with
the final vowel.
323

I.e. the house which the young man has built to prove that he is ready to be responsible

for a family.
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The following cases of Inchoative aspect -°Lná°L- exemplify the surface tones on the
verb form. The primary H tone of a verb following -°Lná°L- surfaces as non-

automatic downstepped High. The surface tone on the final vowel is High if the
preceding tone is Low, otherwise, the tone on the final vowel is Low, 4.6.6.
(7.43) a-ná-nzɩn-á

3SG-INCH-speak-FV 'he is about to speak'

a-nó- mbímb-o

3SG-INCH-throw-FV 'he is about to throw'

a-ná- ɩḱ ɩt-á

3SG-INCH-run-FV

a-nó-mbomboy-ó 3SG-INCH-doubt-FV 'he is about to doubt'
'he is about to flee'

Textual examples of the use of -°Lná°L- in TA position, indicating Inchoative aspect,
include:

(7.44) mo-zǐko má-nzʊ́yɩ
6-joint

kakɩ ́

má-sɩ

á-pʊng-a

kó-ɓúk-ó

6.ASS-9.body 3SG.POSS 6.ASS-all 3SG/PL -start-FV 9b-resonate-FV
P

ɓɛ́:

mbwóko-mbwóko, kánɩ ́ a-nó-dw-ǒ
áma ká-kpakyán-á
"mbwoko-mbwoko" when 3SG-INCH-move-FV or
9b-walk-FV

COMP

'All the joints of his body started to resonate: "Mbwoko-mbwoko",
when he started to move or walk.' (T2006.2)
(7.45) á-ngbát-a

ngúɗú ɓɛ́:

3SG -play-FV 9.drum
P

kó

pǐsi

PREP

9.path 2-animal

COMP

ngámá,

o-kw-í-ni.

1a.chief

3SG-die-FV.ANT-PFV

ɓa-nyamá ɓá- ní m-úus-ó

lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká
5-thing

3PL-INCH:REFL-ask-FV

lɩná

a

5.DEM.II 3sg:be

ɓɛ́:
COMP

pɩ ́yɛ ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?
thus

how

'He played the drum saying: "The chief has died." On the road the

animals started to ask themselves: "How did this happen?" (T2006.3)
Other examples of the use of Inchoative -°Lná°L- in narratives are given below, the

first is also from a story, the second from an instruction and the third from a piece
of advice given to girls:

(7.46) ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ nɩ ́-ɓɔ́
2-man

ɓá- níɓ-o

COP-2.DEM.I

ɓó-dog-ó-kú

ndɩ ɓá-sɩ,

3PLP-come:PLUR-FVP-DIR

P3

ma-kɔlɔ́ ko-Mbwoko

3PL-INCH:steal-FV 6-meat

GEN-"Mbwoko"

2.ASS-all

'All the men who came, started to steal the meat of Mbwoko.' (T2006.2)
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(7.47) wá-va

mbakʊ́,

wá-pʊng-a

kó-yikós-ó kʊ́wa

2SG-take:FV.INST 9.woman's knife 2SG-start-FV.INST 9b-turn-FV

kánɩ ́ wa-ná-matɩl-á

when 2SG-INCH-increase-FV 6-oil

ɓukú

8:burning piece of wood

thus

mo-lingó ma-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́,
6.ADJ-small

ɓɩ ́-dɔɓɔ

MOD-low

324

'Take a woman's knife, start turning [in the pot], while you are about to
add a little bit of palm oil, with the fire burning well.' (T2006.5)
(7.48) Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

a-dándá,

mʊ-tʊ́ wa-kɩtɩ ́tɩbyǎ

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 1b-lazybones 1-man

ka-ɓa-mbánzʊ́, kánɩ ́ a-nã-́
GEN-2-person

kámbwa

1.ASS-9.laughter before

ɩ ́sɩl-y-ǎ

when 3SG-INCH:1.O-seduce-APPL-FV

ɓɩ ́-wɛsɛ-wɛsɛ
MOD-soft

'Not a lazybones, [not] a person of laughing in front of people, when
she starts to seduce someone softly.' (T2006.9)
c. The negative Anterior 'not yet' prefix -na-

The third morpheme, -na-, is associated with 'not yet' in verb forms with negative
Anterior aspect. This is the only case in which both the NEG position and the TA
position are filled:

(7.49) tá-ká-na-pun-í-gʊ
ɓa-sʊ́kwá
1PL-NEG-yet-pick-FV.ANT-NEG 2-caterpillar
'We did not yet gather caterpillars.'

Other examples and a description of negative Anterior are given in 7.8.

7.7.3

Final vowel

a. Affirmative forms
The final vowel in affirmative verb forms is -a, -ɩ or -i.325 In a [+ATR] context, -a

is changed into -o and -ɩ is changed into -i. The final vowel in affirmative forms is
exemplified by the following [−ATR] verb forms:

324

bɩ ́dɔbɔ signifies a low sound, but can also mean 'functioning well'.

325

Across Bantu, -a neutral or indicative, -ɩ/-e subjunctive and -ile anterior/past are

frequent, -ɩ anterior/near past/stative is less common. (Nurse 2008:37, 38).
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(7.50)a. ná-tɩ ́b-a

1SGP-laugh-FV

'I laughed'

b.

na-tɩ ́b-a

1SG-laugh-FV

'I will laugh'

d.

na-ka-tɩ ́b-á 1SG-COND-laugh-FV 'if I laugh'

c.
e.
f.

g.

na ká-tɩ ́b-á 1SG-be 9b-laugh-FV 'I am laughing, I laugh'
tɩ ́b-á

laugh-FV.IMP

'laugh!'

ná-tɩ ́b-ɩ ́

1SG-laugh-FV.SUBJ

'that I laugh'

no-tíb-i

1SG-laugh-FV.ANT

'I laughed'

The final vowel -a marks Past (a), Future (b), Infinitive - (used in Progressive
aspect) (c), Conditional (d) and Imperative (e).326 The final vowel -ɩ encodes

Subjunctive (f), which is described in 7.9. [+ATR] dominant final vowel -i marks
Anterior aspect (g). All forms are optionally followed by a time adverbial (see
7.7.1).
The final vowel in (7.50a) has a L tone. With the Past (specific) TAM melody, the
final vowel -a has a H tone. "Past (specific)" indicates that the speaker explicitly

indicates that time reference is to the past. In the glosses, this is marked by means
of a superscript P with the final vowel: FVP.
The forms in (7.50a) and (7.50g) are translated with 'I laughed', because it is
difficult to capture Anterior aspect in English. Structurally (7.50a) nátɩ ́ba and
(7.50g) notíbi differ in two ways: the final vowel is different, -a vs. dominant

[+ATR] -i, and the TAM melody is different, prefixal High in (7.50a) vs. a TAM
melody with a floating H tone and a L tone on the final vowel in (7.50g). In notíbi

the TAM H tone has merged with the H tone of the verb -tɩ ́b-.327 With respect to cooccurrence with a time adverbial, (7.50a) nátɩ ́ba 'I laughed' occurs with all three

time adverbials that refer to the past: °Hɓi 'earlier today or yesterday', ndʊ́kʊ 'from
the day before yesterday to a week ago' and °Hndɩ 'earlier in the past than a week

326

One verb in my data does not have the final vowel -a: -gwí 'hold, grab', e.g. ná-gwí ndɩ

mu-sí 1SGP:1.O-hold:FVP P3 1-fish 'I caught a fish'.
327

If a -CVC- verb root has a primary L tone then the floating H tone of the Anterior TAM

melody is linked to the final vowel, see 7.6. In longer verb forms the floating H tone of this
TAM melody is associated with the penultimate vowel, e.g. noɗikíti
'throw').

'I threw' (-ɗɩkɩt-
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ago', whereas (7.50g) notíbi is found to occur with °Hɓi 'earlier today or yesterday'
in the majority of cases and occasionally with °Hndɩ.
(7.51)a. ná-nyʊ̌k-ǎ ndɩ 1SGP-fall-FV P3
ná-nyʊ̌k-ǒ

b.

328

'I fell'

ɓi 1SG -fall-FV P1

no-nyǔk-ǐ ɓi

'I fell recently'

P

'I fell recently'

1SG-fall-FV.ANT P1

nó-ɓín-ǎ ndɩ

1SG -dance-FV P3

'I danced'

nó-ɓín-ǒ ɓi

1SG -dance-FV P1

'I danced recently'

no-ɓín-ǐ ɓi

P
P

'I danced recently'

1SG-dance-FV.ANT P1

Verb forms may occur without a time adverbial if the context contains a reference
to a point in time. Passages in which the final vowel -i of Anterior aspect occurs,
show that the time reference is not necessarily to the recent past, but fits in with

the time frame of the context. In the following example, the clause with Anterior
aspect is part of a story and is followed by a clause with the Past time adverbial
ndɩ:

°H

(7.52) tukón-i

1PL:hear-FV.ANT

ásɩ

mó-ngóni

only

ɓó-sil-y-on-ǎ

3PLP-arrive-APPL-ASS-FV

má-ku-kwá-kʊ

6-news

ndɩ
P3

6.ASS-15-death-15

aká,

(…),

CT

ɓá-sɩ

2.ASS-all

'We heard ONLY THE NEWS OF THE DEATH, (...), they all came
together.' (T2006.3)

The Anterior aspect in combination with the Past time adverbial °Hndɩ:
(7.53) ngbíngó yi nɩ ́-nɔ̌ tík-óg-ǐ
1a.time 1.DEM.III

1PL:stay-PLUR-FV.ANT

COP-1.DEM.I

tá-mʊ́-ɓɩ ́ky-á ndɩ

kámbwa áka

1PLP-2PL.O-tell-FVP P3 17:front

only

ndɩ minó

kú kunú,

P3

there 2PL.POSS,

TRACE

ɓɛ́

ɓá-tí-gyogy-is-a-tʊ́ ndɛ́kɛ

COMP

3PL-1PL.O-sufferCAUS-FV-INS

F3

'The time that we stayed with you, we told you upfront: they will cause us
to suffer.' (translated 1 Thess. 3:4)

328

[+ATR] assimilation of the final vowel to the following [+ATR] time adverbial.
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This shows that the function of Anterior is not to refer to a recent point in time.
The point in time is set by means of a time adverbial (usually P1 °Hɓi) or it fits in

with the time frame of the context. In order to make the function of Anterior aspect
clearer, I will present some longer passages, including some texts translated by

Liko translators. It appears that in texts, verb forms with Anterior -i are followed
by other situations and that there is a relation between the Anterior and these

situations. For instance, tukóni 'we heard' in (7.52) results in coming together to
meet. In other words, the situation marked by the Anterior aspect final vowel -i is
relevant for a later situation. Nurse uses the label 'anterior' (ANT) for this aspect,
which I adopt in this book. In Nurse (2008), either the Present or a later state

results from an earlier sitation marked by Anterior aspect (mostly for stative verbs,
e.g. 'hear'), or the past situation marked by Anterior aspect is relevant for the later
situation (mostly for dynamic verbs). In (7.54), the giving is relevant for the fact
that the man ate the fruit:
(7.54) mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ á-sikisy-o
1-man

3SGP-answer-FV

mu-kó

yi

1-woman

1.DEM.III

ɓɛ́:
COMP

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

e-pí ɓi

wɛ́- pá ndɩ

2SGP:1SG.O-give-FVP P3

li-bumó li

3SG:1SG.O-give:FV.ANT P1 5-fruit

5.DEM.III

nɔ̌,

1.DEM.I

nɩ ́-lɔ́,

ná-ly-ǒ ɓi

COP-5.DEM.I

1SGP-eat-FV P1

'The man answered: "That woman who you gave to me, she gave
me this fruit recently, I ate recently." (translated Genesis 3:12)

The following example is also from the translated text of Genesis. The first
sentence sets the time reference in the past (°Hndɩ). In the second sentence,

ekpuɗíkú ɓi indicates that the situation occurred recently (°Hɓi) and that the action
described by the verb with the Anterior -i (come near) is relevant for the later
situation (have sex). The next situation is in the recent past (°Hɓi). The final

situations (leave and run away, narratives without a time adverbial) result from the
other situation in this passage with Anterior aspect, ukónǐ ɓi (hear).
(7.55) mbʊnyámɩ

ó-do-kú ndɩ

na

mu-ebalanía ɓɛ́

1a.husband:1SG.POSS 3SG -come:FV-DIR P3 with 1-hebrew
P

'My husband came with the Hebrew so that'

COMP
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á-tɩ ́m-ɩ ́n-ɩ ́

pǎyayá.

e-kpuɗ-í-kú ɓi

ɓɛ́

3SG-1PL.O-see-FV.SUBJ worthless 3SG:1SG.O-go near-FV.ANT-DIR P1

COMP

'he would look at us with disrespect. He came near so that'
tá-kpakyán-ɩ ́

na

ɩyɩ ́

ábɛ̌ mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ na

1PL-walk-FV.SUBJ with 1.PRO like 1-man

mu-kó,

and 1-woman

'we would walk with him like man and woman (i.e. we would have sex)'
lúkí lí-motí329

ná-kʊ́gw-ag-ǒ ɓi

pʊ́lʊ.

5:object 5.NUM-one 1SG -scream-PLUR-FV P1 hard
P

'but I screamed very hard. When he heard'
kánɩ ́ na

ká-kʊ́gw-ág-á

pʊlʊ́ na

when 1SG:be 9b-scream-PLUR-FV hard

'me screaming hard and calling,'
ɛ́-sa

na

ku-tú-ko

kakɩ,́

nɩ ́yɔ́

ukón-ǐ ɓi

when 3SG:hear-FV.ANT P1

ká-alɩ ́k-á,

1SG:be 9b-call-FV

á-pɩ ́kɩt-a

kú-nzi

3SG :1SG.O- with 15-clothes-15 3SG.POSS 3SG -run-FV 17-outside
P

P

abandon:FV

'he left me with his coat, he ran outside.' (translated Genesis 39:14,15)
The Anterior often co-occurs with the Perfective aspect suffix -ní.330 The following
example describes what sometimes happened at the time the circumcisors returned

to the village with the circumcised boys. When a boy had died (Anterior -i) during
the time in the forest after circumcision, it triggered the ritual of presenting an
anthill:

(7.56) Ø-kik-á ndɩ

nɩ331
́

míkakʊ́

o-kw-í-ni,

3SG-COND:be-FV P3 when 1a.child:2SG.POSS 3SG-die-FV.ANT-PFV

ɓa-sambá

ɓá-va

i-títí,

2-circumcisor 3PLP-take:FV 9a-anthill

ɓó-do-kú

noyú

3PLP-come-FV-DIR with:9.PRO

'If it happened, when your child had died, the circumcisors took an
anthill, they came with it towards [you].' (T2006.4)

The conclusion, a few sentences later in the text, has the regular Past form of the
verb 'die', because there is no further relevance (in the text):

329

lúkí límotí expresses the conjunction 'but'.

330

Anterior aspect in combination with Perfective aspect is further described in 7.7.4.

331

Short for kánɩ ́ 'when'.
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(7.57) wǐb-o

kʊ́wa ɓɛ́:

2SG:know-FV thus

mikǎmɩ

ó-kw-ó-ní ndɩ

1a.child:1SG.POSS 3SGP-die-FVP-PFV P3

COMP

'You will know thus: "My child has died." ' (T2006.4)

The result of an Anterior is usually expressed by a verb (a situation), but can also

be expressed by other word classes, such as a noun or a modifier as in the example
below:
(7.58) ɓó-mw-í-ni

ma-káná lɩ ́-ngʊnʊ́.

3PL-drink-FV.ANT-PFV 6-wine

5-truth

ɩ-kɩ ́

ɓʊ-tɔtɔ́

pɩ ́yɛ ? lɩ-bʊmá,

9a-what thus

ɓí-kyekyékyě

5-drunkenness 14-laughter

MOD-burst

of laughter

'They have drunk a lot of wine. What happened? Drunkenness, bursts
of laughter.' (T2006.1)

A specific use of Anterior aspect is asking for or introducing an explanation:
(7.59) kó bulyó ɩ-kɩ ́ yɔ́
PREP 9.reason

9.DEM.I

we-sum-íly-ǐ

ɓi

9a-what 2SG:1SG.O-hide-BENFV.ANT

P1

lɩ-gʊndʊ́ kakʊ́ ?
5-journey 2SG.POSS

'Why did you hide your journey from me?'
(7.60) no-gy-ǐ ɓi

ɓɛ́yɔ́

kyɛ́

nǒ ɓi

ká-ɓáng-á

1SG-do-FV.ANT P1 like this because 1SG:be P1 9b-be afraid-FV

'I did it because I was afraid.'
b. Negative forms

The final vowel in negative verb forms is exemplified by the verb -tɩ ́b- 'laugh':
(7.61)a. ná-ká-tɩ ́b-ɩ-gʊ

1SG-NEG-laugh-FV-NEG

b.

ná-ká-tɩ ́b-á-gʊ

1SGP-NEG-laugh-FVP-NEG

c.

na-ko-tíb-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ 1SG-NEG-laugh-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

d.

ná-kó-tíb-í

'I will not laugh'
'I did not laugh'
'that I not laugh'

'if I do not laugh'

1SG-COND-laugh-FV.NEG

Verbs
e.
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ná-kó-tíb-í-gʊ

1SG-NEG-laugh-FV.ANT-NEG

'I did not laugh'

f.

ná-ká-no-tíb-í-gʊ

1SG-NEG-yet-laugh-FV.ANT-NEG

'I did not yet laugh'
The negative Future (a) takes the final vowel -ɩ. The Past (b) and the negative

Subjunctive (c) take the final vowel -a. The negative Conditional (d) and the two
negative forms of Anterior aspect (e, f) are encoded by the [+ATR] dominant final
vowel -i. All forms are optionally followed by a time adverbial.

7.7.4

Post-FV position

The morphemes occurring in post-FV position in Liko are:
Table 30 Morphemes in post-FV position
Form Function
-ni
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-ní
-ní

-kú
-tɔ́
-nɔ

-gʊ

Plural Addressee

Gloss
ADDR

Perfective aspect

PFV

negative Subjunctive

NEGSUBJ

Directional

DIR

Insistive /

INS /

time reference: later today

F1

Supplicative
negative

SUPP
NEG

The application of the following criteria distinguishes the morphemes occurring in
post-FV position with respect to their contemporary status, as enclitic or suffix:
- does the morpheme attach phonologically to the verb form?
- does its value for [ATR] spread to the verb root?
The first five morphemes in post-FV position, -ni, -ní, -ní, -kú and -tɔ́, manifest
phonological attachment to the verb form, either by the effect of [+ATR]
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"The only morpheme occurring widely at post-final across Bantu is *-ni. (...) It is glossed

by Meeussen as 'plural imperative'." (Nurse 2008:39).
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dominance (-ni, -ní, -ní and -kú) on the verb form or by assimilation to the [+ATR]
feature of the verb (-tɔ́). The last two morphemes, -nɔ and -gʊ, do not assimilate to
[+ATR]. According to second criterion, the tɔ́, -nɔ and -gʊ are different from -ni,

-ní, -ní, and -kú, because the former three do not affect a verb root, they only affect
preceding affixes with non-high vowels. On the basis of these criteria, Plural

Addressee -ni, Perfective aspect -ní, negative Subjunctive -ní and Directional -kú

are analysed as post-FV suffixes, whereas the other morphemes are considered to
be enclitics.
The order in which post-FV suffixes and enclitics occur in affirmative verb forms
is:

(7.62) suffix 1

suffix 2

enclitic

Plural Addressee -ni Directional -kú Insistive -tɔ́
Perfective -ní

Supplicative -nɔ

Perfective aspect -ní is not attested together with Insistive -tɔ́ or Supplicative -nɔ.
The order in which post-FV suffixes and enclitics occur in negative verb forms is:
(7.63) mood

Indicative

suffix
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Directional -kú

Subjunctive negative -ní

enclitic 1

enclitic 2

negative -gʊ
Insistive -tɔ́ negative -gʊ

In negative forms, structures with more than one post-FV suffix have not been
attested. The negative Subjunctive may have the Post-FV suffix and three enclitics.
With the addition of the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ, the verb form can get a
specialized meaning (see 7.9.4).
In this section, the Plural Addressee suffix -ni, the Perfective aspect suffix -ní, the
Directional suffix -kú and the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ are presented in more detail.

Information on the negative Subjunctive suffix -ní and the negative enclitic -gʊ is
provided in 7.9.4. For the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ, I refer the reader to 7.9.2.
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Except the Conditional where the negated form takes the final vowel -i.
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a. The Plural Addressee suffix -ni
Post-FV -ni ([+ATR] dominant) occurs with the second person plural Imperative
and with the Hortative. It directly follows the final vowel, which is -a for

Imperatives, and -ɩ in the case of the Hortative334. I refer to it as the Plural
Addressee suffix.

2PL
(7.64) 2SG
verb-FV verb-FV-ADDR

1PL

1PL-verb-FV.SUBJ-ADDR

kpʊl-á

kpul-ó-ni

'rummage through!' tó-kpul-í-ni335
'wink!'

tó-kút-í-ni

sám-á

sóm-ó-ni

'open the mouth!'

tó-sóm-í-ni

kʊ́t-á

ɓín-ó

kút-ó-ni
ɓín-ó-ni

(7.65) ʊ-kʊ́l-á ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

'dance!'

tó-ɓín-í-ni

'untie the goats!'

2.O-untie-FV

u-kúl-ó-ni ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

2.O-untie-FV-ADDR

tú-kúl-í-ni ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL:2.O-untie-FV.SUBJ-ADDR 'let us untie the goats'

u-kúmb-ó ɓomíkí

'untie (pl) the goats!'
'carry the children!'

2.O-carry-FV

u-kúmb-ó-ni ɓomíkí 2.O-carry-FV-ADDR

'carry (pl) the children!'

tú-kúmb-í-ni ɓomíkí 1PL:2.O-carry-FV.SUBJ-ADDR 'let us carry the
children'

The gloss of the objects in these examples is ɓa-mɛ́mɩ ́ '2-goat', ɓo-míkí '2-child'.
An example of the use of the Plural Addressee suffix with the Hortative is:
(7.66) iɓúnú

2PL.PRO

iɓúnú

ɓo-likó

ooo, iɓúnú ɓa-má mákɩ
aaa,
2-Liko person "ooo" 2PL.PRO 2-brother:3SG.POSS "aaa"
ɓa-va

kʊ́

kǎmɩ

aaa,

2PL.PRO 2-clan member there 1SG.POSS "aaa"

to-gy-ǐ-ni

mo-gubó má-sɩ

1PL-do-FV.SUBJ-ADDR 6-work

334

The Hortative has the Subjunctive form followed by the Plural-Addressee suffix -ni, see

7.9.3.
335

6.ASS-all

Meaning: 'let us rummage through', other examples in this column: 'let us verb '.
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to-ɓungúsy-í-ni

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ íba

1PL-arrange-FV.SUBJ-ADDR 3-village

it means

tík-i

ɓɩ ́-nza

1PL:be-FV.SUBJ

MOD-good

that

'You Liko people "ooo", you his brothers "aaa", you there my clan
members "aaa", let us do all the work. Let us fix up the village so that we
would be well.' (T2006.7)

In a straight order, including the speaker and the people that are addressed, the first
person plural subject prefix may be used in combination with the Plural Addressee
-ni, e.g. zuzuk-ó-ni, togó-ni, wake up-FV-ADDR 1PL:go:FV-ADDR, 'wake up (pl), we
go!'.

b. The Perfective aspect suffix -ní
The Perfective aspect suffix -ní ([+ATR] dominant) occurs in Post-FV position and
indicates that a situation is complete. It occurs in constructions with or without a
Past time adverbial and in verb forms with Anterior aspect. Without a time

adverbial, the Perfective aspect suffix -ní refers to the past. In some specific
constructions, the situation expressed by a verb with the Perfective suffix -ní is set
in a time frame which refers to the future.

Examples of the Perfective aspect suffix -ní in Past forms:
(7.67) míso ã-́ píy-ó-ní
na lɩ-bʊmá
6:eye 3SG/PL :1.O-become dark-FV -PFV
P

with 5-drunkenness

P

ɓí-pi

MOD-black

'His eyes have become dark with drunkenness black.' (T2009.1)
(7.68) míso
6:eye

ú-húkw-ík-ó-ní
3SG/PL :2SG.O-open-NEUT-FV -PFV
P

P

ɓi

lɩkɩ ́ ?

P1

how

'How have the eyes been opened for you?' (translated John 9:10)
(7.69) ɓa-má mákɩ

Sengí

ɓó-sil-ó-ní

2-brother-3SG.POSS "Sengi" 3PL -arrive-FV -PFV
P

'Sengi's brothers have arrived in Likasi.'

P

ndɩ ká

Likási

P3

"Likasi"

PREP

Examples of the Perfective aspect suffix -ní combined with Anterior aspect:
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(7.70)a. a-kúl-i-ní

mɛ́mɩ ́

3SG:1.O-untie-FV.ANT-PFV 1a.goat

b.

'He has untied the goat.'
u-kúmb-i-ní

ɓo-míkí

3SG:2.O-car ry-FV.ANT-PFV 2-child

'She has carried the children.'
(7.71) mʊ-nzyʊ́kʊ a-tík-i-ní
1-ant

ká
PREP

ndɩ ɓata

3SG:1.O-send-FV.ANT-PFV

mɛ̌nɛ

dǎkɩ

P3

míkí

kʊ́

again 1a.child there

1a.blood brother 1a.s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS

'Ant has sent the child again there to his blood brother.' (T2007.8)
The H tone of the Perfective aspect suffix is changed into a L tone if it is preceded
by the Anterior aspect final vowel with a surface H tone, see 4.6.6. This final

vowel has a H tone when the floating High of the Anterior TAM melody cannot be
associated with the primary L tone of the verb, and it links to the final vowel

instead. The H tone on the final vowel of Anterior aspect causes the tone of the
Perfective aspect suffix to be changed into a L tone.
(7.72)a. o-pik-í-ni

3SG-sway-FV.ANT-PFV

b.

'He has swayed.'
a-viɗ-í-ni

mboɓú

3SG:1.O-flay-FV.ANT-PFV 1a.small rodent

c.

'He has flayed a small rodent.'
ǔ-pun-í-ni

ɓa-sʊ́kwá

3SG:2.O-pick-FV.ANT-PFV 2-caterpillar

'He has gathered caterpillars.'
(7.73) a-bɩlɩ ́

a-vǐ-ni

Lɩngʊ́tʊ

1b-demon 3SG:1.O-take:FV.ANT-PFV "Lɩngʊ́tʊ"

'Demon has married Star.' (T2009.12)
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(7.74) na-gy-a

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ kyɛ́

1SG-do-FV how

kɔ́kʊ́

o-my-í-nǐ

because 1a.chicken 3SG-swallow-FV.ANT-PFV

'What can I do because a chicken has picked?'

336

(T2008.7)

ɓi ?
P1

When the Perfective aspect suffix -ní occurs in combination with the Pluractional
extension -ag-, as in (7.75b), the interpretation is that the action described by the
verb happened in the past, lasted for some time and is complete. Progressive
aspect, which also indicates a situation which lasts for some time, cannot be

combined with the Perfective aspect suffix -ní, neither as in (7.75c), nor if the
auxiliary has the Perfective aspect suffix as in (7.75d).
(7.75)a. ó-mbímb-ó-ní

ma-tá-mʊ 'he has thrown stones'

3SGP-throw-FVP-PFV

b.

6-stone-6

ó-mbímb-óg-ó-ní

3SG -throw-PLUR-FV -PFV
P

P

ma-tá-mʊ 'he has thrown stones for some
6-stone-6

c.

*ǎ ndɩ kó-mbímb-ó-ní

ma-tá-mʊ

d.

*ík-ó-ni337 kó-mbímb-ó

ma-tá-mʊ

time (and stopped)'

3SG:be-FV P3 9b-throw-FV-PFV 6-stone-6
3SG:be-FV-PFV 9b-throw-FV

6-stone-6

Interpretating a verb form with the Perfective suffix -ní as a situation which will be
complete in the future is only possible if the context provides a time frame which
refers to the future. Perfective aspect in this case is usually used in combination

with Anterior aspect. In the examples below, the adverbial phrase and the Future
form of the verb 'to be' set the time frame in the future.
(7.76) kámbwa ábɛ mɔ́nɩ ́ ó-gw-ǐ,
17:front
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like 9.sun

3SG-fall-FV.ANT

I.e. Is it my fault that a chicken picked? It behaves according to its nature. In the story, it

concerns a bead of a special necklace, which a friend's chicken has picked.
337

íkóni 3SG:be-PFV by itself is not ungrammatical, it means 'he has been' with the

understanding that the situation is complete.
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nik-o

kánɩ ́, no-fum-í-ni

1SG:be-FV when

ɩ-ngbɔ́lɔ́

1SG-moor-FV.ANT-PFV 9a-dugout

'Before sunset, if possible, I will have moored the dugout.'
(7.77) pɔ́sɔ

1a.week

mu-kó

nɩ ́-yɔ́

a

COP-9.DEM.I

ik-o

1-woman 3SG:be-FV

kó-do-kú

3SG:be 9b-come:FV-DIR

ɓánʊ kánɩ ́ o-píkít-i-ní

when 3SG-run-FV.ANT-PFV

F2

'Next week, the woman will have fled.'
c. The Directional suffix -kú
The Post-FV suffix -kú indicates that the agent moves towards or is close to the

deictic centre in performing the action described by the verb. A morpheme which
can be used to refer to an agent moving away from the deictic centre is not

attested. In other words, Liko has no itive marking. Because -kú has wider used
than only ventive, the label Directional is used. The suffix -kú is not related to or

derived from the verb 'come' (in Liko -da-). Almost always when -da- is used, it is
cliticised with -kú: kó-do-kú, 9b-come:FV-DIR, 'to come'. For example:
(7.78) o-do-kú

3SG-come:FV-DIR

ká

pa338

PREP

9.area 9.ASS-shining

yá-ngba

'He will come to a neat courtyard.' (T2006.9)
(7.79) ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓá-pʊng-ǎ
2-man

3PL -start-FV
P

ndɩ kó-dog-ó-kú
P3

9b-come:PLUR-FV-DIR

ɓɛ́

ɓá- sʊ́ng-ɩ ́

Lɩngʊ́tʊ

COMP

3PL:1.O-give a dot-FV.SUBJ "Lɩngʊ́tʊ"

'The men started to arrive so that they would give a dot for Star.' 339

(T2009.12)

The Directional suffix kú- occurs with many different verbs, including negative
forms:

338

The H tone of the LH contour merges with the following High.

339

lɩ-ngʊ́tʊ means '5-star'.
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(7.80) ngʊyá

Ø-kó-tígól-ó-kú-gʊ̌

1a.warthog 3SG -NEG-stay-FV -DIR-NEG
P

P

ndɩ ká

nékú

P3

9.cassava

PREP

'Warthog did not stay at the cassava.' (T2006.3)
(7.81) tá-pʊng-a

kʊ́wa kám-ɩn-a340

1PL-start-FV thus

saɓǔni

kó-ful-ó-kú

9b:1.O-see-FV 1a.soap bar 9b-swell-FV-DIR

'We start to see the soap bar swell.' (T2006.5)
(7.82) ú-ɓíky-o-kú

ɓa-bǎkɩ

na

ɓa-má mákɩ

ɓá-sɩ

3SG :2.O-say-FV-DIR 2-father:3SG.POSS and 2-brother:3SG.POSS 2ASS-all
P

'He told all his fathers and his brothers.' (T2006.2)
d. The Insistive enclitic -tɔ́

The primary use of post-FV enclitic -tɔ́ is to emphasize or insist on the situation of
the verb. Due to phonological processes (in particular ATR vowel harmony and
vowel-height dissimilation, see 3.2.4.2), the surface form of this enclitic is

usually -tó or -tʊ́. The underlying H tone of this enclitic is changed into a L tone,
when it occurs word-finally and follows a H tone, see 4.6.6.

The following three structures all mean 'I extinguished the fire', but with the
Insistive enclitic -tɔ́, a speaker indicates that he actually did extinguish the fire.
(7.83) nó-lím-ó ɓukú

1SGP-put out-FVP 8:burning piece of wood

nó-lím-á-tʊ ɓukú 1SGP-put out-FVP-INS 8:burning piece of wood
no-lím-i-tó ɓukú 1SG-put out-FV.ANT-INS 8:burning piece of wood

The Insistive enclitic also occurs in structures in which reference is made to the
future. When a young girl tells her father: "I want to go to Bole-Bole (the gold

mine in the Liko area)." and her father does not believe her, the girl may reply:

340

Expected would be a H tone on the final vowel (Infinitive TAM melody), but the Liko

consultants affirm that the verb -ɩn- 'see' has surface L tones when the form contains the
class 1 object prefix.
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(7.84) wa-sangal-a-tʊ́

ɓánʊ

2SG-surprise-FV-INS

F2

'You will certainly be surprised!'
In the context of a father talking to his son about the possibility to contribute to the
bride price in the future:

(7.85) ká syǎ ngá-sʊ si nɩ ́-sɔ́,
PREP 7:year-7

7.DEM.III COP-7.DEM.I

wa-va-tʊ́

2SG:1.O-take:FV-INS

ɓánʊ mu-kó

1-woman

F2

yi

1.DEM.III

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

'In that year, you will certainly marry that woman.'
The Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ is also used frequently in combination with Imperatives,
e.g. in the following two cases, affirmative and negative, from the text about a very
good hunter:

(7.86) wa-ság-á-tʊ

ká-ǐ-monís-ó

lúgo

2SG-abandon:PLUR-FV-INS 9b-REFL-show:CAUS-FV 9.middle

ka-ɓa-ɓɛngɛ́nɩ ́
GEN-2-other

ɓɛ́yɔ́

person like that

'Stop boasting like that among other people!' (T2006.1)
(7.87) ká
PREP

yigǒkú

kakʊ́

wa-kíkwe-ní-to

kú-mbúso

9a:return 2SG.POSS 2SG-NEG:look:FV- NEGSUBJ-INS 17-back

'When you return do not look back!' (T2006.1)

The other use of post-FV enclitic -tɔ́ is to refer to a point in time in the near future,
in particular later today, e.g. (7.88a). The primary meaning of -tɔ́ without a time
adverbial is that the speaker is referring to a situation which will happen later

today. I assume that this has been a new development from the Insistive. When
post-FV enclitic -tɔ́ is used with an Imperative or in a structure in which reference
to the past or the future is indicated, the only interpretation is that of adding
emphasis to the situation expressed by the verb, e.g. (7.88b, c):
(7.88)a. a-ɓak-a-tʊ́

ɩ-zagǎ-sʊ

3SG-carve-FV-INS.F1 19-arrow-19

'He will carve an arrow later today.'
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b.

c.

a-ɓak-a-tʊ́

ɓánʊ ɩ-zagǎ-sʊ

3SG-carve-FV-INS

F2

19-arrow-19

'He will certainly carve an arrow.'
á-ɓak-á-tʊ̌

ndɩ ɩ-zagǎ-sʊ

3SG -carve-FV -INS
P

P

P3

19-arrow-19

'He certainly carved an arrow.'

7.7.5

Auxiliaries

The main auxiliary used is the verb -ik- 'be'. Structures containing an inflected
form of -ik- 'be' followed by the Infinitive form of the main verb, indicate

Progressive aspect. Progressive means that the action, which takes some time, is

taking place at this moment or at the moment of reference. The auxiliary has tense
and aspect morphology and can be negated. Object marking and extensions are
found on the main verb.
(7.89) nik-o341

ká-kpakyán-á ɓɩ ́-wɛsɛ

1SG:be-FV 9b-travel-FV

MOD-soft

'I will be travelling slowly.'
The verb -ik- is irregular in that it has two forms, the verb root and zero. The verb
root -ik- is used for all tenses, aspects and moods, except indicative Present and

Past (see 7.13). Past forms show that there is no complete verb form, including a
final vowel, because the H prefixal tone of the Past TAM melody on the subject

prefix is missing (7.90b) where the tone on nǎ is LH preceding the time adverbial
ndɩ. This means that nǎ cannot be analysed as 1SG:zero root:FV. The subject

°H

prefix na- and the other subject prefixes are assumed to be suppletive forms with
verbal properties. They can be followed by a time adverbial and they occur in

constructions with an Infinitive. In the negative Present and Past (7.90c), the empty
verb-root position is preceded by the negative prefix ká- and followed by the final
vowel -ɩ (see the next section on Negation). In the absence of segmental material

between prefix ká- and final vowel -ɩ, the vowels are subject to height coalescence,
which results in -kɛ́-. In the matrix form, the first person singular subject prefix ná-

341

/na-ik-o/ '1SG-be-FV'.
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and the negative enclitic -gʊ are present. Because -ik- occurs elsewhere in the
paradigm, it is assumed that the verb root in the negative indicative Present and
Past is zero.

(7.90)a. na

ká-sɩ ́ɗ-á

mʊ-kɔkɔ́-mʊ má-lɩ-kɛ̌

1SG:be 9b-step over-FV 3-trunk-3

3.ASS-5-tree, sp.

'I am stepping over the trunk of a tree.'
b.

nǎ

ndɩ ká-lʊ́mb-á ká

1SG:be

P3

9b-pray-FV

PREP

'I was praying in the church.'

c.

ná-kɛ́-gʊ342

kám-ɩn-a

ndáɓʊ

9.house

ko-Kúnzi

GEN-1a.God

pápá

1SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 9b:1.O-see-FV 1a.shrew

'I am not seeing the shrew.'
Other examples of auxiliary 'to be' in Progressive aspect include:
(7.91) Sɔ́dʊ

a

ká-ɩnd-á ká

"Sɔdʊ" 3SG:be 9b-go-FV

PREP

mu-kó

1-woman

'Sɔdʊ is going to the woman.' (T2006.2)
(7.92) tíko

yɔ́

a

ká-tɩ ́-tʊngbʊ́l-ág-á

9.field 9.DEM.I 3SG:be 9b-1PL.O-support-PLUR-FV

ɓa-mápʊmʊ́

ká
PREP

ɓá-gɔgɔ

2-family need 2.ASS-other

'The field is supporting us regarding other needs.' (T2006.7)
(7.93) ǎ
3SG:be

ndɩ ásɩ
P3

ká-ngbát-á li-kembé

only 9b-play-FV

5-thumb piano

áka
CT

'He was PLAYING THE THUMB PIANO ALL THE TIME.' (T2006.2)
In Liko texts and in speech, the form kɛ́gʊ frequently occurs. This is the negative
form of the verb -ik- 'be', underlyingly /Ø-ká-Ø-ɩ-gʊ/ 3SG-NEG-be-FV-NEG:343

342

/ná-ká-∅-ɩ-gʊ/ '1SG-NEG-be-FV-NEG'.

343

Augustin (2010:29) posits kɛ́gʊ as invariable adverbial 'not'.
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(7.94)a. kínili

yɩ ́bɩbǎ

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

yá-nza

that is why 9a:pride 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 9.ASS-good

b.

'That is why pride is not good.' (T2006.1)
Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

na

kʊ-ɓɔ́ ʊ́-kɔ kʊ-ndǎ

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG with 15-arm-15

15.ADJ-long

'She is not with a long arm', i.e. someone who steals (T2006.9)
To express negation of Progressive aspect, the negative form of auxiliary -ik- 'be'
in Past (7.95a), Present (7.95b) and Future (7.95c) is used:
(7.95)a. ná-kɛ́-gʊ̌ ndɩ ká-ɩn-á
b.

1SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG P3 9b-see-FV

'I was not seeing.'
ná-kɛ́-gʊ ká-ɩn-á

1SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 9b-see-FV

'I am not seeing.'
c.

ná-kík-i-gʊ ká-ɩn-á

1SG-NEG:be-FV.NEG-NEG 9b-see-FV

'I will not be seeing.'

The Past and the Present have the zero root, while the verb root -ik- is present in

the Future form in the above examples. In (a) and (b), height coalescence applies to
the sequence of the vowel of the negative prefix ka- and the final vowel (see 3.3.2).
In (c), the sequence of the vowel of the negative prefix ka- undergoes V1-elision
preceding a vowel-initial root (see 3.3.1).
Another example is:
(7.96) Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

ká-ɩ ̌m-ʊkán-á

nzǎ

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 9b-REFL-hear-FV 9.hunger

'He is not feeling hungry.' (T2006.2)

In negative clauses, stative verbs like -ib- 'know' and -pa- 'like' are often preceded

by the negative form of auxiliary -ik- 'be', e.g. ɓá-kɛ́-gʊ̌ ndɩ ká-ib-ó, 3PL-NEG:be:FVNEG P3 9b-know-FV, 'they

did not know' and míkí Ø-kɛ́-gʊ̌ ndɩ ká-pǎ kó-ɓúk-ó,

1a.child 3SG -NEG:be:FV-NEG P3 9b-like-FV 9b-answer-FV, 'the child did not want to
answer'.

The combination of the Present form of auxiliary -ik- and an Infinitive can be used
to refer to the present, without the connotation that the situation is in progress.
Thus the alternative translation of (7.90a) is 'I step over the trunk of the tree.'
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(7.97) ɓá

kó-mbímb-ó lɩ-tá-lʊ

3PL:be 9b-throw-FV

mbɩya wánʊ344

5-stone-5 new

here

'They throw a stone right now.'

Following a High-toned suppletive form of the auxiliary, the tone of the class 9b
prefix is changed into a non-automatic downstepped H tone, caused by the floating
L tone at the boundary of an auxiliary and an Infinitive, see 4.6.5.

If the duration of the action, taking place at this moment, is important, the auxiliary
takes the Pluractional extension -ag- as in (7.98a). The auxiliary -ik- cannot have
Perfective aspect (7.98b):
(7.98)a. ɓí-kog-o

ká-kɩ ́s-á

pǐsi

3PL-be:PLUR-FV 9b-look for-FV 9.road

'They have been looking for the road (for some time now).'
b.

*ɓík-ó-ni

ká- kóng-ó

séléngúndé

3PL :be-FV -PFV 9b:1.O-roast-FV 1a.peanut
P

P

*ɓík-i-ní

ká- kóng-ó

séléngúndé

3PL:be-FV.ANT-PFV 9b:1.O-roast-FV 1a.peanut

Int. 'They have been roasting peanuts.'

Other auxiliaries with aspectual use are -ɗɩ ́kɩ- 'start, be first', -pʊng- 'start', -ma'finish' and -sá- 'stop'. They are used to indicate the start or the end of a situation.
The main verb, which follows the auxiliary or a time adverbial, has the Infinitive
form:

(7.99)a. á-ɗɩ ́ky-ǎ

ndɩ kó-sil-ó

3SG -be first-FV
P

b.

P3

9b-arrive-FV

ká

mbʊ́kʊ

PREP

9.grave

'He was first to arrive at the grave.' (translated John 20:8)
ó-muk-o

má-sʊ́,

á-pʊng-a

ká-lut-ó

Dingopoyó

3SGP-pull out-FV 6-spring 3SGP-start-FV 9b:1.O-pull-FV "Dingopoyo"

c.

'He pulled out the spring, he started to pull Dingopoyo.' (T2006.1)
á-mǎ

3SGP-finish:FV

ndɩ ká-ɓɩ ́ky-á lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká nɩ ́-lɔ́
P3

9b-say-FV

'He finished to say that thing.'

344

mbɩya wánʊ means 'now'.

5-thing

COP-5.DEM.I
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d.

ɓá-sǎ

ndɩ ká-bʊm-á

3PL -stop:FV

P3

P

mʊ-mbánzʊ́

9b:1.O-hit-FV 1-person

'They stopped to hit the man.'

7.8 Negation (NEG, final vowel and post-FV position)
Negation is marked by means of a combination of the negative prefix ka- in NEG

position, by a specific final vowel, by post-FV enclitics and by tone. The following
combinations are attested:
(7.100) NEG FV Post-FV
a.

ka-

TAM melody345

b.

ka-

-gʊ

prefixal H tone and H tone on the final vowel

d.

ka-

-ní-to /

prefixal L tone

c.

-ɩ
-í

-gʊ

prefixal H tone

prefixal H tone and H tone on the final vowel

-ní ɔ́-gʊ

(7.100a), ka-+-ɩ+-gʊ, marks the negative Future verb forms. Examples for
[−ATR] and [+ATR] verb roots are:

(7.101)a. wá-ká-pɩk-ɩ-gʊ ɓánʊ346 2SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEG F2

'you will not sway'

b.

'you will not dance'

wá-kó-ɓín-i-gʊ ɓánʊ

2SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEG F2

Without a time adverbial, these forms refer to the present or to the future,
depending on the context:

(7.102)a. wá-ká-pɩk-ɩ-gʊ 2SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEG
b.

'you do/will not sway'

wá-kó-ɓín-i-gʊ 2SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEG 'you do/will not dance'

These forms can also be followed by the Past time adverbial °Hndɩ, in which case
inability in the past is expressed:

(7.103)a. wá-ká-pɩk-ɩ-gʊ̌ ndɩ 2SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEG P3
b.

'you could not sway'

wá-kó-ɓín-i-gʊ̌ ndɩ 2SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEG P3 'you could not dance'

345

For TAM melodies, see 7.6.

346

Or ndɛ́kɛ, F3, 'later than the next few weeks'.
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(7.100b), ka- + -gʊ, with no change in final vowel compared to the affirmative
form, is used to encode the negative Past and Anterior. Examples of the negative
Past are:

(7.104)a. wá-ká-pɩk-á-gʊ 2SGP-NEG-sway-FVP-NEG
b.

'you did not sway'

wá-kó-ɓín-á-gʊ 2SG -NEG-dance-FV -NEG
P

'you did not dance'

P

Examples of the negative Anterior are:
(7.105)a. wá-kó-pik-í-gʊ 2SG-NEG-sway-FV.ANT-NEG
b.

'you did not sway'

wá-kó-ɓín-í-gʊ 2SG-NEG-dance-FV.ANT-NEG 'you did not dance'

With respect to the two possible negations of the Anterior aspect, (7.105) and
(7.106b) indicate that the situation has not come about at present, whereas (7.106c),
with -na- in TA position, includes the possibility that the situation may occur in the
future:
(7.106)a. no-pik-í
b.
c.

1sg-sway-FV.ANT

'I swayed'

no-ɓín-i

1sg-dance-FV.ANT

'I danced'

ná-kó-pik-í-gʊ

1SG-NEG-sway-FV.ANT-NEG

'I did not sway'

ná-kó-ɓín-í-gʊ

1SG-NEG-dance-FV.ANT-NEG

ná-ká-no-pik-í-gʊ 1SG-NEG-yet-sway-FV.ANT-NEG

'I did not dance'
'I did not yet sway'

ná-ká-no-ɓín-í-gʊ 1SG-NEG-yet-dance-FV.ANT-NEG 'I did not yet dance'
Nurse (2008:197-9) presents examples in other Bantu languages where something
similar is reported. The presence of two distinct forms means that Liko has

"grammaticalized a two-way distinction between 'not at any point in the past' and
'not in the past but might in the future'." (Nurse 2008:200). In this specific negative
Anterior form, H-tone spreading from the H tone on the final vowel does not
happen, whereas HTS does apply from the H tone of the leftmost prefix. As

(7.107) shows, the morphemes between the first CV-syllable of the verb root and
the final vowel surface with a L tone:
(7.107)a. ná-ká-nò-ɗìkìt-í-gʊ̀
1SG-NEG-yet-throw-FV.ANT-NEG
'I did not yet throw'

b.

ná-ká-nò-yúkùm-í-gʊ̀
1SG-NEG-yet-breathe-FV.ANT-NEG
'I did not yet breathe'
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(7.100c), negative marking with a combination of the final vowel -i ([+ATR]
dominant) and the prefixal High and final-vowel High TAM melody, is used to

distinguish the negative from the affirmative Conditional. In the examples below,
first the negative form is given, followed by an affirmative one:
(7.108)a. wá-kó-pik-í 2SG-COND-sway-FV.NEG
b.

'if you do not sway'

wa-ka-pɩk-á 2SG-COND-sway-FV

'if you sway'

wa-ko-ɓín-ó 2SG-COND-dance-FV

'if you dance'

wá-kó-ɓín-í 2SG-COND-dance-FV.NEG 'if you do not dance'

Finally, (7.100d), ka+-ní-to, or ka+ -ní tɔ́-gʊ, is found in the negative

Subjunctive forms. The negative Subjunctive is also used as the negative
Imperative.

(7.109)a. wa-ko-pik-o-ní-to
wa-ko-pik-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ
b.

2SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS
2SG-NEG-sway-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

'that you not sway' / 'Do not sway!'
wa-ko-ɓín-o-ní-to

2SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS

wa-ko-ɓín-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

2SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

'that you not dance' / 'Do not dance!'

7.9 Subjunctive, Imperative and Hortative
Subjunctive, Imperative and Hortative are commonly categorized as mood. Mood
relates the speaker's attitude toward the situation or the speaker's commitment to
the probability that the situation is true (Payne 2003:234). In the following

sections, Subjunctive, Imperative and Hortative are presented. Subjunctive,
Imperative and Hortative share one negative form.

7.9.1

Subjunctive

Subjunctives are marked by the final vowel -ɩ and a prefixal High and final-vowel
High TAM melody. Semantically they indicate a situation which does not occur in
reality, but may come about or might have come about. Time adverbials may be
used to locate the situation in time. The most common are ndɛ́kɛ (later than the
next few weeks) and °Hɓi (earlier today or yesterday).
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Examples of Subjunctive forms are:
(7.110)a. ɓá-pɩk-ɩ ́
b.

'that they sway'

3PL-sway-FV.SUBJ

ná-ɗɩkɩ ́t-ɩ ́

1SG-throw-FV.SUBJ

'that I throw'

ɓó-ɓín-í

3PL-dance-FV.SUBJ

'that they dance'

nó-yúkúm-í 1SG-breathe-FV.SUBJ

'that I breathe'

In (b), the Subjunctive final vowel -ɩ has assimilated to the [+ATR] value of the
verb.

Subjunctives are found most frequently in subordinate clauses following the
complementizer ɓɛ́ or following verbs of obligation. Subjunctives used in these

constructions do not assert that a situation will or did happen, but express an order
phrased in indirect speech, or indicate a wish or a particular purpose. Less common
are Subjunctives preceded by kyɛ́ 'in order to' or Subjunctives occurring as the
single element of a subordinate clause (e.g. 7.117).
Examples of Subjunctives in subordinate object clauses expressing orders are:
(7.111) a-bɩlɩ ́
ã-́ ɓɩ ́ky-a
ɓɛ́
ó-kúmb-í
1b-demon 3SGP:1.O-tell-FV

3SG-carry-FV.SUBJ

COMP

'Demon told him that he should carry [it] on his back.' (T2009.18)
(7.112) sukopí

no

gbukó ɓɛ́

1a.leopard with 1a.rat

COMP

ɩ ́nd-ɩ ́

ká-kɩ ́s-á

bʊ̌bʊnzá

3SG:go-FV.SUBJ 9b-search-FV 9.rotten

mushroom

'Leopard [said] to rat that he should go to find rotten mushrooms.'

(T2006.3)

Examples of Subjunctives in subordinate object clauses expressing wishes are:
(7.113) na ká-pa

1sg:be 9b-like:FV

ɓɛ́

á-dʊnd-ɩ ́

COMP

3SG-touch-FV.SUBJ 15-clothes-15

'I want that he would touch the garment.'

ku-tú-ko
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(7.114) Ø-kó-pǎ-gʊ

gʊtʊ́gʊ ɓɛ́

3SGP-NEG-like:FVP-NEG even

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ ó-sy-i-kú347
1-man

COMP

3SG-come downFV.SUBJ-DIR

'She did not even want that the man would come down.' (T2006.10)
Examples of Subjunctives in subordinate clauses expressing purpose are:
(7.115) á-bis-á

3SG :1.O-put-FV
P

ndɩ gbukó ɓɛ́
P

1a.rat

P3

á-ɓʊ́nd-ág-ɩ ́

COMP

tíko

3SG-await-PLUR-FV.SUBJ 9.field

'He put rat [there], so that he would watch over the field.' (T2006.3)
(7.116) mʊ-nzyʊ́kʊ a-tík-i-ní
1-ant

ndɩ ɓata

3SG:1.O-send-FV.ANT-PFV

ka-mɛ̌nɛ

dǎkɩ

GEN-1a.blood

P3

brother 1a.s.o. of

míkí

kʊ́

again 1a.child there

ɓɛ́

ã-́ pɩ ́

COMP

3SG:1.O-give:FV.SUBJ

same age:3SG.POSS

ku-nékú

kyɛ́

ʊ́-ly-ɩ ́

nokú

ɓa-sʊ́kwá

15-manioc in order to 3SG:2.O-eat-FV.SUBJ with it 2-caterpillar

'Ant has sent the child again, there to his blood brother, that he give him
manioc so that he would eat caterpillars with it.' (T2007.8)
(7.117) im-ig-ís-y-ó-kú

líso

kǎmɩ,

nɩ ́g-ɩ ́

1SG.O-return-CAUS-APPL-FV.IMP-DIR 5:eye 1SG.POSS 1SG:return-FV.SUBJ

'Give me back my eye, so that I return.' (T2006.10)
(7.118) ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓá-kɩngɩl-ag-ǎ
2-man

3PLP-try-PLUR-FV

ndɩ gʊtʊ́gʊ
P3

even

ɓɛ́

ɓó-lub-ǒg-í

ma-sɩkɩɗángɩ ́

COMP

3PL-plunge-PLUR-FV.SUBJ 6-fish hook

'The men even tried to fish.', literally, 'that they plunge fish hooks'

(T2009.21)

347

The H tone of the Subjunctive TAM melody is not realized on the final vowel, but has

merged with the H tone on the following enclitic.
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The Subjunctive final vowel -ɩ may be followed by the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ. In
the example below, the subject of the verb -ɓɩ ́kɩ- 'say' in the main clause is the

leopard. The first person singular subject of the Subjunctive in the subordinate
clause is the person who tells the story. Leopard wishes that this man would
release him:

(7.119) na-tókóny-i

sukopí

1SG-find-FV.ANT 1a.leopard

nã-́ úk-ús-í-nɔ

ká

kpáká, ɛ́- ɓɩ ́ky-a

PREP

9.trap

3SG :1SG.O-tell-FV
P

ɓɛ́
COMP

ɓáka

1SG:1.O-heal-CAUS-FV.SUBJ-SUPP

please

'I found Leopard in a trap, he said to me that I please save him.'

(T2008.5)

In the next example, the speaker wishes that the men he is talking to would chase
away a spell. The Subjunctive in the subordinate clause has a third person plural
subject, the desired agents of the action.
(7.120) nu-ɓíky-ǐ
1SG-tell-FV.ANT

ɓó-kpumy-í-nɔ

ɓi

ɓa-ɓɩɓyá

P1

2-follower 2SG.POSS attention
ɓáka

kakʊ́

ámbɛ

lɩ-lɩmbá li

3PL-chase-FV.SUBJ-SUPP please 5-spell

5.DEM.III

nɩ ́-lɔ́
COP-5.DEM.I

'I said to your followers, hear! they please chase away this spell.'

(translated Mark 9:18)

Verbs expressing obligation which are followed by a Subjunctive are the deontic
operators -kwanan- and -ɓʊman- 'should'.348 Both verbs only occur with the shape
-an- in this context, which might be a petrified Associative extension indicating

intensive action. Preceding a Subjunctive, they always have the Anterior floating H
tone preceding the final vowel and final vowel -i: e.g. okwonóni, oɓumóni 'it

should'. The use of Anterior aspect draws attention to the situation expressed by
the verb in the subsequent subordinate clause. -kwonóni is more common
than -ɓumóni as far as frequency of occurrence is concerned.

348

I am not aware of differences in strength of obligation.
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Examples of Subjunctives following verbs expressing obligation are:
(7.121)a. o-kwonón-i

á-lál-ɩ ́

3SG-should-FV.ANT 3SG-sleep-FV.SUBJ

'He should sleep.', literally, 'it should be that he sleeps'
b.

o-ɓumón-i

ó-zuzǔk-í

3SG-should-FV.ANT

3SG-get up-FV.SUBJ

'He should get up.', literally, 'it should be that he gets up'
c.

o-kwonón-i

ɓɛ́

ná-mʊ́-bɩb-ɩ ́

3SG-should-FV.ANT

COMP

1SG-2PL.O-praise-FV.SUBJ

'I should praise you (pl).', literally, 'it should be that I praise you (pl)'

d.

o-ɓumón-i

ɛ́-sʊm-ɩ ́ly-ág-ɩ ́

móngóni

3SG-should-FV.ANT

3SG:1SG.O-hide-BEN-PLUR-FV.SUBJ 6:news

'He should hide the news from me.', literally, 'it should be that he hides
from me the news'
Textual examples include:
(7.122) o-kwonón-i

pǐsi

Ø-ík-í

3SG-should-FV.ANT 9.path 3SG-be-FV.SUBJ

ɓɩ ́-ngɔ

MOD-clean

'The road should be clear.', literally, 'it should be that the road is clean'

(T2006.7)

(7.123) o-kwonón-i

ná- kʊ́ng-ɩ ́

Kúnzi

é- ít-ís-í

mu-sí

3SG-should-FV.ANT 1SG:1.O-pray- 1a.God 3SG:1SG.O-change- 1-fish
FV.SUBJ

CAUS-FV.SUBJ

'I should ask God to change me into a fish.', literally, 'it should be that I
ask God, that he would cause me to change a fish' (T2009.6)

In the final example, the second Subjunctive expresses a request using indirect

speech. The complementizer ɓɛ́, which usually occurs in this context, is left out.

7.9.2

Imperative

In this section, Imperatives are presented, starting with commands typically lacking
a subject prefix. Next Imperatives with the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ are described,
followed by verb forms with the second person singular subject prefix used for
instruction. A negative command is formed by means of the negative Subjunctive
(see 7.9.4).
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a. Imperative commands
Second person singular Imperatives have a verb stem consisting of the verbal base
and the final vowel, and a TAM melody with a H tone on the final vowel. With
second person plural Imperatives, the verb stem is obligatorily followed by the
Plural Addressee suffix -ni.
(7.124) 2SG addressee

2PL addressee

ɓín-ó

dance-FV.IMP

kpʊl-á

rummage through-FV.IMP kpul-ó-ni rummage through-FV.IMP-ADDR

sám-á

open349-FV.IMP

(7.125) ʊ́-ɓɩ ́ky-a

3SG :2.O-tell-FV
P

o-kw-í-ni,

ɓɛ́:
COMP

ɓín-ó-ni

dance-FV.IMP-ADDR

sóm-ó-ni open-FV.IMP-ADDR
yiii
ɓo-míkǎmɩ!
mamá
"yiii" 2-child:1SG.POSS 1a.mother

pung-ó-ni

ká-kpɔ̌

lɩ-tɔ́mbʊ́

3SG-die-FV.ANT-PFV start-FV.IMP-ADDR 9b-dig out:FV 5-ground

'He told them: "Ow, children! Mother has died, start (PL) to dig out the
ground." (T2007.12)

The class 1 object prefix uses the basic form, mʊ-, in the Imperative:
(7.126) mʊ-sʊm-á

1.O-hide-FV.IMP

'hide him!'

mu-sum-ó-ni

1.O-hide-FV.IMP-ADDR

'hide him! (pl)'

mu-pútút-ó

1.O-hug-FV.IMP

'hug him!'

mu-pútút-ó-ni 1.O-hug-FV.IMP-ADDR

'hug him! (pl)'

Other object prefixes do not have a specific form in Imperatives:
(7.127) ʊ̌-sʊm-á

2.O-hide-FV.IMP

'hide them!'

ǔ-sum-ó-ni

2.O-hide-FV.IMP-ADDR

'hide them! (pl)'

i-pútút-ó

1SG.O-hug-FV.IMP

'hug me!'

tí-pútút-ó-ni

1PL.O-hug-FV.IMP-ADDR 'hug us! (pl)'

Imperatives may include extensions with valency modification, e.g. Benefactive
and Pluractional. Examples for the Benefactive extension -ɩlɩ- with verb roots

349

I.e. open your mouth.
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-ngbát- 'play an instrument', -wany- 'show' and -lind- 'sink to the bottom' are:
(7.128)a. mʊ-ngbát-ɩ ́ly-á

'play for him on the instrument!'

1.O-play-BEN-FV.IMP

mʊ-wany-ɩ ́ly-á bɔlɔ́kɔ

'show him the prison!'

1.O-show-BEN-FV.IMP 9.prison

ǔ-lind-íly-ó

'dive for them!'

2.O-dive-BEN-FV.IMP

b.

mu-ngbót-íly-ó-ni

'play (pl) for him on the instrument!'

mu-wony-íly-ó-ni bɔlɔ́kɔ

'show (pl) him the prison!'

ǔ-lind-íly-ó-ni

'dive (pl) for them!'

1.O-play-BEN-FV.IMP-ADDR

1.O-show-BEN-FV.IMP-ADDR 9.prison
2.O-dive-BEN-FV.IMP-ADDR

Examples for the Pluractional extension -ag- with verb roots -ɓín- 'dance' and -sám'open the mouth' are:

(7.129)a. ɓín-óg-ó

ábɛ mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́

dance-PLUR-FV.IMP

like 1-man

'Dance like a man!' (referring to the manner of dancing)
b.

sóm-óg-ó-ni

open-PLUR-FV-ADDR.IMP

'Open your mouths!' (to multiple children, to take medicine)
A few cases have been attested in which Imperatives occur with a subject prefix.
The usage involves persuasion rather than a command. The context of the example
below (from T2009.13) is that a young man does not want to dress after the death
of his wife. His father tries to persuade him to get dressed:
́
(7.130) a-bǎkɩ
ãm-ɩn-a,
ɩ ́g-a
mbángʊ ká
1b-father: 3SG :1.O-see-FV 3SG :return-FV 9.run
P

P

3SG.POSS

́
ã-vily-o-kú

ku-tú-ko,

PREP

ndáɓʊ,
9.house

ã-́ pá,

3SGP:1.O-take:BEN-FV-DIR 15-clothes-15 3SGP:1.O-give-FV

ã-́ ɓɩ ́ky-ǎ

3SG :1.O-tell-FV
P

ndɩ ɓɛ́:
P3

COMP

wǐ-mokísy-ó

2SG:REFL-dress-FV.IMP

'His father saw him, he returned running to the house, he took a garment
for him, he gave [it] to him, he said to him: "Get yourself dressed".'
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The second person singular subject prefix wa- co-occurs with the Plural Addressee
suffix -ni if the addressee is plural. In the first example below, the addressee is

second person plural. In the next two examples, the verb expressing persuasion is
followed by a verb form with second plural subject prefix and the H tone on the

final vowel of the Imperative TAM melody. The referent of the plural subject prefix
is identical to the addressee of the verb in the first clause.
(7.131) Kamʊma

ʊ́-ɓɩ ́ky-a

ɓɛ́:

"Kamʊma" 3SGP:2.O-tell-FV

COMP

ɓo-míka-mamá,

wo-só-ni

mbɛ́yɩ yɩ ̌nzɩnzɩnyá

2-child:GEN-1a.mother

2SG-abandon:FV.IMP-ADDR

first

9a:gossip

'Kamʊma told them: "Brothers, first stop gossiping." ' (T2009.4)
(7.132) wib-ǒ-ni,

2SG:know-FV.IMP-ADDR

mó-tombísy-ó

2PL-see clearly-FV.IMP

ɓɩ ́-nza

MOD-good

'Know, remember (pl) well.'
To a group of ɓo-gbuwó '2-chimpanzee':
(7.133) wingy-ó-ni

mbɛ́yɩ ká

2SG:enter-FV.IMP-ADDR first

PREP

ndáɓʊ, má-vá

ɓɛ-sángɩ

9.house 2PL-take:FV.IMP 2+9:9a-

'Enter first the house, take (pl) the baskets!' (T2007.1)

basket

b. Supplicative

To voice a request in a polite way, a Liko speaker adds the Supplicative enclitic
-nɔ to the singular Imperative form:
(7.134) ɓín-á-nɔ

dance-FV.IMP-SUPP 'please dance'

do-kú-nɔ come:FV.IMP-SUPP

'please come'

The use of the Supplicative enclitic signals the regard the dog has for leopard, the
addressee, the chief of the animals:
(7.135) ɩ-nvá

á-tʊ́ɓɩl-ǎ

1c-dog 3SG -cry out-FV
P

a-lʊ́kʊ́

ndɩ ɓɛ́:
P3

COMP

ooo wǐ-gwǐ-nɔ
lɩ-mbɛngɩ ́
"ooo" 2SG:REFL-hold:FV.IMP-SUPP 5-heart
'Dog cried out: "Hey man, take heart." ' (T2009.31)
1b-man
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Another example from a text is:
(7.136) míka-mamá,

kíkilíki, ɩm-ɩn-ɩ ́ly-á-nɔ

1a.child:GEN-1a.mother please

ɓáka

kúmbú,

1SG.O-see-BEN-FV.IMP-SUPP

ɩ-tw-ɩ ́ly-á-nɔ

ɓáka

please 9.compassion 1SG.O-quote-BEN-FV.IMP-SUPP please

lúkí

lí-motí

5:object 5.NUM-one

nɩ ́-lɔ́

COP-5.DEM.I

wa

ká-pǎ

2SG:be 9b-want:FV

'Brother, please, look at me please with compassion, name for me please
some object which you want.' (T2008.7)

It is not allowed to have the Plural Addressee suffix -ni and the Supplicative

enclitic -nɔ together: *ɓínóninɔ. With the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ, the addressee is
usually singular, but reference to a plural addressee is also possible. The verb form
ɓínánɔ 'please dance', for instance, is also used to ask several people to dance.
c. Instructive
I use 'Instructive' for verb forms used to give instructions, which have a TAM

melody which is different from Imperatives. Instead of having the Imperative TAM
melody with a H tone on the final vowel, Instructives have a H tone on the subject
prefix. Subject prefix wa- in these forms refers to either second person singular or
plural. The Plural Addressee suffix -ni functions to show that the referent is plural.

The following examples come from a text in which technical instruction is given to
produce a body lotion:
(7.137)a. wá-va

lɩ-ɗakɩ ̌,

wó-ɗuk-o

2SG-take:FV.INST 5-clay pot 2SG-pour-FV.INST

wóm-os-o

2SG:arrive-CAUS-FV.INST

b.

kó
PREP

minó,
TRACE

ɓukú

8:burning piece of wood

'Take a clay pot, pour [it] into [the pot], put it on a fire.' (T2006.6)
wá-va

ma-dadǎ, wó-bǐs-o,

2SG-take:FV.INST 6-leaf

wó-kos-on-o

2SG-put-FV.INST

kʊ́wa kʊ́-gʊ̌ yǐ

2SG-pour-ASS-FV.INST thus

17-top 17.DEM.III

'Take some leaves, put them [in a sieve], pour [palm nuts] on top of
them.' (T2006.6)
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Hortative

The basic form of the Hortative is a Subjunctive with the first person plural subject
prefix and either the Plural Addressee suffix -ni or the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ.
Examples of the Hortative with the Plural Addressee suffix are:
(7.138) tó-lúmb-í-ni
tó-sum-í-ni

tó-gom-í-ni

1PL-pray-FV.SUBJ-ADDR

'let us pray'

1PL-hide-FV.SUBJ-ADDR

'let us hide'

'let us weep'

1PL-weep-FV.SUBJ-ADDR

1PL-dance-FV.SUBJ-ADDR
tó-ɓín-í-ni
́
tã- ngbót-íly-í-ni 1PL:1.O-play-BEN-FV.SUBJ-ADDR

'let us dance'

́
tã-lind-íly-í-ni

'let us dive for him'

1PL:1.O-dive-BEN-FV.SUBJ-ADDR

'let us make music for
him'

The Supplicative enclitic -nɔ instead of the Plural Addressee suffix -ni signals that
the speaker wants the exhortation to be regarded as a request. e.g.:
(7.139) tó-lúmb-í-nɔ

1PL-pray-FV.SUBJ-SUPP

tó-gom-í-nɔ
tã-́ ngbót-íly-í-nɔ 1PL:1.O-play-FV.SUBJ-SUPP
1PL-weep-FV.SUBJ-SUPP

'let us please pray'
'let us please weep'
'let us please make music
for him'

7.9.4

Negative Subjunctive

Negation of Subjunctive, Imperative and Hortative is encoded by a single verb
form, inflected for person and number. I call it 'negative Subjunctive' rather

than negative Imperative, because the Subjunctive is inflected for all persons

(Imperatives only for second person) and Subjunctives occur in more contexts than
Imperatives. The negative Subjunctive is marked by complex morphology: the
negative prefix ka-, the final vowel -a, the negative Subjunctive suffix -ní, the
Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ and optionally the negative enclitic -gʊ. The negative

Subjunctive has a TAM melody with Prefixal L tone, which results in surface L
tone of all verbal prefixes. Extensions and the final vowel surface with the default
L tone.

Examples of the negative Subjunctive are:
(7.140)a. ɓa-ko-pik-o-ní-to

3PL-NEG-sway-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS
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ɓa-ko-pik-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ
b.

c.

d.

3PL-NEG-sway-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

'that they not sway'

ɓa-ko-ɓín-o-ní-to

3PL-NEG-dance-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS

ɓa-ko-ɓín-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

3PL-NEG-dance-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

na-ko-ɗikit-o-ní-to

1SG-NEG-throw-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS

'that they not dance'

na-ko-ɗikit-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

1SG-NEG-throw-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

'that I not throw'

1SG-NEG-breathe-FV-NEGSUBJ-INS

na-ko-yúkum-o-ní-to

na-ko-yúkum-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ 1SG-NEG-breathe-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG
'that I not breathe'

It is remarkable that in negative Subjunctive forms even the second and third
person plural subject prefixes má- and ɓá- surface with a L tone. H tone is
otherwise preserved verb forms, if necessary at the expense of a L tone. In negative
Subjunctive forms the prefixal L tone of the TAM melody delinks the H tone of
these two subject prefixes without leaving a trace.
The tone of the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ is changed into a L tone, when it follows a H
tone. If, however, Insistive -tɔ́ co-occurs with the negative enclitic -gʊ, it is
attached to -gʊ rather than to the verb form. I assume that, at this boundary, a

floating L tone causes the underlying H tone of -tɔ́ to surface as a non-automatic
downstepped H tone, see 4.6.5.
Textual examples of negative Subjunctives are given below, following the

complementizer ɓɛ́, following the conjunction kyɛ́, or occurring at the beginning of
a clause. Following ɓɛ́:
(7.141) ʊ́-pak-y-ǎ

3SG :2.O-protect-APPL-FV
P

ndɩ ɓɛ́

ɓo-ko-dw-on-on-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ ndɛ́kɛ

P3

3PL-NEG-offend-ASS-ASS-FV-

COMP

NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

F3

'He protected them not to offend each other.', i.e. he forbade350 them to
quarrel (T2008.10)

350

The verb -pak- 'protect' plus the Applicative extension means 'forbid, prevent'.
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Following kyɛ́:
(7.142) Ø-ko-du-kú

na

pɛ́tɛ́,

wã-mwɔ́.

3SG-COND-arrive:FV-DIR with 9.witchcraft 2SG:1.O-kill:FV

ɩmɩ

na-va

kʊ́wa pɛ́tɛ́,

1SG.PRO 1SG-take:FV thus

kyɛ́

Ø-kǐn-o-ní

no-mbímb-o kó

9.witchcraft 1SG-throw-FV

PREP

líɓó
5:water

ɔ́-gʊ

in order to 3SG-NEG:see-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

'If he arrives with the charm, you will kill him. I will then take the

charm, I will throw it into the water, so that someone does not see it.'

(T2009.29)

At the beginning of a clause:

(7.143) mʊ-mbánzʊ́ Ø-kik-ó
1-person

ká-ɩm-ʊ́kán-á

ɓʊ-dɩ ̌,

3SG-COND:be-FV 9b-REFL-hear-FV 14-cold

Ø-ko-mw-ó-ní

ɔ́-gʊ

líɓó

lá-dɛ

3SG-NEG-drink-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG 5:water 5.ASS-cold

'If a person feels a cold [i.e. because he has a fever], he should not
drink cold water.' (T2008.9)

In the following example, si-bǐ 'sɩ:1-tortoise' says:
(7.144) yɛ̌

mbʊngʊ́,

wa-kem-ín-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

excuse me! 1a.elephant 2SG-NEG:1SG.O-see-FV-NEGSUBJ

ɓʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́
14-small

INS-NEG

'Excuse me! Elephant, do not look down on me.', literally, 'do not see
me smallness' (T2007.14)

If the negative Subjunctive is used as an prohibition, adding the Supplicative

enclitic -nɔ expresses 'would you dare not to verb ', e.g. wa-ko-lúmb-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ-nɔ,
2SG-NEG-pray-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG-SUPPL, 'would you dare not to pray' or

wa-ko-lyóly-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ-nɔ, 2SG-NEG-graze-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG-SUPPL, 'would you
dare not to eat'.351

351

These verbs can have the 'regular' meaning as well: 'please do not pray', 'please do not

eat'.
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As example of negative Hortative meaning is:
(7.145) ɓo-míka-mamá,

to-ko-so-ní ɔ́-gʊ

2-child:GEN-1a.mother 1PL-NEG-abandon:FV-NEGSUBJ

yɩ ̌gya

yá-nza

9a:habit 9.ASS-good

INS-NEG

'Brothers, let us not abandon good habits.' (T2008.9)
Cases in which the negative Subjunctive follows one of the deontic operators
-kwanan- or -ɓʊman- 'should' are not attested. The negation is encoded in the
operator, rather than in the Subjunctive:
(7.146)a. Ø-kó-kwonón-í-gʊ

3SG-NEG-should-FV:ANT-NEG

b.

ɓɛ́

tá-gy-ɩ ̌

COMP

1PL-do-FV.SUBJ

'We should not do it.', literally, 'it should not that we do' (T2008.9)
*o-kwonón-i

ɓɛ́

tá-ko-gy-i-ní ɔ́-gʊ

3SG-should-FV.ANT

COMP

1PL-NEG-do-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

Int. 'It should that we not do.'

General prohibitives are expressed by means of negative Subjunctives with second
person singular, e.g.:

(7.147)a. wa-kiɓ-o-ní tɔ́-gʊ

2SG-NEG:steal-FV.SUBJ-ADDR INS-NEG

b.

'One should not steal.' / 'Do not steal.'
wa-ko-ɓíky-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ ɓɔ́ngɔ

(-iɓ- 'steal')

2SG-NEG-tell-FV.SUBJ-ADDR INS-NEG 1a.lie

c.

'One should not lie.' / 'Do not lie.'
wa-ka-mwó-ni tɔ́-gʊ mʊ-mbánzʊ́

(-ɓɩ ́kɩ- 'say, tell')

2SG-NEG-kill:FV.SUBJ-ADDR INS-NEG 1-person

'One should not kill a person.' / 'Do not kill a
person.'

(-mʊ́ʊ- 'kill')

7.10 Conditional
In Liko, Conditional forms distinguish two degrees of irrealis, indicating whether
the speaker regards the clause containing the condition (known as 'protasis') as
more or less close to realis. The protatis usually precedes the other clause
('apodosis'). Conditionals do not formally mark common distinctions like habitual,
hypothetical, counterfactual, etc.
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Closer to realis, Conditionals are encoded by affixes and a TAM melody on the
inflected verb of the protasis. The closer-to-realis Conditional refers to a situation
which is more likely to be actually true, or could be true in the future, or could

have been true. Closer-to-irrealis Conditionals are expressed by a cleft construction
involving the Conditional form of the verb 'to be' followed by the conjunction kánɩ ́
and the protasis.
This distinction between closer to realis and closer to irrealis holds for both

hypothetical and counterfactual Conditionals, for negation of Conditionals and for
concessive clauses ("even if"). A time adverbial optionally follows the Conditional
form of the verb.

a. Conditional form in the protasis
Conditionals have the Conditional prefix ka- in TA position. Affirmative and
negative are distinguished by the final vowel and the TAM melody: the affirmative
Conditional has the final vowel -a in combination with a prefixal Low and final-

vowel High TAM melody, whereas the negative Conditional is marked by the final
vowel -i and a prefixal High and final-vowel High TAM melody. The addition to

the verb form of the negative enclitic -gʊ is not allowed. The prefixal L tone of the
affirmative Conditional TAM melody causes even the underlying H tone of the
second person plural subject prefix má- and the third person plural ɓá- to be

changed into a L tone. If the subject is third person singular, the subject prefix is
zero.
Several examples of Conditional forms expressing a hypothetical situation are
presented here:

(7.148)a. na-ko-kw-ó,

ɓá-kpumy-o mu-kó kǎmɩ

1SG-COND-die-FV 3PL-chase-FV

1-wife

'If I die, they will chase away my wife.'

352

1SG.POSS

352

In Liko culture, after the death of a husband, his wife has to return to her family while

any children remain with the family of the deceased husband.
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b.

ná-kó-kw-í,

ɓá-ká-kpumy-i-gʊ

mu-kó kǎmɩ

1SG-COND-die-FV.NEG 3PL-NEG-chase-FV.NEG-NEG 1-wife

1SG.POSS

'If I do not die, they will not chase away my wife.'
(7.149) wa-ka-pǎ,

nʊ-many-a

mándɛ́ kakɩ ́

2SG-COND-want:FV 1SG:2SG.O-show-FV 9.trail

'If you want, I show you his trail.' (T2006.1)
(7.150) Ø-kiɓ-ó,

ɓá-mwɔ́

ɩyɩ ́

3SG.POSS

ɓɛ́gɛyɔ́

3SG-COND:steal-FV 3PL:1.O-kill:FV 1.PRO likewise

'If he steals, they kill him likewise.' (T2006.2)
(7.151) mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ Ø-ka-pǎ
1-man

ká-vǎ,

3SG-COND-want:FV 9b-take:FV

o-do-kú

3SG-come:FV-DIR

ká
PREP

pa

yá-ngba

9.area 9.ASS-shining

'If a man wants to marry, he will come to a neat courtyard.' (T2006.9)
Hypothetical situations referring to a habit are described with a construction which

is also used for Progressive aspect (using 'to be' plus Infinitive) where the auxiliary
is inflected for the Conditional:
(7.152)a. wa-kik-ó

ká-ɩnd-á ká

2SG-COND:be-FV 9b-go-FV

wá-kpag-a

ma-lʊ́mba,

PREP

6-prayer

ɓɛ-kpákʊ kakʊ́

2SG-clean:PLUR-FV.INST 2:1c-shoe

2SG.POSS

'If you go to church, you clean your shoes.'
b.

wá-kík-i353

ká-ɩnd-á ká

2SG-COND:be-FV.NEG 9b-go-FV

wá-ká-kpag-ɩ-gʊ

PREP

ma-lʊ́mba,
6-prayer

ɓɛ-kpákʊ kakʊ́

2SG-NEG-clean:PLUR-FV-NEG 2:1c-shoe

2SG.POSS

'If you are not going to church, you do not clean your shoes.'

353

-ik- 'be' has an irregular negative Conditional TAM melody: a L tone on the final vowel

instead of a H tone.
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The H tone on the subject prefix of the verb in the apodosis marks instruction (see
7.9.2).
Counterfactuals express the presupposition that the logical opposite of the protasis

is taken as real. Counterfactuals are encoded with the same Conditional affixes and
tone as hypotheticals, but the apodosis usually has the deontic auxiliary -kwanan-

'should'. In the examples below, the Conditional form indicates what would be the
case if its antecedent were true (although it is not):
(7.153)a. Ø-ka-gy-ag-á

ndɩ li-gubó,

3SG-COND-do-PLUR-FV

a-kwanan-a

5-work

P3

ká-bɩnɩ ́k-á lɩ-vananza kakɩ ́

3SG-should-FV 9b-carry-FV 5-family

3SG.POSS

'If he worked, he could support his family.'
b.

Ø-kó-gy-og-í

3SG-COND-do-PLUR-FV.NEG
Ø-ká-kwanan-ɩ-gʊ̌

3SG-NEG-should-FV-NEG

ndɩ li-gubó,
5-work

P3

ndɩ ká-bɩnɩ ́k-á lɩ-vananza kakɩ ́
9b-carry-FV 5-family

P3

3SG.POSS

'If he did not work, he could not support his family.'
(7.154) na-kik-ó

ɓi

1SG-COND:be-FV

ná-kwanan-ǒ ɓi
1SG-should-FV

P1

P1

no

ngǔ,

with

9.force

ká-dɩm-á

tíko

yá-kpʊ

9b-cultivate-FV 9.field 9.ASS-big

'If I had the strength, I cultivated a big field.'
ndɩ lɩ-zabʊ́, ta-kwanan-ǒ ɓi ká-zab-á
(7.155) ɓa-ko-ɓungúsy-á
3PL-COND-repair-FV P3
5-bridge 1PL-should-FV P1 9b-cross-FV
'If they had repaired the bridge, we should have crossed it.'
b. Cleft construction with protasis
In order to indicate that the probability that the condition necessary for the
situation which depends on it will be realized is low, Liko uses the invariable cleft
construction kikó (ká)nɩ ́ 'if it were that'354, usually abbreviated to kikó nɩ ́ (in the free

354

∅-kik-ó kánɩ ́, 3SG-COND:be-FV when, 'if it were that'.
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translation rendered as 'in the unlikely event that' or 'if perhaps').355 To compare the
clefts with the Conditional clauses, some examples with conditions are used again,
but this time they are preceded by kikó (ká)nɩ ́.
(7.156)a. Ø-kik-ó

nɩ ́

wo-kw-í-ni,

ɓá-kpumy-o mu-kó kakʊ́

3SG-COND:be-FV when 2SG-die-FV.ANT-PFV 3PLP-chase-FV 1-wife

2SG.POSS

'In the unlikely event that you had died, they would have chased away
your wife.'
b.

Ø-kik-ó

3SG-COND:be-FV

nɩ ́

wá-ká-no-kw-i-gʊ,
when 2SG-NEG-yet-die-FV.ANT-NEG

ɓá-ká-kpumy-i-gʊ

mu-kó kakʊ́

3PL-NEG-chase-FV-NEG 1-wife

2SG.POSS

'In the unlikely event that you have not yet died, they will not chase away
your wife.'

Negative inflection is marked on the verb in the protasis following kikó (ká)nɩ ́.
Liko uses the same cleft construction to express that a hypothetical condition
referring to a habit is less likely. In the next examples, it not certain what the
person who is addressed will do:
(7.157)a. Ø-kik-ó

nɩ ́

wa

ká-ɩnd-á ká

3SG-COND:be-FV when 2sg:be 9b-go-FV

wá-kpag-a

PREP

ma-lʊ́mba,
6-prayer

ɓɛ-kpákʊ kakʊ́

2SG-clean:PLUR-FV 2:1c-shoe

2SG.POSS

'If perhaps you are going to church, you clean your shoes.'
b.

Ø-kik-ó

nɩ ́

wá-kɛ́-gʊ

ká-ɩnd-á ká

3SG-COND:be-FV when 2SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 9b-go-FV

ma-lʊ́mba, wá-ká-kpag-ɩ-gʊ
6-prayer

PREP

ɓɛ-kpákʊ kakʊ́

2SG-NEG-clean:PLUR-FV-NEG 2:1c-shoe

2SG.POSS

'If perhaps you are not going to church, you do not clean your shoes.'

355

Apart from the cleft construction, a condition can be rendered more hypothetical by

adding gɔnɩ ́ 'also' to the right of the verb: kosilókú 'if he arrives', kosilókú gɔnɩ ́ 'if he arrives
(hypothetical)'.
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Counterfactuals can also be preceded by kikó (ká)nɩ ́. The effect is that additional
doubt is cast on the reality of the protasis:
(7.158)a. Ø-kik-á

ndɩ nɩ ́

3SG-COND:be-FV

a-kwanan-ǒ

P3

ɓɩ

3SG-should-FV

P1

a-gy-ag-a-tʊ́

li-gubó,

when 3SG-do-PLUR-FV-INS 5-work

ká-bɩnɩ ́k-á lɩ-vananza kakɩ ́
9b-carry-FV 5-family

3SG.POSS

'If perhaps he had worked, he could support his family.'
b.

Ø-kik-á

ndɩ nɩ ́

3SG-COND:be-FV

P3

Ø-ká-gy-ag-ɩ-gʊ

li-gubó,

when 3SG-NEG-do-PLUR-FV-NEG 5-work

Ø-ká-kwanan-ɩ-gʊ̌

ndɩ ká-bɩnɩ ́k-á lɩ-vananza kakɩ ́

3SG-NEG-should-FV-NEG

P3

9b-carry-FV 5-family

3SG.POSS

'If perhaps he was not able to work, he could not support his family.'
An example of a Conditional indicating a high degree of uncertainty on the protasis
is, from a text:

(7.159) Ø-kik-ó

nɩ ́

má-bʊm-án-á

3SG-COND:be-FV when 2PLP-fight-ASS-FVP

kó-ɓo-kó

ɓá-mʊ-sɛngɩ ́

GEN-2-woman

2.ASS-3-village

ndɩ na
P3

ɓa-mbánzʊ́

with 2-person

'If perhaps you (pl) fought with the men of women of the village.'

(T2006.4)

Although the apodosis usually follows the protasis, the next example shows that it
may precede the cleft construction:
(7.160) nʊ-pá-tʊ

1SG:2SG.O-give:FV-INS
Ø-kik-ó

nɩ ́

nɩ ́-ma-ná

má-sɩ,

COP-6.DEM.II-CONN

6.ASS-all

we-ɓún-íly-i-ní

mo-lí

3SG-COND:be-FV when 2SG:1SG.O-break-BEN-FV.ANT-PFV 6-knee

'I would give you this all, if perhaps you have knelt for me.'

(translated Matt. 4:9)
c. Concessive Conditional

In Conditionals with gʊtʊ́gʊ 'even' in the protasis, the speaker explicitly assumes
that the situation expressed by the second clause will become a reality, i.e. he
asserts the apodosis whatever the status of the protasis.
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In the following two sets, this is exemplified for the two levels of certainty:
(7.161)a. gʊtʊ́gʊ ta-ka-gbɩt-á
even

bʊkʊ́-tɔ

tá-sɩ,

1PL-COND-cut-FV 13.bush-13 13.ASS-all

ɓo-míkusú

ɓá-kík-i-gʊ

2-children:1PL.POSS 3PL-NEG:be-FV-NEG

ndɛ́kɛ ká

ɩ-sǎ

F3

9a-desert

PREP

'Even if we cut all the bushes, our children will not live in the desert.'
b.

gʊtʊ́gʊ tá-kó-gbit-í

bʊkʊ́-tɔ

ɓo-míkusú

ndɛ́kɛ ká

ɩ-sǎ

áka

F3

9a-desert

CT

even

tá-sɩ,

1PL-COND-fell-FV.NEG 13.bush-13 13.ASS-all

ɓík-o

2-children:1PL.POSS 3PL:sit-FV

PREP

'Even if we do not cut all the bushes, our children will live in THE
DESERT.'

gʊtʊ́gʊ 'even' may also follow the verb form in the Conditional.
With a greater degree of uncertainty about the condition:
(7.162)a. Ø-kik-ó

nɩ ́

to-gbit-í-ni

gʊtʊ́gʊ bʊkʊ́-tɔ

3SG-COND:be-FV when 1PL-fell-FV.ANT-PFV even

ɓo-míkusú

ɓá-kík-i-gʊ

2-children:1PL.POSS 3PL-NEG:be-FV-NEG

tá-sɩ,

13.bush-13 13.ASS-all

ndɛ́kɛ ká

ɩ-sǎ

F3

9a-desert

PREP

'Even in the unlikely event that we have cut all the bushes, our
children will not live in the desert.'
b.

Ø-kik-ó

3SG-COND:be-FV

tá-sɩ,

nɩ ́

tá-ká-no-gbit-í-gʊ
gʊtʊ́gʊ bʊkʊ́-tɔ
when 1PL-NEG-yet-fell-FV.ANT-NEG even
13.bush-13

ɓo-míkusú

ɓík-o

13.ASS-all 2-children:1PL.POSS 3PL:sit-FV

ndɛ́kɛ ká
F3

PREP

ɩ-sǎ

9a-desert

'Even in the unlikely event that we have not yet cut all the bushes, our
children will live in the desert.'

gʊtʊ́gʊ 'even' preceding kikó (ká)nɩ ́ is not acceptable.

7.11 Extensions
Extensions are productive derivational suffixes that can be analysed with respect to
form and meaning. They change the number of arguments of the verb and/or the
meaning of the verbal base. They have a reduced vowel system in that mid vowels
do not occur. With respect to tone, they lack tonal distinctiveness and surface with
the default L tone unless they are associated, through H-tone spreading, with a
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High tone on the final vowel of a TAM melody (see 4.6.1). The extensions in Liko
are Causative -is-, Applicative -ɩ-, Benefactive -ɩlɩ-, Resultative -ɩl-, Neuter -ɩk-,
Associative -an- and Pluractional -ag-. The Causative extension -is- is [+ATR]
dominant. The vowels of the other extensions are changed into their [+ATR]
counterparts in a [+ATR] context.

Both transitive and intransitive verbs can be the basis of a derivation with an
extension, except the Neuter extension where only transitive basic verbs are

attested. In a number of cases, the verbal base consists of a -CVC- root and a
syllable with the phonological properties of an extension, but without identifiable

meaning. These syllables are commonly referred to as expansions. Occurrence of a
root without the expansion is usually not attested, e.g. -kpʊkʊl- 'rub' could be seen
as -kpʊk- plus -ʊl-, except that -kpʊk- does not exist and -ʊl- has no independent

meaning, or -mɩkɩt- 'throw', where the bare root -mɩk- is not found and -ɩt- has no
independent meaning. Verbal bases which are probably expansions are given in
7.11.9.

7.11.1 Causative extension -isThe Causative extension -is- may be added to transitive (the first set of examples)
as well as to intransitive verbs (the second set). Vowels of a [−ATR] verb root
assimilate to the [+ATR] dominant extension.
(7.163) kó-ɓíng-ó

9b-cut-FV

kó-ɓíng-ís-ó

'to cause to cut wood'

ká-dɩm-á

9b-cultivate-FV

kó-dim-ís-ó

'to cultivate'

9b-cultivate-CAUS-FV 'to cause to cultivate'

ká-kʊn-á

9b-plant-FV

'to plant'

kó-kun-ís-ó

9b-plant-CAUS-FV

'to cause to plant'

ká-ly-á

9b-eat-FV

'to eat'

kó-lyólís-ó356 9b-eat:CAUS-FV
(7.164) ká-ɓáng-á

kó-ɓóng-ís-ó

356

'to cut wood (with an axe)'

9b-cut-CAUS-FV

9b-fear-FV
9b-fear-CAUS-FV

The -CV- verb root is reduplicated.

'to feed'
'to fear'

'to frighten'
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kó-lumb-ó

9b-smell-FV

'to give off a smell'

kó-lumb-ís-ó

9b-smell-CAUS-FV

'to cause to smell'

kó-púmúk-ó

9b-burst-FV

kó-púmúk-ís-ó 9b-burst-CAUS-FV
ká-ikút-ó

357

ká-ikút-ís-ó

9b-be satisfied-FV

'to burst'

'to cause to explode'

'to be satisfied (after a meal)'

9b-be satisfied-CAUS-FV 'to cause to be satisfied'

Some verbs are irregular in that the underlying vowel /i/ of the Causative extension
assimilates to the round value of the vowel of the verb root. It surfaces as -usinstead of as -is-:358
(7.165) kó-ɓúng-ó

9b-lose-FV

kó-ɓúng-ús-ó 9b-lose-CAUS-FV

'to lose'

'to cause to lose'

ká-zʊng-á

9b-become warm-FV

kó-zung-ús-ó

9b-become warm-CAUS-FV 'to heat up'

kó-bwǒ

'to become warm'

9b-grow big:FV

'to grow big'

kó-bus-ó

9b-grow big:CAUS-FV

'to cause to grow big', i.e. to

ká-ʊ́k-á

9b-heal-FV

'to heal (e.g. a wound)'

kó-úk-ús-ó

9b-heal-CAUS-FV

'to cause to heal, to save'

make pregnant

The Causative extension introduces, with both transitive and intransitive verbs, a
new argument to the syntactic frame of the verb. This new argument has the

syntactic function of subject and the semantic role of causer. The agent-subject of
the basic verb gets the semantic role of causee and is often not expressed by a noun
phrase, but as an object prefix in the verb form.

357

In káikútó, i- is a (reflexive) prefix as can be seen by the vowel of the Infinitive prefix

which does not harmonize with the [+ATR] value of the verb root.
358

Assimilation of the underlying high unrounded vowel of the extension to the vowel of the

verb root is also attested in some cases of the Benefactive and of the Neuter plus Associative
extensions.
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(7.166) mbɩkɛ́ o-lumb-is-og-o
9.pot

líɓó

lá-nza

kʊ́gbɛ

3SG-smell-CAUS-PLUR-FV 5:water 5.ASS-good very

'The pot will cause the water to taste very good.' (T2006.6)
(7.167) mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ a
1-man

359
́
kʊ́wǎ ndɩ kãm-imínd-ís-ó

3SG:be thus

P3

9b:1.O-go holding hand-CAUS-FV

'The man was causing him to go holding his hand.' (T2006.10)
(7.168) ká
PREP

yigokú,

sukopí

Ø-ká-nzin-ís-á-gʊ

gbukó

9a:return 1a.leopard 3SGP-NEG:1.O-talk-CAUS-FVP-NEG 1a.rat

'On the way back, leopard caused rat not to talk.' (T2006.3)

In the following example, the causee is not expressed at all, but understood:
(7.169) mamá

a

kó-ɓíng-ís-ó

1a.mother 3SG:be 9b-cut-CAUS-FV

mɩ ́sá

mó-dumó

6:firewood 6.ASS-1a.feast

'Mother is causing someone to cut firewood for the feast.'
There are a few -CVCVC- verbs with -is- where the -CVC- root has not been
found. I regard them as -CVC- verbs with a lexicalized Causative extension, e.g.
-ɗúgbis- 'chase', -totis- 'put down, make loose from a trap'.

Periphrastic causative constructions have not been attested.
The examples given thus far are situations in which the causer is directly
responsible for the effect and in which the effect almost instantly follows the cause.
Some lexemes have two causative derivations, the short one, -is-, and a long

one, -isis-. The latter one indicates an Indirect Causative. In Indirect Causatives,
the causer of the subordinate Causative clause is generally indefinite and not

expressed. Using the verb -bang- 'fix s.th. so that it stays in place', short and long
Causatives can be shown. In (7.170a), a woman is directly responsible for drying

359

The verbal base is -ɩnd- 'go'. Remarkably, the epenthetic /m/ of the class 1 object prefix,

which precedes vowel-initial verb roots, is repeated together with the initial vowel.
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maize ears over a fire and in (7.170b), the speaker causes himself to die in a rope.
In both cases, the Causative extension is short:
(7.170)a. mamá

o-bong-ís-i

báɗɛ

yá-ma-sɔlɔ́

1a.mother 3SG-fix-CAUS-FV.ANT 9.maize 9.ASS-6-seed

kó
PREP

ɓukú

8:burning piece of wood

'Mother caused to fix (hang) maize ears over the fire.'
b.

na

ká-ǐ-bong-ís-ó

1SG:be 9b-REFL-fix-CAUS-FV

'I am causing to fix (hang) myself.'
In the following example, a soldier causes someone to cause to hang a thief. In
cases like this, the long Indirect Causative is used:
(7.171) sʊdá

a-bong-ís-ís-i

mʊ-tʊ́ wo-kú- ɓá-kʊ

1a.soldier 3SG:1.O-fix-CAUS-CAUS-FV.ANT 1-man

1.ASS-15-theft-15

'The soldier ordered someone to have fixed (i.e. hang) the thief.'
Another example of short and long Causatives differentiating between direct
(7.172a) and indirect (7.172b) causation is:
(7.172)a. a-ɓín-is-o

ɓánʊ míkí

3SG-dance-CAUS-FV

F2

kámbwa ka-ngáma

1-child 17:front

GEN-1a.chief

'He will cause a child to dance in front of the chief.'
b.

a-ɓín-is-is-o

3SG:1.O-dance-CAUS-CAUS-FV

ɓánʊ míkí
F2

kámbwa ka-ngáma

1-child 17:front

GEN-1a.chief

'He will order someone to have a child dance in front of the chief.'
In indirect causation, the object prefix refers not to the indefinite causee, but to the
patient. In the examples below, the patient is plural and the object prefix has to be
plural as well:

(7.173)a. sʊdá

ǔ-bong-ís-ís-i

ɓa-tʊ́

ɓó-

- ɓá-kʊ

1a.soldier 3SG:2.O-fix-CAUS-CAUS-FV.ANT 2-man 2.ASS-15-theft-15

'The soldier ordered someone to have fixed (i.e. hang) the thiefs.'
b.

*sʊdá

a-bong-ís-ís-i

ɓa-tʊ́

ɓó-

- ɓá-kʊ

1a.soldier 3SG:1.O-fix-CAUS-CAUS-FV.ANT 2-man 2.ASS-15-theft-15
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u-ɓín-is-is-o

ɓánʊ ɓo-míkí kámbwa ka-ngáma

3SG:2.O-dance-CAUS-CAUS-FV

F2

2-child

17:front

GEN-1a.chief

'He will order someone to have the children dance in front of the
chief.'
d.

*a-ɓín-is-is-o

3SG:1.O-dance-CAUS-CAUS-FV

ɓánʊ ɓo-míkí kámbwa ka-ngáma
F2

2-child

17:front

GEN-1a.chief

(b) and (d) are ungrammatical, because the object prefix does not agree with the
objects ɓatʊ́ and ɓomíkí respectively.
One of the first examples is (7.169), where 'mother lets someone cut firewood for
the feast'. In a situation in which someone issues a general order to have firewood
cut, indirect causation is used:
(7.174) bʊgwɛ̌

a

kó-ɓíng-ís-ís-ó

mɩ ́sá

mó-dumó

1a.uncle 3SG:be 9b-cut-CAUS-CAUS-FV 6:firewood 6.ASS-1a.feast

'Maternal uncle is ordering to have firewood cut for the feast.'
The verb form kóɓíngísísó does not contain an object prefix. With the class 1
̀ it would have been *kã́ ɓíngísísó.
object prefix ̃-,
The underlying vowel /i/ of the Causative extension assimilates to the high round
vowel of some verbs (see 7.165). The Causative extension is repeated in cases of
indirect causation. Only the first instance of the long Causative extension
assimilates to the vowel of these verb roots. -ɓúng- 'lose' is followed by the short
Causative in (7.175a) and by the long one in (7.175b):
(7.175)a. míkí

o-ɓúng-ús-i-ní

li-fungúla360

1a.child 3SG-lose-CAUS-FV.ANT-PFV 5-key

'The child has caused the key to get lost.'
b.

míkí

o-ɓúng-ús-ís-i-ní

li-fungúla

1a.child 3SG-lose-CAUS-CAUS-FV.ANT-PFV 5-key

'The child has caused the key to get lost.'
The interpretation of (a) is that the child had to look after the key, but had lost it.
In (b), it is understood that the child had given the key to someone else who had
lost it.

360

lifungúla is a Congo Swahili loanword, ufunguo 'key'.
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Some verbs have both the Causative extension -is- and a similar shape in which the
vowel has assimilated to the vowel in the verb root. In case this occurs, the derived
verb with -us- or -os- usually expresses a specialized meaning.
(7.176) ká-ɗʊ́k-á

kó-ɗúk-ís-ó

'to drip (e.g. a leak)'

9b-drip-FV
9b-drip-CAUS-FV

'to cause to drip (by making
small holes)'361

kó-ɗúk-ús-ó

9b-drip-CAUS-FV

'to pour slowly'

kó-ɗw-ǒ

9b-move-FV

'to move'

kó-ɗuɗís-ó

9b-move:CAUS-FV

'to cause to sway or roll'

kó-ɗuɗús-ó

9b-move:CAUS-FV

ká-ǐ-ɗuɗús-ó

'to stir, gesticulate'

9b-REFL-move:CAUS-FV 'to be restless, e.g. in bed'

ká-kpakp-á

9b-stick-FV

kó-kpokp-ís-óg-ó 9b-stick-CAUS-PLUR-FV
kó-kpokp-ós-óg-ó 9b-stick-CAUS-PLUR-FV

'to stick, try to get back'

'to cause to stick (with glue)'
'to patch up'

The derived verb -ɗúk-ús- combined with ɓángʊ́ '9.blood', kóɗúkúsó ɓángʊ́ 'to pour
blood', means to kill someone.

7.11.2 Applicative extension -ɩThe Applicative extension -ɩ- introduces a syntactic argument with the semantic
role of patient or beneficiary. The Applicative extension -ɩ- is always desyllabified.
In the first set, the Applicative introduces an argument with the semantic role of
patient:

9b-call-FV
(7.177)a. ká-alɩ ́k-á
'to burst, to sing (birds), to call'
́ ́k-y-á 9b:1.O-call-APPL-FV 'to call s.o.'
kã-alɩ

b.

ká-ɗɩt-á

9b-tread on-FV

'to tread on'

ká-ɗɩt-y-á

9b-tread on-APPL-FV 'to stamp s.th. (a floor)'

In the next set, the Applicative introduces an argument which indicates that
someone is disadvantaged by the action:

9b-talk-FV
(7.178)a. ká-nzɩn-á
́
9b:1.O-talk-APPL-FV
kã-nzɩn-y-á

361

Other meaning: 'to cause to swell'.

'to talk'
'to rebuke s.o.'
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ká-pak-á
́
kã-pak-y-á

'to protect s.th.'

9b-protect-FV

9b:1.O-protect-APPL-FV 'to forbid s.o. s.th.'

9b-bark-FV
ká-pám-á
kã-́ pám-y-á 9b:1.O-bark-APPL-FV

(7.179)a. na

ká-pak-á

tú ká-tʊ

'to bark'

'to bark at s.o., blame s.o.'
kǎmɩ

1SG:be 9b-protect-FV 13.hair-13 1SG.POSS

'I am protecting my hair.'
b.

na

ká-pak-y-á

má mámɩ kɛ́-kɔ̌

tú ká-tʊ

1SG:be 9b:1.O-protect-APPL-FV 1a.brother: 9b:1SG.O-cut:FV 13.hair-13
1SG.POSS

'I forbid my brother to cut my hair.'
The verb -bʊm- 'hit' with the Applicative extension -ɩ- indicates the result of the
action described by the verb:

9b-hit-FV
(7.180) ká-bʊm-á
'to hit, fight'
́
9b:1.O-hit-APPL-FV 'to fell s.o.'
kã-bʊm-y-á

The intransitive verb -pɩl- 'be immobile' with the Applicative extension makes
secondary predication possibile in:
(7.181)a. mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ á-pɩl-a
1-man

b.

3SG -be immobile- FV
P

'The man remained motionless.'

ɓɩ ́-pɛɛɛ
MOD-"pɛɛɛ"

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ á-pɩl-y-a
1-man

mʊzʊzʊlá

3SG -be immobile-APPL- FV 9.awful pain
P

'The man endured the awful pain.'
The Applicative extension -ɩ- is not very productive. The function of introducing a
beneficiary role has been taken over by the Benefactive extension -ɩlɩ-. Most new
derivations with a beneficiary, both for someone who benefits from the situation

expressed by the verb and for someone who is impaired by it, are formed with -ɩlɩ-,
see the next section. There are, however, some verbs that use the Applicative
extension -ɩ- in new derivations introducing the role of beneficiary: verbs in which
the second syllable of the basic verb ends with -ɩl- or -il- or with -ʊl- or -ul-.
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Examples include:
(7.182)a. ká-gbatɩ ́l-á
́
kã-gbatɩ
́l-y-á

9b-spread-FV

'to spread out'

9b:1.O-spread-APPL-FV

'to spread out for s.o.'

b.

ká-tɩndɩ ́l-á
́
kã-tɩndɩ
́l-y-á

9b-draw lines-FV

'to draw lines'

c.

ká-kpʊkʊ́l-á
́
kã-kpʊkʊ́
l-y-á

9b-rub-FV

9b:1.O-draw lines-APPL-FV 'to draw lines for s.o.'

'to rub'

9b:1.O-rub-APPL-FV

'to rub for s.o.'

d

9b-explain-FV
ká-tʊmbʊ́l-á
́
kã-tʊmbʊ́l-y-á 9b:1.O-explain-APPL-FV

'to explain'

e.

9b-stimulate-FV
kó-túndúl-ó
kã-́ túndúl-y-ó 9b:1.O-stimulate-APPL-FV

'to stimulate'

'to explain for s.o.'
'to stimulate for s.o.'

The verbs that use the Applicative extension -ɩ- to introduce a beneficiary role do
not take the Benefactive extension -ɩlɩ-. There are a few exceptions in my data,
where both extensions are allowed. They are listed here:
(7.183)a. ká-gam-á
́
kã-gam-y-á

9b:1.O-weep-APPL-FV

b.

ká-ndʊ́ng-á
kã-́
ʊ́ng-y-á
9b:1.O-discover-APPL-FV

c.

ká-kʊ́ng-á
kã-́ ʊ́ng-y-á
9b:1.O-ask-APPL-FV

d.

kó-tumík-ó
́
kã-tumík-y-ó

́
/ kã-gam-ɩ
́ly-á

9b:1.O-weep-BEN-FV

/ kã-́

'to weep for s.o.'
'9b-discover-FV'

ʊ́ng-ɩ ́ly-á

'to discover for s.o.'

9b:1.O-discover-BEN-FV

/ kã-́ ʊ́ng-ɩ ́ly-á

'9b-ask-FV'

'to ask for s.o.'

9b:1.O-ask-BEN-FV

362

9b:1.O-work-APPL-FV

'9b-weep-FV'

́
/ kã-tumík-íly-ó

'9b-work-FV'

'to work for s.o.'

9b:1.O-work-BEN-FV

7.11.3 Benefactive extension -ɩlɩThe Benefactive extension -ɩlɩ- indicates that the action is beneficial to a person or
directed against a person. The Benefactive extension introduces an argument with

the semantic role of beneficiary. When the basic verb is transitive, the object of the

362

kótumíkó is a Congo Swahili loanword, -tumika 'be engaged, work'.
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basic verb loses its object properties in the construction with the verb with the
Benefactive extension, as is apparent by the position of the object with respect to
the verb and by agreement with the object prefix. The new argument of the verb
with the Benefactive extension takes over the object properties. To start with,

examples of the Benefactive extension in Infinitive forms are given to make the
reader familiar with vowel changes due to ATR vowel harmony (see 3.2.2),
desyllabification (see 3.3.5) and non-automatic downstep (see 4.6.5).
(7.184)a. ká-bʊg-á
́
kã-bʊg-ɩ
́ly-á
b.
c.
d.

ká-ɓák-á
kã-́ ɓák-ɩ ́ly-á

kó-totís-ó
́
kã-totís-íly-ó

9b-sharpen-FV

'to sharpen'

9b:1.O-sharpen-BEN-FV

'to sharpen for s.o.'

9b-grow-FV

'to grow'

9b:1.O-grow-BEN-FV

'to grow for s.o.'
'to put down'

9b-put down-FV

9b:1.O-put down-BEN-FV 'to put down for s.o.'

9b-pierce-FV
kó-túm-ó
kã-́ túm-íly-ó 9b:1.O-pierce-BEN-FV

'to pierce'

'to pierce for s.o.'

The second /ɩ/ of the Benefactive extension -ɩlɩ- is desyllabified preceding a vowel,

in these examples, the final vowel -a (or -o in a [+ATR] context). The presence of
the class 1 object prefix ̀̃ is shown by the nasalization of the vowel of the class 9b
prefix, and in addition, by the non-automatic downstep of the H tone of the verb
root caused by the floating L tone of the class 1 object prefix in (b, d) and by the
non-assimilation of the vowel of the class 9b prefix to the [+ATR] value of the
verb root in (c, d).
When the vowel of the basic verb root is high rounded /ʊ u/, the first underlying
high unrounded vowel of the Benefactive extension of a few verbs has a high
round allomorph -ʊl-:

9b-ask-FV
(7.185) ká-kʊ́ng-á
'to ask'
kã-́ ʊ́ng-ɩ ́ly-á / kã-́ ʊ́ng-ʊ́ly-á 9b:1.O-ask-BEN-FV 'to ask for s.o.'

kó-tutw-ó
́
́
kã-tutw-íly-ó
/ kã-tutúly-ó

9b-peel-FV

'to peel'

9b:1.O-peel-BEN-FV 'to peel for s.o.'

In (7.186a, b, c), the Benefactive is derived from an intransitive verb. The object is
referred to by the object prefix as can be seen by the nasalization of the vowel of

the class 9b prefix in (7.186a), by non-automatic downstep in (7.186a, c), and by
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non-assimilation to the [+ATR] value in (7.186b, c). In (7.186d-g), where the basic
verb is transitive, the new object of the Benefactive obligatorily occupies the object
position directly following the verb and the object of the basic verb occurs later in
the clause.
(7.186)a. tíko

kã-́ ɓák-ɩ ́ly-á

a

yá-nza

9.field 3SG:be 9b:1.O-grow-BEN-FV 9.ASS-good

'[The crop on] the field grows well for someone (the owner).'
b.

c.

a-ɓín-ily-o

3SG:1.O-dance-BEN-FV

tá-

-íly-ó

ndɩ gbukó

1PL :1.O-die-BEN-FV

P

1a.rat

P3

'We died for rat.' (T2006.3)
ó-tíky-ǒ

ndɩ mu-pumí

3SG -close-FV

P3

P

e.

1a.chief

F2

'He will dance for the chief.'
P

d.

ɓánʊ ngámá

3-door

'He closed the door.'
mu-tíky-íly-ó

míkí

mu-pumí

1.O-close-BEN-FV.IMP 1-child 3-door

'Close the door for the child!'
f.

na

kó-kpumy-ó ma-lɩmbá

1SG:be 9b-hunt-FV

6-spell

'I am chasing away the spells.'
g.

Tapanóɓi

a

ká-kpumy-íly-ó

bʊgwákɩ

ɓa-nyamá

"Tapanoɓi" 3SG:be 9b:1.O-hunt-BEN-FV 1a.uncle:3SG.POSS 2-animal

'Tapanoɓi363 is hunting animals for his uncle.'
The argument introduced by the Benefactive extension either benefits from the
action of the verb or experiences a disadvantage. In the following examples, the
"beneficiary" is adversely affected by the action of the verb:
9b-snore-FV
(7.187)a. ká-ngʊkan-á
́
kã-ngʊkan-ɩ ́ly-á 9b:1.O-snore-BEN-FV

363

'to snore'

'to snore and trouble s.o.'

The meaning of the name is: 'we love each other at a distance' (tapananaga ká ɓʊɓyɩ ́), i.e.

if we live too close, our relation will not last.
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b.

ká-ly-á
kã-́ ɩ ́ly-á

c.

ká-pʊ́t-á
kã-́ ʊ́t-ɩ ́ly-á

(7.188) míkí

a

9b-eat-FV

'to eat'

9b:1.O-eat:BEN-FV

'to eat to s.o.'s disadvantage'

9b-destroy-FV

'to destroy'

9b:1.O-destroy:BEN-FV 'to destroy to s.o.'s

disadvantage'

ká- ʊ́t-ɩ ́ly-á

mamá

li-ngí

1a.child 3SG:be 9b:1.O-destroy:BEN-FV 1a.mother 5-banana tree

'The child is destroying a banana tree to the disadvantage of his mother.'

7.11.4 Resultative extension -ɩlThe Resultative extension -ɩl-, as distinct from Benefactive -ɩlɩ-, indicates that the
situation has ended in a result that could be expected given the meaning of the

verb. The Resultative extension -ɩl- does not change the number of arguments of
the verb. It does not occur frequently.
Examples include:
(7.189) ká-gbat-á

'to spread'

9b-spread-FV

ká-gbat-ɩ ́l-á 9b-spread-RES-FV 'to spread out (flat on a surface)'
ká-sɩnd-á

9b-slip-FV

'to slip'

ká-sɩnd-ɩ ́l-á

9b-slip-RES-FV

'to slip and (almost) fall'

ká-ʊm-á

9b-dry-FV

'to dry up'

ká-ʊm-ɩ ́l-á

9b-dry-RES-FV

'to be dried up'

In the story about a monster, people who saw it became 'dry'; they could no longer
move:

(7.190) mʊ-tʊ́ wa-sɩ
1-man

1.ASS-all

nɩ ́-nɔ̌
COP-

1.DEM.I

́
ãm-ɩn-a,

3SG :1.O-seeP

FV

ʊ́m-ɩl-ag-a

wá áka wá

3SG :dry-RES- there on the spot
P

PLUR-FV

'Every person who saw him, was dry (froze) right there.' (T2006.1)
The sentence below is talking about the mix for making traditional soap, which
must be poured in a fire after which the ashes can be gathered for further
processing:
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(7.191) wa

ká-am-á

kó-ɗúk-ús-íl-ó364

2SG:be 9b-limit-FV 9b-pour-CAUS-RES-FV

kó

ɓukú

PREP

8:burning piece of wood

'You are finishing by pouring slowly in the fire.' (T2006.5)

Other examples include: -kand- 'tie' vs. -kand-ɩl- 'be tied up', -tɩnd- 'carve' vs.
-tɩnd-ɩl- 'drawn a line'.

Soms verbs in my data have -ɩl- following CVC, but the basic -CVC- verb has not
been attested, for instance, -bɩlɩl- 'regain consciousness', -kpilil- 'slide', -kpɩ ́ndɩl'tread down', -tʊ́ɓɩl- 'cry out, announce', -wɩ ́sɩl- 'faint, pass out, wither', -pɩɗɩl'extract' and -tikil- 'rub, model'.

7.11.5 Neuter extension -ɩkSchadeberg (2003:75) proposes that "a more precise semantic-syntactic label for

this extension would be 'neutro-passive'. Verbs with this extension indicate that the
subject is potentially or factually affected by the action expressed by the verb. (…)
No agent is implied, and it is typically impossible to express the agent."

The difference in meaning between the Resultative extension -ɩl- and the Neuter
extension -ɩk- is that the former indicates the result of some action, whereas thet
latter changes a transitive verb into an intransitive verb without agent. With the
Resultative extension, the agent may be expressed.

The Neuter extension is not very productive. Derivation to intransitive verbs
generally involves a combination of Neuter -ɩk- and Associative -an-, see the next
section.365 The Neuter extension -ɩk- is nearly always represented with verbs of
destruction:

(7.192) ká-nʊw-á

9b-tear-FV

ká-nʊw-ɩ ́k-á 9b-tear-NEUT-FV
kó-ɓún-ó

9b-break-FV

'to tear'
'to tear' (intransitive)
'to break'

364

-ɗúk-us- has a specialized meaning 'pour slowly', see 7.11.1.

365

Schadeberg (2003a:76) mentions that in some languages of zone C "*-an- has taken over

the function of neuter *-ik-."
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kó-ɓún-ík-ó

9b-break-NEUT-FV 'to break' (intransitive)

Other derivations with the Neuter extension (in all cases, the basic verb is
transitive and the form with the extension is intransitive) in my data are: -lím-

'extinguish, put out' vs. -lím-ik-, -tɩn- 'cut' vs. -tɩn-ɩk-, -ʊl- 'break, smash, wrack' vs.
-ʊl-ɩk- and -yɩɓ- 'tear apart' vs. -yɩɓ-ɩk-.366

7.11.6 Associative extension -anThe most productive use and meaning of the Associative extension -an-367 is
reciprocal. "Reciprocal verbs require more than one agent, and the agents are at the
same time mutual patients of their action." (Schadeberg 2003:76).
(7.193)a. ká-mʊ́y-á
b.

'to disapprove, hate'

9b-hate-FV

ká-mʊ́y-án-á 9b-hate-ASS-FV

'to hate each other'

kó-sily-ó

9b-meet-FV

'to meet'

kó-sily-ón-ó

9b-meet-ASS-FV 'to meet each other'

Syntactically speaking, a single plural subject may fulfil the roles of agent and

patient, as in the first example below. Otherwise, there are two noun phrases as in
the second example, in which the first noun phrase in the canonical subject position
is the subject and the other one is a prepositional phrase, preceded by na 'with'. In

reciprocal use, there is no object prefix as can be seen from the examples below, in
which the vowel of the subject prefix has assimilated to [+ATR] and where no

non-automatic downstep occurs between a H tone on the subject prefix and a Hightoned verb.

(7.194) ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓó-sily-on-o

366

na

ɓʊ́-galá

This is the case if Neuter -ɩk- is the only extension. In combinations of the Neuter

extension -ɩk- and the Associative extension -an-, the basic verb can be intransitive as well,
e.g. -pám-ɩk-an- 'be cracked' from -pám- 'bark, crack'.
367

I follow Schadeberg (2003:76) in using the label Associative for this extension, because it

not only expresses reciprocity, but it also has other uses.
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2-person

3PL-meet-ASS-FV with 14-tomorrow

'The men will meet each other tomorrow.'
(7.195) kínili

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓá-mʊ́y-án-á

that is why 2-person

3PL -hate-ASS-FV
P

na
P

ɓa-bɩlɩ ́

with 2:1b-demon

'That is why men and demons hated each other.' (T2006.2)

The Associative extension is reduplicated with -VC- or -CV- verbs, e.g. -as- 'leave
behind' vs. -as-an-an- 'say goodbye', -dʊ- 'offend' vs. -dw-an-an- 'offend each other,
quarrel' and -gwǐ368 'hold, grab' vs. -gwin-on- 'hold each other'.

The second use of the Associative extension -an- is to indicate that the action
described by the verb is repetitive or intensive. Cases in which repetitive action is
involved are exemplified in the first set, whereas the second set has intensified
actions:

(7.196) ká-gbǎ

ká-gban-án-á

9b-reduce:FV
9b-reduce:ASS-ASS-FV

'to reduce'

'to reduce repetitively'

ká-ɩ ̌-gban-án-á 9b-REFL-reduce:ASS-ASS-FV 'to split up, separate'
ká-kɔ̌

9b-cut:FV

'to cut'

ká-kʊn-án-á

9b-cut:ASS-ASS-FV

'to cut in pieces'

ká-zab-á

9b-cross-FV

'to cross (a river)'

ká-zab-án-á

9b-cross-ASS-FV

'to cross walking from one

(7.197) kó-ɗuk-ó
kó-ɗuk-ón-ó
ká-lʊ́ngy-á

branch to the next'
9b-pour out-FV

'to pour out'

9b-pour out-ASS-FV

'to collapse (e.g. a wall)'

9b-rebuke-FV

ká-lʊ́ngy-án-á 9b-reduce-ASS-FV

368

'to rebuke'
'to growl'

ká-ʊl-á

9b-break-FV

'to break, smash, wrack'

ká-ʊl-án-án-á

9b-break-ASS-ASS-FV 'to fight, make war'

This is the only verb in my data where the final vowel -a does not occur.
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An action can be regarded as repeated when plural agents are doing it (a joint
action by several agents without having the notion of reciprocity), e.g.
(7.198) no

bití,

kánɩ ́ ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓó-lól-ón-i-ní,

with 9.darkness when 2-person

á-bɩnɩk-a

3PL-sleep-ASS-FV.ANT-PFV

li-ɗakɩ ̌ lí-motí

3SGP-carry-FV 5-pot

5.NUM-one

'During the night, when the men had fallen asleep, he carried [away] one
pot.' (T2006.2)

In addition to the usages mentioned above, the Associative extension -an- is used in
conjunction with the Neuter extension -ɩk- to indicate that the subject is in a state
which is the result of the action of the basic verb:
(7.199) ká-kʊ́l-á
ká-kʊ́l-ɩ ́k-án-á

9b-untie-FV

'to untie'

9b-untie-NEUT-ASS-FV

'to be untied'

ká-nan-á

9b-stretch-FV

ká-nan-ɩ ́k-án-á

9b-stretch-NEUT-ASS-FV 'to be straight'

kó-misy-ó

9b-sow-FV

kó-mis-ík-ón-ó 9b-sow-NEUT-ASS-FV
ká-pám-á

9b-crack-FV

ká-pám-ɩ ́k-án-á 9b-crack-NEUT-ASS-FV

'to stretch, make straight'
'to sow'

'to be spread, be scattered'
'to bark, to crack'
'to be cracked'

ká-tʊn-á

9b-light-FV

'to light'

ká-tʊn-ɩ ́k-án-á

9b-light-NEUT-ASS-FV

'to be lit'

The Associative extension -an- seems to have neutro-passive use without the

presence of the Neuter extension -ɩk- in the following verb forms: -ɓímon- 'be
dying', -tʊ́ngan- 'be enough, suffice', -zʊ̌kan- 'be surprised, jump up'. The basic CVC- verb of these verb forms has not been attested.

7.11.7 Pluractional extension -agThe Pluractional extension -ag- has a range of uses involving plurality of the
action. The action is plural because it is repetitive, habitual or durative, or a single
action is made plural by having multiple subjects or objects. The Pluractional
extension -ag- does not increase or diminish the number of arguments of the verb.
Structurally, -ag- has the VC-shape of an extension and tonally -ag- behaves like an
extension: it is underlyingly toneless and it surfaces with a H tone after H-tone
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spreading (see 4.6.1) in the same way as other extensions in the verb form. The
Pluractional extension -ag- occurs with all tenses and moods, like other extensions.
It can have aspectual meaning, e.g. habitual, durative.

The Pluractional extension -ag- is frequently used to indicate repeated action.
When -ag- is added, many dynamic verbs describing a single action get a meaning
where repetition is involved, e.g. -al- 'cleave' vs. -al-ag- 'cut to pieces', -nan-

'stretch' vs. -nan-ag- 'iron (clothes)', -táman- 'remember' vs. -táman-ag- 'think', -tɩ ́n'cut' vs. -tɩ ́n-ag- 'whip'.

The following examples show repetitive use of -ag-: 369
(7.200)a. ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ na
2-man

ɓo-kó

ɓá-mʊ-sɛngɩ ́

ɓó-bilisy-og-o

and 2-woman 2.ASS-3-village 3PLP-chant slogan-PLUR-FV

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ɓɛ́
thus

P3

rigo hooo ! rigo hooo !
"rigo hooo" "rigo hooo"

COMP

'The men and the women of the village scanted: "Rigo hooo!, Rigo hooo!'
b.

c.

(T2006.4)
ɩyɩ ́

gbukó á-lyály-ag-a

1.PRO 1a.rat

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ wá gɔ wá

3SG -graze-PLUR-FV thus
P

P3

'He, rat ate there every day.' (T2006.3)
ngámá

Ø-ɩnd-ag-ǎ

ndɩ yí-motí370, yágɔ371 yɩ ́-ɓǎ

1a.chief 3SG-go-PLUR-FV

ká
PREP

tɩmbá

there

P3

9.NUM-one perhaps 9.NUM-two

9.month

'The chief went [to check his field] once, perhaps two times a month.'
d.

(T2006.3)

ngbíngó yi nɩ ́-nɔ̌

ɓá-zang-ág-ǎ

1a.time 1.DEM.III COP-1.DEM.I 3PLP-lack-PLUR-FV

mo-lingó, mu-kó
6-oil

369

á- pá

ndɩ minó
P3

mbʊnyákɩ ́

TRACE

líso

1-woman 3SGP:1.O-give:FVP 1a.husband:3SG.POSS 5:eye

Schadeberg (2003a) uses "repetitive" to refer to the morpheme -a(n)g- at the pre-FV

position.
370

Understood is ngángá '9.time'.

371

Short for yágɔgɔ.
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'When they lacked oil, the woman gave her husband the eye.'

(T2006.10)

The second use of -ag- is habitual, which "refers to a situation characteristic of an

extended period of time, so extended that the situation is viewed as a characteristic
feature of a whole period." (Comrie 1976:27-8, cited in Nurse 2008:311). For
example:

(7.201)a. ɓa-tɩtɛ́

ɓí-tikil-og-ǎ

2-old person 3PLP:REFL-rubPLUR-FV

b.

ndɩ nzʊ́yɩ
P3

na

mo-lingó mó-pi

9.body with 6-oil

6.ASS-black

'The forefathers used to rub their bodies in with black oil.' (T2006.6)
kínili

tɩ ̌n-ag-a kʊ́wa ɓe-títí

that's why 1PL:see-

thus

kú-silí

wa-bʊkʊ́-tɔ

2+9:9a-anthill 17-bottom 17.ASS-13.bush-13

PLUR-FV

'That is why we always see anthills under bushes.' (T2006.10)
The next use of -ag- is durative, referring to a situation that lasts over a period of
time. In the example below, -ag- indicates that it takes some time to tie up the
chief:

(7.202) nzʊ́ka

ó-pup-ǎ

1a.snake 3SG -come out-FV
P

ndɩ ngámá
P3

nzʊ́yɩ

yá-sɩ

ndɩ kó

tutú,

P3

9.forest 3SGP:1.O-tie-PLUR-FV

PREP

á-kand-ag-ǎ

kádwɛ kʊ́kwakʊ ká

1a.chief 9.body 9.ASS-all up to

down there

PREP

mʊ-nɔkʊ́
3-mouth

'A snake came out of the forest, he was winding around the chief, the whole
body, all the way to his mouth.' (T2009.5)

When the Pluractional extension with durative use co-occurs with the Perfective
aspect suffix -ní in post-FV position, it indicates that the situation has lasted for

some time before the action is completed. Before the attack described in the above
example, chief Kɔpɩ had given an object that represented his forefather to a young
man who had hidden it in a space between tree roots. When the young man saw
that the chief was in danger, he searched for his 'forefather' and asked him:
(7.203) yɛ̌

ba, ɓá-gy-a

excuse me! sir

a-kond-óg-i-ní

kʊ́wa wánʊ ɓʊ́nɩ ́ kyɛ́

3PL-do-FV thus

ngámá

here

nzʊ́yɩ

how

nzʊ́ka

because 1a.snake

yá-sɩ ?

3SG:1.O-tie-PLUR-FV.ANT-PFV 1a.chief 9.body 9.ASS-all
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'Excuse me sir, how should one act here, because a snake has wound
completely around the chief, his whole body?' (T2009.5)

The other passage where the same verb is used twice, the second time with the
Pluractional extension and Perfective aspect, is from a text in which si-bǐ

'sɩ:1-tortoise', often a malignant character in Liko stories, disturbs the good

relationship between the friends Madapuwa and Madɩpɔpɔ by going from one to
the other and talking scandal. The first time the verb -ɓálɩkan- 'pass around, make a
detour'372 is used, the form has no aspectual marking and tells that tortoise just met
Madɩpɔpɔ:

(7.204) si-bǐ
ã-́ tʊ́k-y-ɩly-ǎ
ndɩ gɔnɩ lɩ-gʊndʊ́,
P
sɩ:1-tortoise 3SG :1.O-leave-APPL-BEN-FV P3
also 5-journey
á-ɓál-ɩk-an-a

kʊ́

3SGP-tie-NEUT-ASS-FV there

ká

Mádɩpɔpɔ

PREP

na

á-ɓɩ ́ky-ǎ

"Madɩpɔpɔ" and 3SGP-say-FV

ndɩ ɓɛ́
P3

COMP

'Tortoise left him [Madapuwa] [to go on] a journey too, he passed the
place where Madɩpɔpɔ was and said to him:' (T2009.9)

The second time -ɓálɩkan- has both the Pluractional extension -ag- and the

Perfective aspect suffix -ní. Tortoise's passing around from one to the other is
completed; he has managed to destroy the friendship:
(7.205) ká

PREP

ɩɓʊ́

móngóni mi nɩ ́-mɔ́
na

Mádɩpɔpɔ,

mɔ́,

bayá373 kaɓʊ́

2.PRO and "Madɩpɔpɔ"

kaɓʊ́

má-ɓa

Madapuwa

6:news 6.DEM.III COP-6.DEM.I 6.NUM-two 6.DEM.I "Madapuwa"

á-pʊng-ǎ

3PL.POSS 3SGP-start-FV

9.trust

yʊkánáná

3PL.POSS and 9a:understanding

ndɩ kó-sy-ó,
P3

na
kyɛ́

9b-end-FV because

mu-múyónísó374
1-instigator

ɓɛ́yɔ́ ka si-bǐ,
ǎ
ndɩ nɩ ́
u-ɓól-ík-y-ón-óg-i-ní
called
sɩ:1-tortoise 3SG-be P3
while 3SG:2.O-tie-NEUT-APPL-ASS-PLUR375

FV.ANT-PFV

372

The basic verb is -ɓál- 'tie at the same level (e.g. sticks when building a house)'.

373

Short for baɩ ́lyá 'trust, belief'.

374

From -mʊ́y- 'dislike, hate', with the Associative extension -an- and the Causative

extension -is-, -múyonis- 'cause to hate e.o.'.
375

Short for kánɩ ́ 'when, while, at the time'.
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'At these two news accounts, Madapuwa and Madɩpɔpɔ, their trust and
mutual understanding started to end, because the instigator tortoise
was present, he had passed around them.' (T2009.9)

Other examples of co-occurrence of the Pluractional extension -ag- and the
Perfective aspect suffix -ní are:
(7.206)a. ɩɓʊ́

ɓá-sɩ

ɓó-misík-ón-óg-i-ní376

2.PRO 2.ASS-all 3PL-disperse:NEUT-ASS-PLUR-FV.ANT-PFV

b.

'They have all dispersed.' (T2006.1)
nó-úk-óg-ó-ní

c.

dagǎ-tʊ,

ma-sɩkɩɗángɩ ́, mangá

1SG -heal-PLUR-FV -PFV 13.arrow-13 6-fish hook

9.mango

Gbaɗi

yɔ́

P

P

'I have saved raffia arrows, fish hooks, mangos.' (T2009.6)
á- kʊ́l-a

sukopí.

nɩ ́yɔ́

"Gbaɗi" 3SG :1.O-untie-FV 1a.leopard when
P

áka

only 9.DEM.I 1a.leopard

ɩ ́n-á

ɓɛ́

ɓã-́ kúl-óg-i-ní, á-mbɩmbɩt-a a-mbɔ̌kʊ́

3SGP:see-FVP

COMP

3PL:1.O-untie-

PLUR-FV.ANT-PFV

sukopí

3SGP:1.Opinch-FV

Gbaɗi

1b-old man "Gbaɗi"

'Gbaɗi untied leopard. As soon as leopard saw that he had been untied,
he grabbed old Gbaɗi [with his claws].' (T2008.5)

The fourth use of the Pluractional extension is to indicate plurality of the subject or
the object. A more or less extended period of time is involved in which the action
is performed. Examples of the plurality of the subject is:
(7.207)a. ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓó-kw-óg-á
2-person

b.

3PL -die-PLUR-FV
P

P

ndɩ ká

lʊ́nga

P3

5:war

'Masses of people died in the war.'

PREP

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

ɓo-túgbǒ

COP-2.DEM.I

2-strong man 3PL-INCH-fight-ASS-PLUR-FV with

ɓá-ná-bʊm-an-ag-á

na

ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓa-dǎɓʊ
2-man

2-s.o. of same age:3PL.POSS

'Those who are strong men started to fight with men of their age.'

(T2006.2)

376

The basic verb is -misi- 'sow'. With the Neuter and the Associative extensions, the

meaning of -misikon- is 'be spread'.
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In (b), multiple subjects or multiple object may be referred to.
Plural objects are exemplified by the following sentences:
(7.208)a. wɩ ̌-bɩb-ag-a

2SG:REFL-praise-PLUR-FV

b.

c.

ɓɛ́
COMP

ʊ-mwɔ́g-ɔ

ɓa-nyamá

2SG:2.O-kill:PLUR-FV 2-animal

'You praise yourself that you kill animals.' (T2006.1)
mo-lingó mi nɩ ́-mɔ́ a-mwɔ́g-ɔ-tʊ́377
6-oil 6.DEM.III

3SG/PL-kill:PLUR-FV-

COP-6.DEM.I

INS

gɔnɩ ́ pándá
also

9.scabies

ká
PREP

9.body

'This oil also kills scabies on the body.' (T2006.6)
a-kɔ́ngɔ́

nɔ̌

a-tɩ ́-pag-a

má-ɓʊ́gʊ kú-mbúso

1b-banana shoot 1.DEM.I 3SG-1PL.O-give:PLUR-FV 6-banana

d.

nzʊ́yɩ

17-back

'This banana shoot will give us bananas later.' (T2006.7)
ɓʊ́-mʊmʊl-ag-ǎ

ndɩ ɓo-míkí ká

3PL :2.O-round up-PLUR-FV

P3

P

2-child

PREP

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ má-sɩ
3-village

'They rounded up all the children of the village.' (T2006.4)

3.ASS-all

Some -CVCVC- verbs with -ag- have no -CVC- counterpart and refer to a situation
which lasts over a period of time. Examples are -kɩ ́tag- 'pass', -nzʊkpag- 'stare

wide-eyed', -sanzag- 'go towards the zenith (sun)', -sílog- 'consume' and -wáyag'dissolve'.

7.11.8 Combinations of extensions
Verb structures may contain more than one extension. Some combinations are
shown in the sections above. Here, I will first present examples from texts, before
summarizing the probable order of extensions in Liko.

The Neuter extension -ɩk- precedes other extensions, e.g. Causative -is- in (7.209a)
and Associative -an- in (7.209b):
(7.209)a. ká-tík-ík-ís-ó
b.

377

9b-send-NEUT-CAUS-FV

'to cause to be sent'

ká-pʊ́t-ɩ ́k-án-á 9b-destroy-NEUT-ASS-FV 'to be destroyed, out of shape'

Vowel copy after height coalescence has applied to the sequence of the high vowel of the

[−ATR] -CV- verb and the final vowel -a.
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In (7.205), the Neuter extension precedes the Applicative extension.378
The Causative extension -is- precedes Applicative -ɩ- in (7.210a), Benefactive -ɩlɩin (7.210b, c), Resultative -ɩl- in (7.210d) and Associative -an- in (7.210e):
(7.210)a. im-ig-ís-y-ó-kú

líso

kǎmɩ

1SG.O-return-CAUS-APPL-FV-DIR 5:eye my

'Give me back (cause to return) my eye.'
b.

a-bǎkɩ

ã-pik-ís-íly-i-ní

ndáɓʊ

1b-father:3SG.POSS 3SG:1.O-build-CAUS-BEN-FV.ANT-PFV 9.house

'His father had caused him to build a house for him.'
c.

ú-monis-ily-ǎ

3SGP:2.O-indicate:CAUS-BEN-

ndɩ ɓo-míkakɩ ́
P3

ká-gbɩt-á bumó

2-child:3SG.POSS 9b-fell-FV 9.palm nut

FV

d.

e.

'He taught (caused to indicate) his children [how to] cut palm nuts.'
́
sɩ-panánɩ ́-sɔ sá-sɩ
nɩ ́-sɔ
wã-wonís-íl-á
ndɩ
19-love-19

19.ASS-all

COP-7.DEM.I

2SGP:1.O-show:CAUS-RES-FVP

'All the love which you showed to someone.'
to-túm-is-on-o

ma-mbɛngɩ ́ ká

1PL-fill-CAUS-ASS-FV 6-heart

PREP

P3

sɩ-panánɩ ́-sɔ sá-nza
19-love-19

19.ASS-good

'We will cause to fill each other the hearts to good love.', i.e. we will
encourage one another to pure love
The Associative extension -an- follows Applicative -ɩ- in (7.211a) and Benefactive
-ɩlɩ- in (7.211b, c):

(7.211)a. ma-syɛ́ má-kpʊ
6-day

ɓá-kó-sil-y-on-og-i-gʊ̌

6.ASS-big 3PL-NEG-arrive-APPL-ASS-PLUR-FV-NEG

ndɩ ɓatǎ
P3

again

'Not long afterwards.', literally, 'many days could not meet each other
b.

again' (T2009.21)
́
ɓa-kɔndɔ̌lɔ ɓã-ɗak-ɩly-an-ǎ
2-sheep

3PL :1.O-climb-BEN-ASS-FV
P

ndɩ
P3

'The sheep climbed each other for him.' (translated Genesis 30:39)

378

The Neuter extension preceding the Benefactive or the Resultative extension has not been

found.
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c.

sukopí

ká-ʊkán-á ɓɛ́yɔ́,

1a.leopard 9b-hear-FV

ngǔ

́
ã-sy-o,

like that 9.strength 3SGP:1.O-finish-FV

í-ny-íly-on-og-o

wá áka wá

3SG :REFL-urinate-BEN-ASS-PLUR-FV there on the spot
P

'Leopard hearing that, strength left him, he urinated unconsiously right
there.'379 (T2008.10)

There are no combinations of the Associative extension -an- and the Resultative
extension -ɩl- in my data.
The Pluractional extension -ag- occurs with every extension and always occurs as
the last extension in a verb form.
Based on the data available, the most likely order of combinations of extensions is:
(7.212) Neuter Causative Applicative -ɩ-ɩk-

-is-

Associative Pluractional

Benefactive -ɩlɩ- -an-

-ag-

Resultative -ɩlThis corresponds to the neutral order of Bantu extensions, "CARP" (Causative,

Applicative, Reciprocal, Passive (Hyman 2002)). Recall that Liko does not have a
Passive extension.
There are verb forms where the Causative extension does not precede, but follows
the Associative, e.g.:
(7.213) ká-dʊnd-á

9b-touch-FV

kó-dund-ón-ís-ó 9b-touch-ASS-CAUS-FV

'to touch'
'to join'

9b-hear-ASS-FV
ká-ʊkán-án-á
'to agree'
́
kã-ukón-ón-ís-ó 9b:1.O-hear-ASS-CAUS-FV 'to reconcile with s.o.'

In these cases, the scope of the Causative extension includes the Associative.

The Causative extension may be added more than once to a verbal base. If another
extension has been added to a verbal base with the Causative extension, then,

depending on the semantics of the verb, the Causative extension can be added

379

Because of fright for a shrew which, of course, is bad for his status as king of the

animals.
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again with the existing verbal base in scope. Take for example káibó 'to know',
káibísó 'to make known' and káibísíkónó 'to be known', the latter form with the

Causative, Neuter and the Associative extensions. The Causative extension can be
added again to the derived form, yielding káibísíkónísó380 'to cause to be known'.

Another verbal base in which two Causative extensions are attested is káinísónísó381
'to cause to appear', based on káɩná 'to see', káinísó 'to cause to see' and káinísónó
'to appear'.

7.11.9 Expansion
Expansions refer to segmental material following a -CVC- verb root, that cannot be
analysed as a productive extension with either a change in the number of
arguments or with a consistent change in the meaning of the verb. Some

expansions have a shape that may be recognizable as a Bantu extension. VC shapes
in -CVCVC- verbs that occur with some frequency are -an-, -ɩk-, -ʊk- and -ʊl-.
The Associative extension -an- is used mainly to indicate reciprocity with

additional repetitive/intensive and neutro-passive usages. In some instances of VC
shape -an-, there does not seem to be a common semantic meaning related to -an-:
-ɓʊman- 'should', -bimon- 'come near', -kwanan- 'should', -kpakyan- 'travel',
-ngɩnan- 'reflect', -ngʊkan- 'snore', -nyakan- 'appear suddenly' and -táman'remember, think'. These verb forms do not occur with -an-.

In a few -CVCVC- verbs, -ɩk- resembles the Neuter extension but it lacks its
properties. The following -CVCVC- verbs in my data are transitive and active with
the agent performing the action: -bɩnɩk- 'carry', -didik- 'bend down' and -tíndik-

'push over'. A corresponding -CVC- root has not been found. These verbs do not
have the neutro-passive meaning represented by the extension -ɩk.

The following verbs have -ʊk -, e.g. -kpʊmʊk- 'talk', -bumbuk- 'jump', -púmuk'burst' and -zuzuk- 'get up'. The last three share the sense of 'moving out of some
original position'.

380

ká-ib-ís-ík-ón-ís-ó '9b-know-CAUS-NEUT-ASS-CAUS-FV'.

381

ká-in-ís-ón-ís-ó '9b-see-CAUS-ASS-CAUS-FV'.
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One verb in my data has -ʊl- following a -CVC- root, -tángʊl- 'read, recite'
vs. -táng- 'count'. The following verbs lack a -CVC- basic verb: -ɓʊ́kʊl- 'suspect',
-dukul- 'continue', -gbulul- 'thunder (of rain)', -gbundul- 'pound', -kungul-

'surround', -kpʊkʊl- 'rub', -súngul- 'succeed, to end in or at', -túndul- 'stimulate',

-tʊmbʊl- 'explain', -tʊngbʊl- 'help, support', -vʊkʊl- 'sit down (pejorative)', -zotul'be surprised'.382
Other final VC shapes in -CVCVC- structures where the basic -CVC- root has not
been attested are listed below. Each shape rarely occurs and the final VC does not
seem to have an identifiable meaning.
(7.214) -zakaɗ-

'hesitate'

-ɓʊ́sal-

'forget'

-sɩkɩɗ-

'tickle'

-piling-

'twist'

-gʊbɩt-

'cover a roof'

-zɩgɩb-

-sɩkɩs-

-tulub-

'sieve'

'feel, caress'
'roll, sprawl'

-mbʊkʊɗ- 'dig using fingers'
-ɗúkuf-

'fold, bend'

-kpʊkʊm- 'rinse the mouth'
-zʊgʊs-

'itch'

-lʊkʊt-

'boil'

7.12 Derivation to nouns, adjectives and adverbs
7.12.1 Verb-to-noun derivation
Several productive processes are involved in the formation of deverbative nouns.
The process involves two parts: the derivation of a nominal stem from a verbal

base383 by the addition of a word-final suffix, and the assignment of the derived

382

Some of these verbs may have the Resultative extension -ɩl- with assimilation to the

round vowel of the first syllable of the verb root.
383

The verbal base may be simple, consisting only of a verb root, or extended, consisting of
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nominal stem to a nominal class (or gender) (Schadeberg 2003:79). Deverbative
nouns have a wide range of meanings.
a. Agent nouns

Several processes are employed in deriving an agent noun from a verbal base.
These processes have various degrees of productivity. Two processes involve the

nominalization suffix -á. The first process is productive, the second seems to have
gone out of use. Other processes, marked by word-final high vowels, are presented
at the end of this section.

Firstly, the productive process to derive an agent noun from a verb involves
repeating the consonant and the first vowel of the verb root, adding the

nominalization suffix -á to the verbal base and assigning the nominal stem to class
1 (the class 2 prefix is added in brackets). The first TBU of the verbal base is
associated with the primary tone of the verb:
(7.215) mʊ-kʊ́kʊng-á384, (ɓa-) '1-begger'

<-kʊ́ng-

'ask'

mʊ-lɩ ́lɩk-á, (ɓa-)

'1-trapper'

<-lɩ ́k-

'trap'

mʊ-bʊbʊsy-á, (ɓa-)

'1-burner'

<-bʊsɩ-

'burn'

mu-pipik-ó, (ɓo-)

'1-builder'

<-pik-

'build'

mu-bubuuly-ó, (ɓo-) '1-s.o. who harvests rice' <-buuli-

'harvest'

The nominalization suffix has a H tone in the above examples, but when it follows
a H tone, it is changed to a L tone (see 4.6.6). This happens when the verb root is
monosyllabic with a primary H tone:
(7.216) mʊ-lyály-a, (ɓa-)

mu-mwómw-o, (ɓo-)
mʊ-mwɔ́mw-ɔ, (ɓa-)
mʊ-twátw-a, (ɓa-)

'1-eater'

'1-drinker'

<-lɩ ́-

<-mú-

'eat'

'drink'

'1-s.o. who ill-treats' <-mʊ́ʊ- 'kill'
'1-skilled archer'

<-tú-

'hit the target'

a verb root followed by one or more extensions, see 7.2.
384

In this section and the next one, I have indicated the nominalization suffix and the suffix

in derived adjectives with a hyphen. For convenience, this is not done in the other parts of
this book.
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-da 'come' has a deverbative stem with the Directional suffix -kú: mu-dodokú
'1-visitor'.
Monosyllabic verbs reduplicate the verbal base together with the final vowel. If the
last vowel of the verbal base is subject to height coalescence preceding the verbfinal vowel -a, as in -mʊ́ʊ- 'kill' (/ʊ-a/ → /ɔ/), then the resulting mid vowel is

copied. When a monosyllabic verb has a L tone, the nominalization suffix has a H
tone, e.g. mʊ-sɔsɔ́, (ɓa-) '1-s.o. who harvests rice', from -sʊ- 'weed'.
Secondly, agent nouns are derived from verbs by adding the nominalization suffix

-á to the verbal base and assigning the nominal stem to class 1. The difference with
the first process is that there is no reduplication in the second one.
(7.217) mʊ-kwanan-á, (ɓa-)

'1-person of value' <-kwanan-

'should'

mʊ-kpakyan-á, (ɓa-) '1-traveller, walker' <-kpakyanmʊ-ndʊndʊlá, (ɓa-)

'1-biting midge'

'walk'

ɓa-ɓʊ́kʊtan-á

'2-s.o. of same kin' <-ɓʊ́kʊt-

'give birth'

385

<-ndʊndʊl-

'stick in'

The first two agent nouns always occur preceded by mʊ-tʊ́ '1-man': e.g. mʊtʊ́
mʊkwananá.

Examples of the application of this process to agent nouns in classes 1a or 1b:
(7.218) gbɩt-á, (ɓa-)

'1a.octopus'386

á-pʊ́k-átʊ, (ɓǎ-)

387

o-sumb-o, (ɓo-)
o-twógǒ, (ɓo-)

389

385

<-gbɩt-

'1b-premature baby' <-pʊ́k'1b-insect, sp.'

388

'1b-good speaker'

'bite'

'leave quietly'

<-sumb- 'burn'
<-tú-

'make'

Class 1 mʊ-ɓʊ́kʊt-an-á exists but is less common; -an- is the Associative extension used

here to indicate reciprocity, see 7.11.6.
386

The word gbɩtá '1a.octopus' is regarded as a river monster, e.g. mʊmbánzʊ́ kamíná gbɩtá

ókwó 'If a man sees an octopus, he dies' (mʊ-mbánzʊ́ ∅-kam-ín-á gbɩtá, ó-kw-ó 1-man 3SGCOND:1.O-see-FV

1a.octopus 3SGP-die-FVP). The fatality is expressed by the Past form of the

verb 'to die'.
387

-tʊ (following the nominalization suffix) is a realization of the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́, see

7.7.4.
388

If its liquid comes into the eye, it hurts.
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Deriving an agent noun in classes 1a or 1b from verbs is no longer productive.
Tone assignment in the derived forms in classes 1a and 1b is not regular.
b. Actions, results, instruments

The same processes that are used to derive agent nouns are employed in deriving
nouns which refer to the action described by the verb (action nouns), to the product
or result of an event described by the verb (result nouns) or to an instrument used

to accomplish the action represented by the verb (instrument nouns). These nouns

are derived by adding the nominalization suffix -á to the verbal base and assigning
the nominal stem to a class or gender. Deriving action, result and instrument nouns
is productive. The surface tone on the nominalization suffix is less regular than in
the case of productive derivation to agent nouns in class 1. Here are examples of

noun classes with deverbative nouns in my data. If a plural exists, its class prefix is
added in brackets.
(7.219) ɗʊ́m-á, (ɓa-)
a-gbʊ̌m-a, (ɓa-)

'1a.secret'

<-ɗʊ́m-

'have sex' (man)

'1b-brake'

<-gbʊ̌m-

'forbid, stop'

o-mbomb-ó, (ɓo-) '1b-fright'
(7.220) mʊ-kɩngy-á

<-mbomb- 'fear'

'3-imitation' <-kɩngɩ-

'try'

mʊ-nzɩn-á

'3-speech'

<-nzɩn-

'speak'

mʊ-wá

'3-scalpel'

<-wá-

'shave'

mʊ-pɩly-á

(7.221) li-ɓín-o, (mo-)

'3-pardon'

<-pɩlɩ-

'forgive'

'5-dance'390

<-ɓín-

li-lúng-o, (mo-)

'5-breast'

<-lúng- 'nurse'
<-dí-

'lap up, try'

li-twótw-o

'5-making'

<-tú-

'make'

lɩ-kɔ́k-ɔ

'5-cough'

<-kʊ́-

'cough'

li-giny-ó, (mo-)
li-ɗyóɗy-o
lɩ-kɔk-ɔ́

'5-taboo'
'5-taste'

<-gini-

'5-rice or maize harvest' <-kʊ-

'dance'
'reject'

'cut'

389

-og- (preceding the nominalization suffix) is the Pluractional extension -ag-, see 7.11.7.

390

This is a generic term.
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(7.222) ful-ó

'9.swelling'

<-ful-

'swell'

pɩ ́kɩ ́t-á

'9.run'

<-pɩ ́kɩt-

'run'

yɩtángʊ́l-á

'9a:lamentation' <-tángʊl'9a:sorrow'

'recite'

<-ǐ-gyogyís- 'be in trouble'

yɩ ̌gbat-á

'9a:surface'

<-gbat-

'spread'

ɩ-bɩb-á

'9a-honour'

yǐgyogyís-ó
yɩ ̌bɩnɩ ́k-á

'9a:airs'

<-bɩb-

'praise'

<-bɩnɩk-

'lift'

The class 9a prefix ɩ- is desyllabified preceding (reflexive) prefix ɩ ̌- of the verbal
base.

Finally, two sets of action or result nouns in classes 14 and 15:
(7.223) ɓu-mbomb-ó

'14-slowness to react' <-mbomb- 'fear'

(7.224) kʊ-ɓá ng-á-kʊ

'15-fear'

<-ɓáng-

'fear'

'15-lie'

<-ɓʊ-

'deceive'

ɓʊ-ɓʊng-á

kʊ-lʊk-á-kʊ

kʊ-ɓɔɓ-ɔ́-kʊ

'14-happiness'

'15-sculpture'

<-ɓung-

<-lʊk-

'improve'

'mould'

c. State nouns
State nouns describe a state which is the result of performing the action of the
verb. Deverbative state nouns are derived from verbs by means of the addition to
the verbal base of prefix kɩ ̌-, the nominalization suffix -a and a floating H tone
word-finally (like adjectives derived from verbs, see 7.12.2):
(7.225) ki-ɗúkuf-ǒ '9.s.th. bent'

< -ɗúkuf- 'fold, bend'

kɩ ̌-gyagy-ǎ '9.s.th. turned bad' < -gyagɩ- 'suffer, punish'
kǎlǎ

'9.s.th. split'

< -al-

'split'

kǐbǒ

'9.s.th. known'

< -ib-

'know'

kǔusǒ
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'9.s.th. asked'

< -uus-

'ask'

In the last three examples, the prefix vowel is lost through V1-elision (see 3.3.1).
Derived state nouns are often used attributively in associative constructions, where

the first noun is the head followed by an associative prefix and the state noun, e.g.:

391

I do not know why there is a surface LH tone on the first TBU of this derived noun.
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(7.226) mʊ-tʊ́

wa-kɩ ̌bɩbǎ

'a person who boasts'

1-man

1.ASS-9.s.th. honoured

míkí

wa-kɩɓʊ́ɓʊsalǎ

'a forgetful child'

mʊ-sákɩ

má-kǎlǎ

'chopped firewood'

1a.child
3-firewoord

1.ASS-9.s.th. forgotten
3.ASS-9.s.th. split

lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká lá-kǐbǒ
5-thing

5.ASS-9.s.th. known

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́

má-kǎmbǎ

6-food

6.ASS-9.s.th. cooked

'a public affair'
'cooked food'

The verbal bases of the first two and the final example are -ɩ ̌bɩb- 'honour
oneself', -ɓʊ́sal- 'forget' and -amb- 'cook'.
d. Manner nouns
Manner nouns refer to the act described by the verb or the way in which it is

performed. Deverbative manner nouns are derived from verbs by repeating the
initial CV of the verb root, adding the nominalization suffix -á to the verbal base

and assigning the nominal stem to class 5 (usually the plural form is not used). The
first TBU of the derived stem is associated with the primary tone of the verb:
(7.227) lɩ-mamak-á
lɩ-tʊ́tʊmb-á
li-uusy-ó

'5-way of throwing' <-mak-

'throw'

'5-way of lifting'

'lift'

'5-diversion'

<-tʊ́mb<-usi-

'turn off course'

li-ɓuɓungusy-ó '5-preparation'
li-ɓúɓuuly-ó

'5-protection'

<-ɓungusi- 'repair'
<-ɓúuli-

'guard'

li-bubuuly-ó

'5-harvesting rice'

<-buuli-

'harvest'

e. Nouns derived from verbs with suffixes -ɩ, -i or -ʊ
High vowels /ɩ i ʊ/ occur as nominalization suffix in deverbative nouns, with a

wide range of meanings, including agent nouns. The nominalization suffix -i is
[+ATR] dominant. The tone of these suffixes surfaces with a H tone, unless the

suffix is preceded by a H tone. There are exceptions where the suffix has a H tone
following another High.
Examples of nominalizations with suffix -ɩ are:

(7.228) a-dɩndɩl-ɩ ́, (ɓa-) '1b-anaesthesia' <-dɩndɩl-

'anaesthetize'
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mʊ-tɩ ́w-ɩ, (tɩw
́ ɩ) '3-advice'

<-tɩ ́w-

mʊ-támanag-ɩ ̌

'3-thinking'

<-támanag-

'remember'

lɩ-kwanan-ɩ ́

'5-straightness'

<-kwanan-

'should'

mʊ-ngʊkan-ɩ ́
ɓʊ-sɩ ́kɩl-ɩ ́

'3-snoring'

'14-funniness'

'advise'
392

<-ngʊkan<-sɩ ́kɩl-

'snore'

'insult'
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Examples of nominalizations with suffix -i are:
(7.229) i-zong-í, (ɓe-)

'1c-idiot'

<-zǎng-

mu-wonisil-í, (ɓo-) '1-teacher'

<-wonisili-

'miss the objective'
394

'teach'

mu-yoyis-í, (ɓo-)

'3-rebuke'

<-yoyis-

li-ɓúnik-í, (mo-)

'5-fracture'

<-ɓúnik-

ɓu-kpilil-í

'14-going down' <-kpilil-

'slide'

ɓu-zong-í

'14-stupidity'

'miss the objective'

mu-yúkum-í

li-ɓúkút-í, (mo-)

'3-breathing'

<-yúkum-

'5-birth'
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<-ɓʊ́kʊt<-zǎng-

'admonish'
'breathe'

'be broken'
'give birth'

Examples of nominalizations with suffix -ʊ are:

(7.230) mʊ-gam-ʊ́, (gamʊ́) '3-call' (bird) <-gam- 'cry'
mʊ-pám-ʊ

'3-bark'

<-pám- 'scream'

mʊ-tʊ́-ʊ

'3-advice'

<-tʊ́-

'quote'

lɩ-gab-ʊ́, (ma-)

'5-trade'

<-gab-

'sell'

lɩ-zab-ʊ́, (ma-)

'5-bridge'

<-zab-

'cross'

lɩ ́mb-ʊ, (ma-)
bɩb-ʊ́, (ɓa-)

'5-song'

'9.story'

<-ɩ ́mb<-bɩb-

'sing'
'tell'

7.12.2 Verb-to-adjective derivation
Derivation of adjectives from verbal bases is productive. The process involves the
addition of the suffix -a and a word-final floating H tone. Derived adjectives take
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The verb root is -táman- 'remember' with the Pluractional extension -ag-, see 7.11.7.
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The verb root is -sɩ ́k- 'insult' with the Resultative extension -ɩl-, see 7.11.4.
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The verb root is -wanɩ- 'show' with the Causative extension -is- and the Benefactive

extension -ɩlɩ-, see 7.11.8.
395

The verb root is -ɓún- 'break' with the Neuter extension -ɩk-, see 7.11.5.
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an adjective prefix which agrees with the noun they modify. They occur in noun
phrases and - when the referent is known from the context - independently.
Adjectives derived from verbs are realized with the primary tone of the verb (L or
H on the first TBU) followed by L tones. The final vowel surfaces with a LH tone
after the association of the word-final floating H tone. Non-automatic downstep
occurs when an adjective prefix with a H tone precedes a High-toned verb, see
4.6.5.
Examples of adjectives derived from verbs with the class 5 adjective prefix,
referring to lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká '5-thing':
(7.231) lɩ ́- fá

'5.ADJ-dried up'

< -fá-

'dry'

lɩ ́- ɓʊ́w-ǎ

'5.ADJ-wrapped'

< -ɓʊ́w-

'wrap'

lí-ful-ǒ

'5.ADJ-swollen'

< -ful-

'swell'

lí- púmuk-ǒ

'5.ADJ-sprouted'

< -púmuk-

'sprout'

lɩ ́-pɔ̌

'5.ADJ-rotten'

< -pʊ-

lɩ ́-gbʊkʊmy-ǎ '5.ADJ-incubated' < -gbʊkʊmɩ-

'rot'

'brood'

Other examples include:
(7.232)a. mʊ-nzɩná mú-husy-ǒ
b.

3-speech

3.ADJ-miss

pǐsi

yɩ ́-ɩg-ǎ

9.path

9.ADJ-bend

'senseless talking'
< -husi- 'miss'

'a tortuous road'
< -ɩg- 'bend'

Examples of non-automatic downstep in the context of two adjacent H tones across
a morpheme boundary are:
(7.233)a. ɓo-tikíto
b.
c.

396

2-saliva

2.ADJ-spit

< -ɓákɩ- 'spit'

gɩnɩ ́

yɩ ́- tán-ǎ

'ripe bananas'

9.banana

9́.ADJ-ripe

mu-pumí mú- húkw-ǒ
3-door

396

ɓʊ́- ɓáky-ǎ

3.ADJ-open

< -tán- 'ripen and changing the colour'
'an open door'

< -húku- 'open'

In Liko culture, spitting on the ground is a sign of reconciliation.
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Remarkably, the primary L tone of the verb is changed into a H tone in derived
adjectives when it is preceded by an adjective prefix with a L tone. The following
examples are derived from the verbs -bɩlɩl- 'regain consciousness', -bɩnɩk- 'carry'
and -zakaɗ- 'hesitate:
(7.234)a. mʊ-tʊ́

mʊ-bɩ ́lɩl-ǎ

'a man who regained consciousness'

1-man

1.ADJ-regained consciousness

b.

mǎnda

mʊ-bɩ ́nɩk-ǎ

'a carried corps'

c.

míkí

mʊ-zákaɗag-ǎ

'a doubtful-speaking child'

1a.corpse 1.ADJ-carried
1a.child

1.ADJ-hesitant

One adjective derived from a verb in my data has reduplicated the consonant of the
verb root: -iɓ- 'steal', nyamá mu-ɓíɓ-ǒ, 1a.animal 1.ADJ-steal, 'stolen animal'.

Derived adjectives are used both attributively and predicatively, as can be seen in
the following pair. The verb root in (7.235) is -ɗɩ ́y- 'show anger':
(7.235)a. nyamá
b.

mʊ-ɗɩ ́y-ǎ

'a dangerous animal'

1a.animal

1.ADJ-fierce

sukopí

a

mʊ-ɗɩ ́y-ǎ

1a.leopard 3SG:be 1.ADJ-fierce

'A leopard is dangerous.'

When someone feels pain or when the body does not function properly, Liko
speakers commonly use derived adjectives predicatively, e.g.:
(7.236) li-kúbu kǎmɩ
5-navel

a

lí-ful-ǒ

'My navel is swollen.'

1SG.POSS 3SG:be 5.ADJ-swollen

kʊ-ɓɔ́ kʊ́-kɔ kǎmɩ
15-arm-15

a

kú-ful-ǒ

1SG.POSS 3SG:be 15.ADJ-swollen

'My arm is swollen.'

7.12.3 Verb-to-adverb derivation
Adverbs are derived from verb stems by means of the addition of modifier prefix
ɓɩ ́- and a word-final suffix -a. The process is not very productive. Examples
include:
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(7.237) ɓɩ ́-gbatat-a397
ɓɩ ́-sɔsɔsɔ

'totally (flat)'

< -gbat- 'spread out'

'hasty, speedy' < -sɔ

ɓɩ ́-tw-a(twatwa) 'quickly'

< -tʊ́-

'weed'

'reach one's goal'

7.13 To be
The verb -ik- 'be' occurs in the affirmative Future, in the negative forms, in the
Perfective aspect, in the Conditional and in the Subjunctive. The inflected Present
'be' is identical in form to subject prefixes (see 7.4) and the form of the inflected
Past 'be' is that of a subject prefix followed by a time adverbial.
The subject prefixes in the affirmative indicative Present and Past are assumed to

be suppletive forms with verbal properties, filling in for both the subject prefix and
the verbal base. They can for instance not only be followed by a time adverbial, as
ɓi and °Hndɩ in Table 31, but also by the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́, e.g. a-tʊ́ 3SG:be-INS

°H

'he certainly is/he will be'. There is no overlap between the suppletive forms
and -ik-, because -ik- does not occur in the affirmative Present and Past.
The inflected forms of -ik- ~ zero 'be' are:
Table 31 -ik- 'be', affirmative
Present

Past (P1)

Past (P3)

Future (F2)

wǒ ɓi

wǎ ndɩ

wiko ɓánʊ

1SG

na

3SG/PL

a

ǒ ɓi

ǎ ndɩ

iko ɓánʊ

2PL

má

mó ɓi

má ndɩ

míko ɓánʊ

2SG
1PL
3PL

wa
ta
ɓá

nǒ ɓi

tǒ ɓi
ɓó ɓi

nǎ ndɩ

tǎ ndɩ
ɓá ndɩ

niko ɓánʊ

tiko ɓánʊ
ɓíko ɓánʊ

If the inflected form of -ik- 'be' is not followed by a time adverbial, it is interpreted
as referring to the Present:

397

ɓɩ ́-gbatata is used with verbs indicating harvesting or destroying.
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(7.238) nǎ ndɩ
na

1SG:be P3

'I was'

1SG:be

'I am'

na ká-kʊ́n-á 1SG:be 9b-plant-FV 'I am planting'
The verb -ik- 'be' is used to locate a subject in space:
(7.239)a. na

wánʊ kó

1SG:be here

PREP

buló

kakʊ́

9.speech 2SG.POSS

'I am here for your speech.', i.e. I am here for you
b.

a-lʊ́kʊ́

nɔ̌

a

1b-man 1.DEM.I 3SG:be

ká
PREP

li-gbǐto

5:prison

'This man is in prison.'
In (7.238) and (7.239a), na is a suppletive form filling in for both the subject prefix
and the verbal base. The reference to the Present with the Pluractional extension,
usually with imperfective meaning, employs the verbal base as in nikogo 1SGbe:PLUR-FV 'I am being/staying/sitting', ɓíkogo 3PL-be:PLUR-FV 'They are
being/staying/sitting'.

The negative, Perfective, Subjunctive and Conditional forms of -ik- are presented
in the following three tables.
Table 32 -ik- 'be', negative
Present

Past (P1/P3)

Future (F2)

wákɛ́gʊ̌ ɓi/ndɩ

wákíkigʊ ɓánʊ

1SG

nákɛ́gʊ

3SG

Ø-kɛ́gʊ

Ø-kɛ́gʊ̌

2PL

mákɛ́gʊ

mákɛ́gʊ̌ ɓi/ndɩ

2SG
1PL
3PL

wákɛ́gʊ
tákɛ́gʊ

ɓákɛ́gʊ

nákɛ́gʊ̌ ɓi/ndɩ
ɓi/ndɩ

tákɛ́gʊ̌ ɓi/ndɩ

ɓákɛ́gʊ̌ ɓi/ndɩ

nákíkigʊ ɓánʊ
Ø-kíkigʊ

ɓánʊ

tákíkigʊ ɓánʊ

mákíkigʊ ɓánʊ
ɓákíkigʊ ɓánʊ
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Table 33 -ik- 'be', Perfective aspect
Affirmative

Negative

2SG

wíkóni

wákí kágʊ

1PL

tíkóni

tákí kágʊ

3PL

ɓíkóni

ɓákí kágʊ

1SG

níkóni

3SG

nákí kágʊ

íkóni

2PL

Ø-kí

míkóni

kágʊ

mákí kágʊ

Table 34 -ik- 'be', Conditional and Subjunctive
Conditional
Affirmative

Negative

1SG

nakikó

2SG

Affirmative

Negative

nákíki

níki

nakikoníto(/ ɔ́gʊ)

wakikó

wákíki

wíki

wakikoníto(/ ɔ́gʊ)

1PL

takikó

tákíki

tíki

takikoníto(/ ɔ́gʊ)

3PL

ɓakikó

ɓákíki

ɓíki

ɓa kikoníto(/ ɔ́gʊ)

3SG

Ø-kikó

2PL

Ø-kíki

Subjunctive

Ø-kíki

makikó

Ø-íki

mákíki

Ø-kikoníto(/

míki

ɔ́gʊ)

makikoníto(/ ɔ́gʊ)

'if he/she/it is not' is also used to express 'except', e.g.

(7.240) ɓɛngɛ́nɩ ́

ɓá-sɩ

ɓá-kún-i-ní

séléngúndé,

1a.other person 2.ASS-all 3PL-plant-FV.ANT-PFV 1a.peanuts
Ø-kík-i

ásɩ

aká

ɩmɩ

3SG-COND:be-FV.NEG only 1SG.PRO

CT

'All the others have planted peanuts, except ME.'
The verb -ik- 'be' is used as a tensed auxiliary in conjunction with an Infinitive
form (see 7.7.5), and preceding a noun phrase introduced by na to express 'to have':
(7.241)a. ta

na

ɓa-kɔ́kʊ́

mɩ ́ya

1PL:be with 2-chicken hundred

b.

'We have 100 chicken.'
a-bɩlɩ ́

ɓé-motí

ǎ

1b-demon 1.NUM-one 3SG:be

ndɩ na
P3

'A demon had a beautiful daughter.'

mʊ-sɩká kakɩ ́

with 1-girl

3SG.POSS

ɓí-tú
MOD-light

8 Topics in Syntax
8.1 Introduction
This chapter pays attention to the following topics:
- verb valency and object agreement
- word order

- relative clauses

- interrogative sentences
- information structure
- comparison

- complex sentences
In section 8.2 on verb valency and object agreement, data is presented that shows
that object agreement in Liko is limited to persons and to all and only nouns
belonging to class 1 (and its subclasses) and 2, regardless of their semantic

category. The way in which a passive meaning is expressed, is presented in section
8.2 and not together with verb extensions in Chapter 7, because the language does
not have a Passive extension. It is shown that locatives do not serve as arguments.

In many Bantu languages, "word order contributes crucially to define the intended
purpose of the sentence as part of the communicative event." (Bearth 2003:130).

The order of subject, finite verb and objects is quite strict in Liko, with only a few
cases in natural and translated texts where the object is preposed and precedes the
subject. The subject never occurs postverbally. Of interest in section 8.3 on Word
Order is also the order of objects.
Section 8.4 on Relative clauses provides data on relativization of subjects, objects
and adjuncts. I will use the term "adjuncts" for constituents of the clause that are
not included in the argument structure of the verb, such as prepositional phrases,
locative or time NPs, etc. Relativization shows that objects and adjuncts can be
formally distinguished in Liko by the absence or presence of a "trace" particle.

Section 8.5 presents how interrogative sentences are formed and exemplifies the
question words.
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In section 8.6 on Information Structure, the strategies to mark new information and
contrast are presented, followed by left-dislocation and external topicalization.
There is a striking similarity between left-dislocation and relativization: both

processes require the trace particle when adjuncts are involved. An impression of
the coding of information structure in Liko is presented in an annotated text, see
Appendix 1, 1.5.1.
The sections 8.7 on comparison and 8.8 on complex sentences, including the use of
Infinitives, conclude this chapter.

8.2 Verb valency and object agreement
Simple, non-derived verbs in Liko can be classified based on the number of
arguments in one-place, two-place and three-place verbs. Bearth (2003:122) posits

the same classification for Bantu languages in general. His four-way division of the
realization of arguments also holds for Liko: they are realized as lexically specified
nouns or noun phrases, as subject prefix and object prefix incorporated in the verb,
as independent pronouns and as zero. The finite verb is the minimal form of the
sentence.
In Liko, the subject is the constituent in the clause with which the subject prefix in

the finite verb form agrees to a limited extent in number and/or noun class, see 7.4.
Verbs can have up to two objects which follow the verb form (in clauses with

canonical word order) and precede any adjuncts. In the case of two-place verbs,
class 1 and 2 objects are obligatorily referenced by an object prefix in the verb

form. In the case of verbs with more than one object, the object prefix agrees with
the first object following the verb. Which object occurs as the first object is

determined by the valency of the (derived) verb. For instance, the first object of a
verb with the Benefactive extension is the argument expressing the beneficiary.

Objects and adjuncts are formally distinguished by the requirement for adjuncts to
leave the trace particle when they are left-dislocated or relativized. Other

distinctions are that the occurrence of adjuncts is not constrained by the valency of
the verb and that the order of adjuncts is variable. Adjuncts have no agreement
prefix in the verb morphology.
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One-place verbs

The one argument is always represented by a subject prefix in the verb form. In
addition, it may occur as a lexically specified noun or noun phrase, or as an
independent pronoun.
In the following two examples, the subject is represented by the subject prefix, the
first person singular na- (no- after assimilation to [+ATR]), and the third person
plural ɓá-:
(8.1) nó-zuzǔk-á

1SGp-wake up-FVP

'I woke up'
(8.2) ɓá-pʊng-a

ndɩ
P3

ká-ag-ǎ

3PL-start-FV 9b-leave-FV

ká

mbʊ́kʊ

PREP

9.grave

'They started / They will start to leave for the grave.' (T2006.3) 398
Examples of realizations as a noun include:
(8.3)a. kɔ́kʊ́

álɩ ́k-a

1a.cock 3SGp:cry-FV

'The cock crowed.'
b.

c.

ɓa-kɔ́kʊ́ ɓálɩ ́k-a
2-cock

3PL:cry-FV

'The cocks crowed.' / The cocks will crow.'
mʊ́gá

a-pʊng-a

kó-pup-ó

3:vapour 3SG-start-FV 9b-leave-FV

'A vapour starts to come out.' (T2006.6)
The subject is expressed by a pronoun, ɩyɩ ́, in:
(8.4) ɩyɩ ́

ó-kw-á-tʊ̌

1.PRO 3SG -die-FV-INS
p

ndɩ gɔnɩ ́
P3

also

'He certainly died too.' (T2008.10)

398

In the context, time reference is the past. The morphology and the surface tones indicate

either Past or Future.
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8.2.2

Two-place verbs

The majority of Liko verbs belong to the class of two-place verbs. Grammatical

agreement with the object is limited to persons and to all and only nouns belonging
to classes 1 and 2, see 8.2.5. For a description of object prefixes, see 7.5.1. In the
examples below, the object is a noun (in a) or only represented in the verb
morphology as object prefix (in b):
(8.5)a. Zangɩ ́yá

á- ɓɩ ́ky-ǎ

"Zangɩya" 3SG :1.O-say-FV
p

b.

'Zangɩya told the chief.'
Zangɩ ́yá ã-́ ɓɩ ́ky-ǎ

ndɩ ngámá
1a.chief

P3

ndɩ

"Zangɩya" 3SG :1.O-say-FV
p

'Zangɩya told him.'

P3

In the following examples, the object belongs to class 1 in (8.6a, c) and to class 13
in (8.6b). The verb form does not have an object prefix in (8.6b), because the

object is not in classes 1 or 2. In (8.6c), although the object is inanimate, an object
prefix agrees with kínga '1a.bicycle', because the object belongs to class 1.
(8.6)a. mamá

a-dung-o

1a.mother 3SG:1.O-carry-FV

ɓánʊ míkí

1a.child

F2

'Mother will carry the child.'
b.

c.

ná-pak-ǎ

1SGp-protect-FV

ndɩ tú ká-tʊ

kǎmɩ

13.hair-13 1SG.POSS

P3

'I protected my hair.'
ná- túndul-ǎ

ndɩ kínga

1SGp:1.O-push-FV

P3

1a.bicycle

kó

kpúmó

PREP

9.hill

'I pushed the bicycle up the hill.'
In the next example, the class 2 object prefix ʊ̌- agrees with the class 2 object:
(8.7) míkí

mu-kó

yi

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III

399

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

ʊm-ʊ́kan-ag-a399

COP-1.DEM.I

3SG:2.O-hear-PLUR-FV

The H tone of the LH tone on the vowel of the object prefix, ʊ̌-, is associated with the

initial vowel of the verb -ʊkan- 'hear'.
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ɓa-bǎkɩ

na

ɓa-mákɩ,

2:1b-father:3SG.POSS and 2:1b-mother:3SG.POSS

ik-og-o

míkí

wa-ɩ-bɩbǎ

3SG:be-PLUR-FV 1a.child 1.ASS-9a-honour

ká
PREP

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́
3-village

'The girl who listens to her fathers and her mothers will be a child
of honour in the village.' (T2006.9)

8.2.3

Three-place verbs

The most common three-place or ditransitive verb in Liko is -pá- 'give'. The

beneficiary or goal is the first object after the verb and is obligatorily represented
verb-internally by object agreement. In (8.8), the object prefix agrees with the first
object, the beneficiary mbʊnyákɩ. The patient líso occupies the second position
following the verb and does not take agreement:
(8.8) mu-kó

á- pá

mbʊnyákɩ

líso

1-woman 3SG :1.O-give:FV 1a.husband:3SG.POSS 5:eye
p

'The woman gave her husband the eye.' (T2006.10)

Other examples of 'to give' in which the goal or beneficiary is not expressed as a
noun following the verb, but only as an object prefix, include:
(8.9) a-kɔ́ngɔ́

nɔ̌

a-tɩ ́-pag-a

má-ɓʊ́gʊ kú-mbúso

1b-banana shoot 1.DEM.I 3SG-1PL.O-give:PLUR-FV 6-banana

'This banana shoot will give us bananas later.' (T2006.7)
(8.10) ɓá-kã-́ pí-gʊ

gʊtʊ́gʊ líɓó

3PL-NEG:1.O-give:FV.ANT-NEG even

lí-mwǒ

17-back

5:water 5.ADJ-drinking

áka400
CT

'They did not give him EVEN DRINKING WATER.' (T2006.2)
(8.11) mó-do-kú

kɛ́- pá

ɓo-tú

kakɩ ́

2PL-come:FV-DIR 9b:1SG.O-give:FV 2+9-clothes 3SG.POSS

'You (pl) come to give me his clothes.' (T2009.21)

400

The particle áka indicates contrast, see 8.6.2. The contrasted phrase is marked with

underlining. In the free translation, it is marked with capitals. The surface tones on áka are
H.L when the preceding tone is High, and L.H when the preceding tone is Low.
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8.2.4

Derived two and three-place verbs

The following extensions introduce an argument in the valency frame of the verb:

Causative, Applicative and Benefactive. For a description and examples, see 7.11.
a. Causative
With the Causative extension, the causee role is introduced. An example of the
Causative extension with a one-place verb is:
(8.12) lɩ-syɛ́ nɩ ́-lɔ́
5-day

ɓík-o

COP-5.DEM.I

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ minó

3PL :sit-FV thus
P

ká-ǔ-pup-ís-ó-kú

P3

kʊ́nʊ ká

9b-2.O-leave-CAUS-FV-DIR here

TRACE

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́
3-village

PREP

'The day on which they sat to cause them [the boys] to leave towards the
village.' (T2006.4)

The Causative extension with a two-place verb:
(8.13) ɓa-sambá

ɓá-va

i-títí,

2-circumcisor 3PLP-take:FV 9a-anthill

ɓú-dung-is-o

ɩwɛ

a-bǎkɩ

ɓó-do-kú

noyú

3PLP-come:FV-DIR with:9.PRO

míkí

iɓúnú

na

a-mákɩ

3PL :2.O-carry- 2SG.PRO 1b-father: 1a.child 2PL.PRO and 1b-mother:
P

CAUS-FV

3SG.POSS

3SG.POSS

'The circumcisors took an anthill, they came with it towards [you], they
let them carry it, you the father of the child, you (pl) with his mother.' 401

(T2006.4)

For the example in (8.14b), the basic verb -ɩga- 'return' is given in (8.14a):
(8.14)a. na

ká-ɩg-ǎ

1SG:be 9b-return-FV

b.

ká
PREP

li-gubó ló-tíko
5-work

5.ASS-9.field

'I am returning to the work of the field'
babǎ

a

kám-ig-ís-ó

má mákɩ

1a.father 3SG:be 9b:1.O-return-CAUS-FV 1a.brother:3SG.POSS

'Father is causing his brother to return.'

401

In the context, time reference is the past. The morphology and the surface tones indicate

either Past or Future.
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In (b), the causee is a class 1a noun. The epenthetic /m/ of the object prefix reveals
the presence of the object prefix.
b. Applicative

The Applicative extension -ɩ- introduces an argument with the semantic role of
patient or beneficiary. An example of the transitive verb -ndindil- 'tie up securely
with a rope'402 without the Applicative extension is:
(8.15) má mámɩ á-ndindil-ǒ

1a.brother: 3SGp:1.O-tie-FV
1SG.POSS

ndɩ mɛ́mɩ ́

ká

P3

PREP

1a.goat

lɩdʊlʊ́ lá-ndáɓʊ
5-post

5.ASS-9.house

'My brother tied up a goat at a doorpost of the house.'
The Applicative extension introduces a beneficiary role to the valency of the verb:
(8.16) má mámɩ á-ndindil-y-ǎ ndɩ mu-twótwo mɛ́mɩ ́
1a.brother: 3SG :1.O-tiep

1SG.POSS

P3

APPL-FV

1-blacksmith 1a.goat

ká

lɩdʊlʊ́
5-post

PREP

'My brother tied up a goat at a doorpost for the blacksmith.'
Switching the position of the beneficiary and the patient renders the sentence

semantically strange, because the first object is understood to be the beneficiary:
(8.17) ??má mámɩ á-ndindil-y-ǎ ndɩ mɛ́mɩ ́
1a.brother:

3SG :1.O-tie-

1SG.POSS

APPL-FV

P

P3

mu-twótwo ká

1a.goat 1-blacksmith

lɩdʊlʊ́

PREP

5-post

'My brother tied up the blacksmith at a doorpost for a goat.'
If both the goal or beneficiary and the patient are human and only one is expressed,
the sentence becomes ambiguous, as in:
(8.18) má mámɩ

á-ndindil-y-ǎ

1a.brother:1SG.POSS 3SG :1.O-tie-APPL-FV
P

ndɩ mu-twótwo ká
P3

1-blacksmith

'My brother tied him up at a doorpost for the blacksmith.' /
'My brother tied up the blacksmith at a doorpost for him.'

402

Possibly this verb form has a lexicalized Resultative extension -ɩl-.

PREP

lɩdʊlʊ́
5-post
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In the following examples, -túndul- 'push, stimulate' is a transitive verb with the
semantic roles of agent and patient. In (8.19a), the patient is the first object and is
referenced by the object prefix. In (8.19b, c), with the Applicative extension, the
beneficiary is the first object:
(8.19)a. na

ká- túndúl-ó

kínga

1SG:be 9b:1.O-push-FV 1a.bicycle

kó

kpúmó

PREP

9.hill

'I am pushing the bicycle up the hill.'
b.

na

ká- túndúl-y-ó

tɩtɛ́

kínga

1SG:be 9b:1.O-push-APPL-FV 1a.old person 1a.bicycle

kó

kpúmó

PREP

9.hill

'I am pushing the bicycle up the hill for the old person.'
c.

na

ká-u-túndúl-y-ó

ɓa-tɩtɛ́

kínga

1SG:be 9b-2.O-push-APPL-FV 2-old person 1a.bicycle

kó

kpúmó

PREP

9.hill

'I am pushing the bicycle up the hill for the old persons.'
In (a), the object prefix agrees with kínga '1a.bicycle', whereas in (b), the object

prefix refers to tɩtɛ́ '1a.old person' as can be seen by the change in the form of the
object prefix in (c), where the first object is plural.
The Causative and the Applicative extension may co-occur. In the following

example, the derived verb -igis- 'cause to return' has the Applicative extension -ɩ-,
which gives má mákɩ 'his brother' the semantic role of goal. The first object is the
goal with object prefix agreement, as in (8.20a). A different number of extensions
or a lack of an agreeing object prefix renders the clause ungrammatical (8.20b-d).
(8.20)a. babǎ

a

kám-ig-ís-y-ó

má mákɩ

mbakʊ́

1a.father 3SG:be 9b:1.O-return-CAUS-APPL-FV 1a.brother: 9.knife
3SG.POSS

'Father is returning the knife to his brother.'
b.

*babǎ a

kó-ig-is-ó

má mákɩ mbakʊ́

c.

*babǎ a

kám-ig-is-ó

má mákɩ mbakʊ́

d.

*babǎ a

kó-ig-ís-y-ó

má mákɩ mbakʊ́

9b-return-CAUS-FV
9b:1.O-return-CAUS-FV
9b-return-CAUS-APPL-FV

In (b), an object prefix is missing for the first object má mákɩ. In (c), there is no
place for two objects in the argument structure of the verb. Two objects are

possible when the verb has both the Causative and the Applicative extension, but
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(d) is still ruled out, because there is no object prefix. Only (a) is correct, which
has both the Applicative extension and the class 1 object prefix which agrees with
má mákɩ.

c. Benefactive
The Benefactive extension -ɩlɩ- indicates that the action is beneficial to a person or
disadvantageous to a person. The Benefactive extension introduces an argument

with the semantic role of beneficiary. When the basic verb is transitive, the object
of the basic verb loses its status as first object when the verb has the Benefactive

extension, as is apparent by the position of the object with respect to the verb and
by the agreement relation with the object prefix. The new argument of the verb,
derived with the Benefactive extension, takes over as first object.
An example of the Benefactive extension with a one-place verb, -kú- 'die':
(8.21) tá- kw-íly-á

1PLp:1.O-die-BEN-FVP

ndɩ gbukó
P3

1a.rat

'We died for rat.' (T2006.3)

The Benefactive extension with a two-place verb licences a third argument, e.g.
-pik- 'build':
(8.22) ɓa-bʊgwákɩ

ɓú-pik-ily-o

ɓa-tɩtɛ́

ndáɓʊ

2-uncle:3SG.POSS 3PL:2.O-build-BEN-FV 2-old person 9.house

'His uncles built / will build403 a house for the old people.'

8.2.5

Object agreement

Liko is a so-called OM-1 language (Bearth 2003:124): a maximum of one object
marker inside the verb form is allowed. Liko shows grammatical agreement

between the first object and the object prefix in the verb. Object marking is not
related to semantic roles or to the semantic category of the noun. Agreement is

limited to speech participants, third person singular and plural and to all and only

403

For ɓú-pik-ily-o, it is not possible to know whether a prefixal H tone of the Past TAM

melody is present; if it is present, it merges with the underlying H tone of the third person
plurla subject prefix ɓá-.
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nouns belonging to classes 1 and 2 (including subclasses of class 1); for these,
object agreement is compulsory.
(8.23)a. ɓa-wanzá ɓá- ʊ́l-a
2-boy

mɛ́mɩ ́

3PL:1.O-untie-FV 1a.goat

'The boys untied / will untie the goat.'
b.

ɓa-wanzá
2-boy

ɓʊ́-kʊ́l-a

ɓa-mɛ́mɩ ́

3PL:2.O-untie-FV 2-goat

'The boys untied / will untie the goats.'

In (a), the L tone of the class 1 object prefix ˋ- has caused the non-automatic
downstep, see 4.6.5. In (b), ɓʊ́- is the realization after V1-elision of the vowel of

the third person plural subject prefix ɓá- preceding the class 2 object prefix ʊ̌-. The
L tone of the object prefix contour has been removed through L-tone deletion, see
4.6.4.
The following examples show that the verb form contains only one object prefix in
clauses where two objects occur. The first object (if it belongs to classes 1 or 2) is
coded in the verb form by means of an object prefix, but the second object is not
agreement marked.

(8.24)a. Ɓókótógi

u-kúmb-o

ɓo-míkí

"Ɓókótógi" 3SG:2.O-carry-FV 2-child

'Ɓokotogi will carry the children.'
b.

Ɓókótógi

a-kúmb-ily-a

má mákɩ

ɓo-míkí

"Ɓókótógi" 3SG:1.O-carry-BEN-FV 1a.sister:3SG.POSS 2-child

'Bokotogi will carry the children for her sister.'
An object prefix in the verb form which agrees with the second object ɓomíkí,
renders the sentence ungrammatical:
(8.25) *Ɓókótógi ǔ-kúmb-ily-o
"Ɓókótógi"

má mákɩ

ɓo-míkí

3SG:1.O:2.O-carry-BEN-FV 1a.sister:3SG.POSS 2-child

Int. 'Bokotogi will carry the children for her sister.'

If the beneficiary is the first person plural (object prefix tɩ ́-), there is no sign of the
class 2 object prefix (ʊ̌-):
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a-tí-kúmb-ily-o

ɓo-míkí

"Ɓókótógi" 3SG-1PL.O-carry-BEN-FV 2-child

'Bokotogi will carry the children for us.'
A remarkable characteristic of object agreement in Liko is that it concerns persons
and all and only nouns of class 1 (and its subclasses) and 2.

In the following examples, the object séléngúndé 'peanut' is inanimate, but it
belongs to class 1a, as can be seen from the class 1 concord of the associative
prefix wa:
(8.27)

ɓɩ ́-dɩgɩ-dɩgɩ ábɛ séléngúndé wa-í-kpoɗoyíya
MOD-soft

like 1a.peanut

1.ASS-1c-peanut butter cooked in water

'soft like peanuts of peanut butter cooked in water'
When séléngúndé is the object of the verb, this is obligatorily marked by means of
an object prefix because of its noun-class membership. In (8.28a), the presence of
the class 1 object prefix blocks further [+ATR] spreading and causes non-

automatic downstep. Because the object in (8.28b), ndikó, belongs to class 9, there
is no object agreement and no object prefix is allowed:
(8.28)a.

b.

na

ká- kóng-ó

séléngúndé (*kó-kóng-ó)

1SG:be 9b:1.O-roast-FV 1a.peanuts

'I am roasting peanuts.'
na

kó-kóng-ó ndikó

1SG:be 9b-roast-FV 9.palm-nut pit

(9b-roast-FV)

(*ká- kóng-ó)
(9b:1.O-roast-FV)

'I am roasting palm-nut pits.'
In similar examples, the object prefix is obligatorily present in (8.29a) and
obligatorily absent in (8.29b):
(8.29)a.

ɓá

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ká- mbímb-ó

3PLp:be thus

P3

séléngúndé

9b:1.O-throw-FV 1a.peanuts

'They were throwing peanuts.'
b.

ɓá

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ kó-mbímb-ó ma-tá-mʊ

3PLp:be thus

P3

9b-throw-FV

'They were throwing stones.'

6-stone-6

In (a), kómbímbó is not acceptable, whereas in (b), ká mbímbó is not allowed.
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These examples and the ones given in the section on object prefixes (see 7.5.1)
indicate that animacy and/or definiteness hierarchies which are useful to describe

differences in object marking in other Bantu languages, e.g. human > animate >
inanimate, do not apply in Liko. Classes 1 (and its subclasses) and 2 are the only

classes for which object prefixes exist and all class 1 and 2 nouns require an object
prefix regardless of their semantic category. Object marking for objects of other
classes is ungrammatical. According to Riedel (2009:52): "This object marking

pattern is highly unusual in the Bantu language family, with Makhuwa being the
only language known to exhibit such a pattern."

Other examples with two-place verb forms in which there is no object prefix are
given below. In the first and the second example, with a class 5 object, the absence
of the object prefix can be seen from the fact that there is no non-automatic

downstep. In the third example too, with a class 6 object, there is no object prefix.
(8.30) Ikóɓú

ʊ́kán-á

"Ikoɓu" 3SG :hear-FV
p

P

lɩ-yʊ̌

ka-Zangɩ ́yá

5.voice

GEN-"Zangɩya"

'Ikoɓu heard the voice of Zangɩya.' (T2009.21)
(8.31) i-ngbo

ó-tíndik-o

lɩ-tɔ́mbʊ́ ngángá

1c-aardvark 3SG -push-FV 5-ground
p

9.time

yɩ ́-sáá na

mʊ-kʊndʊ́

9.NUM- with 3-tail
three

'Aardvark pushed the ground three times with [its] tail. (T2006.3)
(8.32) a-bǎkɩ

mʊ-sɩká nɔ̌

1b-father:3SG.POSS 1-girl

á-va

'The father of this girl took this food.' (T2006.2)

8.2.6

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ mɔ́

1.DEM.I 3SGp-take:FV 6-food

6.DEM.I

Passive

Liko does not have passive morphology or syntax. There is no reflex of the

reconstructed Proto-Bantu passive extension *-ʊ- or *-ibʊ- (Stappers 1967).

Passivization in the sense of promoting an object to subject and demoting the
subject does not occur. Liko uses either an indefinite personal form, the third

person plural subject prefix ɓá-, or a combination of the reflexive prefix ɩ ̌- and the
Causative extension -is- to express passive meaning. The first method is not
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frequent and the second is rare. The language prefers active sentences. In sentences
where the agent is present, an active construction must be used.
Examples of the use of an indefinite personal form are given first. In the one

below, details are given about the way in which the body of a dead man is cooked:
(8.33) ma-kɔlɔ́ kakɩ ́
6-meat

ɓámb-a

na

sʊ́yɩ

3SG.POSS 3PL :cook-FV with 9.seed
P

'His meat was prepared with condiment.' (T2006.2)
In a story where a man was put to the test to see if he could endure hunger:
(8.34) á-syɛ́
mʊ-kaká, kánɩ ́ ɓá-kã-́ pí-gʊ
gʊtʊ́gʊ
3SGp-pass:FV 1.ADJ-alone when 3PL-NEG:1.O-give:FV.ANT-NEG even

líɓó

lí-mwǒ

áka

5:water 5.ADJ-drinking

CT

'He passed [the night] alone, while they did not give him / he was not
given EVEN DRINKING WATER.' (T2006.2)

In the following two examples, both an active and a passive interpretation are

possible. At the end of a technical instruction about making body oil from palm-nut
pits, the author adds:
(8.35) mbɩkɛ́ yi
9.pot

9.DEM.III

ɓó-mw-ág-a-tʊ́

nɩ ́-yɔ́

ɓó-kóng-og-o

minó ndikó

COP-9.DEM.I

3PL -roast-PLUR-FV

TRACE

3PLP-drink-PLUR-FV-INS

líɓó

lá-nza

minó
TRACE

P

líɓó

kyɛ́

9.palm-nut pit

o-lumb-is-og-o

5:water because 3SG-smell-CAUS-PLUR-FV

kʊ́gbɛ

5:water 5.ASS-good very

'[From] that pot (exclusive) in which palm-nut pits were roasted,
they often drink water / often water is drunk, because because it will
cause the water to taste very good.' (T2006.6)

An indefinite personal form is often used when a name of a character in a story is
given. In the following example, the full name of the man is Kíbigʊ Kádɩgyǎ404.

404

The meaning of Ø-kíb-i-gʊ ká-dɩgy-ǎ, 3SG-NEG:know-FV-NEG 9b-say-FV, is: 'he will not

know [what] to say'.
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(8.36) ká

ɓu-kúɗú

ɓá-kɔg-ɔ

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ɓɛ́

14-shortness 3PL -cut:PLUR-FV thus
P

PREP

P3

COMP

Kíbi
"Kibi"

'For shortness, people cut it [short] to Kibi / it was cut [short] to Kibi.'

(T2006.1)

Examples of possible passive interpretation in relative clauses:
(8.37)a. natókónyǐ

1SG-find-FV.ANT

ɓá-sʊkʊ́s-ɩ ́ly-á

ɓi
P1

3PLP-wash-BEN-FVP

nɩ ́nɛ́

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

1a.aunt

COP-1.DEM.I

ndʊ́kʊ ɓo-tú

2+9-clothes

P2

'I found the aunt for whom they washed clothes / for whom clothes
b.

were washed.' (T2006.6)
ǎ

ndɩ nɩ ́-sɔ́

3SGp:be

P3

COP-19.DEM.I

ɓá-lɩk-y-ag-ǎ

3PL -call-APPL-PLUR-FV
P

ndɩ ɓɛ́
P3

COMP

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

sí-dingǐ

19-circumcision-19 19.ADJ-big

'There was that one which they called / which was called big
circumcision.' (T2006.4)

The other strategy to express passive meaning is by indirect causation, a
combination of the reflexive prefix and the Causative extension, e.g.:
(8.38)a. ni-ɓún-ís-i

1SG:REFL-break-CAUS-FV.ANT

b.

'I was broken.' (I let myself be broken)
ta

ká-i-tóng-ís-ó

1PL:be 9b-REFL-count-CAUS-FV

c.

'We are counted.' (We let ourselves be counted)
mamá

a

ká-ǐ-bum-ís-ó

1a.mother 3SG:be 9b-REFL-hit-CAUS-FV

'Mother is beaten.' (Mother let herself be beaten)
If the agent is human and expressed in the sentence, using the reflexive prefix in
combination with the Causative extension is not possible. The sentence has to be
rephrased in order to make the agent the syntactic subject:
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a

ká-i-bum-ís-ó

na

a-lʊ́kʊ́

nɔ̌

1a.mother 3SG:be 9b-REFL-hit-CAUS-FV with 1b-man 1.DEM.I

Int. 'Mother is beaten by that man.'

b.

a-lʊ́kʊ́

nɔ̌

a

ká-bʊm-á

mamá

1b-man 1.DEM.I 3SG:be 9b:1.O-hit-FV 1a.mother

'That man is beating mother.'
In eliciting sentences using French passive voice with a human agent as input, Liko
speakers consistently return to active sentences in which the agent is the syntactic
subject. For example, in the question and answer Par qui as-tu été enseigné

aujourd'hui ? 'By whom were you taught today?' and J'ai été enseigné par la
nouvelle enseignante 'I was taught by the new teacher', only the translations given
below are acceptable for the question and the answer:
(8.40)a. wanɩ ́

nɔ̌

u-wonís-íl-i

na

lɩ-syɛ́ nɩ ́-lɩ ?

1a.who 1.DEM.I 3SG:2SG.O-teach-RES-FV.ANT with 5-day

'Who taught you today?'

b.

mu-wonisilí wa-mbɩya nɔ̌
1-teacher

1.ASS-new

COP-5.DEM.II

e-wonís-íl-i

1.DEM.I 3SG:1SG.O-teach-RES-FV.ANT

'The new teacher taught me.'
In translated biblical texts, the passive voice is always an active sentence in Liko if
the agent is a person as in (8.41a) and nearly always if the agent is not a person as
in (8.41b):

(8.41)a. Kúnzi

á- tík-o-kú

malaíka Gabilieli

1a.God 3SG :1.O-send-FV-DIR 1a.angel
p

b.

"Gabilieli"

'God sent the angel Gabriel.' (translated Luke 1:26)
lɩ-ɓɛ́sɛ á-wany-a
5-fate

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ɩyɩ ́

3SGp:1.O-show-FV thus

P3

1.PRO

'The lot pointed at him.' (translated Luke 1:9)
An example in which the agent is not a person and where the reflexive prefix
combined with the Causative extension is used, is:
(8.42) mu-kó

ɓé-motí

1-woman 1.NUM-one

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

míkakɩ ́

mu-kó

yǐ

COP-1.DEM.I

1a.child:3SG.POSS 1-woman 1.DEM.III
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ǎ

ndɩ ká-ǐ-gyogy-ís-ó

3SG-be

P3

na

lɩ-lɩmbá

9b-REFL-suffer-CAUS-FV with 5-spell

'A woman whose daughter was suffering from a spell.' (translated Mark

7:25)

The agent is expressed following na.

8.2.7

Locatives

Locatives phrases are not part of the argument structure of Liko verbs. They are
obligatorily preceded by a preposition, unless they are locative nouns.

Relativization or left-dislocation of prepositional phrases or class 17 locative nouns
requires the trace particle, which distinguishes adjuncts from objects (see 8.4 and
8.6.3).
In (8.43), leaving out the preposition renders the sentence ungrammatical:
(8.43)a. kasɩ ́nzɩ ́

ó-pup-ǎ

1a.mouse 3SGp-come out-FV

b.

ndɩ ká

lɩ-ɓɩ ́sɔ

P3

5-hole

PREP

'The mouse came out of the hole [in the ground].'
*kasɩ ́nzɩ ́ ó-pup-ǎ

ndɩ lɩ-ɓɩ ́sɔ

1a.mouse 3SGp-come out-FV

P3

5-hole

Increasing the valency of the verb by means of the Applicative extension, as in
(8.44b), does not make the preposition redundant nor licence the locative phrase:
(8.44)a. mu-kó

míkǎmɩ

1-woman 1a.child:1SG.POSS

ó-pup-ǎ

ndɩ ká

ndáɓʊ

3SG -come out-FV

P3

9.house

p

'My daughter-in-law came out of the house.'
b.

*mu-kó

míkǎmɩ

1-woman 1a.child:1SG.POSS

ó-pup-y-ǎ

3SG -come out-APPL-FV
p

PREP

ndɩ ndáɓʊ
P3

9.house

If -pup- 'come out' has the Applicative extension, the additional argument
designates a reason, e.g.:
(8.45) mu-kó

míkǎmɩ

1-woman 1a.child:1SG.POSS

ó-pup-y-ǎ

3SG -come out-APPL-FV

ká-ɩnd-á ká

li-bí

9b-go-FV

5-clan 3SG.POSS

PREP

kakɩ ́

p

ndɩ ká
P3

PREP

ndáɓʊ

9.house

'My daughter-in-law came out of the house to go to her family.'
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In the following pair, the noun in the prepositional phrase becomes the patient of
the verb with the Applicative extension:
(8.46)a. ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓi
2-person

b.

2.DEM.III

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

ɓó-sil-ǎ

ndɩ ka-a-bɩlɩ ́

COP-2.DEM.I

3PLP-arrive-FV

P3

'Those men arrived at [the place of] a demon.'

GEN-1b-demon

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓi

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

ɓá-sil-y-ǎ

ndɩ a-bɩlɩ ́

2-person

COP-2.DEM.I

3PLP:1.O-arrive-

P3

2.DEM.III

APPL-FV

1b-demon

'Those men met a demon.'

8.3 Word order
8.3.1

Clause structure

The canonical word order in Liko is S V O1 O2 (Xn), where "S" refers to the

subject, "O1" to the first object, "O2" to the second object and "X" to adjuncts. First
the order of the arguments S, O1 and O2 with respect to each other and the verb is
described. S, O1 and O2 are full NPs or pronouns. Agreement prefixes for subjects

and for class 1 or 2 first objects are obligatory, regardless of whether S and O1 are
full NPs or not.

The clause in (8.47a) shows that a full subject NP can be left out, but not the
subject prefix on the verb, as in (8.47b):
(8.47)a. o-gbit-í

3SG-fell-FV.ANT

b.

ɓi
P1

ɓu-síyo
14-tree

'He felled this tree.'

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

COP-14.DEM.I

*Makánzyálá gbit-í

ɓi

ɓu-síyo

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

"Makánzyálá"

P1

14-tree

COP-14.DEM.I

fell-FV.ANT

Int. 'Makanzyala felled this tree.'

This is also the case with respect to objects. The clause in (8.48a) shows that a full
object NP can be left out, but not the object prefix on the verb, which agrees with
the first object if it belongs to classes 1 or 2, as in (8.48b):
(8.48)a. a

ká-ǔ-kpumy-ó kó

3SG:be 9b-2.O-hunt-FV

PREP

tutú
9.forest

'He is hunting them in the forest.'
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b.

*a

kó-kpumy-ó ɓa-nyamá kó

3SG:be 9b-hunt-FV

2-animal

tutú

PREP

Int. 'He is hunting animals in the forest.'

9.forest

An object preceding the subject or the verb is rare. The only case found in the ten
texts in Appendix 1 is:

(8.49) mu-kúmbó kakʊ́,
1-luggage

wã-maky-a

2SG.POSS 2SG:1.O-put in-FV

ká
PREP

ndáɓʊ

kakʊ́

9.house 2SG.POSS

'Your belongings, you will store in your house.' (T2006.8)

In this text, the object NP is the topic of the clause and it is followed by a short
pause. Preposing like this is analysed as an external topic (see 8.6.4).
If both subject and object have the same person and number features, the subject
and object prefixes do not identify their syntactic function and semantic role. In
these cases of unresolved ambiguity, speakers of the language fall back on the

canonical SVO word order to disambiguate the meaning of the sentence. If a clause
contains more than one object, the order of the objects is determined by the

valency of the verb. With three-place verbs, the object with the beneficiary role

occurs as the first object. It is followed by the patient or goal. When a semantic
role is introduced in the valency of a two-place verb, the object with the new
semantic role obligatorily is the first object.

Time adverbials follow the verb form and occur preceding the first object. In
(8.50a), nzʊ́yɩ follows the verb and the time adverbial °Hndɩ. (8.50b) is
ungrammatical, because the object precedes the time adverbial:
(8.50)a. ɓa-tɩtɛ́

ɓí-tikil-og-ǎ

2-old person 3PLP:REFL-rubPLUR-FV

b.

ndɩ nzʊ́yɩ
P3

na

mo-lingó mó-pi

9.body with 6-oil

6.ASS-black

'The forefathers used to rub their bodies in with black oil.' (T2006.6)
*ɓa-tɩtɛ́

ɓí-tikil-og-ǒ

nzʊ́yɩ

2-old person 3PL :REFL-rub- 9.body
P

PLUR-FV

ndɩ na
P3

mo-lingó mó-pi

with 6-oil

6.ASS-black
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The object prefix in the verb form agrees with the first object if the object belongs
to classes 1 or 2. Object agreement does not allow a first object to follow another
object in the clause:

(8.51)a. mu-tiky-íly-ó

míkí

mu-pumí

1.O-close-BEN-FV.IMP 1-child 3-door

'Close the door for the child!'
b.

*mu-tiky-íly-ó

mu-pumí míkí

1.O-close-BEN-FV.IMP 3-door

1-child

In (a), the first object with beneficiary role, míkí, is the first object following the
verb with the Benefactive extension. Although míkí is referenced by the class 1

object prefix mʊ-405, inversion of the two objects as in (b) is ungrammatical. The

object mupumí of the basic transitive verb is not allowed to occur as the first object
when the verb has the Benefactive extension.
In (8.52a), ɓanyamá is the first object following the basic transitive verb. In
(8.52b), where the verb has the Benefactive extension, the beneficiary, bʊgwákɩ, is
the first object. The object prefix agrees with the first object. (8.52c) is

ungrammatical, because the new argument of the Benefactive extension is not the
first object.

(8.52)a. Tapanóɓi a
Tapanoɓi

ká-ǔ-kpumy-ó ɓa-nyamá

3SG:be 9b-2.O-hunt-FV

2-animal

'Tapanoɓi is hunting animals.'
b.

Tapanóɓi a
Tapanoɓi

ká-kpumyíly-ó

bʊgwákɩ

ɓa-nyamá

3SG:be 9b:1.O-hunt:BEN-FV 1a.uncle:3SG.POSS 2-animal

'Tapanoɓi is hunting animals for his uncle.'
c.

*Tapanóɓi a
Tapanoɓi

ká-kpumyíly-ó

ɓa-nyamá bʊgwákɩ

3SG:be 9b:1.O-hunt:BEN-FV 2-animal

Int. 'Tapanoɓi is hunting animals for his uncle.'

405

The class 1 object prefix in Imperative forms.

1a.uncle:3SG.POSS
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Adjuncts follow objects the canonical word order, as stated at the beginning of this
section. Nouns functioning as adjuncts are usually preceded by a preposition. Class
17 locative nouns occur as adjuncts without a preposition.

It is ungrammatical to have an adjunct between the verb and an object. ká nzʊ́yɩ 'on
the body' has to follow the object:
(8.53)a. mo-lingó
6-oil

b.

mó-pi

a-mwɔ́g-ɔ

pándá

6.ASS-black 3SG/PL-kill:PLUR-FV 9.scabies

'Black oil will kill scabies on the body.'
*mo-lingó

mó-pi

6-oil

6.ASS-black 3SG/PL-kill:PLUR-FV

(8.54)a. Tapanóɓi

a

a-mwɔ́g-ɔ

2-animal

nzʊ́yɩ

PREP

9.body

ká

nzʊ́yɩ

PREP

9.body 9.scabies

ká-ǔ-kpumy-ó ɓa-nyamá kó

"Tapanoɓi" 3SG:be 9b-2.O-hunt-FV

ká

pándá

tutú
9.forest

PREP

'Tapanoɓi is hunting animals in the forest.'
b.

c.

Tapanóɓi

a

ká-kpumy-íly-ó bʊgwákɩ ɓa-nyamá kó

be

FV

"Tapanoɓi" 3SG: 9b:1.O-hunt-BEN- 1a.uncle:

2-animal

PREP

"Tapanoɓi"

ká-kpumy-íly-ó bʊgwákɩ kó

3SG: 9b:1.O-hunt-BEN- 1a.uncle:
be

9.forest

3SG.POSS

'Tapanoɓi is hunting animals in the forest for his uncle.'
*Tapanóɓi a

tutú

PREP

tutú

ɓa-nyamá

9.forest 2-animal

3SG.POSS

FV

(c) is ungrammatical because an adjunct, in this case kó tutú 'in the forest', cannot
occur between two objects.
(8.55)a. Makánzyálá406 o-gbit-í

ɓi

ɓu-síyo

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

"Makánzyálá"

P1

14-tree

COP-14.DEM.I

3SG-fell-FV.ANT

'Makanzyala felled this tree.'

406

Makánzyálá is a name for a boy who is born after his mother has given birth to twins.

Another name for a boy born after twins is Nɛ́ɓɛ́sɛ́. When a girl is born after twins, she will
be called Ɓókótógi or Ingulí. Common names for twins are Nángáa, Sengí (for boys) and
Nató, Ídeyí (for girls). In the case of triplets, the third child is given one of the names just

mentioned for a child who is born after twins. In Liko, the word for 'a twin' is cl. 1 mu-ɓígi
and the word for 'a child born after twins' is cl. 1 mʊ-kɔɓɔ́.
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Makánzyálá

o-gbit-í

"Makánzyálá" 3SG-fell-FV.ANT

ɓi

ɓu-síyo

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

kʊ́-syákʊ

P1

14-tree

COP-14.DEM.I

17-side across
a river

'Makanzyala cut this tree across the river.'
c.

Makánzyálá

"Makánzyálá"

o-gbit-í

ɓi

3SG-fell-FV.ANT

kʊ́-syákʊ

ɓu-síyo

í syéyikǔɓi na

17-side across a river yesterday

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

14-tree

P1

COP-14.DEM.I

ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌

na

gbɔnɩ ́ kakɩ ́

with 14-sunset with 9.axe

3SG.POSS

'Makanzyala felled this tree across the river yesterday evening with his
axe.'
The order of adjunts is variable, as the following examples show. (8.56b - g) are
acceptable ways to continue the clause started in (8.56a):
(8.56)a. Tapanóɓi a
Tapanoɓi

ká-ǔ-kpumy-ó ɓa-nyamá

3SG:be 9b-2.O-hunt-FV

2-animal

'Tapanoɓi is hunting animals …
b.

kó
PREP

tutú

9.forest

ká
PREP

ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

ɓá-dɛ

na

ɓɛ-nvá

ɓá-ɓǎ

14-sunrise 14.ASS-cold with 2:1c-dog 2.NUM-two

… in the forest at daybreak with two dogs.'
c.

kó
PREP

d.

tutú

na

ɓɛ-nvá

ɓá-ɓǎ

9.forest with 2:1c-dog 2.NUM-two

ká
PREP

ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

14-sunrise 14.ASS-cold

… in the forest with two dogs at daybreak.'

ká ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ ɓá-dɛ kó tutú na ɓɛnvá ɓá-ɓǎ

e.

ká ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ ɓá-dɛ na ɓɛnvá ɓá-ɓǎ kó tutú

g.

na ɓɛnvá ɓá-ɓǎ ká ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ ɓá-dɛ kó tutú

f.

ɓá-dɛ

na ɓɛnvá ɓá-ɓǎ kó tutú ká ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ ɓá-dɛ

The preferred orders are location, time and manner as in (b), or location, manner
and time as in (c).

Adjuncts which express manner or instruments generally occur at the end of the
clause. The following sentence exemplifies an instrument adjunct:
(8.57) Makánzyálá

o-gbit-í

ɓu-síyo

"Makánzyálá" 3SG-fell-FV.ANT 14-tree

na

gbɔnɩ ́ kakɩ ́

with 9.axe

kʊ́-syákʊ

17-side across a river

yá-mbɩya

3SG.POSS 9.ASS-new

'Makanzyala felled this tree with his new axe across the river.'
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Clauses with instrument adjuncts occurring before other adjuncts are judged not
well-formed. In particular when instrument adjuncts are longer phrases, the clauses
are deemed hardly acceptable, as in:
(8.58) ??Makánzyálá o-gbit-í
"Makánzyálá"

na

3SG-fell-FV.ANT

gbɔnɩ ́ kakɩ ́

with 9.axe

ɓi
P1

ɓu-síyo

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

14-tree

COP-14.DEM.I

yá-mbɩya kʊ́-syákʊ

3SG.POSS 9.ASS-new

í syéyikǔɓi

17-side across a river yesterday

'Makanzyala felled this tree with his new axe across the river yesterday.'
When asked to split clauses with three adjuncts as in (8.59a) in two, the Liko
consultants prefer to put the instrument adjunct in a separate clause (8.59b, c).
(8.59)a. Tapanóɓi

a

ká-kpumy-íly-ó

bʊgwákɩ

ɓa-nyamá

"Tapanoɓi" 3SG:be 9b:1.O-hunt-BEN-FV 1a.uncle:3SG.POSS 2-animal

kó

tutú

ká

ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

ɓá-dɛ

na

ɓɛ-nvá

ɓá-ɓǎ

PREP

9.forest

PREP

14-sunrise 14.ASS-cold with 2:1c-dog 2.NUM-two

'Tapanoɓi is hunting animals for his uncle in the forest at daybreak with
two dogs.'
b.

Tapanóɓi

a

na

ɓɛ-nvá

ɓá-ɓǎ.

"Tapanoɓi" 3SG:be with 2:1c-dog 2.NUM-two

A

ká-kpumy-íly-ó

bʊgwákɩ

ɓa-nyamá

3SG:be 9b:1.O-hunt-BEN-FV 1a.uncle:3SG.POSS 2-animal

kó
PREP

tutú

ká

9.forest

ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

ɓá-dɛ.

14-sunrise 14.ASS-cold

PREP

'Tapanoɓi has two dogs. He is hunting animals for his uncle in the forest
c.

at daybreak.'
Tapanóɓi

a

ká-kpumy-íly-ó

bʊgwákɩ

ɓa-nyamá

"Tapanoɓi" 3SG:be 9b:1.O-hunt-BEN-FV 1a.uncle:3SG.POSS 2-animal

kó
PREP

A

tutú

ká

9.forest

na

PREP

ɓɛ-nvá

ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

ɓá-dɛ.

14-sunrise 14.ASS-cold

ɓá-ɓǎ.

3SG:be with 2:1c-dog 2.NUM-two

'Tapanoɓi is hunting animals for his uncle in the forest at daybreak. He
has two dogs.'
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Non-verbal clauses

Simple clauses without finite verbs are used mainly for descriptive purposes. Nonverbal clauses are also attested for direct speech, questions and the introduction of
proper names.
A verb may be absent when some characteristic of the subject is expressed by a
property denoting predicate:

(8.60) mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ mazyazyá ká
1-man

9.joy

lɩ-mbɛngɩ ́ ɓɩ ́-kpɩ ́

PREP

5-heart

MOD-full

'The man [was] happy to the heart full.', i.e. overjoyed (T2006.1)
(8.61) tíko
9.field

ɓɩ ́-bɛɗɛ-bɛɗɛ
MOD-full

na

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́

up to the brim with 6-food

'The field [was] completely full with food.' (T2006.3)
(8.62) ɓɛ́ kyɛ́

ɩ ́-kwɩ ̌

yɩ-ná,

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓí-kókóló-kokolo

in order that 9a-looking 9.DEM.II-CONN 2-person

'By looking, people [had become] stiff.' (T2006.1)
(8.63) ɓʊ́-galóɓi,

MOD-stiff

mʊ́-nzɔnzɔ́ ma-ndǎ

14-the day after tomorrow 3-long rain

6.ASS-long

'The next day, [there was] a long rain.' (T2006.1)
Property denoting predicates can be preceded by a suppletive form of the verb 'to
be' (see 7.13). Examples include:
(8.64)a. pɛ́tɛ́

a

yó-wililǐ

9.ring 3SG:be 9.ASS-round

b.

'The ring is round.'
lɩ-gʊgʊ́ a
5-reed

c.

lá-nza

3SG:be 5.ASS-good

'It is a nice reed.'

ɓa-né-kókó
ɓá
ɓá-pʊ̌pʊ
2-na:1-instrument 3PL:be 2.ASS-hard
'Nekokos (musical instruments) are very hard (sound).'
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d.

li-gubó lá-saɓǔni
5-work

a

lá-pʊ̌pʊ

kʊ́gbɛ

5.ASS-1a.soap bar 3SG:be 5.ASS-hard very

'The work (making) of a soap bar is very difficult.' (T2006.5)
In comparisons involving ábɛ 'like', the finite form of a verb may be left out. In
(8.65a), a suppletive form of the verb 'to be' is present; in (8.65b), it is not:
(8.65)a. míkí

mu-kó

yǐ

a

ábɛ sɩ ́ɓá

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III 3SG:be like 9.ivory

b.

'A girl is like ivory.' (T2006.9)
míkí

mu-kó

yǐ

ábɛ pápá

yá-li-kíngo.

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III like 9.calabash 9.ASS-5-raffia.

'The girl [is] like raffia calabash.', i.e. with a very soft skin (T2006.2)
In non-verbal clauses, the descriptive element can be an ideophone which
expresses the action involved, as in:
(8.66) kánga

ɓɩ ́-wɛɛɛ
1a.guinea-fowl MOD-"wɛɛɛ"

'The guinea-fowl "wɛɛɛ".', i.e. raised itself
(8.67) líso

ɓɩ ́-nzɛɛɛ
ɓɩ ́-kɛ
ká
mu-lígi
5:eye MOD-"nzɛɛɛ" MOD-"kɛ" PREP 3- vine
'The eye "nzɛɛɛ" "kɛ" against a vine.', i.e. it fell and broke against a vine

(8.68) sukopí

míso ɓɩ ́-nganganga

1a.leopard 6:eye

MOD-stare

wide-eyed

'Leopeard [looked] eyes wide open.' (T2006.3)
In equative sentences, the invariable copula nɩ links the two elements. If two noun
phrases have the same referent, whether they are singular or plural, animate or
inanimate, they are connected by nɩ 'COP'. For example:
(8.69)a. lɩ-gʊgʊ́ nɩ
5-reed

b.

COP

lɩ-tɔ́nɩ ́tɔ
5-weed

'A reed is a weed.'

ɓa-né-kókó
nɩ ɓe-sú
ɓoyó-dumó
2-na:1-instrument COP 2+9:9a-instrument 2+9.ASS-9.dance
'Nekokos are instruments to accompany a dance.'
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mu-kó

ka-tɩtɛ́

1-woman

GEN-1a.old

person

nɩ

titósú

COP

1a.old person:1PL.POSS

'The wife of our grandfather is our grandmother.'

In the case of negation, the third person singular negative form of -ik- 'be', kɛ́gʊ,
follows nɩ.
The main clause preceding direct speech or an indirect order using a Subjunctive is
usually non-verbal. These clauses are characterized by na 'with', which precedes
the interlocutor and the complementizer ɓɛ́ (ɓɛ́ occurs at the end of the clause and
is followed by a pause):
(8.70) ɩyɩ ́

áka

na

ngámá

1.PRO only with 1a.chief

ngámá, na
1a.chief

ka-ɓo-nzikaɓʊ́
GEN-2-man

kápǎ

without mercy

ɓɛ́:
COMP

ku-kwá-kʊ

1SG:be 9b-want:FV 15-death-15

'He [said] to the chief of the robbers: "Chief, I am longing to die." '

(T2009.21)
(8.71) Ká Ngasá

áka

na

ɩyɩ ́

"Ka Ngasa" only with 1.PRO

ɓɛ́:
COMP

wɩnd-á

2SG:go-FV.IMP

ká
PREP

'Ka Ngasa [said] to him: "Go to a spring." ' (T2006.1)
(8.72) á

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ lɩ-syɛ́ lí-motí,

3SG:be thus

na

mbʊngʊ́,

P3

5-day

ɩyɩ ́

síbǐ

mbʊngʊ́,

5-spring

ɓá-dw-an-an-a

5.NUM-one 1a.tortoise 3PLP-offend-ASS-ASS-FV

áka

na

ɩyɩ ́

with 1a.elephant 1.PRO only with 1.PRO

yɛ̌

lɩ-kɔ̌

ɓɛ́:
COMP

wa-kem-in-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

excuse me! 1a.elephant 2SG-NEG:1SG.O-see-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

ɓʊ-kɛ́ɗɛ́
14-small

'One day, tortoise quarrelled with elephant, he [said] to him: Excuse me!
Elephant, do not see me [as someone who is] small.' (T2007.14)

In the examples above, áka does not indicate contrast (see 8.6.2 for contrast). In

these constructions, it concerns the adverbial áka 'only', which optionally follows
the speaker and can be left out, as in:
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(8.73) sukopí

no

gbukó ɓɛ́

1a.leopard and 1a.rat

ɩ ́nd-ɩ ́

ká-kɩ ́s-á

bʊ̌bʊnzá

3SG:go-FV.SUBJ 9b-search-FV 9.rotten

COMP

mushroom

'Leopard [said] to rat that he should go to find rotten mushrooms.'

(T2006.3)

A non-verbal clause can be used in questions that ask for a description of
something or a situation:
(8.74) ɩ-kɩ ́

pɩ ́yɛ ?

9a-what thus

'What thus [is]?', i.e. what happened? (T2006.1)
(8.75) í-pígo

yá-nyamá

tínó

sɛ̌

mʊ ?

9a-species 9.ASS-1a.animal which thus 1.DEM.II

'What kind of animal [is] this?' (T2006.1)

When a participant is introduced in a story, Liko has two common ways to present
his or her name. The first one has a suppletive form of the verb 'to be', the word
for 'name' and the complementizer ɓɛ́:
(8.76) mbɔ́kʊ ǎ

ndɩ líno

1a.adult 3SG:be

P3

5:name

ɓɛ́

Ɓudumó

COMP

"Ɓudumo"

'The adult man was called Ɓudumo.' (T2007.6)

A shorter way to introduce a participant is by putting ína ɓɛ́ '5.name COMP'
preceding the proper name. In a context which is situated in the past, a Past time
adverbial is added between ína and ɓɛ́: ínǎ ndɩ ɓɛ́ '5.name P3 COMP':
(8.77) ká

PREP

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ ka-Ɓavakwókwo,
3-village

GEN-people

of "Kwokwo"

ǎ

ndɩ mʊ-lɩ ́lɩká ɓé-motí

3SG:be

P3

1-trapper

ínǎ

1.NUM-one 5:name

ndɩ ɓɛ́

Kíbigʊ Kádɩgyǎ

P3

"Kibigʊ Kadɩgya"

COMP

'In the village of Bavakwokwo was a trapper called Kibigʊ Kadɩgya.'

(T2006.1)
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8.4 Relative clauses
In this section, headed relative clauses are described first, followed by headless

relative clauses. Headed relative clauses modify a noun, the nominal head. They
regularly occur at the end of the noun phrase following other elements. Relative

clauses are linked to the head noun by means of the copula and a demonstrative.
The demonstrative agrees with the head noun (see 6.1.2). Arguments and adjuncts
can be relativized, but relativization of adjuncts requires the presence of the trace
particle minó. There is no relative marker in the verb morphology.
a. Headed relative clauses - Arguments

To start with, relativized subjects are presented. The connection between the
nominal head and the relative clause consists of the copula and a type I
demonstrative:

(8.78)a. mʊ-sɩká nɩ ́-nɔ̌
1-girl

COP-1.DEM.I

ó-ɓín-ǎ

ndɩ

3SG -dance-FV

P3

P

'The girl who danced ...'
b.

mʊ-tʊ́ wa-sɩ
1-man

1.ASS-all

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

́
ãm-ɩn-ǎ

3SG :1.O-see-FV
P

'Every man who saw him ...'
(8.79) nam-ín-ǐ
1SG:1.O-see-FV.ANT

ɓi

mʊ-sɩká

P1

1-girl

ndɩ
P3

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

a-sukús-íly-ǐ

ɓi

nɩ ́nɛ́

ɓo-tú

COP-1.DEM.I

3SG:1.O-wash-BEN-FV.ANT

P1

1a.aunt 10-clothes

'I saw the girl who washed clothes for my aunt.'
The combination of the copula and a demonstrative is also used as a demonstrative,
without introducing a relative clause. The other interpretation of (8.78a) is 'That

girl danced.' Similarly, when a type III demonstrative, indicating the exclusiveness
of the referent, is followed by the copula and a type I demonstrative, both
interpretations are possible:
(8.80) mʊ-sɩká yǐ
1-girl

1.DEM.III

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

ó-ɓín-ǎ

ndɩ

COP-1.DEM.I

3SG -dance-FV

P3

P

'That girl (exclusive) danced.' / 'That girl (exclusive) who danced ...'
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Examples of relative clauses in which an object is relativized are given next. The
following two simple clauses are used:
(8.81)a. na-mwí

nyamá

1SG:1.O-kill:FV.ANT 1a.animal

b.

'I killed an animal.'
a

ká- ly-á

nyamá

3SG:be 9b:1.O-eat-FV 1a.animal

'He is eating an animal.'
(8.82)a. a

ká- ly-á

nyamá

3SG:be 9b:1.O-eat-FV 1a.animal

b.

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

nã-mwí

COP-1.DEM.I

1SG:1.O-kill:FV.ANT

'He is eating the animal that I killed.'
a

ká- ly-á nyamá

3SG:be 9b:1.O-

yǐ

1a.animal 1.DEM.III

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

nã-mwí

COP-1.DEM.I

1SG:1.O-

eat-FV

kill:FV.ANT

'He is eating this animal (exclusive) which I killed.'
Both in (a) and in (b), the only interpretation possible is the one with a relative
clause.

The following example shows that the demonstrative following the copula agrees
with its antecedent (the demonstrative has class 5 concord):
(8.83) ngámá

and-ag-a-tʊ́

gɔnɩ ́ líɓó

1a.chief 3SG:look-PLUR-FV-INS also

nɩ ́-lɔ́

COP-5.DEM.I

ɓa-tʊ́

kakɩ ́

5:water

ɓó-mw-óg-o

2-man 3SG.POSS 3PL-drink-PLUR-FV

'A chief also keeps an eye on the water that his people drink.' (T2006.7)
The demonstrative may be repeated to mark the end of the relative clause. For
example:

(8.84)a. a

ká- ly-á

nyamá

3SG:be 9b:1.O-eat-FV 1a.animal

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

nã-mwí

COP-1.DEM.I

1SG:1.O-kill: 1.DEM.I
FV.ANT

'He is eating the animal that I killed.'
b.

tɩtákɩ

a

ká-ɩn-á

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́

1a:old person:her 3SG:be 9b-see-FV 6-food

mi

6.DEM.III

nɔ̌
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ã-́ pá

nɩ ́-mɔ́

mu-kó

míkakɩ ́

ndɩ mɔ

COP-6.DEM.I

1-woman 1:child:her 3SG :1.O-give:FV
P

P3

6.DEM.I

'Grandmother is seeing this food (exclusive) which the wife of her son
gave her.' (T2007.5)

Repeating the demonstrative is common in relative clauses, e.g.:
(8.85) Súza

a

ká- ɩ ́s-ɩ ́ly-á

nɩ ́nákɩ

"Súza" 3SG:be 9b:1.O-look for-BEN-FV 1a.aunt:3SG.POSS

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

wóko

yí

nɔ̌

ndáɓʊ

yá-gɔgɔ

1a.widow 1.DEM.III 1.DEM.I 9.house 9.ASS-other

'Suza is looking for another house for her aunt, who is a widow.'
Liko has three types of demonstratives, referential type I, proximal type II and a
type III which indicates the exclusiveness of the referent (see 6.1.2). Relativized

objects can use a type I demonstrative, or a type II demonstrative combined with
the copula. The type II demonstrative must be repeated at the end of the relative
clause.

(8.86)a. a

ká- ly-á

nyamá

3SG:be 9b:1.O-eat-FV 1a.animal

nɩ ́-mʊ(-ná)

nã-mwí

*(mʊ)

COP-1.DEM.II-CONN

1SG:1.O-

1.DEM.II

kill:FV.ANT

'He is eating this animal which I killed'
b.

a

ká- ly-á nyamá

3SG:be 9b:1.O-

yǐ

1a.animal 1.DEM.III

eat-FV

nɩ ́-mʊ(-ná) nã-mwí
COP-1.DEM.II-

1SG:1.O-

CONN

kill:FV.ANT

*(mʊ)

1.DEM.II

'He is eating this animal (exclusive) which I killed.'
The copula and the type II demonstrative are optionally followed by the connecting
clitic -ná.

A type II demonstrative cannot be used in a relative clause in which the subject is
relativized. In (8.87b, c), an interpretation including a relative clause is
unacceptable:

(8.87)a. mʊ-sɩká mʊ
1-girl

ó-ɓín-ǎ

1.DEM.II 3SGP-dance-FV

'This girl danced.'

ndɩ
P3
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b.

c.

mʊ-sɩká nɩ ́-mʊ(-ná)

ó-ɓín-ǎ

ndɩ

1-girl

3SG -dance-FV

P3

COP-1.DEM.II-CONN

P

'This girl danced.' / *'The girl who danced ...'
mʊ-sɩká yǐ

nɩ ́-mʊ(-ná)

ó-ɓín-ǎ

ndɩ

1-girl

COP-1.DEM.II-CONN

3SG -dance-FV

P3

1.DEM.III

P

'This girl (exclusive) danced.' / *'This girl (exclusive) who danced ...'
Relativization of objects is not restricted to objects with the semantic role of
patient. Objects with beneficiary role can be relativized as well, as exemplified by
the following examples, where a subject is relativized in (8.88a), an object with
patient role in (8.88b) and an object with beneficiary role in (8.88c):
(8.88)a. nam-ín-ǐ

1SG:1.O-see-FV.ANT

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

ɓi

míkí

mu-kó

P1

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III

a-sukus-íly-ǐ

3SG:1.O-wash-BEN-FV.ANT

ɓi
P1

yi

nɩ ́nɛ́

ɓo-tú

1a.aunt 2+9-clothes

'I saw the girl407 who washed clothes for my aunt.'
b.

no-ɗúkuf-óg-ǐ

ɓi

1SG-fold-PLUR-FV.ANT

nɩ ́-ɓayɔ́

COP-2+9.DEM.I

míkí

P1

ɓo-tú

2+9-clothes

mu-kó

yi

a-sukus-íly-ǐ ɓi

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III 3SG:1.O-washBEN-FV.ANT

c.

P1

nɩ ́nɛ́

1a.aunt

'I folded the clothes that the girl washed for my aunt.'
nam-ín-ǐ

ɓi

ɓa-nɩ ́nɛ́

1SG:1.O-see-FV.ANT

P1

2-aunt

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

COP-2.DEM.I

míkí

mu-kó

yi

ʊ̌-sukus-íly-ǐ ɓi

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III 3SG:2.O-washBEN-FV.ANT

P1

ɓo-tú
2+9-

clothes

'I saw the aunts for whom the girl washed clothes.'

In (b), the second object is relativized. This example shows that relativization of
second objects does not require the presence of minó preceding the first object, as
is the case with adjuncts.

407

The type III demonstrative does not carry the sense of exclusiveness in the standard

expression míkí mukó yi 'female child', i.e. a girl.
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b. Headed relative clauses - Adjuncts
Relative clauses in which adjuncts are relativized, obligatorily have a particle

preceding the first object: minó, glossed as 'TRACE'.408 Adjuncts follow objects in
the clause structure. minó is a trace particle which occurs between the verb and the
first object if an adjunct is represented by a demonstrative in the initial position of
a relative clause, or if an adjunct has been left-dislocated.409
The relative clause in (8.90) is based on the following clause in which the object
precedes the locative adjunct:
(8.89) ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ̌

3PL :2.O-cut:PLUR-FV
P

ndɩ ɓo-míkí ɓú-dingǐ ká
P3

2-child

2.ADJ-big

PREP

mu-gǐ

3-village

'They circumcised many children in the village.'
Relativization of ká mugǐ yields the following structure:
(8.90) mu-gi410 nɩ ́-mɔ́
3-village

COP-3.DEM.I

ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ̌
3PL :2.OP

cut:PLUR-FV

ndɩ minó
P3

ɓo-míkí ɓú-dingǐ

TRACE

2-child

2.ADJ-big

'The village where they circumcised many children ...'
The trace particle minó is obligatory and precedes any object when an adjunct is
relativized. Without minó (8.91a) or with minó in the canonical position of the
adjunct (8.91b), the relative clause is ungrammatical.
(8.91)a. *mu-gi
3-village

408

409

nɩ ́-mɔ́

ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ̌

ndɩ ɓo-míkí ɓú-dingǐ

COP-3.DEM.I

3PLP:2.O-cut:PLUR-FV

P3

2-child

2.ADJ-big

The language has another word minó 'there', which occurs in adjunct position.
A Bantu language for which a two-step procedure is proposed is Kinyarwanda.

Kinyarwanda has two strategies of subjectivization: a) shifting the locative expression as a
whole to subject position; b) a two-step process involving first objectivization, then
subjectivization of the locative expression (the locative complement is cross-referenced by
the locative clitic and moves to immediate postverbal position, thus preceding the original
direct object) (Bearth 2003:137).
410

The H tone of the LH contour on mugǐ merges with the following High.
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b.

*mu-gi

nɩ ́-mɔ́

ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ̌

ndɩ ɓo-míkí ɓú-dingǐ minó

3-village

COP-3.DEM.I

3PL :2.O-

P3

P

cut:PLUR-FV

2-child

2.ADJ-big

TRACE

Int. 'The village where they circumcised many children ...'
In case there are two objects, minó precedes the first object:
(8.92) nig-ǐ

1SG-return-FV.ANT

ɓi
P1

ká
PREP

mu-gǐ

3-village

nɩ ́-mɔ́

míkí

a-sukus-íly-ǐ

COP-6.DEM.I

1a.child 3SG:1.O-washBEN-FV.ANT

ɓi

minó

nɩ ́nɛ́

ɓo-tú

P1

TRACE

1a.aunt 2+9-clothes

'I returned to the village where the child washed clothes for my aunt.'
The presence of minó preceding the first object does not affect object agreement
between the first object and the object prefix in the verb morphology. In (8.90), the

first object is ɓo-míkí and the agreeing class 2 object prefix is ʊ̌-. Object agreement
involves the first object, whether or not minó intervenes between the verb and the
object.

Agreement between the object prefix and the first object in cases in which minó
intervenes is further exemplified by the next clause, where ɗɩnga 'period' is
relativized:

(8.93) ɗɩnga

1a.period

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

tʊ-ɓíky-i

1PL:2.O-say-FV.ANT

minó
TRACE

ɓa-mbánzʊ́
2-person

'The period in which we tell people [something] ...' (T2006.7)

The class 2 object prefix ʊ̌- agrees with ɓambánzʊ́.

It was illustrated above that relativized objects can have both a type I and a type II
demonstrative in the initial position of the relative clause, whereas relativized

subjects only have type I demonstratives. For adjuncts, a type II demonstrative

following the copula and functioning as a relative pronoun is equally acceptable as
a type I demonstrative, compare (8.90) and (8.94):
(8.94) mu-gi
3-village

nɩ ́-ma(-ná)

ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ̌

ndɩ minó

ɓo-míkí ɓú-dingǐ

COP-3.DEM.II-CONN

3PL :2.O-

P3

2-child

P

cut:PLUR-FV

TRACE

'This village where they circumcised many children ...'

2.ADJ-big
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Some additional examples are given of locative and temporal adjuncts. In all cases
in which an adjunct is relativized, minó is obligatory.
(8.95) ɓágǎ

ndɩ na

3PLP:go:FV

nɩ ́-yɔ́

Ikóɓú

with "Ikoɓu"

P3

ká

ngʊ́pá

PREP

9.hill

ɓʊ́-mwɔ́g-ɔ̌

COP-9.DEM.I

3PLP:2.O-kill:PLUR-FV

ndɩ minó
P3

ɓa-mbánzʊ́

TRACE

2-person

'They went with Ikoɓu to the hill where they used to kill people.'

(T2009.21)

The antecedent of the relativized locative adjunct is ngʊ́pá.
(8.96) mbɩkɛ́ yi
9.pot

9.DEM.III

nɩ ́-yɔ́

COP-9.DEM.I

ɓó-kóng-og-o

3PLP-roast-PLUR-FV

minó
TRACE

ndikó

9.palm-nut pit

'That pot (exclusive) in which they roasted palm nuts ...' (T2006.6)

The antecedent of the relativized locative adjunct is mbɩkɛ́.
(8.97) os-í

3SG:leave-FV.ANT

ɓi
P1

gɩ ̌ta

kakɩ ́

9.hoe 3SG.POSS

kó

tíko

9.field

PREP

nɩ ́-yɔ́

o-kún-ǐ

ɓi

minó

ma-láki yɔ

COP-9.DEM.I

3SG-plant-FV.ANT

P1

TRACE

6-bean

9.DEM.I

'He has left his hoe at the field where he planted beans.'
The antecedent of the relativized locative adjunct is tíko.
(8.98)

ngbíngó yi
1a.time

1.DEM.III

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

wɩɩ ́t-a

2SG:change-

minó mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ mu-dingǐ
1-man

TRACE

1.ADJ-big

FV

'At the time when you become an adult ...' (T2006.8)

The antecedent of the relativized temporal adjunct is ngbíngó.
(8.99)

mbɔ́kʊ-mbɔ́kʊ a-bum-í
1a.old man

nɩ ́-lɔ́

COP-5.DEM.I

3SG:1.O-hit-FV.ANT

o-ɗuk-ós-ǐ

ɓi
P1

3SG-pour out-CAUS-FV.ANT

míkǎmɩ

lɩ-syɛ́

1a.child:3SG.POSS 5-day

ɓi

minó

P1

TRACE

mbɩkɛ́

'The old man hit my child the day on which he (i.e. the child)
knocked over a pot.'

The antecedent of the relativized temporal adjunct is lɩsyɛ́.

lɔ́

9.clay pot 5.DEM.I
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c. Headless relative clauses

Headless relative constructions are attested with most noun classes. The antecedent
of headless relative clauses is usually given by the context, but may be absent

altogether. In the headless relative constructions found in my data, it is always an
argument which is relativized. Examples of headless relative clauses are:
(8.100)a. nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

b.

ǎ

ndɩ mbɔ́kʊ

3SG:be

yí

á-ɓɩ ́ky-a

1a.old man 1.DEM.III 3SG -say-FV
P

P3

ɓɛ́:
COMP

'The one who was this old man (exclusive) said: ...' (T2007.1)
nɛ́lʊngyá

áka

ɓɛ́:

1a.chameleon only

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

ɩyɩ ́

tɩnd-á-nɔ

COMP

ík-o

ma-ɓɔ́kʊ aká,

1PL:go-FV.IMP-SUPP only 6-hand

ma-ɓɔ́kʊ ɓí-pí

3SGP:sit-FV 6-hand

nɔ̌

ásɩ

CT

íba

MOD-black

it means that

o-sumb-í

1.PRO 1.DEM.I 3SG-burn-FV.ANT

'Chameleon said: "We show JUST THE HANDS, the one who sat [with]
black hands, he burned [in the context: down the field]." ' (T2009.15)
(8.101) nɩ ́-ɓɔ́
COP-2.DEM.I

ɓá

na

mu-kúmbogǐ ɓó-dog-o-kú-tǒ ndɩ gɔnɩ ́

3PL:be with 3-load

3PLP-come:PLURFV-DIR-INS

P3

also

'The ones who had loads came too.'
(8.102) nɩ ́-lɔ́
COP-5.DEM.I

ná-gy-ǎ

ndɩ lɔ́,

1SGP-do-FV

P3

ǎ

5.DEM.I 3SG:be

ndɩ lá-nyɛ ?
P3

5.ASS-bad

'The thing that I did, was bad?' (translated 2 Corinthians 11:7)
(8.103) nɩ ́-mɔ́

COP-6.DEM.I

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ̌

á-ɓák-ǎ

3SG/PLP-grow-FV

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG

ndɩ ɓɩ ́-gala-gala kyɛ́
P3

ndɩ lá-kpʊ
P3

MOD-fast

lɩ-tɔ́mbʊ́

because 5-soil

wá

5.ASS-big there

'The ones that grew fast because the soil there was not deep.' (translated

Mark 4:5)
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8.5 Interrogative sentences
Interrogative sentences occur without and with a question word. All interrogative
sentences are marked by raised pitch over the last one or two syllables of the
utterance.
Yes/no questions have the same structure as non-interrogative sentences:
(8.104)a. wɩnd-a

gɔnɩ ́ ká

2SG:go-FV also

b.

sɔ́kɔ

PREP

9.market

'You (sg) will also go to the market.'
wɩnd-a

gɔnɩ ́ ká

2SG:go-FV also

sɔ́kɔ ?

PREP

9.market

'Will you (sg) also go to the market?
In speaking, (b) is marked as an interrogative sentence by the rising pitch on the
final vowel of the clause.
The affirmative response given most often for (8.104b) is íyo 'yes'. The longer

form would be íyo nɩndatʊ́ 'yes, I will go'. If one will not go to the market, to say
just kálɩ 'no' is regarded as being impolite. In that case, the usual respons is either
kálɩ, nákɩ ́ndɩgʊ 'no, I will not go' or simply nákɩ ́ndɩgʊ 'I do not go'.

In interrogative sentences, the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́ (see 7.7.4) is added to the
inflected verb when the question refers to the near future, as in:
(8.105) wɩnd-a-tʊ́

gɔnɩ ́ ká

2SG:go-FV-INS also

PREP

sɔ́kɔ ?

9.market

'Will you (sg) also go to the market soon?
Question words in content interrogative sentences are nouns or invariables.

Interrogative sentences may contain a combination of a question word and another
word to express a single question word meaning.
a. Noun question words
Two of the question words in interrogative sentences are nouns, wanɩ ́ '1a.who', ɓawanɩ ́ '2-who' for animate referents, and ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a-what', ɓɛ-kɩ ́ '2+9:9a-what' for
inanimate referents.
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If the referent is the syntactic subject, the question word occurs left-dislocated at
the beginning of the clause and is always followed by a demonstrative. In the
following example, wanɩ ́ refers to an animate referent:
(8.106) wanɩ ́

nɔ̌

á- ly-á

1a.who 1.DEM.I 3SG :1.O-eat-FV
P

ndɩ nyamá
P

'Who ate this animal (exclusive)?'

P3

yi

1a.animal 1.DEM.III

nɩ ́-nɔ̌ ?

COP-1.DEM.I

ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a-what' is used as question word for inanimate referents. If the referent is the
subject, ɩ-kɩ ́ occurs left-dislocated at the beginning of the clause and is always
followed by a demonstrative:
(8.107)a. ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́

a

yó- pólǐ

kʊ́gbɛ ?

9a-what 9.DEM.I 3SG:be light (weight) very

b.

'What is very easy?' (Translated Matt. 9:5)
́
a-bǎɓʊ
kãm-ɩn-a
ɓyɩ áka ã́ m-úus-o
1b-father:3PL.POSS 9b:1.O-see-FV far

ɓɛ́:
COMP

míkǎmɩ,

ɩ-kɩ ́

only 3SGP:1.O-ask-FV

yɔ́

u-gy-í ?

1a.child:1SG.POSS 9a-what 9.DEM.I 3SG:2SG.O-do-FV.ANT

'Their father saw him still far away, he asked him: "My child, what
happened to you?" ' (T2009.14)

Liko has two ways to question an object: either a question word occurs preverbally
and is followed by a type I demonstrative, or a question word occurs in situ and is
not followed by a type I demonstrative. Generally in interrogative sentences, the
question word for an object occurs preverbally as in (8.108-8.111a).
(8.108)a. wanɩ ́

nɔ̌411

ɩ-nvá

a-kuk-í ?

1a.who 1.DEM.I 1c-dog 3SG-bite-FV.ANT

b.

ɩ-nvá

a-kuk-í

wanɩ ́ ?

1c-dog 3SG-bite-FV.ANT 1a.who

a. and b.: 'Whom did the dog bite?'

According to my Liko consultants, (a) and (b) have the same meaning.412

411

nɩ ́nɔ̌, the combination of the copula and the type I demonstrative concord of class 1,

which may function as a relative pronoun, is not acceptable: *wanɩ ́ nɩ ́nɔ̌ ɩnvá akukí ?
412

If it is true that the meaning is the same, there may be a difference in the use of these
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nɔ̌

a-bǎkɩ

Gbutu

ã-kum-í

1a.who 1.DEM.I 1b-father:3SG.POSS "Gbutu" 3SG:1.O-throw a spell-FV.ANT

'Whom did his father Gbutu bewitch?'
*'Who bewitched his father Gbutu?'
b.

wa

ká- búk-y-óg-ó

wanɩ ́

2SG:be 9b:1.O-resound-APPL-PLUR-FV 1a.who

'Whom are you responding to?' (T2008.10)
(8.110)a. ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́

má

Fína

a

a

ká-amb-á

ká-amb-á ?

9a-what 9.DEM.I 1a.mother "Fina" 3SG:be 9b-cook-FV

b.

má

Fína

ɩ-kɩ ́ ?

1a.mother "Fina" 3SG:be 9b-cook-FV 9a-what

a. and b.: 'What is Mother Fina cooking?'
(8.111)a. ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́

ɓo-míkí ɓá

9a-what 9.DEM.I 2-child

b.

ɓo-míkí ɓá
2-child

ká-kɩ ́s-á ?

3PL:be 9b-look for-FV

ká-kɩ ́s-á

ɩ-kɩ ́ ?

3PL:be 9b-look for-FV 9a-what

a. and b.: 'What are the children looking for?'
The question words wanɩ ́ '1a.who' and ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a.what' in (8.108-8.111a) precede any
expressed subject. The subject is realized in the canonical subject position. The

subject prefix of the verb agrees with the subject. The subject can never occur in a
postverbal position. In (8.108-8.111b), the question word is realized in situ and not
marked for focus.

When the question word is dislocated, the type I demonstrative is obligatory,
whereas the demonstrative must be absent when the question word occurs in situ.
Compare the sentences in (8.110) with those in (8.112):
(8.112)a. *ɩ-kɩ ́

má

Fína

a

ká-amb-á ?

9a-what 1a.mother "Fina" 3SG:be 9b-cook-FV

b.

*má

Fína

a

ká-amb-á

ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́ ?

1a.mother "Fina" 3SG:be 9b-cook-FV 9a-what 9.DEM.I

clauses, but that has not yet been found.
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Other examples of wanɩ ́ '1a.who' and ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a-what' referring to objects include:
́
(8.113) wanɩ ́ nɔ̌
nzʊ́ka
ɩnd-ɩ
kã-my-ǒ
1a.who 1.DEM.I 1a.snake 3SG:go-FV.SUBJ 9b:1.O:swallow-FV

kú-silí

wa-mʊ-ngbɔngbɔ́

kʊ́ ?

17-under part 17.ASS-3-banana tree trunk there

'A snake would go to swallow who there under the banana trunk?'

(T2009.20)

(8.114) si-ɓutǔ
á-ɓuɓ-is-o
sɩ:1-tilapia 3SGP-become white-CAUS-FV
na

ɩyɩ ́

with 1.PRO

wa

ɓɛ́:

wo-póli

COMP

1.ass-light (weight)

ká-ɓúk-y-óg-ó

sɩ-sǎ
ɓí-tú,
ɩyɩ ́
áka
sɩ:1-fish MOD-bright 1.PRO only
ábɛ̌ ɩ-wayá,

like 9a-dried banana leaf

wanɩ ́ ?

2SG:be 9b-resound-APPL-PLUR-FV 1a.who

'Tilapia offended Sɩsa, he said to him: "Someone light like a dried
banana leaf, to whom are you talking?" (T2008.10)
(8.115) wa

ká-pa

2SG-be 9b-want:FV

ɓɛ́

nʊ́-gy-ɩly-ɩ ́

ɩ-kɩ ́ ?

COMP

1SG.2SFO-do-BEN-FV.SUBJ 9a-what

'What do you want that I do for you?'
(8.116) o-vi-kú

ɩ-kɩ ́

3SG-take:FV.ANT-DIR 9a-what

ká
PREP

Ɓafwaɓaka?
Ɓafwaɓaka

'What did he take (there) in Ɓafwaɓaka?'
b. Invariable question words
The invariable question words ɓʊ́nɩ ́ 'how', kɛ́kɩ 'why', lɩkɩ ́ 'how' and yánɩ 'where'
occur at the end of the interrogative sentence.

The invariable question words cannot be left-dislocated. In the following clause,
the question word for a locative adjunct, yánɩ 'where', cannot occur clause-initially:
(8.117)a. o-bǐs-i

i-zingi-só

sá- ɓʊ́gʊ

yánɩ ?

3SG-put-FV.ANT 19-bunch-19 19.ASS-9.plantain where

'Where did he put the bunch of plantains?'
b.

*yánɩ (nɔ̌/yɔ)
where

o-bǐs-i

i-zingi-só

sá- ɓʊ́gʊ

1/9.DEM.I 3SG-put-FV.ANT 19-bunch-19 19.ASS-9.plantain
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Examples of the invariable question words are presented below.
ɓʊ́nɩ ́ 'how' and lɩkɩ ́ 'how' are both used frequently and in the same contexts, e.g.:
(8.118)a. lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká lɩ-ná
5-thing

b.

a

pɩ ́yɛ ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?

5.DEM.II-CONN 3SG:be thus

how

'How did this happen?' (T2006.3)
ɓá- ʊ́n-ag-a

pɩ ́yɛ séléngúndé lɩkɩ ́?

3PL:1.O-plant-PLUR-FV thus

9.peanut

'How does one plant peanuts?'

how

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ 'how' is also used in the sense of 'what' in relation to an action, e.g.:
(8.119) nɩ ̌-gy-a

kʊ́wa ɩmɩ

1SG:REFL-do-FV thus

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?

1SG.PRO how

'What shall I do?' (T2009.21)
An example of kɛ́kɩ 'why' is:
(8.120) wá-ky-á

2SG -refuse-FV
P

mbɛ́yɩ ̌ ndɩ kɛ́kɩ ká-bis-ó
P

ká-ɓʊ́nd-ág-á

first

P3

why

mu-túgbǒ

9b-put-FV 1-strong man

ndáɓʊ ?

9b-wait-PLUR-FV 9.house

'Why did you at first refuse to put a strong man to watch over the
house?'
More common ways to express 'why' are combinations with a question word, kó

bulyó ɩ-kɩ ́ 'PREP 9.reason 9a-what' in (8.136) and (8.137), and kyɛ́ ɓʊ́nɩ ́ 'why how'
in (8.141).
Liko has two ways to question an adjunct, with the question word yánɩ 'where' or
with a prepositional phrase containing the question word tínó 'which' (see below).

When an adjunct is questioned with yánɩ 'where', the question word has to occur in
situ as shown in (8.117).
Other examples of yánɩ 'where' are:
(8.121)a. ndáɓʊ

kakʊ́

a

yánɩ ?

9.house 2SG.POSS 3SG:be where

'Where is your house?'
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b.

má

ká-ɩnd-á na

2PL:be 9b-go-FV

Ikóɓú

yánɩ ?

with "Ikoɓu" where

'Where are you (pl) going with Ikoɓu?'
(8.122) ta-luw-okú

mukáti413 yánɩ ?

1PL-buy-FV-DIR 1a.bread

where

'Where will we buy bread?'
(8.123) wa

ká-pa

2SG:be 9b-want:FV

ɓɛ́
COMP

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ má-pasɩ ́ka
6-food

tɩ ́nd-ɩ ́

ká-ʊmbámb-ɩ ́ly-á

1PL:go-FV.SUBJ 9b-2SG.O:cook-BEN-FV

yánɩ ?

6.ASS-1a.Passover where

'Where do you want that we go to cook the Passover meal?' (translated

Mark 14:12)

yánɩ questions a prepositional phrase and it occurs with intransitive verbs like -ɩnd'go', as in:

(8.124) mu-kó

kǎmɩ

ind-í

yánɩ ?

1-woman 1SG.POSS 3SG:go-FV.ANT where

'Where did my wife go?'
c. Questioning a noun
Invariable question word tínó 'which' always follows the noun it refers to, e.g. míkí

tínó 'which child'. A prepositional phrase with a question word, tínó 'which' (or ɩ-kɩ ́
'9a-what'), either remains in situ or is left-dislocated to a position preceding the
subject of the clause. At the end of the dislocated noun phrase a type I
demonstrative is required.
(8.125) ta-syɛ́

kʊ́wa ká

1PL-pass-FV thus

kyɛ́

tǔp-i-ní

PREP

mu-gi

tínó

3-village which

na

lɩ-gʊndʊ́ ?

because 1PL:rest-FV.ANT-PFV with 5-journey

413

From Congo Swahili mkate, regularly pronounced as mukate in Congo.
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'In which village will we sleep, because we have become tired of the
journey.' (T2009.17)
(8.126)a. ta-ly-a

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ ká

1PL-eat-FV 6-food

b.

ndáɓʊ

tínó

yɔ́

ndáɓʊ

PREP

tínó ?

9.house which

ta-ly-a

9.house which 9.DEM.I 1PL-eat-FV

minó

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ ?

TRACE

6-food

a. and b.: 'In which house will we eat the meal?'
In the case of dislocation, as in (b), the preposition is no longer expressed.
Left-dislocation of an adjunct in (8.126b) and (8.127) requires the presence of the
trace particle minó, whereas left-dislocation of an object in (8.128) does not.
(8.127) lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká lá-pʊ̌pʊ
5-thing

tínó

lɔ́

má

5.ASS-strong which 5.DEM.I 3PL:be

minó
TRACE

ká-ɩ ̌-nzɩnzɩny-á

9b-REFL-talk scandal-FV

'Which hard issues are you talking scandal about among yourselves?'
(8.128) míkí

tínó

nɔ̌

a-bǎkɩ

́
Ø-kã-yoyis-og-ɩ-gʊ

?

1a.child which 1.DEM.I 1b-father: 3SG-NEG:1.O-admonish-PLUR-FV-NEG
3SG.POSS

'Which child a father will not correct?' (translated Hebrews 12:7)
The trace particle minó is also obligatorily present in relative clauses in which the
demonstrative, functioning as a relative pronoun, refers to an adjunct, see 8.4.

Another example is the following interrogative sentence, in which the prepositional
phrase kó pǐsi tínó, PREP 9.path which, 'by which path' ('how') is left-dislocated:
(8.129) pǐsi

tínó

yɔ́

má-kwanan-a minó

9.path which 9.DEM.I 2PL-should-FV

TRACE

ká-nyɩk-á

yǐgyogyísó ?

9b-avoid-FV 9a:sorrow

'How (by which path) should you (pl) avoid suffering?' (translated

Matthew 23:33)

The trace particle minó precedes the infinitival complement of the verb of
obligation -kwanan- 'should'.
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For temporal adjuncts, Liko uses the phrase ngbíngó tínó, 1a.time which, 'at which
time, when'. It occurs in situ as in (8.130a) and dislocated as in (8.130b):
(8.130)a. mbɔ́kʊ-mbɔ́kʊ nɩ ́-nɔ̌
1a.old man

COP-1.DEM.I

ɓi

3SG:1.O-hit-FV.ANT

P1

míkǎmɩ

ngbíngó tínó ?

ngbíngó tínó

nɔ̌

1a.child:3SG.POSS 1a.time

b.

a-bum-í

1a.time

which

mbɔ́kʊ-mbɔ́kʊ nɩ ́-nɔ̌

which 1.DEM.I 1a.old man

COP-1.DEM.I

a-bum-í

ɓi

minó

míkǎmɩ

3SG:1.O-hit-FV.ANT

P1

TRACE

1a.child:3SG.POSS

a. and b.: 'When did that old man hit my child?'
When a prepositional phrase with tínó is left-dislocated, the subject remains in its
canonical position, as in (8.130b), which is comparable to the constructions in
which a noun phrase functioning as syntactic object is left-dislocated, as in (8.128).
When the question word tínó 'which' follows ngbíngó, 1a.time, moment, the

combination expresses 'when'. With ɗɩnga, 1a.period, moment, it means 'at what
time'. For example:
(8.131)a. tɩtákʊ

ig-o-kú

ngbíngó tínó ?

1a.grandparent:2SG.POSS 3SG:return-FV-DIR 1a.time

which

'When will you father-in-law return?'
b.

ngbíngó tínó
1a.time

nɔ̌

ind-í

which 1.DEM.I 3SG:go-FV.ANT

minó ?
TRACE

'When did he go?'
(8.132)a. ɗɩnga

tínó

mʊ ?

1a.period which 1.DEM.II

b.

'What is the time?'
ɓíg-o-kú

kʊ́wa ɗɩnga

3PL:return-FV-DIR thus

tínó ?

1a.period which

'When (at what time) will they return?'
d. Combinations involving question words
ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a-what' occurs in combination with several adverbials to express various

question-word meanings. The cases below list the combinations present in my data.
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An example of ɩkɩ ́ kʊ́wa 'what (reason)'414 is:
(8.133) yɛ̌

mu-kó

míkǎmɩ,

ɩ-kɩ ́

kʊ́wa

excuse me! 1-woman 1a.child:1SG.POSS 9a-what thus
we-pí

ɩmɩ

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ ma-kɛ́ɗɛ́

2SG:1SG.O-give:FV.ANT 1SG.PRO 6-food

ɓɛ́nɛ ?

6.ASS.small like this

'Excuse me! My daughter-in-law, why did you give me such a small
portion?' (T2007.5)

An example of ɩkɩ ́ pɩ ́yɛ 'what (result) ' is:
(8.134) ɩ-kɩ ́

pɩ ́yɛ ? lɩ-bʊmá,

9a-what thus

ɓʊ-tɔtɔ́

ɓí-kyekyékyě

5-drunkenness 14-laughter

MOD-burst

of laughter

'What happened? Drunkeness, bursts of laughter.' (T2006.1)
Example of ɩkɩ ́ sɛ pɩ ́yɛ / ɩkɩ ́ sɛ mbɛ́yɩ 'what (specific)' are:
(8.135)a. ɩ-kɩ ́

sɛ

pɩ ́yɛ yɔ

9a-what thus thus

b.

ɛ́-ɓɔ̌

'What duped me?' (T2009.27)
ɩ-kɩ ́

sɛ

ndɩ ?

9.DEM.I 3SGP:1SG.O-deceive:FV

mbɛ́yɩ yɔ

9a-what thus first

wǒ

9.DEM.I 2SG:be

ɓi

P3

ká-kɩ ́s-á ká
9b-look

P1

PREP

kʊ́gba ?

1a.game bag

for-FV

'What were you looking for in your game bag?'
When asking for a reason, the prepositional phrase kó bulyó ɩkɩ ́, PREP 9.reason
9a-what, 'why' can be used, e.g.:
(8.136)a. wo-ɗok-í
2SG-climb-FV.ANT

ká

i-gumí-so

kó

bulyó

PREP

19-root, stump-19

PREP

9.reason 9a-what

ɩ-kɩ ́ ?

'Why did you climb in that trunk?'
b.

kó
PREP

bulyó

ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́

má

9.reason 9a-what 9.DEM.I 2PL:be

minó
TRACE

ká-gy-ǎ

9b-do-FV

li-gubó nɩ ́-lɔ́ ?
5-work

COP-5.DEM.I

'Why are you doing this work?'

414

The rough specifications in brackets are based on the material available and discussion

with the Liko consultants I worked with.
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(8.137)a. o-ɓúsól-ǐ
3SG-forget-FV.ANT

b.

kó

bulyó

ɓi

gbɔnɩ ́ kakɩ ́

kó

P1

9.axe

PREP

ɩ-kɩ ́

3SG.POSS

yɔ̌

o-ɓúsól-ǐ

9.reason 9a-what 9.DEM.I 3SG-forget-

PREP

FV.ANT

bulyó

ɩ-kɩ ́ ?

9.reason 9a-what

ɓi

minó

P1

TRACE

gbɔnɩ ́ kakɩ ́ ?
9.axe

3SG.POSS

a. and b.: 'Why did he forget his axe?'
Apart from being used as question word, ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a-what' is used with mbɛ́yɩ 'first' to
summarize a situation as in (8.138), it is used with sɛ kʊ́wa to introduce a

conclusion as in (8.139), or it is used for something insignificant or disliked
(8.140):

(8.138) wa-kam-ɩ ́n-á

ndɩ Ikóɓú

2SG:COND:1.O-see-FV

P3

wam-ín-i-ní
mbɛ́yɩ yɔ́

9a-what first

kyɛ́

gɔnɩ ́ Zangɩ ́yá.

2SG:1.O-see-FV.ANT.PFV also

ɩ-kɩ ́

íba

"Ikoɓu" it means that because
"Zangɩya"

yá-nza

ɓɛ́yɔ́ !

9.DEM.I 9.ASS-good like that

'If you saw Ikoɓu, then you had also seen Zangɩya. What was it good at
first!' (T2009.21)
(8.139) ɩ-kɩ ́

sɛ

9a-

kʊ́wa, mbʊnyá

thus thus

what

mamá

á-pʊng-ǎ

1a.husband 1a.mother 3SG -start-FV
P

ndɩ ká-ɩ ̌-gam-á
P3

9b-REFL-cryFV

'What do we see? "His lordship" started to complain.' (T2009.37)
(8.140) mu-gwí

ɩ-kɩ ́

yá-gbalɩ

yɔ

1.O-hold-FV.IMP 9a-what 9.ASS-disorderly 9.DEM.I

ɓɩ ́-kwɩ ̌
MOD-hold

securely

'Hold something disorderly securely!', i.e. Arrest that idiot!' (T2007.3)
ɓʊ́nɩ ́ is used in combination with kyɛ́ 'because', kyɛ́ ɓʊ́nɩ ́, to express 'why':
(8.141)a. wá-ky-á

2SG -refuse-FV
P

mbɛ́yɩ ̌ ndɩ ká-bis-ó

P

ká-ɓʊ́nd-ág-á

first

ndáɓʊ

P3

mu-túgbǒ

9b-put-FV 1-strong man

kyɛ́

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?

9b-wait-PLUR-FV 9.house because how

'Why did you at first refuse to put a strong man to guard the house?'
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ká-ʊ-ɓɩ ́ky-á

kyɛ́

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?

1SG:be 9b-2SG.O-say-FV because how

'Why do I tell you?' (T2006.8)
e. General interrogatives

In general interrogatives, where the answer comprises the predicate, the question
word ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a-what' is left-dislocated and followed by a type I demonstrative. The
answer to general interrogatives has the canonical word order and no additional
marking. The answers are given in (8.142b) and (8.143b).
(8.142)a. ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́

má

ká-gyǎ

yɔ́ ?

9a-what 9.DEM.I 2PL:be 9b-do-FV 9.DEM.I

'What are you (pl) doing?'
b.

ta

ká-lɩ ́k-ág-á

ma-ɓɔ́mbʊ

1PL:be 9b-trap-PLUR-FV 6-trap

'We are setting traps.'
(8.143)a. ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́

u-gy-í

ɓo-míkí ?

9a-what 9.DEM.I 3SG:2.O-do-FV.ANT 2-child

b.

'What happened to the children?' / *'What did the children do?'
ɓo-míkí ɓí-mwís-ís-á
2-child

3PL :REFL-kill:CAUS-CAUS-FV
P

ndɩ

P

P3

'The children were killed.', literally, 'they caused themselves to be
killed' (see 8.2.6).

The noun phrase following the verb in (a) is the object, as is evident from the class
2 object prefix in the verb form.

8.6 Information structure
Liko has several ways, both syntactic and morphological, to formally code
different aspects of information within a sentence. New information and contrastive
information are presented in 8.6.1 and 8.6.2. Constructions in which constituents

are left-dislocated or in which they precede the clause in an external topic positon
will be described with their discourse function. The function of left-dislocation in
texts is predominantly textual cohesion, in particular to (re)activate a participant,
see 8.6.3. The other use of left-dislocation is in interrogative sentences, see 8.5,
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and in answer to questioned subjects, see 8.6.1. Arguments and adjuncts can be
expressed as external topics, left-adjoined to the clause, see 8.6.4.
To illustrate how the language codes new information, contrast, participant

activation, and external topics, the text Ikoɓu (T2009.21) is presented with brief
comments on information structure, see Appendix 1, 1.5.1.

The action expressed by a verb can be emphasized by the Insistive enclitic. For a

description of this enclitic, -tɔ́, I refer the reader to 3.2.4.2 and 7.7.4. Subjects and
objects can be emphasized by a substitutive, see 6.1.1.

8.6.1

New information

This section demonstrates that new information given in answer to interrogative
sentences is not coded in Liko. Questioned elements are not marked as focus. I will
first look at objects, then at adjuncts and finally at subjects. Examples of general
interrogatives and answers are given above, see (8.142) and (8.143) in 8.5.
According to the literature (Lambrecht 1994, Foley 2007), less predictable or

disputed elements of the sentence tend to be marked as 'focus'. Bearth (2003:130)
and others state that a suitable environment in which the expression of 'focus' may
be tested are content or wh-questions. Completive focus (also called assertive
focus, e.g. Watters 2003:252) usually involves answers to content questions.

Relevant question words in the language are: wanɩ ́ '1a.who' / ɓa-wanɩ ́ '2-who' for
animates, ɩ-kɩ ́ '9a-what' / ɓɛ-kɩ ́ '2+9:9a-what' for inanimates, yanɩ ́ 'where' for
locations and tínó 'which' for phrases with a head noun.
a. Objects
The interrogative sentences (8.108a), (8.110a) and (8.111a) are repeated here:
(8.144) wanɩ ́

nɔ̌

ɩ-nvá

a-kuk-í ?

1a.who 1.DEM.I 1c-dog 3SG-bite-FV.ANT

'Whom did the dog bite?'
(8.145) ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́

má

Fína

a

ká-amb-á ?

9a-what 9.DEM.I 1a.mother "Fina" 3SG:be 9b-cook-FV

'What is Mother Fina cooking?'
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yɔ́

ɓo-míkí ɓá

9a-what 9.DEM.I 2-child

ká-kɩ ́s-á ?

3PL:be 9b-look for-FV

'What are the children looking for?'
The preferred answers to the above questions have the new information either in
the post-verbal position as in (8.147a-8.149a), or as a non-verbal single-phrase
clause as in (8.147b-8.149b):
(8.147)a. a-kuk-í
3SG:1.O-bite-FV.ANT

'He bit my child.'
b.

ɓi

mikǎmɩ

P1

1a.child:1SG.POSS

mikǎmɩ

1a.child:1SG.POSS

'My child'
(8.148)a. a

ká-amb-á

mo-tumbǔwa

3SG:be 9b-cook-FV 6-pastry ball

b.

'She is frying pastry balls.'
mo-tumbǔwa
6-pastry ball

'Pastry balls'
(8.149)a. ɓá

ká-kɩ ́s-á

lɩ-yɩ ̌kɔ

3PL:be 9b-look for-FV 5-amulet

b.

kakɩ ́
415

3SG.POSS

'They are looking for her amulet.'
lɩ-yɩ ̌kɔ

kakɩ ́

5-amulet

3SG.POSS

'Her amulet'
Left-dislocating an object in a clause which answers a questioned object is
possible, but according to my Liko consultants less acceptable:
(8.150) ??mo-tumbǔwa mɔ
6-pastry ball

má

Fína

ká-amb-á

6.DEM.I 1a.mother "Fina" 3SG:be 9b-cook-FV

'Mother Fina is frying pastry balls.'

415

a

Or beads and bones used for personal adornment.
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(8.151) ??lɩ-yɩ ̌kɔ kakɩ ́

lɔ́

ɓá

ká-kɩ ́s-á

5-amulet 3SG.POSS 5.DEM.I 3PL:be 9b-look for-FV

'They are looking for her amulet'
If there is a need to express that Mother Fina is frying pastry balls and not
something else, the contrast particle áka is used, e.g.:
(8.152) a

ká-amb-á

mo-tumbǔwa aká416

3SG:be 9b-cook-FV 6-pastry ball

CT

'She is frying PASTRY BALLS.'
It is interesting that, in case of ambiguity, only the interpretation according to the
canonical SVO word order is allowed. To illustrate this, I start with interrogative

sentences questioning an object with the role of a beneficiary. They have the same
word-order options as when the object of the basic verb is questioned:
(8.153)a. wanɩ ́ nɔ̌
Súza a
kã-́ ɩ ́s-ɩ ́ly-á
lɩ-yɩ ̌kɔ ?
1a.who 1.DEM.I "Suza" 3SG:be 9b:1.O-look for-BEN-FV 5-amulet

b.

Súza

a

ká- ɩ ́s-ɩ ́ly-á

wanɩ ́

lɩ-yɩ ̌kɔ ?

"Suza" 3SG:be 9b:1.O-look for-BEN-FV 1a.who 5-amulet

a. and b.: 'For whom is Suza looking for an amulet?'
The correct answer to both these questions is (8.154a) below. (8.154b) is not
acceptable as a correct answer to either of the above questions, because the
interpretation that the aunt is the beneficiary is ruled out:
(8.154)a. a

ká- ɩ ́s-ɩ ́ly-á

nɩ ́nákɩ

3SG:be 9b:1.O-look for-BEN-FV 1a.aunt:3SG.POSS

b.

'She is searching [it] for her aunt.'
nɩ ́nákɩ

nɔ̌

a

kã-́ ɩ ́s-ɩ ́ly-á

1a.aunt:3SG.POSS 1.DEM.I 3SG:be 9b:1.O-look for-BEN-FV

*'She is searching [it] for her aunt.'

416

The surface tones on the contrast particle depend on the preceding tone: áka if the

preceding tone is High and aká if the preceding tone is Low.
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The new information is the identification of the beneficiary. Yet as an answer to
the question in (8.153), nɩ ́nákɩ can only occur in situ as in (8.154a). If it is

dislocated and it occurs preverbally as in (8.154b), the aunt cannot be interpreted
as the beneficiary. Sentence (8.154b) is correct under the interpretation that the

aunt is the subject of the clause; in that case the meaning is: 'Her aunt (mentioned
earlier417) is searching for someone.'.
b. Adjuncts

In responses to interrogative sentences with yánɩ 'where', locative adjuncts that
provide the new information have to occur postverbally without any additional
marking. The answer to (8.117) 'Where did he put the bunch of plantains?' is:
(8.155)a. o-bǐs-i

ká

3SG-put-FV.ANT

gbɔ̌gbɔ

PREP

1a.drying shed

'He put [it] in the drying shed.'
b.

*ká
PREP

c.

*gbɔ̌gbɔ

gbɔ̌gbɔ

nɔ̌

o-bǐs-i

1a.drying shed 1.DEM.I 3SG-put-FV.ANT

nɔ̌

o-bǐs-i

1a.drying shed 1.DEM.I 3SG-put-FV.ANT

(b) and (c) are not acceptable, neither with nor without the general preposition.
The answer to question words in prepositional phrases, as (8.126) 'In which house
will we eat the meal?', occurs postverbally and follows any objects::
(8.156) ta-ly-a

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ ká

1PL-eat-FV 6-food

ndáɓʊ

PREP

kǎmɩ

9.house 1SG.POSS

'We will eat the meal in my house.'
In responses to questions with ngbíngó tínó, as (8.130) 'When did that old man hit
my child?', temporal adjuncts that yield the new information only occur
postverbally following any objects:
(8.157)a. ã-bum-í

3SG:1.O-hit-FV.ANT

ɓi

na

P1

with 14-sunset

'He hit him in the evening.'

417

See the activation of a participant in 8.6.3.

ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌
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b.

*na ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌

ɓɔ́

ã-bum-í

ɓi

with 14-sunset 14.DEM.I 3SG:1.O-hit-FV.ANT

c.

*ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌ ɓɔ́
14-sunset

ã-bum-í

14.DEM.I 3SG:1.O-hit-FV.ANT

ɓi

P1

P1

In responses to questions with kó bulyó ɩkɩ ́, as (8.137) 'Why did he forget his axe?',
the subordinate clause giving the new information follows the object:
(8.158) o-ɓúsól-ǐ
3SG-forgetFV.ANT

ɓi

gbɔnɩ ́ kakɩ ́

P1

9.axe

kyɛ́

mbwáyɩ ǒ

3SG.POSS because 9.rain

3SG:
be

ɓi

ká-lʊ́k-á

P1

9b-rain-FV

'He forgot his axe because it rained.'
In sum, Liko does not have a special position in the clause to mark new

information where objects or adjuncts are concerned. Objects and adjuncts remain
in situ. Objects and adjuncts providing new information do not receive specific

'focus' marking. In interrogative sentences, the questioned element remains in situ
or is left-dislocated to a position in the clause which precedes the subject. Only

yánɩ 'where' cannot be left-dislocated. There is a striking similarity between leftdislocation and relative clauses in that the trace particle minó is required when

adjuncts are involved in a postverbal position following tense/aspect enclitics and
preceding any object. In both relativization and left-dislocation, a type I
demonstrative is involved.
c. Subjects
Subjects are typically the 'topic' of a clause, not the element which provides new

information. Subjects that give new information in response to questions are leftdislocated and are followed by a type I demonstrative in elicitation.418 Question
words referring to a subject are always left-dislocated. In the questions and the

418

The context of elicitation is a factor. In the natural as well as translated texts in my data,

the subject in an answer to a questioned subject is not left-dislocated.
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answers in (8.159) and (8.160), the type I demonstrative is class 1 concord nɔ̌.419 In
(8.159a) and in (8.160a), the type I demonstrative nɔ̌ is obligatory.
(8.159)a. wanɩ ́

nɔ̌

a

ká-wonís-íl-ó na

lɩ-syɛ́ nɩ ́-lɩ ?

1a.who 1.DEM.I 3SG:be 9b-show:CAUS- with 5-day

COP-5.dem.II

RES-FV

'Who is teaching today?'
b.

mu-wonisilí wa-mbɩya nɔ̌
1-teacher

1.ASS-new

a

ké-wonís-íl-ó

1.DEM.I 3SG:be 9b:1SG.O-show:CAUSRES-FV

'The new teacher is teaching me.'
(8.160)a. wanɩ ́

nɔ̌

a-kuk-í

mikǎmɩ ?

1a.who 1.DEM.I 3SG:1.O-bite-FV.ANT 1a.child:1SG.POSS

b.

'Who bit my child?' / *'Whom did my child bite?'
ɩ-nvá

nɔ̌

a-kuk-í

1c-dog 1.DEM.I 3SG:1.O-bite-FV.ANT

'The dog bit my child.'

ɓi

mikǎmɩ

P1

1a.child:1SG.POSS

The only possible interpretation of mikǎmɩ in (8.160) is that of patient. The subject
cannot occur in a post-verbal position.
Coding of new information in Liko can be summarized as follows:
(8.161)

New information

in situ

left-dislocated

in situ

left-dislocated

adjunct (yánɩ)

yes
yes

no

yes with TRACE

yes

no

subject

no

yes

no

yes

object
adjunct (other)

419

Requested information
yes

yes

yes
yes

no/??420
no

Augustin (2010) has analysed nɔ (no tone marking) as the focus particle. However, nɔ̌ is

a type I demonstrative which agrees with its head noun. Left-dislocation is not only used in
questions and in answering a questioned subject, but primarily in creating textual cohesion
by activation of the (major) participant. The contrast particle in Liko is áka, see 8.6.2.
420

In elicitation, left-dislocation is possible for objects with the role of patient, but it is less

acceptable.
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8.6.2

Contrast

Liko has a particle, áka, which marks disputed elements in the sentence. It

functions to indicate contrast, i.e. information that is contrary to other information
in the text or to the presuppositions of the interlocutor. The scope of the elements
in contrast is limited to the phrase preceding áka. The contrastive particle occurs
with arguments and adjuncts. The phrase with contrastive focus remains in its

canonical position. Tone on the contrast particle surfaces as H.L when following a
H tone and it surfaces as L.H when following a L tone.421 In the examples, the
phrase in contrast is marked with underlining. In the free translation, the contrasted
element is marked with capitals (in the case of the first person singular pronoun
"contrasted" is added in brackets).
a. Objects

Examples of contrasted objects are:
(8.162) Má

Fína

a

ká-gab-á mo-tumbǔwa aká

1a.mother "Fina" 3SG:be 9b-sell-FV 6-pastry ball

ká
PREP

CT

sɔ́kɔ

1a.market

'Mother Fina is selling PASTRY BALLS at the market.'
'Pastry balls' contrast with another product mentioned before. In the other examples
below, the phrase ending with áka contrasts with presupposed or known
information.
(8.163) Ikóɓú

a-mwí

"Ikoɓu" 3SG:1.O-kill:FV.ANT

ɓi
P1

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

ã-gbit-í

COP-1.DEM.I

3SG:1.O-fell-FV.ANT

nzʊ́ka

1a.snake

aká,
CT

ɓi

nɔ̌,

P1

1.DEM.I with 3-machete

na

mʊ-pánga

'Ikoɓu killed THE SNAKE, which bit him, with a machete.'

421

I assume that H.L is the underlying tone pattern. In (rapid) speech, the vowel preceding

áka is subject to V1-elision or desyllabification, see 3.3.1 and 3.3.5. If the tone on the
preceding vowel is H, the two H tones simply merge. If the tone on the preceding vowel is
L, the resulting LH.L sequence surfaces as a sequence of Low and High.
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a

ká-kɩ ́s-á

lɩ-yɩ ̌kɔ

"Suza" 3SG:be 9b-look for-FV 5-amulet

na

aká kátʊ́kyá422
since

CT

ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

with 14-sunrise

'Suza has been looking for the AMULET since sunrise.'
(8.165)a. Nangáa

a

ká- ɩ ́s-ɩ ́ly-á

nɩ ́nákɩ

be

BEN-FV

3SG.POSS

"Nangaa" 3SG: 9b:1.O-look for- 1a.aunt:

b.

aká ndáɓʊ
CT

9.house 9.ASS.other

'Nangaa is looking for another house for HIS AUNT.'
Nangáa

a

ká-kɩ ́s-á

ndáɓʊ

yá-gɔgɔ

"Nangaa" 3SG:be 9b-look for-FV 9.house 9.ASS.other

kó
PREP

bulyó

9.reason

yá-gɔgɔ

aká
CT

ka-nɩ ́nákɩ

GEN-1a.aunt:3SG.POSS

'Nangaa is looking for ANOTHER HOUSE for his aunt.'
(8.166) ngámá

á- ɓɩ ́ky-ǎ

ndɩ Ábaláma

1a.chief 3SGP:1.O-say-FV

i-pó-kú

ɩmɩ

ɓɛ́:

"Abalama"

P3

COMP

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ áka,

1SG.O-give:FV.IMP-DIR 1SG.PRO 2-person

wá-va

ɩwɛ

CT

lɩ-ngámá

2SG-take:FV.INST 2SG.PRO 5-things of value

'The king said to Abraham: "Give me THE PEOPLE, you

(emphasized) take the valuable things." ' (translated Genesis 14:21)
In the next example of an object followed by áka, the number of sons is contrasted.
The other wife of the speaker gave him many sons, whereas with Rachel, he had
only two:

(8.167) babǎ

á-tɩ ́-ɓɩ ́ky-á

1a.father 3SGP-1PL.O-say-FVP

mu-kó

kǎmɩ

ɓɛ́yɔ́

1-woman 1SG.POSS like that

422

ndɩ ɓɛ́:

míb-ag-a-tʊ́

ɓɛ́

P3

2PL:know-PLUR-FV-INS

COMP

COMP

ka-Lakéli

ɛ́- ɓʊ́kʊt-ɩly-ǎ

GEN-"Lakeli"

3SGP:1SG.O-give birth-BEN-FV

The structure of this word is ká-tʊ́k-y-á '9b-leave-APPL-FV'.
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ndɩ ɓo-míkí ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓi
P3

2-child

2-man

ɓá-ɓǎ

áka

2.dem.III 2.NUM-two

CT

'Father said to us: "You know that my wife called Rachel gave me
TWO SONS." ' (translated Genesis 44:27)
b. Adjuncts
Cases, in which locative, temporal and instrumental or manner adjuncts occur
followed by áka, are given next. The phrase preceding áka contrasts with other
information. The input for the first example is the statement that someone put the
harvest in his house. This is denied and the correct location is contrasted:
(8.168) o-bǐs-i

lɩ-nyɔnyɔ́

3SG-put-FV.ANT 5-peanut harvest

ká

gbɔ̌gbɔ

aká

1a.drying shed

PREP

CT

'He put the peanut harvest IN THE DRYING SHED.'
The contrast particle áka marks contrast and it does not allow changes in word
order. An adjunct followed by the contrast particle cannot precede the first object:
(8.169) *o-bǐs-i

3SG-put-FV.ANT

ká

gbɔ̌gbɔ

aká lɩ-nyɔnyɔ́

PREP

1a.drying shed

CT

5-peanut harvest

The phrase ká gbɔ̌gbɔ is not a locative complement, because the locative phrase can
be left out:
(8.170)

lɩ-syɛ́ lá-gɔgɔ,
5-day

nɩ ́yɔ́

ɩ-nvá

ó-bis-ó

5.ASS-other when 1c-dog 3SG -put-FV
P

ɩg-á

kʊ́

ɓu-yí,

14.money

P

kakɩ ́

3SG:return-FVP there 3SG.POSS

'The next day, when dog put the money, he returned home.' (T2007.15)
Other examples of locative adjuncts with contrast are:
(8.171) ɓa-swá

ɓámály-ɩ ́

2-Pygmy 3PL:end up at-

kó

tíko

PREP

9.field 2SG.POSS

FV.SUBJ

kakʊ́

áka, ʊkán-á-tʊ
CT

hear-FV.IMP-INS

'That the Pygmy end up AT YOUR FIELD, understand that well.'
(8.172) tó-lípy-og-o

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ iɓúsú

1PLP-last-PLUR-FV thus

P3

1PL.PRO

kó

pǐsi

aká

PREP

9.road

CT
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'We (emphasized) stayed ON THE ROAD.' (instead of going to
school) (T2009.25)

Temporal adjuncts with the contrast particle:
(8.173) ã-bum-í

3SG:1.O-hit-FV.ANT

ɓi

na

ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌

P1

with 14-sunset

áka
CT

'He hit him IN THE EVENING.'
(8.174) ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ nɩ ́-mɔ́
6-food

ɓá-tɩ ́mb-amb-ɩly-ǎ423

COP-6.DEM.I

ká-ly-á

na

3PL -1PL.O-cook-BEN-FV
P

lɩ-gʊndʊ́

9b-eat-FV with 5-JOURNEY

áka

ndɩ, tá

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ

1PL:be thus

P3

P3

CT

'The food that they cooked for us, we were eating it DURING THE
JOURNEY.' (T2009.23)

Examples of instrumental or manner adjuncts with the contrast particle are:
(8.175) Ikóɓú

a-mwí

"Ikoɓu" 3SG:1.O-kill:FV.ANT

ɓi

nzʊ́ka

na

lɩ-kʊ̌

P1

1a.snake with 5-stick

áka
CT

'Ikoɓu killed a snake WITH A STICK.'
(8.176) á-syɛ́

3SG -pass:FV
P

ndɩ na
P3

with

nzǎ

9.hunger

áka
CT

'He passed [the day] HUNGRY.' (T2009.32)
After someone has burned his arm while cooking:
(8.177) nɩ ́yɔ́

mʊzʊzʊlá

é-beɗul-o

ɓɛ́yɔ́,

when 9.awful pain 3SGP:1SG.O-surpass-FV like that

nzǎ

é- sy-ó

9.hunger 3SG :1SG.O-finish-FV
P

lɩ ́ngʊnʊ́ áka
P

5.truth

CT

'When the awful pain became too much for me, feeling hungry finished
REALLY.' (T2009.3)

423

The basic verb is -amb- 'cook'. I assume that in this case, epenthetic /mb/ occurs

preceding the vowel-initial verb, instead of /m/. See 7.5.1.
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c. Subjects

Subjects cannot be directly followed by the contrast particle áka. If a subject is
contrasted, áka follows a postverbal substitutive with the same referent as the

subject (ɩɓʊ́ in the first example below, ɩmɩ in the second) in a construction with
copula nɩ:

(8.178) kú-mbúso yí,
17-back

ɓa-má mákɩ

ɓó-do-kú

17.DEM.I 2-brother:3SG.POSS 3PL -come:FV-DIR
P

ɩɓʊ́

áka kã-́ tákány-á

2.PRO

CT

ndɩ nɩ
P3

COP

9b:1.O-find-FV

'Later, HIS BROTHERS came to find him.' (translated Genesis 50:18)
(8.179) ná-kaly-ag-ǎ
1SG -pay-PLUR-FV
P

ndɩ nɩ

ɩmɩ

aká nɩ ́-lɔ́

P3

1SG.PRO

CT

COP

lá-sɩ

COP-5.DEM.I

5.ASS-all

'I (contrasted) paid all those [things].' (translated Genesis 31:39)
For the combination of subjects and postverbal substitutives, see 7.4 and 6.1.1.
The contrast particle áka occurs frequently with one of the following adverbials, ásɩ
'only' in affirmative and gʊtʊ́gʊ 'even' in negative clauses. ásɩ nearly always occurs
in combination with áka. These adverbials reinforce the contrasted element,
positively in the case of ási, i.e. giving interpretations like 'always', 'completely',
'just', etc., and negatively in the case of gʊtʊ́gʊ, i.e. yielding the meaning 'not any'.
The adverbials ásɩ and gʊtʊ́gʊ mark the beginning of the domain of contrast, áka
the end.
Examples of ásɩ and áka are:
(8.180) kánɩ ́ gbukó a
when 1a.rat

kʊ́wa ásɩ

3SG:be thus

only

ká
PREP

mʊ-gamʊ́ áka
3-crying

CT

'While Rat was CRYING ALL THE TIME.' (T2006.3)
(8.181) nzʊ́yɩ

yá-sɩ

á-va

kʊ́wa ásɩ

9.body 9.ASS-all 3SG -take:FV thus
P

sʊ

yó- múkí

only 9.smell 9.ASS-6:smoke

áka
CT

'The whole body took on JUST THE SMELL OF SMOKE.' (T2006.5)
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ásɩ

1SG:be only

ká

lɩ-lɛɓʊ́

áka

PREP

5-mourning

CT

'I am ALWAYS IN MOURNING.' (translated Genesis 37:35)
(8.183) mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ na
1-man

mu-kákɩ

ɓǎ

ndɩ ɩɓʊ́

with 1-woman:3SG.POSS 3PL:be

ɓá-ɓǎ

ásɩ

P3

ndúmbú áka

2.NUM-two only 9.nudity

ɓá-sɩ

2.PRO 2.ASS-all

CT

'Man and his wife they were both COMPLETELY NAKED.'

(translated Genesis 2:25)
(8.184) mbɩya wánʊ, tá-kɛ́-gʊ
new

here

lá-gɔgɔ

nɩ ́-lɔ́

5.ASS-other

COP-5.DEM.I

Ø-kík-i

ɓatǎ

no

lúkí

1PL-NEG:be:FV-NEG again with 5:object

ásɩ

ta-kwanan-a

ká-ʊ-pá

1PL-should-FV 9b-2SG.O-give:FV

nzʊ́yɩ

kusú

áka na

3SG-COND:be- only 9.body 1PL.POSS

ma-tɔ́mbʊ́ kusú

with 6-land

CT

1PL.POSS

FV.NEG

'Now, we have not again anything else which we should give to you if it
is not JUST OUR BODY and our fields.' (translated Genesis 48:18)
Examples of gʊtʊ́gʊ and áka are:
(8.185) ɓa-nyamá ɓá-sɩ
2-animal

2.ASS-all in disorder

gʊtʊ́gʊ ɓé-motí
even

mánzála-mánzála, Ø-ká-gwǐ-gʊ

1.NUM-one

3SGP-NEG:1.O-hold:FVP-NEG

áka
CT

'All animals [fled] in disorder, he did not CATCH ANYONE.' (T2006.3)
(8.186) ɓá-kɩngɩl-a gɔnɩ ́ ká-lɩ ́k-ág-á
3PLP-try-FV

424

also

ma-ɓɔ́mbʊ, ɓá-kɔ

9b-trap-PLUR-FV 6-trap

nɩ ́-ma-ná

má-ndǎ,

COP-3.DEM.II-CONN

3.ASS-long even

mʊ-palʊ́

3PLP-cut:FV 3-barrier424

gʊtʊ́gʊ mbɛ́yɩ kó-ɓók-ís-ó
first

9b-grow-CAUS-FV

A barrier in the forest with passage ways where traps are installed.

áka
CT
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'They also tried to set traps, they cut the long barrier, NOTHING WAS
SUCCESSFUL.'425 (T2009.21)
(8.187) mʊ-mbánzʊ́ gʊtʊ́gʊ ɓé-motí
1-person

even

1.NUM-one

áka Ø-ká-kwanan-ɩ-gʊ
CT

3SG-NEG-should-FV.NEG-NEG

ndɛ́kɛ́ ká-ʊ-táng-á
F3

9b-2.O-count-FV

'NOT ANY person will be able to count them.' (translated Genesis 13:16)
(8.188) ná-ká-vɩ-gʊ

lúkí

kakʊ́

gʊtʊ́gʊ lí-motí

1SG-NEG-take:FV.NEG-NEG 5:object 2SG.POSS even

5.NUM-one

áka
CT

'I am not taking your object, NOT ANY ONE.' (translated Genesis 14:23)

8.6.3

Left-dislocation for participant activation

The main function of left-dislocation is to ensure textual cohesion by activation of

the (major) participant.426 When a participant becomes the topic of conversation or
of a text after some digression, he is re-introduced by left-dislocation and a type I

demonstrative.427 Left-dislocation does not imply emphasis or contrastive focus on
the dislocated element.
Pronouns typically do not provide new information. In Liko, pronouns are used to
emphasize a known subject or object. When a pronoun refers to an antecedent
earlier in the text, it may be left-dislocated. In the following two examples, a

pronoun which is syntactically an object is left-dislocated and followed by a type I
demonstrative.

425

Literally, 'not first caused to grow'.

426

A large number of examples comes from the translated text of Genesis. This is done

because it contains several longer stories in which the Liko translators have put an effort in
making it clear to potential hearers who or what is the topic of a sentence. These stories
contain a lot of material that can be used to study information structure.
427

Nicolle (2014:132) reports this use of referential and distal demonstratives, i.e. to activate

a participant, for several Tanzanian languages.
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́
ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓãm-ʊkan-ag-a

nɔ̌

1.PRO 1.DEM.I 2-person

3PL:1.O-hear-PLUR-FV

ndɛ́kɛ
F3

'People will listen to him.' (translated Genesis 49:10)

The antecedent, the 'owner', is presented in the previous sentence in the text.
(8.190) ɩyɩ ́

nɔ̌

Sála

ʊ-ɓʊ́kʊt-ɩly-a

ɓánʊ ká

1.PRO 1.DEM.I "Sala" 3SG:2SG.O-give birth-BEN-FV

syǎ ngá-sʊ

sá-gɔgɔ

F2

PREP

7:year, dry season-7 7.ASS-other

'Sarah will give birth to him next year.' (translated Genesis 17:21)

In the context of the above example, a promised child, Isaac, has been introduced
in chapter 17, verse 19. The intermediate passage talks about another son. In the

sentence preceding the above one, Isaac is the topic again. In (8.190), ɩyɩ ́ 'he' is the
topic and syǎ ngásʊ ságɔgɔ 'next year' the new information. Left-dislocation of the
pronoun does not add emphasis.

Examples of a dislocated pronoun which functions as a subject:
(8.191)a. ɩyɩ ́

nɔ̌

o-ɓúng-ús-i-ní

mʊ-pánga

1.PRO 1.DEM.I 3SG-lose-CAUS-FV.ANT-PFV 3-machete

'He had lost the machete.'
b.

kyɛ́

ɩyɩ ́

nɔ̌

á-gbusy-óg-í

so that 1.PRO 1.DEM.I 3SG:1.O-curse-PLUR-FV.SUBJ

'... so that he would curse Sisa.' (T2008.10)

ɓi
P1

Sɩsa

"Sisa"

In the next example, the story introduces the children of Noah and expands on one
of them. When the narrator returns to the three children, he uses a left-dislocated
pronoun:

(8.192) ɩɓʊ́

ɓá-sáá

ɓɔ́

ɓǎ

2.PRO 2.NUM-three 2.DEM.I 3PL:be

ndɩ ɓo-míka-Nʊ́a
P3

2-child:GEN-"Nʊa"

'The three were children of Noah.' (translated Genesis 9:19)
In a story in Genesis, a servant responds to a request and asks for further
information in (8.193a). After the instructions (several sentences), the servant, by
means of a formal gesture, pledges that he will carry out the instructions (8.193b).
The servant is re-introduced by left-dislocation.
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́
(8.193)a. mʊ-gy-a-li-gubó ã-sikis-y-o
1-do-FV-5-work

ɓɛ́:

3SG :1.O-return-APPL-FV
P

COMP

'The servant answered:' (translated Genesis 24:5)
b.

mʊ-gy-a-li-gubó nɔ̌
1-do-FV-5-work

wa-sɩ-bɛ̌-sʊ

17.ASS-7-thigh-7

ó-bis-á

1.DEM.I 3SGP-put-FVP

ndɩ kʊ-ɓɔ́ kʊ́-kɔ kú-silí

ka-mómbukwána dǎkɩ
GEN-1a.owner

15-hand-15

P3

17-under part

428

1a.s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS

'The servant put [his] hand under the thigh of his master.' (translated

Genesis 24:9)

One of the Liko stories, Mbwoko, see 1.1.3 in Appendix 1, tells that a demon had a
beautiful daughter. He demanded that a would-be husband would be able to endure
hunger and abstain from food. So when a man came to the village to ask to marry
the girl, he was put in a house and forbidden to eat. But in the house, the demon
had put ripe sweet bananas. The first young man who came could not stand the

fragrance of the bananas and ate some. When in (8.194a), the demon discovered
that the first candidate had eaten the sweet bananas in the house, he called the men
of the village. They killed the young man and cooked his meat. When the father of
the girl, the demon, is mentioned again in (8.194b), the phrase is left-dislocated
and followed by a type I demonstrative:
(8.194)a. nɩ ́yɔ́

abǎkɩ

mu-kó

á-ndʊ́ng-á

when 1a.father:3SG.POSS 1-woman 3SGP-discover-FV

b.

'When the father of the woman discovered [it].' (T2006.2)
abǎkɩ

mʊ-sɩká nɔ̌

1a.father:3SG.POSS 1-girl

á-va

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ mɔ́

1.DEM.I 3SG -take:FV 6-food
P

'The father of the girl took this food.' (T2006.2)

6.DEM.I

In the following example, the men are re-introduced after they had been mentioned
for the last time in verse 9:
(8.195) kú-mbúso yí,
17-back

428

ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓɔ́

17.DEM.III 2-man

ɓã-́ tʊ́k-y-ɩly-ǎ ndɩ lɩ-gʊndʊ́

2.DEM.I 3PLP:1.O-leaveAPPL-BEN-FV

mombukwana dǎkɩ is an expression meaning 'his master'.

P3

5-journey
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'After that, the men left him [to go on] a journey.' (translated Genesis

18:16)

In the text preceding the next example, a pregnant woman received a message that
she would give birth to twins. At the time of the delivery, it appeared that:
(8.196) ɓo-ɓígi ɓɔ́
2-twins

ɓǎ

ndɩ kʊ́-sɔ̌

2.DEM.I 3PL:be

kakɩ ́

wa-mʊ̌ma

17-inside 17.ASS-3.belly

P3

'Twins were in her womb.' (translated Genesis 25:24)

3SG.POSS

Proper names can be left-dislocated to refer to characters mentioned before in the
text. In a story in Genesis, a man called Jacob gets the news that his son Joseph is
still alive. Jacob exclaims:
(8.197) mikǎmɩ

Yɛzɛ́fʊ

a

ɓata

1a.child:1SG.POSS "Yɛzɛ́fʊ" 3SG:be again

na

́
kãm-ɩn-a

ká-ag-ǎ

ká

ɔɓɩ ́lɩ ́

PREP

1a.life, world

kámbwa ɓɛ́

1SG:be 9b-leave-FV 9b:1.O-see-FV 17:front

COMP

áka !
CT

nó-kw-í
1SG-die-FV.SUBJ

'My child Joseph is still ALIVE! I am leaving to see him before (that) I
die.' (translated Genesis 45:28)
Later in the text, Jacob is told:
(8.198) Yɛzɛ́fʊ

nɔ̌

u-tíky-o

"Yɛzɛ́fʊ" 1.DEM.I 3SG:2SG.O-close-FV

ndɛ́kɛ míso
F3

6:eye

'Joseph will close your eyes.' (translated Genesis 46:4)
Left-dislocation involves a position in the clause which precedes the subject

position and follows a conjunction. In the example below, the conjunction kyɛ́
precedes the left-dislocated element:
(8.199) míkí

1a.child

nɩ

a-kɔ́ngɔ́,

COP

1b-banana shoot because 1b-banana shoot 1.DEM.I

a-tɩ ́-pag-a

kyɛ́

a-kɔ́ngɔ́

nɔ̌

má-ɓʊ́gʊ kú-mbúso

3SG-1PL.O-give:PLUR-FV 6-banana

17-back

'A child is a banana shoot, because this banana shoot will give us
bananas later.' (T2006.7)
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8.6.4

External topicalization

External topics are not preposed constituents of the clause, but are external to it,
adjoined to the clause as a whole (Foley 2007:416).429 In Liko, external topics

occur to the left of the clause. Adjuncts as external topics are common, they are
mostly locative and temporal phrases, but also instrumental, manner and other

phrases. Objects as external topics are rare and subjects are absent. An external
topic does not occur in subject position, as can be seen in the examples below,

where a full subject NP is present between the external topic and the verb. External
topics are usually separated from the following clause by means of a short pause.
I will first present a case in which an object argument occurs as external topic. In
the texts from which the example below is taken, the animals were introduced as

participants in the opening clause of the text: Leopard is the chief of the animals.

In the following sentences, the story tells that Leopard appointed Rat to watch over
his field. ɓa-nyamá ɓá-gɔgɔ 'the other animals' are presupposed and they are the
topic of the clause. The new information is that they were angry:
(8.200) ɓa-nyamá ɓá-gɔgɔ,
2-animal

ma-mbɛngɩ ́ ʊ́-tʊ́l-ǎ

2.ASS-other 6-heart

3SG/PL :2.O-hurt-FV
P

ndɩ
P3

'the other animals, hearts hurt them', i.e. they were angry (T2006.3)
The above sentence is also grammatical if the external topic is left out, mambɛngɩ ́
ʊ́tʊ́lǎ ndɩ. The object is marked in the verb form with the class 2 object prefix ʊ̌-.
If a clause is preceded by an external topic, it is nearly always a locative or a
temporal phrase. Examples of a locative phrase as external topic are:
(8.201) kó
PREP

pǐsi,

Zangɩ ́yá

ʊ́-ɓɩmy-a

9.path "Zangɩya" 3SG :2.O-spy on-FV
P

'On the road, Zangɩya watched the robbers.'

429

ɓo-nzikaɓʊ́

2-man without mercy
430

(T2009.21 - adapted)

Examples which Foley gives for adjuncts as external topics include: In Sydney there is

always a lot to do, In the morning I finished the article (his (132a, b), Egbert, I couldn't find
(132d) and Soukous, it's the greatest African twentieth-century gift to civilization (132g).
430

The robbers are on the road.
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(8.202) kʊ́-gʊ̌ wo-ɓukú,

ta-pʊng-ag-a

kó-bis-ó

pangǎ-tʊ

17-top 17.ASS-8:burning 1PL-start-PLUR-FV 9b-put-FV 13.hide of
piece of wood

palm nut-13

'Over the fire, we start by putting the palm-nut fibres at all sides.'

(T2006.5)
(8.203) kʊ́

kʊ́-syákʊ,

Makánzyálá

there 17-side

o-gbit-í ɓu-síyo na

"Makanzyala" 3SG:fell- 14-tree

across a river

gbɔnɩ ́ kakɩ ́

with 9.axe

3SG.POSS

FV.ANT

'There across the river, Makanzyala felled a "ɓusiyo" tree with his axe.'
(8.204) kʊ́nʊ kú431 kusú
here

there 1PL.POSS

ká

Gbaɩgbaɩ,

PREP

ta-pʊng-ag-a

"Gbaigbai"

1PL-start-PLUR-FV

ká-mʊmʊ́l-á ngbɔngbɔ́
9b-collect-FV

9.banana trunk

'Here where we live in Gbaigbai, we start by collecting banana tree
trunks' (T2006.5)

Examples of temporal phrases as external topic are:
(8.205) na

ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ,

a-lʊ́kʊ́

ɩ ́m-ʊ́kan-a

nzǎ

with 14-sunrise 1b-man 3SG :REFL-feel-FV 9.hunger
P

'At sunrise, the man was hungry.' (T2006.2)
(8.206) kú-mbúso wa-ma-syɛ́,
17-back

lʊ́nga ú-sil-y-ǎ

17.ASS-6-day 5:war

3SG :2.O-arrive-APPL-FV
P

'Some time later, the war affected them.' (T2009.21)
(8.207) na

ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌

ɓi

with 14-sunset 14.DEM.III

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ ká
6-food

PREP

ndɩ
P3

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́,

Ɓókótógi

ámb-á

COP-14.DEM.I

"Ɓokotogi" 3SG :cook-FV

ma-fíka

P

ndɩ
P

P3

6-kitchen

'That evening, Ɓokotogi prepared food in the kitchen.'

431

The vowel of kʊ́ is changed into /u/ due to assimilation to the following [+ATR]

possessive pronoun kusú.
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Examples of other adjuncts as external topic:
(8.208) na

gbɔnɩ ́ kakɩ ́

with 9.axe

yá-mbɩya, Makánzyálá o-gbit-í

ɓu-síyo

3SG.POSS 9.ASS-new "Makanzyala" 3SG:fell-FV.ANT 14-tree

kʊ́-syákʊ
17-side across a river

'With his new axe, Makanzyala felled a "ɓusiyo" tree across the river.'
(8.209) ká
PREP

yigǒkú

kakʊ́,

wa-kíkwe-ní-to

kú-mbúso

9a:return 2SG.POSS 2SG-NEG:look:FV- NEGSUBJ-INS 17-back

'When you return, do not look back' (T2006.1)

External topics may be followed by the contrast particle áka:
(8.210) kó

PREP

ngbíngó ɓé-motí

áka,

1a.time

CT

ɩ-ngbɔ́lɔ́

1.NUM-one

á-pʊng-a

kó-mw-óg-ó

líɓó

9a-dugout 3SG -start-FV 9b-drink-PLUR-FV 5:water
P

'SUDDENLY, the dugout started to make water.'
(8.211) kó
PREP

ngbíngó yi
1a.time

1.DEM.III

mu-kákɩ

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

gɔnɩ ́ áka nɔ̌,
also

ʊ́-ɓʊ́kʊt-a

CT

1.DEM.I

ɓo-ɓígi

1-woman:3SG.POSS 3SG :2.O-give birth-FV 2-twins
P

'AT THAT TIME, his wife gave birth to twins.' (T2007.9)
(8.212) ká
PREP

pǎ

yi

9.place 9.DEM.III

Ábaláma

á-bib-is-ǎ

nɩ ́-yɔ́

áka yɔ́,

COP-9.DEM.I

"Abalama" 3SGP-praise-CAUS-FV

CT

9.DEM.I

ndɩ Kúnzi
P3

1a.God

'AT THAT PLACE, Abraham praised God.' (translated Genesis 13:4)

When the external topic contains a type I demonstrative, a repeated demonstrative
follows the contrast particle at the end of the external topic.

8.7 Comparison
In order to compare one item with another, different constructions are used
depending on whether the comparison expresses a similarity or a dissimilarity.
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When a characteristic that both items share is referred to, an inflected form of a
verb is followed -not necessarily directly- by preposition ábɛ̌ 'like', as in:
(8.213) míkí

mu-kó

yǐ

a

ábɛ432 sɩ ́ɓá

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III 3SG:be like

9.ivory

'A girl is like ivory.' (T2006.9)

The point of comparison here is that both a girl and a piece of ivory are highly
valuable.
In the next examples, someone is being hit with sticks until he dies, like people hit
a snake when it is seen in a village:
́
(8.214) ɓã-bʊm-ǎ
ndɩ na ɓɛ-ngbɩ ́ngɩ ́lɩ ́ ábɛ nzʊ́ka
3PLP:1.O-hit-FV

with 2+9:9a-stick

P3

́
ɓã-mwɔ́

like 1a.snake 3PLP:1.O-kill:FV

'They hit him with sticks like a snake, they killed him.' (T2009.21)

When dissimilarity with respect to the point of comparison is expressed, the most
common strategy is to use the Infinitive form of the verb -kɩ ́tag- 'pass, surpass'. In
the phrases below, -kɩ ́tag- is used with its basic meaning 'pass' in which no
comparison is involved:
(8.215)a. ɓám-ɩn-a

a-lʊ́kʊ́

3PL :1.O-see-FV

433

na

kakɩ ́

P

mɛ́mɩ ́

ɓé-motí

nɩ ́

a-ná -kɩ ́tag-á

1b-man 1.NUM-one when 3SG-INCH-pass-FV

with 1a.goat 3SG.POSS

kó

pǐsi

PREP

9.path

'They saw a certain man when he was about to pass with his goat on the
b.

road.' (T2009.26)
ná-kɩ ́tag-ǎ

3SG -pass-FV
P

ndɩ ká
P3

PREP

ɩ-kɔ́lɔ

yí-dingǐ.

9a-school 9.ADJ-big

'I passed [the exams to go] to secondary school' (T2009.23)

432

The H tone of the LH contour merges with the following High.

433

The Past has a TAM melody with a H tone on the leftmost prefix. Future has no TAM

melody with H tones. In the case of the third person plural subject prefix, which has an

underlying H tone, the verb forms are identical. In the context of the story, reference is to
the past.
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In the following examples, -kɩ ́tag- is used in comparisons. Recall that Infinitive
forms may include object and reflexive prefixes as well as verbal extensions.
(8.216)a. ɓa-va

kʊ́

kakɩ ́

ɓá-lʊk-ǎ

2-clan member there 3SG.POSS 3PLP:1.O-call-FV

kó
PREP

bulyó

kyɛ́

ǎ

ndɩ wa-nzá

9.reason because 3SG:be

ɓa-sɩká ɓá-sɩ
2-girl

ɓá-mʊ-sɛngɩ ́

ndɩ ɓɛ́

Lɩ-ngʊ́tʊ

P3

5-star

COMP

ká-ʊ-kɩ ́tág-á

1.ASS-good 9b-2.O-pass-FV

P3

2.ASS-all 2.ASS-3-village

'Her clan members called her Star because she was more beautiful
b.

than all the girls of the village.' (T2009.12)
í-pígo

yá-nyamá

tínó

sɛ̌

mʊ-ná

wa-ma-balangá

9a-species 9.ASS-1a.animal which thus 1.DEM.II-CONN 1.ASS-6-spot

ká- kɩ ́tág-á

sukopí

mʊ ?

9b:1.O-pass-FV 1a.leopard 1.DEM.II

c.

'What kind of animal is this, spotted more than a leopard?' (T2006.1)
mʊ-tʊ́

wǎ-gɔgɔ

a-tʊ́

gɔnɩ ́ na

1-man

1.ASS-other

3SG:be-INS

also

ká-ʊ-kɩ ́tág-á

yangyá

yá-gɔgɔ

with 9.poverty 9.ASS-other

ɩwɛ

9b-2SG.O-pass-FV 2SG.PRO

'Someone else certainly also has some other need, more than you.'

(T2009.21)

To express a superlative, the adverb kʊ́gbɛ 'very' is added between the nominal
with the point of comparison and the Infinitive form of -kɩ ́tag- 'pass, surpass', as in:
(8.217)a. ɩ-kɩ ́

yɔ́

a

na

ɩ-zangɩ ́yá kʊ́gbɛ ká-kɩ ́tág-á ?

9a-what 9.DEM.I 3SG:be with 9a-profit

b.

'What is most important?'
ǎ

ndɩ míkí

3SG:be

P3

ká
PREP

mʊ-paka

very

9b-pass-FV

kʊ́gbɛ ká-ʊ-kɩ ́tág-á

1a.child 1-favourite very

ɓá-sɩ

9b-2.O-pass-FV 2.ASS-all

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́
3-village

'He was the most favourite child of all [children] in the village.'
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To indicate that the other item is identical or just different, mʊɗɔngɔnɩ 'identical,
horizontal'434 expresses that the item is identical to the one compared with. To

mention that items are different without evaluating one as being better, etc. than
the other, di 'different, strange' is used. Neither mʊɗɔngɔnɩ nor di shows noun-class
concord. But di agrees in number: it is triplicated when it modifies a plural head.
Examples include:
(8.218) ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓá-sɩ
2-person

ɓá

mʊɗɔngɔnɩ

2.ASS-all 3PL:be identical

'All people are the same.'
The word mʊɗɔngɔnɩ keeps the same form regardless of whether its referent is
singular or plural.

(8.219)a. a-lʊ́kʊ́

mʊ-ná

a

di

na

ɓɛngɛ́nɩ ́.

1b-man 1.DEM.II-CONN 3SG:be different with 1a.other person

b.

'That man is different from the other(s).'
ɓa-ndáɓʊ didídǐ
2.house

different

'different houses', i.e. all unique
c.

a-tɩ ́-tʊngbʊl-ag-a

3SG-1PL.O-help-PLUR-FV

ká
PREP

mo-gubó didídǐ
6-work

different

'It helps us with different jobs.' (T2006.5)

8.8 Complex sentences
This section mainly aims to provide illustrations of coordinate and subordinate
clauses. Subordinate clauses are divided into object clauses, relative clauses and
adverbial clauses. Relative clauses are presented separately in 8.4, in order to

introduce the trace particle minó, which also occurs in interrogative sentences, see
8.5, and in left-dislocation, see 8.6.3.

434

Probably related to mʊ-ɗɔngɔ́ '3-row', plural class 9 ɗɔngɔ́.
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8.8.1

Coordinate clauses

Coordinate clauses are divided by means of a pause, or by one of the conjunctions
na 'and', ikánɩ ́ 'or', or lúkí límotí 'but'. Most frequently, there is no conjunction
present between two coordinate clauses, only a pause:
(8.220) a-bǎkɩ

mʊ-sɩká nɔ̌

1b-father:3SG.POSS 1-girl

ó-bǐs-o

á-va

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ mɔ́,

1.DEM.I 3SG -take:FV 6-food
P

ɓo-kpokúkú

ɓoyí

3SGP-put-FV 2+9-cooking pot 2+9.DEM.III

ká
PREP

ndáɓʊ

9.house

6.DEM.I

ka-ɓo-bikó

GEN-2-visitor

'The father of the girl took this food and put these cooking pots
(exclusive) in the guesthouse.' (T2006.2)
An examples of na 'and' is:
(8.221) ã-mak-y-a

3SG:1.O-insert-APPL-FV

na

ã-gboɗy-o

and 3SG:1.O-smear-FV

ká

lɩ-bɔ̌,

PREP

5-buttock 2+9-nostril 6-ear

kó

míso

PREP

6:eye

ɓa-sɔ́ngʊ́,

mo-tíli, mʊ-nɔkʊ́
3-mouth

'He will insert [them (i.e. rotten mushrooms)] for him, in the anus, in the

nostrils, in the ears, in the mouth and he will smear [them] over his face.

(T2006.3)

The following sentence is a combination of clauses separated by pauses and by the
conjunction na 'and' (in the context of the text, the time reference is to the past):
(8.222) ta

ká-am-ǎ

ká-mʊmʊ́l-á,

1PL:be-FV 9b-limit-FV 9b-collect-FV

tó-ɓíng-o

sɛ

kʊ́wa mɩ ́sá

1PL -cut-FV thus thus
P

tá-tʊp-a

má-kpʊ,

9.firewood 6.ASS-big

ndikó

1PLP-take all-FV 9.palm-nut pit

na

tó-ɓungusy-o

gɔnɩ ́ lɩ ́tá

and 1PLP-arrange-FV also

5:fireplace

ló-ɓukú

ɓǐ

5.ASS-8:burning piece of 8.DEM.III
wood

'When we finished gathering, we cut a lot of firewood, we took all the
palm-nut pits and also arranged a fireplace for this fire (exclusive).'

(T2006.5)
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An example of ikánɩ ́ 'or' is:
(8.223) ɩ ́nd-ag-a

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ká-kɩ ́s-á

3SGP:go-PLUR-FV thus

ikánɩ ́ ká-tʊ́g-á
or

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́

9b-Search-FV 6-food

P3

líɓó

no

bití

9b-draw water-FV 5:water with 9.darkness

'So he went to search for food or to draw water during the night.'

(T2009.21)

The combination lúkí '5:object' and lí-motí '5.NUM-one' is used to express 'but':
(8.224) síbǐ

á-kɔ̌

ndɩ mʊ-palʊ́, lúkí lí-motí

1a.tortoise 3SGP-cut:FV

mǐ

nɩ435
́

3-barrier

P3

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ̌

3.DEM.III when 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG

mʊ-palʊ́

5:object 5.NUM-one 3-barrier

ndɩ ká-ǐ-gwin-ón-ó

9b-REFL-hold:ASS-ASS-FV

P3

'Tortoise cut a barrier in the forest, but this barrier did not hold together.'

(T2007.3)
(8.225) ɓo-gbuwó

ɓá-sáá

ɓó-guly-o

ká

2-chimpanzee 2.NUM-three 3PLP-enter-FV

ma-sángɩ, ɓág-a
6-basket

ɓɛ́yɔ́

3PLP:leave-FV like that

lúkí lí-motí

PREP

kʊ́-sɔ̌

CT

ɓá-va

3PLP-take:FV

9.DEM.I

ɓá-ká-kwanan-ɩ-gʊ̌
wa-ma-sángɩ

9.house

áka yɔ́,

5:object 5.NUM-one 3PL-NEG-should-FV-NEG

líɓó

ndáɓʊ,

ndɩ ká-tʊ́g-á
P3

9b-draw water-FV

5:water 17-inside 17.ASS-6-basket

'The three chimpanzees entered the house, they took baskets, they left
LIKE THAT, but they could not436 draw water in baskets.' (T2007.1)

8.8.2

Subordinate object clauses

The complementizer ɓɛ́ introduces a direct or indirect speech complement, or
another type of object clause. The difference is the occurrence of a short pause,
preceding or following ɓɛ́.

435

Short form of kánɩ ́ 'when, while'.

436

The negative Future followed by the Past time adverbial °Hndɩ is used to express inability

in the past.
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a. Direct and indirect speech complements

When the complementizer ɓɛ́437 introduces direct speech or indirect speech, ɓɛ́
occurs at the end of the main clause and is followed by a short pause.
Examples of direct speech include:
(8.226) ɓá-ɓɩ ́ky-a

3PL -say-FV
P

ɓɛ́:

tá- kw-íly-á

COMP

1PL :1.O-die-BEN-FV
P

ndɩ gbukó
P

1a.rat

P3

'They said: "We died for rat".' (T2006.3)
(8.227) Ká Ngasá

na

Kíbi

"Ka Ngasa" with "Kibi"

ɓɛ́:

yɛ438

míkabǎ,

wɩ ̌-bɩb-ag-a

COMP

excuse me 1a.brother 2SG:REFL-praisePLUR-FV

'Ka Ngasa [said] to Kibi: "Excuse me brother, you praise yourself." '

(T2006.1)

(8.228) ɓó-bilisy-og-o

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ɓɛ́:

3PL -chant slogan-PLUR-FV thus
P

P3

COMP

'They scanted: "Rigo hooo!" ' (T2006.4)
(8.229) a-ním-úus-ó

"Rigo hooo !"
"rigo hooo"

kʊ́wa ɓɛ́:

3SG-INCH:REFL-ask-FV thus

ɓɛ-gbɔgbɔ̌

COMP

ɓayá-ɓo-tú

ɓi

2+9:9a-s.th. worn 2+9.ASS-2+9-clothes 2.DEM.III
Ø-ka-pʊ́t-ɩ ́k-án-á

sɛ

kʊ́wa ɩmɩ

1SG:REFL-do-FV thus

COP-2+9.DEM.II

pɩ ́yɛ kʊ́wa,

3SG-COND-destroy-NEUT-ASS-FV thus thus

nɩ ̌-gy-a

nɩ ́-ɓayɩ

thus

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?

1SG.PRO how

'He asked himself: "These threadbare clothes here, if they are gone,
what shall I do?" ' (T2009.21)

437

The verb for 'say' in Liko is -ɓɩ ́kɩ-.

438

The High part of the LH tone on yɛ̌ has merged with the following H tone.
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In the following two examples, ɓɛ́ introduces indirect speech:
(8.230) Ká Ngasá

a-ɓíky-i-ní

Kíbi

"Ka Ngasa" 3SG:1.O-say-FV.ANT-PFV "Kibi"

ɓɛ́

a

COMP

3SG:be 1-trapper

ɓɛ́,
COMP

ãm-íb-o

3SG:1.O-know-FV

mʊ-lɩ ́lɩká

'Ka Ngasa has said to Kibi that he would acknowledge him to be a
trapper.' (T2006.1)
(8.231) yɛ̌kɩ kɔ́kʊ́
as

a-pa

ɓata

nɛ́gbǎ

3SGP:1.O-say-FV again 1a.lizard

ká-nyɔ̌

mbɔ́ngʊ́

9b-pull up:FV 9.mushroom

yamámá

kʊ́gbɛ

ɓɛ́

ɓá-gá

mbɛ́yɩ

1.PRO 9a:wandering very

1a.chicken 3SG-want:FV

á- ɓɩ ́ky-a

ɩyɩ ́

COMP

3PL-go:FV.IMP first

kó

tutú

PREP

9.forest

'As chicken likes very much to wander around, she said again to lizard
that they go to gather mushrooms in the forest.' (T2007.19)
b. Other subordinate object clauses
In the case of a subordinate object clause introduced by the complementizer ɓɛ́,
there usually is a short pause preceding ɓɛ́ and the subordinate clause.

The complementizer ɓɛ́ occurs clause-initially in subordinate clauses where verbs
like 'know', 'praise', 'demand' occur in the main clause:
(8.232) ɓúm-ib-o

3PL:2SG.O-

ɓɛ́

wa

míkí

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ yǐ

COMP

2SG:be 1a.child 1-man

wa-lɩ ́-ngʊnʊ́

1.DEM.III 1.ASS-5-truth

know-FV

'They will know that you are truly a young man439.' (T2006.8)
(8.233) wɩ ̌-bɩb-ag-a
2SG:REFL-praise-PLUR-FV

ɓɛ́

ʊ-mwɔ́g-ɔ440

COMP

2SG:2.O-kill:PLUR-FV 2-animal

ɓa-nyamá

'You praise yourself that you kill animals.' (T2006.1)

439

Literally, 'a young man of truth'.

440

The subject prefix onset, /w/, has merged with the vowel of the object prefix after V 1-

deletion.
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(8.234) a-bǎkɩ

á-pak-á

ndɩ ɓɛ́

1b-father:3SG.POSS 3SG -guard-FV
P

ik-o

P

P3

COMP

ndɛ́kɛ mʊ-tʊ́ mʊ-pɩlyǎ

3SG:be-FV

1-man

F3

mbʊnyákɩ
1a.husband:3SG.POSS

nzǎ

1.ADJ-enduring 9.hunger

'Her father demanded that her husband should be a man who endures
hunger.' (T2006.2)
(8.235) Zangɩ ́yá

a-ná- táman-ag-á

gɔnɩ ́ ɩyɩ ́

"Zangɩya" 3SG-INCH-think-PLUR-FV also

ó-kw-ó-ní

Ikóɓú

COMP

"Ikoɓu"

ndɩ

3SG -die-FV -PFV
P

1.PRO

ɓɛ́

P

P3

'Zangɩya thought as well that Ikoɓu had died.' (T2009.21)
The complementizer ɓɛ́ has another function, without a following clause, i.e. to
introduce an identification. Examples include:
(8.236) ɓá-lɩk-y-ag-ǎ

3PLP-call-APPL-PLUR-FV

ndɩ ɓɛ́

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

P3

19-circumcision-19 19.ADJ-big

COMP

sí-dingǐ

'They called it / It was called big circumcision.' (T2006.4)
(8.237) lʊ́nga nɩ ́-lɔ́
5:war

COP-5.DEM.I

ɓá-lɩk-y-ag-a

3PLP-call-APPL-PLUR-FV

ú-sil-y-ǎ

3SGP:2.O-arrive-APPL-FV

ɓɛ́
COMP

yangyá

9.poverty

ndɩ
P3

'The war, which is called poverty, arrived at them.' (T2009.21)
(8.238) ká
PREP

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ ka-Ɓavakwókwo,
3-village

ɓé-motí

GEN-people

ínǎ

1.NUM-one 5:name

ǎ

of "Kwokwo" 3SG:be

ndɩ ɓɛ́

Kíbigʊ Kádɩgyǎ

P3

"Kibigʊ Kadɩgya"

COMP

ndɩ mʊ-lɩ ́lɩká
P3

1-trapper

'In the village of Bavakwokwo was a trapper called Kibigʊ Kadɩgya.'

(T2006.1)

8.8.3

Subordinate adverbial clauses

Subordinate adverbial clauses have one of the following conjunctions clause-

initially: íba 'it means that, so that', kyɛ́ 'because', nɩ ́yɔ́ 'when, while', yɛ̌kɩ 'when, as'
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and kánɩ ́ 'when, while'. Subordinate clauses with the conjunctions íba and kyɛ́
follow the main clause. nɩ ́yɔ́ and yɛ̌kɩ are conjunctions in subordinate clauses that
(almost) always precede the main clause. Subordinate clauses with kánɩ ́ generally
follow the main clause.
The complementizer ɓɛ́ also occurs preceding subordinate adverbial clauses which
express a purpose. These subordinate clauses all contain a Subjunctive form, e.g.:
(8.239) sukopí

no

gbukó ɓɛ́

1a.leopard and 1a.rat

ɩ ́nd-ɩ ́

ká-kɩ ́s-á

bʊ̌bʊnzá

FV

mushroom

3SG:go-FV.SUBJ 9b-search- 9.rotten

COMP

'Leopard [said] to rat to go to find rotten mushrooms.' (T2006.3)

For other examples, see 7.9.1.

Examples of íba 'it means that, so that', with and without a Subjunctive in the
following clause:

(8.240) tó-ɓungúsy-í-ni

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ íba

1PL-arrange-FV.SUBJ-

3-village

tík-i

it means that 1PL:be-FV.SUBJ

ɓɩ ́-nza

MOD-good

ADDR

'Let us fix up the village so that we would be well.' (T2006.7)
(8.241) wa-kʊkán-á

ndɩ ɓɛ́

2SG-COND:hear-FV

nɩ ́-sɔ́

COP-19.DEM.I

P3

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

COMP

sí-dingǐ

íba

19-circumcision-19 19.ADJ-big it means that

ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ̌

3PL :2.O-cut:PLUR-FV
P

ndɩ minó
P3

TRACE

ɓo-míkí ɓú-dingǐ
2-child

2.ADJ-big

'If you heard "big circumcision", it referred to the one where many
children were circumcised.' (T2006.4)

In (8.240), íba functions to express a purpose, in (8.241), íba introduces an
explanation.
Examples of kyɛ́ 'because':
(8.242) ǎ

3SG:be

ik-ag-ǎ

ndɩ ká-ɓɩ ́ky-á lɩ ́-ngʊnʊ́ áka, kyɛ́
P3

9b-say-FV

3SG:be-PLUR-FV

ndɩ ásɩ
P3

5-truth

sʊ

CT

kʊ́

kakɩ ́

because there 3SG.POSS

yá-li-kísi

only 9.smell 9.ASS-5-delicious dish

aká
CT

'He spoke THE TRUTH because where he lived there was ALWAYS
THE FLAVOUR OF A DELICIOUS DISH.' (T2006.1)
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(8.243) kínili

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓá-mʊ́y-án-á

that's why 2-person

kyɛ́

na

3PL -hate-ASS-FV
P

ɓá-mwɔ́

P

ɓa-bɩlɩ ́,

with 2:1b-demon

ndɩ Mbwóko

because 3PLP:1.O-kill:FV

"Mbwoko"

P3

'That is why men and demons hate each other, because they [the demons]
killed Mbwoko.' (T2006.2)

Subordinate clauses with nɩ ́yɔ́ 'when, while' precedes the main clause:
(8.244) nɩ ́yɔ́ ám-ɩn-a
Kíbi, ã-́ pám-y-a
ɓɛ́:
when 3SGP:1.O-see-FV "Kibi" 3SGP:1.O-scream-APPL-FV

wayí

mʊ-ná

wɩ ̌kwɛ̌

COMP

kú-mbúso

1a.friend 1.DEM.II-CONN 2SG:look:FV.INST 17-back

'When he saw Kibi, he screamed at him: "Friend! Look behind." '

(T2006.1)
(8.245) nɩ ́yɔ́

Ikóɓú

ɩ ́n-á

ɓɛ́yɔ́,

ɩ ́nd-a

when "Ikoɓu" 3SGP:see-FVP like that 3SGP:go-FV

ɓo-nzikaɓʊ́,

ká-kʊ́ng-á

ká
PREP

ku-kwá-kʊ

2-man without mercy 9b-demand-FV 15-death-15

'When Ikoɓu saw that, he went to a band of robbers to ask for his death.'

(T2009.21)

An example of yɛ̌kɩ 'when, as' is:
(8.246) yɛ̌kɩ ɓá-dwɛ

when 3PLP-arrive:

kó
PREP

tíko,

sukopí

mʊ-nɔkʊ́ á-dɩk-á

9.field 1a.leopard 3-mouth

FV

3SGP-coolFV

ɓɩ ́-dɛ

MOD-cold

P

'When they arrived at the field, Leopard was staggered.' 441 (T2006.1)
Examples of kánɩ ́ 'when, while' are:
(8.247) á-syɛ́

mʊ-kaká,

kánɩ ́ ɓá-kã-́ pí-gʊ

gʊtʊ́gʊ

3SGP-pass:FV 1.ADJ-alone when 3PL-NEG:1.O-give:FV.ANT-NEG even

líɓó

lí-mwǒ

5:water 5.ADJ-drinking

441

Literally, 'the mouth cooled cold'.

áka
CT
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'He passed [the night] alone, while they did not give him EVEN
DRINKING WATER.' (T2006.2)
(8.248) á-gy-a

mbɛ́yɩ ma-syɛ́ má-ɓǎ

3SGP-do-FV first

ká-ɩ ̌m-ʊkán-á

6-day

6.NUM-two

kánɩ ́ Ø-kɛ́-gʊ
when 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG

nzǎ

9b-REFL-hear-FV 9.hunger

'First he spent two days without feeling hungry.' (T2006.2)

8.8.4

Infinitives

Infinitives display both nominal and verbal characteristics. They can fill positions

in the sentence that are normally occupied by either nouns or verbs. They may be
accompanied by modifiers or by arguments. In this section, an Infinitive is referred
to as Infinitive if it consists of only the Infinitive form without object prefixes or
arguments. Otherwise, it is referred to as an Infinitival clause.
Infinitives take the noun-class prefix of class 9b (see 5.1.1), which is identical to

the general preposition ká. Placing Infinitives in class 9b is argued for on the basis
of their set of concords, which is identical to the one of class 9. In (5.43), repeated
here, an Infinitive is modified by an adjective or by a nominal modifier. The
Infinitive, being the head of the noun phrase, controls agreement on its modifiers:
(8.249)a. ká-lyály-á

yí-dingǐ

9b-graze-FV 9.ADJ-big

b.

'the big grazing', i.e. eating a lot
ká-ag-ǎ

yá- ʊ́-sɩlɩ ́

9b-leave-FV

9.ASS-17-downstream

'the downstream leaving', i.e. going downstream
Constructions with an Infinitive as the head of a noun phrase and followed by a
modifier are rare.

In all positions, Infinitives can be followed by an argument and/or an adjunct.
Infinitives can have derived forms with verbal extensions. In (8.250a), the

Infinitival clause contains both an object prefix, the Causative extension and the
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Directional suffix. In (8.250b), the Infinitival clause contains the reflexive prefix
and the Causative extension:
(8.250)a. lɩ-syɛ́ nɩ ́-lɔ́
5-day

ɓík-o

COP-5.DEM.I

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ minó

3PLP:sit-FV thus

ká-ǔ-pup-ís-ó-kú

kʊ́nʊ ká

9b-2.O-leave-CAUS-FV-DIR here

PREP

P3

TRACE

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́
3-village

'The day on which they sat to cause them [the boys] to leave towards the
b.

village ...' (T2006.4)
wa-ság-á-tʊ

ká-ǐ-monís-ó

lúgo

2SG-abandon:PLUR-FV.IMP-INS 9b-REFL-show:CAUS-FV 9.middle

ka-ɓa-ɓɛngɛ́nɩ ́
GEN-2-other

ɓɛ́yɔ́

person like that

'Stop showing off among other people.' (T2006.1)
Infinitives, like other verb forms, have a specific TAM tone melody: a H tone on
the final vowel. An Infinitive is the main verb in Progressive aspect, see 7.7.5.
Infinitives cannot be inflected for negation.
In the remainder of this section the following uses of constructions containing an
Infinitive or Infinitival clause are presented:

a. Infinitive or Infinitival clause as complement
b. Infinitive or Infinitival clause as adjunct

c. Infinitive or Infinitival clause as subsequent event or series of tasks
d. Infinitive or Infinitival clause as comparison
a. Infinitive or Infinitival clause as complement
Infinitives may be used as objects of verbs expressing a modal or aspectual

meaning. The subject of the main verb typically has the same referent as the
subject of the Infinitive.
(8.251) Ø-kíb-i-gʊ

ká-dɩgy-ǎ

3SG-NEG:know-FV-NEG 9b-say-FV

'He will not know [what] to say.' (T2006.1)
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(8.252) Ø-ká-pǎ

ká-vǎ

3SG-COND-want:FV 9b-take:FV

'If you want to take [i.e. a wife].' (T2006.8)
(8.253) ɓa-wanzá

ɓá-ká-pag-ɩ-gʊ

ká-kɔ̌

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

2-young person 3PL-NEG-want:PLUR-FV-NEG 9b-cut-FV 19-circumcision-19

sá-masɩɓʊ́

19.ASS-"masɩɓʊ"

'Young boys do not like to circumcise at a "masɩɓʊ" ceremony.'

(T2006.4)

(8.254) ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓi
2-man

ɓá-ky-á

2.DEM.III 3PLP-refuse-FVP

ndɩ ká-ɩnd-á ká
P3

sɩ-lyá-sʊ

ka-mʊ-sɩká ka-a-bɩlɩ ́

7-cohabitation-7

GEN-1-girl

9b-go-FV

PREP

GEN-1b-demon

'The men refused to go and live together with the demon's daughter.'

(T2006.2)
(8.255) ɓa-tʊ́

ɓá-sɩ

ɓǒ

2-man 2.ASS-all 3PL:be

ɓi

na

ɓʊ-kpɛkɩ ́-kpɛkɩ ́ kó-do-kú

with 14-problem

P1

'All people had a problem to come.' (T2006.7)

9b-come:FV-DIR

In the following examples, the Infinitive, the main verb, indicates a situation which
is beginning or ending:
(8.256) ɓá-pʊng-ǎ

3PLP-start-FV

ndɩ ká-ly-á
P3

tíko

9b-eat-FV 9.field

'They started to eat [from] the field.'

(T2006.3)
(8.257) ɓá-sa

ká-in-ís-ón-ó

3PL -abandon:FV 9b-see-CAUS-ASS-FV
P

ká

ɓa-sɔ́kɔ

PREP

2-market

'They stopped to appear at the market.' (T2009.21)

Infinitival clauses may also be used after verbs of obligation. The subject has the
same referent as the presupposed subject of the Infinitive.
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(8.258) o-kwonón-i

míkí

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ yǐ

3SG-should-FV.ANT 1a.child 1-man

ká-ik-ó

na

ndáɓʊ

1.DEM.III 9b-be-FV with 9.house

'It is expected of a boy to have a house.' (T2006.8)
(8.259) ká-ib-ís-ík-ón-ís-ó

ɓɛ́

9b-know-CAUS-NEUT-ASS-CAUS-FV

yǐ,

o-ɓosíl-i

wa

COMP

míkí

ká-pʊng-á kó-pik-ó

1.DEM.III 3SG-need-FV.ANT 9b-start-FV

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́

2SG:be 1a.child 1-man

ndáɓʊ

9b-build-FV 9.house

'To make known that you are a young man, one needs to start to build a
house.' (T2006.8)

In the above example, kápʊngá kópikó ndáɓʊ is the complement of oɓosíli and
kópikó ndáɓʊ is the complement of the aspectual verb kápʊngá 'to start'.
b. Infinitive or Infinitival clause as adjunct
In the following examples, Infinitives and Infinitival clauses are used as adjuncts.
They are used to express a time, a purpose or a reason.
Examples of infinitival clauses with temporal use:
(8.260)a. ndikó

kó-bwǒ,

wá-va

lɩ-ɗakɩ ̌

9.palm-nut pit 9b-grow big:FV 2SG-take:FV.INST 5-clay pot

b.

'When the palm nuts [have] grown big, take a clay pot.' (T2006.6)
ká-pup-ís-ó

nyamá

9b:1.O-leave-CAUS-FV 1a.animal

ká

PREP

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́, mʊ-tʊ́ wa-sɩ
3-village

1-man

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

́
ãm-ɩn-a,

COP-1.DEM.I

3SGP:1.O-see-FV 3SGP-harden-PLUR-FV

ó-ping-og-o

1.ASS-all

ɓí-kókóló-kokolo
MOD-stiff

'When he dragged the animal to the village, every person who saw
c.

him, grew stiff.' (T2006.1)
ká-ag-ǎ

ma-syɛ́ ma-kɛ́ɗɛ́

9b-leave-FV 6-day

6.ADJ-small

áka Kíbi
CT

á-lɩ ́k-a

"Kibi" 3SGP-trap-FV

mándɛ́ ka-Dingopoyó
9.trail

GEN-"Dingopoyo"

'A FEW DAYS later, Kibi trapped Dingopoyo's trail.' (T2006.1)
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Examples of infinitival clauses used to express a purpose:
(8.261)a. ág-ǎ

3SGP:leave-FV

b.

c.

ndɩ ká- ɓɩ ́ky-á
P3

ngámá

9b:1.O-say-FV 1a.chief

'He left to tell the chief.' (T2006.3)
tág-á,

nɩ ́nd-ɩ ́

ká-ɩn-á

no

míso

1PL:leave-FV 1SG:go-FV.SUBJ 9b-see-FV with 6:eye

'Let us leave, so that I go to see it with my eyes.' (T2006.3)
ɓá- ɩ ́k-á

i-ngbo

3PL :1.O-send-FV
P

P

ká-kpɔ̌

mbʊ́kʊ

1c-aardvark 9b-dig:FV 9.grave

'Aardvark was sent to dig a grave.' (T2006.3)

Example of an infinitival clause used to express a reason:
(8.262) gbukó á-pɩ ́kɩ ́t-á
1a.rat

3SGP-run-FVP

ká-ʊ-ɓáng-á

ndɩ ɩyɩ ́
P3

1.PRO

ká

ma-ɓɩ ́sɔ

PREP

6-hole

ɓa-dǎkɩ

no

súni

9b-2.O-fear-FV 2-s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS with 9.shame

'Rat fled into holes out of fear for the other animals and out of shame.'

(T2006.3)

c. Infinitive or Infinitival clause as subsequent event or series of tasks
Infinitives and Infinitival clauses may be used to indicate a subsequent event. They
are also used in a series of tasks. In the case of a subsequent event, the first verb
usually has the Inchoative aspect and the second verb has the Infinitive form.
Examples of an infinitival clause following a verb with the Inchoative aspect:
(8.263)a. ta-ná-yɩɓ-á

ɓɛ-ngbɔngbɔ́

1PL-INCH-tear up-FV 2+9:9a-banana

na

ká-ɗɩkɩ ́t-ág-á

kʊ́gɔkʊ́

and 9b-throw-PLUR-FV right there

trunk

'We are about to tear up banana tree trunks and throw [the pieces]
b.

there.' (T2006.5)

kánɩ ́ a-nó-dw-ǒ

áma ká-kpakyán-á

when 3SG-INCH-move-FV or

9b-walk-FV

'When he is about to move or walk. (T2006.2)
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Infinitival clauses to express subsequent events or occurring in a series of tasks:
(8.264) ɓá
ká-ɩnd-á kã-́
ɔ́
3PL:be 9b-go-FV

9b:1.O-kill:FV

'They are going to kill him.' (T2009.21)
(8.265) li-gubó ik-og-o
5-work

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ká-lɩ ́k-á

3SG:be-PLUR-FV thus

kó-lub-ó

ma-sɩkɩɗángɩ ́ na

9b-plunge-FV 6-fish hook

P3

ɓa-kpáká,

9b-trap-FV 2+9-trap

mo-gubó má-gɔgɔ

with 6-work

6.ASS-other

'The work was thus setting traps, fishing and other tasks.' (T2006.4)
(8.266) yɩ ̌gyɩgyɩ ̌lyá yá-ku-káká-kʊ:
9a:practice

mɩ ́sá

yambámbá, kó-ɓíng-ó

9.ASS-15-housekeeping-15 9a:cooking

ká-kpǎ

pǎ,

9b-cut-FV

ká-sʊkʊ́s-á ma-kpʊmʊ́ká

9.firewood 9b-sweep:FV 9.area 9b-wash-FV

6-thing

'Practices of housekeeping: cooking, cleaving firewood [with an axe],
sweeping the yard, doing the dishes.' (T2006.9)
(8.267) mo-gubó didídǐ
6-work

ábɛ̌ ká-sʊkʊ́s-á ɓo-tú,

different like 9b-wash-FV

ká-ʊ̌-sʊkʊ́s-á

2+9-clothes 9b-2.O-wash-FV

ɓa-sǎnɩ, ká-ɩ ̌-sʊkʊ́s-ág-á
2-plate

9b-REFL-wash-PLUR-FV

'Different jobs, like washing clothes, doing the dishes, washing
ourselves.' (T2006.5)

The second Infinitive in the last example has an object prefix because its object
belongs to class 2 (see 8.2.5).
d. Infinitive or Infinitival clause as comparison
Infinitives and Infinitival clauses are used in comparisons (see 8.7), when

dissimilarity with respect to the point of comparison is expressed. Part of (8.216a)
is repeated here:
(8.268) ǎ

3SG:be

ndɩ wa-nzá
P3

ká-ʊ-kɩ ́tág-á

ɓa-sɩká ɓá-sɩ

1.ASS-good 9b-2.O-pass-FV 2-girl

'She was more beautiful than all the girls.'

2.ASS-all

Appendix 1 - Texts
Capitals, quotes and punctuation are added in the Liko texts to increase readability.
In the literal translation, numbers refer to lines where new sentences start.

1.1

Stories (oral origin)

1.1.1

The chief of the animals (T2006.3)

1. Leopard was the chief of the animals. 2. He made [his subjects] clear a large
field, 100 by 100 [meters]. 3. He let plant all food that is here under the sun:

banana trees, cassava, sweet potatoes, macabo, yams, etcetera. 6. The field was

completely full with food. 7. The chief went [to check his field] once, perhaps two
times a month. 8. He put Rat442 [there], so that he would watch over the field. 9.

He, Rat, ate there every day. 10. The other animals were angry 443, they said: "We
died for Rat and his fellow." 12. They started to eat from the field. 13. Rat left to

tell the chief: "There is no beauty on the field. Chief, nothing edible is left across
the Mondiyo river. 16. Your clan members have turned the whole field upside

down." 17. "Why did you not tell me?444 18. Let us leave, so that I go to see it with
my [own] eyes." 19. As they arrived at the field, Leopard was staggered 445:
warthog did not leave446 any cassava, elephant [any] banana trees, monkey [any]
sugar cane or maize, the earth was red, the field totally flat. 23. On the way back,

Leopard made Rat keep silent. 24. As they arrived at the village, Leopard [said] to
rat that he should go to find rotten mushrooms, [and] when he returns with them,
he should insert [them] for him, in the anus, in the nostrils, in the ears, in the

mouth and he should smear [them] over his face. 28. When he (Rat) had done like
he was told, he played the drum447 saying: "The chief has died!" 30. On the road,

442

I.e. Gambian pouched rat.

443

Literally, 'the other animals, hearts hurt them'.

444

Literally, 'where were you to tell me'.

445

Literally, 'the mouth cooled cold'.

446

Literally, 'stay'.

447

I.e. the slit drum which is used for communication.
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the -animals started to ask themselves: "How did this happen?448" 32. We hear the
news of [his] death, but we have not heard the one of illness." 34. They all came
together: the small animals449, the very big ones, those with horns, the ones who

like to climb, all came together. 36. Rat started crying. "Our chief has died "eee",

our chief has died "eee". What should we do "eee"? 38. Rat was very distressed.450
39. Aardvark was sent to dig a grave. 40. Aardvark pushed the ground three times

with [his] tail, the work was finished. 42. The time to bury the chief had come. 43.
They arranged [his corpse], they lifted him up, they started to leave for the grave,
while Rat was crying all the time. 46. As they arrived so that they would throw
him [in the grave], at that moment Leopard jumped up fast. 48. All the animals

jumped up. 49. Leopeard [looked at them] wide-eyed. 50. He [wanted] to grab the
monkey, but the monkey jumped too high. 52. All animals [fled] in all directions,

he did not catch any of them. 54. That is why Leopard does not get along well with
his fellow animals, 56. they destroyed his field. 57. That is also why Rat fled into
holes out of fear for the other animals and out of shame.
01 Sukopí

ǎ

ndɩ ngámá ka-ɓa-nyamá.

1a.leopard 3SG:be

P3

02 Ó-dim-ís-á

3SG -clear-CAUS-FV
P

P

03 Ó-kún-is-ǎ

GEN-2-animal

yí-dingǐ, mɩ ́ya

P3

9.field 9.ADJ-big hundred

P3

6-food

ndɩ ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ má-sɩ

3SGP-plant-CAUS-FV

04 wa-mɔ́nɩ ́:

1a.chief

ndɩ tíko

mo-ngí,

6.ASS-all

nékú,

ká

mɩ ́ya.

PREP

hundred

nɩ ́-mɔ́

kʊ́nʊ kú-silí

COP-6.DEM.I

here

nɛ̌nzɩngɩ ́,

17-bottom

ma-gʊ̌na, ɓʊkwá,

17.ASS-9.sun 6-banana tree 9.cassava 9.sweet potatoes 6-macabo

05 ɩ-kɩ ́

na

ɩ-kɩ ́.

9a-what with 9a-what

06 Tíko
9.field

ɓɩ ́-bɛɗɛ-bɛɗɛ
MOD-full

na

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́.

up to the brim with 6-food

448

Literally, 'this matter was thus how'.

449

Literally, 'the edible ones'.

450

Literally, 'he suffered himself'.

8:yam
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07 Ngámá ɩnd-ag-ǎ

ndɩ yí-motí451, yágɔ452 yɩ ́-ɓǎ

1a.chief 3SG:go-PLUR-FV

08 Á-bis-á

3SGP:1.O-put-FVP

09 Ɩyɩ ́

1a.rat

P3

COMP

1PL :1.O-die-BEN-FV

na

mʊ-tʊ́ kakɩ.́ "

2.PRO with 1-man 3SG.POSS

9b-eat-FV 9.field

P3

COP-1.DEM.II-CONN

ág-ǎ

3SGP:leave-FV

14 "Ɓʊ-nzá Ø-kɛ́-gʊ
14-beauty 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG

15 Ngámá, ɓʊ-nzá
1a.chief

6-ache

3PLP-say-FV

P3

tíko.

13 Gbukó nɩ ́-mʊ-ná
1a.rat

1a.rat

P3

12 Ɓá-pʊng-ǎ ndɩ ká-ly-á
3PLP-start-FV

ndɩ, ɓá-ɓɩ ́ky-a

3SG/PLP:2.O-hurt-FV

ndɩ gbukó ma-fɩḱ ɩ ɩɓʊ́
P

9.month

there

P3

ma-mbɛngɩ ́ ʊ́-tʊ́l-ǎ

P

PREP

tíko.

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ wá gɔ wá.

2.ASS-other 6-heart

"Tá- kw-íly-á

tɩmbá.

3SG-await-PLUR-FV.SUBJ 9.field

3SGP-graze-PLUR-FV thus

10 Ɓa-nyamá ɓá-gɔgɔ,
2-animal

á-ɓʊ́nd-ág-ɩ ́

COMP

gbukó á-lyály-ag-a

1.PRO 1a.rat

11 ɓɛ́:

9.NUM-one perhaps 9.NUM-two

P3

ndɩ gbukó ɓɛ́

ká

kó

tíko.

PREP

9.field

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

ndɩ ká- ɓɩ ́ky-á

ngámá ɓɛ́:

9b:1.O-say-FV 1a.chief

P3

kʊ́-syákʊ

COMP

wo-Móndíyó.

14-beauty 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 17-side across a river 17.ASS-"Mondiyo"

16 Ɓa-va

kʊ́

kakʊ́

ɓó-ɗuk-í-ni

tíko

yá-sɩ."

2-clan member there 2SG.POSS 3PL-pour-FV.ANT-PFV 9.field 9.ASS-all

17 "Wá

kʊ́wa ǒ

2SG:be thus

3SG:be

18 Tágá453,

nɩ ́nd-ɩ

ɓi

yánɩ

P1

where 9b:1SG.O-say-FV

kɛ́- ɓɩ ́ky-á?

ká-ɩn-á

no

míso."

1PL:leave:FV 1SG:go-FV.SUBJ 9b-see-FV with 6:eye

19 Yɛ̌kɩ ɓá-dwɛ

when 3PL -arrive:FV
P

20 ngʊyá

kó
PREP

tíko,

sukopí

9.field 1a.leopard 3-mouth

Ø-kó-tígól-ó-kú-gʊ̌

1a.warthog 3SGP-NEG-stay-FVP-DIR-NEG

21 mo-ngí,

á-búlá

6-banana tree 1b-monkey

451

mʊ-nɔkʊ́ á-dɩk-á

3SG -cool-FV
P

ɓɩ ́-dɛ:

MOD-cold

P

ndɩ ká

nékú,

P3

9.cassava 1a.elephant

PREP

na

bǎɗɛ,

mbʊngʊ́

kó

ngóngu

PREP

9.sugar cane and 9.maize 5-ground

ká
PREP

lɩ-tɔ́mbʊ́ ɓɩ ́-gwɛ̌,
MOD-red

Understood is ngángá '9.time'.

452

Short for yágɔgɔ.

453

I assume that the H tones on tágá are part of the expression 'Let us go!', because it does

not correspond to Future, Imperative or Hortative verb forms.
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22 tíko

ɓɩ ́-gbatata.

9.field

23 Ká

MOD-totally

flat

yigokú, sukopí

PREP

Ø-ká-nzin-ís-á-gʊ̌

gbukó.

9a:return 1a.leopard 3SG -NEG:1.O-talk-CAUS-FV -NEG 1a.rat
P

24 Yɛ̌kɩ ɓá-dwɛ

when 3PLP-arrive:FV

25 ɩ ́nd-ɩ ́

ká

P

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́, sukopí

PREP

3-village

ká-kɩ ́s-á

no gbukó ɓɛ́

1a.leopard and 1a.rat

bʊ̌bʊnzá,

COMP

Ø-kig-o-kú

na

3SG:go-FV.SUBJ 9b-search-FV 9.rotten mushroom 3SG-COND:return-FV-DIR with

26 iyú,

ã-mak-y-a

9.PRO 3SG:1.O-insert-APPL-FV

27 na

ã-gboɗy-o

kó

and 3SG:1.O-smear-FV

28 Yɛ̌kɩ á-gy-a

lɩ-bɔ̌,

ɓa-sɔ́ngʊ́,

mo-tíli, mʊ-nɔkʊ́

PREP

5-buttock 2+9-nostril 6-ear

3-mouth

míso.
6:eye

PREP

ɓɛ́yɔ́,

ká

á-ngbát-a

ngúɗú ɓɛ́:

when 3SGP-do-FV like that 3SGP-play-FV 9.drum

COMP

29 "Ngámá, o-kw-í-ni."
1a.chief

30 Kó
PREP

3SG-die-FV.ANT-PFV

pǐsi

ɓa-nyamá ɓá- ním- úus-ó

9.path 2-animal

3PL -INCH:REFL-ask-FV
P

31 "Lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká lɩ-ná
5-thing

a

ásɩ

when 1PL-NEG:hear-FV.ANT-NEG
3PL -arrive-APPL-ASS-FV
2.ASS-6-horn

6.ASS-1a.illness

ɓá-sɩ

mʊ-gamʊ́: "Ngámá kusú
o-kw-í-ni

1a.chief

1a.chief 1PL.POSS 3SG-die-ANT-PFV

38 Gbukó ǐ-gyogy-ǐ-ni
1a.rat

COP-2.DEM.I

mákʊ́gʊ̌,

3SGP-start-FV 3-crying

37 ngámá kusú

nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

2.ADJ-edible

ɓá-kpʊkpʊ,
2.ASS-big

ɓó-sil-y-on-o.

i-ngbo

o-kw-í-ni

eee. Ta-gy-a ɓʊ́nɩ ́ eee?"
"eee" 1PL-do-FV how "eee"

yá

ká-kpɔ̌

eee,

1PL.POSS 3SG-die-ANT-PFV "eee"

kakɩ.́

3SG:REFL-suffer-ANT-PFV towards 3SG.POSS

39 Ɓá- ɩ ́k-á

ɓá-lyǎ,

2.ADJ-climbing 9.climbing 2.ASS-all 3PLP-arrive-APPL-ASS-FV

36 Gbukó á-pʊng-a
1a.rat

mó- kóloɓú."

COP-6.DEM.I

2.ASS-all

35 ɓá-ma-pakála, ɓʊ́-ɗakǎ

CT

nɩ ́-mɔ́
ndɩ ɓá-sɩ,
P3

aká,

6.ASS-15-death-15

33 kánɩ ́ tá-kúkón-í-gʊ

P

how

mó-ngóni má-ku-kwá-kʊ

1PL:hear-FV.ANT only 6-news

34 Ɓó-sil-y-on-ǎ

COMP

pɩ ́yɛ ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?"

5.DEM.II-CONN 3SG:be thus

32 Tukón-i

ɓɛ́:

mbʊ́kʊ.

3PLP:1.O-send-FV 1c-aardvark 9b-dig:FV 9.grave

Texts
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40 I-ngbo

ó-tíndik-o

lɩ-tɔ́mbʊ́ ngángá yɩ ́-sáá

1c-aardvark 3SG -push-FV 5-ground 9.time

na

mʊ-kʊndʊ́,

9.NUM-three with 3-tail

P

41 li-gubó ó-sy-ó.

5-work 3SGP-finish-FVP

42 Ngbíngó mʊ-ɗɩkɩtǎ
1a.time

ngámá ó-bǐmon-o.

1.ADJ-throwing 1a.chief 3SGP-get closer-FV

́
43 Ɓã-ɓung-us-y-og-o,

́
ɓã-bɩnɩk-a,

ɓá-pʊng-a

3PL :1.O-arrange-CAUS-APPL-PLUR-FV 3PLP:1.O-carry-FV 3PLP-start-FV
P

44 ká-ag-ǎ
9b-leave-FV

ká

mbʊ́kʊ, kánɩ ́ gbukó a

PREP

9.grave

when 1a.rat

kʊ́wa ásɩ

3SG:be thus

only

ká
PREP

45 mʊ-gamʊ́ áka.
3-crying

CT

46 Yɛ̌kɩ ɓó-sil-ó

when 3PL -arrive-FV thus

47 sukopí

P

a-nó-bumbuk-ó

48 Ɓa-nyamá ɓá-sɩ

ɓɩ ́-tɩta.
MOD-jump

fast

ɓá-zʊ̌kan-a.

míso ɓɩ ́-nganganga.

1a.leopard 6:eye
1.PRO

MOD-stare

wide-eyed

ɓɛ́

a-gwi

COMP

3SG:1.O-hold:FV.SUBJ 1a.monkey thus

51 yá

suddenly

2.ASS-all 3PLP-jump up-FV

49 Sukopí
50 Ɩyɩ ́

yɩná ɩ ́ ngátʊ ɓɛ́

3PL:1.O-throw-FV.SUBJ thus

COMP

1a.leopard 3SG-INCH-jump-FV
2-animal

́
ɓã-ɗɩkɩ
́t-ɩ ́

kʊ́wa ɓɛ́

P

pómbáyɩ

yɩná, pómbáyɩ

á-bumbuk-o

1a.monkey 3SGP-jump-FV

kʊ́-gʊ̌.

towards 17-top

52 Ɓa-nyamá ɓá-sɩ
2-animal

2.ASS-all in disorder

53 gʊtʊ́gʊ ɓé-motí
even

54 Kínili

mánzála-mánzála, kánɩ ́ Ø-ká-gwǐ-gʊ

when 3SGP-NEG:1.O-hold:FVP-NEG

áka.

1.NUM-one

sukopí

CT

Ø-kʊ́kan-an-ag-ɩ-gʊ

na

ɓa-nyamá

that's why 1a.leopard 3SG-NEG:hear-ASS-PLUR-FV-NEG with 2-animal

55 ɓa-dǎkɩ.

2-s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS

56 Ɓã-́ ʊ́t-ɩ ́ly-á

3PL :1.O-destroy-BEN-FV
P

57 Kínili

ndɩ tíko.
P

P3

9.field

gɔnɩ ́ gbukó á-pɩ ́kɩ ́t-á

that's why also

1a.rat

3SGP-run-FVP

ndɩ ɩyɩ ́
P3

1.PRO

ká

ma-ɓɩ ́sɔ

PREP

6-hole
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58 ká-ʊ-ɓáng-á

ɓa-dǎkɩ

no

súni.

9b-2.O-fear-FV 2-s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS with 9.shame

1.1.2

Dingopoyo454, the frightening beast (T2006.1)

1. In the village of Bavakwokwo was a trapper called Kibigʊ Kadɩgya ('He did not
know what to say'455). 3. For shortness, it was cut [short] to Kibi. 4. Kibi did not

have his equal in trapping. 5. His trap could not release in vain. 6. He boasted a lot.
"When it comes to traps, you will eat raw food.456 There is no animal which I have
not yet killed." 8. He spoke the truth, because where he lived there was always the
flavour of a delicious dish. 10. One day, he was at a distillery with people of his

clan. 12. They have drunk a lot of wine. 13. What happened? Drunkeness, bursts of
laughter. 14. They saw Ngama Ka Ngasa ('With luck he became chief') [saying] to
Kibi: "Dear brother, you praise yourself that you kill animals, have you also killed
Dingopoyo?" 17. "There is no animal which lives in this forest that I did not kill."

19. "Do you know Dingopoyo already?" 20. "Does it not have another name?" 21.
"This is his name, if you want, I will show you his trail, it is there at the spring of
Old457 Odingo." 23. "If it is really his trail, I have just killed it." 24. The other

people warned him: "Stop boasting like that among other people." 26. They had all
dispersed, after Old Ka Ngasa had said to Kibi that he would acknowledge him to
be a trapper when he has brought him Dingopoyo without having been cut to
pieces. 30. A few days later Kibi trapped Dingopoyo's trail. 32. The next day it
rained for a long time458. 33. When the sun came up459 Kibi went to inspect the

trap. 34. Watching intently, [he saw that] the spring was upright, the leaves [around
the trap] were bent backwards. 35. He clapped his hands "ɩpʊtʊ", he clapped again,
he clapped once more. 37. When he arrived at the trap, he jumped with fright

[seeing] the animal. 38. "What kind of animal is this, spotted more than a leopard?"

454

mu-poyó '1-mysterious animal living in the water', -dingǐ 'ADJ, big, vast'.

455

I.e. he did not think about the effect of what he said, e.g. his boasting.

456

I.e. If you would need to live on what you catch with traps, you would not have proper

food.
457

Used in order to express respect.

458

Literally, 'the next day a long rain'.

459

One day later.
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40. He pulled out the spring, he started to pull Dingopoyo. 41. The man [was]
overjoyed.460 42. He started to sing. "Father, I have killed all animals "eee", except

Dingopoyo "eee"; now I have killed the monster, the monster is here." 45. When he
dragged the animal into the village, every person who saw it, grew stiff, he became
motionless right there. 48. Ka Ngasa had a plot of land at the end [of the village].
49. When he saw Kibi, he screamed at him: "Friend! Look behind, the people of
your clan are exterminated." 52. By looking, people [had become] stiff. 53. Ka

Ngasa [said] to him: "Go to a spring, smear yourself with red clay, cover yourself

with red leaves. Go fast, when you return, do not look back." 57. As he did like Ka
Ngasa had told him, the people all regained consciousness. 59. Kibi was afraid, he
abandoned working with traps for ever. 61. That's why pride is not good.
01 Ká
PREP

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ ka-Ɓavakwókwo,
3-village

02 ínǎ

5:name

03 Ká
PREP

GEN-people

ndɩ ɓɛ́
P3

COMP

ɓu-kúɗú
Ø-kɛ́-gʊ̌

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ɓɛ́

ndɩ na
P3

COMP

Ø-ká-ɓák-ag-ɩ-gʊ̌

3SG.POSS 3SG -NEG-sprout-PLUR-FV -NEG

06 A-nɩ ́-bɩb-á

P

na

very

nyamá

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG with 1a.animal

PREP

ndɩ yú
P3

9b-say-FV

5-truth

9.trap

nɩ ́-nɔ̌
COP-1.DEM.I

ndɩ ká-ɓɩ ́ky-á lɩ ́-ngʊnʊ́ áka kyɛ́
P3

"Kibi"

CT

ká

ɓa-kpáká.

PREP

2+9-trap

yayá.

9.PRO 9.s.th. worthless

kʊ́wa kʊ́gbɛ. "Ká kpáká wa-ly-a

3SG-INCH:REFL-praise-FV thus

3SG:be

dǎkɩ

P3

Kíbi.

with 1a.s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS

P

07 Ø-Kɛ́-gʊ

1.NUM-one

"Kibigʊ Kadɩgya"

ɓá-kɔg-ɔ

"Kibi" 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG
9.trap

1-trapper

P3

Kíbigʊ Kádɩgyǎ .

P

05 Kpáká kakɩ ́

ndɩ mʊ-lɩ ́lɩká ɓé-motí

461

14-shortness 3PL -cut:PLUR-FV thus

04 Kíbi

08 Ǎ

ǎ

of "Kwokwo" 3SG:be

2SG-eat-FV

yí-ɓisi.

ADV-raw

ná-nã-mwí-gʊ ."
1SG-yet:1.O-kill:FV.ANT-NEG
462

kʊ́

kakɩ463
́

ik-ag-ǎ

because there 3SG.POSS 3SG:be-PLUR-FV

460

Literally, 'the man was happy to the heart full'.

461

The meaning of Ø-kíb-i-gʊ ká-dɩgy-ǎ, 3SG-NEG:know-FV-NEG 9b-say-FV, is: 'he will not

know [what] to say'.
462

The negative prefix ká- is not present in this form.

463

kʊ́ kakɩ ́ is an expression meaning 'where he lives'.
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09 ndɩ ásɩ

sʊ

yá-li-kísi

aká.

only 9.smell 9.ASS-5-delicious dish

P3

10 Lɩ-syɛ́ lí-motí
5-day

11 kʊ́

a

CT

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ká

5.NUM-one 3SG:be thus

P3

kakɩ.́

baláda

PREP

na

ɓa-va

9.distillery with 2-clan member

there 3SG.POSS

12 Ɓó-mw-í-ni

ma-káná lɩ ́-ngʊnʊ́.

3PL-drink-FV.ANT-PFV 6-wine

13 Ɩ-kɩ ́

5-truth

pɩ ́yɛ ? Lɩ-bʊmá,

9a-what thus

ɓʊ-tɔtɔ́

ɓí-kyekyékyě.

5-drunkenness 14-laughter

14 Ɓám-ɩn-ag-a

MOD-burst

ngámá Ká Ngasá464 na

3PL :1.O-see-PLUR-FV 1a.chief "Ka Ngasa"

with "Kibi"

P

15 míkabǎ , wɩ ̌-bɩb-ag-a

ɓɛ́

465

1a.brother 2SG:REFL-praise-PLUR-FV

16 wá- mwó-ní
17 "Ø-Kɛ́-gʊ

na

"Yɛ

excuse me

COMP

ʊ-mwɔ́g-ɔ

COMP

ɓa-nyamá,

2SG:2.O-kill:PLUR-FV 2-animal

"Dingopoyo"

nyamá

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG with 1a.animal
COP-9.DEM.II

ɓɛ́:

gɔnɩ ́ Dingopoyó ?"

2SGP:1.O-kill:FVP-PFV also

18 nɩ ́-yɩ

of laughter

Kíbi

ná-kã-́

COP-1.DEM.I

kó

tutú

yi

9.forest 9.DEM.III

PREP

ɔ́-gʊ."

1SG-NEG:1.O-kill:FV-NEG

19 "Wam-ib-a-tʊ́

sɛ

mbɛ́yɩ Dingopoyó ?"

2SG:1.O-know-FV-INS thus first

20 "Ø-Kɛ́-gʊ-nɔ

"Dingopoyo"

líno

lá-gɔgɔ ?"

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG-SUPP 5:name 5.ASS-other

21 "Líno kakɩ ́

5:name 3SG.POSS

22 kakɩ.́

nɩ ́-lɔ́,

COP-5.DEM.I

A

3SG.POSS 3SG:be

23 "Ø-Kik-ó

lɩ-kɔ̌

nɩ ́-lɔ́

there

5-spring

COP-5.DEM.I GEN-1b-old

PREP

3SG.POSS

́
ɓã-gbʊ̌
m-a

2-other person 3PL :1.O-advise-FV

464
465

mándɛ́

2SG-COND-Want:FV 1SG:2SG.O-show-FV 9.trail

mándɛ́ kakɩ ́

P

nʊ-many-a

wá ká

3SG-COND:be-FV 9.trail

24 Ɓa-ɓɛngɛ́nɩ ́

wa-ka-pǎ

ka-a-mbɔ̌kʊ́

Ódingó."

person "Odingo"

áka nã-mwí-ni."
CT

ɓɛ́:
COMP

1SG:1.O-kill:FV.ANT-PFV

"Wa-sag-á-tʊ

2SG-abandon:PLUR-FV-INS

The meaning of ká ngasá, PREP 9.luck, is: 'with luck' (with luck he became chief).
Short for míkí ka babǎ 1a-child GEN 1a-father 'child of the father'.

Texts
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25 ká-ǐ-monís-ó

lúgo

ka-ɓa-ɓɛngɛ́nɩ ́

9b-REFL-show:CAUS-FV 9.middle

26 Ɩɓʊ́

ɓá-sɩ

GEN-2-other

ɓɛ́yɔ́."

person like that

ɓó-misík-ón-óg-i-ní

kánɩ ́ a-mbɔ̌kʊ́

2.PRO 2.ASS-all 3PL-disperse:neut-ASS-PLUR-FV.ANT-PFV when 1b-vieux

27 Ká Ngasá a-ɓíky-i-ní

Kíbi

ɓɛ́

"Ka Ngasa" 3SG:1.O-say-FV.ANT-PFV "Kibi"

28 a

mʊ-lɩ ́lɩká íba

ãm-íb-o

COMP

3SG:1.O-know-FV

a-duly-í-kú

na

ɓɛ́
COMP

Dingopoyó

3SG:be 1-trapper it means that 3SG:1.O-arrive:BEN-FV.ANT-DIR with "Dingopoyo"

29 kánɩ ́ Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

mʊ-sasǎ.

when 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 1.ADJ-cut up

30 Ká-ag-ǎ

ma-syɛ́ ma-kɛ́ɗɛ́

9b-leave-FV 6-day

6.ADJ-small

áka Kíbi

á-lɩ ́k-a

mándɛ́

"Kibi" 3SG -trap-FV 9.trail
P

CT

31 ka-Dingopoyó.

GEN-"Dingopoyo"

32 Ɓʊ́-galóɓi

mʊ́-nzɔnzɔ́ ma-ndǎ.

14-the day after tomorrow 3-long rain

33 Na ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ

Kíbi

ɩ ́nd-a

6.ASS-long

ká-and-á

kpáká.

with 14-sunrise "Kibi" 3SG :go-FV 9b-look-FV 9.trap
P

34 Ɓɛ́ kyɛ́

ɩ ́-kwɩ ̌

yɩ

má-sʊ́

In order that 9a-looking 9.dem.II 6-spring

35 Á-tw-á
3SGP-applaud-FVP

ɓɩ ́-gyangala ma-pákʊ ɓɩ ́-pɛlɛlɛ.
MOD-raised

6-leaf

MOD-bent

ɩpʊ́tʊ́,

á-tw-á

ADV-hitting466

3SGP-applaud-FVP again 3SGP-applaud-FVP again

ɓatǎ, á-tw-á

36 yá-gɔgɔ.
9.ASS-other

37 Wá

ó-sil-ó

when 3SG -arrive-FV
P

38 "Í-pígo

ká
P

PREP

yá-nyamá

kpáká, á-zʊ̌kan-a
9.trap

tínó

nyamá.

3SG :1.O-jump up-FV 1a.animal
P

sɛ̌

mʊ-ná

wa-ma-balangá

9a-species 9.ASS-1a.animal which thus 1.DEM.II-CONN 1.ASS-6-spot

39 ká- ɩ ́tág-á

sukopí

mʊ ?"

9b:1.O-pass-FV 1a.leopard 1.DEM.II

40 Ó-muk-o

má-sʊ́, á-pʊng-a

ká-lut-ó

Dingopoyó.

3SG -pull out-FV 6-spring 3SG -start-FV 9b:1.O-pull-FV "Dingopoyo"
P

P

41 Mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ mazyazyá ká
1-man

466

9.joy

PREP

lɩ-mbɛngɩ ́ ɓɩ ́-kpɩ ́.
5-heart

MOD-full

The movement involved is: hitting the left elbow with the right hand.

ɓata
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42 Á-pʊng-a

ká-ɩmbɩ ́l-á. "Babǎ

3SG -start-FV 9b-sing-FV

nú-mwó-ní

ɓa-nyamá

1a.father 1SG :2.O-kill:FV -PFV 2-animal

P

P

P

43 ɓá-sɩ

eee, ó-tígól-ó
nɩ ́ Dingopoyó eee, na-mwí-ni
P
P
2.ASS-all "eee" 3SG -remain-FV COP "Dingopoyo" "eee" 1SG:1.O-kill:FV.ANT-PFV

44 bangba,

bangba

a

kʊ́nʊ."

1a.monster 1a.monster 3SG:be here

45 Ká-pup-ís-ó

nyamá

9b:1.O-leave-CAUS-FV 1a.animal

46 nɩ ́-nɔ̌

ám-ɩn-a,

COP-1.DEM.I

ká

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́, mʊ-tʊ́ wa-sɩ

PREP

3-village

1-man 1.ASS-all

ó-ping-og-o

ɓí-kókóló-kokolo,

3SG :1.O-see-FV 3SG -harden-PLUR-FV
P

P

47 ʊ́m-ɩl-ag-a

MOD-stiff

wá áka wá.

3SGP:dry-RES-PLUR-FV there on the spot

48 Ká Ngasá ǎ

"Ka Ngasa" 3SG:be

49 Nɩ ́yɔ́ ám-ɩn-a

ndɩ mu-gǐ ká
3-plot

P3

mu-liɓó.

PREP

3-end

Kíbi, á- pám-y-a

When 3SGP:1.O-see-FV "Kibi" 3SGP:1.O-scream-APPL-FV

50 mʊ-ná

wɩ ̌kwɛ̌

ɓɛ́:

"Wayí

COMP

1a.friend

kú-mbúso, ɓa-va

1.DEM.II-CONN 2SG:look:FV.INST 17-back

kʊ́

kakʊ́

2-clan member there 2SG.POSS

51 ɓá- nó- lúmw-og-ó467."
3PL-INCH-hunt-PLUR-FV

52 Ɓɛ́ kyɛ́

ɩ ́-kwɩ ̌

yɩ-ná,

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓí-kókóló-kokolo.

in order that 9a-looking 9.DEM.II-CONN 2-person

53 Ká Ngasá áka na

ɩyɩ ́

"Ka Ngasa" only with 1.PRO

54 wǐ-gboɗy-ó

ɓɛ́:

"Wɩnd-á

ká

lɩ-kɔ̌,

COMP

2SG:go-FV.IMP

PREP

5-spring

mʊ-kpʊ́ndʊ́ má-ngbʊ, wǐ-kungúl-ó

2SG:REFL-smear-FV.IMP 3-clay

3.ASS-red

55 nzɛ̌nzɛ yá-ngbʊ. Wɩnd-á
9.leaf

MOD-stiff

9.ASS-red 2SG:go- FV.IMP

56 wa-kíkwe-ní-to

2SG:REFL-surround-FV.INST

ɓɩ ́-gala, ká

yigǒkú

MOD-fast

9a:return 2SG.POSS

PREP

kakʊ́

kú-mbúso."

2SG-NEG:look:FV- NEGSUBJ-INS 17-back

57 Yɛ̌kɩ á-gy-a

ɓɛ́yɔ́

Ká Ngasá

á- ɓɩ ́ky-á

when 3SG -do-FV like that "Ka Ngasa" 3SG :1.O-say-FV
P

P

58 ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓá-bɩlɩl-a
2-person

467

ɓá-sɩ.

ndɩ minó,
P3

TRACE

3PLP-regain consciousness-FV 2.ASS-all

The meaning with the Pluractional extension is: kólúmwógó 'to wipe out'.

Texts
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59 Mʊ-nɔkʊ́ á-dɩk-a
3-mouth

Kíbi

3SG :1.O-make cold-FV "Kibi"
P

60 li-gubó lá-ɓa-kpáká

ɓɩ ́-dɛ̌,

á-sǎ

ndɩ

MOD-wet

3SG -abandon:FV

P3

P

lɩ ́-ngʊnʊ́.

5-work 5.ASS-2+9-trap 5-truth

61 Kínili

yɩ ́bɩbǎ

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

yá-nza.

that's why 9a:pride 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 9.ASS-good

1.1.3

Mbwoko468 (T2006.2)

1. A demon had a beautiful daughter469. 2. The girl had a very soft skin.470 3.

Someone pretty like that is something very good. 4. Her father demanded471 that
her [future] husband will be a man who endures hunger. 6. Mbwoko went to her
place to live together with her. 7. At sunset, he was put in a house where ripe

bananas were stored.472 8. He passed [the night] alone, while he was not even given
any drinking water. 10. At sunrise, the man was hungry. 11. [His] eyes started to

turn round with dizzyness. 12. Mbwoko picked ripe bananas, he ate them raw. 13.

When the father of the woman found out, he called [his] sons, they killed Mbwoko.
15. His meat was prepared with condiment. 16. The father of the girl took this food
[and] put these cooking pots in the guesthouse, so that whoever, if he would steal,
they would kill him likewise. 19. All the men who came, started to steal the meat
of Mbwoko and were all killed. 21. If somebody stole [the food], all the joints of
his body started to resonate: "Mbwoko-mbwoko, mbwoko-mbwoko", when he

started to move or walk. 24. Men lost their lives.473 25. What happened? Those

who are strong men started to fight with men or their age. 27. All this was of no
use, because even if you are a hero, [it] is worthless in the village of someone else.
30. The news went to the villages. 31. The young men refused to go and live

together with the demon's daughter. 33. Sɔdʊ474, in spite of the news that circulated,

468

Ideophone for 'sound of a footstep'.

469

Literally, 'his very light-coloured girl'.

470

Literally, 'like a raffia calabash'.

471

Literally, 'guarded her'.

472

Literally, 'house of ripe bananas'.

473

Literally, 'a human being was cleared'.

474

sɔ́dʊ means 'cricket', an animal known in stories for its smartness.
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gave in to the desire475: he was going to the woman. 35. When he arrived the father
of the woman praised him very much, as he also had a thumb piano. 37. First he

spent two days without feeling hungry, because he was playing the thumb piano all
the time. 40. Earlier, he had heard the news about Mbwoko. 41. During the night,
when the men had fallen asleep, he carried [away] one pot, he carried it with a
strap over his shoulder. 43. He left. 44. He went, he went, he went further and

further away. 45. When he was far away [from the village], he started to play his
thumb piano. 46. When he came to the river crossing,476 he sat down and relaxed.

47. He ate all the food [from the pot]. 48. [When] he took his thumb piano like he
used to, his whole body [sounded] "mbwoko-mbwoko, mbwoko-mbwoko". 50. All
the paddlers woke up. 51. They started to look for him. 52. Sɔdʊ dived into the

river, he surfaced down there across the river. 54. He told all his fathers477 and his
brothers. 55. That is why men and demons hated each other, because they [the
demons] killed Mbwoko.
01 A-bɩlɩ ́

ɓé-motí

ǎ

ndɩ na

1b-demon 1.NUM-one 3SG:be

02 Míkí

mu-kó

yi

mʊ-sɩká kakɩ ́

with 1-girl

P3

ábɛ pápá

3SG.POSS

ɓí-tú.
MOD-light

yá-li-kíngo.

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III like 9.calabash 9.ASS-5-raffia.

03 Wa-nzá

ɓákayɔ lúkí

lá-nza

ik-ag-a-tʊ́

1.ASS-good like that 5:somethinzg 5.ASS-good 3SG:be-PLUR-FV-INS

04 A-bǎkɩ

á-pak-á

1b-father:3SG.POSS 3SG -guard-FV
P

05 ndɛ́kɛ mʊ-tʊ́ mʊ-pɩlyǎ

ndɩ ɓɛ́
P

P3

mbʊnyákɩ

minó.
TRACE

ik-o

1a.husband:3SG.POSS 3SG:be-FV

COMP

nzǎ.

1-man 1.ADJ-enduring 9.hunger

F3

06 Mbwóko ɩ ́nd-a

"Mbwoko" 3SGP:go-FV

ká
PREP

07 Na ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌, ɓá-maky-a

sɩ-lyá-sʊ,

with 14-sunset 3PL :1.O-put in-FV
P

08 Á-syɛ́

mʊ-kaká,

kʊ́gɔkʊ́.

7-cohabitation-7 right there

ká
PREP

ndáɓʊ

yá-gɩnɩ ́.

9.house 9.ASS-9.ripe banana

kánɩ ́ ɓá-ká- pí-gʊ

gʊtʊ́gʊ líɓó

3SG -pass:FV 1.ADJ-alone when 3PL-NEG:1.O-give:FV.ANT-NEG even
P

475

Literally, 'he tied himself to the attitude of young men to seduce a girl'.

476

Where people could go to the other side in a dugout.

477

Including his father's brothers.

5:water
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09 lí-mwǒ

áka.

5.ADJ-drinking

CT

10 Na ɓʊ-sɔ́ɓɩ,

a-lʊ́kʊ́ ɩ ́m-úkan-a

nzǎ.

with 14-sunrise 1b-man 3SG :REFL-feel-FV 9.hunger
P

11 Míso á-pʊng-a

ká-ling-ik-on-o

na

ó-pilípílí.

6:eye 3SG/PL-start-FV 9b-surround-NEUT-ASS-FV with 1b-vertigo

12 Mbwóko á-pw-ág-a

gɩnɩ,́

á-ly-á

yí-ɓisi.

"Mbwoko" 3SGP-pick-PLUR-FV 9.ripe banana 3SGP-eat-FVP

13 Nɩ ́yɔ́ a-bǎkɩ

mu-kó

á-ndʊ́ng-á,

ʊ́-mák-a

when 1b-father:3SG.POSS 1-woman 3SG -discover-FV
P

14 ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓǐ,

ɓá-mwɔ́

15 Ma-kɔlɔ́ kakɩ ́

ɓámb-a

2-man

ADV-raw

P

ɓo-míkí

3SG :2.O-call-FV 2-child
P

Mbwóko.

2.DEM.III 3PLP:1.O-kill:FV "Mbwoko"

6-meat

na

sʊ́yɩ.

3SG.POSS 3PLP:cook-FV with 9.seed

16 A-bǎkɩ

mʊ-sɩká nɔ̌

1b-father:3SG.POSS 1-girl

17 ɓo-kpokúkú

ɓoyí

ká

2+9-cooking pot 2+9.DEM.III

18 Ø-kiɓ-ó,

á-va

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ mɔ́,

1.DEM.I 3SGP-take:FV 6-food

ndáɓʊ

9.house

PREP

ɓá-mwɔ́

ɩyɩ ́

ó-bǐs-o

6.DEM.I 3SGP-put-FV

ka-ɓo-bikó, kyɛ́
GEN-2-visitor

nɔ̌

because 1.DEM.I

ɓɛ́gɛyɔ́.

3SG-COND:steal-FV 3PL:1.O-kill:FV 1.PRO likewise

19 Ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ nɩ ́-ɓɔ́
2-man

COP-2.DEM.I

ɓó-dog-ó-kú

ndɩ ɓá-sɩ,

3PLP-come:PLUR-FVP-DIR

P3

20 ma-kɔlɔ́ ko-Mbwoko,
6-meat

GEN-"Mbwoko"

21 Ɓé-motí

ɓʊ́-mwɔ́g-ɔ

ndɩ, mo-zǐko má-

1.NUM-one 3SG-COND:steal-FV

kó-ɓúk-ó

1a.child

25 Ɩ-kɩ ́

pɩ ́yɛ ? Nɩ ́-ɓɔ́

9a-what thus

má-sɩ

mbwóko-mbwóko, mbwóko-mbwóko,
"mbwoko-mbwoko" "mbwoko-mbwoko"
áma ká-kpakyán-á.
COMP

9b-walk-FV

3SG -clear-NEUT-ASS-FV

COP-2.DEM.I

P

ɓo-túgbǒ

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ.
thus

P3

ɓá-ná-bʊm-an-ag-á

na

2-strong man 3PL -INCH-fight-ASS-PLUR-FV with

26 ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓa-dǎɓʊ.
2-man

kakɩ ́

6.ASS-9.body 3SG.POSS 6.ASS-all

ka-mʊ-mbánzʊ́ á-dɩ ̌m-ɩk-an-a
GEN-1-person

ʊ́yɩ

ɓɛ́:

when 3SG-INCH-move-FV or

24 Míkí

6-joint

P3

3SG/PLP-start-FV 9b-resonate-FV

23 kánɩ ́ a-nó-dw-ǒ

ɓá-sɩ.

3PLP:2.O-kill:PLUR-FV 2.ASS-all

Ø-kiɓ-á

22 á-pʊng-a

ɓá- níɓ-o

2.ASS-all 3PLP-INCH:steal-FV

2-s.o. of same age:3PL.POSS

P
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27 Nɩ ́yɔ́ yá-sɩ

a

ásɩ

yayá

áka, kyɛ́

When 9.ASS-all 3SG:be only 9.s.th. worthless

28 wa-kik-ó

tutúngyó a

2SG-COND:be-FV 1a.hero

29 ka-ɓɛngɛ́nɩ ́.

GEN-1a.other

CT

mu-gǐ

PREP

3-village

person

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ kó

31 Ɓo-míkí ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓi
2-man

32 sɩ-lyá-sʊ

7-cohabitation-7

ɓá-ky-á

P3

2.DEM.III 3PL -refuse-FV

"Sɔdʊ" even

3SG/PL:be

a

ká-ɩnd-á ká

3SG:be 9b-go-FV

COMP

35 Nɩ ́yɔ́ á-dwɛ̌,

9b-go-FV

P3

PREP

GEN-1b-demon

6-news

34 lɩ-wanzá ɓɛ́

9.village-9

ndɩ ká-ɩnd-á ká
P

ka-mʊ-sɩká ka-a-bɩlɩ ́.
GEN-1-girl

gǐ-yo.

PREP

P

33 Sɔ́dʊ, gʊtʊ́gʊ mó-ngóni ǎ

5-attitude1

áka, ká

3SG:be 9.s.th. worthless

3SG/PLP:go-PLUR-FV thus

2-child

because even

CT

yayá

30 Mó-ngóni ɩ ́nd-ag-a
6-news

gʊtʊ́gʊ

ndɩ ká-ɗǎ,
P3

PREP

a-bǎkɩ

ɩ ̌-kand-a

9b-creep:FV 3SG:REFL-tie-FV

mu-kó.
1-woman

mu-kó

á-bɩb-a

kʊ́gbɛ,

when 3SG -arrive:FV 1b-father:3SG.POSS 1-woman 3SG :1.O-praise-FV very
P

36 yɛ̌kɩ a
as

P

sɛ̌

3SG:be thus

37 Á-gy-a

ndɩ gɔnɩ ́ na
also

P3

li-kembé.

with 5-thumb piano

mbɛ́yɩ ma-syɛ́ má-ɓǎ

3SGP-do-FV first

6-day

38 ká-ɩ ̌m-ʊkán-á

nzǎ,

kánɩ ́ Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

6.NUM-two

kyɛ́

when 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG

ǎ

ndɩ ásɩ

9b-REFL-hear-FV 9.hunger because 3SG:be

39 li-kembé

5-thumb piano

40 Ǎ

áka.

P3

ndɩ mó-ngóni ko-Mbwóko.

when 3SG:hear-ASS-FV.ANT

41 No bití,
42 li-ɗakɩ lí-motí
43 Ɩyɩ ́

1.PRO

44 Á-ga,

P3

6-news

kánɩ ́ ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓó-lól-ón-i-ní,

with 9.darkness when 2-person
5-pot

ká-ngbát-á

only 9b-play-FV

CT

ndɩ kánɩ ́ úkón-ón-í

3SG:be

P3

á-sáw-a.

COP-1.DEM.II-CONN

á-ga,

ó-pup-o

mʊ.

3SG -leave-FV 1.DEM.II

á-ga

á-bɩnɩk-a

3PL-sleep-ASS-FV.ANT-PFV 3SGP-carry-FV

5.NUM-one 3SGP-carry1-FVP

nɩ ́-mʊ-ná

GEN-"Mbwoko"

P

ɓatǎ.

3SGP-go:FV 3SGP-go:FV 3SGP-go:FV again
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45 Nɩ ́yɔ́ í-dukúl-ó,

á-pʊng-a

ká-ngbát-á li-kembé

when 3SG :REFL-pursue-FV 3SG -start-FV 9b-play-FV
P

P

46 Nɩ ́yɔ́ á-dwɛ

when 3SGP-arrive:FV

ká

P

lɩ-sʊ́,

PREP

ík-o

5-crossing 3SGP:sit-FV

kakɩ.́

5-thumb piano 3SG.POSS

ɓí-ziko.

MOD-sitting

47 Á-ly-á

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ má-sɩ.

48 Ɩyɩ ́

ɓɛ́

á-vɩ ̌

COMP

3SGP-take:FV.SUBJ 5-thumb piano like this 9.body 9.ASS-all

3SGP-eat-FVP 6-food
1.PRO

6.ASS-all

li-kembé

ɓɛ́nɛ,

nzʊ́yɩ yá-sɩ

49 mbwóko-mbwóko, mbwóko-mbwóko.
"mbwoko-mbwoko" "mbwoko-mbwoko"
50 Ɓa-kangʊ́ ɓó-zǔzuk-og-o

ɓá-sɩ.

2-paddler 3PL -wake up-PLUR-FV 2.ASS-all
P

51 Ɓá-pʊng-a ká-kɩs-a.

3PLP-start-FV 9b:1.O-search-FV

52 Sɔ́dʊ ó-lind-o
"Sɔdʊ" 3SGP-sink-FV

kó

líɓó,

PREP

5:water 3SGP-leave-ASS-FV-DIR down there

ó-pup-on-o-kú

kʊ́kwakʊ

53 kʊ́-syákʊ.
17-side across a river

54 Ú-ɓíky-o-kú

ɓa-bǎkɩ

na

ɓa-má mákɩ

ɓá-sɩ.

3SGP:2.O-say-FV-DIR 2:1b-father:3SG.POSS and 2-brother:3SG.POSS 2ASS-all

55 Kínili

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓá-mʊ́y-án-á

that's why 2-person

56 ɓá-mwɔ́
3PLP:1.O-kill:FV

3PL -hate-ASS-FV
P

na
P

ɓa-bɩlɩ ́,

kyɛ́

with 2:1b-demon because

ndɩ Mbwóko.
P3

"Mbwoko"

1.2

History

1.2.1

Circumcision (T2006.4)

1. When the ancestors were [still] alive, circumcision was a big event and it came
with much merrymaking. 3. There were two kinds of circumcision. 4. There was
the one which they called big circumcision and [the other] "masɩɓʊ". 6. If you
heard "big circumcision", it referred to the one where many children were

circumcised. 8. They rounded up all the children of the village and of other

villages. 10. These children were circumcised together. 11. What happened there,
they went with them to the forest, [where] they built a house for them. 13. All the
boys to be circumcised sat over there. 14. Thus [when they were] there, the work
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of the boys there in the forest, was setting traps, fishing and other tasks. 17. The
day on which they sat [there] to cause them [the boys] to leave [the forest] towards
the village, a great ceremony was organized. 19. The circumcisors and the boys

started to chant slogans and [to dance] the circumcision dances. 21. If perhaps your
child had died, the circumcisors took an anthill, they came with it towards [you],
they let you478 carry it, you the father of the child, you (pl) with his mother'. 24.
When [this happens] you will know thus: "My child has died." 25. This

circumcision ceromony lasted many days and it had bad luck. 27. "Masɩɓʊ", that is
the circumcision we practise these days. 29. The circumcision of "masɩɓʊ" is the

one which serves to resolve grudges. 31. If perhaps you (pl) fought with men of the
women of the village or about something else. 33. [During] this circumcision the
men and the women of the village scant: "Rigo hooo!", "Rigo hooo!". 35. The

woman who did something malicious to the village will be punished. "Hooo". 37.
[At] the big circumcision our ancestors demanded things like animals, hats,
quivers. 39. The circumcison of "masɩɓʊ" is not one with many demands. 41. It is
the one you (pl) and your blood brother, like that you (pl) get along well. 43. Old
habits have finished, we are now in modern times. 44. That is why the big

circumcision no longer exists. 45. That one of "masɩɓʊ" does not have taboos. 46.
Young boys do not like to circumcise at a "masɩɓʊ" ceremony.
01 Ka-ɓa-tɩtɛ́

ndɩ ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

GEN-2-grand-parent P3

02 na

lá-ma-gyagyǎ kʊ́gbɛ.

with 5.ASS-6-joy

03 Mʊ́ɩ ́-tɔ

3SG:be

ǎ
ndɩ nɩ ́-sɔ́
P3

ndɩ lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká lí-dingǐ
5-thing

P3

5.ADJ-big

very

ndɩ mo-bǐ

13.circumcision-13 3SG/PL:be

04 Ǎ

ǎ

19-circumcision-19 3SG:be

COP-7.DEM.I

P3

má-ɓǎ.

6-group 6.NUM-two

ɓá-lɩk-y-ag-ǎ

3PL -call-APPL-PLUR-FV
P

05 na masɩɓʊ́.

ndɩ ɓɛ́
P3

COMP

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

19-circumcision-19

and "masɩɓʊ"

06 Wa-kʊkán-á
2SG-COND:hear-FV

478

Literally, 'them'.

ndɩ ɓɛ́

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

P3

19-circumcision-19 19.ADJ-big it means that

COMP

sí-dingǐ

íba
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07 nɩ ́-sɔ́

ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ̌

COP-19.DEM.I

ndɩ minó ɓo-míkí ɓú-dingǐ.

3PL :2.O-cut:PLUR-FV
P

08 Ɓʊ́-mʊmʊl-ag-ǎ

3PL :2.O-round up-PLUR-FV
P

09 gǐ-yo

yá-gɔgɔ.

P3

2-child

TRACE

ndɩ ɓo-míkí ká
2-child

P3

2.ADJ-big

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ má-sɩ
3-village

PREP

na

3.ASS-all and

kó
PREP

9.village-9 9.ASS-other

10 Ɓo-míkí nɩ ́-ɓɔ́
2-child

ɓʊ́-kɔg-ɔ

COP-2.DEM.I

11 Ik-og-o

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ pa479 yí-motí.

3PL :2.O-cut:PLUR-FV thus
P

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ wá,

3SG:be-PLUR-FV thus

P3

12 ɓú-pik-ily-o

9.area 9.NUM-one

P3

ɓág-a

naɓʊ́

there 3PL :leave-FV with:2.PRO
P

ká

gbʊndʊ́,

PREP

9.forest

ndáɓʊ.

3PLP:2.O-build-BEN-FV 9.house

13 Ɓa-múyú

ɓá-sɩ

ɓík-o

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ kʊ́kwakʊ.

2-boy to be circumcised 2.ASS-all 3PLP:sit-FV thus

14 Kʊ́wǎ ndɩ wá,
thus

li-gubó ka-ɓa-múyú kʊ́

P3

there 5-work

P3

9b-trap-FV 2+9-trap

15 kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ká-lɩ ́k-á
thus

GEN-2-boy

ká

there

ɓa-kpáká, kó-lub-ó

P3

PREP

over there

gbʊndʊ́, ik-og-o
9.forest

3SG:be-PLUR-FV

ma-sɩkɩɗángɩ ́ na

9b-plunge-FV 6-fish hook

and

16 mo-gubó má-gɔgɔ.
6-work

6.ASS-other

17 Lɩ-syɛ́ nɩ ́-lɔ́
5-day

18 kʊ́nʊ ká
here

ɓík-o

COP-5.DEM.I

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ minó ká-ǔ-pup-ís-ó-kú

3PLP:sit-FV thus

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ dumó

PREP

19 Ɓa-sambá

3-village

na

P3

9b-2.O-leave-CAUS-FV-DIR

mu-dingǐ á-tɩ ́n-ɩk-a.

1a.feast 1.ADJ-big

ɓa-múyú ɓá-pʊng-a

2-circumcisor and 2-boy

TRACE

3SGP-cut-NEUT-FV

bilísy-óg-ó480

na

3PL -start-FV chant slogans-PLUR-FV with
P

20 mo-ɓíno má-sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ.
6-dance

6.ASS-19-circumcision-19

21 Ø-Kik-á
3SG-COND:be-FV

479

ndɩ, nɩ ́
P3

míkakʊ́

o-kw-í-ni,

ɓa-sambá

when 1a.child:2SG.POSS 3SG-die-FV.ANT-PFV 2-circumcisor

The LH tone on pǎ surfaces as Low because the High part is linked to the following H

tone.
480

Usually in a construction with -pʊng- 'start', the following verb has Infinitive prefix ká-.

In this case the tone melody is of the Infinitive, but the prefix is missing.
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22 ɓá-va

i-títí,

ɓó-do-kú

noyú

ɓú-dung-is-o

3PL -take:FV 9a-anthill 3PL -come:FV-DIR with:9.PRO 3PLP:2.O-carry-CAUS-FV
P

P

23 ɩwɛ

a-bǎkɩ

míkí

iɓúnú

na

a-mákɩ.

2SG.PRO 1b-father:3SG.POSS 1a.child 2PL.PRO and 1b-mother:3SG.POSS

24 Nɩ ́yɔ́ wǐb-o

kʊ́wa ɓɛ́:

when 2SG:know-FV thus

25 Ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ
19-circumcision-19

"Mikǎmɩ

ó-kw-ó-ní

1a.child:1SG.POSS 3SGP-die-FVP-PFV

COMP

nɩ ́-sɔ́

ǎ

ndɩ na

COP-19.DEM.I

3SG:be

P3

26 mbali wa-nyɛ́.

ndɩ."
P3

ma-syɛ́ má-kpʊ na

with 6-day

6.ASS-big and

1a.luck 1.ASS-bad

27 Masɩɓʊ́, a

sú

ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

"masɩɓʊ" 3SG:be 19.PRO 19-circumcision-19

28 ká

ma-syɛ́ mi

PREP

6-day

6.DEM.III

29 Ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

nɩ ́-sɔ́

COP-19.DEM.I

kʊ́wa minó

1PL:be thus

TRACE

nɩ ́-ma.

COP-6.DEM.II

sá-masɩɓʊ́

a

sú

nɩ ́-sɔ́

19-circumcision-19 19.ASS-"masɩɓʊ" 3SG:be 19.PRO

30 yɩ ́gbʊ̌ma

ta

kó

bulyó

COP-19.DEM.I PREP

9.reason

ɓo-yokó.

9a:stopping 2+9-grudge

31 Ø-Kik-ó

nɩ ́

má-bʊm-án-á

3SG-COND:be-FV when 2PL -fight-ASS-FV
P

32 ɓá-mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ ikánɩ ́gʊ ká
2.ASS-3-village or

33 Ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ
19-circumcision-19

PREP

1-woman

5-thing
2-man

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ɓɛ́:
P3

COMP

a-gy-a

3SG-do-FV 2-s.th. malicious

37 Ɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

ndɛ́kɛ. Hooo.
F3
"Hooo"

sí-dingǐ

ɓá-mʊ-sɛngɩ ́

"Rigo hooo ! rigo hooo !"
"rigo hooo"
"rigo hooo"

COP-1.DEM.I

3SG:REFL-punish-FV

ɓo-kólí

ɓo-kó

and 2-woman 2.ASS-3-village

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

36 ɩ ̌-gyagy-a

2-woman

5.ASS-other

ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ na

3PL -chant slogan-PLUR-FV thus

PREP

ɓo-kó

lɩ-kpʊmʊ́ká lá-gɔgɔ.

COP-19.DEM.I

P

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ kó

with 2-person

P3

nɩ ́-sɔ́

34 ɓó-bilisy-og-o
35 Mu-kó

ndɩ na
P

ɓo-titósu481

ká

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́

PREP

3-village

ɓá-kʊ́ng-ag-ǎ

19-circumcision-19 19.ADJ-big 2-ancestor:1PL.POSS 3PL -demand-PLUR-FV
P

38 minó ma-kpʊmʊ́ká ábɛ̌ nyamá,
TRACE

481

6-thing

ndɩ
P3

si-kpí-so, mʊ-ɓʊ́kʊ má-ɓo-móngwǒ.

like 1a.animal 19-hat-19

Compound from ɓa-tɩtɛ́ + kusú 'the ancestors 1PL.POSS'.

3-quiver

3.ASS-2+9-arrow
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39 Sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

sá-masɩɓʊ́

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

sú

na

19-circumcision-19 19.ASS-"masɩɓʊ" 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 19.PRO with

40 mo-kúngóni mú-dingǐ.
6-request

41 A

6.ADJ-big

sú

iɓúnú

na

mʊ-ganzá

dǎkʊ

3SG:be 19.PRO 2PL.PRO and 1-blood brother friend:2SG.POSS

42 míb-on-on-og-o
43 Má-ndɛ́lɩ
6.ASS-old

44 Kínili

like that

CT

minó.

2PL:know-ASS-ASS-PLUR-FV
482

aká ɓɛ́yɔ́

TRACE

ó-sy-ó-ní,

ta

kʊ́wa ká

3SG/PL -finish-FV -PFV 1PL:be thus
P

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

P

sí-dingǐ

má- mbɩ ́ya.

PREP

6.ASS-new

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

ɓatǎ.

that's why 19-circumcision-19 19.ADJ-big 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG again

45 Nɩ ́-sɔ́

COP-19.DEM.I

sá-masɩɓʊ́

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

isú

na

ɓɔ̌pɛ́.

19.ASS-"masɩɓʊ" 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 19.PRO with 2:taboo

46 Ɓa-wanzá

ɓá-ká-pag-ɩ-gʊ

ká-kɔ̌

sɩ-mʊ́ɩ ́-sɔ

2-young person 3PL-NEG-want:PLUR-FV-NEG 9b-cut-FV 19-circumcision-19

47 sá-masɩɓʊ́.

19.ASS-"masɩɓʊ"

1.3

Technical instruction

1.3.1

Palm-nut pit body oil (T2006.6)

1. The forefathers used to rub their bodies in with black oil.483 2. To make black
oil, it is necessary that you first take palm nuts, put them out in the sun, until they

are dry, after that crush them. 5. When there are many palm-nut pits,484 take a clay
pot, or perhaps a clay water pot, pour [them] into [the pot], put it on a fire. 8.

Sprinkle [in the pot] a little bit of water, rekindle the fire. 10. When the water has
completely dried up, take a part of a palm branch, or perhaps a dried stem of a

banana leaf, and start to stir "fwa", "fwa", "fwa". 13. A vapour starts to come out
[of the pot], it smells good, delicious. 15. This smell goes far, you cough rapidly

482

Understood is ma-kpʊmʊ́ká má- ndɛ́lɩ 'old things, i.e. old habits'.

I.e. oil from the palm-nut pit, French translation given by my Liko consultants is huile
d'amande 'almond oil'.
483

484

Literally, 'the palm nuts [have] grown big'.
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"kɔfɔ" "kɔfɔ". 16. Another time, people sprinkle also with red consumption oil,
roast slowly. 18. After that, take these palm nuts, break them [with your teeth]

"gbwa", if you see that they have become roasted, put [the pot] on the ground. 21.
Take a sieve, put it on top of another pot, take some leaves of the "lɩdǎ" tree, put

them [in the sieve], pour [palm nuts] on top of them. 24. Meanwhile take the fruit
of the "ɓʊ-sɛkɩ-sɛkɩ" tree,485 throw it in the oil, the oil cooks "kpwi kpwi kpwi",

smell the fragrance of the oil, a nice smell. 27. When it has cooled down, pour it
into a container. 28. We do thus, after washing ourselves, cover yourself with it.
30. The body becomes soft, shining black, smooth like the big flying termite

"mʊmangwa". 32. If it is evening, you will sleep peacefully. 33. This oil also kills

scabies on the body. 35. Also, [from] this pot in which palm-nut pits were roasted,
people often drink water, because it causes the water to taste very good.
01 Ɓa-tɩtɛ́

ɓí-tikil-og-ǎ

ndɩ nzʊ́yɩ na

2-old person 3PLP:REFL-rub-PLUR-FV

P3

02 Kó-sumb-ó mo-lingó mó-pi
9b-roast-FV

6-oil

03 ndikó,

a-kwanan-a

04 kú-mbúso yí

ká

6.ASS-black

mbɛ́yɩ wá-va

6.ASS-black 3SG-should-FV first

wó-bǐs-o

9.palm-nut pit 2SG-put-FV.INST
17-back

mo-lingó mó-pi.

9.body with 6-oil

2SG-take:FV.INST

mɔ́nɩ ́, á-mbʊw-a486,

PREP

9.sun

3SG/PLP-be cooked-FV

wá-gɩ ̌ng-ag-a.

17.DEM.III 2SG-shell-PLUR-FV.INST

05 Ndikó

kó-bwǒ,

wá-va

lɩ-ɗakɩ ̌,

yágɔgɔ

9.palm-nut pit 9b-grow big:FV 2SG-take:FV.INST 5-clay pot perhaps

06 lɩ-wɛngʊ́

wó-ɗuk-o

minó, wóm-os-o

5-clay water pot 2SG-pour-FV.INST

TRACE

kó

2SG:arrive-CAUS-FV.INST

PREP

07 ɓukú.
8:burning piece of wood

08 Wá-kpazy-a

2SG-sprinkle-FV.INST

minó, na
TRACE

ɩ-kyá

with 1c-s.th. small

líɓó,

wá-gbʊ̌nd-a

5:water 2SG-rekindle-FV.INST

09 ɓukú.
8:burning piece of wood

485

Used in order to get deodorant.

486

This is the only case of -ʊ with Passive meaning in my data, ká-amb-á 9b-cook-FV 'to

cook', ká-ambʊw-á 'to be cooked'.
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10 Nɩ ́yɔ́ líɓó

a-fá

when 5:water 3SG-dry:FV

11 yá-ɩ-gbʊ̌,

ɓɩ ́-gbʊtʊ,

wá-va

MOD-viscous

2SG-take: FV.INST 9a-part

yágɔgɔ ɩ-kʊɓʊ́, wá-pʊng-a

i-gbutú
kó-yǒ

9.ASS-9a-branch perhaps 9a-stem 2SG-start-FV.INST 9b-stir:FV

12 fuwa, fuwa.
"fuwa" "fuwa"
13 Mʊ́gá

a-pʊng-a

kó-pup-ó,

a-nó-lumb-ó

ɓí-fuwa,
MOD-"fuwa"

má-nza

3:vapour 3SG-start-FV 9b-leave-FV 3SG-INCH-smell-FV 3.ASS-good

14 ɓɩ ́-tʊmbɛ-tʊmbɛ.
MOD-smelling

15 Sʊ̌

good

yǐ

ɩnd-a

ɓyɩ ̌, wá-kɔ́

9.smell 9.DEM.III 3SG:go-FV far

16 Ngbíngó wǎ-gɔgɔ,
1a.time

2SG-cough:FV.INST

ɓá-kpazy-ag-a-tʊ́

gɔnɩ ́ na

1.ASS-other 3PL-sprinkle-PLUR-FV-INS also

17 wó-kóng-o

mo-lingó má-ngbʊ,

with 6-oil

ASS6-red

ɓɩ ́-wɛsɛɛɛ.

2SG-roast-FV.INST

MOD-slowly

18 Kú-mbúso yí,
17-back

ɓɩ ́-kɔfɔ́,
kɔfɔ́.
MOD-"kɔfɔ" "kɔfɔ"

wá-va

ndikó

yi

17.DEM.III 2SG-take:FV.INST 9.palm-nut pit 9.DEM.III

19 wó-ɓwóɓw-o

2SG-cut with teeth-FV.INST

20 o-kóng-ík-ón-i-ní,

nɩ ́-yɔ́

COP-9.DEM.I

ɓɩ ́-gbwaaa,
wa-kɩn-á
ɓɛ́
MOD-"gbwaaa" 2SG-COND:see-FV COMP
wó-totis-o.

3SG/PL-roast-NEUT-ASS-FV.ANT-PFV 2SG-put down-FV.INST

21 Wá-va

lɩ-ndɛ́mɛ́, wó-bǐs-o

2SG-take:FV.INST 5-sieve

22 wá-va

kʊ́-gʊ̌ wa-lɩ-ɗakɩ ̌

lá-gɔgɔ,

2SG-put-FV.INST 17-top 17.ASS-5-pot 5.ASS-other

ma-dadǎ, wó-bǐs-o,

2SG-take:FV.INST 6-leaf

wó-kos-on-o

kʊ́wa

2SG-put-FV.INST 2SG-pour-PLUR-FV.INST thus

23 kʊ́-gʊ̌ yǐ.
17-top 17.DEM.III

24 Kʊ́wa wa wá-va
so

25 kʊ́-sɔ̌

li-bumó lá-ɓʊ-sɛkɩ ́-sɛ́kɩ, wá-makɩt-a

2SG-take:FV.INST 5-fruit

5.ASS-14-tree, sp. 2SG-throw-FV.INST

wa-mo-lingó, ó-ɓy-ó

17-inside 17.ASS-6-oil

26 wʊ́kan-a

sɛ

3SG/PL -cook-FV
P

kʊ́wa sʊ

2SG:smell-FV.INST thus thus

27 Nɩ ́yɔ́ a-dɩk-a

P

ɓí-kpwikpwikpwi,
MOD-"kpwikpwikpwi"

yá-mo-lingó ɓí-duke-duke.

9.smell 9.ASS-6-oil

kʊ́wa wó-ɗuk-o

when 3SG/PL-cool down-FV thus

2SG-pour-FV.INST

MOD-nice

smell

ká

lɩ-sʊ́ngʊ́.

PREP

5-container
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28 Ta-gy-ag-a

kʊ́wa ɓɛ́

1PL-do-PLUR-FV thus

COMP

29 wí-tíkil-og-o

kú-mbúso wa-yɩ ̌sʊkʊsagá
17-back

17.ASS-9a:washing

nomú.

2SG:REFL-cover-PLUR-FV.INST with:6.PRO

30 Nzʊ́yɩ ó-do-kú

9.body 3SGP-come:FV-DIR

ɓɩ ́-wɛsɛɛɛ, ɓí-nziki-nziki,
MOD-soft

MOD-shining

black

ɓɩ ́-sɛndɛ-sɛndɛ
MOD-smooth

31 ábɛ̌ mʊ-mángwá.
like 1-big termite

32 Ø-Kik-ó

ɓʊ-gɔgɔ̌, wá-lál-a

tɔ̌tɔ

3SG-COND:be-FV 14-sunset 2SG-sleep-FV.INST

33 Mo-lingó mi
6-oil

34 ká

6.DEM.III

nɩ ́-mɔ́

COP-6.DEM.I

ɓɩ ́-pɛɛɛ.
9.sleep MOD-"pɛɛɛ"

a-mwɔ́g-ɔ-tʊ́487

gɔnɩ ́ pándá

3SG/PL-kill:PLUR-FV-INS also

9.scabies

nzʊ́yɩ.

PREP

9.body

35 Gɔnɩ ́ mbɩkɛ́ yi
also

9.pot

9.DEM.III

36 ɓó-mw-ág-a-tʊ́

3PL-drink-PLUR-FV-INS

37 líɓó

lá-nza

nɩ ́-yɔ́

ɓó-kóng-og-o

minó ndikó

COP-9.DEM.I

3PLP-roast-PLUR-FV

TRACE

minó líɓó
TRACE

kyɛ́

9.palm-nut pit

o-lumb-is-og-o

5:water because 3SG-smell-CAUS-PLUR-FV

kʊ́gbɛ.

5:water 5.ASS-good very

1.3.2

The soap bar "agbagɩ" (T2006.5)

1. The production488 of a soap bar is very difficult. 2. Here, where we live in

Gbaegbae, we start by collecting banana tree trunks, we arrange them with the
fibre of the palm nuts,489 palm tree flowers, plantain banana peelings, stems of

sweet potatoes, "diyongo" bushes,490 papaya tree pieces and different other objects.
6. When we finish gathering, we cut491 a lot of firewood, we take all the palm-nut
pits and also arrange a fireplace for this fire. 9. Over the fire, we start by putting

487

Vowel copy after height coalescence has applied to the sequence of the high vowel of the

[−ATR] -CV- verb and the final vowel -a.
488

Literally, 'work'.

489

I.e. the fibre which is left after the palm oil is extracted.

490

These bushes have a very bitter taste.

491

This verb and the following two have a Past TAM melody.
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the palm-nut fibres at all sides, we pour palm-nut pits, we put the banana peelings,
followed by "diyongo" bushes, while we are about to tear up banana tree trunks

and throw [the pieces] there. 14. The combustion of the liquid consisting of a mix
of water and ashes requires effort, because you are finishing by pouring it slowly
in the fire, you sit down to heat up492 the fire, it burns irregularly with a lot of

smoke. 17. The whole body takes on just the smell of smoke, you give off a bad

smell like a sparrowhawk. 19. When all the ingredients are burned up, you spread
them out [until] they cooled down. 21. After that, you lift up all hard embers, pick
only ashes.493 23. You take something to filter [the ashes] like a worn494 bucket, a
cooking pot, a bowl, or even a [worn] cooking pot and you put it on top of a

mortar. 26. When you started filtering, the mix of water and ashes started to ooze,
drop, drop, drop. 28. When it swells, lift up the worn clay pot, pour the mix of
water and ashes in a cooking pot, put495 [the cooking pot] on the fire. 31. The

making of a soap bar requires a hot "mbimbmibmi" fire; at that time the mix of
water and ashes starts to swell "fff", when it starts to turn around "pɛlɛpɛlɛ". 35. If

it is almost dry, the cooking pot has become very white at the sides like real496 salt.
38. [It is the] time of pouring red oil or even white oil. 40. The residue of water

and ashes mixes with the oil, it starts to boil different "ɓʊngʊ-ɓʊngʊ", it turns soft
like peanut butter prepared with water. 43. Take a woman's knife, start turning [in
the pot] while you are about to add a little bit of palm oil, with the fire burning
well. 45. We started to see the soap bar swell in the steam of the cooking pot, it is
about to become a lot and people reduce it [to bars] in something else. 48. Then
they start to pour slowly a little bit of oil, they continue the fire. 50. After that,
they put it on the ground, it cooled somewhat down, they wrap [the soap] in
packages with dried banana bark. 52. "Agbagɩ" is our soap, it helps us with

different jobs, like washing clothes, doing the dishes, washing ourselves, … and

492

Literally, 'push'.

493

I.e. only ashes are needed for the "agbagɩ".

494

ɩgbɔgbɔ̌ is a general term for an object which has become too old to be useful, like in this

case something with an open crack to filter the ashes.
495

ká-am-á '9b-limit, end up at, stop-FV' with the Causative extension has the specialized

meaning 'put a pot on the cooking stones'.
496

I.e. salt from salt mines, not the type of salt produced locally.
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with many other jobs. 55. The making of soap, here where we live, requires
skillfulness.
01 Li-gubó lá-saɓǔni
5-work

lá-pʊ̌pʊ

kʊ́gbɛ.

5.ASS-1a.soap bar 3SG:be 5.ASS-hard very

02 Kʊ́nʊ kú

497

here

a

kusú

there 1PL.POSS

03 ngbɔngbɔ́,

ká

Gbaɩgbaɩ,

ta-pʊng-ag-a

PREP

"Gbaigbai"

1PL-start-PLUR-FV 9b-collect-FV

pang-ǎ-tʊ

na

ká-mʊmʊ́l-á

ɓíngo ɓó-bumó,

ma-kalá,

9.banana trunk arrange-FV-INS with 2:fibre 2.ASS-9.palm nut 6-palm flower

04 pasɩ ́

yá- ɓʊ́gʊ,

lígi

yá-nɛ̌nzɩngɩ ́,

mo-díyongó,

9.peeling 9.ASS-9.plantain banana 9.vine 9.ASS-9.sweet potato 6-bush

05 ɓe-gbutú

ɓayá-ɓʊ-payɩ-páyɩ

na

ma-kpʊmʊ́ká má-gɔgɔ

2+9:9a-piece 2+9.ASS-14-papaya tree and 6-thing

06 Ta

ká-am-ǎ

ká-mʊmʊ́l-á, tó-ɓíng-o

1PL:be-FV 9b-limit-FV 9b-collect-FV

07 má-kpʊ, tá-tʊp-a

6.ASS-other different

sɛ

kʊ́wa mɩ ́sá

1PLP-cut-FV thus thus

ndikó

na

9.firewood

tó-ɓungusy-o

gɔnɩ ́ lɩ ́tá

6.ASS-big 1PL -take all-FV 9.palm nut-pit and 1PL -arrange-FV also
P

P

08 ló-ɓukú

didídǐ498.

5:fireplace

ɓǐ.

5.ASS-8:burning piece of wood 8.DEM.III

09 Kʊ́-gʊ̌ wo-ɓukú,

ta-pʊng-ag-a

kó-bis-ó

17-top 17.ASS-8:burning piece of wood 1PL-start-PLUR-FV 9b-put-FV

10 pangǎ-tʊ
13.hide of palm nut-13

11 tó-bǐs-o

pasɩ ́

ká

ɓa-kpɔ́lɔ-kpɔ́lɔ, tó-ɗuk-o

PREP

2-side

ndikó

na

1PLP-pour-FV 9.palm-nut pit and

yá- ɓʊ́gʊ,

1PLP-put-FV 9.peeling 9.ASS-9.plantain banana

12 ó-sy-on-on-og-o-kú

mo-díyongó, kánɩ ́

3SG/PLP-come down-ASS-ASS-PLUR-FV-DIR 6-bush

13 ta-ná-yɩɓ-á

ɓɛ-ngbɔngbɔ́

na

when

ká-ɗɩkɩ ́t-ág-á

kʊ́gɔkʊ́.

1PL-INCH-tear up-FV 2+9:9a-banana trunk and 9b-throw-PLUR-FV right there

14 Lɩ-pyɛpyɛ́ lá-ma-káli

a

5-burning 5.ASS-6-mix

499

na

kɛkɛlɛ́, kyɛ́

wa

ká-am-á

3SG:be with 9.effort because 2SG:be 9b-limit-FV

497

kʊ́ is changed into kú due to assimilation to following [+ATR] kusú.

498

With a plural referent, di is triplicated.

499

Of water and ashes.
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15 kó-ɗúk-ús-íl-ó500
9b-pour-CAUS-RES-FV

16 ásɩ

kó

ɓukú,

wík-o

PREP

8:burning piece of wood 2SG :sit down:FV thus

kó-túndúl-ó áka ɓukú,

only 9b-push-FV
MOD-disoriented

17 Nzʊ́yɩ yá-sɩ

a-ná-pyɛ̌

8:burning piece of wood 3SG-INCH-burn:FV

CT

ɓɩ ́-ndʊngbʊʊʊ no

múkí

má-kpʊ.

with 6:smoke 6.ASS-big

á-va

kʊ́wa ásɩ

9.body 9.ASS-all 3SGP-take:FV thus

18 wó-lumb-o

ɓɩ ́-gbɔ

2SG-emit-FV.INST

kʊ́wa

P

MOD-bad

áka,
CT

smell like 1b-sparrowhawk

COP-6.DEM.I

20 wá-gbat-ɩl-a

yó- múkí

ábɛ̌ a-tɩ ́gbɛ.

19 Nɩ ́yɔ́ ma-kpʊmʊ́ká nɩ ́-mɔ́
when 6-thing

sʊ

only 9.smell 9.ASS-6:smoke

má-sɩ

o-sílog-o,

6.ASS-all 3SG/PL-burn up-FV

na á-dɩk-a.

2SG-spread out-RES-FV.INST and 3SG/PLP-cool-FV

21 Kú-mbúso yí,
17-back

wá-tʊ́mb-a

ma-ká-mʊ má-pʊ̌pʊ má-sɩ,

17.DEM.III 2SG-lift up-FV.INST 6-ember-6

22 á-sɩk-an-a

kʊ́wa ásɩ

3SG/PL -pick-ASS-FV thus
P

23 Wá-va

lúkí

li-bǔ áka.

only 5-ash

CT

lí- nyíkisogǒ ábɛ̌ ɩ-gbɔgbɔ̌

2SG-take:FV.INST 5:object 5.ADJ-filter

24 yá-mu-kadú,

6.ASS-hard 6.ASS-all

like 9a-s.th. worn 9.ASS-9.bucket

basíni, gʊtʊ́gʊ yá-lɩ-ɗakɩ ̌

9.ASS-3-cooking pot 9.bowl even

yá-katǐni

áka, wó-bǐs-o

9.ASS-5-clay pot

CT

2SG-put-FV.INST

25 kʊ́-gʊ̌ wo-kulúɓi.
17-top 17.ASS-9.mortar

26 Nɩ ́yɔ́ wá-pʊng-a kó-nyíkísóg-ó, ma-káli á-pʊng-a
when 2SG -start-FV 9b-filter-FV

6-mix

P

27 ɓɩ ́-tɔ tɔ tɔ.
MOD-"tɔ tɔ tɔ"
28 Ø-Ko-bw-ǒ,

wá-tʊ́mb-a

ká-ɗʊ́k-á

3SG/PL -start-FV 9b-ooze-FV
P

ɩ-gbɔgbɔ̌

yá-lɩ-ɗakɩ ̌,

3SG-COND-become big-FV 2SG-lift up-FV.INST 9a-s.th. worn 9.ASS-5-clay pot

29 wó-ɗuk-o

ma-káli ká

2SG-pour-FV.INST 6-mix

500

PREP

-ɗúk-us- 'pour slowly', see 7.11.1.

mu-kadú,

wóm-os-o

3-cooking pot 2SG:limit-CAUS-FV.INST

kó
PREP
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30 ɓukú.
8:burning piece of wood

31 Li-lólómbí

lá-saɓǔni

a-pag-a

ɓukú

5-preparation 5.ASS-1a.soap bar 3SG-want:PLUR-FV 8:burning piece of wood

32 ɓá-pʊ̌

14.ASS-hard

33 a-nó-ful-ó

ɓí-mbimbimbi, ngbíngó yi
nɩ ́-nɔ̌
ma-káli
MOD-"mbimbimbi" 1a.time
1.DEM.III COP-1.DEM.I 6-mix
ɓí-fff,
kánɩ ́ o-nó-yikon-ó
MOD-"fff" when 3SG/PL-INCH-turn around-FV

3SG/PL-INCH-swell-FV

34 ɓɩ ́-pɛlɛ-pɛlɛ.
MOD-upside

down

35 Ø-Kik-ó

kʊ́wa ɓuwóbi ká-fá,

3SG-COND:be-FV thus

36 ó-ɓuɓ-og-o

3SGP-whiten-PLUR-FV

near

ká
PREP

mu-kadú

9b-dry:FV 3-cooking pot

ɓa-kpɔ́lɔ-kpɔ́lɔ ɓí-tú
2-side

ábɛ̌ li-níko

MOD-light

like 5-salt

37 lá-li-sénzi.
5.ASS-5-indigenous

38 Ngbíngó mu-ɗukǒ mo-lingó má-ngbʊ gʊtʊ́gʊ má-kambíli
1a.time

1.ADJ-pour 6-oil

6.ASS-red

even

kʊ́wa

6.ASS-9.white oil thus

39 nɩ ́-nɔ̌.

COP-1.DEM.I

40 Ma-káli ɩ-mat-ɩk-an-ag-a
6-mix

na

mo-lingó, a-pʊng-a

3SG/PL:REFL-add-NEUT-ASS-PLUR-F with 6-oil

41 ká-lʊkʊ́t-á di
9b-boil-FV

3SG/PL-start-FV

ɓɩ ́-ɓʊngʊ-ɓʊngʊ, í-sily-o-kú

different

MOD-heavy

3SG/PLP:REFL-meet-FV-DIR

42 ɓɩ ́-dɩgɩ-dɩgɩ ábɛ séléngúndé wa-í-kpoɗoyíya.
MOD-soft

like 1a.peanut

43 Wá-va

mbakʊ́,

1.ASS-1c-peanut paste

wá-pʊng-a

kó-yikós-ó kʊ́wa kánɩ ́

2SG-take:FV.INST 9.woman's knife 2SG-start-FV.INST 9b-turn-FV

44 wa-ná-matɩl-á

mo-lingó ma-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́, ɓukú

2SG-INCH-increase-FV 6-oil

6.ADJ-small

45 Tá-pʊng-a kʊ́wa kám-ɩn-a

saɓǔni

1PL -start-FV thus
P

501

thus

when

ɓɩ ́-dɔɓɔ.

8:burning piece of wood MOD-low501

kó-ful-ó-kú

9b:1.O-see-FV 1a.soap bar 9b-swell-FV-DIR

ɓɩ ́dɔɓɔ signifies a low sound, but can also mean 'functioning well'.

ká
PREP

mʊ-kálá
3-steam

Texts

505

46 má-mu-kadú,

o-nó-gw-on-on-ó

ɓɩ ́-gbɩya-gbɩya na

3.ASS-3-cooking pot 3SG-INCH-fall-ASS-ASS-FV

47 ká-gbag-á

kʊ́-sɔ̌

wo-lúkí

MOD-multiplied

ɓá-pʊng-a

and 3PL-start-FV

lá-gɔgɔ.

9b-reduce:PLUR-FV 17-inside 17.ASS-5:object 5.ASS-other

48 Kʊ́wa wa, ɓá- nó-ɗuk-us-ó
thus

mo-lingó ma-kɛ́kɛ́kɛ́,

there 3PL-INCH-pour-CAUS-FV 6-oil

49 ɓó-dukul-og-o

6.ADJ-small

ɓukú.

3PL-continue-PLUR-FV 8:burning piece of wood

50 Kú-mbúso yí,
17-back

minó yɩ-kɛ́ɗɛ́,

17.DEM.III 3PL-put down-FV 3SG -cool-FV

3PL:1.O-wrap-PLUR-FV

52 Á-gbágɩ ́ nɩ ́
53 didídǐ

á-dɩk-a
P

51 ɓá- ɓʊ́w-ag-a

1b-soap

ɓá-totis-o,

COP

kó
PREP

saɓǔni

mo-ɓúki no

TRACE ADV-small

púkú-pukú.

6-package with 9.dried banana bark

kusú,

a-tɩ ́-tʊngbʊl-ag-a

1a.soap bar 1PL.POSS 3SG-1PL.O-help-PLUR-FV

ábɛ̌ ká-sʊkʊ́s-á ɓo-tú,

ká-ʊ̌-sʊkʊ́s-á

ká
PREP

mo-gubó
6-work

ɓa-sǎnɩ,

different like 9b-wash-FV 2+9-clothes 9b-2.O-wash-FV 2-plate

54 ká-ɩ ̌-sʊkʊ́s-ág-á, …

na

mo-gubó má-gɔgɔ

9b-REFL-wash-PLUR-FV and 6-work

55 Li-lólómbí

lá-saɓǔni

ɓatǎ.

6.ASS-other 6.ASS-big again

kʊ́nʊ kú

5-preparation 5.ASS-1a.soap bar here

má-kpʊ

kusú

a-kʊ́ng-ag-a

there 1PL.POSS 3SG-demand-PLUR-FV

56 ɓʊ-gɛ̌gɛlɛ́.
14-technique

1.4

Moral instruction

1.4.1

A good girl (T2006.9)

1. A girl is like ivory, a valuable object of her family. 3. The eyes of family

members are upon her, they do not want that their child would cause talk when she
is to be married. 6. How does a good girl behave? 7. She listened to the advice of

her father and her mother, she has learned the practices of housekeeping: cooking,
cutting502 firewood, sweeping the yard, doing the dishes, she has learned the work
in the field. 11. She should not be a lazybones, [not] a person of laughing in front

of people, when she starts to seduce someone softly, nor someone playing with the

502

I.e. cleaving with an axe.
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boys. 14. She should not be a person who begs [nor someone] with bad behaviour.
16. She should not be a person who steals.503 17. Likewise, she does not walk

unkempt or not properly dressed,504 she does not eat on the road. 19. She does not
take off her clothes505 to wash herself [in a stream] near the road. 21. The girl who
listens to her fathers and her mothers will be a child of honour in the village. 24.

The man who wants to marry her, he will come to a neat courtyard. 26. The men of
the village look at her, because if there is a marriage, they are the ones who go to
bring her [to the village of her husband]. 28. This is how a good girl should be.
01 Míkí

mu-kó

yǐ

a

ábɛ sɩ ́ɓá,

lúkí

lí-dingǐ

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III 3SG:be like 9.ivory 5:object 5.ADJ-big

02 lá-ɩ-vananza

kakɩ.́

5.ASS-9a-family 3SG.POSS

03 Míso ka-ɓɛ-vananza
6:eye

GEN-2+9:9a-family

04 ɓá-ká-pa-gʊ

3PL-NEG-want:FV-NEG

05 ɓík-i

kʊ́-gʊ̌ kakɩ,́

3SG/PL:be-PLUR-FV 17-top 3SG.POSS

ɓɛ́

míkaɓʊ́

ká-agǎ

vonóni

1a.child:3PL.POSS 9b-go:FV 9.marriage

COMP

minó ká-yʊng-á ɓo-buló.

3PL:be-FV.SUBJ

06 Míkí

ik-og-o

9b-tell-FV

TRACE

mu-kó

yǐ

2-speech

wa-nzá

ik-og-o

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III 1.ASS-good 3SG:be-PLUR-FV how

07 Ʊ́kan-ag-a

mʊ-tʊ́ʊ ka-a-bǎkɩ

3SG :hear-PLUR-FV 3-advice
P

08 íb-on-on-o

na

GEN-1b-father:3SG.POSS

3SG :know-ASS-ASS-FV with 9a:practice
9b-cut-FV

a-mákɩ,

and 1b-mother:3SG.POSS

yɩ ̌gyɩgyɩ ̌lyá yá-ku-káká-kʊ:

P

09 kó-ɓíng-ó mɩ ́sá

na

ká-kpǎ

pǎ,

yambámbá,

9.ASS-15-housekeeping-15 9a:cooking

ká-sʊkʊ́s-á ma-kpʊmʊ́ká,

9.firewood 9b-sweep:FV 9.area 9b-wash-FV 6-thing

10 íb-on-on-o

na

li-gubó ló-tíko.

3SGP:know-ASS-ASS-FV with 5-work

11 Ø-Kɛ́-gʊ

a-dándá,

5.ASS-9.field

mʊ-tʊ́ wa-kɩtɩ ́tɩbyǎ

kámbwa

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 1b-lazybones 1-man 1.ASS-9.laughter 17:front

503

Literally, 'with a long arm'.

504

Literally, 'disorderly'.

505

Literally, 'she does not pull out nudity'.
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12 ka-ɓa-mbánzʊ́, kánɩ ́ a-náGEN-2-person

ɩ ́sɩl-y-ǎ

ɓɩ ́-wɛsɛ-wɛsɛ,

when 3SG-INCH:1.O-seduce-APPL-FV

13 Ø-kɛ́-gʊ

mʊ-tʊ́ mʊ-zʊnǎ

na

14 Ø-Kɛ́-gʊ

mʊ-tʊ́ wa-kɩkʊ́kʊngyǎ na

MOD-soft

ɓo-míkí ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓǐ.

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 1-man 1.ADJ-playing with 2-child
3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG 1-man 1.ASS-9.begging

2-man

2.DEM.III

yɩ ̌gya

with 9a:habit

15 yá-ɗabú-ɗabú.
9.ASS-9.bad behaviour

16 Ø-Kɛ́-gʊ

na

kʊ-ɓɔ́ ʊ́-kɔ kʊ-ndǎ.

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG with 15-arm-15

17 Ø-Ká-kpakyan-ag-ɩ-gʊ

gbalɩ

15.ADJ-long

ɓɛ́gɛyɔ́, Ø-ká-lyály-ag-ɩ-gʊ

3SG-NEG-walk-PLUR-FV-NEG disorderly likewise 3SG-NEG-graze-PLUR-FV-NEG

kó
PREP

18 pǐsi.

9.path

19 Ø-Kɩ ́-nyɔg-ɩ-gʊ

ndúmbú ká-ǐ-sʊkʊ́s-ág-á

3SG-NEG:REFL-pull out:PLUR-FV-NEG 9.nudity

kó

9b-REFL-wash-PLUR-FV

PREP

20 pǐsi.

9.path

21 Míkí

mu-kó

yi

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III

22 ɓa-bǎkɩ

na

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

ʊm-ʊ́kan-ag-a506

COP-1.DEM.I

3SG:2.O-hear-PLUR-FV

ɓa-mákɩ,

ik-og-o

míkí

2:1b-father:3SG.POSS and 2:1b-mother:3SG.POSS 3SG:be-PLUR-FV 1a.child

23 wa-ɩ-bɩbǎ
1.ASS-9a-honour

ká

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́.

PREP

3-village

24 Mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ Ø-ká-pǎ
1-man

ká-vǎ,

o-do-kú

3SG-COND-want:FV 9b-take:FV 3SG-come:FV-DIR

ká
PREP

pa

9.area

25 yá-ngba.
9.ASS-shining

26 Ɓa-tʊ́ ɓá-mʊ-sɛngɩ ́

ɓám-ɩn-a,

kyɛ́

Ø-kik-ó

vonóni,

2-man 2.ASS-3-village 3PL:1.O-see-FV because 3SG-COND:be-FV 9.marriage

27 ɩɓʊ́

ɓɔ́

ɓɩ ́nd-a

ká-bis-ó.

2.PRO 2.DEM.I 3PL:go-FV 9b:1.O-put-FV

506

The H part of the LH tone on the vowel of the object prefix, ʊ̌-, is associated with the

initial vowel of the verb -ʊkan- 'hear'.
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28 Míkí

mu-kó

yǐ

wa-nzá

ik-og-o

ɓɛ́yɔ́.

1a.child 1-woman 1.DEM.III 1.ASS-good 3SG:be-PLUR-FV like that

1.4.2

A good boy (T2006.8)

1. It is expected of a boy to have a house, because a house is something very good.
2. To make known that you are a young man, you need to start to build a house
when you grow up. 5. At the time when you become an adult someone will no

longer force507 you to build. 7. Even if you will have more wives, someone will not
advise you again, my child. 9. Why508 am I saying this to you? 10. If you marry a
woman, you will put her in that house [that you have built]. 12. Your belongings,
you will store in your house. 13. If visitors come to meet you, you will not

wander509. 14. They will know that you are truly a young man510, because you

certainly have a house. 16. My child, a boy does not wander around incessantly.
01 O-kwonón-i

míkí

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ yǐ

3SG-should-FV.ANT 1a.child 1-man

02 kyɛ́

ndáɓʊ nɩ ́

because 9.house

COP

lúkí

na

ndáɓʊ,

lá-nza

kʊ́gbɛ.

5:object 5.ASS-good very

03 Ká-ib-ís-ík-ón-ís-ó
9b-know-CAUS-NEUT-ASS-CAUS-FV

04 o-ɓosíl-i

ká-ik-ó

1.DEM.III 9b-be-FV with 9.house

ɓɛ́

wa

COMP

2SG:be 1a.child 1-man

ká-pʊng-á kó-pik-ó

míkí

ndáɓʊ

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ yǐ,

kánɩ ́ wo

1.DEM.III

kó-ping-ó.

3SG-need-FV.ANT 9b-start-FV 9b-build-FV 9.house when 2SG:be 9b-grow up-FV

05 Ngbíngó yi
1a.time

1.DEM.III

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

COP-1.DEM.I

06 Ø-kʊ́-gyagy-ɩ-gʊ

wɩɩ ́t-a

2SG:change-FV

minó mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ mu-dingǐ,
TRACE

1-man

ɓata kó-pik-ó.

3SG-NEG:2SG.O-punish-FV-NEG again 9b-build-FV

07 Gʊtʊ́gʊ wa-kik-ó
even

na

ndɛndɩ ́

2SG-COND:be-FV with 9.polygamy

08 Ø-kú-tiwoly-i-gʊ

áka,
CT

ɓata míkǎmɩ.

3SG-NEG:2SG.O-advise:APPL-FV.ANT-NEG again 1a.child:1SG.POSS

507

Literally, 'punish'.

508

The combination kyɛ́ ɓʊ́nɩ ́ 'because how' is the way to express 'why'.

509

I.e. to find a place to sleep for the visitors.

510

Literally, 'a young man of truth'.

1.ADJ-big

Texts
09 Na

509
ká-ʊ-ɓɩ ́ky-á

kyɛ́

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?

1SG:be 9b-2SG.O-say-FV because how

10 Wa-ka-vǎ

mu-kó,

wa-mak-y-á

2SG-COND-take:FV 1-woman 2SG:1.O-put in-APPL-FV

ká

ndáɓʊ yi

PREP

9.house 9.DEM.III

11 nɩ ́-yɔ́.

COP-9.DEM.I

12 Mu-kúmbó kakʊ́,
1-luggage

wa-maky-a

2SG.POSS 2SG-put in-FV

ká

ndáɓʊ

PREP

9.house 2SG.POSS

13 Ɓo-bikó ɓa-ku-sily-ó-kú,

kakʊ́.

wá-kámam-ɩ-gʊ.

2-visitor 3PL-COND:2SG.O-meet-FV-DIR 2SG-NEG:wander-FV-NEG

14 Ɓúm-ib-o

3PL:2SG.O-know-FV

ɓɛ́
COMP

15 wa-lɩ ́-ngʊnʊ́, íba
1.ASS-5-truth

16 Míkǎmɩ,

wa

míkí

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ yǐ

2SG:be 1a.child 1-man

kyɛ́

wa-tʊ́

na

1.DEM.III

ndáɓʊ.

it means that because 2SG:be-INS with 9.house

míkí

mʊ-lʊ́kʊ́ yǐ

1a.child:1SG.POSS 1a.child 1-man

Ø-kámam-ag-ɩ-gʊ

1.DEM.III 3SG-NEG:wander-PLUR-FV-NEG

17 ɓɩ ́-gbagbagba.
MOD-incessant

1.4.3

The advice of chief Ogiyatu and chief Bamuka (T2006.7)

1. A chief should have a [good] behaviour, be a good example, in order to protect
his village, the property and his people. 4. A chief does not like evil. 5. The road
should be clear.511 6. We chiefs are not at ease512 when513 we have said to the

people: "Attention!", they should work, but they don't. 9. It is very good to work,
because if we do not work, how would people live? 11. [It is] thus very [good]
when you have visitors. 12. The road should be clear. 13. Because if the road

would not be clear, where would our brother Engama travel [to come] here? 15.

That is to say, all people would have a problem to come here. 16. It is not only the
road, it is also necessary to have fields, because the field is supporting us regarding
other needs. 19. A chief also keeps an eye on the water that his people drink,

because the water should be clear, clean, clean water in the calabash. 22. With

511

Literally, 'the road should not be with rubbish, i.e. (partly) overgrown'.

512

Literally, 'do not hear well'.

513

Literally, 'at the time and within the period'.
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respect to education,514 the chief should not be silent either, because if there were
no schools, the Liko language, how would we learn it? 26. It is good if children

enter the school, because a child is a banana shoot, because this banana shoot will
give us bananas later. 29. A chief should also manage the work of a hospital,

because our body loves illnesses.515 31. You Liko people "ooo", you his brothers
"aaa", you there my clan members "aaa", let us do all the work. 32. Let us fix up
the village so that we would be well.
01 Ngámá o-kwonón-i

ká-ik-ó na

yɩ ̌gyǎ,

na

li-kingyosí

1a.chief 3SG-should-FV.ANT 9b-be-FV with 9a:habit with 5-example

02 lá-nza

5.ASS-good

kó

bulyó

PREP

yíɓúulyogǒ mu-gǐ

kakɩ,́

mu-kúmbó na

9.reason 9a:protection 3-village 3SG.POSS 3-transport

with

03 ɓa-tʊ́ kakɩ.́
2-man 3SG.POSS

04 Ngámá Ø-ká-pag-ɩ-gʊ

lúkí

lá-nyɛ.

1a.chief 3SG-NEG-want:PLUR-FV-NEG 5:object 5.ASS-bad

05 Ndáki Ø-kik-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

na

tɔ́ ɩ ́-tɔ.

9.road 3SG-NEG:be-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG with 13.rubbish-13

06 Iɓúsú

ɓa-ngámá tɩ ́-kɩ ́m-ʊ́kan-ag-ɩ-gʊ516

1PL.PRO 2-chief

07 ngbíngó na
1a.time

1PL-NEG:REFL-hear-PLUR-FV-NEG

ɗɩnga

with 1a.period

08 ámbɛ ɓá-gy-ɩ ̌
ATT

5-work

515
516

1PL:2PL.O-say-FV.ANT

lá-nza

kó
PREP

minó ɓa-mbánzʊ́
TRACE

2-person

ká-gy-ǎ.

when 3PL-NEG:be:FV-NEG 9b-do-FV

kʊ́gbɛ kyɛ́

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓá-gy-ag-a

tó-kó-gy-ǐ

li-gubó

because 1PL-COND-do-FV.NEG 5-work

ɓʊ́517 ?

3PL-do-PLUR-FV 2.PRO

Literally, 'on the side of the school'.
The author wants to say that Liko people easily attract diseases.

The vowel of the subject prefix ta- has assimilated to the following high vowel of the

reflexive prefix ɩ ̌-.
517

COP-1.DEM.I

li-gubó kánɩ ́ ɓá-kɛ́-gʊ

it means that 2-person

514

tʊ-ɓíky-i

3SG:be 5.ASS-good very

10 íba

MOD-good

nɩ ́-nɔ̌

3PL-do-FV.SUBJ 5-work

09 Li-gubó a

ɓɩ ́-nza

Short for ɩɓʊ́.

Texts
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11 Kʊ́wa kʊ́gbɛ kánɩ ́ wa
thus

very

na

ɓo-bikó.

when 2SG:be with 2-visitor

12 O-kwonón-i

pǐsi

Ø-ík-í

3SG-should-FV.ANT 9.path 3SG-be-FV.SUBJ

ɓɩ ́-ngɔ.

MOD-clean

13 Kyɛ́

ndáki Ø-kík-i

14 ɓɛ́yɔ́

ka-Engama

o-ɓyi-kú

ɓi

yánɩ ?

GEN-"Engama"

3SG-follow:FV.ANT-DIR

P1

where

because 9.road 3SG-COND:be-FV.NEG
519

like that

15 Íba

ɓa-tʊ́ ɓá-sɩ

ɓɩ ́-ngɔ́,

MOD-clean

ɓǒ

it means that 2-man 2.ASS-all 3PL:be

16 Ø-Kɛ́-gʊ

ásɩ

íba

mó mósu518

it means that brother:1PL.POSS

ɓi

na

ɓʊ-kpɛkɩ ́-kpɛkɩ ́ kó-do-kú.

P1

with 14-problem

ndáki aká, o-kwonón-i

3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG only 9.road

17 na

ɓo-tíko,

kyɛ́

tíko

18 ká

ɓa-mápʊmʊ́ ɓá-gɔgɔ.

9b-come:FV-DIR

gɔnɩ ́ ká-ik-ó

3SG-should-FV.ANT also 9b-be-FV

CT

yɔ́

a

ká-tɩ ́-tʊngbʊ́l-ág-á

with 2+9-field because 9.field 9.DEM.I 3SG:be 9b-1PL.O-support-PLUR-FV
PREP

2-family need 2.ASS-other

19 Ngámá and-ag-a-tʊ́

gɔnɩ ́ líɓó

1a.chief 3SG:look-PLUR-FV-INS also

20 ɓó-mw-óg-o,

kyɛ́

5:water

nɩ ́-lɔ́

ɓa-tʊ́ kakɩ ́

COP-5.DEM.I

o-kwonón-i

líɓó

2-man 3SG.POSS

ík-o

3PL-drink-PLUR-FV because 3SG-should-FV.ANT 5:water 3SG:be-FV

21 ɓɩ ́-ngápá-ngápá, ɓɩ ́-ngɔ́,
MOD-clear

22 Ká
PREP

MOD-clean

a-mbámbá wa-kalásɩ
1b-side

líɓó

ɓɩ ́-ngápá-ngápá ká

pápá.

5:water

MOD-clear

9.calabash

ngámá Ø-ká-dak-ɩ-gʊ

minó

1.ASS-1a.school 1a.chief 3SG-NEG-be silent-FV-NEG

23 ɓɛ́gɛyɔ́, kyɛ́

Ø-kík-ǐ

likewise because 3SG-COND:be-FV.NEG

24 nɩ ́-lɩ-ná

lá-Li-likó

COP-5.DEM.II-CONN

25 ká-ib-ó

PREP

ɓi
P1

kalásɩ

TRACE

íba

1a.school it means that

lɩ-ná

ta

pɩ ́yɛ

5.ASS-5-Liko language 5.DEM.II-CONN 1PL:be thus

lɩkɩ ́ ?

9b-know-FV how

26 A

3SG:be

518

ɓí-nzá

MOD-good

ɓo-míkí ɓíngy-í
2-child

3PL:enter-FV.SUBJ

ká
PREP

kalásɩ,

kyɛ́

1a.school because 1a.child

mómosú is a compound based on mamá ibúsú, literally 'our mother', the meaning is 'the

son of our mother'.
519

míkí

ɓɛ́yɔ́ ka when followed by a proper name means 'called' (only for animates).
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27 nɩ

a-kɔ́ngɔ́,

COP

kyɛ́

a-kɔ́ngɔ́

nɔ̌

a-tɩ ́-pag-a

1b-banana shoot because 1b-banana shoot 1.DEM.I 3SG-1PL.O-give:PLUR-FV

28 má-ɓʊ́gʊ kú-mbúso.
6-banana 17-back

29 Ngámá ǎmaly-ag-a-tʊ́

gɔnɩ ́ li-gubó lá-li-pitálʊ

1a.chief 3SG:manage-PLUR-FV-INS also

30 kyɛ́

nzʊ́yɩ kusú

a-pa

5-work

5.ASS-5-hospital

kó
PREP

bulyó

9.reason

ɓo-kóloɓú.

because 9.body 1PL.POSS 3sg-want:FV 2-illness

31 Iɓúnú
2PL.PRO

32 ɓa-va

Ɓo-likó

ooo, iɓúnú ɓa-má mákɩ
aaa, iɓúnú
2-Liko person "ooo" 2PL.PRO 2-brother:3SG.POSS "aaa" 2PL.PRO
kʊ́

kǎmɩ

2-clan member there 1SG.POSS

33 Tó-ɓungúsy-í-ni

aaa, tó-gy-ǐ-ni
mo-gubó má-sɩ.
"aaa" 1PL-do-FV.SUBJ-ADDR 6-work
6.ASS-all

mʊ-sɛngɩ ́ íba

1PL-arrange-FV.SUBJ-ADDR 3-village

1.5

tík-i

it means that 1PL:be-FV.SUBJ

ɓɩ ́-nza.

MOD-good

New story (written)

To illustrate how the language codes new information, contrast, participant

activation, and external topics, comments on information structure are added.

1.5.1

Ikoɓu (T2009.21)520

1. My children, listen now how Old Ikoɓu got himself killed when poverty took the

upper hand. 4. Ikoɓu had a fried of his age group called Zangɩya. 6. These two men
loved each other very much. 8. They were different, but they always went out

together. 10. Be it setting traps, fishing, going to the market, no matter where. 12.
If you saw Ikoɓu, then you had also seen Zangɩya. 14. What [was it] good at first!

15. Some time later, the war, which is called poverty, arrived at them. 17. The men
even tried to fish with fish hooks, but the fish did not show up. 19. They also tried
to set traps, other kinds of traps, they cut the long barrier 521, nothing was

successful. 22. It became difficult for them to see how they would get any

income.522 24. They stopped to appear at the market, even in church. 26. The

520

Author: Kamenabake Ndukoni Jean-Pierre.

521

I.e. a type of barrier in the forest with holes for traps.

522

Literally, 'a visible way to income came with difficulty to them'.

Texts
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clothes that Zangɩya had, these were all torn to the thread "tututu", the man was
white "tu".523 29. He stayed hidden in the house, he prayed to God that He would
not abandon him. 32. So he went to search for food or to draw water during the

night, because people, if they were there, they scorned him. 35. His friend Ikoɓu,

he was likewise [poor]. 37. But, he still had one worn pair of trousers and a shirt.
39. He asked himself: "These threadbare clothes here, if they are gone, what shall I
do?" 42. Not long afterwards,524 Ikoɓu was about to think that his fried called

Zangɩya had died. 45. Zangɩya thought as well that Ikoɓu had died. 47. When

Ikoɓu came tot that conclusion,525 he went to a band of robbers526 to ask for his
death, because he did not want that he would die like an ant. 50. He [said] to the

chief of the robbers: "Chief, I am longing to die, because life is for me very hard, I
do not have any clothes left,527 they are gone. 54. The chief of the robbers [said] to
him: "You come at the right time, let us go to the hill." 56. The chief called the

robbers, they went with Ikoɓu to the hill where they used to kill people, they called
[the hill] forehead. 59. On the road, Zangɩya watched them, while he was inside the
house, he said: "Father God, Ikoɓu was still alive?" 62. He yelled at the chief of

the robbers, he said: "Father, please, come here, I do not have the strength to leave
this place to where you are, because I am naked." 65. The chief came. 66. Zangɩya
asked him: "Where are you going to with Ikoɓu?" 67. The chief [said] to him:
"They are going to kill him, because he himself asked for his death." 69. Zangɩya
said to the chief: "Chief, if you (pl) kill Ikoɓu, come (pl) to give me his clothes, so
that I go outside with them528." 72. The chief agreed. 73. When Ikoɓu heard the
voice of Zangɩya, he said to the chief: "Hey! Father, please forgive me, I was

believing, look! I was the only one in crisis." 76. But, they listened to him no
longer. 77. They went with him, they started to pull him "dakpa-dakpa" to the hill,
they hit him with sticks like a snake, they killed him, they came with his clothes,

523

The clothes were so worn that one could see the light through the holes, he was almost

naked.
524
525

Literally, 'many days did not meet each other again'.
Literally, 'when he saw that'.

526

Literally, 'men without mercy'.

527

Literally, 'clothes had finished on me'.

528

I.e. the clothes.
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they gave them to Zangɩya. 80. Zangɩya left outside, he started to walk. 81. Friend,
oh!, do not think that you are the only one in poverty. 83. Someone else certainly
also has some other need, more than you.
01 Ɓo-míka-mamá,

ukón-ó-ni

mbɛ́yɩ ɓɛ́yɔ́

2-children:GEN-1a.mother 2.O:hear-FV.IMP-ADDR first

02 Ikóɓú í-mwís-ís-á

like that 1b-old person

ndɩ minó, nɩ ́

529

"Ikoɓu" 3SGP:REFL-kill:CAUS-CAUS-FVP

03 a-beɗúl-i-ní.

P3

TRACE

a-mbɔ̌kʊ́

when

yangyá

9.poverty

3SG-surpass-FV.ANT-PFV

New information: ɓɛ́yɔ́ ambɔ̌kʊ́ Ikóɓú ímwísísá ndɩ minó, introduction of the subject of the
story, how Ikoɓu got himself killed.

04 Ikóɓú

ǎ

ndɩ na

"Ikoɓu" 3SG:be

05 ka-Zangɩ ́yá.

P3

wayí

dǎkɩ

ɓɛ́yɔ́

with 1a.friend 1a.s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS like that

GEN-"Zangɩya"

New information: wayí dǎkɩ ɓɛ́yɔ́ ka Zangɩ ́yá, introduction of the second main character,
friend Zangɩya.

06 Ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓá-ɓǎ
2-man

ɓi

2.NUM-two 2.DEM.III

nɩ ́-ɓa-ná

ɓá-pan-an-ag-ǎ

COP-2.DEM.II-CONN

3PLP-want:ASS-ASS-PLUR-FV

07 ndɩ kʊ́gbɛ.
P3

very

New information: ɓápananagǎ ndɩ kʊ́gbɛ, they loved each other very much.
The two men are the topic and presented as present (type II demonstrative ɓa).

08 Ɓík-og-ǎ

3PLP:be-PLUR-FV

09 yí-motí
9.NUM-one

10 Ík-i
3SG:be.SUBJ

529

Short for kánɩ ́.

áka.

ndɩ didídi,
P3

lúkí lí-motí

ɓá-kpakyan-ag-ǎ ndɩ pa

different 5:object 5.NUM-one 3PLP-walk-PLUR-FV

P3

9.area

CT

ká

ɓa-kpáká, ká

ma-sɩkɩɗángɩ ́, ká

ɓa-sɔ́kɔ, gʊtʊ́gʊ sɛ

PREP

2+9-trap

6-fish hook

2-market even

PREP

PREP

thus

Texts
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11 pɩ ́yɛ yánɩ.
thus where

12 Wa-kam-ɩ ́n-á

2SG-COND:1.O-see-FV

13 wam-ín-i-ní

ndɩ Ikóɓú
P3

gɔnɩ ́ Zangɩ ́yá.

mbɛ́yɩ yɔ́

9a-what first

kyɛ́

"Ikoɓu" it means that because

2SG:1.O-see-FV.ANT-PFV also

14 Ɩ-kɩ ́

íba

"Zangɩya"

yá-nza

ɓɛ́yɔ́ !

9.DEM.I 9.ASS-good like that

New information: ɓíkogǎ ndɩ didídi, the men were different.
Contrasting being different: pa yímotí áka, they did everything together.

15 Kú-mbúso wa-ma-syɛ́, lʊ́nga nɩ ́-lɔ́
17-back

17.ASS-6-day 5:war

16 yangyá ú-sil-y-ǎ

COP-5.DEM.I

9.poverty 3SG :2.O-arrive-APPL-FV
P

ɓá-lɩk-y-ag-a

ɓɛ́

3PLP-call-APPL-PLUR-FV

COMP

ndɩ.
P3

External topic: kúmbúso wa masyɛ́, some time later.
New information: lʊ́nga nɩ ́lɔ́ ɓálɩkyaga ɓɛ́ yangyá úsilyǎ ndɩ, poverty arrives.

17 Ɓa-lʊ́kʊ́ ɓá-kɩngɩl-ag-ǎ
2-man

3PL -try-PLUR-FV
P

18 ma-sɩkɩɗángɩ ́, nɩ ́
6-fish hook

ndɩ gʊtʊ́gʊ ɓɛ́
P3

20 mʊ-palʊ́
3-barrier530

COMP

3PL-plunge-PLUR-FV.SUBJ

ɓo-sí ɓá-kɛ́-gʊ

ká-in-ís-ón-ó.

when 2-fish 3PL-NEG:be:FV-NEG 9b-see-CAUS-ASS-FV

19 Ɓá-kɩngɩl-a gɔnɩ ́ ká-lɩ ́k-ág-á
3PLP-try-FV

even

ɓó-lub-ǒg-í

also

ma-ɓɔ́mbʊ, ɓa-galápɩ, ɓá-kɔ

9b-trap-PLUR-FV 6-trap

2+9-trap

nɩ ́-ma-ná

má-ndǎ,

COP-3.DEM.II-CONN

3.ASS-long even

3PLP-cut:FV

gʊtʊ́gʊ mbɛ́yɩ kó-ɓók-ís-ó
first

9b-grow-CAUS-FV

21 áka.
CT

22 Pǐsi

yá-kǐnisonǒ

na

ɓu-yí

ó-do-kú

9.path 9.ASS-9.s.th. visible with 14-money 3SG -come:FV-DIR
P

23 yá-pʊ̌pʊ.

ndɩ na
P3

ɩɓʊ́

with 2.PRO

9.ASS-strong

New information: ɓólubǒgí masɩkɩɗángɩ ́ and kálɩ ́kágá maɓɔ́mbʊ, ɓagalápɩ, ɓákɔ mʊpalʊ́
nɩ ́maná mándǎ, the men try all kinds of things.

530

A barrier in the forest with passage ways where traps are installed.
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Contrasting all the effort they put into it: gʊtʊ́gʊ mbɛ́yɩ kóɓókísó áka, it was all without
success.

24 Ɓá-sa

ká-in-ís-ón-ó

3PLP-abandon:FV 9b-see-CAUS-ASS-FV

25 yá-Múngu

531

9.ASS-1a.God

ká

ɓa-sɔ́kɔ gʊtʊ́gʊ ká

ndáɓʊ

PREP

2-market even

9.house

PREP

aká.
CT

New information: ɓása káinísónó ká ɓasɔ́kɔ, they stop going to the market.
Contrasting the market: gʊtʊ́gʊ ká ndáɓʊ yá Múngu aká, even to church.

26 Ɓo-tú

2+9-clothes

nɩ ́-ɓayɔ́

COP-2+9.DEM.I

27 á-tɩ ́n-ɩk-ag-ǎ
3SG -cut-NEUT-PLUR-FV

28 ndɩ ɓí-tú.

2+9.ASS-all

P3

ǎ

"Zangɩya" 3SG:be

ndɩ ɓayá-sɩ

P

P3

Zangɩ ́yá

ndɩ na
P3

ɓoyú

with 2+9.PRO

ɓí-tutútu,

a-lʊ́kʊ́ ó-ɓuɓ-ǎ

MOD-bright

1b-man 3SGP-be white:FV

MOD-bright

New information: ɓotú nɩ ́ɓayɔ́ Zangɩ ́yá ǎ ndɩ no ɓoyú átɩ ́nɩkagǎ ndɩ ɓayásɩ ɓítutútu, Zangɩya's
clothes no longer cover his body.

Use of substitutive (ɓoyú) to emphasize something important: clothes (ɓotú) are a key
element in the story.

29 Ik-og-o

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ká

3SG:be-PLUR-FV thus

30 a-ná- ʊ́ng-a

P3

PREP

ndáɓʊ aká ɓí-du,
9.house

CT

MOD-deep

Kúnzi ɓɛ́

3SG-INCH:1.O-demand-FV 1a.God

COMP

31 Ø-kas-o-ní ɔ-gʊ

ɓáka.

3SG-NEG:1.O:abandon-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG please

32 Ɩnd-ag-a

kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ká-kɩ ́s-á

3SG:go-PLUR-FV thus

33 líɓó

no

bití,

P3

ma-lɩ ́lɩ ́ ikánɩ ́ ká-tʊ́g-á

9b-Search-FV 6-food

kyɛ́

5:water with 9.darkness because 2-person

34 ká- ɩ ́b-á.

9b:1.O-laugh-FV

531

Swahili loanword.

or

9b-draw water-FV

ɓa-mbánzʊ́ ɓa-kik-o-ní

3PL-COND:be-FV-PFV
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Contrasting going out during the day (which would be normal): ká ndáɓʊ aká, Zangɩya hides
himself in the house.

New information: ɩ ́ndaga kʊ́wǎ ndɩ kákɩ ́sá malɩ ́lɩ ́ ikánɩ ́gʊ kátʊ́gá líɓó no bití, in the dark,
Zangɩya leaves to search for food and water.

35 Wayí

dǎkɩ ́

ɓɛ́yɔ́

1a.friend 1a.s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS like that

36 kʊ́wǎ ndɩ ɩyɩ ́
thus

ka-Ikóɓú

GEN-"Ikoɓu"

ik-og-o

3SG:be-PLUR-FV

ɓɛ́gɛyɔ́.

1.PRO likewise

P3

37 Lúkí lí-motí

á-tʊ

mbɛ́yɩ ̌ ndɩ ɓatǎ ɩyɩ ́

5:object 5.NUM-one 3SG:be-INS first

38 yá-patalʊ́532

yí-motí533 na

P3

na

ɩ-gbɔgbɔ

again 1.PRO with 9a-s.th. worn

yá-simízi.

9.ASS-1a.trousers 9.NUM-one with 9.ass-1a.shirt

39 A-ním-úus-ó

kʊ́wa ɓɛ́:

3SG-INCH:REFL-ask-FV thus

40 ɓi534
2.DEM.III

"Ɓɛ-gbɔgbɔ̌

ɓayá-ɓo-tú

2+9:9a-s.th. worn 2+9.ASS-2+9-clothes

COMP

nɩ ́-ɓayɩ

Ø-ka-pʊ́t-ɩ ́k-án-á

COP-2+9.DEM.II

3SG-COND-destroy-NEUT-ASS-FV thus thus thus

41 nɩ ̌-gy-a

kʊ́wa ɩmɩ

1SG:REFL-do-FV thus

sɛ

pɩ ́yɛ kʊ́wa,

ɓʊ́nɩ ́ ?"

1SG.PRO how

New information: ɩyɩ ́ ɓɛ́gɛyɔ́, Ikoɓu is in the same situation, but átʊ mbɛ́yɩ ̌ ndɩ ɓatǎ ɩyɩ ́ na
ɩgbɔgbɔ yá patalʊ́ yímotí na yá simízi, he still has one set of worn clothes.
Use of substitutive (ɩyɩ ́, two times) to emphasize the subject (Ikoɓu).

42 Ma-syɛ́ má-kpʊ ɓá-kó-sil-y-on-og-i-gʊ̌
6-day

6.ASS-big 3PLP-NEG-arrive-APPL-ASS-PLUR-FV-NEG

43 Ikóɓú a-ná- táman-á
"Ikoɓu" 3SG-INCH-think-FV

44 ka-Zangɩ ́yá
GEN-"Zangɩya"

wayí

1a.friend 1a.s.o. of same age:3SG.POSS like that

P3

gɔnɩ ́ ɩyɩ ́

"Zangɩya" 3SG-INCH-think-PLUR-FV also

533

1.PRO

ɓɛ́
COMP

Ikóɓú

ó-kw-ó-ní

"Ikoɓu" 3SGP-die-FVP-PFV

French loanword, pantalon, like simízi in the same sentence, from chemise.

Agreement with 1a:trousers would require ɓé-motí 1.NUM-one, but class 9 enumerative

prefix is used.
534

ɓɛ́yɔ́

ndɩ.
P

45 Zangɩ ́yá a-ná- táman-ag-á

532

again

COMP

3SG -die-FV -PFV
P

P3

ɓɛ́

ó-kw-ó-ní

dǎkɩ ́

ndɩ ɓatǎ.

For this class 2 concord, see 6.1.2.
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46 ndɩ.
P3

New information: wayí dǎkɩ ́ ɓɛ́yɔ́ ka Zangɩ ́yá ókwóní ndɩ and gɔnɩ ́ ɩyɩ ́ ɓɛ́ Ikóɓú ókwóní ndɩ,
Both think that the other is dead.

47 Nɩ ́yɔ́ Ikóɓú

ɩ ́n-á

when "Ikoɓu" 3SG :see-FV
P

48 ká-kʊ́ng-á

ɓɛ́yɔ́,

ku-kwá-kʊ, kyɛ́

49 ó-kw-í

ká

P

9b-demand-FV 15-death-15

ɓo-nzikaɓʊ́,

2-man without mercy

PREP

Ø-kɛ́-gʊ̌

because 3SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG

kʊ́wa ábɛ̌ mʊ-kɔ́tɩ.

3SG-die-FV.SUBJ thus

50 Ɩyɩ ́

ɩ ́nd-a

like that 3SG :go-FV

P

áka na

ngámá ka-ɓonzikaɓʊ́
GEN-2-man

without mercy

51 kápǎ

ku-kwá-kʊ, kyɛ́

ɔɓɩ ́lɩ ́

52 wa-pʊ̌pʊ

kʊ́gbɛ, ɓo-tú

é- sy-ó-ní

9b-want:FV 15-death-15

53 ɓayí-syǒ

ɓɛ́

P3

COMP

9b-want:FV

like 1-ant

1.PRO only with 1a.chief

1.ASS-strong very

ndɩ kápa

a

ɓɛ́:

"Ngámá, na

COMP

1a.chief

kʊ́wa na

because 1a.life 3SG:be thus

1SG:be

ɩmɩ

with 1SG.PRO

kʊ́wa

2+9-clothes 3SG/PL :1SG.O-finish-FV -PFV thus
P

P

gɔnɩ ́."

2+9.ADJ-finish also
New information: ɩ ́nda ká ɓonzikaɓʊ́, kákʊ́ngá kukwákʊ, Ikoɓu goes to robbers and asks to
be killed.

54 Ngámá ka-ɓo-nzikaɓʊ́

áka na

1a.chief

GEN-2-man

55 ɓɩ ́-nza,

tógó-ni

ká

ngʊ́pá."

1PL:go:FV-ADDR

PREP

9.hill

MOD-good

ɩyɩ ́

without mercy only with 1.PRO

56 Ngámá ʊ́-mák-á

ɓo-nzikaɓʊ́,

ɓɛ́:535 "Wo-du-kú536
COMP

ɓágǎ

ndɩ na

1a.chief 3SG :2.O-call-FV 2-man without mercy 3PL :go:FV
P

57 ká
PREP

P

ngʊ́pá nɩ ́-yɔ́
9.hill

COP-9.DEM.I

58 ɓálɩk-y-ag-ǎ

3PLP:call-APPL-PLUR-FV

P

ɓʊ́-mwɔ́g-ɔ̌

3PLP:2.O-kill:PLUR-FV

ndɩ ɓɛ́
P3

COMP

2SG-come:FV-DIR

P3

Ikóɓú

with "Ikoɓu"

ndɩ minó ɓa-mbánzʊ́,
P3

TRACE

ɩ-kpʊ́kpʊ́kʊ́-sɔ sá-mʊ̌.
19-forehead-19

2-person

19.ASS-3:head

535

Alternative for á- ɓɩ ́ky-a ɓɛ́ 3SG:1.O-say-FV COMP 'he said to him'.

536

The usual form is wodokú.

Texts

519

New information: ngʊ́pá nɩ ́yɔ́ ɓʊ́mwɔ́gɔ̌ ndɩ minó ɓambánzʊ́, a hill, where the robbers used to
kill people, called ɩkpʊ́kpʊ́sɔ sá mʊ̌, forehead.

59 Kó pǐsi,
PREP

Zangɩ ́yá

60 aká, á- ɓɩ ́ky-a

3SG :1.O-say-FV
P

CT

61 ká

ʊ́-ɓɩmy-a,

nɩ ́

a

ɩyɩ ́

9.path "Zangɩya" 3SGP:2.O-spy on-FV when 3SG:be 1.PRO

ɓɛ́ :

"Kúnzi babǎ,
1a.God

COMP

Ikóɓú

ǎ

1a.father "Ikoɓu" 3SG:be

ɔɓɩ ́lɩ ́ áka ?"

PREP

1a.life

ká

ndáɓʊ

PREP

9.house

ndɩ ɓata
P3

again

CT

New information: Zangɩ ́yá ʊ́ɓɩmyá, Zangɩya is hidden and watching what happens outside.
External topic: kó pǐsi, the road.
Contrasting the road: ká ndáɓʊ aká, in the house.

Contrasting Zangɩya's thinking that Ikoɓu is dead: ɓatǎ ká ɔɓɩ ́lɩ ́ áka, Ikoɓu is alive.

62 Á- mák-ǎ

3SG :1.O-call-FV
P

63 "Babǎ,

ndɩ ngámá ka-ɓo-nzikaɓʊ́,

1a.father please

64 no

1a.chief

P3

GEN-2-man

kíkilíki, dǒ-ni-kú

ngǔ

without mercy 3SG :1.O-say-FV
P

yí-pupo

ɓɛ́ :
COMP

mbɛ́yɩ kʊ́nʊ, ná-kɛ́-gʊ

come:FV.IMP-ADDR-DIR first

kʊ́

537

á- ɓɩ ́ky-a

mó

here

minó kyɛ́

with 9.strength 9.ADJ-leaving there 2PL:be

TRACE

1SG-NEG:be:FV-NEG

na

ndúmbú."

because 1SG:be 9.nudity

65 Ngámá ó-do-kú.

1a.chief 3SGP-come:FV-DIR

New information: á mákǎ ndɩ ngámá ka ɓonzikaɓʊ́, Zangɩya calls the headman of the
robbers, and ngámá ódokú, the headman comes.

66 Zangɩ ́yá ám-uus-o
"Zangɩya" 3SGP:1.O-ask-FV

67 Ngámá áka na

ɩyɩ ́

1a.chief only with 1.PRO

68 ɩyɩ ́

gɔnɩ ́ nɔ̌

ɓɛ́ :

"Má

COMP

2PL:be 9b-go-FV

ɓɛ́ :

"Ɓá

COMP

3PL:be 9b-go-FV

o-kúng-i

ká-ɩnd-á na

Ikóɓú

yánɩ ?"

with "Ikoɓu" where

ká-ɩnd-á ká-

ɔ́

kyɛ́

9b:1.O-kill:FV because

ku-kwá-kʊ."

1.PRO also 1.DEM.I 3SG-demand-FV.ANT 15-death-15

New information requested: yánɩ, where do you take Ikoɓu?
New information: ɓá káɩndá ká

537

ɔ́, they are going to kill him.

The H tone of the LH on the final vowel of the derived adjective has merged with the

following H tone.
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Left-dislocation for textual reference: ɩyɩ ́ gɔnɩ ́ nɔ̌, re-introduces Ikoɓu, who asked to die.

69 Zangɩ ́yá á- ɓɩ ́ky-ǎ

"Zangɩya 3SGP:1.O-say-FV
"

70 Ikóɓú, mó-do-kú

ndɩ ngámá ɓɛ́ :
1a.chief

P3

COMP

kɛ́- pá

"Ngámá, ma-ka-mwɔ́
1a.chief

ɓo-tú

2PL-COND:1.O-kill:FV

kakɩ ́

"Ikoɓu" 2PL-come:FV-DIR 9b:1SG.O-give:FV 2+9-clothes 3SG.POSS

71 nó-pup-í

na

ɓoyú

kú-nzi."

1SG-leave-FV.SUBJ with 2+9.PRO 17-outside

72 Ngámá ó-ɓíngisy-ǎ

ndɩ.

1a.chief 3SG -accept-FV
P

P3

New information: módokú kɛ́pá ɓotú kakɩ ́, Zangɩya asks the headman to give him Ikoɓu's
clothes after they have killed him. ngámá óɓíngisyǎ ndɩ, the headman agrees.

Notice how substitutive (ɓoyú) is used again, emphasizing the clothes (ɓotú).

73 Nɩ ́yɔ́ Ikóɓú ʊ́kán-á

lɩ-yʊ̌

when "Ikoɓu" 3SGP:hear-FVP 5.voice

74 ɓɛ́ :
COMP

ka-Zangɩ ́yá,

GEN-"Zangɩya"

á- ɓɩ ́ky-a

ngámá

3SGP:1.O-say-FV 1a.chief

"Hiii babǎ,
i-pilyón-o538
ɓáka, nǒ
ɓi
"hiii" 1a.father 1SG.O-forgive:ASS-FV.IMP please 1SG:be P1

75 ká-pand-á

ámbɛ ɩmɩ

9b-believe-FV

aká kʊ́wa nɔ̌

1SG.PRO

ATT

CT

thus

na

wa-kǎngya."

1.DEM.I 1SG:be 1.ASS-1a.crisis

New information: ʊ́káná lɩyʊ̌ ka Zangɩ ́yá, Ikoɓu hears the voice of Zangɩya, and ipilyóno
ɓáka, Ikoɓu beggs not to be killed.
Contrasting reality: ɩmɩ aká, Ikoɓu believed: I am the only one suffering.

76 Lúkí lí-motí

́
ɓã-kám-ukon-i-gʊ

nɩ ́

ɓatǎ.

5:object 5.NUM-one when 3PL-NEG:1.O-hear-FV.ANT-NEG again

77 Ɓɩ ́nd-ǎ

ndɩ na

3PLP:go-FV P3

78 ngʊ́pá, ɓá-bʊm-ǎ
9.hill

ɩyɩ ́,

3PL :1.O-hit-FV

79 ɓó-do-kú

ɓá- ná-lut-ó

with 1.PRO 3PL-INCH:1.O-pull-FV

P

na

ndɩ na
P3

ɓo-tú

ɓɩ ́dakpa-dakpa ká
MOD-staggering

ɓɛ-ngbɩ ́ngɩ ́lɩ ́ ábɛ nzʊ́ka,

PREP

ɓá-mwɔ́,

with 2+9:9a-stick like 1a.snake 3PLP:1.O-kill:FV

kakɩ,́

ɓá- pá

Zangɩ ́yá.

3PL -come:FV-DIR with 2+9-clothes 3SG.POSS 3PL :1.O-give:FV "Zangɩya"
P

538

P

ɩpɩlyánɔ 'please forgive me' (single addressee), ipilyóno 'please forgive me' (plural

addressee).

Texts

521

New information: ɓákámukonigʊ ɓatǎ ... ɓámwɔ, the robbers do not listen, they drag Ikoɓu,
beat him and kill him, and ɓódokú na ɓotú kakɩ ́, ɓá pá Zangɩ ́yá, the robbers give Ikoɓu's
clothes to Zangɩya.

80 Zangɩ ́yá ó-pup-ǎ

ndɩ kú-nzi,

"Zangɩya" 3SG -leave-FV
P

P3

á-pʊng-a

ká-kpakyán-á.

17-outside 3SG -start-FV 9b-walk-FV
P

New information: Zangɩ ́yá ópupǎ ndɩ kúnzi, Zangɩya comes out of the house

81 Wayí

aaa,

wa-ko-tómon-o-ní ɔ́-gʊ

1a.friend "aaa" 2SG-NEG-think-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG

82 wa

na

ɓɛ́

ɩwɛ

COMP

2SG.PRO

aká nɔ̌
CT

1.DEM.I

yangyá.

2SG:be with 9.poverty

83 Mʊ-tʊ́ wǎ-gɔgɔ

a-tʊ́

gɔnɩ ́ na

1-man 1.ASS-other 3SG:be-INS also

84 ká-ʊ-kɩ ́tág-á

yangyá

yá-gɔgɔ

with 9.poverty 9.ASS-other

ɩwɛ.

9b-2SG.O-pass-FV 2SG.PRO

Contrasting the opinion of the hearers: ɩwɛ aká, do not think that you are the only one who
is poor.

Appendix 2 - Verb Paradigms
This appendix contains complete verb paradigms for all tense/aspect and main
mood forms.539 Verbs with [+ATR] and with [−ATR] vowels as well as verbs with
a primary H tone and with a primary L tone are represented with an intransitive
and a transitive verb. For each tense/aspect/mood, there are eight paradigms:
intransitive/transitive verbs, [−ATR]/[+ATR] verb roots, primary tone on the verb
root High/Low. In order to preserve naturalness, transitive verbs are presented with
a nominal object.
The paradigms presented in this appendix are the following:


Tense: Past (specific), Past, Future



Aspect: Anterior, Inchoative, Perfective, Progressive540



Mood: Conditional, Subjunctive and Imperative

The negative forms are presented next to their affirmative counterparts. The
following tense/aspects/moods have a specific negative form: Past (specific),

Future, Anterior aspect (two negative sets), Conditional and Subjunctive. There is a
negative Past form without affirmative counterpart: 'cannot verb '. Liko does not

have a separate form for Present. Progressive aspect without a time adverbial may
be used to refer to a situation in the Present.
Liko has TAM-melodies consisting of a tone on the leftmost prefix and a tone on

the final vowel. The TAM melody is indicated together with other characteristics of
the individual tense/aspect/mood.
Within each paradigm, the forms are presented in the following order:

539

For the Instructive, the reader is referred to 7.9.2.

540

The Pluractional extension -ag does not require a separate section because it occurs with

all tense/aspect/ mood forms. The Insistive enclitic -tɔ is not presented separately, because it

is an enclitic occurring with several tense/aspect forms, i.e. Past (normal and specific),
Future, Anterior aspect as well as with Imperatives.
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the singular forms: 1SG, 2SG, 3SG541



the plural forms: 1PL, 2PL, 3PL

Subject prefixes are: 1SG na-, 2SG wa-, 3SG a-, 1PL ta-, 2PL má- et 3PL ɓá-. The

third person singular lacks an overt subject prefix in the negative forms and in the
Conditional.
At the end of each section, a [−ATR] and a [+ATR] -CVCVC- verbal base is given
in order to show the effect of tone linking and spreading on longer verb forms.

Underlying morphemes and TAM-melody tones are shown in a footnote, for the
first verb forms and for verb forms with complex morphology. For a detailed
account, the reader is referred to Chapters 3, 4 and 7.
For the sake of economy, English glosses are presented only for 1SG forms.

2.1

Tense

2.1.1

Past (specific)

Characteristics affirmative and negative:
-

TAM melody: prefixal High and H tone on the final vowel

-

the final vowel -a

Specific characteristics negative:
-

the third person singular subject prefix is zero

-

the negative prefix ka-

-

541

the negative enclitic -gʊ̀

In many Bantu languages, the subject concord agrees with the noun class of the subject.

In Liko, the subject prefix does not shows agreement for noun classes, except for class 2,
see 7.4.
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Past (specific), intransitive, [−ATR], H tone
-ngbʊ́t-

'sulk'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nángbʊ́tá542

nákángbʊ́tágʊ543

2SG

wángbʊ́tá

wákángbʊ́tágʊ

1PL

tángbʊ́tá

tákángbʊ́tágʊ

3PL

ɓángbʊ́tá

ɓákángbʊ́tágʊ

3SG
2PL

'I sulked'
ángbʊ́tá

mángbʊ́tá

'I did not sulk'
kángbʊ́tágʊ

mákángbʊ́tágʊ

Past (specific), intransitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pɩk-

'sway'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nápɩká

nákápɩkágʊ

2SG

wápɩká

wákápɩkágʊ

1PL

tápɩká

tákápɩkágʊ

2PL

mápɩká

mákápɩkágʊ

3PL

ɓápɩká

ɓákápɩkágʊ

3SG

'I swayed'

ápɩká

'I did not sway'

kápɩkágʊ

Past (specific), intransitive, [+ATR], H tone
-ɓín-

affirmative

negative

1SG

nóɓínó

nákóɓínágʊ545

2SG

wóɓínó

wákóɓínágʊ

3SG

542

'dance'

544

'I danced'

óɓínó

/ná-ngbʊ́t-á/ 1SGP-sulk-FVP.

543

/ná-ka-ngbʊ́t-á-gʊ̀/ 1SGP-NEG-sulk-FVP-NEG.

544

/ná-ɓín-á/ 1SGP-dance-FVP.

545

/ná-ka-ɓín-á-gʊ̀/ 1SGP-NEG-dance-FVP-NEG.

'I did not dance'

kóɓínágʊ
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1PL

tóɓínó

tákóɓínágʊ

2PL

móɓínó

mákóɓínágʊ

3PL

ɓóɓínó

ɓákóɓínágʊ

Past (specific), intransitive, [+ATR], L tone
-sil-

'arrive'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nósiló

nákósilágʊ

2SG

wósiló

wákósilágʊ

3SG

ósiló

kósilágʊ

2PL

mósiló

mákósilágʊ

1PL
3PL

'I arrived'

tósiló
ɓósiló

'I did not arrive'

tákósilágʊ
ɓákósilágʊ

Past (specific), transitive, [−ATR], H tone
-kʊ́l-

'untie'

affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

ná kʊ́lá546 mɛ́mɩ547

náká kʊ́lágʊ548 mɛ́mɩ ́

2SG, 1.O

wá kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

wáká kʊ́lágʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

3SG, 1.O

á kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

ká kʊ́lágʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

2PL, 1.O

má kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

máká kʊ́lágʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

1SG, 2.O

nʊ́kʊ́lá549 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

nákʊ́kʊ́lágʊ550 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

'I untied the goats'

'I did not untie the goats'

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

'I untied the goat'

tá kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ
ɓá kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

'I did not untie the goat'

táká kʊ́lágʊ mɛ́mɩ ́
ɓáká kʊ́lágʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

546

/ná-ˋ-kʊ́l-á/ 1SGP-1.O-untie-FVP.

547

At the end of an uninterrupted sequence of H tones on the verb and on the object, the

final TBU of the object is changed to Low.
548

/ná-ka-ˋ-kʊ́l-á-gʊ̀/ 1SGP-NEG-1.O-untie-FVP-NEG.

549

/ná-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-á/ 1SGP-2.O-untie-FVP.

550

/ná-ka-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-á-gʊ̀/ 1SGP-NEG-2.O-untie-FVP-NEG.
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2SG, 2.O

wʊ́kʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wákʊ́kʊ́lágʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

3SG, 2.O

ʊ́kʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

kʊ́kʊ́lágʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

2PL, 2.O

mʊ́kʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

mákʊ́kʊ́lágʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 2.O
3PL, 2.O

tʊ́kʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́
ɓʊ́kʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

tákʊ́kʊ́lágʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́
ɓákʊ́kʊ́lágʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

Past (specific), transitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pʊn-

'pick, gather'
affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

nápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

nákápʊnágʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

2SG, 1.O

wápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

wákápʊnágʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

3SG, 1.O

ápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

kápʊnágʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

2PL, 1.O

mápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

mákápʊnágʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

nʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

nákʊ́pʊnágʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

'I gathered caterpillars'

'I did not gather caterpillars'

2SG, 2.O

wʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

wákʊ́pʊnágʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 2.O

tʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

tákʊ́pʊnágʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

3PL, 2.O

ɓʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

ɓákʊ́pʊnágʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

'I picked a caterpillar'

tápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá
ɓápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

ʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

mʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

'I did not pick a caterpillar'

tákápʊnágʊ mʊsʊ́kwá
ɓákápʊnágʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

kʊ́pʊnágʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

mákʊ́pʊnágʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

Past (specific), transitive, [+ATR], H tone
-kúmb-

'carry on the back'
affirmative

negative

'I carried my child'

'I did not carry my child'

2SG, 1.O

wá kúmbó míki

wáká kúmbágʊ míkí

1PL, 1.O

tá kúmbó míki

táká kúmbágʊ míkí

3PL, 1.O

ɓá kúmbó míki

ɓáká kúmbágʊ míkí

1SG, 1.O

3SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O

ná kúmbó míki

á kúmbó míki

má kúmbó míki

náká kúmbágʊ míkí

ká kúmbágʊ míkí

máká kúmbágʊ míkí
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1SG, 2.O

núkúmbó ɓomíkí

nákúkúmbágʊ ɓomíkí

'I carried my children'

'I did not carry my children'

2SG, 2.O

wúkúmbó ɓomíkí

wákúkúmbágʊ ɓomíkí

1PL, 2.O

túkúmbó ɓomíkí

tákúkúmbágʊ ɓomíkí

3PL, 2.O

ɓúkúmbó ɓomíkí

ɓákúkúmbágʊ ɓomíkí

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

úkúmbó ɓomíkí

múkúmbó ɓomíkí

kúkúmbágʊ ɓomíkí

mákúkúmbágʊ ɓomíkí

Past (specific), transitive, [+ATR], L tone
-viɗ-

'flay, peel'

affirmative

negative

'I flayed a small rodent'

'I did not flay a small rodent'

2SG, 1.O

wáviɗó mboɓú

wákáviɗágʊ mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

táviɗó mboɓú

tákáviɗágʊ mboɓú

3PL, 1.O

ɓáviɗó mboɓú

ɓákáviɗágʊ mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

núviɗó ɓomboɓú

nákúviɗágʊ ɓomboɓú

2SG, 2.O

wúviɗó ɓomboɓú

wákúviɗágʊ ɓomboɓú

1PL, 2.O

túviɗó ɓomboɓú

tákúviɗágʊ ɓomboɓú

2PL, 2.O

múviɗó ɓomboɓú

mákúviɗágʊ ɓomboɓú

1SG, 1.O

3SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O

3SG, 2.O

3PL, 2.O

náviɗó mboɓú

áviɗó mboɓú

máviɗó mboɓú

'I flayed small rodents'

úviɗó ɓomboɓú

ɓúviɗó ɓomboɓú

nákáviɗágʊ mboɓú

káviɗágʊ mboɓú

mákáviɗágʊ mboɓú

'I did not flay small rodents'

kúviɗágʊ ɓomboɓú

ɓákúviɗágʊ ɓomboɓú

-CVCVC- verbal bases:
Past (specific)
-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nóyúkúmó

nákóyúkúmágʊ

'I breathed'

'I did not breathe'

Verb Paradigms
1SG
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náɗɩkɩ ́tá

nákáɗɩkɩ ́tágʊ

'I threw'

'I did not throw'

Past

Characteristics affirmative:
-

TAM melody: Prefixal High

the final vowel -a

This Past does not have a separate negative form. Negative Past is expressed by the
Past (specific) forms, shown in 2.1.1.
Past, intransitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
-ngbʊ́t- 'sulk'

-pɩk- 'sway'

1SG

nángbʊ́ta

nápɩka

2SG

wángbʊ́ta

wápɩka

3SG

ángbʊ́ta

ápɩka

2PL

mángbʊ́ta

mápɩka

3PL

ɓángbʊ́ta

ɓápɩka

1PL

551

'I sulked'

tángbʊ́ta

'I swayed'

tápɩka

Past, intransitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
1SG

-ɓín- 'dance'
nóɓíno

552

-sil- 'arrive'
nósilo

'I danced'

'I arrived'

2SG

wóɓínó

wósilo

1PL

tóɓínó

tósilo

3PL

ɓóɓínó

ɓósilo

3SG
2PL

óɓínó

móɓínó

551

/ná-ngbʊ́t-a/ 1SGP-sulk-FV.

552

/ná-ɓín-a/ 1SGP-dance-FV.

ósilo

mósilo
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Past, transitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
1SG, 1.O

-kʊ́l- 'untie'
ná kʊ́la

553

mɛ́mɩ ́

-pʊn- 'pick, gather'
nápʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

'I untied the goat'

'I picked a caterpillar'

2SG, 1.O

wá kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

wápʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O

tá kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

tápʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

2PL, 1.O

má kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

mápʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

3PL, 1.O

ɓá kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

ɓápʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

nʊ́kʊ́la554 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

nʊ́pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

2SG, 2.O

wʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wʊ́pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 2.O

ʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ʊ́pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

2PL, 2.O

mʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

mʊ́pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 1.O

1PL, 2.O
3PL, 2.O

á kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

'I untied the goats'

tʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́
ɓʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ápʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

'I gathered caterpillars'

tʊ́pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá
ɓʊ́pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

Past, transitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
-kúmb- 'carry on the back'

-viɗ- 'flay, peel'

'I carried my child'

'I flayed a small rodent'

2SG, 1.O

wá kúmbo míkí

wáviɗo mboɓú

3SG, 1.O

á kúmbo míkí

áviɗo mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

tá kúmbo míkí

táviɗo mboɓú

3PL, 1.O

ɓá kúmbo míkí

ɓáviɗo mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

núkúmbo ɓomíkí

núviɗo ɓomboɓú

2SG, 2.O

wúkúmbó ɓomíkí

wúviɗo ɓomboɓú

1SG, 1.O

2PL, 1.O

ná kúmbo míkí

má kúmbo míkí

'I carried my children'

553

/ná-ˋ-kʊ́l-a/ 1SGP-1.O-untie-FV.

554

/ná-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-a/ 1SGP-2.O-untie-FV.

náviɗo mboɓú

máviɗo mboɓú

'I flayed small rodents'

Verb Paradigms
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3SG, 2.O

úkúmbó ɓomíkí

úviɗo ɓomboɓú

1PL, 2.O

túkúmbó ɓomíkí

túviɗo ɓomboɓú

3PL, 2.O

ɓúkúmbó ɓomíkí

ɓúviɗo ɓomboɓú

2PL, 2.O

múkúmbó ɓomíkí

múviɗo ɓomboɓú

-CVCVC- verbal bases:
Past

-yúkum1SG

'breathe'

nóyúkumo

-ɗɩkɩt1SG

'I breathed'

2.1.3

'throw'

náɗɩkɩta
'I threw'

Future

Characteristics affirmative:
-

no TAM melody with H or L tones
the final vowel -a

Characteristics negative:
-

TAM melody: Prefixal High

-

the negative prefix ka-

-

the final vowel -ɩ

-

-

the third person singular subject prefix is zero

the negative enclitic -gʊ̀

When the negative forms are followed by the past time adverbial °Hndɩ, then they
indicate inability in the past. At the end of this section, one form is presented for
each verb in the tables.
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Future, intransitive, [−ATR], H tone
-ngbʊ́t-

'sulk'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nangbʊ́ta555

nákángbʊ́tɩgʊ556

2SG

wangbʊ́ta

wákángbʊ́tɩgʊ

3SG

angbʊ́ta

kángbʊ́tɩgʊ

1PL

tangbʊ́ta

tákángbʊ́tɩgʊ

2PL

mángbʊ́ta

mákángbʊ́tɩgʊ

3PL

'I will sulk'

ɓángbʊ́ta

'I will not sulk'

ɓákángbʊ́tɩgʊ

Future, intransitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pɩk-

'sway'

affirmative

negative

1SG

napɩka

nákápɩkɩgʊ

2SG

wapɩka

wákápɩkɩgʊ

3SG

apɩka

kápɩkɩgʊ

2PL

mápɩka

mákápɩkɩgʊ

1PL
3PL

'I will sway'

tapɩka

'I will not sway'

tákápɩkɩgʊ

ɓápɩka

ɓákápɩkɩgʊ

Future, intransitive, [+ATR], H tone

555

-ɓín-

'dance'

affirmative

negative

1SG

noɓíno

nákóɓínigʊ558

2SG

woɓíno

wákóɓínigʊ

3SG

oɓíno

kóɓínigʊ

557

'I will dance'

/na-ngbʊ́t-a/ 1SG-sulk-FV.

556

/ná-ka-ngbʊ́t-ɩ-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-sulk-FV-NEG.

557

/na-ɓín-a/ 1SG-dance-FV.

558

/ná-ka-ɓín-ɩ-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-dance-FV-NEG.

'I will not dance'

Verb Paradigms
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1PL

toɓíno

tákóɓínigʊ

2PL

móɓíno

mákóɓínigʊ

3PL

ɓóɓíno

ɓákóɓínigʊ

Future, intransitive, [+ATR], L tone
-sil-

'arrive'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nosilo

nákósiligʊ

2SG

wosilo

wákósiligʊ

3SG

osilo

kósiligʊ

2PL

mósilo

mákósiligʊ

1PL
3PL

'I will arrive'

tosilo
ɓósilo

'I will not arrive'

tákósiligʊ
ɓákósiligʊ

Future, transitive, [−ATR], H tone
-kʊ́l-

'untie'

affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

nakʊ́la559 mɛ́mɩ ́

náká kʊ́lɩgʊ560 mɛ́mɩ ́

2SG, 1.O

wakʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

wáká kʊ́lɩgʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

3SG, 1.O

akʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

ká kʊ́lɩgʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

2PL, 1.O

má kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

máká kʊ́lɩgʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

1SG, 2.O

nʊ̌kʊ́la561 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

nákʊ́kʊ́lɩgʊ562 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

'I will untie the goats'

'I will not untie the goats'

wʊ̌kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wákʊ́kʊ́lɩgʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

2SG, 2.O

559

'I will untie the goat'

takʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́
ɓá kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

/nà-ˋ-kʊ́l-à/ 1SG-1.O-untie-FV.

560

/ná-ka-ˋ-kʊ́l-ɩ ̀-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-1.O-untie-FV-NEG.

561

/nà-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-à/ 1SG-2.O-untie-FV.

562

/ná-ka-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-ɩ ̀-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-2.O-untie-FV-NEG.

'I will not untie the goat'

táká kʊ́lɩgʊ mɛ́mɩ ́
ɓáká kʊ́lɩgʊ mɛ́mɩ ́
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3SG, 2.O

ʊ̌kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

kʊ́kʊ́lɩgʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 2.O

tʊ̌kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

tákʊ́kʊ́lɩgʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

3PL, 2.O

ɓʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ɓákʊ́kʊ́lɩgʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

2PL, 2.O

mʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

mákʊ́kʊ́lɩgʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

Future, transitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pʊn-

'pick, gather'
affirmative

negative

'I will pick a caterpillar'

'I will not pick a caterpillar'

2SG, 1.O

wapʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

wákápʊnɩgʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O

tapʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

tákápʊnɩgʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

3PL, 1.O

ɓápʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

ɓákápʊnɩgʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

nʊ̌pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

nákʊ́pʊnɩgʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

2SG, 2.O

wʊ̌pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

wákʊ́pʊnɩgʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 2.O

ʊ̌pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

kʊ́pʊnɩgʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

2PL, 2.O

mʊ́pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

mákʊ́pʊnɩgʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

1SG, 1.O

3SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O

1PL, 2.O
3PL, 2.O

napʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

apʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

mápʊna mʊsʊ́kwá

'I will gather caterpillars'

tʊ̌pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá
ɓʊ́pʊna ɓasʊ́kwá

nákápʊnɩgʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

kápʊnɩgʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

mákápʊnɩgʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

'I will not gather caterpillars'

tákʊ́pʊnɩgʊ ɓasʊ́kwá
ɓákʊ́pʊnɩgʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

Future, transitive, [+ATR], H tone
-kúmb-

'carry on the back'
affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

nakúmbo míkí

náká kúmbigʊ míkí

2SG, 1.O

wakúmbo míkí

wáká kúmbigʊ míkí

3SG, 1.O

akúmbo míkí

ká kúmbigʊ míkí

2PL, 1.O

má kúmbo míkí

máká kúmbigʊ míkí

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

'I will carry my child'

takúmbo míkí
ɓá kúmbo míkí

'I will not carry my child'

táká kúmbigʊ míkí
ɓáká kúmbigʊ míkí
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nǔkúmbo ɓomíkí

nákúkúmbigʊ ɓomíkí

'I will carry my children'

'I will not carry my children'

2SG, 2.O

wǔkúmbo ɓomíkí

wákúkúmbigʊ ɓomíkí

1PL, 2.O

tǔkúmbo ɓomíkí

tákúkúmbigʊ ɓomíkí

3PL, 2.O

ɓúkúmbo ɓomíkí

ɓákúkúmbigʊ ɓomíkí

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

ǔkúmbo ɓomíkí

múkúmbo ɓomíkí

kúkúmbigʊ ɓomíkí

mákúkúmbigʊ ɓomíkí

Future, transitive, [+ATR], L tone
-viɗ-

'flay, peel'

affirmative

negative

'I will flay a small rodent'

'I will not flay a small rodent'

2SG, 1.O

waviɗo mboɓú

wákáviɗigʊ mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

taviɗo mboɓú

tákáviɗigʊ mboɓú

3PL, 1.O

ɓáviɗo mboɓú

ɓákáviɗigʊ mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

nǔviɗo ɓomboɓú

nákúviɗigʊ ɓomboɓú

2SG, 2.O

wǔviɗo ɓomboɓú

wákúviɗigʊ ɓomboɓú

1PL, 2.O

tǔviɗo ɓomboɓú

tákúviɗigʊ ɓomboɓú

2PL, 2.O

múviɗo ɓomboɓú

mákúviɗigʊ ɓomboɓú

1SG, 1.O

3SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O

3SG, 2.O

3PL, 2.O

naviɗo mboɓú

aviɗo mboɓú

máviɗo mboɓú

'I will flay small rodents'

ǔviɗo ɓomboɓú

ɓúviɗo ɓomboɓú

nákáviɗigʊ mboɓú

káviɗigʊ mboɓú

mákáviɗigʊ mboɓú

'I will not flay small rodents'

kúviɗigʊ ɓomboɓú

ɓákúviɗigʊ ɓomboɓú

-CVCVC- verbal bases:
Future

-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'

affirmative

negative

1SG

noyúkumo

nákóyúkumigʊ

'I will breathe'

'I will not breathe'
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1SG

naɗɩkɩta

nákáɗɩkɩtɩgʊ

'I will throw'

'I will not throw'

2.1.3.1 Negative Future 'past inability'
Negative Future followed by the past time adverbial °Hndɩ is used to express

inability in the past. The surface tone on the negative enclitic -gʊ is LH, because of
the floating H tone which precedes the monosyllabic time adverbials.
Past inability, intransitive, [−ATR] and [+ATR], H tone and L tone
-ngbʊ́t- 'sulk'

1SG

1SG

-pɩk- 'sway'

nákángbʊ́tɩgʊ̌ ndɩ

nákápɩkɩgʊ̌ ndɩ

-ɓín- 'dance'

-sil- 'arrive'

563

'I could not sulk'

'I could not sway'

nákóɓínigʊ̌ ndɩ

nákósiligʊ̌ ndɩ

564

'I could not dance'

'I could not arrive'

Past inability, transitive, [−ATR] and [+ATR], H tone and L tone
1SG, 1.O
1SG, 2.O

1SG, 1.O
1SG, 2.O

-kʊ́l- 'untie'

náká kʊ́lɩgʊ̌ ndɩ

565

mɛ́mɩ ́

-pʊn- 'pick, gather'

nákápʊnɩgʊ̌ ndɩ mʊsʊ́kwá

'I could not untie the goat'

'I could not pick a caterpillar'

nákʊ́kʊ́lɩgʊ̌ ndɩ

nákʊ́pʊnɩgʊ̌ ndɩ ɓasʊ́kwá

566

ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

'I could not untie the goats'

'I could not gather caterpillars'

-kúmb- 'carry on the back'

-viɗ- 'flay, peel'

'I could not carry my child'

'I could not flay a small rodent'

nákúkúmbigʊ̌ ndɩ ɓomíkí

nákúviɗigʊ̌ ndɩ ɓomboɓú

náká kúmbigʊ̌ ndɩ míkí

'I could not carry my

nákáviɗigʊ̌ ndɩ mboɓú

'I could not flay small rodents'

children'

563
564
565
566

/ná-ka-gbʊ́t-ɩ-gʊ̀ °Hndɩ/ 1SGP-NEG-sulk-FV-NEG P3.

/ná-ka-ɓín-ɩ-gʊ̀ °Hndɩ/ 1SGP-NEG-dance-FV-NEG P3.

/ná-ka-ˋ-kʊ́l-ɩ-gʊ̀ °Hndɩ/ 1SGP-NEG-1.O-untie-FV-NEG P3.

/ná-ka-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-ɩ-gʊ̀ °Hndɩ/ 1SGP-NEG-2.O-untie-FV-NEG P3.
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-CVCVC- verbal bases:
Past inability
-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'

1SG

nákóyúkumigʊ̌ ndɩ

1SG

nákáɗɩkɩtɩgʊ̌ ndɩ

'I could not breathe'

2.2

Aspect

2.2.1

Anterior aspect

'I could not throw'

Characteristics affirmative:
-

TAM melody with a floating H tone preceding the final vowel and a L

-

the final vowel -i ([+ATR] dominant)

tone on the final vowel

Characteristics negative:
-

TAM melody: prefixal High and a H tone on the final vowel

-

the third person singular subject prefix is zero

-

the final vowel -i ([+ATR] dominant)

-

the negative enclitic -gʊ̀

-

the negative prefix ka-

Anterior, intransitive, [−ATR], H tone
-ngbʊ́t-

'sulk'

affirmative

negative

'I sulked'

'I did not sulk'

2SG

wongbúti

wákóngbútígʊ

3SG

ongbúti

kóngbútígʊ

2PL

móngbúti

mákóngbútígʊ

1SG

1PL
3PL

nongbúti567

tongbúti
ɓóngbúti

567

/na-ngbʊ́t-°Hi/ 1SG-sulk-FV.ANT.

568

/ná-ka-ngbʊ́t-í-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-sulk-FV.ANT-NEG.

nákóngbútígʊ568

tákóngbútígʊ
ɓákóngbútígʊ
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Anterior, intransitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pɩk-

'sway'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nopikí

nákópikígʊ

2SG

wopikí

wákópikígʊ

3SG

opikí

kópikígʊ

1PL

topikí

tákópikígʊ

2PL

mópikí

mákópikígʊ

3PL

'I swayed'

ɓópikí

'I did not sway'

ɓákópikígʊ

Anterior, intransitive, [+ATR], H tone
-ɓín-

'dance'

affirmative

negative

1SG

noɓíni

nákóɓínígʊ

2SG

woɓíni

wákóɓínígʊ

3SG

oɓíni

kóɓínígʊ

2PL

móɓíni

mákóɓínígʊ

1PL
3PL

'I danced'

toɓíni
ɓóɓíni

'I did not dance'

tákóɓínígʊ
ɓákóɓínígʊ

Anterior, intransitive, [+ATR], L tone

569

-sil-

'arrive'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nosǐli

nákósilígʊ

2SG

wosǐli

wákósilígʊ

3SG

osǐli

kósilígʊ

569

'I arrived'

'I did not arrive'

In other -CVC- verbs with primary L tone, the floating H tone is linked to the final

vowel.
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1PL

tosǐli

tákósilígʊ

2PL

mósǐli

mákósilígʊ

3PL

ɓósǐli

ɓákósilígʊ

Anterior, transitive, [−ATR], H tone
-kʊ́l-

'untie'

affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

nakúli

náká kúlígʊ571 mɛ́mɩ ́

2SG, 1.O

wakúli mɛ́mɩ ́

wáká kúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

3SG, 1.O

akúli mɛ́mɩ ́

ká kúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

2PL, 1.O

má kúli mɛ́mɩ ́

máká kúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

1SG, 2.O

nǔkúli572 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

nákúkúlígʊ573 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

570

mɛ́mɩ ́

'I untied the goat'

takúli mɛ́mɩ ́
ɓá kúli mɛ́mɩ ́

'I did not untie the goat'

táká kúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́
ɓáká kúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

'I untied the goats'

'I did not untie the goats'

2SG, 2.O

wǔkúli ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wákúkúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 2.O

tǔkúli ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

tákúkúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

3PL, 2.O

ɓúkúli ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ɓákúkúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

ǔkúli ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

múkúli ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

kúkúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

mákúkúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

Anterior, transitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pʊn-

1SG, 1.O
2SG, 1.O

570

'pick, gather'
affirmative

negative

'I picked a caterpillar'

'I did not pick a caterpillar'

wapuní mʊsʊ́kwá

wákápunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

napuní mʊsʊ́kwá

/na-ˋ-kʊ́l-°Hi/ 1SG-1.O-untie-FV.ANT.

571

/ná-ka-ˋ-kʊ́l-í-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-1.O-untie-FV.ANT-NEG.

572

/na-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-°Hi/ 1SG-2.O-untie-FV.ANT.

573

/ná-ka-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-í-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-2.O-untie-FV.ANT-NEG.

nákápunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá
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3SG, 1.O

apuní mʊsʊ́kwá

kápunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O

tapuní mʊsʊ́kwá

tákápunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

3PL, 1.O

ɓápuní mʊsʊ́kwá

ɓákápunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

nǔpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

nákúpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

2SG, 2.O

wǔpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

wákúpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 2.O

ǔpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

kúpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

2PL, 2.O

múpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

mákúpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

2PL, 1.O

1PL, 2.O
3PL, 2.O

mápuní mʊsʊ́kwá

'I gathered caterpillars'

tǔpuní ɓasʊ́kwá
ɓúpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

mákápunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

'I did not gather caterpillars'

tákúpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá
ɓákúpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

Anterior, transitive, [+ATR], H tone
-kúmb-

'carry on the back'
affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

nakúmbi míkí

náká kúmbígʊ míkí

2SG, 1.O

wakúmbi míkí

wáká kúmbígʊ míkí

3SG, 1.O

akúmbi míkí

ká kúmbígʊ míkí

2PL, 1.O

má kúmbi míkí

máká kúmbígʊ míkí

1SG, 2.O

nǔkúmbi ɓomíkí

nákúkúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

'I carried my child'

takúmbi míkí
ɓá kúmbi míkí

'I did not carry my child'

táká kúmbígʊ míkí
ɓáká kúmbígʊ míkí

'I carried my children'

'I did not carry my children'

2SG, 2.O

wǔkúmbi ɓomíkí

wákúkúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

1PL, 2.O

tǔkúmbi ɓomíkí

tákúkúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

3PL, 2.O

ɓúkúmbi ɓomíkí

ɓákúkúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

ǔkúmbi ɓomíkí

múkúmbi ɓomíkí

kúkúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

mákúkúmbígʊ ɓomíkí
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Anterior, transitive, [+ATR], L tone
-viɗ-

'flay, peel'

affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

naviɗí mboɓú

nákáviɗígʊ mboɓú

2SG, 1.O

waviɗí mboɓú

wákáviɗígʊ mboɓú

3SG, 1.O

aviɗí mboɓú

káviɗígʊ mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

taviɗí mboɓú

tákáviɗígʊ mboɓú

2PL, 1.O

máviɗí mboɓú

mákáviɗígʊ mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

nǔviɗí ɓomboɓú

nákúviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

'I flayed small rodents'

'I did not flay small rodents'

2SG, 2.O

wǔviɗí ɓomboɓú

wákúviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

1PL, 2.O

tǔviɗí ɓomboɓú

tákúviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

3PL, 2.O

ɓúviɗí ɓomboɓú

ɓákúviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

3PL, 1.O

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

'I flayed a small rodent'

ɓáviɗí mboɓú

ǔviɗí ɓomboɓú

múviɗí ɓomboɓú

'I did not flay a small rodent'

ɓákáviɗígʊ mboɓú

kúviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

mákúviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

CVCVC- verbal bases:
Anterior

-yúkum-ɗɩkɩt1SG
1SG

'breathe'
'throw'

affirmative

negative

'I breathed'

'I did not breathe'

noɗikíti

nákóɗikítígʊ

noyúkúmi

'I threw'

nákóyúkúmígʊ

'I did not throw'

2.2.1.1 Anterior 'not yet'
Anterior aspect has a second negative form, meaning 'not yet'.
Characteristics negative:
-

TAM melody: prefixal High and a H tone on the final vowel

-

the third person singular subject prefix is zero
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-

the negative prefix ka- (optional)

-

additionally the prefix -nà-

-

the negative enclitic -gʊ̀

-

the final vowel -i ([+ATR] dominant)

Anterior 'not yet', intransitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
-ngbʊ́t- 'sulk'

-pɩk- 'sway'

1SG

nákánongbútígʊ

2SG

wákánongbútígʊ

wákánopikígʊ

3SG

kánongbútígʊ

kánopikígʊ

2PL

mákánongbútígʊ

mákánopikígʊ

1PL
3PL

574

'I did not yet sulk'

tákánongbútígʊ
ɓákánongbútígʊ

nákánopikígʊ

'I did not yet sway'

tákánopikígʊ
ɓákánopikígʊ

Anterior 'not yet', intransitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
1SG

-ɓín- 'dance'

nákánoɓínígʊ

575

-sil- 'arrive'

nákánosilígʊ

'I did not yet dance'

'I did not yet arrive'

2SG

wákánoɓínígʊ

wákánosilígʊ

1PL

tákánoɓínígʊ

tákánosilígʊ

3PL

ɓákánoɓínígʊ

ɓákánosilígʊ

3SG
2PL

kánoɓínígʊ

mákánoɓínígʊ

kánosilígʊ

mákánosilígʊ

Anterior 'not yet', transitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
-kʊ́l- 'untie'

574
575
576

-pʊn- 'pick, gather'

1SG, 1.O

nákánakúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

nákánapunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

2SG, 1.O

wákánakúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

wákánapunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

576

'I did not yet untie the goat'

'I did not yet pick a caterpillar'

/ná-ka-nà-ngbʊ́t-í-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-yet-sulk-FV.ANT-NEG.
/ná-ka-nà-ɓín-í-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-yet-dance-FV.ANT-NEG.

/ná-ka-nà-ˋ-kʊ́l-í-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-yet-1.O-untie-FV.ANT-NEG.
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3SG, 1.O

kánakúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

kánapunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O

tákánakúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

tákánapunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

3PL, 1.O

ɓákánakúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

ɓákánapunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

nákánukúlígʊ577 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

nákánǔpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

2SG, 2.O

wákánukúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wákánǔpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 2.O

kánukúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

kánǔpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

2PL, 2.O

mákánukúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

mákánǔpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

2PL, 1.O

1PL, 2.O
3PL, 2.O

mákánakúlígʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

'I did not yet untie the goats'

tákánukúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́
ɓákánukúlígʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

mákánapunígʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

'I did not yet gather caterpillars'

tákánǔpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá
ɓákánǔpunígʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

Anterior 'not yet', transitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
1SG, 1.O

-viɗ- 'flay, peel'

nákánakúmbígʊ míkí

nákánaviɗígʊ mboɓú

'I did not yet carry my child'

'I did not yet flay the small rodent'

2SG, 1.O

wákánakúmbígʊ míkí

wákánaviɗígʊ mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

tákánakúmbígʊ míkí

tákánaviɗígʊ mboɓú

3PL, 1.O

ɓákánakúmbígʊ míkí

ɓákánaviɗígʊ mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

nákánukúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

nákánǔviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

2SG, 2.O

wákánukúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

wákánǔviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

3SG, 2.O

kánukúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

kánǔviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

2PL, 2.O

mákánukúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

mákánǔviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

3SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O

1PL, 2.O
3PL, 2.O

577

-kúmb- 'carry on the back'

kánakúmbígʊ míkí

mákánakúmbígʊ míkí

'I did not yet carry my children'

tákánukúmbígʊ ɓomíkí
ɓákánukúmbígʊ ɓomíkí

kánaviɗígʊ mboɓú

mákánaviɗígʊ mboɓú

'I did not yet flay small rodents'

tákánǔviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú
ɓákánǔviɗígʊ ɓomboɓú

/ná-ka-nà-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-í-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-yet-2.O-untie-FV.ANT-NEG.
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-CVCVC- verbal bases:
Anterior 'not yet'
-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'

1SG

nákánoyúkumígʊ

1SG

nákánoɗikitígʊ

2.2.2

'I did not yet breathe'

'I did not yet throw'

Inchoative aspect

Characteristics affirmative:
-

no TAM melody with H or L tones

-

the Inchoative aspect prefix -°Lná°L-

-

a H tone on final vowel, which surfaces as Low if the preceding tone is

-

the final vowel -a
High, see 4.6.6

Inchoative does not have a negative form.
Inchoative, intransitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
1SG

-ngbʊ́t- 'sulk'
naná ngbʊ́ta

578

-pɩk- 'sway'
nanápɩká

'I am about to sulk'

'I am about to sway'

2SG

waná ngbʊ́ta

wanápɩká

1PL

taná ngbʊ́ta

tanápɩká

3PL

ɓá ná ngbʊ́ta

ɓá nápɩká

3SG
2PL

aná ngbʊ́ta

má ná ngbʊ́ta

anápɩká

má nápɩká

Inchoative, intransitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
-ɓín- 'dance'

-sil- 'arrive'

1SG

nanó ɓíno

nanósiló

2SG

wanó ɓíno

wanósiló

579

'I am about to dance'

578

/na-°Lná°L-ngbʊ́t-a/ 1SG-INCH-sulk-FV.

579

/na-°Lná°L-ɓín-a/ 1SG-INCH-dance-FV.

'I am about to arrive'
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3SG

anó ɓíno

anósiló

1PL

tanó ɓíno

tanósiló

3PL

ɓá nó ɓíno

ɓá nósiló

2PL

má nó ɓíno

má nósiló

Inchoative, transitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
-kʊ́l- 'untie'

-pʊn- 'pick, gather'

1SG, 1.O

naná kʊ́la

2SG, 1.O

waná kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

wanápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

3SG, 1.O

aná kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

anápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

2PL, 1.O

má ná kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

má nápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

nanʊ́kʊ́la581 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

nanʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

580

mɛ́mɩ ́

'I am about to untie the goat'

taná kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́
ɓá ná kʊ́la mɛ́mɩ ́

nanápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

'I am about to pick a caterpillar'

tanápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá
ɓá nápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

'I am about to untie the goats'

'I am about to gather caterpillars'

2SG, 2.O

wanʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wanʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 2.O

tanʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

tanʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

3PL, 2.O

ɓá nʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ɓá nʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

anʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

má nʊ́kʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

anʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

má nʊ́pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

Inchoative, transitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
-kúmb- 'carry on the back'

-viɗ- 'flay, peel'

1SG, 1.O

naná kúmbo míkí

nanáviɗó mboɓú

2SG, 1.O

waná kúmbo míkí

wanáviɗó mboɓú

3SG, 1.O

aná kúmbo míkí

anáviɗó mboɓú

2PL, 1.O

má ná kúmbo míkí

má náviɗó mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

'I am about to carry my child'

taná kúmbo míkí

580

/na-°Lná°L-ˋ-kʊ́l-a/ 1SG-INCH-1.O-untie-FV.

581

/na-°Lná°L-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-a/ 1SG-INCH-2.O-untie-FV.

'I am about to flay the small rodent'

tanáviɗó mboɓú
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3PL, 1.O

ɓá ná kúmbo míkí

ɓá náviɗó mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

nanúkúmbo ɓomíkí

nanúviɗó ɓomboɓú

'I am about to carry my children'

'I am about to flay small rodents'

2SG, 2.O

wanúkúmbo ɓomíkí

wanúviɗó ɓomboɓú

1PL, 2.O

tanúkúmbo ɓomíkí

tanúviɗó ɓomboɓú

2PL, 2.O

má núkúmbo ɓomíkí

má núviɗó ɓomboɓú

3PL, 2.O

ɓá núkúmbo ɓomíkí

ɓá núviɗó ɓomboɓú

3SG, 2.O

anúkúmbo ɓomíkí

anúviɗó ɓomboɓú

-CVCVC- verbal bases:
Inchoative
-yúkum1SG

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

nanó yúkumó

1SG

'I am about to breathe'

2.2.3

'throw'

nanáɗɩkɩtá
'I am about to throw'

Perfective aspect

Characteristics:
-

based on Past (specific) or on Anterior aspect

-

the Perfective aspect suffix -ní ([+ATR] dominant)

The Perfective does not have a negative form.
2.2.3.1 Based on Past (specific)
Perfective (Past), intransitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone

582

-ngbʊ́t- 'sulk'

-pɩk- 'sway'

1SG

nóngbútóní

nópikóní

2SG

wóngbútóní

wópikóní

3SG

óngbútóní

ópikóní

582

'I have sulked'

/ná-ngbʊ́t-á-ní/ 1SGP-sulk-FVP-PFV.

'I have swayed'
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1PL

tóngbútóní

tópikóní

2PL

móngbútóní

mópikóní

3PL

ɓóngbútóní

ɓópikóní

Perfective (Past), intransitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
-ɓín- 'dance'

-sil- 'arrive'

'I have danced'

'I have arrived'

2SG

wóɓínóní

wósilóní

1PL

tóɓínóní

tósilóní

3PL

ɓóɓínóní

ɓósilóní

1SG

3SG
2PL

nóɓínóní

nósilóní

óɓínóní

ósilóní

móɓínóní

mósilóní

Perfective (Past), transitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
-kʊ́l- 'untie'

-pʊn- 'pick, gather'

1SG, 1.O

ná kúlóní

2SG, 1.O

wá kúlóní mɛ́mɩ

wápunóní mʊsʊ́kwá

3SG, 1.O

á kúlóní mɛ́mɩ

ápunóní mʊsʊ́kwá

2PL, 1.O

má kúlóní mɛ́mɩ

mápunóní mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

núkúlóní ɓamɛ́mɩ584
́

núpunóní ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

583

mɛ́mɩ

'I have untied the goat'

tá kúlóní mɛ́mɩ
ɓá kúlóní mɛ́mɩ

nápunóní mʊsʊ́kwá

'I have picked up a caterpillar'

tápunóní mʊsʊ́kwá
ɓápunóní mʊsʊ́kwá

'I have untied the goats'

'I have gathered caterpillars'

2SG, 2.O

wúkúlóní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wúpunóní ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 2.O

túkúlóní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

túpunóní ɓasʊ́kwá

3PL, 2.O

ɓúkúlóní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ɓúpunóní ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

úkúlóní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

múkúlóní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

583

/ná-ˋ-kʊ́l-á-ní/ 1SGP-1.O-untie-FVP-PFV.

584

/ná-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-á-ní/ 1SGP-2.O-untie-FVP-PFV.

úpunóní ɓasʊ́kwá

múpunóní ɓasʊ́kwá
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Perfective (Past), transitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
-kúmb- 'carry on the back'

-viɗ- 'flay, peel'

'I have carried my child'

'I have flayed the small rodent'

2SG, 1.O

wá kúmbóní míki

wáviɗóní mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

tá kúmbóní míki

táviɗóní mboɓú

2PL, 1.O

má kúmbóní míki

máviɗóní mboɓú

3PL, 1.O

ɓá kúmbóní míki

ɓáviɗóní mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

núkúmbóní ɓomíkí

núviɗóní ɓomboɓú

2SG, 2.O

wúkúmbóní ɓomíkí

wúviɗóní ɓomboɓú

3SG, 2.O

úkúmbóní ɓomíkí

úviɗóní ɓomboɓú

2PL, 2.O

múkúmbóní ɓomíkí

múviɗóní ɓomboɓú

1SG, 1.O

3SG, 1.O

1PL, 2.O
3PL, 2.O

ná kúmbóní míki

náviɗóní mboɓú

á kúmbóní míki

áviɗóní mboɓú

'I have carried my children'

'I have flayed small rodents'

túkúmbóní ɓomíkí

túviɗóní ɓomboɓú

ɓúkúmbóní ɓomíkí

ɓúviɗóní ɓomboɓú

-CVCVC- verbal bases:
Perfective (Past)
-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'

1SG

nóyúkúmóní

1SG

nóɗikítóní

'I have breathed'

'I have thrown'

2.2.3.2 Perfective aspect based on Anterior aspect
Perfective (Anterior), intransitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
1SG

nongbútiní

585

-pɩk- 'sway'
nopikíni

'I have sulked'

'I have swayed'

2SG

wongbútiní

wopikíni

3SG

ongbútiní

opikíni

1PL

585

-ngbʊ́t- 'sulk'

tongbútiní

/na-ngbʊ́t-i-ní/ 1SG-sulk-FV.ANT-PFV.

topikíni
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2PL

móngbútiní

mópikíni

3PL

ɓóngbútiní

ɓópikíni

Perfective (Anterior), intransitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
-ɓín- 'dance'

-sil- 'arrive'

1SG

noɓíniní

nosǐliní586

2SG

woɓíniní

wosǐliní

3SG

oɓíniní

osǐliní

2PL

móɓíniní

mósǐliní

1PL
3PL

'I have danced'

toɓíniní

'I have arrived'

tosǐliní

ɓóɓíniní

ɓósǐliní

Perfective (Anterior), transitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
1SG, 1.O

nakúliní

587

mɛ́mɩ

-pʊn- 'pick, gather'

napuníni mʊsʊ́kwá

'I have untied the goat'

'I have picked up a caterpillar'

2SG, 1.O

wakúliní mɛ́mɩ

wapuníni mʊsʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O

takúliní mɛ́mɩ

tapuníni mʊsʊ́kwá

3PL, 1.O

ɓá kúliní mɛ́mɩ

ɓápuníni mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

nukúliní588 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

nǔpuníni ɓasʊ́kwá

2SG, 2.O

wukúliní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wǔpuníni ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 2.O

ukúliní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ǔpuníni ɓasʊ́kwá

2PL, 2.O

múkúliní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

múpuníni ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O

1PL, 2.O

586

-kʊ́l- 'untie'

akúliní mɛ́mɩ

má kúliní mɛ́mɩ

'I have untied the goats'

tukúliní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

apuníni mʊsʊ́kwá

mápuníni mʊsʊ́kwá

'I have gathered caterpillars'

tǔpuníni ɓasʊ́kwá

In other -CVC- verbs with primary L tone, the floating H tone of Anterior aspect is

linked to the final vowel.
587

/na-ˋ-kʊ́l-i-ní/ 1SG-1.O-untie-FV.ANT-PFV.

588

/na-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-i-ní/ 1SG-2.O-untie-FV.ANT-PFV.
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3PL, 2.O

ɓúkúliní ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ɓúpuníni ɓasʊ́kwá

Perfective (Anterior), transitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
-kúmb- 'carry on the back'

-viɗ- 'flay, peel'

'I have carried my child'

'I have flayed the small rodent'

2SG, 1.O

wakúmbiní míki

waviɗíni mboɓú

3SG, 1.O

akúmbiní míki

aviɗíni mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

takúmbiní míki

taviɗíni mboɓú

3PL, 1.O

ɓá kúmbiní míki

ɓáviɗíni mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

nukúmbiní ɓomíkí

nǔviɗíni ɓomboɓú

2SG, 2.O

wukúmbiní ɓomíkí

wǔviɗíni ɓomboɓú

3SG, 2.O

ukúmbiní ɓomíkí

ǔviɗíni ɓomboɓú

2PL, 2.O

múkúmbiní ɓomíkí

múviɗíni ɓomboɓú

1SG, 1.O

2PL, 1.O

1PL, 2.O
3PL, 2.O

nakúmbiní míki

má kúmbiní míki

naviɗíni mboɓú

máviɗíni mboɓú

'I have carried my children'

tukúmbiní ɓomíkí

'I have flayed small rodents'

tǔviɗíni ɓomboɓú

ɓúkúmbiní ɓomíkí

ɓúviɗíni ɓomboɓú

-CVCVC- verbal bases:
Perfective (Anterior)
-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'

1SG

noyúkúminí

1SG

noɗikítiní

2.2.4

'I have breathed'

'I have thrown'

Progressive aspect

Characteristics:
-

an inflected form of the verb -ik- 'be' followed by Infinitive form of the
main verb

TAM melody on Infinitive: H tone on the final vowel

a floating L tone preceding the Infinitive

Progressive aspect can refer to the Past, Present and Future. The time reference is

indicated by the form of the verb -ik- 'be', e.g. na 'I am', nǎ ndɩ 'I was', niko 'I will
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be'. The paradigms below present the Progressive aspect affirmative forms
referring to the present. For other forms of -ik-, see 7.13.
Present Progressive, intransitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
-ngbʊ́t- 'sulk'

-pɩk- 'sway'

1SG

na kángbʊ́tá

na kápɩká

2SG

wa kángbʊ́tá

wa kápɩká

3SG

a kángbʊ́tá

a kápɩká

2PL

má kángbʊ́tá

1PL
3PL

589

'I am sulking'

'I am swaying'

ta kángbʊ́tá

ta kápɩká
590

ɓá kángbʊ́tá

má kápɩká
ɓá kápɩká

Present Progressive, intransitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
1SG

-ɓín- 'dance'

-sil- 'arrive'

na kóɓínó

na kósiló

591

'I am dancing'

'I am arriving'

2SG

wa kóɓínó

wa kósiló

1PL

ta kóɓínó

ta kósiló

3PL

ɓá kóɓínó

ɓá kósiló

3SG
2PL

a kóɓínó

a kósiló

má kóɓínó

má kósiló

Present Progressive, transitive, [−ATR], H tone and L tone
-kʊ́l- 'untie'

589

-pʊn- 'pick, gather'

1SG, 1.O

na ká kʊ́lá

2SG, 1.O

wa ká kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

wa kápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

3SG, 1.O

a ká kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

a kápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

592

mɛ́mɩ

'I am untying the goat'

/na ká-ngbʊ́t-á/ 1SG:be INF-sulk-FV.

590

Non-automatic downstep, see 4.6.5 and 7.7.5.

591

/na ká-ɓín-á/ 1SG:be INF-dance-FV.

592

/na ká-ˋ-kʊ́l-á/ 1SG:be INF-1.O-untie-FV.

na kápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

'I am picking a caterpillar'
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1PL, 1.O

ta ká kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

ta kápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

2PL, 1.O

má ká kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

má kápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

na káʊkʊ́lá593 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

na káʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

'I am untying the goats'

'I am gathering caterpillars'

2SG, 2.O

wa káʊkʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wa káʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 2.O

a káʊkʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

a káʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 2.O

ta káʊkʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ta káʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

3PL, 2.O

ɓá káʊkʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ɓá káʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

3PL, 1.O

2PL, 2.O

ɓá ká kʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

má káʊkʊ́lá ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ɓá kápʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

má káʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

Present Progressive, transitive, [+ATR], H tone and L tone
-kúmb- 'carry on the back'

-viɗ- 'flay, peel'

1SG, 1.O

na ká kúmbó míki

na káviɗó mboɓú

2SG, 1.O

wa ká kúmbó míki

wa káviɗó mboɓú

3SG, 1.O

a ká kúmbó míki

a káviɗó mboɓú

2PL, 1.O

má ká kúmbó míki

má káviɗó mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

na káukúmbó ɓomíkí

na káǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

'I am carrying my children'

'I am flaying small rodents'

2SG, 2.O

wa káukúmbó ɓomíkí

wa káǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

1PL, 2.O

ta káukúmbó ɓomíkí

ta káǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

3PL, 2.O

ɓá káukúmbó ɓomíkí

ɓá káǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

593

'I am carrying my child'

ta ká kúmbó míki
ɓá ká kúmbó míki

a káukúmbó ɓomíkí

má káukúmbó ɓomíkí

/na ká-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-á/ 1SG:be INF-2.O-untie-FV.

'I am flaying a small rodent'

ta káviɗó mboɓú
ɓá káviɗó mboɓú

a káǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

má káǔviɗó ɓomboɓú
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CVCVC- verbal bases:
Present Progressive
-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'

1SG

na kóyúkúmó

1SG

na káɗɩkɩ ́tá

'I am breathing'

'I am throwing'

2.3

Conditional, Subjunctive, Imperative

2.3.1

Conditional

Characteristics affirmative:
-

TAM melody: prefixal Low and a H tone on the final vowel

-

the third singular subject prefix is zero

-

the Conditional prefix kathe final vowel -a

Characteristics negative:
-

TAM melody: prefixal High and a H tone on the final vowel

-

the final vowel -i ([+ATR] dominant)

-

the Conditional prefix ka-

Conditional, intransitive, [−ATR], H tone
-ngbʊ́t-

'sulk'

1SG

nakangbʊ́tá

2SG

wakangbʊ́tá

wákóngbútí

1PL

takangbʊ́tá

tákóngbútí

3PL

ɓakangbʊ́tá

ɓákóngbútí

3SG
2PL

affirmative

negative
594

'if I sulk'

kangbʊ́tá

makangbʊ́tá

594

/nà-ka-ngbʊ́t-á/ 1SG-COND-sulk-FV.

595

/ná-ka-ngbʊ́t-í/ 1SG-COND-sulk-FV.NEG.

nákóngbútí595

'if I do not sulk'

kóngbútí

mákóngbútí
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Conditional, intransitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pɩk-

'sway'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nakapɩká

nákópikí

2SG

wakapɩká

wákópikí

3SG

kapɩká

kópikí

1PL

takapɩká

tákópikí

2PL

makapɩká

mákópikí

3PL

'if I sway'

'if I do not sway'

ɓakapɩká

ɓákópikí

Conditional, intransitive, [+ATR], H tone
-ɓín-

'dance'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nakoɓínó

nákóɓíní597

2SG

wakoɓínó

wákóɓíní

3SG

koɓínó

kóɓíní

2PL

makoɓínó

mákóɓíní

1PL
3PL

596

'if I dance'

takoɓínó
ɓakoɓínó

'if I do not dance'

tákóɓíní
ɓákóɓíní

Conditional, intransitive, [+ATR], L tone
-sil-

'arrive'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nakosiló

nákósilí

2SG

wakosiló

wákósilí

3SG

kosiló

kósilí

'if I arrive'

596

/nà-ka-ɓín-á/ 1SG-COND-dance-FV.

597

/ná-ka-ɓín-í/ 1SG-COND-dance-FV.NEG.

'if I do not arrive'
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1PL

takosiló

tákósilí

2PL

makosiló

mákósilí

3PL

ɓakosiló

ɓákósilí

Conditional, transitive, [−ATR], H tone
-kʊ́l-

'untie'

1SG, 1.O

nakakʊ́lá

2SG, 1.O

wakakʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

wáká kúlí mɛ́mɩ

3SG, 1.O

kakʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

ká kúlí mɛ́mɩ

2PL, 1.O

makakʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

máká kúlí mɛ́mɩ

1SG, 2.O

nakʊkʊ́la600 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

nákúkúlí601 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

affirmative
598

negative
mɛ́mɩ

'if I untie the goat'

takakʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ
ɓakakʊ́lá mɛ́mɩ

náká kúlí599 mɛ́mɩ

'if I do not untie the goat'

táká kúlí mɛ́mɩ
ɓáká kúlí mɛ́mɩ

'if I untie the goats'

'if I do not untie the goats'

2SG, 2.O

wakʊkʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wákúkúlí ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 2.O

takʊkʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

tákúkúlí ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

3PL, 2.O

ɓakʊkʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

ɓákúkúlí ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

kʊkʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

makʊkʊ́la ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

kúkúlí ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

mákúkúlí ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

Conditional, transitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pʊn-

1SG, 1.O
2SG, 1.O

598

'pick, gather'
affirmative

negative

'if I pick a caterpillar'

'if I do not pick a caterpillar'

wakapʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

wákápuní mʊsʊ́kwá

nakapʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

/nà-ka-ˋ-kʊ́l-á/ 1SG-COND-1.O-untie-FV.

599

/ná-ka-ˋ-kúl-í/ 1SG-COND-1.O-untie- FV-NEG.

600

/nà-ka-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-á/ 1SG-COND-2.O-untie-FV.

601

/ná-ka-ʊ̌-kúl-í/ 1SG-COND-2.O-untie- FV-NEG.

nákápuní mʊsʊ́kwá
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3SG, 1.O

kapʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

kápuní mʊsʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O

takapʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

tákápuní mʊsʊ́kwá

3PL, 1.O

ɓakapʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

ɓákápuní mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

nakʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

nákúpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

2SG, 2.O

wakʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

wákúpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

3SG, 2.O

kʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

kúpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

2PL, 2.O

makʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

mákúpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

2PL, 1.O

1PL, 2.O
3PL, 2.O

makapʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

'if I gather caterpillars'

takʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá
ɓakʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

mákápuní mʊsʊ́kwá

'if I do not gather caterpillars'

tákúpuní ɓasʊ́kwá
ɓákúpuní ɓasʊ́kwá

Conditional, transitive, [+ATR], H tone
-kúmb-

'carry on the back'
affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

nakakúmbó míki

náká kúmbí míki

2SG, 1.O

wakakúmbó míki

wáká kúmbí míki

3SG, 1.O

kakúmbó míki

ká kúmbí míki

2PL, 1.O

makakúmbó míki

máká kúmbí míki

1SG, 2.O

nakukúmbó ɓomíkí

nákúkúmbí ɓomíkí

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

'if I carry my child'

takakúmbó míki
ɓakakúmbó míki

'if I do not carry my child'

táká kúmbí míki
ɓáká kúmbí míki

'if I carry my children'

'if I do not carry my children'

2SG, 2.O

wakukúmbó ɓomíkí

wákúkúmbí ɓomíkí

1PL, 2.O

takukúmbó ɓomíkí

tákúkúmbí ɓomíkí

3PL, 2.O

ɓakukúmbó ɓomíkí

ɓákúkúmbí ɓomíkí

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

kukúmbó ɓomíkí

makukúmbó ɓomíkí

kúkúmbí ɓomíkí

mákúkúmbí ɓomíkí
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Conditional, transitive, [+ATR], L tone
-viɗ-

'flay, peel'

affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

nakaviɗó mboɓú

nákáviɗí mboɓú

2SG, 1.O

wakaviɗó mboɓú

wákáviɗí mboɓú

3SG, 1.O

kaviɗó mboɓú

káviɗí mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

takaviɗó mboɓú

tákáviɗí mboɓú

2PL, 1.O

makaviɗó mboɓú

mákáviɗí mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

nakǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

nákúviɗí ɓomboɓú

'if I flay small rodents'

'if I do not flay small rodents'

2SG, 2.O

wakǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

wákúviɗí ɓomboɓú

1PL, 2.O

takǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

tákúviɗí ɓomboɓú

3PL, 2.O

ɓakǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

ɓákúviɗí ɓomboɓú

3PL, 1.O

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

'if I flay a small rodent'

ɓakaviɗó mboɓú

kǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

makǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

'if I do not flay a small rodent'

ɓákáviɗí mboɓú

kúviɗí ɓomboɓú

mákúviɗí ɓomboɓú

-CVCVC- verbal bases:
-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nakoyúkúmó

nákóyúkúmí

1SG

nakaɗɩkɩ ́tá

nákóɗikítí

'if I throw'

'if I do not throw'

2.3.2

'if I breathe'

'if I do not breathe'

Subjunctive

Characteristics affirmative:
-

TAM melody: prefixal High and a H tone on the final vowel

the final vowel -ɩ

Characteristics negative:
-

TAM melody: prefixal Low
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-

the negative prefix ka-

-

the third singular subject prefix is zero

-

the negative Subjunctive suffix -ní ([+ATR] dominant)

-

the negative enclitic -gʊ̀ (optional)

-

the final vowel -a

the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́

The negative Subjunctive without the negative enclitic -gʊ̀ is presented only with
the first verb.
Subjunctive, intransitive, [−ATR], H tone
-ngbʊ́t1SG

'sulk'

affirmative
nángbʊ́tɩ ́

602

negative

nakongbútoní tɔ́gʊ603 / nakongbútoníto

'that I sulk'

'that I not sulk'

2SG

wángbʊ́tɩ ́

wakongbútoní tɔ́gʊ / wakongbútoníto

1PL

tángbʊ́tɩ ́

takongbútoní tɔ́gʊ / takongbútoníto

3PL

ɓángbʊ́tɩ ́

ɓakongbútoní tɔ́gʊ / ɓakongbútoníto

3SG
2PL

ángbʊ́tɩ ́

mángbʊ́tɩ ́

kongbútoní tɔ́gʊ / kongbútoníto

makongbútoní tɔ́gʊ / makongbútoníto

Subjunctive, intransitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pɩk-

'sway'

affirmative

negative

'that I sway'

'that I not sway'

2SG

wápɩkɩ ́

wakopikoní tɔ́gʊ

1PL

tápɩkɩ ́

takopikoní tɔ́gʊ

3PL

ɓápɩkɩ ́

ɓakopikoní tɔ́gʊ

1SG

3SG
2PL

nápɩkɩ ́

ápɩkɩ ́

mápɩkɩ ́

nakopikoní tɔ́gʊ

kopikoní tɔ́gʊ

makopikoní tɔ́gʊ

602

/ná-ngbʊ́t-ɩ ́/ 1SG-sulk-FV.SUBJ.

603

/ná-ka-ngbʊ́t-a-ní °Ltɔ́-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-sulk-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG.
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Subjunctive, intransitive, [+ATR], H tone
-ɓín-

'dance'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nóɓíní604

nakoɓínoní tɔ́gʊ

2SG

wóɓíní

wakoɓínoní tɔ́gʊ

3SG

óɓíní

koɓínoní tɔ́gʊ

1PL

tóɓíní

takoɓínoní tɔ́gʊ

2PL

móɓíní

makoɓínoní tɔ́gʊ

3PL

'that I dance'

ɓóɓíní

'that I not dance'

ɓakoɓínoní tɔ́gʊ

Subjunctive, intransitive, [+ATR], L tone
-sil-

'arrive'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nósilí

nakosiloní tɔ́gʊ

2SG

wósilí

wakosiloní tɔ́gʊ

3SG

ósilí

kosiloní tɔ́gʊ

2PL

mósilí

makosiloní tɔ́gʊ

1PL
3PL

'that I arrive'

tósilí

'that I not arrive'

takosiloní tɔ́gʊ

ɓósilí

ɓakosiloní tɔ́gʊ

Subjunctive, transitive, [−ATR], H tone
-kʊ́l-

'untie'

affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

ná kʊ́lɩ ́

nakakúloní tɔ́gʊ606 mɛ́mɩ ́

2SG, 1.O

wá kʊ́lɩ ́ mɛ́mɩ

wakakúloní tɔ́gʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

3SG, 1.O

á kʊ́lɩ ́ mɛ́mɩ

kakúloní tɔ́gʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 1.O

604

605

mɛ́mɩ

'that I untie the goat'

tá kʊ́lɩ ́ mɛ́mɩ

'that I not untie the goat'

takakúloní tɔ́gʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

/ná-ɓín-ɩ ́/ 1SG-dance-FV.SUBJ.

605

/ná-ˋ-kʊ́l-ɩ ́/ 1SG-1.O-untie-FV.SUBJ .

606

/nà-ka-ˋ-kʊ́l-a-ní °Ltɔ́-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-1.O-untie-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG.
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2PL, 1.O

má kʊ́lɩ ́ mɛ́mɩ

makakúloní tɔ́gʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

3PL, 1.O

ɓá kʊ́lɩ ́ mɛ́mɩ

ɓakakúloní tɔ́gʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

1SG, 2.O

nʊ́kʊ́lɩ607
́ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

nakukúloní tɔ́gʊ608 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

2SG, 2.O

wʊ́kʊ́lɩ ́ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wakukúloní tɔ́gʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

3SG, 2.O

ʊ́kʊ́lɩ ́ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

kukúloní tɔ́gʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 2.O

tʊ́kʊ́lɩ ́ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

takukúloní tɔ́gʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

2PL, 2.O

mʊ́kʊ́lɩ ́ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

makukúloní tɔ́gʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

3PL, 2.O

'that I untie the goats'

ɓʊ́kʊ́lɩ ́ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

'that I not untie the goats'

ɓakukúloní tɔ́gʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

Subjunctive, transitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pʊn-

'pick, gather'
affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

nápʊnɩ ́ mʊsʊ́kwá

nakapunoní tɔ́gʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

2SG, 1.O

wápʊnɩ ́ mʊsʊ́kwá

wakapunoní tɔ́gʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

3SG, 1.O

ápʊnɩ ́ mʊsʊ́kwá

kapunoní tɔ́gʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

2PL, 1.O

mápʊnɩ ́ mʊsʊ́kwá

makapunoní tɔ́gʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

1SG, 2.O

nʊ́pʊnɩ ́ ɓasʊ́kwá

nakǔpunoní tɔ́gʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

'that I gather caterpillars'

'that I not gather caterpillars'

2SG, 2.O

wʊ́pʊnɩ ́ ɓasʊ́kwá

wakǔpunoní tɔ́gʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 2.O

tʊ́pʊnɩ ́ ɓasʊ́kwá

takǔpunoní tɔ́gʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

3PL, 2.O

ɓʊ́pʊnɩ ́ ɓasʊ́kwá

ɓakǔpunoní tɔ́gʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 1.O
3PL, 1.O

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

'that I pick a caterpillar'

tápʊnɩ ́ mʊsʊ́kwá
ɓápʊnɩ ́ mʊsʊ́kwá

ʊ́pʊnɩ ́ ɓasʊ́kwá

mʊ́pʊnɩ ́ ɓasʊ́kwá

'that I not pick a caterpillar'

takapunoní tɔ́gʊ mʊsʊ́kwá
ɓakapunoní tɔ́gʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

kǔpunoní tɔ́gʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

makǔpunoní tɔ́gʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

607

/ná-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-ɩ ́/ 1SG-2.O-untie-FV.SUBJ.

608

/nà-ka-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-a-ní °Ltɔ́-gʊ̀/ 1SG-NEG-2.O-untie-FV-NEGSUBJ INS-NEG.
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Subjunctive, transitive, [+ATR], H tone
-kúmb-

'carry on the back'
affirmative

negative

1SG, 1.O

ná kúmbí míki

nakakúmboní tɔ́gʊ míkí

2SG, 1.O

wá kúmbí míki

wakakúmboní tɔ́gʊ míkí

3SG, 1.O

á kúmbí míki

kakúmboní tɔ́gʊ míkí

1PL, 1.O

tá kúmbí míki

takakúmboní tɔ́gʊ míkí

2PL, 1.O

má kúmbí míki

makakúmboní tɔ́gʊ míkí

1SG, 2.O

núkúmbí ɓomíkí

nakukúmboní tɔ́gʊ ɓomíkí

'that I carry my children'

'that I not carry my children'

2SG, 2.O

wúkúmbí ɓomíkí

wakukúmboní tɔ́gʊ ɓomíkí

1PL, 2.O

túkúmbí ɓomíkí

takukúmboní tɔ́gʊ ɓomíkí

3PL, 2.O

ɓúkúmbí ɓomíkí

ɓakukúmboní tɔ́gʊ ɓomíkí

3PL, 1.O

3SG, 2.O
2PL, 2.O

'that I carry my child'

ɓá kúmbí míki

úkúmbí ɓomíkí

múkúmbí ɓomíkí

'that I not carry my child'

ɓakakúmboní tɔ́gʊ míkí

kukúmboní tɔ́gʊ ɓomíkí

makukúmboní tɔ́gʊ ɓomíkí

Subjunctive, transitive, [+ATR], L tone
-viɗ-

'flay, peel'

affirmative

negative

'that I flay a small rodent'

'that I not flay a small rodent'

2SG, 1.O

wáviɗí mboɓú

wakaviɗoní tɔ́gʊ mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

táviɗí mboɓú

takaviɗoní tɔ́gʊ mboɓú

3PL, 1.O

ɓáviɗí mboɓú

ɓakaviɗoní tɔ́gʊ mboɓú

1SG, 2.O

núviɗí ɓomboɓú

nakǔviɗoní tɔ́gʊ ɓomboɓú

2SG, 2.O

wúviɗí ɓomboɓú

wakǔviɗoní tɔ́gʊ ɓomboɓú

1PL, 2.O

túviɗí ɓomboɓú

takǔviɗoní tɔ́gʊ ɓomboɓú

1SG, 1.O

3SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O

3SG, 2.O

náviɗí mboɓú

áviɗí mboɓú

máviɗí mboɓú

'that I flay small rodents'

úviɗí ɓomboɓú

nakaviɗoní tɔ́gʊ mboɓú

kaviɗoní tɔ́gʊ mboɓú

makaviɗoní tɔ́gʊ mboɓú

'that I not flay small rodents'

kǔviɗoní tɔ́gʊ ɓomboɓú
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2PL, 2.O

múviɗí ɓomboɓú

makǔviɗoní tɔ́gʊ ɓomboɓú

3PL, 2.O

ɓúviɗí ɓomboɓú

ɓakǔviɗoní tɔ́gʊ ɓomboɓú

-CVCVC- verbal bases:
-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'

affirmative

negative

1SG

nóyúkúmí

nakoyúkumoní tɔ́gʊ

1SG

náɗɩkɩ ́tɩ ́

nakoɗikitoní tɔ́gʊ

'that I throw'

'that I not throw'

2.3.3

'that I breathe'

'that I not breathe'

Imperative and Hortative

Characteristics affirmative Imperative:
-

TAM melody: H tone on the final vowel

-

the class 1 object prefix mʊ-

-

the Plural Addressee suffix -nì ([+ATR] dominant)

-

the Insistive enclitic -tɔ́, which indicates that the addressee has to perform

-

-

no subject prefix

the final vowel -a

the action, but not necessarily immediately (optional)

the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ̀ (optional, not in combination with the
Insistive enclitic)

Characteristics affirmative Hortative:
-

the affirmative Subjunctive form with the first person plural subject prefix

-

the Plural Addressee suffix -nì ([+ATR] dominant)

-

the Supplicative enclitic -nɔ̀ (optional)

For the Insistive and the Supplicative enclitic, I refer the reader to 7.7.4.
Imperative and Hortative do not have a separate negative form. Negative
Imperative and negative Hortative are expressed by the negative Subjunctive,
repeated here with Imperative or Hortative meaning.
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Imperative and Hortative, intransitive, [−ATR], H tone
-ngbʊ́t-

'sulk'

affirmative

negative

2SG

ngbʊ́tá

wakongbútoní tɔ́gʊ
wakongbútoníto

'sulk!'

2PL

ngbútóni

'do not sulk!'
609

mákongbútoní tɔ́gʊ
mákongbútoníto

'sulk! (pl)'

1PL

'do not sulk! (pl)'

tóngbútíni

610

'let us sulk'

takongbútoní tɔ́gʊ
takongbútoníto
'let us not sulk'

Imperative and Hortative, intransitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pɩk2SG
2PL
1PL

'sway'

affirmative

negative

'sway!'

'do not sway!'

pikóni

mákopukoní tɔ́gʊ

'let us sway'

'let us not sway'

pɩká

tópikíni

wakopikoní tɔ́gʊ

takopikoní tɔ́gʊ

Imperative and Hortative, intransitive, [+ATR], H tone
-ɓín-

'dance'

affirmative

negative

2SG

ɓínó

wakoɓínoní tɔ́gʊ

2PL

ɓínóni

mákoɓínoní tɔ́gʊ

'let us dance'

'let us not dance'

1PL

'dance!'

tóɓíníni

'do not dance!'

takoɓínoní tɔ́gʊ

Imperative and Hortative, intransitive, [+ATR], L tone

609

/ngbʊ́t-á-nì/ sulk-FV.IMP-ADDR.

610

/tá-ngbʊ́t-ɩ ́-nì/ 1PL-sulk-FV.SUBJ-ADDR.
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-sil2SG
2PL
1PL

'arrive'
affirmative

negative

'arrive!'

'do not arrive!'

silóni

mákosiloní tɔ́gʊ

'let us arrive'

'let us not arrive'

siló

tósilíni

wakosiloní tɔ́gʊ

takosiloní tɔ́gʊ

Imperative and Hortative, transitive, [−ATR], H tone
-kʊ́l-

'untie'

affirmative

negative

untie the goat!

do not untie the goat!

mukúlóni mɛ́mɩ ́

mákakúloní tɔ́gʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

'let us untie the goat'

'let us not untie the goat'

ʊkʊ́lá613 ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

wakukúloní tɔ́gʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

untie the goats!

do not untie the goats!

2PL, 2.O

ukúlóni ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

mákukúloní tɔ́gʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

1PL, 2.O

túkúlíni

takukúloní tɔ́gʊ ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

2SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O
1PL, 1.O

2SG, 2.O

mʊkʊ́lá611 mɛ́mɩ ́

tá kúlíni612 mɛ́mɩ ́

614

ɓamɛ́mɩ ́

'let us untie the goats'

wakakúloní tɔ́gʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

takakúloní tɔ́gʊ mɛ́mɩ ́

'let us not untie the goats'

Imperative and Hortative, transitive, [−ATR], L tone
-pʊn-

2SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O

611

to pick, to gather
affirmative

negative

pick a caterpillar!

do not pick a caterpillar!

mupunóni mʊsʊ́kwá

mákapunoní tɔ́gʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

mʊpʊná mʊsʊ́kwá

wakapunoní tɔ́gʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

The class 1 object prefix mʊ- occurs in the affirmative Imperative. Otherwise, class 1

object prefix is ˋ-.
612

/tá-ˋ-kʊ́l-ɩ ́-nì/ 1PL-1.O-untie-FV.SUBJ-ADDR.

613

/ʊ̌-kʊ́l-á/ 2SG-2.O-untie-FV.IMP.

614

/tá-ʊ̌-kʊ́l-ɩ ́-nì/ 1PL-2.O-untie-FV.SUBJ-ADDR.
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tápuníni mʊsʊ́kwá

takapunoní tɔ́gʊ mʊsʊ́kwá

'let us pick a caterpillar'

'let us not pick a caterpillar'

ʊ̌pʊná ɓasʊ́kwá

wakǔpunoní tɔ́gʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

gather caterpillars!

do not gather caterpillars!

2PL, 2.O

ǔpunóni ɓasʊ́kwá

mákǔpunoní tɔ́gʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

1PL, 2.O

túpuníni ɓasʊ́kwá

takǔpunoní tɔ́gʊ ɓasʊ́kwá

'let us gather caterpillars'

'let us not gather caterpillars'

Imperative and Hortative, transitive, [+ATR], H tone
-kúmb-

to carry on the back
affirmative

negative

carry the child!

do not carry the child!

mukúmbóni míkí

mákakúmboní tɔ́gʊ míkí

'let us carry the child'

'let us not carry the child'

2SG, 2.O

ukúmbó ɓomíkí

wakukúmboní tɔ́gʊ ɓomíkí

2PL, 2.O

ukúmbóni ɓomíkí

mákukúmboní tɔ́gʊ ɓomíkí

1PL, 2.O

túkúmbíni ɓomíkí

takukúmboní tɔ́gʊ ɓomíkí

2SG, 1.O
2PL, 1.O
1PL, 1.O

mukúmbó míkí

tá kúmbíni míkí

carry the children!

'let us carry the children'

wakakúmboní tɔ́gʊ míkí

takakúmboní tɔ́gʊ míkí

do not carry the children!

'let us not carry the children'

Imperative and Hortative, transitive, [+ATR], L tone
-viɗ-

to peel, to flay
affirmative

negative

flay a small rodent!

do not flay a small rodent!

2PL, 1.O

muviɗóni mboɓú

mákaviɗoní tɔ́gʊ mboɓú

1PL, 1.O

táviɗíni mboɓú

takaviɗoní tɔ́gʊ mboɓú

2SG, 2.O

ǔviɗó ɓomboɓú

wakǔviɗoní tɔ́gʊ ɓomboɓú

2PL, 2.O

ǔviɗóni ɓomboɓú

mákǔviɗoní tɔ́gʊ ɓomboɓú

2SG, 1.O

muviɗó mboɓú

'let us flay the small rodent'

flay small rodents!

wakaviɗoní tɔ́gʊ mboɓú

'let us not flay the small rodent'

do not flay small rodents!
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1PL, 2.O

túviɗíni ɓomboɓú

takǔviɗoní tɔ́gʊ ɓomboɓú

'let us flay the small rodents'

'let us not flay the small rodents'

-CVCVC- verbal bases:
Imperative
-yúkum-

'breathe'

-ɗɩkɩt-

'throw'
affirmative

negative

2SG

yúkúmó

wakoyúkumoní tɔ́gʊ

2SG

ɗɩkɩ ́tá

wakoɗikitoní tɔ́gʊ

'breathe!'
'throw!'

'do not breathe!'
'do not throw!'
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Dit proefschrift beschrijft de fonologie, het toonsysteem en de grammatica van het
Liko. Deze Bantoetaal wordt gesproken in het noordoosten van de Democratische
Republiek Congo in Midden-Afrika, en is één van de talen van het zogenaamde

noordelijk Bantoe grensgebied. De buurtalen van het Liko zijn het Budu, ook een
Bantoetaal, en het Mangbetu, een Nilo-Saharaanse taal. De talen waarmee de Liko
sprekers zich het meest verwant voelen, het Bali en het Bua, worden verder naar

het zuiden en het westen gesproken. Het is interessant om te zien hoe het Liko zich
als Bantoetaal heeft gehandhaafd in een complexe taalsituatie. Volgens informatie
van de lokale overheid zijn er ongeveer 70.000 sprekers van de taal. Eén van de
drie varianten van de taal is door het Liko taalcomité aangewezen als de

standaardvariant voor taal-ontwikkeling. Deze variant is beschreven in dit boek.
In hoofdstuk 1 worden de taal, de dialectsituatie en de sprekers geïntroduceerd,
alsook de context waarbinnen deze studie is verricht. Het onderzoek heeft

plaatsgevonden in de context van de initiële ontwikkeling van het Liko als

geschreven taal en van een programma van Bijbelvertaalwerk. Dit hoofdstuk bevat
verder een weergave van het veldwerk dat door mij tussen 2001 en 2013 is verricht
en van eerdere publicaties en presentaties over deelonderwerpen van de taal.
De hoofdstukken 2 en 3 behandelen de fonologische structuur en de fonologische
processen van de taal. Omdat toon zo'n belangrijke rol speelt in het Liko, is er een

apart hoofdstuk aan gewijd, hoofdstuk 4. Kennis van de fonologische processen en
de toon is van belang voor het lezen van de daaropvolgende hoofdstukken.
In hoofdstuk 2, de fonologische structuur, worden de fonemen, de lettergrepen en
de structuur van woorden beschreven. Het Liko heeft 9 klinkers (veel Bantoetalen
hebben een systeem met zeven klinkers) en 27 medeklinkers inclusief complexe
medeklinkers, zoals de labiovelaire plofklanken /k͡p/, /g͡b/,

g͡b/. Het Liko heeft 3

typen open lettergrepen: CV (een medeklinker en een klinker), V (alleen een

klinker) en CGV (een medeklinker, een glijklank (j of w) en een klinker). Er zijn
beperkingen op posities in een woord waarop klinkers en medeklinkers kunnen

voorkomen en op het samen voorkomen van een aantal klinkers binnen een woord.
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Hoofdstuk 3 gaat over fonologische processen die bepalen hoe onderliggende
klinkers aan de oppervlakte uitgesproken worden. In het Liko is het proces van

klinkerharmonie overal in de taal werkzaam. De taal heeft twee klinkerseries, de
[+ATR] klinkers /i, u, e, o/ en de [−ATR] klinkers /ɩ, ʊ, ɛ, ɔ, a/. Het gedrag van de

/a/ is afwijkend. Het klinkerharmoniesysteem in het Lika is [+ATR] dominant: niet
alleen verandert een [−ATR] klinker van een voor- of achtervoegsel in een

[+ATR] klinker onder invloed van een stam met [+ATR] klinkers, maar zelfs
veroorzaken achtervoegsels met een [+ATR] klinker dat het hele woord, inclusief
een [−ATR] stam, [+ATR] wordt. De spreiding van het [+ATR] kenmerk vindt
plaats binnen een bepaald domein. Daarbij is het opmerkelijk dat zelfs

voorvoegsels die niet als lettergreep worden gerealiseerd, relevant zijn bij de
bepaling van de linkergrens van het domein. Bijzonder aan het Liko is dat de taal
bij hoge klinkers [+ATR] spreiding toestaat over de ondoorzichtige [−ATR]

klinker /a/ in een stam en dat de taal enclitische morfemen heeft met een [ −ATR]
klinker die invloed uitoefenen op voorafgaande niet-hoge klinkers. Naast

klinkerharmonie kent de taal veel situaties waarin twee klinkers naast elkaar komen
te staan op de grens van twee morfemen. Er zijn verschillende manieren waarop
het Liko daarmee omgaat: de eerste klinker wordt verwijderd, beide klinkers

smelten samen tot één nieuwe klinker, de eerste klinker verandert in een glijklank,
of beide klinkers blijven staan.
Hoofdstuk 4 laat zien dat het Liko een toontaal is met twee onderliggende tonen:
Hoog en Laag, die zowel lexicale als grammaticale tooncontrasten opleveren. Twee
naamwoorden met alleen een verschillende toonhoogte hebben een verschillende

betekenis (lexicaal tooncontrast). Een voorbeeld van grammaticaal tooncontrast in
het Liko is het verschil in tijd: een hoge toon geeft verleden tijd aan, terwijl een

lage toon toekomende tijd aangeeft. De lettergreep draagt de toon. Een lage en een
hoge toon kunnen samen voorkomen op één lettergreep, wat leidt tot een

LaagHoog toon. De volgorde HoogLaag op één lettergreep is niet toegestaan in de

taal. Bepaalde stemhebbende medeklinkers hebben invloed uitgeoefend, of doen dat
nog, op een volgende hoge toon, met als gevolg dat die LaagHoog of zelfs Laag is
geworden of wordt. Het Liko heeft automatische downstep (ook downdrift

genoemd), d.w.z. dat de toonhoogte van hoge tonen in een zin of zinsdeel steeds

wat lager wordt als er een lage toon tussen staat, en niet-automatische downstep,
d.w.z. dat de toonhoogte van een hoge toon een niveau verlaagd wordt onder
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invloed van een voorafgaande lage toon die niet (meer) verbonden is met een
lettergreep. Het Liko heeft werkwoordsvoor- en achtervoegsels zonder

onderliggende toon, die verbonden worden met een toon via toonregels. De
volgende toonregels zijn beschreven: spreiding van een hoge toon, herverdeling

van een LaagHoog toon, verbinding van niet-verbonden tonen, verwijdering van
een lage toon, niet-automatische downstep, reparatie van inbreuken op het
Obligatory Contour Principle en polaire toon.

Karakteristiek voor Bantoetalen is een systeem van naamwoordklassen met diverse
corresponderende series van voorvoegsels voor verschillende woordsoorten. Elk
naamwoord behoort tot een klasse. In de Bantoe taalfamilie zijn ongeveer 20

klassen geïdentificeerd. Het Liko heeft 13 klassen, waarbij de klassen 1 en 9 verder
onderverdeeld zijn in subklassen. In een aantal klassen hebben naamwoorden ook
een achtervoegsel; de meeste woorden met een achtervoegsel bevinden zich in de
klassen 7, 8, 13 en 15. De keuze van de voorvoegsels van het bijvoeglijk

naamwoord, het telwoord, het associatief element, en de keuze van de vorm van
persoonlijke en aanwijzende voornaamwoorden hangt af van de klasse van het
naamwoord. In afwijking van wat gangbaar is in Bantoetalen heeft de

werkwoordsvorm in het Liko geen klassespecifiek voorvoegsel voor het
onderwerp. In veel Bantoetalen worden bezitsrelaties uitgedrukt met
klassespecifieke voorvoegsels in een associatieve constructie; het Liko heeft hier
één onveranderdelijk genitief voorvoegsel voor.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt het systeem van naamwoordklassen behandeld, gevolgd door
een beschrijving van bijvoeglijke naamwoorden, associatieve constructies en
telwoorden. Het Liko heeft een kleine woordklasse van acht bijvoeglijke

naamwoorden: de paren 'klein/groot', 'kort/lang', 'niet gaar, onrijp/gaar, rijp', een

woord voor 'zwaar', en een woord voor 'groot, lang, hoog'. Opmerkelijk in het Liko
is een grote groep woorden die bijvoeglijk gebruikt worden, maar niet het

voorvoegsel nemen van het bijvoeglijk naamwoord, noch die van het naamwoord.
In plaats daarvan worden deze woorden voorafgegaan door een associatief element
of door het algemene voorvoegsel ɓɩ ́-, dat ook voorkomt bij bijwoorden en

ideofonen. Deze groep woorden wordt in dit boek met de algemene term 'nominal
modifiers' aangeduid, in afwachting van een specifiekere term, die wellicht komt

als er meer bekend is van naburige en nauw verwante talen. Alleen de telwoorden
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één t/m vier hebben een voorvoegsel dat overeenkomt met de klasse van het
naamwoord. Andere telwoorden zijn onveranderlijk.
In hoofdstuk 6 staan persoonlijke, aanwijzende en bezittelijke voornaamwoorden,

gevolgd door voorzetsels, vraagwoorden, bijwoorden, ideofonen en uitroepen. Het
Liko heeft persoonlijke voornaamwoorden voor de eerste en tweede persoon

enkelvoud en meervoud en daarnaast 'substitutives', woorden die in plaats van een
naamwoord voorkomen. Substitutives corresponderen met de klasse van de

referent. Het Liko heeft drie typen aanwijzende voornaamwoorden; type II duidt
aan dat de referent dichtbij is, type I wordt gebruikt voor verder weg en voor

verwijzing naar een referent die eerder is genoemd. Type III is een aanwijzend
voornaamwoord dat met name exclusiviteit aangeeft. Bezittelijke

voornaamwoorden worden gevormd door het genitief voorvoegsel ka- en een vorm
voor persoon en aantal. Het Liko heeft drie voorzetsels. Locatie wordt verder
weergegeven met behulp van locatieve naamwoorden, zoals kʊ́gʊ̌ 'bovenkant'.

Ideofonen zijn expressieve woorden met bijzondere klankeigenschappen, o.a. het
nabootsen van een geluid; zij worden in het Liko veel gebruikt.
Hoofdstuk 7 gaat over het werkwoord. Werkwoordsvormen in het Liko bestaan uit
een werkwoordstam, gebonden morfemen en de 'laatste klinker'. De gebonden
morfemen vóór de stam zijn de voorvoegsels voor onderwerp, negatie, voorwaarde,
aspect en object (lijdend of meewerkend voorwerp). Afleidingen van het

werkwoord, in beschrijvingen van Bantoetalen 'extensies' genoemd, zijn gebonden
morfemen tussen de stam en de laatste klinker. Extensies zijn van invloed op het
aantal syntactische argumenten van het werkwoord. Het Liko heeft de volgende
extensies: causatief, applicatief, benefactief, resultatief, neuter, associatief en

pluractioneel. Voorwaardelijke werkwoordsvormen en aanvoegende en gebiedende
wijs worden in aparte secties beschreven. Het Liko heeft vijf toonmelodieën voor
bevestigende en drie voor ontkennende werkwoordsvormen, die samen met

voorvoegsels van aspect en met de laatste klinker de wijze, de grammaticale tijd
en/of het aspect van het werkwoord bepalen. De werkwoordsvorm in het Liko is

complex. De structuur kan bestaan uit vele morfemen, klinkers kunnen verdwijnen
of veranderen op morfeemgrenzen, klinkers kunnen veranderen onder invloed van
de klinkerharmonie, elke werkwoordsvorm heeft een toonmelodie en er zijn

toonregels die toegepast moeten worden. Voor verwijzingen naar verleden en
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toekomst, dichterbij en verder weg, kent het Liko een aantal bijwoorden van tijd
die volgen op het werkwoord. Dit hoofdstuk sluit af met afleidingen van

werkwoorden (tot naamwoorden, bijvoeglijke naamwoorden en bijwoorden) en een
paradigma van het werkwoord 'zijn'.
Hoofdstuk 8 behandelt een selectie van syntactische onderwerpen: de argumenten
van het werkwoord (intransitief en transitief, afleidingen met extensies),

objectmarkering, woordvolgorde, relatieve bijzinnen, informatiestructuur,

vergelijkingen en complexe zinnen, waarbij ook voegwoorden en zinnen met een
infinitiefvorm van het werkwoord besproken worden. Het Liko is een taal met een
strikte SVO woordvolgorde, d.w.z. het subject staat vóór het werkwoord en de

objecten erna. Objectmarkering bestaat uit een voorvoegsel in de werkwoordsvorm.
Anders dan in veel Bantoetalen is deze markering in het Liko zeer beperkt. Alleen

als het object een eerste of tweede persoon is of behoort tot naamwoordklasse 1 of
2 is objectmarkering mogelijk én verplicht. Bij de overige naamwoordklassen is

geen objectvoorvoegsel in het werkwoord toegestaan. De objectmarkering verwijst
alleen naar het eerste object na het werkwoord. Welk object als eerste op het

werkwoord volgt, in het geval er meer dan één object is, wordt bepaald door de
extensie van het werkwoord. Hoewel het in verschillende Bantoetalen moeilijk is
om onderscheid te maken tussen object en adjunct (voorwerp en bepaling), biedt de
grammatica in het Liko een manier om dit wel te doen. Bij relatieve bijzinnen en
bij dislocatie naar links van een adjunct moet het woord minó voorkomen na het

werkwoord. In geval van een object is het verplicht afwezig. Het Liko laat zien dat
tests met vraagwoorden om focusmarkering te identificeren ook kunnen aantonen
dat een taal geen specifieke markering voor deze vorm van focus heeft. Het Liko

heeft wel een markering voor contrastieve focus, d.m.v. het woord áka aan het eind
van een zinsdeel.
Bijlage 1 bevat een tiental teksten van verschillende genres, voorzien van een

interlineaire en een vrije vertaling. Het zijn mondelinge volksverhalen, technische
instructies, morele adviezen, een verhaal over besnijdenis zoals het vroeger ging en
een tekst die, anders dan de andere, zijn oorsprong niet heeft in de orale traditie,
maar geschreven is ten behoeve van alfabetiseringswerk.
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Bijlage 2 beschrijft het scala van modaliteit, grammaticale tijd en aspect door
middel van een paradigmatische samenvatting van het systeem met alle mogelijke
werkwoordsvormen op basis van acht werkwoorden, onderscheiden door de
kenmerken transitiviteit, primaire toon van de werkwoordstam en ATR.
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